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OTES AND COMMENTS.

THE
PRESENT NUMBER commences
A new volume of Carpentry and
Building. Ten years of its history

are rolled into the past, and it now enters
upon its second decade. Its successfrom
the beginning hasbeenunexampled among
architectural and building papers, and the
reason for this is quite apparent. It
has ever striven to be serviceable to those
who are anxious to secure the best ideas
in building andwho need assistancein the
various parts of houseconstruction. With
successthus established, its policy for the
future will be the sameas it has been in
the past, but with greater resources and
larger experience we hope to make the
paper still more serviceable. In this num
ber it will be noticed that we have given
special prominence to our Correspondence
Department. The large variety of sub
jects presentedin that portion of the paper,
ranging from house designs to mathemati
cal problems, and from the discussion of
topics of special interest to the ap
prentice boy up to those which com
mand the attention of the experi
enced mechanic, reveals the mental
grasp of the readers of this journal and
the wide range ot their observations.
The development of our Correspondence
Department has been a marked feature of
the paper, and the character of the matter
which we are now publishing, compared
with that which appeared in our columns
in the early years of the enterprise, is a
measureof the growth of thepaper andalso
of thegeneraladvancement of its readers.

THERE
ARE MANY mechanicsamong

our readers,including men in middle
life as well as thosewho areyounger,

who would be glad of the opportunity to
attend a school in which is taught draw,
ing and other branches of direct applica
tion to their business. The fact that they
have passedthe age which is usually de
voted to school would make no difference
in their desire to increase their store of
knowledge and acquire technical skill, if
only the chance to go to school was pre
sented. The reason they have not gone
to such a school in the past, or are not
attending Jt at present, is that such
schools, save in rare cases,do not exist.
With all our boasted educational advan
tages it is seldom that the mechanic can
find anything among them that is
of direet advantage' to him beyond
the rudiments. Mathematics are taught
in a way to give the theory, but nothing
more. The average teacherof geometry,
and we might safely include many authors
of text-books in the charge, has no more
idea of the application of principles he ex
plains to roof framing, for example, than

a saw-horse has of racing. With all
that our common school system affords,
our young men are poorly equipped for
their trades, and many a regret is ex
pressedby ambitious and enterprising per
sons that they could not secure in their
schooling a better foundation for their
practical work. Gradually this want is as
suming definite shape, and in some cases
we hear of those whose interests are most
affected taking measures to bring about a
change.

AN
INSTANCE in point is the action
of 30 carpenters in the city of
Yonkers, N. Y. These carpenters

petitioned the Board of Education of that
city to afford them facilities for studying
drawing during a portion of the winter
evenings. The result of their effort should
be an encouragement to other mechanics
similarly situated. Their petition was
promptly granted, and a teacher was ap
pointed a short time since. Accommoda
tions for the class were found in the High
School Building, and the members of it
are now at work with every indication of
the very best results. The men who took
the initiative in this movementset a good
examplefor their fellows, and the school
board that granted the petition also did
a work which other boards might emulate
to the advantage of the several communi
ties to which they belong.

THE
OLD-TIME readers of Carpentry
and Building have not forgotten the
seriesof competitions in house plans

announced in November, 1881. The first
competition was for floor plansof aneight-
roomhouse. From upward of 200 sets of
plans submitted ten were published and
voted upon by our readers, the prizes
being awarded according to the popular
ballot. The first prize set of plans was
next made the basis of a competition, ad
vertised in the spring of 1882, in eleva
tions and details. The first prize eleva
tions and details from the second competi
tion was then made the subject of a third
contest for specifications for material,
workmanship and construction. The final
competition in the serieswas for a detailed
estimate of cost of building the eight-
room house according to the first-prize
floor plans, first-prize elevationsand first-
prize specifications. Our readerswerethus
provided with a full working description
of an eight-room dwelling-house, the joint
production of Henry S. Jaffrey, Chicago
(floor plans), Edward S. Hammatt, Albany
(elevation, perspective and details), B. C.
Pond, Boston (specifications, and J. D.
Sibley, Middletown, Conn, (estimate.)

THESE

COMPETITIONS proved such
a notable successthat we have de
cided to continue the series, extend

ing it to ttie question of heating the build

ing. For this purpose, however, the work
hitsbeentransferred from this journal to the
columns of The Metal Worker, which, as
many of our readersknow, is issued from
the sameoffice. This paperwhich, by the
way, is a weekly, published at $2 a year,
is devoted to subjects which make this
portion of the enterprisemore appropriate
for its columns._ Its special topics are
Heating and Ventilation, Roofing, Plumb
ing, Cornice Work, Tinwork, &c. In the
issue of The Metal Worker for December 8
the announcement was made that three
setsof prizes would be awarded for plans
and descriptions of the best systems of
heating the houseabove described by hot-
air, furnace, steam and hot-water circula
tion. A special supplement was sent out
with that issue, containing the floor plans
and elevations of the house on a scaleof
half inch to the foot. To further facilitate
the work of the contestants arrangements
were made to send to applicants separate
setsof plans printed on paper appropriate
for the purpose, on which the pipe lines,
&c, could be drawn in. At the close of
the heating competition the first-prize
plans, together with others, will be pub
lished in The Metal Worker, and the
builder of this ideal housewill then have
an opportunity of choosing from the best
heating plans of three systems. The unity
in this series of competitions is its dis
tinguishing feature. There has been a
competition at each step in the construc
tion of the house, and now after the house
has been fully planned we proceed to
gather opinions on the best meansof heat
ing it

ON
THE 21st of November the
fifth annual convention of the
Western Association of Architects

assembled at Chicago. The conven
tion was particularly notable because of
the action that was taken with regard to
consolidating the two architectural organi
zations of this country into one body.
The American Institute architects were

the first to favor the consolidation, and

appointed a committee to forward the
scheme. The proposition washeartily ap
proved at the meeting of the Western As
sociation, and they appointed a similar
committee to confer with the east
ern one and draw up a definite
plan of joint organization. There is
little doubt but that the scheme will
reach a successful issue, a strong indica
tion that may bring the action at the late
convention regarding the employment of
a clerk-of-works on important buildings
and the formation of State defensive
leagues,both of which questionswere re
ferred to the Consolidation Committee.
No lengthy argument is needed to show
the advantageof having onerepresentative
societyof architects for the whole country.
The only real opposition, if there,be any
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at all, must arisefrom sectional jealousy or
similar motives of narrow prejudice, but

even this opposition is only conjectured,
and in reality there appears to be a singu
lar unanimity of sentimentin favor of the
plan.

THE
GROWTH of national organiza
tions during the past few years
has been quite remnrkable, and

in every instance the enlargement,
and, if we may so term it

,

the na
tionalization, of trade associations has
equally increased their strength and use
fulness. The trades and professions in
terested in the building industry have
made rapid progress in this direction.
The National Association of Builders is in
charge of energetic officers, who aredoing
everything in their power to build up its
membership, and at the same time inaug
urate and carry out reforms. The Na
tional Association of Master Plumbers is

also a growing body, and it is safe to hope
that in time they will do much to raise
the standard of their trade, even though
their efforts heretofore have not been such
that the public could thoroughly appre
ciate. The architects of the country also
through joint efforts can accomplish much
that would be utterly impossible if at
tempted by individuals. The question
above referred to, for instance, of the em
ployment of clerk-of-works is one that
can only be effectively acted upon by a

large and influential association. That
such an overseer is necessary,or at any
rate desirable, where large and important
buildings are being constructed, will not
be questioned by those who are familiar
with English building customs, and it

would be often advantageous for us to
borrow well-tried ideas from the older
countries. But even though the employ
ment of clerk-of-works be generally ap
proved, it would be extremely difficult to
introduce the practice, except through the
medium of a national organization. It
will be acknowledged that a consolidation
of the two associationswould strengthen
their influence, and influence and member
ship are so closely connected that neither
can be increasedwithout similarly increas
ing the other. When the plan of union is

perfected it will be submitted to both
societies, the ballot to be taken by letter,
and, if ratified by a two-thirds vote, the
associations will consolidate under the
name of the American Institute of Ar
chitects.

SECRETARY

WM. H. SAYWARD, oi
the National Association of Build
ers, directs our attention to the

effort that is being made to secure a more
complete affiliation of builders throughout
the country in the National Association.
The organization, though established but

a comparatively short time, already in
cludes 24 of the largest cities, but it is

their desire to add to this number all the
cities in the country, so that the associa
tion may be thoroughly representative
and the better fitted to accomplish the
work it has undertaken. With this end
in view a circular has been addressedto
all the prominent builders in cities not
represented in the association, inviting
them to take part in the convention
which is to be held in Philadelphia on
the second Tuesday of February next.
Wherever there are local exchanges or

associations of builders in existence, it is

preferred that they appoint a representa
tion, but if this is not done an urgent re
quest is madeof any builders interested to
send representatives. By way of im
pressing the need of a full attendanceat
the coming convention, the circular points
out that there are many reforms of vital
importance to all builders which can only
be accomplished by concerted action, and
unless an organization be thoroughly
representative in its character it cannot
hope to secure its objects satisfactorily.
Already the National Association of
Builders have been the means of estab
lishing the " uniform contract" which was
adopted by joint committee of them and
the two National Associations of Archi
tects, and is now in processof introduc
tion throughout the country. They have
also taken steps to reorganize the appren
ticeship system,as well as frame rules and
conditions for estimating work. Other
matters now under consideration are the
lien law, permanent arbitration with em
ployees, uniformity of measurementsand
uniform size of brick. At the Philadel
phia convention several other questions of
general interest to builders will bebrought
up for consideration. We have thus fully
referred to the past and prospective work
of the National Association of Builders,
for we believe that such a record is the
strongest possible argument that can be
presented in favor of the organization.
We wish the association every success in
the future, and can heartily second Mr.
Sayward's appeal for a large gathering at
Philadelphia next February.

N
O DODBTmany of our readerswouldbe very glad to securea soutenir of

Carpentry and Building, and for this
reasonwemention in this connection a min
iature/rte-iMWfeof the October number of
last year, which was prepared for adver
tising purposes, but which has proven to
be such a gem as to be in large request as

a keepsakeor curiosity by those to whose
attention it has been called. The little
book measures 5 x SJ inches, and is a per
fect reproduction, line for line, page for
page, cover included, of the issue above
mentioned. It is legible, and a person
with ordinary eyesight canreadevery word
that is presented. At the same time,
many parts of it appear almost micro
scopic in size. Those of our readerswho
desire to secure this miniature, which, by
the way, is regarded by experts as the
finest thing of its kind ever produced, can
obtain copies by remitting 10 cents each,
in postage stamps. We will supply three
copies to one address for 25 cents.

WE
TRUST that none of our readers
will forget that our Building As
sociation Competitions are still

open. Full particulars can be found in the
advertising pagesof the issue for December.
The contest closes January 31st. For the
benefitof those who have not seen the De
cembernumber, we mention that the sub
jects are designs for $1000 and $2000
frame dwellings, specially adapted to the
needsof thosewho build with the assist
ance of building and loan associations.
Two prizes arc offered in each—namely,
$100 and $75 respectively. The prize
designs and someof the other studies will
be published in this journal during the
current year.

THE PLATES.

In plates I and IV we present designsof
two Dutch Renaissance chimney-pieces,
taken from a little work by Franz Ewer-
beck, and published under the title of
" Die Renaissance in Belgien und Hol
land. " The first of these chimney-pieces

is from the "Salle d'Audience, " on the
first floor of the House of von Marten van
Rossum, at Zalt Bommel. The inclosed
space forming the front of. the fireplace

is faced with blue tiles having large
panels of delft representing David and
Solomon.
In plates II and III will be found a rep-
presentation of the Loggia of Raphael at
the Vatican, Rome, concerning which
Vasari says, "it is impossible either to exe
cute or imagine a more beautiful work. "

Julius II. began them after the designs of
Bramante, and they were completed by
Raphael during the pontificate of Leo X.
The Loggia form a triple portico, of which

t je two lower stories are supported by pil
asters, and the third by columns. The
only part painted by Raphael is that which
faces the city on the middle tier. The two
other sides in continuation were added by
Gregory XIII. and his successors, in
order to complete the uniformity of the
Court of San Damaso, which forms the en
trance to the palace from the Gallery of
Bernini. The Loggia of the lower story is

covered with stuccoesand arabesque exe
cuted by Giovanni da Udine from the de
signs of Raphael, the restoration of which
was completed about 20 years ago by
8ig. Mantovani with ability and success.
The vaults of the small domes, in which
are figured the devices of Leo X., the
Medicean tri-colored Prince of Wales's
feather and the oxen yoke, are particularly
varied and elegant for their decorations.
The second story contains the celebrated
frescoes, which have given the nameof
the " Loggia of Raphael. " It is divided
off into thirteen arcades,sustained by pil
asters covered with stucco ornamentsand
arabesques by Giovanni da Udine from
Raphael's designs. He is said to have
derived the idea from the then re
cently discovered paintings beneath the
Baths of Titus. Nothing can sur
pass the grace and elegance of these
decorations— figures, flowers, animals,
mythological subjects, and architect
ural ornaments are combined with the
most delightful fancy, and, though seri
ously injured by the troops of Charles V.
and by the restorations of Sebastiano del
Piombo, they are full of interest. Each
coved vault of the 13 arcades contain*
four subjects connected with some par
ticular epochof Scripture history, executed
from the designs of Raphael by Giulio
Romano, Pierino del Vaga, Pellegrino da
Modena, Francesco Penni and Raffaelle
del Colle. There are, therefore, 52 sub
jects in all, commencingwith the Creation
downward through the Old and New
Testament subjects. The other two wings
of this tier contain a series of frescoes in
continuation of the Gospel history painted
by Sicciolante da Sermoncta, Tempesta,
Lorenzo Sabbatini. <fcc,and Signor Man
tovani has also restored these. He like
wise painted the third portion of the
Loggia next the Pope's apartments, and
his work furnishes one of the best exam
ples of modern pictorial decoration to be
seenin Rome. Some of the sculptured
doors in the Loggia date from the time of
Leo X., and are splendid specimens of
carved woodwork. The top Loggia on
which the Pinacotheca opens was painted
in the pontificate of Clement VII., with
mapsand landscapes ; that on thesidewhich
overlooks the city, and from which there

is a fine view, was restored under Gregory
XVI., the walls being covered with maps
of European countries.
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Mantel Design.

A plain, easily constructed and withal a
neat appearing mantel, designed by H. P.
Miller, of Philadelphia, is presentedhere
with. The front and side plevationsshow

|of Italian design. Express it we must,
but how to do so pleasingly in every case
is a problem. Two ways are open to the
architect— the one is the artist's idea,
based on picturesque effects, that the
chimney should be allowed to come out

front jxnd Side View of Mantel.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.—Designedby H. P. Miller \

the construction of the design so anywhere so long as it groups with other
thoroughly that little can be said in ex
planation. We present a detail of the
carved scroll that surmounts the mirror
finish, and also a detail of the panel oeeur-
ing immediately under the shelf.

Chimneys.

A writer in one of our English ex
changes, discussing the chimney shaft
from an architectural point of view, says:
The chimney is not a feature that has
been favorably regarded amongarchitects.
We all know when its presence was
deemed a decided eyesore,and all kinds
of expedientswere adopted to hide it or
to try and make it look like sometliing
else. Happily for the advancement of
common sense and truthful architecture,
thosedays arepast, with much also in dress
that was artificial and restrained. There
is now just asmuch indifference about the
form or shape it assumes. It either ap
pears as a squarelump of brickwork above
the sloped roof or parapets bristling with
chimney-pots of divers hights and shapes,

objects. The other view is to make it
conform to the architectural design by ar-

lower of Queen Anne, or Old English ; the
latter the method in vogue among disci
plesof themoreorderly schools of classical
or Anglo-Italian architecture.
To the credit of the Gothicist it must
be said that while making the chimney a
picturesque feature, they gave it form and
rendered it often during the Tudor period
a highly pleasing object with the gables
of their domestic buildings. The separate
flues wereexpressedand united, and often
a great variety of exterior ornamentation
in cut and carved brickwork, and in
molded caps and bases,was to be seen, as
may be noticed at Hampton Court Palace,
and in a score of the old mansions of the
reigns of Elizabeth and James. The
shafts are clustered, and in plan either
squaresarranged diagonally or octangular
and circular. At Longleat and Wollaton
are examples of the maLner the Renais
sancearchitects clothed them in classical
garb and made them ornamental acces
sories. Directly the revival cameall this
was changed, and the housesof the eaily
Georges betokened a desire to completely
ignore the chimney. We have at last
thrown off themask of classic purism, and
are free to build again as we like, yet
there is little attempt made to study the
chimney shaft, as at one time was thecase.
There is a want of invention in the ar
rangement of the plan; the grouping,
among other features, is often bad; they
start out of ridges in awkward proximity
to the gable, or flank a gabled roof, mak
ing it rppear all flat chimney on the side.
We seeshafts octagonal in plan clustered
together, start abruptly out of the ridge
and roof slopes as if it had pierced the
roof unpreparedly; others show heavy
basesthat stand saddle-back fashion over
the ridges; some are top-heavy with
moldings, others unfinished at their sum
mits. For square-built shafts the sides
can be relieved by division into panels

O

Detail of Panel.—Scale, S Inches to the Foot.

ranging/that it should appear above the
roof, where it will assist in the balance of

Detail of Top Ornament.—Scale, S Inches to the Foot.

or is carefully arranged to appear at cer
tain points, and to assume some definite
architectural shape,aswe find in buildings

the elevation, and in making it of certain
proportions and form. The first of these
methods is that of the Gothicist and fol-

with cut-brick vertical piers between—a
treatment resorted to by designers of the
vernacular seventeenthcentury villas. We
have at least common sensein this plain
and unsophisticated chimney building; the
shafts can be taken up to any desired
hight, and the higher they are the more
effective; they can be placed anywhere
without being twisted or diverted from
the original direction of the flues, and,
being massively built, the evils of smoky
chimneys are, to a large extent, avoided.
This squarely built shaft allows of the
ordinary pot or cowl without disfiguring
the design, but the Italian shaft is spoiled
at once by the addition. The physics of
chimney construction are ill understoodby
the ordinary architect; or, if he does
know the laws of gases and action of the
column of warmed air, he inadvertently
builds an outer flue wall that conducts the
heat rapidly away, or a long thin shaft,
which, operating in the same manner,
sends back the smoke; or some huge
spaceover the fireplace, in which all kinds
of eddies are at work, that completely
nullify the effect of the ascensional force
of the warm smoke in the flue. So much
has he to learn to make his art and his
scienceagree!
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ORRESPONDENCE.
Ml O- ■.^G)^»

Ail Iiljrlit-Room House.
From L. W., Boston, Mass.— I have
studied, with considerable interest, the
various house plans and the general infor
mation concerning them which have been
published iu your paper from time to time.
Without a single exception the drawings
have been finely executed, and some of
them might well be selected for practical

from other sources as well, and will be
adopted, I think, by mechanics and clerks
who desire a cozy house for a small sum of
money. The house was built about three
years ago, in a suburb of Boston. The
kitchen is arranged so as to be shut off
from everyother room in the house by two
doors, thus confining the odors of cooking
to that apartment. There is also a ven
tilator near the ceiling in the kitchen.
Back stairs leading from the kitchen to
main landing have a ventilating window
in the stair passage. The head-room

House Near Boston, Describedby L. W.—Front Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

use. I inclose plans and elevations for an
eight-room house,which has some features
worthy the attention of Carpentry and
Building; not on account of the exactness
of the drawings, but becauseof the general

necessaryfor the stairs comes out of the
bathroom to the hight of 3^ feet, and
above that there is a closet for water-tank,
Ac. The house is heated with a furnace,
and in the dining-room is also a " French

,.vx ,4 l^T'd£J
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First Floor. SecondFloor.

Floor Plans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

arrangement, with a view to cheapnessof
construction, economyof heating, &c. The
ideas presentedhave not only been gath
ered from Carpentry and Building, but

grate " for use in the spring and fall be
fore it is cold enough to necessitatestart
ing the furnace or for use at any time it is
desired to enjoy the cheer of an open tire.

Brlrk BulldlngN.
From J. E. A., Waitsburg, W. T.—I
should like to see in the columns of Car
pentry and Building the views of practical
builders on the construction of brick
buildings. What I desire particularly to
learn is the usual and best methodsof an
choring the timbering and the brick to
gether; also, the construction of the foun
dations. I think a discussion of this sub
ject would be of interest to many of the

Foundation Plan.

readers, especially as it is something, I
believe, which has never received atten
tion.

The Furnwr Room.
From 8. B.— In some houses there is a
room especially reserved for the furnace,
and in many cases this room is made so
small that it is difficult to place the fur
nace in position. When land is as ex-

Eensive
as it is in cities, and when the

asement is to be occupied for kitchen,
diuing-room, and other uses, it is probable
that the room left for the furnace mustbe,
to say the least, rather limited. When
the above combination of circumstances
exists, it may be impossible to give the fur-

Roof Plan.

nacea reasonable amount of room. For
all of that, there is no reasonwhy part or
all of the surrounding walls, as well as the
ceiling, should not be made fire-proof.
The writer has noticed many such rooms
where some of the walls were made by
placing lath and plaster on wooden stud
ding, and where it was necessaryto bring
the smoke-pipe from the furnace much
nearer the wall that it should be. In case
the basementis low, the top of the fur
naceis brought nearer the ceiling than it
should be, and with the heat that escapes
through the casing of the furnace,
and that from the heading and smoke
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pipes, there is great danger that the lath
may be set on fire. The writer hasknown
of caseswhere the ceilings over furnaces
located in furnace rooms situatedasabove
have caught fire, and only from the fact
that the fire was discovered in time were

name, yet, if housesare not properly con- 1one's conscience,but that is not making a
strutted or planned, how is the furnace- 1fire-proof building out of a tinder-box.

"When a furnace is to be set in
a small room, as someof them
are,the walls should be rf brickr
and the ceiling of the furnace-

Side Elevation (Right).—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

room should be covered with some fire-the buildings saved from destruction. I man to remedy the difficulty? A few
When the furnacemanputs a furnace in a sheets of tin or a piece of zinc may be
building he has to do the best he can
under the circumstances. There is little
opportunity for him to do muchmorethan
to put in the furnace, or let some one else

proof material, and any other precautions
taken that the architect or builder cansug
gest. It may be true that there are com
paratively few fires caused by defective
furnaces, but in many cases the number

Side Elevation (Left).—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

do the job. It does not take many " fur- j nailed up over an exposed place just to j could be greatly reduced if the proper
nace fires" to give heating furnaces a bad I avoid the appearance of evil or to clear precautions were taken by the builder.
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A Dakota Farm House.
From B. S. Hoxie, BearmiUe, Wis.—
The requirementsin drawing the plans for
this house were, that there should be on
the first floor aparlor, sitting-room, dining-

pine and butternut, with darker wood for
angle and plinth blocks, finished wi*h
hard oil and polish for principal rooms,
and others oil shellacand varnish. Kitchen
and dining-room floors to be laid of 3-inch

housesof moderate cost, I take pleasure in
forwarding you the inclosed plan of a six-
room house, costing $1200 at Wichita
prices of to-day. The house is to be
plainly finished inside, and the lumber of

Floor Plans of a Dakota Farm House.—Described'J>yB. S. Hoxie.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

room, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, milk-
room or pantry ; on north side of kitchen,
a cupboard between kitchen and dining-
room, and perhaps a wood-shed attached
to the kitchen. It must have an east
front. The bedroom and sitting-room to
be located on the east side, and a bay-
window in sitting-room, and perhaps in
parlor. On the second floor there must be
live chamberswith closet in each, besides
the chamber over the kitchen. This must
be reached by a separate flight of stairs,
and no communication between this and
the other chambers. The owner did not
desire an open staircase, but preferred to
go up between partitions. The lower
rooms were to be 9$ feet in the clear, and
upper rooms 8i. The house to be of
wood and cost above the foundation not
to exceed $2500. With these require
mentsthe reader can seehow nearthe plan
comes to what was asked for. No per
spectiveelevation was drawn, otherwise it
would accompany these plans. The bay-
window for sitting-room is two stories
and finished with gable, or simply an ex
tension of the rooms. The other bay-
window hasa projecting belt with brackets
coveredwith cut or ornamental shingles,
and the second story is shingled the same
way, with deck of tin coming under the
gable end of main roof. The front veranda
is to be finishedwith storm-houseentrance,
to be removed in summer.
The specificationsrequire both chimneys
to extend into the cellar, so as to furnish
an air duct, and also to accommodate a
furnace should the owner wish at any
subsequenttime to put one into the house.
It will benoticed, by referenceto the plan,
that sitting-room, bedroom and parlor can
be warmed with one stove by opening the
folding doors, and the chambers are also
to be warmed by registers in the ceilings,
unless stovesare used, for which provision
is made by the arrangementof chimneys.
The first floor is to be double, with tarred
paper between. Outside of studding to be
sheathedupwith good, sound pine boards,
and then covered with good building
paper, well wrapped around corners and
under frames before siding is laid. The
studding on inside is to be covered with
iron board paper, then furred the thick
nessof lath before lathing and plastering.
The interior woodwork is to be of hard

hardwood noonng. The work of all kinds the grades usually employed for their
is to be of the most substantial character, j various purposes. The small glass in the
according to specifications. . upper sash and in the door are to be

colored as the owner may desire. A
A Cheap Six-Room House. |double chimney between the parlor and

From D. F. J., Wichita, Kan. — I have fsitting or dining-room would doubtless
beena readerof Carpentry and Building serve the purpose better than a single one,

•a
2

A 111300Six-Room House.—By D. F. J.. Wichita, Kan.—Front Elevation and Section.
Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

for the past five years,and, noting your re- , but the housewas constructed here with a
quest to draftsmen for cheap houses, or single shalt. There is to be a bank cellar
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under the main part of the house 7 feet in
the clear. The house to-day is supplied
with a galvanized pipe carried up from the
kitchen flue to clear the main roof, in
order to insure draft. The sameplan and
design was built after here not long ago,
and cost, with a few changes, $1292.

Working from Plan*.
From M. P. —How many plans of houses
that are to be heated with a furnace arc so

result is that the tinner has to hunt up
such a location for his pipe as he can find.
This condition of affairs may make neces
sary some extra cutting, and then the
carpenter is greatly disgusted. Especially
is this the casewhen a girder has to be cut
into. Once upon a job that I know about
the carpenter was so exasperated because
he had to do somecutting, so as to allow of
the placing of some partition pipes or

| stacks, that he said that if he was to build

be, as was demonstrated once in my own
experience. Everything appeared to go
all right until the centerpieces about the
gas pipes were put up, when it was
noticed that the one in the back room war
a foot from the center. Upon investiga
tion it was found that the house was
shorter than had beenintended; either the
person who laid out the house or the ma
sonshad made a mistake, but as all of the
measuring had been done from the front

Side Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

drawn that the person who is to put in the
furnace has confidencein them ? The lo
cation of the furnace may be shown, as
also the pipes in the partitions and the
registers, but when it comesto putting in

Ground Floor Plan.—1-16Inch Scale.

the work it is found that a gas-pipe is in
the way, or it may be discovered that the
plumber has put a water or soil pipe in the
place where the stack should go. The

a housefor himself he would put up a lot
of poles, fasten the stacks to them, and
then build the house about the pipes.
It may be that in some localities the
architects soconstruct their plans that it is
not necessaryto cut the woodwork for fur
nace pipes, but it is difficult to seejust

ChamberFloor Plan.—1-10Inch Scale.

how this could be done in all cases,for
when the partitions are so arranged that it
is necessary to take a pipe across, or at
right angles to the joists, it is rather diffi
cult to do so without some cutting. Pro
viding the plans are properly drawn, a
great deal of trouble could be avoided if
eachworkman about a building would be
careful to place his work just where the
plans indicate, for if one mistake is made
there is no knowing what the result will

of the house, the mistake had not _been
noticed until the centerpiecewas put up.

Hair In It row n OTortar.
From W. H. H., Stuttgart, Ark— In
answer to "F. D.," of Dunmore, Pa., I
would say I do not put any hair in my
brown coat, as it floats down better and
makes a much smoother piece of work
without it, and is just as good, if not
better. I have tried it both ways. I have
also done what is called ' ' greenwork. " In
this I follow up with the brown coatwhile
the first coat is green, as the two coats
will cement together better than drywork.
The two coats will not separatewhen put
on in this way. I have tried greenwork
long enough to know it is the best, and I
do not put any hair in the brown coat. I
would rather have all the hair that some
plasterers put in two coats put in the first
coat. I use the brown coat very sandy, as
the more sand in the mortar the harder
will be the plastering. I am no plasterer,
but I have the work done in this way, and
would not have it done in any other way
that I have tried.

Weighting: Windows.
From J. S., Center Bennington, Vt.—
Will somereader of Carpentry and Build- '

ing kindly inform me with regard to the
proper manner of weighting windows?
Should the weights be of the sameavoirdu
pois as the sash, or should the upper sash
have heavier weights?
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Laying Down Polygons.

From L. W. T., Upper Alton, 111--I
am under the impression that polygons in
general are scarcelyunderstood in the mat
ter of their angles, sides, &c, by the
average carpenter. As affording some
little information on this point I inclose
somedrawings of hexagonswhich perhaps
will be of interest to your readers. Fi". 1
is drawn with a square and dividers.
Inasmuch as hexagons are figures of six
equal sides, each side may be described as
containing 60°. To draw such a figure
easily and accurately with square and
dividers proceed as follows: Divide any
given line into thrte equal parts. Take
one part in the dividers and radius, and.
with one foot in the points X and A of
Fig. 1, strike the two arcs shown below
the horizontal line, intersecting as indi
cated. Draw the chords forming an equi
lateral triangle, each side of which will
contain 60". The hexagon is then made
of six of these triangles wedged together,
as shown in Fig. 3. Divide the triangles
into two parte. The result is two trian
gles of 30 each. We can now apply the
square, as shown, bringing it against the
vertical line at the left. Take 10 inches
on the blade and 5$ on the tongue and
strike the line A D (fig. 1) extending it
as shown. Inasmuch as A B is the length
upon one side of the figure it is easy to
establish D F. Reverse the square for the
other side, as shown. Notice that the
dotted lines are important, and should be
put in at the start. Take B X1 in the
dividers and draw the quadrant containing
90°. The radius will then divide the arc
into three parts, from X to U, each con
taining 30°. If a corner of the figure is
desired to comeagainst the horizontal line
place it on the line O and use the same
runs of square as before, laying out the
figure as indicated at the right. Next
look at the small cube that is drawn above
Fig. 2. In this the 30° pitches run out
right and left, and at once indicate how
the work is managed. The quadrants are
used to get the 30° divisions, but are not
necessary after the square is employed.
Any one side, of course, is equal to the
other. Next we turn to Fig. 3. First run
up the vertical lines on A and B, draw
the diagonal lines through O extending
to an intersection with the outside vertical
lines, as shown. Draw the horizontal line
through O, swing ABC on one side up
to D, and then again to E, and finish the
opposite side in the sameway. The work
can be done with the bevel when the

hexagonal figures are built in together.
Three of the central lines in each are
s'.aded, making three cubes with their
cornevsinclined 30° from a vertical line.
This is the result of taking a 30° pitch
from the vertical line. One of the sides
of the diagram, Fig. 2, being on the hori-

pecially is this the case if a little study
is given to the subject, and a smooth
board employed for containing the draw
ings.
Note.—What our correspondent has pre
sentedabove, and which is further illus
trated by the diagrams shown herewith, is

Fig. 2 of SketchesSubmittedby L. W. T.

zontal, the sides 1 and 3 rise to a 60°
pitch. I suggest that some one find out
the runs on the squareand give the figures.
It is not hard to do, and will be good
exercise. The small cube in this figure is
an isometrical drawing as it is generally
made, the 30°pitch run out on each side.
In Figs. 1 and 2, one of the six sides is
subdivided, giving the twelfth, or 30°,
with the corner and the central line and
its side pitches of 15°. It seems to me

Laying Down Polygons.—Fig. 1 of Sketchesby L. W. T.

point O is established, by paralleling the
lines. I suggest to the reader to try it.
The square in this figure shows how to
cut the hexagon miter. In Fig. 2 the di
viders have been freely used, and three

that what is here presented, taken with
the diagrams, quadrants, and their di
visions, also with squares and pitches
shown, almost any one should be able to
understand the underlying principles, es-

in geometrical
square, dividers

an interesting study
shapes. His use of the
and bevels shows that he is familiar with
thesetools, and that there has been much
more perhaps in his mind than he has put

Fig. 8 of Sketchesby L. W. T.

upon paper in this connection. Our cor
respondentmakesuse of degrees as repre
senting sides of a figure, while it is cus
tomary among mathematicians to use
degreesin designations of angles. Some
other peculiarities will also be noticed by
our readers, which it is hardly necessary
for us to point out in this connection. His
suggestion of a little experimental study
upon the part of those interested is cer
tainly to the point.
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Supporting a Celling.

From F. W. P., Ellenwood, Kan.— Re
ferring to the article, by "C. K. P.," of
Madison, Ohio, on the subject of support
ing a ceiling, it is to be noted that your
correspondentdoes not state the thickness
of the ceiling joists, nor yet the span of
the ceiling, nor if there are partitions on
top of it. I think if the span is under 18
feet, a truss, the sameas shown in the in
closed sketch, will hold the ceiling up for
any ordinary load. It would answer all
the purposesof a dwelling-house. Refer
ring to the engravings, Fig. 1, indicates
the truss joist, being about 10 inches

Drawers are about the best thing, as they
keep the tools in better shape, while mov
ing the chest about. If tills are usedthey
should be made to fit close, and fixed in
such a way that they may be fastened in
place. Now, brother chip, if you have
any plans, please let us know, and between
us, I think, we can get up a good tool chest.

Simple Method of Finding Joint Lines
Through the Circumference of an
Ellipse.
From J. H. Monckton, Brooklyn, If. Y.
—Mr. Maurice L'Ocagne points out in the" Annates des Ponts et ChaussCes of

perfect draft though the hot-air pipes.
When the air is brought in over the
top of the chamber it often becomes
so hot that it will not pass down between
the inner and outer walls, but backs up.
In many instances I haveseenhot air pour
ing out of the cold-air box, but never
where it was introduced at the bottom.
Build the inner wall 7 inches from the
largest part of the castings. Make the
cold-air box equal in cubic inches to the
areaof the hot-air pipes. The air is best
when it comes from the register at 110°
F. A large supply of warm air is
better than a small supply of very hot air.

ANY LENGTHUP TO 16FEET

Supporting a Ceiling,—Fig. 1.—Suggestionof Truss Offeredby F. W. P.

deep; there is a -J-inch iron rod, tightened
onboth ends. An iron plate is usedfor the

Fig. 2. Fiff. 3.

Details of Tntss.

end protection of the truss timber. Fig. 3
shows the shapeof the iron on the end of
the truss. Fig. 2 shows the joists com
bined to form the truss. The center joist
is worked out to give the iron rod good
form. A bearing or carrying plate is used
in the center of the truss. The bolt
through the joists is f inch in diameter.

France," the following simple method of
finding the direction of joints as required
in elliptic arches: From A, parallel to
C B, draw A D ; from B, parallel to C A,
draw B D. Draw the diagonal lines C D
and A B. Let each of the placesmarked

A Cheap and Substantial Floor.

From J. C. S., Demtur, III.— I desire
to ask the opinions of the readersof Car
pentry and Building on a piece of work
recently finished by me. It is the floor in
the vestibule of a dwelling. I took black-
walnut and ash and sawed the same into
blocks 4x4 inches. I also prepared a
suitable border for the same. The blocks
were well finished before cutting, after
ward they were dipped in boiling linseed
oil to prevent shrinkage. I covered the
floor with hot pitch to a depth of ^ inch,
and laid blocks in place with the bor
der, and then rolled them down smooth.
The result was a very solid and substan
tial floor at a very low cost, and one that
presents a fair appearance. The cost was
about 15 cents per square foot.

A Convenient Tool Chest.
From R. G. M., Atchison, Kan. — In
reply to the communication from "Jack
Rafter," who writes from Monroe, Iowa,
I would say that I am in about the same
fix, having been watching the columns of
the paper for almost two years without
seeing anything that would be of assist
anceto me in the direction I am working.
I think the best thing to do is to examine
every tool chest you get, and in this way
you will be sure to find something to suit.
I shall try to build myself one this winter
as follows : The place of the molding
planes I will change to both ends of the
chest, and between them the planes and
other heavy tools can be arranged, as well
as movable saw tills with cover for the
chisels, bits and other smaller tools de
pendent upon the taste of the maker.

CLMNPQRS B

Lines for the Joints in SegmentalArches.

O around the elliptic curve be the desig
nated points through which joints are re
quired; then, parallel to A C, draw the
lines O E, O F, O G, O H, O J and 0 K.
At right angles to A B, draw E L, F M,
GN, HP, O Q, JR and KS; then the
joints sought lie along the lines L O, M O,
N O, P 0,"Q O, R O and 8 O. At the joint
Q O, the place of joint at O falls on the
diagonal line C D, and, therefore, at this
point the line of joint Jis simply at right
angles to the diagonal line A B.

Setting Furnaces In Drlck.

[The following letters are from a recent
issue of The Metal Worker and bear on
questions of interest to our readers.]
From O. P., Memphis, r«nn.--"G. 8."
wishes information regarding the setting
of furnaces in brick. I would sayin reply
that it is best to introduce the cold air di
rectly into the baseof the hot-air chamber,
because it is distributed quicker and more
equally by virtue of its being brought di
rectly in contact with the hot castings of
the furnace. In case cold air should be
brought from the outside of the building
and become partly warmed before reach
ing the baseof the furnace, it would, very
naturally, be retarded in its downward
course, thereby causing a diminished
supply of air into the rooms above. In
regard to how far the inner walls of a

brick-set furnace should be away from the
castings, ', G. S." will find that every first-
class furnace is provided with covering
bars and trench plates which will indi
cate the size of brick work. I would
recommendthat the inner wall becemented
on each side.

From N. 8. K., Canastota, N. T.—In !

reply to the letter of " G. S.," would
say, always bring cold air in at the bot- [

torn of the furnace, as it insures a more

Air is not "burnt " until it reaches a tem
perature of from 150° to 175°. Large
pipes and a large cold-air box are always
desirable, as they can be partially closed

if necessary, while small pipes and
small cold-air box, if insufficient for the
purpose, cannot be increased in capacity.
The only thing that can be done is to force
the furnace to its greatest capacity, which

is likely to result in a waste of fuel,
"burnt " air, a hot cellar and a cold house.
No definite rule can be given as to the
size or length of pipes, as the construction
of buildings differs in different localities to
such an extent as to render it impossible
to give a rule applicable in all cases. The
location of the cold air box should be on
the side of the building most exposed to
the wind. The points of the compassdo
not so materially affect the result asmany
people imagine. I have been engaged in
the business for 27 years, and the ex
perience for that period justifies the above
conclusions

Questions In Hand-Railing.

From C. H., Sick, Neb.—In the Febru
ary number of Carpentry and Building,
page 34, therewas given the facsimile of

a certain page in a book on stair-building
and hand-railing, brought out by J. H.
Monckton. I desire to ask one or two
questions concerning the same. I am a

constant reader of your valuable paper
and have become greatly interested, al
though I have not presumedto ask many
questions, I want to know the following
for general information : First, How does

it happen that the top and bottom bevels
for squaring the ends of the wreath piece
are got by lines running through the center
of two banisters ? Now, if there had been
two banisters on eachstep, or if there had
been any number of banisters distributed
around the segment,which would be the
ones from which to get the angles? In this
casethere happen to be three, but one of
them is near two, or I might say is on the
bottom tangent; therefore, no angle can
be got from it. Second, Supposing, in a

winding stair, instead of banisters there

is paneled work, what then would be
done?
Answer.—On receipt of the alxive letter
we referred it for reply to James H,
Monckton, the author of the book from
which the plate above referred to was bor
rowed. We have the following answer
for publication to which we refer our cos-
respondent:

1
.

Those lines passing through the cen
ter of balusters on the plan are taken
merely as a matter of convenience; thus,
and in the manner shown, portions of the
planes only are used for finding required
bevels, or, rather, angles for squaring the
wreath at the joints, serving that purpose
as well as though the whole of the planet
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were included. If your correspondent
will examine the drawing published in
Carpentry and Building of last February,
he will see that the lines in question at
plan Fig. 3servefour different uses: First,
atFig. 2 to unfold thecenter line of wreath,
giving its exactrelation to theunfolded ele
vation ; second, again at Fig. 2, to obtain
the lengthsof balusters; third, at Fig. 4, to
draw the parallel pattern ; fourth, used as
convenient level lines on the plan Fig. 3,
by which to find the angles for squaring
the ends of the wreath-piece. In the dia
gram inclosed your correspondentwill find
a plan of angles, planes and curve similar
to those based on his questions, but in
which the whole of the planes connected
wi*h the plan are taken in finding the
angles required to squarethe joints of the
wreath-piece. Let A C M be the plan

Questionsin Hand-Railing. —Diagram Sub
mittedby J. H. Monckton in Reply to V. H.

tangents and M A the plan of curve.
Draw A B at right angles to A C ; let A
B C be the angle required over plan
tangent A C, and let M C be a level
tangent. To find the angle for squaring
the wreath over joint A : Prolong C A
to G indefinitely ; prolong C M to D in
definitely ; prolong B A to K ; on A as
center with A J as radius describe the arc
J G ; connect G K ; then the bevel at G
will contain the angle sought. To find
the angle for squaring the wreath-pieceat
the joint over M: From A draw A F
parallel to C M; at any point aboveA and
at right angles to A F draw E D ; make
E F equal A B ; connect F D ; then the
bevel at F contains the angle required.
2. If there is to be panel-work instead
of balusters, then develop the concave or
convex face of the panel-work, together
with its upper edge in its relation to the
wreath, in the sameway as the center line
of wreath is unfolded. Or proceed as fol
lows: Draw a line parallel to the place
required for the top edge of the panel-
work ; then spacethe line A N, Fig. 2 of
drawing in February number, in any num
ber of equal parts, raising perpendiculars
to the place fixed for the top edge;
then set up these perpendicular hights
from the equally divided and unfolded
plan of either the concave or convex face
of panel-work, and trace through the
points found by thesehights the unfolded
edge and face of panel-work. It seems
necessary to inform your correspondent
that Plate No. 14, one plate out of 97
contained in the second edition of the
book from which the extract in question
was made, answers his most important
queries, and, further, ten of the first plates
treat the subject of hand-railing in an ele
mentary character, using for the purpose

simple shaped geometrical solids formed
of paper in one piece, with all the angles
and sur/aces required in their relative po
sitions, such as plan of curveand tangents,
vertical planes; the cutting plane or plane
of plank upon which the face-mold and
its tangents are given. It will be seeen,
too, that by the use of these solids the
study of hand-railing is relieved from the
abstruse method which unassisted plane
surface drawing alone affords. Also the
development of the center line of the dif
ferent varieties of wreath-pieces is fully
treated through two plates in an element■
ary way.

A Question In Ventilation.
From A. W. G., Philadelphia, — I here
with send you two plans of a job of ven-

pipe, even when this pipe is a long dis

tance from basement closet. If there is
not any defect in the closet itself either of
thesechangesmaybe beneficial, as it might
be remotely possibly that the flushing of
the soil-pipe might be a momentary hin
drance to the circulation of the air. It will
bealsowell toascertainfor acertainty if the
vent-pipe from closet trap to fresh-air pipe
is open through, and that the closet trap
forms a proper sealshould there be no de
fect in the closet. In Fig. 1, by connecting
the air-pipe to the closet in the manner
shown, the latter is brought into direct
communication with the soil-pipe, and the
closet trap is without any vent or air pipe,
which change would not be a remedy. In

A Questionin Ventilation.—Fig. 1.—Plan Proposed by Plumber

tilation for your opinion asto which would
be the proper plan to adopt. The drain
pipe is all on the outside of the building,
which is a church. The water-closet and
wash-basin are placed in a small room in
thebasement. The ventilation-pipe,4-inch,
of iron, runs up alongside of a tall chim
ney, and has a powerful draft. The job,
Fig. 2, was done as directed by the in
spector, and every time the closet is used
it not only smells, but emits a horrid
stench. The plumber says his plan, Fig.
1, would have carried all the smell off (see
direction of arrows), while the inspector
saysFig. 2 is the proper plan. Now, Mr.

this plan it is assumedthat the basin trap
is vented as in Fig. 2 plan, and the pipe
taken direct to soil-pipe instead of to pipe
to fresh-air pipe—that is

,

that it is not
proposed to take the vent-pipe from over
flow of basin, which would be the same
as venting the closet trap into the basin.
We think, therefore, that Fig. 2 is the
better plan.

Chefttnut Lumber.

From B., Johnstown, Pa. — I desire to
learn through the practical readersof Car-

Pig. 2.—Plan Proposedby Inspector.

Editor, I would like you to decide which
plan is correct, Fig. 1 or Fig. 2.

Answer. —In plan Fig. 2 the pipes are
arranged in a manner sometimes adopted
with fair results when closets are placed
in- the basement, and is apparently not
sufficiently defective to account for the
closet emitting smells when it is used,

good practice in New York does not ap
prove of connecting a vent-pipe from traps
of closets in basementsto fresh-air pipe in
street, but advises a separate air-pipe to
above roof, or a connection to vertics! soil-

pentry and Building, if chestnut wood is

considered fit for use for sheeting under
tin roof.

Flaring Grate*.

From G. A. K., York, Pa.— In the
November issueof CarpentryandBuilding,

I notice an article by " M. T." on the
placing of stove grates near the floor.
The writer asked for a discussion on
the subject, and taking an interest in the
matter, I present the following : In
" M. T.'s " discussion of the subject in the
issue referred to, he apparently forgot to
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take into consideration the night of the
grate, and consequently the thickness of
the fire. Generally speaking, the bottom
of the grate is from 6 to 10 inches above
the floor in open grate stoves, the hight
of the grate varying in different makes,
styles, &c, but suppose the average
hight to be about 6 inches. Assuming 8

Placing Grates.—Letter from G. A. K.

inches to be the averagehight above the
floor, and 6 inches the average hight of
grate, or the thickness of fire, we would
have the top lines of fire at least 14 inches
above the floor. By referring to the
diagram it will at once be apparent that
an infinite number of rays will be thrown
to the floor from every point in the whole

fire more than 24 inches above the floor
would affect the latter but little, except in
the immediate neighborhood of the stove,
Summing up the whole matter, then, we
believe we are justified in thinking that
plan the best which would place the grate
as near the floor as safety and convenience
permit. It must be understood, however,
that under almost all circumstances the
effect upon a large floor area,by heat radi
ated from a stove or other hot body in the
sameroom, amounts to but little, if any
thing.

Roof Truss.
From J. N. H., Cincinnati, Ohio.—
There are several features about the roof
trusssubmitted by " O. E. M." in theOcto
ber number of Carpentry and Building
which I think are not of the best; further.
I think the designer is far from the truth
in his statementthat the center rod should
be the largest. With his arrangement of
struts the only strain on the center rod is
that produced by the weight of ceiling
trom C to I). This strain is transmitted
from the center struts to the side rods,
eachof which has to bear half of the said
strain, in addition to the weight of its own
portion of the ceiling, plus a considerable
weight of the roof which is transmitted
through the struts. Your correspondent
can readily see, therefore, that his side
rods are strained in excess of the center
one, and, indeed, I may say if the center
rod is neededat all there is an equal neces-
sityjfor rods at thehalf-panel points band c.
If your correspondent is partial to this
form of truss I suggest that he bring the
ends of his struts close up to the three

buildings collapsing, roofs falling in, floors
giving way, &c, it behooves those upon
whom the blame generally rests—namely,
the designers of the structures, to look
well to many small details of construction.
These are too often overlooked entirely, or
directed in a way to amount to no direc
tion at all. Their real importance justifies
the most careful consideration.

FromC. W. W., AUentown,Pa.—" O.E.
M.," Richmond, Ind., submits in October
number of Carpentry, and Building a roof
truss for criticism in regard to the arrange
ment of struts and rods. This is very hard
to do if there are not given moredetails of
the other roof construction, as in one case
the struts and rods may be right while in
another casetheymaybealtogetherwrong.
The whole structure, according to the cut
in October number, is an unsightly affair,
at least to my idea, resembling more a
highway bridge than a roof truss, but as
this is not a question of different tastes,
only of construction, I will pick out some
gravemistakes. As " O. E. M." seemsvery
anxious to strengthen the end-struts and
the strut-beam, I take it for granted that
the roof is constructed, or shall be con
structed in the manner as shown in the
sketch below. In this case the first
thing which strikes the eye is the arrange
ment of the diagonals in end-panels, for
thesememberscan be placed there either
to support an extra load resting on the
end-struts (such aspurlins), or they arenot
neededat all. In the position shown in
sketch of " O. E. M." there will scarcely
be a purlin to support, and their power to
strengthen the end-strut in that position,

Form of Roof Truss, Submittedby O. E. M.

front surface of the fire, and not
from but one point, as shown in the figure
submitted by " M. T." It would be es
sential to have the fire a certain distance
above the floor, as representedin the en
graving, in order that the heat rays may
not strike the latter too obliquely. Just

rods to which they lead, for, as the strain
is transmitted to rods and struts, and in
turn also struts to rods, it is important
that the points of transmission be brought
as close together as practicable. I would
also suggest that your correspondent
divide his end panels equally by his side

so near the end, is moreor lessdoubtful, at
leastquestionable,and the end-strut should
always be made sufficiently strong to do
without such help. This is one of the
items I referred to above, which " O. E.
M." should have given in placing his ques
tion, as then the answer could be given

Improvementin O. E. M.'s Truss, Suggestedby J. N. H.

here we are confronted by another condi
tion imposed by a law of radiation—viz.,
" the intensity of radiated heat is inversely
as the squareof the distance." Thus, if
the intensity of a certain heat ray be rep
resented by 81 at a distance of 2 feet, at
three times the distance, or 6 feet, the in
tensity of the same would be only 9.
This being the case, it is certain that any

struts, as shown in the sketch which I
inclose, and that he may squarebutt joints
at the points g g, which are infinitely bet
ter than the form he uses. The latter has
a decided tendency to split both chord and
end posts, as indicated. The choice be
tween forms of joints at a and / 1 believe
to be simply a matter of preference. In
the face of so many accidents caused by

more satisfactorily and comingmoreto the
point.
The old, old law that the center lines
(neutral axis) of the members of a struct
ure shall intersect each other in the axis of
the top or bottom chord is not followed in
" O. E. M.'s" sketch, as he has placed the
ends of the diagonals so far from the panel
points that they intersect far below the
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axis of the bottom chord or above the axis
of thestrut-beam. According to his sketch,
the tie-beam will not only be subjected to
tension by the struts and bending by the
weight of the ceiling, but also to a bend
ing moment from the diagonals, which mo
ment increases with the distance of the
foot ends from the panel points, and may
be so great as to impair sometimes the
strength of the whole structure to such an
amountasto causeabreak down. The same
is the casewith the topendsof struts in cen-

the trussesbe very heavy that the ends of
struts and beammight be telescoped into
each other, it is good to place between
them a fiat piece of lead or zinc, but bet
ter is to use a box of cast iron with an in
side center plate, against which the struts
and strut-beam are pressing.

From E F. M., Moberly, Mo.— In the
October number you have a cut of a roof
truss from " (). E. M," of Richmond, and

are the tops of the piles cut off at the low
or high water mark?

Heating Buildings by Exhaust Sfeani.

At a recent meeting of the New Eng
land Railway Club, John A. Coleman said :
I have had a long experience in heating
buildings by steam. When the matter of
using exhaust steam was agitated, and
most people were opposed to it, we took a
number of mills, using then a 16-foot

Improvementin O E. M.'s Hoof Truss, Shown in OctoberNumber, Submitted by C. K. W., Quincy, Mieh.—Greater Strength
Without Increased Cost.—(AToLetter).

ter panel. "O. E. M." says, further: The
center rod, of course, is to bethe largest. I
confess I cannot seethat we want in this
structure the center rod at all. If the tie-
beam in the end panels is strong enough to
carry the weight of the ceiling without sag
ging it will alsobe sufficiently strong in the
centerpanel,asthe lengths of the panelsare
equal. It would be quite another thing

as he asks the opinion of the arrangements
of rods and struts, I have ventured to send
what I consider au improvement in their
arrangement. He also states that the

tubular boiler, and averaged a ton of coal
a day. We heated the mill by using large
pipes, having the circulation as straight as
possible, open and free, with about 2
pounds back pressureou the engine, using
no direct steam except in the morning in
starting up and on Sundays. I had simi
lar experience in heating the building of
the Providence Tool Company during the

Improvementin O. E. .V.'s Hoof Truss, Suggestedby C. W. W.

if the truss has also, besides the ceiling, to center rod should be the largest, which is
support a floor, and the spaceunder roof not the case, as it only keepsthe truss from
should be used as storage-roomor for any
other pur|)ose. In this case the tie-beam
would scarcely be sufficiently strong, and
would haveto be supported by rods in the
end panels as well as in the centerpanel, as
shown in my sketch, but theserods would
always be lighter than the other two tie-

buckling up in the center. In the truss I
send, you will observe I use a wooden
shoe that is held in placeby truss rod, and
by the use of which cutting into the tie-
beam is avoided. I would use iron plate
.where collar beam and truss rafters join,
and for bearing under tie beamwhere the

war. The building was 70 feet wide by
morethau 200feet long, the rooms with 15
foot studs, and large windows in an ex
posed situation, then heated by small pipes
all around the walls, and using about aton
of coal a day for the boiler. In reconstruct
ing we took out the small pipe, cut it up
into coils, which we placed in the center
of the building, using a 6-inch pipe as the

ImprovementO. E. i/.'s Roof Truss, Sttggestedby E. F. M.

truss rods are. Where bolts go through
the tie-beam, it would be better to use
beveled washers thau to cut into the tim
ber, as I have shown.

rods, which take the place of the so-called
queen-posts.
Another feature in sketch of " O. E. M."
I do not like is the joint between end struts
and strut-beam. The best rule is to bevel
them together, according to theangle, and,
in order to avoid sliding, to nail side straps
to them and also place a cap plate of
wrought iron over the joints, which may
be used at the sametime as washer for the
nuts on Queen-rods. Should the load on

'
building where tide water comes in

<FromF. A.

Flllne.
New York City.— I have

question which I desire to ask the practical
rendersof Carpentry and BuiMing. Where
piles are used in the foundation work of a

main artery through the building, and a
2-inch socket-pipe for the condensedwater,
avoiding bends everywhere as much as
possible. Result was that the build
ing was overheated by using only
exhaust steam, and about 2 pounds
back pressureand no extra coal was used
for the fires. My idea in heating is to use
largepipes and carry a large body of steam
to the point whereyou want to use it, and
not strangle it on the way.
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Masonry and Stone Cutting.

(Continuedfrompage251,December.)

Limiting Curve.— Instead of verifying,
after settling the directing curves, whether
the surface of the vault will allow of the
opening of the door, we can find before
hand a curve outside which all curves will

tween the splayed jambs C E' and D' F'
is covered by a vaulting produced as fol
lows : We draw, on the face of the wall, a
semicircle which may be considered as an
ellipsis, both axes of which are equal; in
section we draw (Fig. 52) in a planesquare
to the face of the wall an ellipsis of which
the half-axes Y'' O" and Z" O" are equal to
Y' O' (Fig. 51) distance of the rebatefrom
the face of the wall, and O F the radius
of the circle described above. The surface

Masonry.—Fig. 50.—Illustration of the Limiting Curie.

allow of the opening of the door leaf. To
do this we imagine the surface of revolu
tion descnbed by the door leaf, and we
cut it by a senesof planes radiating from
the axis of the door. This gives us on
plan Fig. 49 such lines of section as M' a'

fl
' y
, N' R' U', 8' U' T', &c. Now a series

of tangents, M' P', N' Q', on the wall side
of thesesections will form a surface which
will contain the surface of revolution gen
erated by the door leaf, and we have only
to find the intersection of this surfacewith
the facesof the wall and the jamb to have
the lowest limits that the directing curves
can attain without preventing the opening
of the door. It gives us as a limit to the
upper curve the line Y E Q, and on the
jamb the line projected in elevation in
CURE, but which we must turn down
to show its real shape D R" E ' Fig. 50.
"Wecomplete the directing lines by select
ing the point F high enough to produce
the line F" H outside the limiting curve
and H below Q

,

as Q H is to be parallel to
the tangent to the upper curve in the
point F. We then delineate the guiding
curve as in Fig. 47 of former lesson.
The Montpeiier Black-vault itig is a va
riety of the preceding one, being distin
guished by having a straight line instead
of the upper guiding curve.
The Saint Antoint Black-vaulting is

named after a similar vault constructed at
the back of the gate which led from the
Bastille to the famous Revolutionary Fau
bourg of St. Antoine, in Paris. This
vaulting is highly interesting as an exam
ple of the application of the surface of
sails to stonework. We have seen it

used in some doorways as a finish to in
crease their effect in elevation. In Fig. 51
we have a doorway which is covered be
tween its reveals A' A" and B' B" by a

traight arch; its rebate C C" is also car
ried square above. Now, the space be-

of the vaulting is then generated by the
motion of a vertical ellipsis bound to re
main parallel to the face of the wall, and

tions of the vault the curves " ft > it y.
a33,/a7ra;a,&c. (Fig. 51); and, as the sec
tions are taken nearer to the plane of the
door rebate, the ellipsis becomes flatter
and flatter, until it is at last reduced to a

straight line. .The bed joints are made to
radiate from the center of the semicircle
drawn on the wall face; but below that
semicircle they are continued by cylin
drical surfaces, so as to avoid having sharp
angles in the soffit of the straight arch.
To get the bed mold of such a vous-
soir we have only to develop the cylindri
cal joint. Its intersection with the soffit
of the vault is easily drawn with the help
of the generators of the vault. (See
Figs. 51 and 53.)
Operationsfor Cutting the Vbussoirs.—
We cut out first a prism, the base of
which is equal to the elevation of the
voussoir, and the length of which is equal
to the thickness of the wall. The bed-
molds will allow drawing the outlines of
both beds. We have there all the arrises
belonging to the soffit of the voussoir.
This soffit, which is neither a skew nor a

developable surface, must be out with the
help of a seriesof templets y-t vi~t, v>t,,
&c, which will have to be placed against
the stoneon the points hpi, Up?,&c, given
by the bed-molds. This is, of course, a
long operation, owing to the generators
being ellipses of variable diameters. On
the other hand, the difficulty of forming
in lath and plaster such a vault over a

rectangular room is not great, and such a

vault may be very elegant if decorated as
a light vellum. In this vault every section
parallel to the side of the room is an
ellipsis, and it is found by algebraical
calculation that the diagonal section
through the opposite angles of the room
give a parabola.

(To becontinued.)

The Masonry class at the New York
Trade Schools.

In the handsome and neatly finished
lecture-room of the New York Trade
Schools, on Wednesday afternoon, Decem
ber 5

,

an important step was taken in

Figs. 51,52 and 53.—Elevation I'lan and Sectionsof Doorway, which is CoveredBetween
its Revealsby a Straight Arch.

to have the extremities of its major axis
on the lines C E', D' F' of the splayed
jambs, and the extremities of its minor
axis in contact with the ellipsis drawn on
section (Fig. 52). This will give us sec-

combining practice and theory in tech
nical education. Some 50students, under
Professor Ware, of the School of Archi
tecture of Columbia College, assembledto
hear the opening lectures in a course of
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instruction in practical plumbing and ma
sonry at the above schools. At the con
clusion of the lecture on plumbing, the
students proceeded to the masonry de-
artment or shop, where Mr. Van Houten
elivered the first lecture* on masonry.
The mixing of lime mortar was practically
demonstrated and this was followed by
making a quantity of concrete, which was
placed in an excavation prepared for it

,

when it was rammed in a most practical
manner. Cement mortar was next pre
pared and wheeled to another excavation
besidewhich lay a quantity of large rocks ;

the different conditions of the faces of
theserocks was pointed out by the lecturer,
and several were then placed in position
and properly bedded. The line of the
imaginary building was determined above
the excavation with the plumb-bob, and,
the stone foundation having been com
pleted, a brick wall wasstarted. The time
occupied in the delivery of this lecturewas
taken up in giving demonstrations, but the
information given in the spaceof an hour
was of such a kind that it would require
many pagesof explanation, and would not
then make the effect on the mind that the
practical work of this trade school does.
The second lecture on masonry was de
livercd by Mr. Van Houten, Wednesday
afternoon, December 12.
The lecture was begun by practically
demonstrating how bncks absorb water,
and the benefit attained by wetting bricks
just before laying them. Two bricks were
wetted and two taken dry, a cement joint
was laid between the two former and then

a similar joint between the latter. The
bond between the wet bricks was perfect,
as on lifttng th s top brick the lower onead
hered to the upper onethrough the cement
joint, whereas, the dry bricks on being
raised fell apart. The manner of using
the trowel was then described, several
students attempting to acquire the
"knack." To get mortar on the trowel it

was shown that it should be twisted or
turned under the mortar, and that it would
not do to, as it were, dig or drive the
trowel into themortar, as the mortar could
not be then spread as regularly and easily
on the bricks on which others were to be
laid. It was pointed out, also, that the
rough side of the brick should be the up
per side, and that each brick should be
rubbed down solid. The necessity of
striking cross joints first and making
bonds by headers was shown, as well as
how to keep close joints, and that two
headerswere not as long as one stretcher
in ordinary bricks, but that such was not
the case when Philadelphia bricks were
used. A sample piece of wall was then
built by Mr. Van Houten,"who described
how a 12-inch wall, with somebricks, will
measure12J inches or more in width, and
that in building piers -say 4 or 5 feet
long, irregular dimensions, such as 4 feet

3 inches or 5 feet 2 inches, are sometimes
called for by the architect's drawings, and
when the piers are built and measuredby
the architect they are found to be 4 feet 1

inch or 5 feet, according to whatever the
bricks will work out without breaking or
cutting. The speaker considered a brick
layer was more justified in working to the
proportions made by the bricks than in
adhering to the dimensions exactly given
on drawing, by following which such a

pier would not beassubstantial, on account
of the numerous cut or broken bricks
which would have to be used, as if all the
bricks were whole. At the close of the
lecture, the mortar boards being all full,
and lines started on three walls, the stu
dents set to work laying bricks.
The following is a list of 30 questions
about mortar for the brick-laying class in
the New York Trade Schools, the ques
tions having been printed in pamphlet
form for the useof the students :

1
.

How is mortar made?—Mortar is made

by mixing onepart of slakedlimeto two parts
of clean,sharpsand.

2
.

How is lime obtained?—By calcining
limestone.

3
.

What is meant bycalcining?—Expelling
the moistureandthe carbonic acid gas from
thelimestoneby theactionof heat. Moisture
and carbonicacid gas beingcomponentparts
of limestone.

4
.

What is carbonic acid gas?—It is a gas
existingalmosteverywhere. It is poisonous.
It is foundin theatmosphere: it is thrown oft*
in largequantitiesby decayingvegetablemat
ter, and is producedby our breath and from
burning charcoal. It "can be obtainedfrom
limestoneby pouringsulphuricacidupon it.

5
.

What happenswhen lime is exposedto
the air? —It becomesair slaked.

C
.

What is meantbyair slaked?—The lime
hasabsorbedthe moistureand carbonicacid
expelledfrom it when it wasburned,and it is

unfit for mortar localise it is necessarythat
thecarbonicacidgasshouldbe absorbedafter
themortar is used.

7
.

What sort of sand is bestfor mortar?—
Clean,sharpsand.

8
.

How can sand be tested?—By rubbing it

on thepalm<iftheband; it shouldscratch the
skin but notsoil it.

9
.

Why is sea sand objectionable?—It has
had its anglesworn off by friction, and it is

impregnatedwith salt.
10. What harm doesthe salt do?—Saltab
sorbswater. Mortar in which salt enters is

constantlybecomingdampby absorbingmoist
ure from theatmosphere.
11.How much icater doeslime absorbin
slaking?—About one-quarterits weight.
12.Howmuchdoeslimeexpandwhenmixed
with water?—Two or threetimes.
13. Will slaked lime keep without being
mixed with water?- Yes; slakedlime,solong
as it is protectedfromtheatmosphere, is bene
fitedby beingkept ; any impuritiesexisting in

it becomeabsorbed. The Romanbuildinglaws
required it to bekept two years. In Italy the
lime is always slakedwhen a building is com
menced,andkeptin pits coveredwith a layer
of earth. When the slaked lime cracks the
earth is scrapedoff and the lime is sprinkled
and coveredagain. It is kept coveredwith
earth to prevent the absorptionof carbonic
acidgasfrom theatmosphere.
14.How should slaked lime and sand be
mixed tomakemortar?—It should be mixed
sothoroughlythat eachgrain of sand is cov
eredwith a thin filmof slakedlime,anda suf
ficientquantityof slakedlimeaddedto makea
paste-likemass.
15. What should be particularly guarded
against ?—That no lumpsof unslakedlime,or
massesof sandunmixedwith the lime should
be left ; bothare injuriousto themortar.
16.7s thereany advantagein keepingmor
tar after it is mtxed?—Rather the reverse,as

it commencesto harden. Theonly advantage

is that thesecondworkingmixes thelimeand
sandasthoroughlyas should have beendone
at first.
17. Why is mortar more adhesive than
slacked lime unmixed with sand?—Slacked
lime when dried in any quantity is friable.
Slacked lime also shrinks considerablyas it

dries.
18. What is cement?—Cement is a species
of lime which when made into mortar will
hardenunderwater.
19. What is natural cement?—Cementmade
from limestonecontainingabout 20per cent,
of clay. Rosendalecementis a natural ce
ment.
20. What is artificial cement?—Cement
madefrom slakedlimemixedwith clay. This
mixture is molded into bricks, burned in a
kiln at a low temperaturetoexpelthecarbonic
acid gas and ground to a powder. Portland
cement is an artificial cementmadeof chalk
andclay.
21. Is sand an advantage to cement?—No;
cement is not friableanddoesnot shrink.
22.How should cementbe used?—Cement
shouldbemixedonly as it is wanted.Thesand
and cementshould be thoroughly mixedand
then sufficientwater added to make it into
stiff paste. Water can be addedwhile in the
tub to preventits hardening. It commencesto
hardenimmediately. When stiff it is unfit for
use,even if workedoveragain.
23. What is concrete?—Concrete is a mixt
ureof cement,sandandsmall brokenstone,in
the proportion of one of cemeutjto two of
sandand threeof broken stone. This should
bethoroughlymixed,andwhenlaid inatrench

it shouldberammeddown,or dumpedfrom a
hight. It is better laid in layers not over 8

inchesdeep.
24. What is grunt/—Liquid cementwhich

is pouredinto a wall after it is built with mor
tar or cementor intoa dry rtonewall.
25. What advantage is therein this proc
ess?—It keepsthewall wet while the mortar
is setting, and it entersinto every crevice,
uniting themassmore solidly togetherwhen it

hardens.

2<i.How isplasterobtained?—Fromgypsum
treatedin thesamemanneras limestone.
27. When hair is added to mortar for
plastering, what precautionmustbetaken?—
The mortar must be cold,otherwisethe hair
will beburnedandtheplasterwill beliableto
fall.
28. Why shouldbrick always bewet before
beingused?—Because a dry brick will absorb
the water from the mortar and the cement,
causingthe limemortar to becomea powdery
massof limeand sand,and injuring thebind
ing powerof thecement.
29. How domortar and cementunite brick ?

—By entering înto the poresof thebrick and
forminga solidmasswith thebrick.
30. Whatcausesmortar, cementandplaster
to harden ?—The absorptionby them of the
carbonicacidgaswhichwasexpelledwhenthe
limestoneor gypsum, from which they are
made,wasburned.
To find the number of bricks in a wall,
first ascertain the number of square feetof
surface and then multiply by 7 for a 4-inch
wall, by 14 for an 8 inch wall, by 21 for a

12-inch wall and by 28 for a 16-inch wall.

A bricklayer should be able to lay lfiOO
bricks in a day on a plain wall ; on face
work, on angles and around stone trim
mings not more than half that number can
be laid.

Tank Construction and Support.

BY C. POWELL KARR.

"C. W.," of Memphis, Tenn., says: "I
have to place a tank in a house which
weighs 26 tons, and would like to know-
how to calculate the strength of the timber
used to support it. Please give me a rule
to calculate one joist and then what ten
(joist) will hold. Work out an imaginary
example for me in the paper, so I can see
the figures and the operation ; also the
operation to ascertain the strength of a

wooden column." To this I answer as
follow s :
A tank weighing 20 tons with its con
tents would be built of great length in re
lation to its hight and width. Ordinary
house tanks in this city are about 14 feet
feet long by 5 feet wide by 5 feet high,
being made of spruce plank 1| inches
thick and 4 inches wide, built on the flat
in the samemanner as an elevator bin is
constructed. Such a tank would contain
when full about 2000gallons of water, and
would weigh about 8 tons. A tank to
weigh about 26 tons or more would, for
example, be made,say, 20 feet long, 8 feet
wide and 5 feet high. Suppose it to be
placed upon the roof of a building 20 feet
wide between the supporting walls. The
roof beamsare generally placed 20 inches
c-c, but as the beams which are to hold
this tank will be heavily loaded it would
be advisable to spacethem the regulation
distance of 16 inches c-c. Suppose the
tank to be supported in such a manner as
to have the joist run parallel to the length
of the tank, then the joist to carry it will
be in number 8 x 12 = 96 inches — 16
inches = 80 -t- 16 = 5 in number, and each
joist will have to support */- tons=5.2
tons, but as each joist runs under the tank
for its entire length the load on each joist
will be uniformly distributed.
Suppose the joist to be yellow pine and
say 3 inches thick, what must the depth
be to support this load? We have the
rule deduced from approximate experi
mental data, the breadth, length between
supports and load being given to find the
depth: Rule—Multiply the center load by
the length in feet (clear span) and divide
the sum by the breadth in inches and the
constant; the result will give the square
of the depth in inches, or formulated
for a center load it would read d =

/ span x load

^ por Qtlor„ja .^Qe tne' h x constant
constant for the greatest center load
withip the clastic limit is 500 pounds, but
only one-third of this should be taken as
the average. If we consider the dis-

1
'
(1
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20 ft. x 5000
166

tributed load as being concentrated at the
center, one-half of this whole load would
produce at the centerof the beamthe same
stress as the whole load uniformly dis
tributed, hence in using this formula the
load at center = one-half the whole load

distributed, then d = if
r 3 in. x

Span = 20 feet, L = 10,000 pounds,
center load = -Lagita 5000 pounds,
breadth = 3 in., constant = _ 166,or
d = y7201sq. in., nearly or practically
14 in. ; therefore a beam3 in. x 14 in. x
20 feet span will safely support 5 tons uni
formly distributed. From this load, how
ever, the entire weight of the beamshould
be deducted to obtain the net load sup
ported, which in this casewould be about
261 pounds. Technically it would require
a beamabout 14 în. in depth, but asbeams
of such a depth are not kept in stock, and
as a tank of this kind is never kept quite
full of water the 14-inchbeamwould prac
tically be sufficient.
In many buildings in this city it is the
custom to support tanks at the wall cor
ners, so that two iron I beams may be
placed from wall to wall, one side of the
tank supported by the I beams and the
other side resting upon one of the walls.
Such tanks are uniformly circular in sec
tion, so as to make it possible to use short
beams; the weight is concentrated on a
small area, and where it can be done it is
one of the best methods in use. Another
method, however, is to support the tank
on as many beamsas its length will cover.
If the beams were 16 inches c-c it would
require 14beams, the load on each beam
would amount to 1.714tons. If the tank
were placed in the middle of the roof the
stress on the beams supporting it would
amount to about eight-tenths of what it
would be if the load were concentratedat
the center. The moment of rupture is to
be obtained, and it can be best shown by
meansof the following diagram :

moment at h would be 6 x 1 or 6 ft. tons,
or from Humber's work on strains wehave:

wzx l
x ——j— I I — -i — in which m x =

the moment of rupture at any point, x; w
= distributed load per unit of length ; z =
the length of the load ; I = length of clear
span; x = horizontal distance between
left abutment and the point at which the
moment is to be found ; v = distance from
the load to the left support.
In the caseabove1>is the point at which
the moment of rupture is wanted, ab = x
= 6; and ab — v = 6; 2 = 8 feet, w

J tons = iton, I = 20 feet. By substitu

tion m x =

1TON 2TONS 1TON

t

>b G
i

n^-—* s ft—
----10ft. *

,c a-

—H—6ft-
1:

Calculating the Strength of Floors.

Let the load be 2 tons, covering 8 feet in
length of a beam20feetbetweensupports,
the moment of rupture at a or x is o, the
reaction at x and o is 1 ton each. At b it
is equal to the reaction at a timesa b. The
general rule for the moment of rupture in
horizontal beams supported at each end,
no matter how irregularly the load or loads
may be distributed, is: First find the
center of gravity of the whole load g, and
what portion of said load rests on each
support, a and x; thus whole span : whole
load as either arm : portion at other arm ;
thus 20 : 2 :: 10 : x, x=l. This is ob
vious in this case, as the load is uniformly
distributed equidistant from the center,
and one-half the load thereforeis sustained
by eachabutment. Consider the upward
reactions thus found (viz. , 1 ton each)of the
two supports to be two forcesacting verti
cally upward against the ends of the beam
at a and x, as denoted by the arrows. Let
b be any point whatever in the beamat
which as a fulcrum the load's moment is
required. Assume either of the upward
end forces, say the 1 ton at a, to be acting
at the outer end a of a lever, a b (6 feet
long), of which b is the fulcrum. Multiply
this force, 1 ton at a, by this leverage, a b
(6 feet). Call the product 6 (p). Find
the center of gravity of the part load be
tween a and o if any— in this casethere is
no load between these points—then the

i ton x 8 x 6
~20~~ (»-•-!)

= 6 ft. tons. If the whole load were

concentratedat the center the mx = ----- =
4

o v 10
= 10 ft. tons. With the load

2

distributed asoutlined above the moment
of rupture at the center would be obtained
from the following formula: remembering
that in this case v and z have the same
values us before, but x = 10, m X =

z0 + 2 v)wx f
~2V
%t + 2b — x —

ixlO
I ')- 2 or

}(2x
8x2x6—10-

8(8+2_x6)<"
20 /

* * _ g jt tons; so the conclusion
2

from this is
,

that with the load distributed
as it is

,
a beameight-tenths of the strength

of a beam loaded at the center would be
sufficient, then by the formula well
known, calculate the beam required to
sustain such a load concentrated at the
center, observing the same proportions, a

beameight-tenths of the area found would
be ample. Formula for safe loads for
rectangular timber posts of best seasoned
white pine are, for factor of safety of 5

,

as
follows: Square bearing — safe load=
1120

1 + -
D ; for pin and square bearing, safe

550rf»

1120

load = D
1+-

L = length of post in

378<F
inches, d = width smallest side in inches.
Shaler Smith's formula is for the breaking
load of white or yellow pine : square the
length in inches; square the breadth in
inches; divide the first square by the
second one; multiply the quotient by
0.004; to the product add 1
;

divide
5000by the sum The various formula? in
use arc to a large extent based upon data
derived from experimental research. The
strength of posts depends upon their de
gree of seasoning, one-eighth to one-sixth
of its crushing load should be the calcu
lated safe load in practice. In regard to
beams to be loaded otherwise than uni
formly, a good method is to find its mo
ment of rupture at the point of the beam
lying in the plane of the center of gravity
of the load, and what the moment of the
same load would be if concentrated at the
center of the beam,establish the ratio be
tween the two and apply that ratio to the
beamcalculated for the load at the center
to obtain the sectional area of the beam
required.

A correspondent writing to one of
our exchanges concerning the frequency
with which men employed in shops are
more or less injured by reason of cuts or
bruises cites the following instance as

showing the curative qualities of a rag
glued on a flesh wound: "A man was
running a boring machine with \\ inch-
auger attached ; by somemeansthe sleeve
of his shirt caught in the auger, bringing
his wrist in contact with the bit, tearing
the flesh among the muscles in a frightful
manner. He was conducted to my de
partment (the pattern shop), and I washed
the wound in warm water, and glued
around it a cloth, which, when dry, shrunk
into a rounded shape, holding the wound
tight and firm. Once or twice a week, for
three or four weeks, I dressed the wound
afresh, and it was well. The man never
lost an hour's time in consequence. The
truth of this statementhundreds can tes
tify to. I use, of course, the best quality
of glue."

Books for Architects.

The editor of this journal is frequently
in receipt of letters of inquiry from corres
pondents in various sections of the coun
try asking for a list of books suitable for
use by students of architecture, and which
would be found valuable, if not essential,
for their library. A really satisfactory
answer to such an inquiry is attendedwith
many difficulties owing to the absence of
specific information as to existing condi
tions in individual cases and the large
number of publications treating upon this
important topic. Knowing the progress

a student has alreadymadein thedirection
in which he is seeking knowledge, it is a

comparatively easy matter to suggest
books which may be of assistance to him.
Considering the question in a broad and
liberal manner, we cannot do better per
haps in this connection than to direct the
attention of our friends in the trade to a

list of books which, in the opinion of the
readersof one of the leading architectural
journals of this country, are valuable ac
quisitions to the library of the student of
architecture. Somemonths ago theAmer
icanArchitect andBuilding Newsinvited its
readersto vote upon the 20 books which,
in their opinion, architects can least afford
to do without. The result is presented
herewith, the books being given in the
order to which they are entitled by the
number of votes each received. We also
append the prices :

I. Ferguson, James, " The History of Archi
tecturein all Countries." 2 vols. 97.50
II. Gwilt, Joseph. " An Encyclopaediaof
Architecture." 1 vol $17.50
III. " The American Architect and Building
News" (weekly) #10,97, $6
IV. Viollet-le-Duc, E. " Dictionnaire rai-
sonnede 1

'

ArchitectureFrancaise,du XI au
XVISiecle." 10vols.
V. Smith, Colonel. " Noteson Building Con
struction." 3 vols $13
VI. Trautwine, J. C. " Civil Engineer's
PocketBook." lvol $5
VII. Clark, T. M. " Building Superintend
ence." 1 vol 98
VIII. Violet le Due,E. " Discourseson Archi
tecture." 2 vols 915
IX. James, Owen, "The Grammar of Orna
ment." lvol 925
X. Rosengarten,A., "Hand-Book of Archi
tectural Styles." 1 vol 94
XI. Kidder, F. E.. " Architects'andBuilders'
Pocket-Book." 1 vol.,1885 93.50
XII. Webster,Noah, "An Unabridged Dic
tionary of theEnglish Language." 912.50
XIII. Ruskin, John, " The Stonesof Venice."

3 vols 94.50
XIV. Gilmore, J. Q. A, " Practical Treatise
on Limes,Hydralic Cementsand Mortars."

1 vol 94
XV. Ware, W. R., "Modern Perspective."

1 vol. Platesin portfolio 95
XVI. Baldwin, W. J., " Steam Heating for
Buildings." lvol 92.50
XVII. " The Builder." London: 1843to 1886.
Per year 96.33
XVIII. HasweU,C. H, " Engineers'andMe
chanics'Pocket-Book." 94
XIX. Billings, J. S., " Ventilation and Heat
ing." lvol 93
XX. Ruskin, John, "The Seven Lamps of
Architecture." 91.75
XXI. Parker, J. H., "Concise Glossary of
Architecture." 1 vol 93
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QOVELTIES.

Fast-Feed Flooring machine.

The Egan Company, of Nos. 221 to 241
West Front Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, have
just brought out and arc introducing to
the trade, a new improved fast-feed floor-

self-oiling boxes, lined with the best
material for the purpose. The feed
consists of six 7-mch feed rolls, all
heavily geared by the new system
adopted by the makers of the machine.
All the rolls are driven by internal and ex
ternal gearing, without expansion links,
each upper feed roll being made to lift
parallel, which gives an even pressure

pose of holding the stock firmly in
place while matching is being done, ad
justable hold-down brackets are provided.
The bed-plate is so constructed that when
necessary it may be removed for truing
up. When it is desired to examine or
sharpenthe knives the independent header
and pressure bar for the lower cylinder
may be swung to one side by simply tak-

Novelties.—Fig. 1.—Fast-Feed Flooring Machine.—The Eijan Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

ing machine, a general view of which is
presented in Fig. 1 of the engravings.
This machine, the makers state, has been
designed especially for fast work, and the
parts are so arranged that adjustment is
rapid and convenient. The frame is well
made, being curved and heavily ribbed on
the inside, which gives it great rigidity.

across the surface of the board. The
pressurebars are of improved design, and
so arranged as to adjust in and out,
on each side of the cutting cylinder,
giving, it is claimed, all the advantages
of an inside molder, and enabling the
operator to do very smooth work. The
matcher spindles run in long connected

ing out a single pin. The companyman
ufacture two sizes of this machine which
work 9 and 14 inches wide respectively
and on either three or four sides.

Economy Universal Wood Worker.
The Bentel & Margedant Company,
of Hamilton, Ohio, are offering the

Fig. 2.—Economy Universal Wood-Worker, Built by Bental <&Margedant Company, Hamilton, Ohio.

The cutting cylinders employed are con
structed of the best quality steel. These
are slotted on all four sid"s, and each side
is provided with a knife. The journals
are long, of large diamoter and revolve in

bearings, and the matcher hangers have
separate adjusting screw and locking de
vice to allow for width of stock to be
cut, and also for the purposeof insuring
equal wear on the bed. For the pur-

trade a new Universal wood-worker, a
general view of which is shown in
Fig. 2 of the accompanying engrav
ings. The machine is substantially built
in all its parts, the frame being cast
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solid with its heavy base. The two tables
are provided with angular supports, and
are alike in adjustment and general ar
rangement. A solid cast bracket rests
with planed ways on strong V-slides
mounted on the inclined tops of the frame.
The table tops move in slides on top
of the brackets, and, it is stated, may be
set to any distance from the mandrel.
The brackets are adjustable to and from
the cutterheadsby raising and lowering in
an oblique direction. The table tops are
each 36 inches long and 12$ inches wide,
including the recess in front, 3 inches
wide, for receiving the gaining frame. The
adjusting hand wheels are in front, where
they arewithin convenientreach of theper
sonoperating the machine. The fenceand
bevel rest are adjustable in and out, and
can be set to any bevel. The mandrel is
H inches in diameter, and is provided
with a removable outside bearing which,
it is claimed, affords a firm and rigid sup
port for the mandrel at high speed. The
journal box is 5 inches long, and
the support consists of a heavy pro
jecting shaft and two dowel pins,
all of which are slightly tapered
toward the end. The holes of the
bearing arealso more or less tapered, the

The Bonn Two-Speed Boring machine.
This machine, which is represented in
Pigs. 3 and 4, is put on the market by
J. H. Osborne & Co., Union City, Ind.
Its special feature is indicated in its name,
and consists in the fact that it can be run
at two different speeds, a comparatively
slow speed for large augers and a speed

The Perfect Radiator Valve.
A radiator valve designed to overcome
the common objections of leaky stems,by
which carpets and ceilings are often
damaged and other considerable injury
occasioned, has just been put upon the
market by Curtis & Co., 140 Centre
street, New York. In Fig. 5 a general

Novelties.—Fig. 3.—The Boss Two-Speed
Boring Machine, Open.

construction being such as to give a full
bearing on the whole length of shaft and
dowel pins and an accurate fit. When so
desired, a boring and routing table, similar
to that employed on the company's solid
and double Universal wood-worker, is pro
vided. With the machine above de
scribed is furnished a 9-inch patent tri
angular shear-knife cutterhead, a view of
one of which is shown on top of the ma
chine illustrated herewith. The counter
sink is furnished with tight and loose
pulleys of the company's patent differen
tial pattern, the loose one being smaller
than the tight one. The tight pulley has
a face of inches and a diameter of 10
inches. The weight of the machine is
about 1100 pounds.

Fig. 4.—The Boss Two-SpeedBoring Machine, Folded.

two and a half times as great for small
augers. The manner in which this is ac
complished is indicated in Fig. 3, which
shows clearly the mechanism of the ma
chine. Two augers may, if desired, be
kept in the machine, to use either of
which it is only necessaryto point it down
ward by first raising the gear frame out of
the main frame, inverting and replacing it

,
keeping the cog gearing on the right-
hand side of the machine. It will be ob
served that the machine will bore at any
angle, and that it may be folded up com
pactly, as shown in Fig. 4. The advan
tage that results from having a different
speed suited to the size of the auger bit
used will be appreciated, and it is placed
on the market by the manufacturers in

view of the Perfect radiator valve fis
shown, while its internal construction is

illustrated in Fig. 6
.

The special feature
of this valve is that it is made without
stuffing box, packing or ground joints,
the metal diaphragm shown in Fig. 6 tak
ing the place of those and preventing the
leakage of water. The diaphragm is

made of phosphor-bronze, which, as is

well known, is a very strong and durable
alloy. By the use of this diaphragm and
by means of the lever-arm arraugement,

a slight movement is sufficient to open the
valve. The valve shuts off with a pres
sure behind it, making it absolutely tight
at the seat. It is stated that a test of two

Fig. 5.—General View of Valve. Fig. 6.—Sectional View.

THE "PERFECT" RADIATOR VALVE.

confidence that it will be found to meet
the wants of the trade. The quality of
the workmanship is also alluded to, and
various improvements which have been
incorporated in the machine. The point

is also made that there are no springs or
shifting gear to get out of order.

yearshas established the reliability of this
device, and has proven the fact that it will
not leak. The manufacturers further state
that the valves open and close easily.
The Perfect radiator valve is made in
ten different styles, of $

,

1
,

1$, and H
inch size.
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The
Screen.

This screen, manufactured by A. J.
Phillips & Sons, Fenton, Mich., is repre
sented in Fig. 7 of the illustrations.
As will be inferred from the cut, this
frame has two movable wings 3J inches
wide, one on each side of the frame, by
which means it is adjusted to windows of

Window Wronghl-Iron Pipes In Plumbing.
The accompanying sketch. Fig. 8, is a

Novelties.—Fig. 7.—The Bonanza Adjustable Window Screen

different widths. The proper movement
of these wings is controlled by slides top
and bottom, which are coveredby the caps
the whole length of the frame, the slides
being thus entirely concealed,making a
plain and unbroken front andback. Both
the wings and the frame are beadedon
both sides. The screensare made of bass
wood, well finished and dipped in oil,
thus showing the grain of the wood. The
Cortland wire cloth of standard mesh

sampleof wrought-iron pipe for plumbing
purposeswhich is being sent to the Gov
ernment of the Argentine Republic for
approval, by the Durham House Drainage
Company. From this it appearsthat the
question of the strength and quality of soil
and other pipes to be used in plumbing

and sanitary engineering is
at present under general
discussion. One of the dif
ficulties in the use of
wrought-iron threaded pipe
is the taking of correct
measurements by the me
chanic, and it is doubtful if
this can beovercome,except
by the more general use of
such pipe, by which me
chanics will be educated
into theproperway of ascer
taining the measurements.
While this want of knowl
edge exists, the expense of
cutting threads on large
pipes, 3-inch, 4-inch and
6-inch pipes, by hand deters
the average plumber from
using wrought-iron pipe.
One of two eventswill have
to take place before
wrought-iron pipe is in gen
eral use— viz., either the
mechanic will have to be
capable of taking correct
dimensions, so that all
threads on pipes maybecut
by power and not by hand,

or the introduction of a joint which
will dispense with the necessity of
cutting threads on large pipes, and
equally strong. The manner in which
the threads are now cut on pipes for
plumbing purposes is more exact, and it
is done with more care than is generally
used in threading pipes for steam press
ures. Fig. 9 shows an improvement in
fittings for house purposes. The thread i-

;

cut right to the bottom so that the pipes

years, and there is yet no sign of failure on
account of corrosion or rust. When either
of the obstacles above referred to are re-

Fig. 8
.—Sample of Piping to beSent to the Governmentof the Argentine Republic,

Buenos Ayres, South America, by theDurham HouseDrainage Co., New York.

and quality is used. The manufactu
rers advise us that their object is

to produce a well made article at a

lower price than they can offer their
hard wood line of screens. Three sizes
of these screens are made as follows:
No. 10, 20 inches high, and No. 11, 24
inches high, both of which adjust from
24 to 30 inches in width, and No'. 12, 24
inches high, which adjusts from 30 to 36
inches in width.

may abut for a certainty against the
shoulder in fitting in a solid manner leav
ing no space. Fig. 10 shows the recess
which has been used up to the present
time. As to the strength of wroucht-iron
pipe, when comparing it to cast-iron
pipe, there is do question as to
its superiority, and the durability of
wrought iron in soil pipes, it may be
said, is also proved. Some wrought-iron
pipes have now been in use nearly ten

Fig. 9
.—ImprovedFit

ting with Thread
Full to Inside.

Fig. 10.—OldStyleof
Fitting with Recess
at Inside End of
Thread.

moved wrought-iron pipe will probably
become as much in general use in plumb
ing as the cast-iron pipe of the present
day.

North's Sash Fastener.
This article is manufactured by North
Bros. Mfg. Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,
under patents August 7

,

1887, and March
13, 1888. The appearanceof Nob. 40, 41,
60 and 61 is shown in the accompanying
illustration, from which it may be in
ferred its construction is especially
simple. It will be seen that the bolt is

operated by a lever of sufficient length to
be powerful in its action and rendering it

easy to draw the sashes firmly into
]K>8tion. The end of the bolt which en

Fig. 11.—North's Sash Fastener.

gageswith the keeperon the up|>ersash is

made of such a form as to cause it to take
hold when the upper sash is slightly below
its proper level and to simultaneously
raise and draw it close to the other sash,
where it is firmly held when the lever is
down, as shown in the cut. The manu
facturers call attention to the fact that the
fastener is very strong and practicably un
breakable at the locking point; that it

eontaiusneither rivets nor screws to work
loose or break ; that no part of it projects
from the front of the sash to interfere
with blinds and screens; that it is easily
attached; that it presents a neat appear
ance, contrasting in this respect favorably
with other sash fasteners on the market ;

and that it has received the approval of
architect* and builders. It is made in" a

variety of patterns, of iron and solid
bronze.

New Idea Spring Hinge.

The accompanying illustration repre
sents full size the New Idea Spring Hinge,
which is put on the market by the Stover
Mfg. Company, Freeport, 111. It indicates
satisfactorily the construction and special
featuresof the hinge, in which, it will be
observed, are some new features. The
manufacturers lay special stress upon the
fact that the hinge holds the door strong
est at the closing point ; that the spring is

covered, protecting it from the weather;
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that there is an exceptionally light amount
of strain upon the spring while in actual
use. Enlarging upon one of these feat-

Novelties.—Fig. 12.—The.New Idea Spring
Hinge.

ures, the company explain that the spring
has three to four times more resistance at
the closing point than others on the mar
ket, and that the resistance gradually de
creasesin opening the door. The hinge is
also referred to as subject to less than one-
half the actual working strain of any
other. The illustration given represents
the No. 1 hinge, a No. 2 being also made
larger and stronger, 4x4 inches, which
is intended for use on large doors.

\Vii::i ~ Calculator.
The Willis Mfg. Company, of No. 157
Broadway, New York, have introduced to
the trade a device for readily computing

Fig. IS.—WagesCalculator.

the wages of workmen, a view of which is
shown in the accompanying cut. It con
sists of a series of paper dials, on which
are printed the amounts for different num
bers of hours at different rates, so con

nected by internal mechanism that when
an auxiliary dial of hours is turned to any
required number the amount of that num
ber by the different rates per hour will
appear in the several openings over the
dials first referred to. This will at once
be understood by reference to the cut.
The engraving shows the mechanism
operated l>\ nieai of a handle with a pe

culiar crank connec
tion. The deviceis also
manufactured operat
ed by a centerbutton.
The sample before us
has on one side rates
14A, 15, 16$, 17, 174,
19, 20, 22, 22£, 23,
28$, 24£, 25, 25£ and
27cents per hour. The
opposite side of the
deviceis provided with
a corresponding num
ber of rates, rendering
the calculator suscepti
ble of use in an es
tablishment with the
widest range of wage
prices The advantage
to the bookkeeper or
time-clerk in having
somethingof this kind
for use in figuring,
something which fre

quently has to be done with no time for
revision and proof, will be manifest with
out lengthy explanation. In addition to
calculations of wages the samemechanism
may be adapted to various other uses.

Gai»klll'« Patent Water Litter or
IHotor.

In Fig. 14of the engravings is shown a
general view of an engine designed for
pumping water from cisterns into supply
tanks for bathrooms, kitchens, &c, where
cistern water is preferred to the public
supply. This motor is provided with two
cylinders, one being of the nature of a

able hight. The pump takes the water by
suction from the house cistern and de
livers it into an attic tank, and, by plac
ing the lifter between the streetmains and
inside water openings, it may be made to
do service each time water is taken from
the pipes. It is stated that in the same
manner water taken from windmill tanks
may be made to pass through the lifter

placed in the house, and do the pump
ing of all cistern water before be
ing distributed to other points. In or
der to avoid waste of water, the makers,
the Goulds Mfg. Company, of Seneca
Falls, N. Y., suggest the desirability of
having a valve in the supply pipe of the
power cylinder, to be operated by a float
in the tank, so that as soon as the tank is
filled the engine will be stopped, and
again started when the water in the tank
is drawn down far enough for the float to
operate the valve. The company make
two sizes of this motor, No. 1 having a
capacity of about 300 gallons per hour,
and No. 2 a capacity of about 100 gallons
per hour. In the directions for placing
the apparatus the statement is made that
the lifter may be put in the cellar or in
the kitchen, as drip pan and brackets for
the latter position are provided. The city
water or supply is connected to the 1-inch
opening in the baseof the air chamber of
the engine end of the lifter, the 4-inch
hole beneathbeing the exhaust or waste,
which can be run into the sewer, or a
bibb cock can be placed in this pipe and
the house supply f^rawnfrom it. This
machine has been fully tested, and is'said
to be giving very satisfactory results
wherever employed.

The Victor Radiator.
Among the new forms of radiators for
steam and hot water recently put on the
market is the Victor radiator, offered to the
trade by the Kelly & O'Hara Mfg. Co., 160
Broadway, New York, the radiator being
the joint invention of Mr. Patrick J. Kelly

Fig. U.—QaskiWa Water Lifter or Motor.—Goulds Mfg. Co., SenecaFalls, N. ¥.

hydraulic engine and the other a pump
— both supplied with air-chambers.
The inside cylinders are of bronze, aswell
as all the working parts, and every lifter
is thoroughly tested before leaving the
company's works. The water from the
streetmains is brought to the engine, and,
after having there performed its work,
may be used, the manufacturers state, for
irrigating lawns or other purposes that do
not require it to be raised to any consider-

and Mr. Thomas W. O'Hara. A general
view of the double-loop radiator is shown
in Fig. 15,while a sectional view of one of
the loops is presentedin Fig. 16, the latter
illustrating by arrows the course of the
steam. The radiator is constructed in sec
tions,eachconsisting of oneormoreinverted
U shaped tubes and a hollow base, the in
terior of the latter being divided into com
partments, corresponding and connecting
with the ends of the tubes. Each loop is
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cast in one piece, and the loops, we un
derstand, are capable of being so joined
together that either steam or hot water

steamthrough the tubes. The radiator il
lustrated consistsof unoraamentedtubes, 2
inches square, set diamond-wise in direct

Novelties.—Fig. 15.—General View of the Victor Radiator.

may be circulated through them in a di
rect and continuous current. The steam,
as 'shown, passes up one channel, down
the middle, across the bottom, up the
right-hand side and finally down again on
the'outsidc, and passes through the next
section through the opening shown at the
lower right-hand corner. In the next
section the direction of the current is

Fig. 16.—Sectional View of Loop.

•exactlythe reverse, and the steampasses
on to the third section from the opposite
lower corner, the connections between the
loops being at alternate corners. By re
ferring to Fig. 15 it will be seen that the
flow and return pipes are connected at
diagonally opposite corners of the radiator.
The claims madefor this apparatusarethat
it securesa continuous and perfect circula
tion of the heating agent. Provision ismade
for collecting and carrying off the water
of condensation by channels through the
base, by which meansit is prevented from
flowing or obstructing the course of the

rows. The sections, or loops, are
nected together at the bottom by
bolts extending the en
tire length of the radi
ator. The endsof these
bolts are shown in Fig.
15, while the sockets
through which they
pass are indicated on
the broken view, Fig.
16. According to the
circular issued by the
Kelly & OTIara Mfg.
Co., the Victor radiator
is made in one row of
loops (i inches wide, and
in two rows of loops 12
inches wide. The one-
row radiators are from
24 to 42 inches high,
and contain from 2to 20
loops, the extremeheat
ing surface being from
4$ to 85squarefeet. The two-row radiators
have from 4 to 40 loops, are from 24 to 42
inches high, and contain from !ty to 170
squarefeet of heating surface.

CwlnnprS Patent Common Seimo
Outer,

We illustrate herewith a new caster
which is being manufactured and placed

westof Buffalo. As will be seenfrom the
cut, this is a two-wheeled caster. It is
intended for useon all kinds of furniture,
from the smallest center table to the
heaviestbook cases,<fcc. Only two screws
are required to hold it in place. The
caster above the axle consists of three
pieces, which are held together without
screws or washers, but are so loose as to
be capable of rotating and oscillating as
the furniture is moved over uneven floors,
on extra thicknesses of carpet, &c. The
weight of the furniture is thrown on the
upright stem, which plays in a socket
back of the axle, thereby preventing a
direct thrust downward which would bind
the stem and cause it to rotate with diffi
culty. The extent of oscillation is shown
in that part of the caster exhibited in the
cut. The play allowed in the housing or
frame would permit one of the wheels in
a No. 7 caster to passover an obstruction
about | inch high without difficulty.
This caster, of all sizes to No. 7, is made
with cither iron or lignum-vitre wheels.

The Practical Saw Jointer.
The aliove article is put on the market
by Danforth & Pike, 114 Washington

Fig. 17.—Girinner's Patent Common-Sense,Caster.

street, Boston, Mass. It is used on the
saw as shown in the accompanying illus
tration (Fig. 18). The file in"the slot is
adjustable so that the full width of the
file may be utilized on one side, then the
file reversedand used in the sameway un
til it is all worn out. This tool is referred
as making a great saving in time, and to
insuring accuracy in jointing the teeth

Fig. 18.—The Practical Saw Jointer.

on the marketby Gwinner, Dowrey & Co.,
of Hamilton, Ohio. The Reading Hard
ware Company, 73 Wabash avenue, Chi-

to an equal length,
facility with which it
as well as its simplicity

The ease and
can be used,
and effective-

cago, are agents for the sale of this caster ness, are alluded to.

i
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Tbe Davl* Bench Doc and Clamp.

We show on this page engravings of a
new form of bench dog and clampbrought
out by F. N. Gove, 16 Exchange
Place, N. Y. It is of simple and sub
stantial construction, and will be found
useful in a variety of ways. Fig. 20 rep
resentsthe device in position on a bench,
holding a board, while Fig. 19shows rear

clamps are capable of being set at differ
ent nights, set screws holding them in
place.

A Few Facts About Mahogany.

Novelties.—Fig. 19.—ClampingMechanismof
the Davis Bench Dog and Clamp.

views of the clamping mechanism. It
will, no doubt, be readily understood that
the two grooved projections on each dog,
which resemblescrews, one of them being
movable laterally, are slipped into two ad
joining holes in the side of the bench at
approximately the desired distance apart.
Pushing down the end levers then brings
into operation a camon eachof their ends,
which acts on the movable projection,
causing the dog to firmly grip the bench.
The clamp adjustment is easily and quickly

It appears to be the general impression
among those at present engaged in the
lumber trade that if the public was better
informed regarding the merits of mahog
any it would be more extensively em
ployed for purposes which are now sup
plied by woods of other description, The
impression also prevails that mahogany is

an expensive wood and can
only be employedby thosepos
sessingdeep pockets, but such
is not the case. The facilities
for procuring mahonanyin its
native country and the devices
for reducing it into lumber
have so improved, that its cost
to-day comparesfavorably with
some of the domestic hard
woods, notably cherry. The
cost of working mahogany is
certainly not greater than any
of the domestic woods, and
computing for any given work

the difference in price of the raw material,
the cost of mahogany over the domestic
hardwoods will be found to be small.
It is universally acknowledged that ma
hogany warps less, stands better and is in
overy more reliable than any other wood
known. It is also a wood that grows
more beautiful with age, other woods
getting dull and deteriorating in appear
ance. Mahogany has been called the
"king of woods," and it imparts to an
interior a tone and richness that is con
ceded by all. Will not, therefore, the
intrinsic value of a private residence or a
public building finished in mahogany
warrant the useof this wood at a greater
difference in cost than we have here set
forth ?
Inasmuch as there appears to be a vast
deal of misinformation regarding ma
hogany, we are led to place before our
readersa few facts. One is sometimesmet
with the assertion that there is no ma-

tral American wood was rightly condemned
as being too soft, of light weight, straight
grained and characterless; in later years it
has practically ceasedcoming to this mar
ket, but one cargo having arrived at the
port of New York, now the largest ma-
hoghany market in the work, in six years.
St. Domino mahoghany likewise exists, we
may say, in name only. The original
growth of the Island of St. Domingo has
long since beenutilized, and the importa
tion of small lots at exceedingly long in-
|tervals are only of the small and stunted
growth, crooked, stained and defect
ive. Individual logs of good size and
quality are only now and then to
be secured. The markets of the
world are now, therefore, principally
supplied from Mexico. The island of
Cuba furnishes considerable quantities of
a smaller size, more especially valuable
for small work, which is hard and of good
texture, but the great bulk of the mahog
any used in later years is supplied from
the forests of Mexico. This great areaof
co*untry, however, produces not only
our largest and most beautiful grades
of mahogany, but also some of the
softer and less desirable grades, some
what resembling the baywood or Hon
duras mahogany of olden times, though
still better.
This we regard as an important fact to
benoted by architects and others interested
in the use of mahogany, for here arises
the difference of opinion on our Mexican
mahogany of the presentday, someclaim
ing it is soft and unlike genuine mahog
any, and others that it is hard and beauti
ful in texture. It is both, as we have
explained. Let the architect or house
holder specify "Frontera Mexican ma
hogany, or similar," and if the specifica
tions are followed the result will be all
that can be desired. Frontera is the ship
ping point for the better grades of Mexi
canmahogany.
In the erection of buildings of all
classesthere is in general asteadyadvance
toward improvement. In recommending
the useof mahoganywe believe the simple
statementof facts is sufficient to warrant
| its adoption, and architect and client will

Fig. 30.—General View of the Davis Bench Dog and Clamp in Working Position.

made, the clamp, as shown in the upper
of the two cuts, marked Fig. 19, having a
lateral travel of several inches. It also is
firmly clamped by pressing down a lever.
This, bymeansof a toggle action, causesthe
serrated clamp proper to slightly move
both forward and downward sufficient to
securely hold the board. The set screw
shown at the bottom is for the purpose of
taking up wear on the bar along which
the clamp fixture is moved. The serrated

hogany, that it is all " baywood." As well
might one arguethat there is now no black
walnut from the fact that it is no longer
supplied but to a small extent from Ohio
and Indiana, but largely from the Indian
Territory. Thirty years ago mahogany
was commercially designated as "St.
Domingo," from the Island of St. Do
mingo, and "baywood" or "bay ma
hogany," from the vicinity of the Bay of
Honduras in Central America. The Cen-

derive in its use a satisfaction far out
weighing the small advance in cost.

An exchange gives aplan for deadening
floors. Fill the empty parts between the
joiner works with liquid lime thickened
with chloride of zinc. This will prevent
noise, fire, vermin, and the house will be
rendered healthy. Workmen using this
preparation should wear guarded spec
tacles and wash their hands well.
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RADE NOTES.

Eight hours a day's work is churned
not to besomuchamatter for legislationasitIsof careful selectionof toolswith which thework is to he done. This is the statementmadeto carpentersby the Stanley Rule andLevel Company,and theytry to back up thestatementby abundant illustrations in their
advertisementonanotherpagein this issue.
The Lufkin Rule Company, of Cleve
land,Ohio,aredistributingamongtheir friendsin thetradea largecircular containinga numberof illustrationsof their leadingmanufactures,amongwhich is included the Perfectionglass board. The cuts are all numberedandwill befurnishedto suchcustomersof the concernasdesireanyof themfor usein connectionwith cataloguesor other advertisingmatter.
Arthur S. Jennings, whom many of
our readersknow onaccountof his articlesonarchitecturaland buildingtopics,has recentlybecomeeditorof thepapercalled HomeBuilding and Decorating,publishedin Philadelphia.Mr. Jenningsbringsto his new positionbroadexperience and many qualifications whichshouldrenderhimeminentlysuccessful.
Kei.i.ogg, Johnson & Bliss, 108 and
110Kandolphstreet,Chicago,haveissuedan illustratedpricelistof wood-worker'stoolsin theshape of a handsomevolume of 154pages,bound in stiff paper covers,and presentinga bewildering variety of illustrations oftools used by carpenters, cabinet makers,carvers, bridge builders, ship carpenters,lumbermen,&c. Large as the list of contents is, the firm say that it falls far shortof what they carry in stock,as they makeaspecialtyof tools. Full directionshowto orderareprintedin thepreface. An excellentfeatureof thebookisan alphabeticalindexgiving thenamesof all thetoolsmentionedand thepagesonwhich theyare to be found described. Thelast15pagesaredevotedto a full lineof specialnet-cashprices, in which the severalsizesofeacharticleare quotedseparately. The bookisanextremely valuable publication for mechanics,whowill findin it manytools not frequently brought to their notice, but whosevalueto themwill at oncebe recognized. Thefirmhaveprinteda limitededitionof thework,andthereforeprefer to confineits distributionto theNorthwest, includingMichigan and Indiana,that portion of thecountrybeing theirnaturalterritory.
The Henry Martin Brick Machine
Mfo. Company,Lancaster,Pa., whoseadvertisementappearson anotherpage,inform usthat they have Just closeda very prosperousseason.Therehasbeena largeincreasein salesover last year of their brick machinery,andordershavecomefrom all partsof theworld,evenfromsoremotea portionasAfrica. Theykeepupwith thelatestimprovementsandhavethetest facilitiesfor filling orders.;
E. W. Fisher, of No. 18 Broadway,NewYork, hasrecentlyissuedaninterestingcircular devotedto anexpositionof themeritsofStettinPortlandCement,whichhasbeenin usein this country for a little more than threeyears. The claim is madethat this cementisalwaysuniform,is finelyground,of goodcolorandwell calculatedto giveentire satisfaction.It hasbeenrecentlytestedbythe DockDepartmentof NewYork, anditstensilestrength,bothneatandgauged,with twopartsstandardsand,at theendof sevendays wasfoundto behigh.Last year,it is stated,between10,000and15,000barrelsof this cementwere usedin St.Augustine, Fla.. in tho constructionof somelargehotelsand in therestorationof theoldSpanishCathedral.
Goodell & Waters, of 3101 Chestnut
street,Philadelphia,Pa.,arepushingtheAmes-bury Band-SawFiler, which is adaptedto flicsawsup to2incheswideand teethup to% inchfrom point to point. It canboworkedeitherby handor power,and is intendedto set.onanordinarybench,with the sawsuspendedoverhead.
The Henry Martin Brick MachineCompany,of Lancaster,Pa., in their advertisement which appearsin another part of thisissue,illustratetheir brickmachine,whichtheyclaim to be the strongest,best and latest improvedmachinein the market. Over 1000aresaidto bein use. Thoseof our readerswhoareinterestedwill want catalogues,which canbehadonapplication.
The Gurney Hot- Water Heater Company, Boston,Mass.,in theiradvertisementonanotherpageof this issue,announcea changein the locationof their New York agency,to88John street, corner of Gold. Mr. M. H.Johnsonstill continuesto betheirsellingagentfor NewYork.
The S. A. Woods Machine Company,
81Liberty street, New York, with officesatBostonandChicago,announcein their card inthis issuethat theyhaverecentlyissueda newillustratedcatalogueof theirwefl-knownwoodworking machines,whichtheyarepreparedtosendto all applicantsfree of charge.
The Goulds Mfg. Company, of SenecaFalls,N. Y., with NewY'orkofficeatCOBarclaystreet,in theircard appearingin anotherpartof this issue,makethe statementthat theydesireto place their newNo.20illustratedcatalogueand pricelist in the handsof all responsibledealersin hardware,agricultural implements,stovesand tin, plumbingsuppliesin the

UnitedStateswho havenot alreadybeensuppliedwith acopy. Their catalogueisdescribed
asa completetreatiseon pumps,enginesandhydraulicmachinery,illustrating their adapta
tion to manual,animal,wind,water,steam,oil,
gasandelectricpower.
The Gage Tool Company, of Vir.elaud,
N. J., aremakinguseof a rather humorousre
turn cardupontheenvelopesusedin conducting their correspondence.The face of theenvelope contains a perspectiveand sectional
view of their new self-setting plane, accompaniedby directionsto thePostmaster,which
readasfollows: " Shovemeback in onedaytoVineland,N. J., If notdelivered."
The Pullman Sash Balance Company,
Rochester,N. Y., presentin another part of
this issuethe ordinary formof theirbalance,
and point out that it takesupvery little room
in framesandentirelyobviatesthenecessityof
weights. They alsomentionthat it isaseasily
applied to old as it is to new framesandob
viatesthenecessityof pocketsin theframes.
J. J. Spilkek, 45 Central avenue, Cin
cinnati,Ohio,presentsin this issueacut of theSpilker AdjustableJoint Cutter, of which,hestates,over 8X10areat presentin usebymanu
facturers of frames,cabinet-work,furniture,
&c, including planing mills. An illustratedprice list and catalogueis ofTeredto all appli
cants.
The Springfield Iron Works, Spring
field, Mass., solicit correspondencewith the
tradewith referenceto ornamentaland building iron, ironandsteelstructuralwork,bridges.
Areescapes,&c.
A new line of screw-drivers, one va
riety of which is illustrated in their card In
anotherpartof this issue,is being introduced
to the trade by J. H. Sternbergb& Son, ofReading,Pa. Thescrew-driversarc neatin ap
pearance,strongin their partsandwelladapted
for thepurposesfor which they are intended.
The ratchetvarietyisautomaticin action and
possessessuchfeaturesas are likely to beap
preciatedbyall whoemployit.
In another part of this issue, James
G. Wilson,H07Broadway,NewY'ork,directsat
tention to Venetianblinds,woodmantelsand
othergoodsof whichhemakesaspecialty. The
reputationof theWilsonblindsisalreadywell-
knowntomanyof our readers.
We have received of Mr. E. W.
Fisher,of No. 18Broadway,NewYork City, a
circular relating to FrancestownSoapstone,
which is intendedfor useasa hardfinish for
plastering,being in effectasubstitutefor theplaster of paris or sand finishcommonlycm-
ployed. The statementismadethat thismate
rial will not chili—crack; that it is impervious
tomoisture, gasesand stafns;that it can be
washedwithout injury to either surface or
color,andthatonaccountof its non-absorbentqualitiesit can be decoratedwithout the cus
tomarysizing. It is put up in barrelsof 300
poundseach,andwhenmixed and appliedaccording to directions,we are informed, will
cover100squareyards. Mr. Fisher statesthat
thematerialisspeciallyadaptedfor thewallsof
institutions,andthatit hasbeensousedin the
Johns HopkinsHospital in Baltimore. Weun
derstandthat it hasalsobeenspecifiedfor the
walls of Christ's Hospital, now in course of
erectionin JerseyCity.
The Cincinnati Corrugating Com-
pany,of No. 147Kgglestonavenue,Cincinnati,
Ohio, request all roofers to correspondwith
thembeforeplacingordersfor plain or corru
gated iron and steel rooting, siding, ceiling,
arches,lath, &c. They make a specialty of
thesegoods,andare preparedto furnish esti
matespromptly.
The Canton Iron Roofing Company,
of Canton,Ohio, have been reorganized,and
will hereafterbe known as the CantonSteelRoofingCompany. The new concernwill give
attentionto all kindsof iron andsteel roollng,
sidingandceiling,andrequestthetradetowrite
for catalogueandpricelists.

In another part ot this issue Charles
A. Strelinger & Co.. Detroit,Mich.,wish their
customersandfriends a HappyNewY'ear,and
makea pleasingallusiontoOliverTwist in their
desirefor still morefriendsandpatrons. Their
No. 12catalogue,to which specialreferenceismade,is somethingin which all of our readers
will feelan interest.
The American Tool Company, of Can
ton,Ohio, are calling the attentionof carpen
tersand builders to the advantagespossessed
by theirsawsets,whicharc offeredat very rea
sonableprices. Themakersstatethat samples
of the toolwill beforwardedbymailon receipt
of price.
A new establishmknt in the roofing I
businessis theKanuebergRoofingCompany,of '■Canton,Ohio, who make a specialtyof steel
rooling,siding,ceiling,&c. Theyareat present
engagedin the preparationof a catalogue,
whichisexpectedto be readyfor distribution
aboutJanuary 15.
The Board of Education of Yonk-
ers,N. Y".,have recently appointedMr. James
H. Monckton, of Brooklyn, teacher of the
classesof architectural drawing us applied to
pecarntryandJoining,establisheda shorttime
agoin that place. Mr. Monckton iswell quali
fied,by reasonof long experience,to assume
theofficeto which hehasbeen appointed,and
we haveno doubt that the arrangementwill
provemutuallyadvantageous.He hasalsofor
a longtimepasthadchargeof the mechanical
class,which includesall mechanicsexceptma

chinists, at the General Societyof Mechanics
and Tradesmen, on East Sixteenth street.
NewYork City.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
First Lessons in Wood Working. By
Alfred G. Compton. Illustrated.188pages.
Stiff boards. Publishedby Ivison, Blake-
man& Co. Price 50cents.
In the preparation of this work it has
beenthe aim of the author to so present
the matter as to assist teachersof element
ary classesin manual training. The sub
jects treated include : Cross-cutting, split
ting^ whittling, or paring with a knife
Splitting, cross-cutting or hewing with
axe or hatchet. Fibers or grain of wood
explained and illustrated. Strength of
wood tested by the aid of a small testing
machine. Sawing across the grain of
wood with a cross-cut saw. Sawing
lengthwise, or with the grain of wood,
using a rip-saw. Sawing with a back
saw or tenon saw. Use of bench hook,
driving a nail. Manner of using a ham
mer in driving nails and drawing nails.
Use of fore-plane, jack-plane and smooth-
ing-plane. Sharpening plane-bitts. Ad
justing cap of plane-bitts. Use of gauge.
For measuring purposes a 2-foot folding
rule, metric and the English on opposite
sides. Planing to thickness and planing
end wood Metric measure. Working
drawings, sketches, sections, shading to
indicate sections, broken lines. Isometrical
drawing. Making a nailed box. Marking
with a trying square. Use of brace and
bitts—boring. Use and care of oil-stone.
Grinding chisels and plane-bitts. Treat
ment of warped or winding surfaces. Use
of two strips of wood prepared with
straight and parallel edges to detect wind
ing surfaces To prevent or modify by
construction the effects of shrinkage in
wood. Glue-pot. Preparation and use
of glue. Use of a bevel. Dovetailing.
Use of mallet. Making a box with its
sides and ends dovetailed together. How
to use hand screws. Fitting hinges.
Use of brad-awl and screw-driver. Mak
ing mortises and tenons. Chamfering.
The useof the plow. Making a battened
door. Making a single-panel door. The
panel set in the plow-grooved frame, the
frame mortised and tenoned together.
Finishing with sand paper and shellac.
The author says that the series of lessons
in woodworking presented is intended
principally for use in schools in which
handwork is pursued as a part of general
training. The order of sequence is de
signed to lead the pupil from one tool to
another of larger capabilities and from one
operation to another requiring a higher de
gree of skill. The work being designed
for young pupils, it is not intended to go
over much ground, nor to impart great
skill, but simply to open the way, reserv
ing for another volume a more extended
course. With the exercises in the use of
tools have been interwoven observations
on the properties of thematerialsused and
elementaryprinciples of mechanical draw
ing, with the idea that the three studies
thus blended togetherwould lend help and
stimulus to each other, and thus be pur
sued with more zest than if taught sepa
rately. The details of every operation are
plainly stated, and their completeness,to
gether with the cautions and hints to the
pupil could only come, it would seem, from
a skilled and experienced mechanic.
The knowledge and practice brought to
the pupils by the aid of "First Les
sons" may give "manual training," but
if this samecourse of training were given
our apprentices, it would be regarded
as most excellent mechanical training;
and when introduced in its completenessto
the boys of the public schools as part of a
necessary education, would certainly lay
the foundations of a future race of me
chanics much superior to those of the
present.
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OTES AND COMMENTS.

THE
SEA80N is rapidly approaching
when building operations will be
. actively resumed in various sections

of the country, and architects and builders
alike are interested in the outlook for the
year in their respective lines of business.
The field is being carefully surveyed with
a view to ascertaining the improvement
likely to be experienced as compared with
the year just closed, and preparations
made in accordance with the results
reached. Considering the reports of sev
eral of the leading cities of the country
the opinion seems to be warranted that
building operations the present year will
show a gratifying increase as compared
with the work accomplished during 1888,
and that the improvement will consist
more in the erection of small dwellings in
cities and towns of moderatesize than in
the construction of magnificent business
blocks in the larger cities. Various causes
conspire to this opinion, principal among
them being the fact that a large propor
tion of the manufacturing expansion is
likely to be made in the smaller cities and
towns where the inducements are greater
than in the larger cities where real estate
is high and taxes in proportion. Those
engaged in the various lines of trade
which are allied to that of building are
making preparations for a searon of in
creased activity, and all the present in
dications seemto point to a sharp demand
for building material of all descriptions.

THE
TERRIBLE STORM which vis
ited different parts of the country
about the middle of the second

week In January caused the destruction
of numerous buildings and the loss of
many lives. One of the severestdisasters,
so far as buildings are concerned, and also
so far as loss of life and limb is concerned,
occurred at Pittsburgh, in which several
structures in the business center were de
molished. It is, perhaps, premature to
assign any reason for the destruction of
these buildings, and the escape of others
similarly exposed, until all the facts have
been carefully considered and a formal
verdict rendered. Up to this writing this
has not been done. We may be excused
for asserting, however, that, at first blush,
bad workmanship would seem to be the
primary cause. The Pittsburgh papers, in
referring to the disaster, are free to charge
the blame to the practice, which they say
has been increasing of late years, of erect
ing high brick walls during the winter
season when the mortar cannot set unless
artificially dried— in other words, in
frosty weather. This general subject has
much interest for our readers, and has
been variously discussed all over theworld

the last few years. It seems to be pretty
generally conceded that brickwork can be
safely erected in the winter season pro
vided the lime be of the best quality, and
is used fresh, so that the heat generated
in the slacking may prevent the freezing,
but perhaps it was done otherwise in the
casein point. We shall await the verdict
of the coroner with interest.

PRESENT

INDICATIONS seem to
warrant the belief that the year 1889
is likely to witness an increasing

degree of activity in thebuilding trades in
this city and vicinity. Although thegrowth
has been rapid during the past few years
there is still plenty of room for dwellings
and business blocks in the upper portions
of Manhattan Island, and plans for newand
handsomestructuresarealreadyunderway.
Among the new work which is now con
templated, the Cathedral of St. John the
Divine excites a deep interest on the part
of arthitects and builders. The plans for
the World building on Park Row have
beenaccepted. Two fire-proof structures
are to be put up in Wall street, the Union
Trust Company will build at 78, 80 and 82
Broadway, while St. Luke's Congregation
and Trinity Church Corporation will ex
pend several hundreds of thousands of
dollars in extending facilities for worship.
Taking the situation as a whole, it is con
fidently expected that both in volume and
quality building operations will show a
greater degree of activity than for some
yearspast.

WHEN
THE QueenAnne style of ar

chitecturestarted its popular career
a few years ago, the taste of the

people was quiet and sensible, and num
berlesscottagesand houses were built in
which the picturesque features of this
notable style were wrought out with pleas
ing effect. But Americans are nothing,
if not progressive, and in the might of
material knowledge they soon reached the
conclusion that the architects of Queen
Anne's reign, though well advanced for
their day and generation, needed to have
their ideas elaborated a bit and brought
into conformity with the principle of
modern art, which is to make the biggest
show for the leastmoney. So it has come
about that cathedral windows built up of
broken bottles and remnants of the blue
glass craze temper the bright sunshine
that floods the 3 by 4 stairway landing or
serveasa gorgeous framing for the cottage
door. But if a thousand dollar mansion
is rich in bottle glass translucencies, it
must, to have everything in keeping, be
provided with a porte-coeh&re,even though
the owner return home afoot at the blow
ing of a factory whistle. Furthermore,
no reasonable chimney will do, but it
must be half the breadth of the house,
exposedwithout, and carried up, far up

above the hight of adequateefficiency. If
the thickness for economy'ssake be but 4
inches, it is no matter,so long asthe broad
expanseof red brickwork is there to claim
our outdoor admiration.

THIS
SAME HOUSE if built in the
latest fashion, a nineteenth cen
tury Queen Anne style, must have

nailed to the outside walls queer, wooden
sunflowers and other absurdities, conven
tionalized out of all likeness to anything
in heavenor earth. And, finally, when the
house is all built the painter is called upon
to color it into the semblanceof a washed-
out Italian sunset. We are treated to a

light sky blue piazza, a misty pink clap-
boarding, and the whole crowned with a

shingle roof of the color of the sun seen
dimly through a cloud, while here and
there around the fringes arc streaks of

pale yellow and faint green. Such houses
with their unreasonable features of con
struction and silly decorative gewgaws
outrage every canon of true art, and are
the veriest traversty of the picturesque
style of the last century. Let us hope
that absurdity in this particular expression
has reached its climax, and that hereafter

dwellings will be planned simpler and in
better taste. The revival of the old colo
nial architecture will aid in correcting the
evil, but we fear that even this primitive
Am:rljan style will be altered and debased
as it becomesincreasingly popular. "Let
well enough alone," is advice that can
often be followed to advantage in the arts;
and while we may sometimes modify -a
style with good effect, its exaggeration is
always foolish and absurd.

IN
A RECENT ISSUE we invited our
readers in general to write us what
they thought of the paper. We have

received a large number of responses,and
take this occasionto thank our correspond
ents for their courtesy in this regard.
Those who have not yet written us are
still invited to send their opinions for
ward. We have asked for such favors in

the past, and some of our readers may
think that it is gratuitous to again appeal
to them for their views, but the successof

Carpentry and Building is largely due to
the fact that the Editor thus seeksthe opin
ions of his readersfrom time to time and al

waysstrives tomeettheir expressedwishes.
He has ever beenwilling to take them into
his counsel and to act upon their advice
and suggestions. Without such assist
ance in the future he will be unable to

managethe paperas satisfactorily as in the

past. Accordingly, the question cited is

proposednow, and very possibly it may be

repeated in the future for the samereason.
The Editor will beglad to have thosewrite
who have suggestions to make and crit
icisms to offer, and such letters will be

just as welcome as thosewhich come from
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readerswho are well satisfied and have
the willingness to say that they are pleased
with the paper.

THE
PLAN of grouping the separate,
narrow and crooked flues of which
chimneys, as at presentconstructed,

are composed,ismeeting with considerable
adverse criticism among architects and
builders, and various methods are offered
as substitutes. One which seems to com
mend itself to more than passing attention
is to build the chimney with one large
flue running from the cellar to the highest
available point, with branches from each
floor extending upward and connecting
with the main flue. In this manner an
upward draft would be at all times main
tained with little, if any danger, of counter
currents. So far as the simple principle
of ventilation is concerned,it is urged that
the building of one large main flue, into
which all branches are carried direct from
each floor or apartment, is the only true
and safe method by which present evils
can be overcome,and the lungs be spared
from the poisonous gases they are now
forced to inhale, the fact being well estab
lished that no gases are more poisonous
than thoseof sulphureted hydrogen or coal
gas when permeating a dwelling.

A
SHORT TIME ago the Commission
ers of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts advertised for de

signs for a new extension to the State
House at Boston, imposing conditions
which, in the opinion of many of the lead
ing architects of that city and vicinity,
were faulty and not calculated to secure
the best architects as competitors. A pro
test against the form of competition was
drawn up and signed by a number of the
principal men engaged in the profession,
and the matter was taken up by architects
in other parts of the country. At the an
nual convention of the Missouri Associa
tion of Architects, held in St. Louis on
the 8th and 9th of January, a resolution
introduced by Mr. Chailes E. Illsley sus
taining the protest of the Boston
architects in the matter referred to,
ennunciating with emphasis the princi
ple that tax-payers have a right to the
services of the best archit:cts in the coun
try for the design and superintendenceof
public buildings, and that the best archi
tects in the country have equally a right
to such work without the imposition of
conditions which experience has proven
to be unnecessary,unjust and alike preju
dicial to the public interests and to the ad
vancementof architecture in this country,
was unanimously adopted.

THE
QUESTION of technical educa

tion is onewhich is attracting agreat
deal of attention just at the present

time, both in this country and abroad.
One of its most enthusiastic supporters is
Sir Lyon Playfair, a memberof the British
Parliament and a man well versed in sci
ence. According to his views, the public
schools should train the faculties of the
working classesby introducing a more ex
tended teaching of drawing, by the useof
tools, by popular scientific lectures and by
more practical lessons in arithmetic. In
London, at the Finsbury School, instruc
tion is given in evening classes to young
men actually engaged during the clay in

trades or manufactures, and science and
art are applied to the explanation of their
own special industries. Thousands of
young working men in London give up
their evenings to acquire this kn wledge,
and the large and busy manufacturing
towns throughout Great Britain one after
the other are establishing local technical
schools. Weaving and dyeing, bricklay
ing, tailoring, watchmaking and many
other industries are thus being taught, so
that tha workman may be the master of
whole of his trade and not merely of some
one small division of it. Technical schools
now teach workmen, foremen and man
agersthe scientific principles lying at the
baseof all industries. The results are vis
ible on all sides. While Coventry and
Spitalfields were losing their silk indus
tries, Crefeld, in Germany, spent over
$1,000,000on its lower schools and nearly
$250,000 on a special weaving school,
doubled its population, quadrupled its
trade, and now sends to England the silks
which were once such a profitable branch
of employmentfor its own weavers. France
has schools for apprentices, Germany for
foremen, Munich has spent $1,000,000,
Berlin $2,250,000on great polytechnic in
stitutions, and the United States is rapidly
establishing them throughout the country.

THE
THIRD Annual Convention of
the National Association of Builders
will be held in Philadelphia on the

12th, 13th and 14th of this month. The
programme which has been issued is a
varied and interesting one, and a general
discussion of the topics likely to come
beforethe meeting cannot fail to result in
profit to all who attend. The first day
will be devoted to the transaction of gen
eral business incident to the real work of
the convention. The morning session of
the second day will be occupied with a
consideration of the reports of a number
of important committees, while the after
noon session and that of the following
morning will be taken up by the addresses
of severalwell-known gentlemen,who will
speak upon topics with which they are
thoroughly familiar and which possesses
more than passing interest for every car
penter and builder in the land. The im
portance of the convention will be ap
parent to every intelligent memberof the
building profession when we state that the
subjects to be considered include, among
others, "Uniform Contracts," "Rules and
Conditions for Estimating Work," "Per
manent Arbitration," "Apprenticeship
System," "Uniformity of Measurements,"
and " Lien Law." Among the gentlemen
who will address the meeting may be
mentioned James John, of Chicago;
Samuel J. Cresswell, of Philadelphia;
John J. Tucker, of New York; William
H. Sayward, of Boston ; O. P. Hatfield, of
New York, and Colonel Richard T.
Auchmuty, founder of the Mechanical
Trade Schools of New York. The closing
sessionof the convention will be devoted
to routine business.

Our Buildino Association competi
tions close just as we go to press. A large
number of entries have been made, and
the studies are in the hands of the judges.
We hope to be in a position to announce
results next month, although the large
amount of work involved will make this
somewhat difficult.

THE PLATES.

In Plate V we present a perspective
view of the new structure occupied by the
New York Time*, a description of the
architecture of which we publish else
where. We are indebted to the Recordand
Ouide, of this city, for the engraving.
In platesVI and VII wepresenta general
view of a part of the Exposition Buildings
at Paris, the work upon which is being
rapidly pushed to completion. The view
represents the structure as it appeared
some few weeks since, and clearly indi
cates the character—wrought-iron con
struction. An inspection of the platewill
give the reader some conception of the
magnitude of the building, especially if he
considers the perspective and notes the
distance between the two domes. The
celebrated Eiffel Tower is located at a
point to the right of what is shown on the
plate. This structure is to be carried to a
hight of 1000feet.
Plate VIII shows side elevation and
floor plan of an Episcopal Church sent us
by a correspondent at Winchester, N. H..
a description of which, with front ele
vation, &c, is given on page 83.

A Six-Thousand-Dollar Cottage.

The frame cottage presented in this is
sue by meansof elevations, floor plans and
details, was designed by Lawrence B. Valk
& Son, architects, Tribune Building, New
York. It is estimated to cost about $6000,
a general summary of the figures being
presented below :

MASONWORK.
Excavation, 180 cubic yards, at 25
cents $45
Fifty-threeperchof 16-inchstonewall 212
Concretefootings 50
Brick walls andchimneys,about10,500
bricks, at $12 160
Area doorsill, stepsand paving 36
Iron gratings 10
Kitchen fireplace 18
Hearth 30
Cellar concrete 23
Plastering,825yards,at 30cents 247
Sundries—Plaster,corniceand center
piece 100

Total $931
CARPENTERWORK.

Timber and framing, 7000feet $450
Bridging 25
Partitions 50
Outsideboarding 125
Shingles,roof andlath 230
Sidewall weatherboarding 280
Decoratedshingles,gables 200
Sidewall pineshingles 130
Eavesand liningsall round 120
Guttersandleaders 114
Outsidetrim water table,cornice,&c . 210
Terra-cottacrestingand finish 42
Floors, porch,&c 275
Front porch,ceiling,rail andsteps 78
Main staircase 275
Attic andcellarstairs 180
Insidebaseandtrim 198
Pantriesand fittings 145
Window framesand sash 406
Doorsand hardware 380
Tubs,seatsand closets 95
Refrigerator, coal bin and S. W. C.
partition 70

Total $4,078

SUMMARY.

Mason'swork $931
Caipenter'swork 4,078
Painting 325
Plumbing 350
Heatingby onefurnace 280
Architect'sfeesfor plans 125

Total $6,089

The foundation walls arc composed of
stone 16 inches thick, supported by an 8-
inch hard brick underpinning above the
grade line. The cellar extends under the
middle of the house and kitchen wing,
with an entrance to the rear by an area-
way provided with stone steps. The cellar
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has a large coal bin 7x8 feet, and is also
provided with refrigerator and shelf. The
servants' water-closet also occurs in the
basement. The furnace by which the
house is heated is shown located in the
foundation plan, and the connections are
also indicated. The beamsare2 x 8-inches.
The framing is done by what is indicated
as the " old method." It is covered with
diagonal boarding, and outside of this
asbestos felt is used. The first story is
covered with clear pine 5-inch weather
boards. The second story employs round
and square end shingles laid in alternate
courses. The gables are finished in the
same general manner. The roof is covered
with Cyprus shingles. An ornamental
cresting and finial of terra-cotta is also
employed. The inside finish is calculated
to be of pine, filled, then rubbed and hard
oil finished. The studding is 3 x 4 inches.
The floors are of white pine, 1£ inches
thick. The kitchen is provided with all
modern improvements, and the pantries
fitted with drawers and shelves. The
glass in the windows is clear American,
with a little stained material in the en
trance door and tne inside sash doors.
The architects inform us that everything
about the house is intended to be first-
class, and that no attempt has beenmade
to make it cheap. The estimate, which is
given elsewhere in this issue, we are in
formed, is made up of prices and figures
supplied by a reliable builder, and in
cludes labor. A dwelling of this style
and character requires plumbing and a
means to heat it

,

and accordingly these
items are included.

The issue of the Manufacturer and
Inventor for December 15, published by
Feilden & Co., of London, contains a

special literary supplement, illustrated,
which is devoted to reviews of new books,
catalogues, cards and periodicals of in
terest to those engaged in various lines.
It is an enterprising journal and its man
agers spare no effort to keep it fully
abreast of the times.

House Designed by Lawrence B. Valk dbSon, Costing $6000.—Front Elevation.
Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Side Elevation.—Right.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.
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The Fireplace of our Forefathers.

A clever writer for the Chicago Ledger
presents in a rather facetious vein some
ideas about the old-fashioned fireplace so
common in the early part of the present
century, which may prove of interest to

done, it has madehim feel right at home,
and is communing with him like an old
friend with whom he hopes never to part

for cider before he can get his hat off.
And as he sits there rubbing his
hands with an ecstatic sort of feeling,

Side Elevation.—Left.—Scale, Inch to the Foot.

our readers. He expresseshimself in the
following language:
There is something about an old-fash-

*'o*UCKCT«

Detail'of Gutter and Finish at Eaves.
Scale, %'lnch to the Foot.

ioned fireplace that takes a body by the
hand without waiting for an introduction.
It don't keep a man standing out in the

Plaster Cornicefor First, and SecondFloors.
Scale, 1% Inch to the Foot.

hall till his nails turn blue, and he sighs a
regret that he didn't bring his ear-muffs
along; but before he can tell how it is

Hear Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

again. It puts him in the best chair i to which no word in our language can
and is on the way to the cellar | give full expression, he feels like giving
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the bulk of his property to the poor before its high mantel, with a dish of apples on cloudy day, and makeyou feel as rich asa
he has been there two minutes. It warms one end and a pitcher of cider on the pork packer, when you may in reality be
him up with a glow that makes him feel other, and a panful of nuts in the middle, swamped in debt up to your eyebrows?

FoundationPlan.

benevolent from his teeth to his toe-nails
quickens up his blood till he almost feels
his hair grow, and takes away the fear of
death or gives a fascination to fire,"which
amounts to about the samething. It mat
ters not to him how cold it is outside—in
fact, the colder the better, for the more
cheer it gives to the vault of flamebefore
him, and at that moment it wouldn't make

Attic Man.—Scale,1-10Inch to the Foot.

him wince to know that everypipe in town
was frozen up ever so much tighter than
the times, unless he was a plumber;
but, bless your soul, a plumber never gets
time to go near a fire, except to melt his
solder, if he happens to get starred on a
job before cold weather sets in. The old-
fashioned fireplace, with its wide jams to
take in logs bigger than a half-grown boy;

PirstrFloor Plan.
Flour Flans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

while a fire, like adream of love, roars and
crackles and sputters and pops just back
of the glowing hearth, on which stands
the Dutch oven, throwing out a sug
gestion of a mince pie that seems the
very quintessence of toothsome cookery

Second-FloorPlan.

Detail of Door and Window Trim.—Scale,
\% Inch to theFoot.

every time the lid is raised, to say nothing
of the smell of joy to famine that comes
from the mammoth cauldron swinging on
the crane, and just fairly begging of you
to drop in sometimewhenyou arehungry.
Is there anything in cast iron that can

BaseBoards.—Scale,1% Inch to theFoot.

throw out rapture like this? Will nickel-
plated trimmings do it, or bring heaven
down the chimney equal to it? Can a
dark, bleak hole in the floor—no matter
how it may try to scorch and smother you
—crowd your home with sunshine on a

CCNCRCT-<ttSE

Section through Basement.—Scale,% Inch
to theFoot.

Can a gridiron stack of steam-pipein one
corner of the room till your homewith the
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joyous music of childhood? Can it renew
your youth and make sweetcider tastelike
gin 100"yearsold? Can it carry you back

equal to any emergency? Can they quicken
up his imagination, and make him tell
yarns about the good old times when he

Imitation Frost Crystals.

A very pretty winter ornament for a
parlor table or to set on the showcase in
the store, says a correspondent, can be
prepared as follows: Dissolve 456 grains

Detail of Main Staircase.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.
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to the good old dayswhen you could get a
barrel of flour for $3, and wear your wel
ding suit 30 years for genteel use? Can
any^of these things take the rheumatism
out of a man's legs, and make him feel

[

Detail of Chimney Top.—Scale,% Inch to
theFoot.

like dancing a hornpipe even on Sunday?
Can they bring back his hair, restore fail
ing eyesight, or put teeth in his mouth

shouldered a saw-log and made
himself bow-legged for life,
and other stories of similar im
port, that no one under 40 will
believe? Indeed they cannot, and nothing
short of an old-fashioned fireplace on a
cold day can do it.

A Good Cement.

Elevation and Detail of Entrance Door.
Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

of nitrate of lead in 6 fluid ounces of
water. If the solution is turbid, filter
through paper. Place the solution on the
table where it is intended to remain and
drop into it 200 grains of sal-ammoniacin

A very adhesive cement, and one par
ticularly useful for fastening the brass
mountings on glass lamps, as it is unaf
fected by petroleum, says one of our
readers, may be prepared by boiling 3

Detail of Finial and Cresting.—Scale,

% Inch to the Foot.

parts of rosin with 1 part of caustic soda
and S parts of water, thus making a kind
of soap, which is mixed with one-half its
weight of plaster-of-paris. Zinc white,
white lead or precipitated chalk may be
used instead of the plaster, but when they
are used the cement will be longer in
hardening.

Elevation of BasementSash.—Scale,% Inch
to the Foot.

long fibrous crystals. Small crystals of
chloride of lead form and ascend through
the denser liquid, presenting the appear
anceof an ascending snow storm. When
the lead is all precipitated the crystals of
chloride of lead begin to descend as a
genuine miniature snow storm, forming
grotesque masses resembling a winter's
landscape. If the vessel containing the
crystals is not disturbed it often preserves
its beauty for a week or two.
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Gothic Pinnacles.

A. W. PUOIN.

I have little doubt that pinnacles arecon
sidered by the majority of persons asmere
ornamental excrescences,introduced solely

Detail of Bracket on OctagonFront.—Scale,
% Inch to the Foot.

for picturesque effect. The very reverse
of this is the case, and I shall be able to
show you that their introduction is war-

Sectionof Inside Doors.

ranted by the soundest principles of con
struction and design. They should be re
garded as answering a double intention,

Detail of Porch Railing.— Scale, 1%Inch to
the Foot.

both mystical and natural. Their mystical
intention is, like other vertical lines and
terminations in Christian architecture, to

representan emblem of the Resurrection.
Their natural intention is that of an upper
weathering to throw off rain. This most
useful covering for this purpose is of the
spiral form : only let such a form be deco
rated with a finial and crockets, and
we have at once a perfect pinnacle. Now
the square piers, of which these floriated
tops form the terminations, are all erected
to answer a useful purposewhen they arise
from the tops of wall-buttresses.

The Oldest Architectural Drawing.

Those who are engaged, day by day, in
mailing drawings of buildings and in
working drawings prepared by others,
must be interested in every item of his
tory which relates to the draftsman's art,
or shows through what stages the present
degree of perfection has been reached.
W. Burges describes what he character
izes as the Oldest Architectural Drawing.
It is a plan of the monastery of St. Gall,
which is now preserved in the library of
that establishment. It was first published
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someanonymous friend, who is supposed
with tome reasonto have beenEginhard,
the son in-law of Charlemagne, who held
the office of prefect of the royal buildings.
However this may be, the plan presentsus
with a very complete monastery, with its
great church and accompanyingbuildings.
The red line not only serves to mark the
external and party walls, but also to in
dicate the furniture, such as benches,
tables, stoves,&c, requisite to eachbuild
ing. The plan, as Professor Willis very
properly remarks, is not done to scale,
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Detail of Window Sash.—Scale, % Inch
to the Foot.

by Keller, at Zurich, in 1844, and repub
lished two-fifths the real size in the
" Archreological Journal," p. 87, Vol. V,
with a most excellent notice by Professor
Willis. The plan, which is drawn iu
thin red lines upon a large sheet of parch
ment, with inscriptions all over it

,

show
ing the usesof the different parts of the
building, was sent, as one of the said
inscriptions inform us, for the useof the
Abbot Gospertus (who began to rebuild
the church and monastery in 829), by

Detail of Window Sash.—Scale, % Inch to
the Foot.

but certain figured measurementsenable
us to form some idea of the size of the
buildings. The church would appear to
have been a most noble structure, with
two apses and three paradisesor semicir
cular walks. The western one was further
enriched with two circular towers. The
winding stairs of these latter are shown
as gradually winding round from the cir
cumferenceto the center, like a section of

a snail-shell. It is doubtful whether a

common winding staircase is thus repre
sented, or whether it was really an in
clined plane, which went from the circum
ference to the center, and so on to an
upper chamber, where there was an altar,
in the one case dedicated to St. Michael,
and the other to St. Gabriel ; therewould,
supposing the latter supposition to be cor
rect, be room to hang the bells in the
space between the newel and circumfer
ence in the upper part of the tower.
The ornamental finial at the top is shown
on plan as finishing the newel. The
arches of the cloisters and the crosses
of the altars are shown in elevation on
their respective places on the plans, a

mode which still obtains in Turkey at the
presentday, even amongthe distinguished
native architects who have the honor of
working for His Imperial Majesty the
Sultan, so little have things changed in
the East. Another peculiarity in this St.
Gall plan is

,

that sundry squaresaredrawn
in the middle of courtyards and of build
ings. These, as Professor Willis suggests,
might be either indications of the classic
atrium with its uncovered impluvium, or

a sort of upper lantern rising above the
roof and giving light bymeansof clerestory
windows. Both these explanations are
very feasible, and both probably were
intended in the original. Lastly, Egin
hard, or whoever was the architect, wrote
certain explanations in Latin verses on
various parts of the drawing. Fancy
that most matter-of-fact production, a

modern plan, ornamented with metrical
directions to the builder.
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Hints on Workshop Drawing. — II.

In a previous paper some account was
given of those appliances which are not
generally known, and which are especially
adapted to use in the constructions of
drawings in the workshop. The necessity
for a broad knowledge of certain subjects
was also referred to. It may be stated
that a knowledge of the elementary rules
of perspective should always be had by
workshop draftsmen. He is frequently
called upon to make rough sketches to
illustrate the construction of a piece of
work, and such sketches are by far more
intelligible if they are drawn in perspect
ive rather than in plan and in elevation.
In view of the fact that anaveragemember
of the public is unacquainted with plans
and elevations, the carpenter or builder
who is likely to be called upon to submit
sketches of proposed alterations, &c, to
his customersshould certainly bein a posi
tion to make perspectivesketches quickly
and with a reasonabledegreeof accuracy,
while a foreman would find that in ex
plaining the details of construction to his
men perspectivesketcheswould much as
sist him. Within the scope of this paper
the subject of perspective cannot be en-
teied upon, and the reader is referred to
one of the many published manuals treat
ing of the subject. A few general hints,
however, may prove useful.
One of the best means of obtaining a

Sractical
knowledge of perspective is to

raw from models. By this is meant sim
ple objects, such as a table, a chair, a
bench. &c. Let the operator take such an

form of the ordinary plan and elevation,
and yet which may be used to take meas
urements from. Such a system is that
known as ''isometric drawing," which
was suggestedmany years ago by Profes
sor Farish, of Cambridge, England, and
by him termed "isometric perspective."
The system is easily learned, and is so
exceedingly useful it is surprising that it is
not more generally used. The term " iso
metric " means equal measures, and to

Fig. 1.—Elementary Principles of
Perspective.

object and endeavor to reduce to paper an
outline just as it appearsto his eye. For
example, take an ordinary brick and place
it on a table in such a position that both
its sides and its top may be seen and then
proceed to sketch it. In doing so bear in
mind these important rules: 1. That the
vertical lines in the object will be repre
sented by vertical lines on the paper. 2.
That the parallel lines receding from the
eyewill be drawn to dppoach one another.
8. That all such parallel lines would, if
produced, meet at the same points. By
referring to Fig. 1 the reader will be able
to more easily appreciate theserules and
to apply them to other objects. The
dotted lines show how the corners of the
brick converge to common centers. Hav
ing represented the brick on paper in a
satisfactory manner, proceed to delineate
other figures in the samemanner; it will
be found that the geometric solids, such as
the cube, cone cylinder, pyramid, prism,
&c, are well suited to practice from at the
commencement. More elaborate figures
may be afterward undertaken.
From what has been said it will be clear
that although both perspective and ordi
nary plans and elevations have their
especial advantages, yet both are to some
extent objectionable. While the former
conveys the best idea of the form of the
object represented, it is entirely useless to
work from, for the reasonthat no measure
mentscanbetakenfrom it. What is wanted,
then, is a systemof delineation which will
give a more accurate impression of the

Fig. 'i.—Construction Lines in Isometric
Perspective.

someextent indicates the principles upon
which the system is based. Instead of
projecting the object into two separate
planes, and calling them respectively
"plan" and "elevation," the whole fig
ure is projectedon to a single plane,which
is so inclined as to produce upon that
plane equal measuresof equal parts of the
object represented. To make this intelli
gible, let us suppose that a solid block,
which has all its corners mutually at right
angles, is held against the paper in such a
manner that the edgesare inclined equally
to it. The projection of theseedges upon
the plane as represented by the paper will
be three lines inclined to one another at
equal angles, as shown in Fig. 2. Now,
upon these lines are constructed the figure
which is to be represented in isometric
projection, and it will be clear, upon a
little consideration, that parallel lines
upon the solid which is inclined to the
plane of the projection previously men
tioned will be representedby parallel lines
upon paper. To take an example, let us
supposethat it is desired to indicate upon
paper a solid block measuring 1 x 2 x 2^
inches. Proceed as follows: First, set
out the three construction lines, as shown
in Fig. 2. On the upright line setout the

Fig. 3.—Isometric View of a Rectangular
Block:

night of the solid—«amely, 1 inch—and
on the lines to the left and right set off
respectively 2 inches and 2\ inches ; com
plete the figure by drawing parallel lines,
representing those corners which are
hidden by dotted lines, as shown in the
illustration, Fig. 3. The construction
thus far, and, in fact, in nearly the whole
system,will be done by meansof the 30°
triangle, as indicated by djtted lines in
Fig. 4.

(Tobecontinued.)

The Times Building.

In our issue for July of last year we
gave an account of the peculiar methods
resorted to in putting up the new Times
building, this city, while still allowing
the old structure to be used. In connec
tion therewith a view of the building
showing the method of working at night
was given. Since then the exterior has
been completed, and at present the work
of interior finish is being pushed rapidly
forward. In one of our plates this month
we present a view of the finished structure,
being a cut prepared by the Record and
Guide, of this city, a few weeks since.
The treatment of this building archi
tecturally reflects great credit upon the
designer, Mr. George B. Post, of this city.
The windows are carried through several
stories, affording upon all flours an abun
dance of light on all.
The piers of the lower four stories on
the north front and of the lower five on
the Park Row front are united by round
arches, three on the narrower and three on
the longer front. The two lower stories
are of granite, but this is used as a matter
of practical necessity,and the differenceof
material, which gives little contrast of
color between the pale gray of the base
ment and the buff limestoneof which the
superstructureis composed,is ratherslurred
than emphasized in treatment. Achitect-
urally the first five stories are the basement

Fig. 4.—I'se of Triangle in Isometric
Drawing.

of the building, the bays formed by the
piers and the large arches extending
through four stories on the north front.
The filth consists of three pairs of arches
coupled over each of the large openings
below. On the Park Row front this ar
rangement is repeated in the narrow bay
at the north end, while the three wider
baysare continued through the fifth story.
The central division of the building in
cludes six stories, and extends from the
basementjust described to the main cor
nice above the twelfth story, a continuous
and emphatic belt, and the only horizon
tal line running through above the fifth
story, where a molded string coursemarks
the summit of the substructure. This sec
ond division is again subdivided into a
lower group of four stories and an upper
of two. The lower group is on the north
front composedof three bays,of which the
piers, unbroken and alligned over those
below, are connected by round arches.
On the longer fronts these openings are
doubled over the archesbelow, the baseof
each central pier coming directly over the
crown of the lower arch. The openings
of the upper group running through two
stories are doubled on the north front, and
on the west front are arranged by threes.
A tall two-storied gabled dormer of two-
arched openings culminates the north
front at its center, and three similar dor
mers are ranged along the longer front.
These two stories include a parapet story
and a roof story. On each side of the cen
tral dormer on the north front a pair of
small lintellcd openings, with a shaft be
tween, pierces the parapet, and over each
in the roof is a small gabled dormer.
The plate published elsewhere gives a
clear conception of the architectural effect
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What Do Yon Know About Archi
tecture ?

8ome time agowe culled attention to the
technical examinations that are conducted
in England with referenceto the building
business, and offered some of the ques
tions to our younger readers, with the
idea of affording the basis of self-examina
tion in an attempt to answer the question
of what they really know about the build
ing business. We propose at this time to
submit the questions that were used in a
similar examination on the occasion of
the examination of candidates for the as-
soeiateship of the Institute of Architects.
The paperswere used in March last, and
are likely to be of service to our readers in
the samegeneral senseas those heretofore
presented.

HISTORY OP ARCHITECTURE.

Questionsfor all Candidates.
1. In what way does Gothic differ from
Renaissance?
2. Give the differencebetween the style
you have chosen and that immediately
preceding or following it.
8. Give the characteristics of the early
Renaissance,say, from the middle of the
fifteenth century.
4. Describe someof the differences be
tween the developmentof Gothic architect
ure in England and Italy.
5. Describe some of the buildings
erected in the period selectedby you, and
nameany architects who flourished at that
period.
6. What do you consider the leading
characteristics of early English work?
7. Explain the meaning of, and illus
trate by sketches, "dekastyle," "perip
teral," " dipteral," "hypostyle," "trans
verse rib," "diagonal rib" and " tierce-
ron " ; also the difference between stellar
and faD groining, both in appearance and
construction.

Questionsfor Candidates icho Jtaveselected
the Classical or the RenaissanceStylet.
8. Describe a rectangularRoman temple
of any order you please, and contrast it
with a Greek temple having a portico of
the same number of columns and of the
sameorder.
9. Describe a circular Roman temple of
the Corinthian order.
10. Describe a Roman basilica.
11. Describe the peculiarities of Greek
Doric, and show the distinction between
it and the Roman Doric.
12. Describe a house of any time be
tween 1550to 1050.
13. Describe the method of construc
tion of a paneled elliptical barrel vault of
the Renaissance,and contrast it with the
best Gothic method of vaulting, and show
the difference of the ornaments.

Questionsfor Candidates whohaveselected
the Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth or
thefirst half of the Fifteenth Century.
14. Describe a cathedral or large church
erected in the period you have selected.
15. Describe the modifications made in
the nave piers, and sketch the difference
between the moldings oi the vaulting ribs
and those of the period immediately pre
ceding it.
16. Describe one building erected dur
ing the period selected, and give a plan
and other sketchesof it.
17. Give the dates between which the
different recognized diversities of Gothic
occurred, and name any buildings you
know erected in eachperiod.

[Maximum of Marks : 100.J
Moldings, Features and Ornaments.
1. Sketch an entablature of the Greek
Doric, and name the part>.
2. Sketch an entablature of the Roman
Doric, and explain the difference between
this and the Greek Doric.

3. Sketch a Greek Ionic doorway, and
explain the difference between it and a
Greek Done one.
4. Sketch a pieceof Greek honeysuckle
ornament, and a piece of the Roman acan
thus scroll.
5. Sketch an early Renaissance capital,
and explain its difference from a Corin
thian capital.
6. Sketch a thirteenth century Gothic
foliated capital, and some Gothic mold
ings enriched by ornament of a similar
period.
7. Sketch an external doorway, and de
scribe its difference from one in the style
immediately preceding or succeeding the
style you have chosen.
8. * Sketch awindow and name its parts.
9. * Sketch the bay of a vault and name
the parts.
10. * Sketch the plan of a pier or shaft in
a large chuich, and give the section of the
basemoldings.
11. Sketch an antifixa or acroterium, a
crocket and a cusp, and describe the pur
posesfor which they were used.
12. Sketch a pediment or gable, and
describe the methods used for its enrich
ment by the Greeks, Romans and Me-
dieevals.

[Maximum of Marks : 100.]

Sanitary, Science, Strengh of Ma
terials, Shoring, &c.

1. The drawing t marked A is the base
ment plan of a house: lay down the lines
and sizes of drains and systemof drainage
you would recommend, and give marginal
sketchesof details and explanatory notes.
[Assume the sewer to be deep enough to
allow a sufficient fall.] %* Every candi
date mustanswer Question No. 1.
2. What fall would you specify as being
sufficient for a house drain?
3. What test would you apply in order
ascertain whether a drain is properly
jointed?
4. What description of water-closet ap
paratus is suitable—a. For a servants'
closet in the basement of a first-class
house? b. For the general closets in the
basementof a first-class house? e. For an
infirmary ward?
5. Name someof the principal causesof
damp basements, and their respective
remedies
6. How many cubic feet of spaceper
patientwould you provide for in designing
the wards of a general hospital, assuming
good mems of ventilation to be provided?
7. What are the forces acting in nat
ural ventilation?
8. Describe the different ways in which
water stored in cisterns in housesmay be
comepolluted.
9. What kind of water is injuriouly
affected by storage in lead cisterns?
10. Sketch a good form of rainwater
filter.
11. What quantity of water, per square
yard, would an inch of rainfall give?
12. Give the proportion in depth to
breadth of a fir girder, so as to obtain the
greateststrength with the leastmaterial.
13. Give the proportion of top and bot
tom flanges in wrought-iron and cast iron
girders, in order to obtain the greatest
strength.
14. What will be the breaking weight
on the center of a wrought-iron girder, 20
feet span, 15 inches deep, and bottom
flange 10 inches wide and 1 inch thick,
according to the following formula?

w _ n a d W = breaking weight inW— 0
~~Z tons.
L = length in feet.
d = depth in inches.
a = area of bottom

flange.
C (the constant) = 6.

* Set to enablethecandidateto illustratethe
style he has chosen.
+A copywasprovidedfor eachcandidate.

15. Sketch in detail the section of a
wrought-iron riveted girder, 12 inches
wide, 20 inches deep, bottom flanges 1
inch thick. What is the safe central load
for this girder with a span of 15 feet?
16. Describe the circumstances in con
nection with any dangerous structure that
has come under your own observation;
also the method used to sustain the same
both temporarily and permanently.
17. In order to excavatefor a basement
under a building having foundations of
insufficient depth it is necessaryto under
pin the walls (which are 40 feet high and
2 feet thick) to a depth of 9 feet. De
scribe the method of doing this, and the
precautions to be taken.
18. Sketch shores you would adopt to
stop the lateral movementoutward of the
blank side wall of a house, 40 feet long:
(a) 30 feet high, three stories; Qi) 60 feet
high, six stories. Give the distance apart
of the shores, and figure the scantlings of
the timbers. [N. B.—There is supposed
to be no other building within 40 feet.]

[Maximum of Marks: 100.]

The Plans, Section and Elevation of
a Building.

Sulycct: A Country Parsonage.

Drawings Required.—Ground and first-
floor plans. Elevation and section. (These
to J inch to 1 foot scale.) Such details of
constructional and artistic character to a
larger scale as there may be time for.
Further Particulars. — Site.—The build
ing to stand in its own grounds. The
points of the compassto be given. Size.
—To be a two-story building, with an
attic and cellars.
Accommodation.— Ground Floor. —Din
ing-room, study and parish-room (each
about 250 square feet in area), and draw
ing-room, about 320 feet in area. A vesti
bule, hall and staircase. The kitchen,
scullery, water-closet, store-room and
stairs to basement cellars to be in an at
tached one-story building, except so far as
the cellars may extend under it.
First Floor. —Four bedrooms, one dress
ing, a bathroom and water-closet, with
well-lighted landing and stairs. On this
floor indicate the extent of the attics—two
servants' rooms and a boxroom only re
quired, with stairs to the same. The
parish-room to be accessiblefrom without,
so as to avoid passing through the private
part of the house.

[Maximum of Marks: 200.]

Materials, Construction, &c.

A. The nature and properties of Buiid-

iny Materials, including their decay,pres
ervation, quality and strength, and their

application in building.

1. Name the various building stones of
the locality with which you areacquainted,
their characteristics, and the positions for
which they are adapted.
2. Describe in what position and under
what circumstances hollow walls are de
sirable. State their disadvantages. De
scribe some other methods to exclude
moisture.
3. What are the objections to granite,
limestoneand concrete for domestic build
ing? How do you overcome them?
4. What objections arc thereto artificial
drying of new work, andwhat precautions
should be taken?
5. Describe the various forms of timber
roofs and their construction?
6. Describe the precautions to be taken
in making concrete and forming founda
tions.
7. Give the characteristics of Portland
cementand the precautions to be taken in
its use.
8. What are the advantagesand disad
vantagesin the use of the following tim
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ber—namely, white, red and yellow deal,
pitch pine and English oak?
9. What are vou to avoid in the selec
tion of stone, brick and timber?
10. State what you know of the ap
plication of cast iron and wrought iron to
building purposes.

B. Theprinciples of Construction(is ap
plied in practice to foundations, tcalls,
arches,vaults, roofs,floors and partitions.

11 Describe lewis hole and bolt, fox
tail wedging, calking (in timber), tusk
tenon, bridle joint, dovetail having dove
tail notch, gibs and keys, lead plugs,
dragon piece,out of winding, hollow rolls,
bottlenosedrips, burning in.
12. Give elevation of .a chancel arch, 18
feet span: also an aisle arch to organ
chamber, with buttressand foundations, to
be drawn to a scalehalf an inch to a foot.
13. Give the namesof different kinds of
vaulting, and descriptive sketches of the
same.
14. Give section through the roof of a
public hall, 30 feet span, with scantlings.
15. Give section through school bell-
turret (timber), 20 feet from ridge, with
scantlings.
16. State some of the effects of wind-
pressureand any specialprecautionswhich
should be taken against it.
17. Describe and give section of some
systemof fireproof flooring.
18. Sketch all the forms of stone wall
ing with which you are acquainted, show
ing coursing.
19. Draw to ^-inchscaleoneturn of cir
cular stone newel staircase, 5 feet internal
dimension—plan and section, with one
step in perspective.
20. Sketch section through a lead flat—
lead gutter at back of the parapet,and
to a sloping roof and cesspool with outlet
pipe to rainwater head.

[Mamimum of Marks, 100.]

Specifications, &c.—Professional
Practice.

1. Write detailed specificationof ' ' Slater
and Tiler" and "Carpenter" for the
building designed on Wednesday.
2. Describe the method of making an
approximate estimate for the building de
signed on Wednesday, and give such esti
mate.

[Maximum of Marks, 75.]

1. Give ?n account of the proceedings
of an architect from the time when he re
ceives his first instructions from his client
up to and including the receipt of tenders
for the execution of the works.
2. Describe the connection between
contract drawings and specification, and
state how these are to be understood in
their relations to one another.
8. Under what circumstances may the
builder depart from the contract drawings
and specification?
4 . State the duties and powers of the
architect during the construction of a
building contracted for.

[Maximum of Marks, 25.]

The Chicago Auditorium.

Some interesting particulars concerning
the great building now being erectedin
Chicago by private enterprise were em
bodied in the report of the president of
the corporation, read at a recentmeeting
of the stockholders. The following ex
tracts are taken from this report, as they
convey a great dealof information relative
to this huge undertaking not previously
made public. Ground was broken and
the work of tearing down buildings was
begunin January, 1887. The construction
has been vigorously prosecuted from that

time, the only delay ociurring from diffi
culty in procuring granite, which necessi
tated the association taking possessionof
the quarries, the result of which was sat
isfactory. From the dateof completion of
the granite-work, comprising the two
stories of the sub-structure, all contracts
have been thus far satisfactorily and
promptly carried forward, the company
having beenexceptionally fortunate in the
selection of all the contractors, especially
so of the architects, who have faced most
difficult and unprecedentedproblems
This enterprise, like all large projects,
has beena matter of growth and develop
ment fromits inception, both in magnitude
and cost. It was originally contemplated
by the projectors that a great public hall
and hotel should be built on a site not in
cluding the corner of Wabash avenueand
Congress street and the north lot of the
Michigan avenuefrontage, which were not
then obtainable. From that the building
has grown to cover the entire site now oc
cupied—710 feet frontage, or an areaof 1|
acres. Strictly fire-proof construction of
the most approved kind was always con
templated, and it prevails throughout the
entire structure, so that under no circum
stancescan the building sustain more than
slight superficial injury from fire. It com
prises five principal features—the audito
rium, with its grand organ and stage: the
hotel, thebusinessfront onWabash avenue,
containing seven stores and nine floors of
rooms; the little auditorium, or rehearsal
hall, and the public observatory. To
which might be added the cafe on themain
floor on Congress street. The main build
ing will be ten stories high, or 145 feet,
the auditorium proper reaching the sev
enth story. The tower will be 17 stories
high, or 240 feet. The tower has eight
floors (including the top) above the roof of
the main building. The top will be an
observatory from which can be viewed the
city and surroundings, with the lake har
bor, and from which the west shore of
Michigan can be seen. The seventeenth
floor will beoccupied by the United States
Signal Service Bureau; the sixteenth by
the architects of thebuilding; the fifteenth
is required for tanks, &c, for the elevat
ors. The tower above the main building
is a building in itself, being 71 x 41 feet
in area,eachfloor containing nine rooms,
and it is

,

therefore, a thing of utility and
value as well as being the monumental
feature of the building, emphasizing the
auditorium within by surmounting the
grand entrance.
The foundations under the building
have been carefully and scientifically con
sidered. Every squareyard of the ground
was first tested by heavy water-tanks,
then horizontal timbersof varying lengths,

1 foot square, were laid permanently be
low the water-line, covering which is a

heavy bed of concrete, in which from one
to four layers of 67-pound steel rails are
imbedded. These, if placed in line,
would reach 10miles in length. Where
the rails were insufficient in strength steel
T-beamswere substituted for them. Upon
these rails and beamsthe piers were con
structed. The tower restson a solid foun
dation, 100 x 67 feet, thus distributing
the weight over a large surface. The
auditorium will contain 5000seats,includ
ing 42 boxes. This capacity can be
largely increased for conventions by utiliz
ing the stage spaceT The hotel will oc
cupy the entire Michigan avenue and
Congressstreet fronts and 40 feet of the
Wabash avenue front, and will contain
nearly 400 rooms. The main dining-room
will be on the 10th floor of the eastfront,

1 75 feet long, overlooking the lake. There
will be 12 elevators in all. The costof the
iron in the building is nearly $350,000, no
portion of which will be visible. The
number of bricks in the building is

15,000,000.
The number of electric lights in the au

ditorium proper is 4000; in the hotel and
balanceof the building 4600,making 8600
in all. The electric current is generated
by 11 dynamos and 9 engines; there
will be 11 boilers, having a capacity of
1800horse-power, and 21pumping engines
to supply water for the elevatorsand other
purposes, with a total hourly capacity of
400,000 gallons. There are two distinct
heating and lighting plants for the hotel
and balance of building. The tower
weighs 30,000,000pounds, or 15,000tons.
There are over 25 miles of gas and water
pipes. The hotel rooms will be finished
of hardwood throughout; mosaic floors
will be laid in the vestibule and lobby of
the auditorium and hotel. The grand
stairways will be marble, with bronze
sides.
A grand organ, costing about $50,000,
has been contracted for, which is being
built probably at a loss to the contractor,
the contract for which calls for the most
complete and grandest instrument ever
constructed, and which the board believes
will do much for musical education in
Chicago and add largely to the earnings of
the auditorium—more than ordinary inter
est on its cost. It was also determined
to adopt the most approved and mod
ern stage, with appointments similar to
one at Buda-Pesth, Hungary, for which
purpose Architect Adler was sent to Eu-
ro|ie, and Mr. Bairstow, chief stage car
penter for McVickar's Theater for many
years, was employed, and accompanied
him abroad. This will cost much more
than the ordinary stage, but will be une-
qualed on either continent in its effects
and operating economies.
The purposes of the building are so
varied, and its construction so compli
cated and demanding so many unknown
quantities, that it has always been, and is

now, impossible to estimate definitely the

| entire cost. It will aggregateover$2,250,-

j 000. The stage and appointments, the
decorative finish of the auditorium and
grand dining-room, the undetermined
fuel problem as to the useof oil, fuel gas,
or coal, the two former of which would
demand an extra outlay ; the ventilating
and cooling construction, details to be
settled in negotiating the hotel lease,and
other things, are necessarily unknown
quantities, and are unusual in ordinary
buildings ; so that the uncertainty in the
cost of all structures is exceptionally il

lustrated in this vast project. It is be
lieved that the actual value represented in
the building when completed will be con
siderably greater than if it had been an
ordinary building, because of the keen
competition of among contractors for iden
tification with the project. This con
sideration has saved nearly $250,000.
If built by National, State or municipal
government a building inferior to tins
would have cost over $3,000,000.
The roof is now being"constructed on
the Wabash avenuefront, and the balance
of the building will be roofed very shortly.
The Wabash avenue front, including the
small hall, will be occupied and earning
income from May 1 next ; the seven floors
of the tower, including the observatory,
about two months later; the hotel and
auditorium during the fall of 1889. The
report closes with the following striking
paragraph : "In conclusion, I would con
gratulate you, on behalf of your board of
directors, that you are approaching the
completion of an edifice for quasi-public
uses, constructed on a scaleof magnitude
unequaled in any enteprise basedon pri
vate capital, one which represents compli
cated architectural problems without pre
cedent, combining as it does so many
distinct features within the walls of one
structure, and in which a liberal policy has
prevailed throughout. You are creating
a city, as it were, containing, when en
tirely complete, between 10,000 and 12,-
000 souls."
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ORRESPONDENCE.
-o- .

Episcopal <Impel.

From 3. D., Winchester,N. H.— I send
you floor plan, front and side elevation of
the Episcopal chapel, designed to be
erected in a small village in Vermont.
The chapel will have an easy seating ca
pacity of 160personsand will cost to build
$2500. The ceiling is to be lathed and
plastered on rafters, and the side walls
plastered down to the wainscoting which
will be four feet high from tbe floor. The

Episcopal Chapel.—From Drawing by J. D.—Front Elevation.Scale, % Inch to theFoot.

interior finish is to be of white wood in
cluding seatsand pulpit. There will be a
good room in the second story of the
tower which will be available for use for
various purposes, such as committee meet
ings, &c. The schoolroom is provided
with folding doors, communicating with
the main room and can be thrown open,
thus increasing the seating capacity of the

of ventilators within the past year, and
brief reference to them may not be with
out interest to someof the readersof the
paper. The sides were made on different
pitches as J, \, \ and £ and one between
\ and $ pitch. The slats in all of them
stood at 45°. The sill in someof them
was ±inch in 6 inches, and 2 inches in 12
inches, and still others at ^pitch. I have

Slat Ventilators.—Fig. L—Elevation and Section of Triangular Ventilator.

chapel to 200 when necessary. A small
amount of stained glass is used at the top
of each window in the main room and in
the front gable is a stained glass window
(small lights); also another of the same
size in the rear.

Slat Ventilator.
From Old Hickory, Indianapolis, Ind.
— I have had occasion to make a number

had a great deal of trouble in getting
the different cuts, and would like to in
quire of some of the readers if they can
give me a method for obtaining the cuts.
I desire first the cut across the side of
the jamb, to fit on a given pitch of sill ;
second, a cut across the side of slat;
third, the cut across the edge of slat
when beveled at 45° or when edge is left
square, the slats to fit a given pitch of

jamb or let the slats stand on any given
pitch. I also desire to learn how to get
the cuts on side and edge of slats to fit a
Gothic head or a half-circle head.

Ventilating a Bee Hive.
From Chemist. —The study of ventila
tion is one of great interest, and many are
the forms of apparatus that have been in
vented for the purpose. As nature is the
best as well as the earliest teacher, much
can be learned from some of the lower
animals. Probably there is no public
building where the inmates arecrowded as
closely tcgether as are the bees in a hive,
and as these creatures require fresh air as
much as we do, the manner in which the
ventilating is accomplishedmust be of in
terest to those who make the subject of
ventilation a study. A bee-hiveis air-tight,

ig. 2.—Another Form of Ventilator.

excepting the small hole at the bottom
which serves an an entrance to the hive,
and the existence of a systemof ventila
tion can be determined by suspending a
small piece of paper attached to a thread
in front of the opening. The two cur
rents of air necessaryto ventilate the hive
areestablishedby[thefanning motion of the
bees'wings. According to the state of the
hive, or the heat of the weather, from
10 to 20 of the worker bees station them
selves in files just within the entrance-
of the hive, one file having their heads
toward the entranceand another in the op
posite direction. By uniting their two
wings of each side by the marginal hooks
with which they areprovided they vibrate
them with great rapidity. The two sets
of ventilators standing with their heads
opposite to eachother thus produce a com-

•Fig.8.—Arched Ventilator.

plete circulation of the air of the hive and
keep down the temperature to the point
necessaryfor the manufacture of honey.
This form of mechanical ventilation, as it
might be called, is kept up night and day
during the summer. The gangs of ven
tilators are on duty for abouthalf an hour
and then are relieved by others. It would,
perhaps, be more interesting if the bees
were to construct ventilating pipes about
the hive, as they could do by means of
pipes made of wax, similar to the cells in
which the honey is stored, instead of re
sorting to such a simple method of ven
tilation.

A Question in Ventilation.
FromW. F. 8., New Tori.—The "Job
of Ventilation," the diagrams of which, as
sent by your Philadelphia correspondent,
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"A. W. G.," appeared in your Jan
uary issue, might be very considerably
improved, in my opinion. Fig. 1 shows
what appears to me to be a very faulty
piece of work. The closet is

,

as I take it,

a " wash-out " of somepattern, and the

are being discharged at the same time.
Fig. 2 is a decidedly better plan, but it

has some defects, also, in so far that the
air-pipe intended to vent the water-closet
trap appears to be located about 2$ feet
away from the trap. It would be a de-

from it. Even as an air-duel the air en
tering from the inlet-pipe would have a

more direct ascent than at present. I

would add, as a matter of opinion, that
dependenceon the fresh-air inlet for base
ment trap-ventilation will, in nine out of

ResidenceDesignedby B. S. Hoxie, Evansville, Wis.—Engraved from Photograph.

diagram would show that the pipe taken
from the bowl is more of a " local " vent
than a trap vent—that is, it ventilates the
bowl instead of the half S trap, which
has no vent whatever. The wash-basin is

in asbad a condition, for the pipe intended
to vent the trap is carried down into the
soil-pipe about 3 feetfrom where the water-
closet trap discharges into the aforesaid

cided improvement, if
,

instead of venting
the traps through the fresh-air inlet, the
ventilating- pipe were carried to the verti
cal 4-inch vent-pipe, which is carried up
alongside the chimney and which appears,
according to "A. W. G.'s " letter, to be
erroneously described in Fig. 2—as a

" 4-inch iron soil-pipe 70 feet." This, as

I understand your correspondent, is only

WASHA WOODROOM

DININQROOM

L _
SITTINGROOM

First Floor. SecondFloor.
Floor Plans.—Scale, 1 16 Inch to the Foot.

soil-pipe. Considering that the wash-basin

is discharged into the samepipe, about 5

or 6 feet further on, it would be interest
ing to know what advantage there is to be
gained by such an arrangement,and where
the air is to come from to relieve the
basin-trap when the closet and the basin

a " vent " pipe, all of the plumbing in the
building being contained in the basement.
It may not be out of place also to draw
attention to the direction of the Y branch
at foot of the vertical line, which should
be set so as to discharge toward the run
ning-trap on the main drain, instead of

ten cases,fail of yielding " fair results,"
owing to the tendency to have the opening
of the inlet closed by dirt, snow, &c.

A $2000 Dwelling.

From B. 8. Hoxie, Evansville, Wis.—
This house was built at a cost of $2000.
The plans and elevation show the ar
rangementof rooms which, with nothing
extravagant in style or finish, areverycon
venient and designed for every-day use.
The frontage is to the eastand north, the
house being on a corner lot, with lawn
terraced to sidewalk so that foundation
shows 20 inches above grade line. Great
precaution was taken to have the house
warm in winter and cold in summer, and
thereare two thicknesses of paper besides
sheathiug-boardsand siding. All windows
are hung with weights and pulleys, storm
windows being provided for winter and
full length screensfor summer. It will be
noticed that the bedroom has a door com
municating with the front hall, and also
one to bathroom, to dining-room, and
from thence to the kitchen. I find this

a very good arrangementwhen company is

expected or when visitors are present.
With the exception of the kitchen onecoal
stove has been found sufficient to warm
the lower rooms, including a chamber and
library, the latter communicating with the
sitting-room by anarchway. The chimney

is centrally located so that no heat is lost
in winter. The dining-room hassideboard,
china cupboard and dumb-waiter. The
kitchen, as will be seen, has door to cellar
and to wood or storeroom, while one end
of the kitchen is devoted to cupboards ex
tending from floor to ceiling, work table,
drawers and revolving flour boxes below
Cook-stove, cistern, sink and pump, oc
cupy the other side. Adjoining this is a

closet which every housewife knows how
to use to the bestadvantage. The house is

painted brown with olive trimmings,
picked out with Tuscan red. The inside
finish is butternut trimmed with black
walnut, hard pine and white pine done in
shellac, hard oil and varnish.
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Extension Ladder,

[A correspondent of The Metal Worker
touchesupon a question that has attracted
the attention of our readers.]
From W. H. 8., Pikesville, Md. —I have
long been a regular and thorough reader
of The Metal Worker, and, of course, have

Extrusion Ladders.—Fig.' 1.—Ladder Shown
Closed Up.

noticed themanyquestionswhich areasked
through your columns. No doubt 1 could
have answeredsomeof those which have
beenpresentedin the past, but, having an
aversion to seeing my very plain talk in

Fig. 2.—General Vieio of Strap.

print, I have refrained. A question in a
recent issue, however, regarding extension
ladders, is one I feel bound to answer for
the sake of the trade at large ; for I be
lieve that I have the most perfect tinners'

1

Fig. 3.—Showing Manner Strap is Fastened
to Hails.

extension ladder in existence. It consists
of two 16 feet sections, made of 1$ x 3
inch spruce pine with 1 inch oak rounds,
as shown in Fig. 1 of the sketches. The
rails of the lower sections set 16 inches

Fig. 4.—Hook Attached to Lower Part of
Sliding Section.

apart, and those of the upper section 13
inches apart, or just wide enough to fit in
between the lower sections and rails, and
inserted against the rounds, up and down,
as may be desired. The strap (Fig. 2)
that holds the sections together consists of
a piece of iron -f\ inch thick by 1 inch

wide, and is placed near the top of the
lower section, being let into the wood fair
with the inside of the rail and extending
frontward far enough to permit the en
trance of the rails of the upper or sliding
section. It crosses over and fastens on
each side, Fig. 3. After extending the
ladder to the desired bight, it is held in
position by two hooks, Fig. 4, riveted in

br

stair-rail under certain stated conditions.
Concerning this problem, permit meto say
that in my opinion the stairs are poorly
planned, in that all the winders areplaced
in the cylinder. In the diagram inclosed

Problem in Hand-Railing. —Fig. 1.—Elevation.

place, near the bottom of the upper or
sliding section, thus forming astrong, light
and easilymanaged ladder. The one that
I possess I have used for five years and I
would not exchange it for any other pat
tern that I have ever seen.

Problem In Hand-Railing.
From J. B., Omaha, Neb.— I notice in
the August number of Carpentry and

Fig. 2.- Pattern of Mold.

Building the communication of a corres
pondent relative to finding the mold for a

I have endeavoredto show how to find the
mold independent of unfolding the tan
gent. I have never seenany other than the
tangent method presented in Carpentry
and Building. In the method employed
I have unfolded the circle, which permits

Fig. 3.—Pattern of Mold.

the lengths of all the balustradesto be de
termined with the greatest nicety, and it
is so simple one cannot forget it

,

even
though he may be out of practice for sev
eral years. Can this be said of any of the
best standard works at present treating on
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are not the best from an artistic point of
view.
4 That many situations present them
selves in practice in which the systemfails
to produce desired results that are attain
able by other methods.
The chief thing that can be said in favor
of the systemis that it is simple and eas
ily learned. This we admit, yet we are
inclined to the opinion that simplicity is
not the only quality sought after in rail
construction, but rather that the workman
be master of every situation that comes
before him, and able to produce a line of
rail suitable to any reasonable conditions
that can be laid down.

Constructing a Grain Spout.

From J. P., Omaha, Neb.— I notice in
the August number the inquiry of the
correspondent relative to finding the bevel
of a graiD spout. I think some of the
miter box gentlemenare trying to box up
scienceand others are giving us too much
geometry. My solution of the problem
would be to make 1 2 equal to the rake,
and then draw the bevel. Next, to find
the section when cut, 1 4 equals 1 8.
Nail the spout together before cutting,
using screwsnear the end, as thesemay be
readily taken out in casethey are likely to
interfere with the saw in making the cut.

tance from B, say C ; squareup a line, cut
ting slant at D; also square up fiom B.
Take B as a center and D as a radius, and
describe a circle, cutting the line from B
at E. Draw the line from C through E.
We havebevel S to be applied, as shown
at 2 2. I have cut away the lower end of
the spout, but the application of bevels
will be the sameas above.

How to Board a Building.

From 3. D., Winchester,N. II.— I inclose
a sketch showing the right and wrong way
of boarding a building — that is, according
to my ideas. The wrong way is the way
the work is commonly done in this part of
the country, and, sofar asobservationgoes,
in all country towns and likewise in some

Mill II III Mill
-~~' -"~"

'Mil1 1 1 t 1 =i 1 1 H_i

hand-railing? The plan referred to may
perhaps require a few minutes moretime to
find themolds than by the tangentmethod,
but it is

, I think, preferable. We are re
questedby the conditions of the problem
named to make all balustrades from 19 to
24 the samelength. Make the under side
of the rail in the center of balustrade the
mold, Fig. 2. The hight is a b of Fig. 1

.

A SVOFLOORLINE

CD

D

1ST.FLOORLINE C

« -7-ftr-

The Grain Spout Problem as Explained
by S. C.

But supposewe would like to lift the rail

a little higher, as c ; then b c is the hight,
Fig. 8

;

but d is a fixed point. This
makes unequal tangents on the mold, and
two bevels are required. The joint is not
made squarewith the plank. Bisect the
curve and mark the joint— the shadedpart
of rail. Take a thick piece of paper and
cut it out, as shown. Make a line on the
inside of rail for the spring by drawing a

line on the mold parallel to the major axis.
Sliding the mold up and down we get the
spring line correct. By making a joint on
the minor axis of the mold we can use a

thicker piece to form the easing. The
thickness of plank required for the rail
never exceedsthe length of the diagonal
of the square section of rail. Plane the
underside of the plank, for it is the last
that is destroyed.

From N. B. Garvock, Ottawa.— A dis
cussion of the merits of any systemof lines
pertaining to the solution of some of the
difficult problems in hand-railing which
ever confront the practical workman may
find approval from your readers, who, like
myself, find the subject one of interest.
From an examination of the various works
on the subject, the conclusion canbesafely
drawn that the tangent system has almost
universal sway. Although we hear of
Riddell's, Monckton's, Gould's and many
others systems,yet on examination it will
be found that they are all one, so far as
the line of rail is concerned, the only dif
ference being in the means employed in
producing the face mold. The question
can be fairly raised : Does the tangent sys
tem of hand-railing present the art in its
highest form, or can any improvement be
suggested in the art ?

1
.

We think an improvement can be
made in the rail over winders by working
the easing in the wreath-piece connecting
the straight rail instead of the usual patch
that generally makes the connection.

2 We think the rail should follow the
nosing line of equal winders instead of the
usual deviation, which causes balusters to
be of unequal length, and the wavy fall
ing line of rail so conspicuous in Monck
ton's new work, where developed center
line of rail is shown.

3
.

The conditions laid down as neces
sary to the proper working of the system

4

The Grain Spout Problem Interpreted
by J. P.

In order to find the length, supposing the
bottom end cut.off, proceed as follows :

8 ft. high = 96 in. ) . _ 16

7 ft. run = 84 in. f

"*" 0 ~
14

Start from the longpoint with 16in. on the
blade, 14 in. on the tongue and run up six
times,which will give the length the same
as finding the length of rafter or brace.

From S
. C, Wichita, Kan. —On page

171 of the August number of Carpentry
and Building, I notice the communication
from "J. H. D.," asking the readers of
the paper to tell him how to obtain bevels
so that a grain spout may be cut to fit
against the first and second floors, when
the spout is placed in such a position that
the grain will run in the corner instead of
on the flat bottom. I inclose a diagram
showing how I should proceed to obtain
such bevels. Let A B in the diagram be
the given slant of spout. Take any dis-

The Wrong Way of Boarding a Building.

cities. It seems to me that architects
should specify that no running joint over

3 or 4 feet should be madeon the boarding
of any building or laying of lining floor.
Running joints of 3 or 4 feet should not be
made immediately above the top of a door
or window opening, nor occur on a jamb
stud. The sketches which I send explain
themselvesto any man of judgment. That

a building boarded in what I have termed
the wrong way cannot be as strong as one
boarded in the way I have styled the right
way must be evident. Should the stud on
which a running joint is made happen »o
be crooked—that is

,
bowing out or in, it

would not straighten up as it would if the
joints were broken back and forth over it.

I took charge of a gang of men lately who
persisted in making a running joint from
one of the rafters to the other, or from the
sill to the plate of the building. They

I thought I was a crank because I madethem

Correct Way of Boarding a Building as
Described by J. D.

take the boarding off several times and
break joints every 4 feet. They were
eager to tell me that they never did it that
way before. In using boards of various
widths, as we do in this part of the country

it is much easier to make a continuous
joint from sill to plate, &c, than to do as

I suggest. I suppose that is the reason
why men have got into the habit of work
ing as mentioned. It is no great trick,
however, to make the boarding come out
even in width every 3 or 4 feet if the in
tention to do so exists.
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Wood for Plane Stocks.
From Gage Tool Company, Vineland, j
If. J.—We desire to ask the opinions of ,
practical readersof Carpentry and Build- '
inq on several points : Which is the best .
wood to usefor plane stocks, white or red
beech, and what are the reasonsfor prefer
ence? Also, which is the best, sap or
heart for stocks, and what also arethe rea
sons for preferencein this case?

QOVELTIES.
A to—12 ft
The Backus Steam Heater.

! A form of portable steamheater is being
introduced by the Backus Portable Steam1Heater Company, 22 Park Place, New
York, which is of interest to a large num
ber among our readers. Fig. 1 of the

A Japanese Puzzle.

The following geometricalpuzzlefroman
exchange may interest the readers of Car
pentry and Building. It camefrom Japan,

Japanese Puzzle.—Fig. 1.—Diagram Show
ing theSquareDivided Into Nine Parts.

but it is said to bequitenew in this country :
Take a piece of paper 3 inches squareand
divide it into 9 square inches with pencil
or pen, as shown in Fig. 1.
From Fig. 1 cut out 1 square inch from
the upper right-hand corner, as in Fig. 2;

\\

\ AV\
/ i

\ /
\ s

B \ //////////• 1 ✓/
/
✓ c///

Fig. 8.—Diagram Showing where Cuts are
to beMade.

then cut this figure into three pieces, and
put them together so as to form a square,
The dotted lines on Fig. 2 will show
where the cuts are to be made, and in
Fig. 3 it is shown how the new square is
formed. With the diagrams the solution

Fig. 3.- -Diagram Showing How the Square
is Formed.

is easy, but without them you will find,
if you try it on your friends, that it is a
very difficult puzzle.

Novelties.—Fig. 1.—PortableSteamHeater.

engravings shows onedesign of this heater,
while Fig. 2 shows a vertical section
through the heater, and indicates the
parts of which it is composed. The heater
is adapted for burning ordinary illuminat
ing gas from the streetmains, or is fitted,

fire-log, more or less covered w ith asbes
tos to resemblemoss, receivesthe flamesin
their upward course, while the lower part
is concealedby a shield. The result is a
pleasant, genial glow, made particularly
advantageous on account of the construc
tion of the burner, which causes mingling
of the air with the gas in burning. The
construction of the burnei is such that

perfect combustion is se
cured. The fire-log already
referred to is a minature
steamboiler. By meansof
a plug a small quantity of
water is put into the hollow
space, and as steam is
generated it circulates, by
means of pipes, upward
into the hollow chamber of
the mantel; in fact, the en
tire mantel is arranged as
a radiator. Among the
advantages claimed, and
which will be apparent to
our readers,are that in this
apparatus the heater and
mantel are a unit, and fur
ther that the heatermaybe
placed at will in any apart
ment, all that is necessary
being to connect the gas-
pipes with it. It may be
used in a fireplace, or may
be set where there is no
chimney connection. The
steam fills the chamber
above,giving its heatto the
metal, and then, as it is
condensed, returns to the
boiler to be again conver
ted into steam. By this
meansasteadyheat is main
tained and radiated from
the largesurface—thefront,
back andsidesof theheater.
Added to this, the heat
from the flame itself, the

radiation from the log and the interior of
the grate gives the heater aheating capac
ity beyond what would be ordinarily esti
mated for it. This heateris manufactured
in a number of different designs, all of
which are attractive. It is something in
which builders generally will feel an in
terest, and we suggest that they send to
the company for their illustrated cata
logues, which contain full particulars.

The Detachable Empire Sash Cord
Fastener.

The accompanying illustration repre
sents an article manufactured by the Em
pire Portable Forge Company, Cohoes,
N. Y., which has been named the De
tachable Empire Sash Cord Fastener.
Fig. 3 shows the fastener as applied
to the sash cord, and Fig. 4 rep
resents it as attached to the window
sash. It is explained that the sharp rib
extending over the top of the fastener

Fig. 2.—Vertical Section Through Heater.

as mayberequired, with keroseneburners.
The results accomplished are somewhat
remarkable in either case. The cut shows
the heater adapted for gas. A cast-iron

Fig.

The Empire Sash Cord

through the center is by the
sash caused to sink in the

. 4.

Fastener.

weight of the
frame, and is
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thus held firmly in place. The manufact
urers allude to the following advantagesin
the useof this simpledevice : That it coste
less than 1^centsper sash; that it requires
no nails or screws; that it can be put in or
taken out very quickly; that it prevents
the knot from fraying out and getting
betweenthe sashand the frame; that there
is no liability of its splitting the sash, and
that it prevents the cord from running
back into the weight pocket.

The Hold-Back Hinge.

The accompanyingcut, Fig. 5, represents
a new hold-back spring hinge which has
just been perfected and placed on the mar
ket by E. C. 8tearns&Co., Syracuse,N. Y.,
and which they state is the result of care
ful study with a view of remedying the
faults and strengthening the parts which
in other hold-back hinges havebeenfound
weak. They explain that the tendency of
hold-back hinges to get out of order,
owing to their complication of parts, has
been avoided in this hinge by making it in
three parts only, so that under no combi
nation of circumstancescan it get out of
order, while at the sametime it is equally
well adapted for use on either right or left
hand doors and will hold the door either
open or closed. The wings are cast, as
shown in the illustiation, in imitation of
hammered work, and japanned. The
springs are of steel, nickel plated, de
scribed as uniformly tempered and to be
depended upon for the regularity and cer
tainty of their operation. The hinge has
a surface of 8£ inches and is said to pos
sessgreat strength.
The same firm are also introducing a

single-spring hinge with variable tension,
which may be used on either right or left-
hand doors. It is of the same size and
general design as the hold-back. It is
especially strong and is madewith either a
silvered or japanned spring.

Improved Lock Washer.
A yearor two agowehad occasionto pre
sent to our readersa description and illus
tration of a simple and effective lock
washer brought out by the National Lock
Washer Company, of Newark, N. J. The
principle of the washer was applied in two
different forms, one being intended for
heavy work, as for example, in connection

Fig. 0.--Improved Lock Washerfor
Woodwork.

with track bolts, heavymachinery, &c,
and the other for lighter work, and also
for use in securing carriage bolts and in
connection with wood and metal work in
general. This latter form was a dished
spring washer, provided with a rib extend
ing entirely around its inner edge, and
projecting outward, so as to act on the face
of the nut, which wa3screwed down upon
it, so that, on the washerbeing flattened

out against the surface of thework through
which the bolt was inserted, a portion of
he metal of the nut was forced against the
bolt, effectively locking the nut and
guarding against its working loose. Since
then the company have made some im
provements, which are embodied in the
washer shown in the engraving, Fig. 6.

tion upon the metal of the nut as the latter
is screwed home. The pressurewith which
the dished washer bears upon the surface
of the work while the nut is being screwed
on is in the new arrangement greatly di
minished, and the adaptability of the
washer is therefore much increased for
employment with nuts and bolts used in

Novelties.—Fig. o.—The Hold-Back Hinge.

The principle has beenretained, but it will ,wooden structures, as
be noticed that theinner edgeof the dished ished tendency of the

there is a dimin-
uppcr edge of the

washer,instead of being provided with the washer to indent itself into the wood.
previously mentioned rib, has two projec-

Iland Picket Pointer.
Messrs. I. 8. Spencer's Sons, of

The importance of this point will be
readily appreciated. The smaller of our
engravings showsa partial top view of the
washer, with the displacing projections
clearly defined. The larger "of the cuts
represents a washer in position, with the
nut ready to be screwed down upon it.
From the engraving it can be understood
with little difficulty just what will happen
when this is done. The washers,so far as
know, have given excellent, results
•their introduction, and are turned

out, we undeistand, at a relatively low-
cost.

Guil

Fig. 7.—Hand Picket Pointer, Made by I. S. Spencer'sSons.

tions, which arespirally inclined in the op
posite direction from that of the threads
on the bolt. By this arrangement these
projections perform the displacing func-

ford, Conn., are introducing to the build
ing trades a device for shaping the tops of
pickets, a general view of the machine

being afforded by
meansof Fig. 7 of
the accompanying
illustrations. It is
known as a hand
picket pointer, and
is provided with a
base made of hard
wood,having firmly
fastened to it two
uprights of the
samematerial. Se
cured to these up
rights is an adjust
able picket-rest
with movable
gauge. The iron
knife bar, or lever,

which is provided with a wooden handle,
is attached at its lower extremity to the
base by means of a hinged joint, which
serves as a fulcrum. The manufacturers
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state that the knife-holder is adjustable
upon the knifc-bar, and causes the knife
to stand at right angles to the bar. The
knife is attached to the lever by screws,
clearly shown in the cut. When oper-

ing the screen. It presents the same ap
pearanceon both sides; and when extended
or closed the sides have an adjustment of
4 inches, and are fastened at the required
extension by a thumb-screw shown in the

cut. The framesaremadeof maple,
attractively beaded,and finished in
the natural wood with white trans
parent varnish. The cloth is de
scribed as tightly drawn and se
curely fastened in the frame, a
uniform tension being secured by
processesfor which the manufact
urers have obtained letters patent.

Novelties.—Fig. S.—Adjustable Window Screen.

ating the machine, it is only necessary to
place a picket on the rest, as indicated in
the engraving, push the lever forward,
and the work i9 done. The lever is thrown
back into its original position by a spring
suitably placed. The makers state that,
when desired, they furnish with the ma
chine a miter attachmentdesigned for cut
ting or pointing ends of shingles. When

the

Parallel Swing-Saw Machine.
In Fig. 9 of the accompanying
illustrations we show a general
view of a parallel swing-saw
machine manufactured by P.
Pryibil. of Nos. 401 to 467 West
Fortieth street, New York City.
In this machine the arrangement
of parts is such that the saw arbor
travels in a straight line, instead
of rising and falling, 89 is often
case with swing saw machines

as ordinarily constructed. The manu
facturer claims that a small saw may
be employed for wide and thick
lumber, and that the arrangement
named allows the use of a dado
head for grooving, gaining, rabbet
ing, tenoning and molding. The hight
of the saw arbor above the table is

adjustable by means of a hand-
wheel to regulate the depth of
cut, and also for the purpose of
adjusting to the size of saw or
cutter-head used. It is stated
that an 18-inch saw can be em
ployed which will cut a 6-iuch
plank 24 inches wide without
turning over. The guard is ad
justable to whatever sized saw

or cutter-head
that may be
used. The
weight of the
moving parts
is said to be
so perfectly

balanced that they will
remain in any posi
tion in which they are
left. The tight" and
loose pulleys are self-
oiling, and for a four-
inch belt arenine inches
in diameter.

No. 9.—Parallel Swing-SawMachine.

this attachment is used, it is fastened to
the picket-rest in the place of the gauge.

Adjustable Window Screen.
E. C. Stearns & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.,
have put on the market tlieir new Mon
arch Screen, as shown in the engrav
ing, Fig. 8, which shows its special
features. The point is emphasized that
this screenis so arranged as to slide upon
guides, and may be placed in position on
the inside of the window and left there
throughout the season, as it is so con
structed that the window slides past, and
may be raised or lowered without disturb-

Automatic Link
Snatcb Block.
The illustration here
with, Fig. 10, shows
a new snatch block,
patented December 11,
1888,by Thomas Laugh-
lin & Sons, Portland,
Me., by whom it is put
on the market. It is
intended to obviate the
difficulties of the old
style link which cannot
be opened or closed
without turning the

hook in one position, which is often
inconvenient. In this block the link is
kept in position by a hard rubber spring

cessaryto press it against the link, which
instantly locks it

, so that it remains
locked whether there is a hold on it

or not. The simplicity and effectiveness
of this arrangement are alluded to and
the point is made by the manufacturers
that it is impossible to shake the
link open, making the block exceed
ingly secure and satisfactory. The
ironwork is referred to as heavy and
the sheaves as large and wide in the

Fig. 10.—Automatic Link Snatch Block.

score as any other make, the qualityof
the workmanship being also referred to.

The Perfection Screw-Drivers.
J. H. Sternbergh & Son, Reading, Pa.,
have just entered upon the manufacture of
an entirely new line of screw drivers, one
of which is illustrated in Fig. 11. The
blades of these tools are made of round
steel,highly polished, with elegantpoints,
which are referred to as hardened and
temperedfor the purpose. The Perfection
screw-driver is intended to answerthe same
purpose as the ratchet drivers now in the
market, with the advantage of greater
simplicity and facility for use. As will
be observed by the cut, a twelve-sided
cone is fastened to the end of the blade,
and this cone fits a corresponding twelve-
sided cup which is firmly embedded in the
wood of the handle at its strongest point.
A coiled steel spring lies in the cup be
neath the cone. In driving a screw with
this tool the blades become fast by press
ure on the handle, as the cone is thus
forced into its cup, and when the pressure

is releasedthe cone, is forced out by the
action of the screw, thus making it serve
the function of a ratchet screw-driver, so
that a screw may be driven into the wood
or turned out from the wood without shift
ing the hand. In this respect the manu-

Fiy. 11.—The Perfection ScrewDriver.

under it
,

and will instantly return to posi
tion when pulled out to unlock the hook.
When the hook is unlocked it is only ne-

facturers allude to the driver as having
the advantage of simplicity over the
screw-drivers having pawls to shift, and
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being more or less liable to get out of
order on account of their complicated
construction. The toolsarefinely finished,
with nickel-plated ferrules and ebonized
handles.

Cob i)>lmi II on Ladder and Roof
Bracket.

In Figs. 12 to 16 of the engravings
below are shown several applications of
a combined ladder and roof bracket, in
vented by Mr. W. H. Higgins, of Forest
City, Pa. The device is designed for the
use of carpenters, builders, tinners, ma
sons, and, in fact, of all who have occa-

tion of which is shown in Fig. 16. In
connection with a shingled roof, the flat
tened points are pushed beneath the

adjusted, securely locked to the roof and
is arranged in such a way that a ladder
may be suspended from it

,

making a run
way up the roof. By meansof it a shingle
roof may be quickly and safely mounted.
Fig. 18 shows the application of the two
brackets in building a scaffold for the erec
tion of a chimney or the performance of
work of a similar nature. An inspection
of the cut will clearly indicate the method
of arrangementand the manner of attach
ing the ladder to the lower bracket. In

Novelties.—Fig. 12.—Combination Ladder
and Roof Bracket. Bracket Used urith
Ladder.

sion to employ a ladder for any purpose.
Fig. 12 indicates some of the ways in
which the bracket may be employed. The
construction of parts is such that the plat
form may be adjusted to any level, and
the bracket may be attached to either the
upper or under side of the ladder. The

Fig. 14.—Vietoof End nf Builders' Scaffold

shingles, bringing the spur in contactwith
the shingle below, in such a way that

Fig. 15.—Roof Bracket.

while the lower arm of the S hook is

pressed outward, the toothed points of

Fig. 14 we present a view of one end of a

scaffold designed for the use of builders.
This consists of a bracket and supporting
brace, the latter being attached to the
studding of the building or to any upright
suitable to the purpose. Any downward
pressureon the bracket servesto bind the
supporting brace or arm against the scaf
fold upright and force the spurs into it.
The hooks and lever shown in the cut and
carried by the main arm are to lock the
scaffold and prevent any side motion or
slipping of the bracket. The latter is

made of wrought iron, the main arm be
ing 8 feet long. The inventor claims that
by meansof this arrangement a wide scaf
fold is produced, and one which is safe,
strong and quickly erected.

Wrought Steel Locks.
A novelty of genuine interest to builders

is being introduced by the Russell & Er-
win Mfg. Company, whose New York
office is on Chambers street and whose
factories are located in New Britain, Conn.
It is a wrought steel mortise lock. The
lock in its general appearance resembles

Fig. 13.—CombinedUseof Both Fornxs of Roof Bracket. Fig. 16.—Arm of Ladder Bracket used as Roof Bracket

side bars are formed with hooked ends of

a rather peculiar shape, provided with a

spur in which aremounted S hooks. The
ends of these hooks are provided with
teeth or serrations,which serve to hold the
bracket in place when used upon a

roof. By simply uncoupling the Y-shaped
leg and removing the platform a roofing
bracket is produced, the general applica-

thc hook are forced into the shingle, giv
ing it a bearing upon three courses. It is

stated that the bracket will adjust itself
to the roof, will not raise the shingles in a

way to injure them and is always positive
in its action. Fig. 15 is another form of
roof bracket for general use by carpenters,
and is adapted to be employed with the
bracket just described. It can be quickly

others of its kind, but instead of the case
being a thin casting, and Accordingly
brittle, it is composed of two pieces of
sheet steel struck up in dies to requisite
shape, and so combined as to make a neat
and effective construction for the purpose.
The corners are rounded so as to make it

pleasant to handle, while the general
weight of the lock is much iir favor of
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the new article as compared with the old. yielding fence, made on an improved or O G cutters are fitted in planed slots
These locks, a general line of which is principle, is bolted to the tables, and m»y held firmly by steel taper head bolts. The
being introduced, are provided with re-

'
be speedily adjusted for different thick- company furnish with each machine one

versible latches and other improvements, nessesof panels. The yielding side of the pair of panel heads and cutters, panel
The keys are light, and altogether they fence receives its pressure from steel I fence, bridge, wrenches and countershaft,
are a very desirable addition to the gen- springs which causeit to hold the mater- IThe tight and loose pulleys are 10 inches
eral line of builders' hardware. Those of ial with sufficient firmness to prevent vi- |in diameter and provided with a 4^-inch

Novelties.—Fig. 18.—Various Applications of Biggins' Improvements.

our readers who have had trouble with
breakages of locks and who want some
thing not so liable to break, and in turn
thosewho admire a neat thing when they
see it

,

will be much pleased with these
goods.

Veil Panel Raiser.

By meansof the cut shown in Fig. 19of
the engravings, we present a general view
of a new Panel Raiser which is being
placed upon the market by the Cor^esman
Machine Company, of Cincinnati. This
machine is designed especially for raising
panels, and will be found a valuable ad
junct to the equipment of planing mills,
sashand door factories and the like. The
manufacturers state that the construction
of the machine is such that it will work
panels of hard or soft wood, on one or
both sides at the sametime, of any thick
nessbetween a quarter of an inch and 2

inches, and of any depth up to 4 inches,
without a change of cutters. The ma
terial is fed to the machine by hand, the
speedbeing regulated to suit the quality
of the wood. The heads and cutters are
easily accessible, and may be quickly re
moved or replaced. The frame, which is

very heavy, is substantially ribbed, cored
out, and is cast in one piece. It is pro
vided with an extension which carries a

countershaft, and in setting the machine
the alignment of both is done at the same
time. The tables aremade of iron and are
sufficiently strong for all purposes. The
front table is connected to the rear by a

bridge, making them practically contin
uous and preventing material from drop
ping between them. The arrangement is

such that the front table canbe withdrawn

from the head when desired. The mak
ers state that the combined stationary and
bration. The spindles are of large diam
eter, made of steel, and revolve in self-
oiling boxes provided with the best of
metal. The frames, supporting spindles
with boxes, have tongues and are bolted
to planed grooved surfaceson the sides of
the machine. By means of a right and
left hand screw they can be adjusted ver
tically at such an angle that the length of

belt will not vary The heads are con
structed of cast steel, and it is claimed
may be run at a higti speed. They can be
adjusted laterally, so that various thick
nessesof panelsmay be made. The bevel

face. The manufacturers state that these
pulleys should make 900 revolutions per
minute.

Why Circles Please the Eye.

Professor Miiller, says a careful reader,
in a course of lectures in Berlin, offered a

simple and mechanical explanation of the
universal admiration bestowed on these
curves. The eye is moved in its socket

by six muscles, of which four are respect
ively employed to raise, depress, turn to
the right and to the left. The other two
have an action contrary to one another,
and roll the eye on its axis, or from the
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outside downward, and inside upward.
When an object is presented for inspec
tion the first act is that of circumvision,
or going round the boundry lines, so as to
bring consecutively every individual posi
tion of the circumference upon the most
delicate and sensitiveportion of the retina.
Now, if figures bounded by straight lines
be presented for inspection, it is obvious
that but two of these muscles can be
called into action ; and it is equally evi
dent that in curves of a circle or ellipse all
must alternately be brought into action.
The effect then is that if two only be em
ployed, as in rectilinear figures, those two
have an undue share of labor; and by re
peating the experiment frequently, as we
do in childhood, the notion of tedium is
instilled, and we form gradually a distaste
for straight lines, and are led to prefer
those curves which supply a more general
and equable share of work to the muscles.

RADE NOTES.

During the past month the United
StatesMineralWoolCompany,No. 2 Cortlandt
street.NewYork, havesuppliedtheir product
for deadeningandtilling to the following par
ties: J. T. Pirie, Sea Cliff, L. L: Manhattan
Electric Light Company,NewYork City; E. B.Mead,Greenwich,Conn.; J. R. Hunt, Harrison,
N. v.; F. O. Bullock,Succasanna,N. Ji
The Brooklyn Times of January 4, in
commentinguponour remarks relative to the
establishmentof an evening class in archi
tectural drawing at Yonkers, N, Y., among
otherthings, says: "The usefulnessof which
theeveningschoolsystemiscapableisonly beginningto be appreciated.The greatestedu-
catioial advancesof the next quarter of a
centuryoughtto bemadein the improvement
of thesystem,until it furnishes to every one
whowishesto profit by It the widest variety
for practicalaswell asliteraryeducation."

We have received, with the compli
mentsof TheClayWorker,a Journal devotedto
the interestsof brickmakers,potters andall
workersof clay,averyattractive calenderfor
1889.It consistsof a cardprinted to represent
a school slate, upon which appearsIn white
lettersthenameor thepaperanditspublishers.
To the lowerportionof theslate are attached
the leavesforming the cilendar proper. The
imitationisveryclever,and Is somethingof anoveltyin the lineof calendars.

E. C. Stearns & Co., of Syracuse,
N. Y., haveIssueda very neat folded card designedto showbymeansof statisticsthepopularity of the Stuart screenframesmanufact
ured by them. The front pageis finished In
imitation of oneof theseframes,whilethe In
sidepagesaredevotedto the text. The firm
statethat indicationspoint toa largelyincreas
ed businessthe presentyear,and in orderto
provideadequatefacilities haveconstructedalarge warehouseespeciallydesignedfor this
branchof thebusiness.

Mr. Charles E. Illsley, president of
the Western Associationof Architects, favors
uswith a little work compiledby himandenti
tled " Missouri Architectural ReferenceBook
andProceedingsof the MissouriStateAssocia
tion of Architects." It isa pamphletof a little
over 50pages,of a size convenient for the
pocket,andboundInpapercovers. Amongthe
contentswefindascheduleof chargesand pro
fessionalpracticeof architectsas indorsedby
theAmericanInstitute of Architects,a chapter
on professionalpracticeand chargesof archi
tectssanctionedbythe RoyalInstitute of Brit
ishArchitects, suggestionsfor the conductof
architectural competitions,a list of booksof
referencerecommendedfor the professional
studyof architecture,and tablesshowingthe
strengthofwoodenpillars,andfor ascertaining
thenumberof piecesof paperrequiredfor the
sidesof a room.

William R. Uptegrove & Brother,
foot of EastTenth street. New York, haveis
suedadainty little pamphleton thesubject of
mahogany. It is faultlessin typography,at
tractiveto theeyeand containsmattrr which
is of interestto everybuilder andarchitect. Asuggestivelegendon thefront pageof thecover
is: " What thefireplacewith its hickory log is
to the library mahoganyis to Interiordecora
tion."

The Fulton Iron and Engine Works,
Detroit, Mich.,are directing attentionto their
automaticsteelquick lift, suregrip ropehoist,adaptedtomanyof the useswhich aarpenters
havefor suchdevices. They ask the trade to
sendfor their newcatalogue.

In another part of this issue the Bcn-
tel andMargedantCo.,of Hamilton,Ohio,pre
sentin compactshapeageneralviewof several
of their wood-workingmachines.

The Racine Hardware Company,
Racine.Wis.,are directing attention to their
lineof Parquetry,fine floors, wainscotingand
similarwork. ThetradeareInvitedto sendfor
Illustratedsheetsandestimatesof cost to S.C.
Johnson,Racine,Wis.

We have already directed attention in
this journal to Klnnear's Patent Sheet Steel
Ceiling. In the interval additional improve
mentshavebeenmadeand the firm ofW. R.
Klnnear&Co., Columbus,Ohio, are now pre
paredto supplythisuniqusarticletor churches,
stores,lodges,halls,dwellingsand other build
ings.

Lane Brothers Bridge and Construc
tion Compant,of Newark,Ohio,direct atten
tion to their facilities for supplying iron work
for buildings. Buildersareinvitedtowrite for
estimates.

We are informed by the secretary of
theCincinnatiCorrugatingCompany,ofCincin
nati, that theyhave recently acquiredbypur
chasethe machinery,goodwill, books, &c, of
thefirm of Caldwell&Co.,who have beenen
gagedin theiron roofingbusinessin Cincinnati
for over30years. Their businessconsistedfor
the mostpart in themanufactureand saleof
theOutcaltpatentelasticJoint iron roofing,in
which they built up a very substantialtrade.
Someof theoldestwork alluded to in the cir
cularssentout by the Cincinnati Corrugating
Companyis of theOutcult patent,and put on
by this firm. One of the prominentfeatures
of thisstyleof roofing is that no nails are ex
posedto the weather. The CorrugatingCom
panyare getting Into better shapeto handle
work than ever before, and can execute
all ordersfor plainandcorrugatedroofingwith
dispatch.

The Stanley Rule and Level Com
pant distributed among their friends in the
tradeaveryattractiveChristmascard bearing
an illustration of "Stanley'sOdd Jobs," a con
venienttoolwell adaptedto the wantsof me
chanics,amateursand housekeepers.The de
signwasprintedIn colorsto representthevari
ousiron andwoodenparts of thetool,andwas
accompaniedbya list of thecombinationsthat
can bemadewith it. Those of our readers
who have not examinedthis tool, and who
havenot seenthe card referredto.will be In
terestedin sendingyou acopybecauseit is so
realistic in characteras to be almostequiva
lent to the thing itself, so far as appearance
goes.

The Canton Steel Roofing Company,
formerly known as the Canton Iron Roofing
Company,of Canton,Ohio,haveJust completed
their newplant. Thedimensionsof theirmain
buildingare100x 200feet,andit iscoveredwith
thefamousH. W. Smith patentsteel roofing,
andsidedwith pressedcorrugatediron of their
ownmanufacture. To their former extensive
facilitiesthey have addedthe latest Improved
machinery,also railroadswitch, and have in
creasedtheir officeandshop forces. All indi
cationsshowthat theyare doing a large busi
ness,and expect an increaseover last year,
whichwas80percent,largerthan that of 1887.
The officersof the new companyare: T. C.
Snyder,president: Jas. H. Richardson,secre
tary; CliffordHolbrook, treasurer;T. C. Beld-
ing,superintendent Thecapitalstock is $50,-

John D. Emack, Slatington, Pa., is
directingattentionto hisfacilities for supply
ing roofing slate of different colors,and also
blackboardsfor schoolpurposes,dec.

The Folding Gates and Window Guards
suppliedbyWilliam R. Pitt, No. 92B Chambers
street,haveattainedpopularitywhereverintro
duced. Our readerswill be interestedIn the
catalogueheis supplying.

The Acme Combination Saw that is
beingsuppliedby theSenecaFalls Mfg. Com
pany, 209Water street, SenecaFalls, N. Y.,
possessesnovel featureswhich are attracting
theattentionof wood-workerseverywhere.

Samuel H. French & Co., of Philadel-
manufacturersof paints and painters'phia, me

supplies.supplies,haveissueda veryattractivecalendar
for thenewyear. It consistsof apieceof heavy
cardboardarrangedwith two eyesat the top' ' ' The design is oneandacordfor hangingup
appropriateto theline of businessIn whichthe
firm is engaged,andis finishedin sucha wayas
to give a varnisheffect. At the upper right-
handcornerare12smallsheetscomprisingthe
calendarproper. Thework is neatly executed
andthecalendaris likely to be appreciatedby
all into whosehandsit maycome.

The Egan Company, of Cincinnati,
Ohio,are distributing among their friends in
thetradeacircularwhichbearsthetitle, "Does
the Ploorlng MachineFeedToo Fast?" In re
ply to thisquestionthecircular statesthat " it
certainly does,or the buildersof themwould
devisea machineto turn out flooringat a far
morerapidratethanthemachinerynow in gen
eral use. To make perfect flooring at a nigh
rate of speed requires perfect working ma
chines,and to makeit dayin anddayoutwith
out breakingdown,or stalling in anyway, re
quires a still better machine." The circular
makesthe announcementthat the KganCom
panyhaveoriginateda flooringmachinewhich
is somethingentirely new,and hasa capacity
for high class rapid work. The statementis
madethat this is one of the most remarkable
machinesfor its size,weightandpriceeverpro
duced.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Modern Architectural Designs and De
tails. Vol. II., No. 8. Six plates. Pub
lished by William T. Cornstook. Price, 50
cents.
This is the third number of the above
work, andcontains in addition to six plates
of designs and details a gelatine supple
ment showing a house at Summit, N. J.,
built for R. K. Munkittrick, a well-known
humorous writer, and one at Providence,
R. I., designed by Haward Hoppin. The
plates show, respectively, a design for a
$1500cottage, by architect J. A. Sohwein-
furth, of Boston; details of the Colonial
period from the exterior of an old house in
Litchfield, Conn. ; staircase hall in the
house of C. T. Barney, New York City ;
library of a house in Dayton, Ohio ; 12de
signs for trims or architraves, suitable foi
interior finish of windows and doors, and
somedetails of parts that can be used in
connection with staircases. The pub
lisher makes the announcement that the
next number will differ somewhat from its
predecessors in that a small cottage will
be given, and the more important parts of
it detailed throughout.

Oblique Mortise and Tenon.

Writing upon the subject of mortisesand
tenons J. Robinson says:
The joint that most of all demands the
careful attention of the artist is that which
connects the ends of beams,one of which
pushes the other very obliquely, putting
it into a state'of extension. The most -
familiar instance of this is the foot of a
rafter pressing on the tie-beam, and there
by drawing it away from the wall. When
the direction is very oblique (in which case
the extending strain is the greatest), it is
difficult to give the foot of the rafter such
a hold of the tie-beam as to bring many of
its fibers into the proper action. There
would be little difficulty if we could allow
the end of the tie-beam to project to a
small distancebeyond the foot of the rafter ;
but, indeed, the dimensions which are
given to tie-beams for other reasons are
always sufficient to give enough of abut
ment when judiciously employed. Unfor
tunately this joint is much exposedto fail
ure by the effects of the weather. It is
much exposed, and frequently perishes by
rot, or becomesso soft and friable that a
very small force is sufficient either for
pulling the filaments out of the tie-beam
or for crushing them together. We are
therefore obliged to secureit with particu
lar attention, and to avail ourselves of
every circumstance of construction. One
is naturally disposed to give the rafter a
deephold by a long tenon; but it has been
frequently observed in old roofs that such
tenons break off. Frequently they are
observed to tear up the wood that is above
them, and push their way through the end
of the tie-beam. This, in all probability,
arises from the first sagging of the roof by
the compression of the rafters and of the
head of th; king-post. The head of the
rafter descends; the angle with the tie-
beamis diminished by the rafter revolving
round its stop in the tie-beam. By this
motion the heelor inner angleof the rafter
becomes a fulcrum and a very long and
powerful lever, much loaded. The tenon
is the other arm, veryshort, and being still
fresh, it is therefore very powerful. It
therefore forces up the wood that is above

it
,

tearing it out from between the checks
of the mortise, and then pushes it along.
Carpenters have therefore given up long
tenons, and give to the toe of the tenon a

shapewhich abuts firmly, in the direction
of the thrust, on the solid bottom of the
mortise, which is well supported on the
under side by the wall-plate. This form
has the further advantage of having no
tendency to tear up the endof themortise.
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THE
THIRD annual convention of the
National Association of Builders
was held in Philadelphia, February

12, 13 and 14. Strenuous efforts had
been put forth to make this convention
one of marked influence and usefulness,
and we believe that there was not a
delegateor alternate present at the meet
ings but went home thoroughly satisfied
with its results, and feeling well repaid
for his expenditure of time. The report
published elsewhere is but brief, for a
full account of what took place would
occupy many pages,and the exigencies of
space have made it necessary to omit
much that would otherwise warrant inser
tion. Not to mention the instructive dis
cussionsthat occurredmanytimeseachday,
all the reports presented, as well as the
papers read, if treated on their merits, de
serve to be printed in full. Among the
committees' reports of especial interest
were those on uniform contracts, lien law
and the apprenticeship system, and those
who havenot seencopiesof themwould do
well to look them up at the nearest build
ers' exchange. Of the papers read Mr.
Tucker's, on Masonry; Secretary Say-
ward's, on Builders' Exchanges, and
Colonel Auchmuty's, on Trade Training,
deserve particular mention. Some ex
tracts are presented in the report printed
elsewhere, but nothing short of the full
papers can give an adequate idea of
their contents. Mr. Sayward's address
was especially written for a proselyting
tract, and we are glad to say that it is to
be printed and distributed broadcast
throughout the country. Its weighty
argumentsand clearand concise exposition
of the advantagesof builders' exchanges
cannot but promote a general active inter
est in the subject of local organizations
of the trades concerned with building.
The public appreciation of Colonel Auch-
muty in the noble work to which he de
votes his time and money found expres
sion in the storm of applause that greeted
him both before and after reading his
paper. But, apart from the actual work
done at the convention, there are other
features that ought to be noticed, if space
permitted. Much of the speech-making
was of a humorous nature, and among the
builders are many who possess the gift of
extempore speaking In no small degree.
The banquet at the close of the conven
tion, as well as other social features, must
be dismissed with a simple mention. If
those present at Philadelphia think over
all that they heard, there will be plenty to
talk about next year when the association
meetsat St. Paul.

THE
STUDENTS of the architectural
class at Columbia College who are
attending the course of plumbing

lecturesat the New York Trade Schools are
enjoying a privilege that ought to prove of

the greatest benefit to them in their after
professional work. There is no need of an
architect being a skilled plumber, able to
manipulate lead and do all the difficult
work required in complicated jobs, but it
is eminently desirable that he be versed in
the practical and theoretical principles of
sanitary science and know when the work
of detail is executed in a proper manner.
Theoretical plumbing can of course be
learnt from text books, but unless the
lessons are enforced by illustration from
actual example they will very likely be
forgotten. Instruction, to be efficient,
must involve the kindergarten feature
whatever be the age of the student,
for in no way is the mind so per-
menently impressedwith the meanings of
principles as when they are carried out in
practical examples. A little manual labor
has peculiar power of making the mind re
tentive of principles. Lest young archi
tects should think we held an especially
low estimateof their abilities we will illus
trate our meaning from another profes
sion. In chemistry the whole work of
analysis is accurately described in text
books, and yet without a laboratory7expe
rience the student's education amounts to
nothing. He can commit to memory the
precisemethod of making an analysis, but
unless he uses the reagentsand becomes
familiar with handling test-tubes, beakers
and the other paraphernalia of a chemical
laboratory his knowledge will hardly last
him over night. So with the architectural
students, the practical lectures they at
tend and the manual work that they at
tempt with varying degrees of success
pound certain fundamental principles into
their heads so thoroughly that it will be
well nigh impossible ever to forget them
entirely. That some such system of in
struction is needed the short experienceat
the Trade Schools already shows, for it
must be confessed that the college stu
dentshave not made a very brilliant show
ing comparedwith the regular class of the
school.

BUT
THE MERE enforcement of prin
ciples is not the only advantage of
such a course to the student of

architecture. He also acquiresenough prac
tical knowledge to avoid making egregious
blunders in the planning of houses. A
thorough knowledge of the theory of ven
tilation of traps and the ability to figure
out the bursting strength of lead pipes
will not prevent an architect making
costly errors in his house designs. He
must know how and where the soil pipes
shall run, and not have a closet come over
the middle of a parlor ceiling, requiring a
long length of horizontal pipe. Mis
takes of this kind areof course not likely
to happen, but there is ample opportunity
for minor faults of planning to occur in
volving considerable waste of time and

money. Furthermore, an architect should
be able to tell whether the plumbing of a
house is done correctly or not ; not only
whether the fixtures are set properly and
the pipes of the right size, which are things
which he ought to attend to in the speci
fication, but also whether the joints in the
soil-pipe are calked in the propermanner
and the traps ventilated as they should be.
All this, of course, presupposesthat the
architect in person keeps careful watch
over the house he is building, and this
really is what the architect is supposed to
do at present. Whether this labor of in
spection and general supervision is part
of the architect's duty is not a question
for us to discuss at this time, though it is
one that deservesattention from the archi
tectural societies, and press as well, for
there is no doubt but that something must
be done soon to relieve the architect of
work which ought really to be none of his
concern. As it is

,

however, the architect
must not only plan his house with regard
to having it plumbed and heated, but he
must also know enough of these two
branches ol domestic scienceto be able to
tell when the work is properly done. Un
fortunately he can get no special practical
instruction in the art of house heating, for
schools giving practical attention to such
mattershavenot yet been established ; but,
on the other hand, the young architect
should congratulate himself that he may
attend the courseof plumbing lectures at
the New York Trade Schools.

A

LATE ISSUE of the ProgressiveAge
contains a suggestion concerning
the use of gas that may be of

interest to our readers. Our contem
porary points out that in all large cities
and towns where there are buildings
heated by steam there is a splendid field
for the introduction of boilers using gas
as fuel instead of coal. The advantages
of gas areevident, and we believe that the

principal reason that it is not more exten
sively used is the popular notion that coal

is less costly. That it is applicable for

cooking and heating, as well as lighting,

is seenby traveling through all the nat

ural gas districts. There it has practi
cally superseded coal in dwelling houses
aswell as manufactories, and it has been
found that it is just as efficient under a

hot-air furnace as under the power boilers
of a mill or factory. Everything that may
be said of natural gas applies to manu
factured gas. In the caseconsidered, that

of house-heating boilers, whether for

steam or hot-water circulation, there is

need of attendance, and where the labor

of looking after a fire is lessenedby the
useof magazinesor a thick bed of coal a

waste of fuel is the price paid. Owners
of house boilers forget that coal is only
burnt efficiently in a thin fire-bed towhich

fuel is frequently added in small quanti
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The Building Association Competi
tions.

There are a good many of our readers
about this time who are eager to get their
copy of Carpentry of Building, in the hope
that the namesof the prize-winners in the
competitions will be announced, and the
question "Is it I?" be answered. We
know quite well that the heart sick-
eneth through deferred hope, and we are
sorry that we cannot, at this time, put

pretty accurate, but our artist unfortu
nately madeone or two little mistakes that
require a word of explanation. In the
first place, the messenger boys in New
York do not really grow "wings on their
headsand heels; they are neither as swift
us Mercury always, nor, what is of still
more importance, are they the friends of
thieves. Our artist, however, is a Western
man, and in touching up the sketch he
was probably thinking of a Chicago mes
senger boy when he furnished them with
the emblems of unwearying speed. The
bundles and packages, also, were some
what more irregular in outline than the
engraving shows— in fact, they in
cluded every imaginable size and
shape, from an ordinary envelope to
a good-sized wooden box. The contents
are equally variable, but as the prizes are
to beawarded according to merit and not
according to appearance,all the designs
must be looked over with equal care. The
labor of sorting and arranging alone oc
cupied considerable time, but we are glad
to say that the judges are already at their
task of comparison, and their decisions
we will make known at the earliest possi
ble moment. In the meantime, if any
readerbecomesfretful or nervous,wewant
him to take up this paper and spend a
moment or two in contemplation of these
two engravings. We hope and believe
that they will have a quieting effect, and
that the most restlessand uneasy contest
ant will turn away from them with a soul
possessedof patience.

THE PLATES.

The Building Association Competitions.—
Imaginative Sketch of the Entrance to the
Office of Carpentry and Building Just
Before the Closing Hour.

a stop to all anticipations, pull down
every castle in the air, and make all but
two contributors to each contest envious,
by publishing the judgment and announc
ing who shall receive the awards. But
what we suffer under is

,

as the French
term it

,

an embarrassmentof riches, and,
for the sake of giving better expres-

In plates IX, X and XI we show two
cottagesreceived in the Building Associ
ation Competition. They are both $1,000
houses. Others will be published later.
In Plate XII is a design by Mr. Robert
Brook, which we have entitled " Rennais-
sance Design for Chimney Piece." It is

adapted to use in a grand reception-room
or public building. Its great hight unfits

it for an apartment of ordinary dimen
sions. The carved enrichments with -which

it is embellished would require to be exe
cuted with considerabletaste, and a knowl
edge of rennaissancedetails would be es
sential for the successful production "of

The Editor's Desk.—An Embarrassmentof Riches.

ties, and that the piling up of coal to save
attendance simply means a waste of heat.
All these difficulties are, of course, ob
viated by the use of gas. It burns evenly
and continuously, and no unconsumed
products are carried off to waste the heat ;

and, furthermore, there are no ashes.
A

GREAT DEAL of time and thought
havebeenspent in investigating the
composition of what is called sewer

gas and in tracing out its connection with
certain sicknesses. In spite of all research,
however, there is a great deal of mys
tery surrounding the subject, and but
little is definitely known. It is an es
tablished fact that housespolluted by the
air escaping from the sewers or drain
pipes are unhealthy, and the remedy is to
shut out this poisonousatmosphere. Why
the sewer gas is poisonous is a question
still to be answered, for chemical analysis
has not yet discovered any adequatecause.
In spite of the difficulties of the problem,
however, it is being constantly worked at,
and we may safely say that the riddle will
not forever remain unsolved.

ONE
OF THE latest attemptsin this di
rection was made by Dr. E. H. Bart-
ley, who publishes an account of his

investigations in a recentvolumeof Wood's
"Reference Handbook." Sewer gas, or
sewerair, ashe prefers to call it

,

he defines
as the air of drains, cesspools and other
badly ventilated places containing decom
posing animal and vegetablematters. This
air, according to the analysis of Professor
Nichols, contains from 20 to 30 per cent,
of oxygen, about 79per cent, of nitrogen,
half of 1 per cent of carbonic oxide and a

trace of sulphureted hydrogen. In ex
treme casesthe oxygen was as low as 14
percent., while the carbonic oxide and
sulphurated hydrogen were as high as 3

per cent. These are the constituents that
canbe measuredby chemistry, but except
ing the carbonic oxide nothing very poison
ous was discovered, and even where 3 per
cent, of this gas is present in the sewer

it must becomediluted to but little more
than a trace where it leaks into the at
mosphereof a house.

A

COAL STOVE with the dampers
shut, or even an open fireplace
where the chimney draft is poor

will drive more of this poisonous gas into
a room than would leak in during a week
from the sewer. But, as Dr. Bartley
states, acute poisoning by sewer air sel
dom occurs, most of the sickness being
due to specific diseasegerms and volatile
organic matters that it carries in suspen
sion. The detection of sewer gas depends
upon the presenceof sulphureted hydro
gen or ammonium sulphydrate, a test for
both being ascetate of lead, while tur
meric paperwill turn brown when exposed
to the latter. Such simple tests, though
not altogether reliable, are useful at times,
but it is far safer to put trust in well con
structed plumbing than in all sewer-gas
detectors invented up to date. Thorough
ventilation of all conduits from the main
sewer to the smallest waste-pipe is the
best preventative of sickness, and if we
are to believe. Milton when he speaks of
cities where "sewers annoy the air" we
must conclude that our ancestors recog
nized the efficiencyof sewer ventilation.

sion to our difficulties, we have called
in the assistance of the engraver,
who has reproduced two local scenes.
Figure 1 is supposed to represent the
entrance to our office at 3 o'clock on
Thursday afternoon, January 31. The
secondillustration suggeststhe condition of
the editor's desk at 4.30 p. m. the sameday.
The cuts speak for themselves and are

such important work. The author sug
gests that walnut would be a most appro
priate wood to use for this chimney-piece,
because it lends itself readily to construe
tive purposes, and is also suitable for carv
ing of every description. The dimensions
are as follows: Hight, 13 feet 6 inches;
width on top, 7 feet, and width across
jambs, 5 feet 9 inches.
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National Association of Builders.

The third annual convention of the
National Association of Builders was held
in Philadelphia on the 12th, 13thand 14th
of February, the meetings taking place in
the hall of the Franklin Institute. The
number of delegates present numbered
over 150 and represented more than 33
different local associations.

Tuesday Morning.

The meeting was called to order on
Tuesday morning (the 12th of February)
by President Stevens, and after a prayer
had been offered by the Rev. John Peddie,
D. D., the president introduced Mayor
Fitler, of Philadelphia, who welcomedthe
delegatesto his city. At the conclusion
of the Mayor's remarks President Stevens
delivered his address. After a few pleas
ant words of introduction, he briefly
alluded to thework that theNational Asso
ciation had accomplished, referring espe
cially to the uniform contracts, with which
our readersare familiar, and also touching
upon other questions that were in the
handsof committees,such asthe Lien Law,
Permanent Arbitration, Uniformity of
Measurements,Apprenticeship System, &c.
Especial emphasis was laid upon the es
tablishment of trade schools, and the
reference to the good work done by Col.
R. T. Auchmuty, who not only established
and carried on the New York Trade
Schools, but has also offered liberal aid to
similar schools under the patronageof the
builders' exchanges of Boston and Phila
delphia, was greeted with loud applause.
A similar manifestation of approval fol
lowed his referenceto the princely gift of
Mr. Isaac B. Williamson, who proposesto
found a mechanical trade school. In
closing, President Stevens briefly men
tioned the subject of builders' exchanges,
and referred to the good work that had
been done toward their establishment dur
ing the past year. The remainder of the
morning sessionwas occupied in the read
ing of several letters of invitation by
Secretary Sayward and in the appoint
ment of a committee on credentials.

Tuesday Afternoon.

The first work of the afternoon was the
presentation of the report of the Commit
teeon Credentials, which showed that the
total number of delegates and alternates
present numbered 158. The acceptanceof
this report was followed by miscellaneous
resolutions from different members,one of
which related to the establishment of a
fire insurance company under the special
patronage of the National Association, for
the purpose of securing insurance on
buildings during erection. In accordance
with the wording of the resolution, the
matter was referred to a committee.
Another resolution, offered by Mr. Press
ing, of Chicago, and which was based
upon the fact that sub-contractors are
frequently defrauded out of their dues
for labor and materials furnished by con
tract for government work, provided that
a remedy should be found by requiring a
bond of the contractors in a sum sufficient
to cover all possible liability. Another
resolution was to the effect that the Na
tional Association of Builders should disap
prove of the conduct of any contractor who,
being amemberof the associationanddoing
work outside of the city in which he re
sides, should violate any of the established
rules and principles of a local association
in the district in which the work is ex
ecuted. This last, as well asthe previous
resolutions, were referred to suitable com
mittees. The next order of businesswas
the appointment of a committee to report
on the time and placefor holding the next
convention. Invitations were receivedfrom
New York and St. Paul to hold the next
annual convention at those cities. As St.
Paul is the home of Mr. Edward E.

Scribner, who was first vice-president of
the association, and New York the resi
dence of Mr. John J. Tucker, the second
vice-president, an interesting dilemma
presented itself, as there is an unwritten
law of the National Association that suc
ceeding conventions shall be held at the
place of residence of the next president.

OFFICERS' REPORT8.

The report of Secretary Sayward was an
interesting as well as an amusing docu
ment, in which he sketched the work of
the association during the preceding year.
The totals of national, sectional, State and
city organizations, as he found in his in
quiries, were as follows : Builders' associa
tions and exchanges, 63; carpenters, 26;
masons, 81; painters, 50: plumbers, 61;
plasterers, 7; roofers, 4; iron workers, 4;
sheetmetal workers, 2; stone workers, 13;
bookmakers, 10; lumber and mill work
ers, 62; steamfitters, 1; material exhibits,
7; trade schools, 3; real estateexchanges,
3; architects' associations, leagues, clubs,
&c, 46; engineers' and surveyors' associa
tions, 29; water works associations, 2.
The aggregate for the United States was
425 organizations and for Canada 20.
The treasurer's report showed the total
receipts of the year to be $5326.80,which,
after deducting expenditures, left a balance
of $3.33 in the treasury.

Wednesday Morning.
The session of the convention on
Wednesdaymorning openedwith the con
sideration of the report of Committee on
Uniform Contracts. The report stated
that the joint committee of the Builders'
Association and the American Institute of
Architects and the Western Association of
Architects had agreed to a contract form,
and which was the bestthat the committee
could secure to the National Association of
Builders. The presentation of the report
was followed by considerable discussion,
and a number of delegates proposed
changes in the contract form with a view
to defining the rights of the builders more
liberally. In reply to thesesuggestions,it
was pointed out by the committee that
they had done everything in their power to
insert articles similar to the proposed
changes in the contract form, but had
found it impossible to do so, and recom
mended that the report be accepted, and
that further alteration in the direction of
privileges for builders be left for favorable
opportunity. As a result of the discus
sion, the report was acceptedaspresented.
The excellent plan was adoptedof making
the committee a standing one, so that
whenever alterations and changes made
possible and desirable by experience can
be effected, there will be a committee to
take them in charge.

LIEN LAW.

The second report taken up, that of the
Committee on Lien Law, was one that re
ceived a great deal of attention, and gave
rise to much discussion. We regret very
much that our spaceis so limited that we
cannot presentthis report in full, together
with the accompanying discussion, as it
is a subject of interest to every builder in
every State of the Union. In the opinion
of the committee, the various interests to
be considered in the protection offered by
lien laws should be placed in the follow
ing order—namely, first, personal labor;
second, labor furnished or labor and ma
terial furnished by sub-contractors ; third,
labor or materials, or both, furnished
direct to owner either by contract or other
wise, and, fourth, material furnished to
a direct contractor. As a result of their
discussion, it was decided to transposethe
second and third items in this enumera
tion. The report went on to state that it
was the opinion of the committee that
there was very little real justice in any
lien law whatever, and that its existence
was anencouragementto unreliability, and

in one sense a legal premium on dishonest
practices. This clause, when read, was
warmly applauded, it being evidently the
general senseof the meeting that builders
should not receive any more protection in
their work than is offered to artisans and
tradespeople in other lines. The New
York delegation asserted,however, that a
most excellent lien law existed in their
State, and that nothing but good resulted
from its presentworking. Without dwell
ing furtner upon this report, we will
simply quote the resolution at the end in
the form finally adopted: "■Resolved,
That this association send to the Legisla
ture or Governor of each State in the
Union a request that action be taken to
securethe amendmentof lien laws, sothat
they will only protect actual personal
labor performed by journeymen or labor
ers upon the property liable to attachment,
in amount not to exceed the value of 24
days' work for each individual entitled to
protection and the claim of the direct
contractor, and these only, and that all
filial bodies be recommendedand urged to
do their utmost to secure in their various
State Legislatures the above-desired ac
tion."
The next report considered was that of
the Committee on Rules and Conditions
for Estimating Work, and was adopted as
read. The code proposed was one of much
interest to builders, and will well repay
study with a view to following its provis
ions. The morning session ended with
the approval of the report of the Commit
tee on Permanent Arbitration, which
practically amounted to indorsement of
the methods of arbitration adopted at the
last convention. As the work laid out for
the Wednesday morning session was not
completed, it was decided to hold an even
ing session.

Wednesday Afternoon.
The afternoon session began with an
addressby Mr. James John, of Chicago,
on Plaster and Stucco Work. Mr. John's
addressreferred chiefly to the method of
making plaster fire-resisting, and he noted
a method for which he tried to obtain a
patent of supporting plaster by a
wire netting laid immediately under
the finishing coat, but which he found
was covered by a patent allowed in 1797.
The next paper was a brief sketch of the
history of ironwork, past and present,
which was read by Samuel J. Cresswell,
of Philadelphia. His paper was followed
by one on masonry by Mr. John J. Tucker,
of New York. Mr. Tucker's address be
gan with a most interesting historical re
view of masonry, treating the subject from
the time of the Tower of Babel down to the
present, and continued with an able de
scription of the correct methods of mix
ing mortar. The paper closed with a de
scription of the proper way to make foun
dations, and gave some interesting facts
concerning fire-proof construction. On
account of limited spacewe are forced to
omit the larger part of this paper, and
simply give an extract describing the mix
ing of mortar. Mr. Tucker said :
Masonryis capableof many and varied ap
plications,andwhenhonestlydonewill rarely
fail to meetthe most exacting requirements,
but, asin everythingelse,all dependsuponthe
observanceof the lawsgoverningits combina
tions. While it is capableof sustaininga load
of manytonsto the cubic foot, its maximum
strengthis only obtainedwhen all the condi
tions are faithfully carried out. The joints
mustbethoroughlyand carefully filled,and if
of brick they must be well wet before laid;
eventhen variationswill occur, accordingto
thequality of thematerialemployed.
Anotherimportant elementin the strength
of masonrywalls is the thickness,and every
thing else being equal, the heavier thewall
the greater the crushing strength por cubic
foot, oneof the principal reasonsbeing that
the slower evaporation of the moisturenot
producingthe porosity formed in a thinner
wall.
In masonry,as in a chain, its strength is
measuredby its weakestpart,and no matter
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how strong individually the componentparte
maybe, if theyarenot put togetherin such a
way asto unitethat strengthin a body the re
sult will be unsatisfactory. In placing small
bodies in such a manneras to form a large
massthegreatsecretof successisthe bonding,
or that particular arrangementwhich shall
makeeachparticledependentupon its neigh
bor in sucha way astomake the whole mass
actasonebody. After the bonding the next
mostimportantis theuniting body by which
each part is held fast to its neighbor,or in
otherwords,themortar.
Thebasisof all mortar usedto-day is lime,
andtherearetwokinds,commonandhydraulic
orcement.Thesematerialsaretheresultofcal
cinationof rockmoreor lesscomposedof car
bonateof lime, thecarbonicacidbeing driven
off by the heat and leaving the lime in the
form of anoxide. Therock used for making
commonlimeis generallyalmostpure carbon
ate,while that for the hydraulic is what is
called argillacious—that is, less proportionof
limeanda percentageofaluminiumorclayand
silica or quartz.
The first, whenmixedwith sand and water,
will harden by exposureto the air, by the
evaporationof thewaterandachemicalchange
by whichthe limebecomesa carbonateby ab
sorptionof carbonicacidgas from the atmos
phere.
In thehydraulicwe have a material which
will set or harden without the admixtureof
any othermaterialthanwater,and will do so
eitherin theair or whensurroundedbywater.
We will take them up in the order I have
named. The commonlime is made into mor
tar by first slackingor dissolvingit withwater
and thenmixing with a certain proportionof
sand, which will vary with the purposefor
which it is to be used. The slacking of the
lime is of thegreatestimportanceandmayde
terminethequalityof themortar. Careshould
betakentothoroughlydissolveall theparticles,
and themorecompletelythis is donethebetter.
No morewatershouldl>eusedthan necessary,
asany surpluswill injure its quality, beingso
muchadditionalto beevaporatedand leaving
themortar porousand of lessstrength. The
longer the slacked lime can be kept before
using,providingair is keptfromit, thestronger
mortar it will make. Theancientsthoroughly
understoodthis quality, as Vicat and other
authoritieson mortars"say that the Romans
frequentlykepttheslackedlime three or four
yearsbeforeusing,and their work provesthe
wisdomof thecourse. Lime is granular, and
whenwater is brought in contactwith it the
chemicalactionis exceedinglyrapid and heat
is generated;this turns the water into steam
and particleswill surround themselveswith
air. which acts as a wall against the water,
and will remain sofor sometime;by keeping
it, therefore,wemorecompletelydissolvethese
particles.
Circumstancesto-day,however,will notper
mit suchdelay,owingto therapid mannerwe
arecalleduponto perform our work. We are
compelledto hastilyslack,mix our mortarand
us? it in the building, and the action that
shouldgoonbeforeuse now hasto takeplace
in thewall itself to a great extent. Next to
theslackingthemostimportantpart ismixing
with the sand,which shouldbe as gritty or
sharpas]x>ssible,soasto offerirregularity for
the lime to adhereto. For manyyearsit was
supposedthat themorelimeusedthebetterthe
quality of the mortar, but Vicat, who I have
just spokenof, provesthis to beanerror. The
lime is theuniting body in the mixture,and is
not of equal tensile strength to the sand,and
all that shouldberequiredof it istothoroughly
unite the particles together in a solid mass.
The chemical change by which the mortar
hardensis thegradualchangefromthehydrate
of lime, which is its conditionwhenit goesin
thewall, to a carbonate,which it becomesby
thegiving off of thewater and absorptionof
carbonic acid gas from the atmosphere. In
this form it is a minute crystal, and in the
crystallizationit adheresmost tenaciouslyto
the nearest foreign substance,which is the
sand and the material of which the wall is
composed,thereby uniting them firmly to
gether.
In the hydraulic lime or cementwe havea
slightly differentconditionof affairs. Thelime
is not pureas in the other; it is mixedwith
silica andaluminium,and when the water is
applied,insteadof forminga hydrate it com
mencesto unitewith the silicic acid,and sili
cates of lime and aluminium are the result,
whichrapidly crystallizeandbecomeextremely
hard in a comparativelyshorttime.
Having seenwhat theresultsare of mixing
thesematerialswemustnot assume,however,
that the mere putting of them togetherwill
make a good mortar. They must be
thoroughly mingled and blendedwith each
other,andall the componentsthoroughly in
corporatedin themass,sothatthecrystalliza
tion followingmaybeequallygreatin all parts
of the body. I think in many caseswhere
mortarshavenot provedsatisfactory,and the

quality of the material beenquestioned,the
realdifficultyhasbeenan insufficiencyof mixt
ureor turning of thebed.
We have seenthat our bonding is of the
highestimportancefor the securingof stable
work, then our uniting material to hold the
parts in position; wherenextshouldweturn
our attentionbut totheverybeginning-toour
foundations* If these are of insufficient
strengththeentirestructureis imperiled.

THE VALUE OF EXCHANGES.

The addressby Mr. William H. Snyward,
entitled "Builders' Exchanges — their
Advantages and Opportunities," was a
veryable paper. Mr. Sayward dwelt upon
the value of the exchangesas a daily ren-
deztmis for business men to transact in
personbusiness that might not otherwise
be accomplished without days and weeks
of delay and disappointment ; of the pro
tection to the interest of the members,and
of the possibilities for permamentadvance
ment and improvement. To those who
questionedthe desirability of the National
Association Mr. Sayward said he would
refer but to the subject of the establish
ment and maintenanceof the apprentice
ship system; that alone would warrant its
continuance. He said the influence of
theexchangeswasincreasing, and it should
increase, becauseof the tendency they had
to systematizeand elevatethe work of the
builders. The address was received with
much applause. As the address of Mr.
Sayward was such a powerful appeal for
the organization of local* exchanges and
associations, the meeting decided to have
it printed in pamphlet form and distrib
uted not only to existing exchanges, but
also to be scatteredgenerally throughout
the country.
The consideration of the report of the
Committee on "Bureau for Furnishing
Sureties on Builders' Estimates and Con
tracts " was next taken up. The report
provoked considerable discussion, and
finally the following substitute for the
committee's resolution was recommended,
and the committee of five provided for
was appointed :
That a committeeof fivebeappointedbythe
chair, authorized,inbehalfof this association,
to encouragetheestablishmentof a company
for thepurposeof giving suretiesonbuilders'
estimatesand contracts,with theunderstand
ing that the said companyshall receivethe
official sanctionand co-operationof the Na
tional Associationof Builders,in consideration
of which the saidcompanyshall agreeto pay
aproperpercentageof itsprofitstothetreasury
of thesaidNational Association.
The closing work of the afternoonsession
was the consideration of the report of the
Committee on the Uniform Size of Brick.
It was pointed out in discussion, however,
that there was a great deal of confusion
still existing as to the proper sizeof brick,
and that there was somedoubt as to the
exact size recommended by the brick
manufacturers. In view of the uncertainty,
the report was referred back to the com
mittee for further consideration.

WednesdayEvening.

The evening sessionbeganwith the con
sideration of the report of the Committee
on Apprenticeship. The committee had
reviewed the method approved at the pre
ceding convention to take the place of the
old system of apprenticeship aud recom
mended changes, the principal alteration
being in the third clause and providing
that the "junior" be entitled to be re
ceived by all builders as a journeyman
after the proper examination has been
passed before a board of examiners ap
pointed by the Association of Builders to
which the employer may belong or to
which the "junior" mayapply for exam
ination. The change was madealso pro
viding that any young man who had re
ceived a certificate of proficiency from the
trade school might apply for a second ex
amination, and,if qualified, receiveaspecial
certificate. The report was approved as
read, and in connection with the samesome
very interesting discussion was held. Mr.

llarkness referred to the progress of the
trade school of the Master Plumbers'
Association of Philadelphia, whereabout 60
boys were receiving instruction. We may
here refer to the resolution presentedby the
New York delegation, to the effect that
the convention useits influenceand recom
mend to the different legislatures of the
United Statesthe passageof a law making
it afelony to prevent or hinder any Ameri
can youth from learning a trade. This
resolution was adopted. The final report
considered was that on Insurance against
Accident to the Public, in which the com
mittee recommended to the Executive
Board to open correspondence with the
accident assurance associations of this
country for the puqiOBe of securing the
adoption of a special form of policy. Be
fore adjournment, a committee was ap
pointed to co-operatewith the committee
of the National Board of Trade in its
efforts to have Congress pass an act to
assist in the maintenance of mechanical
trade schools.

Thursday Mrrning.

The business of the day began with an
addresson the relation of the architect to
the builder, prepared by O. P. Hatfield, of
New York, treasurer of the American
Institute of Architects, and read by Mr.
John McArthur, Jr. The subject treated
of was one calculated to keep the atten-
of the builders, as well as the number of
architects who were present in the con
vention. There was hardly a more deli
catesubject to be handled in a mixed as
sembly than the one treated of, and the
successof the paper was manifestedby the
cordial applause which it gave rise to.
The writer pointed out that the responsi
bility is divided between the architect
and the builder. The former is respon
sible for the law of the building, so to
speak, and the latter for the proper ex
ecution of this law. In referring to the
estimate in the public mind of the two
professions Jhe writer said: "The archi
tect and the builder come to be looked
upon |as indispensable in their vocations,
and altogether very useful persons in their
way. To be sure, as the architect's labors
imply a little more active exercise of his
brains, and the builder's a little more
close handling of heavy materials, the
businessof one is called a profession and
that of the other a trader but both are re
garded as equally honorable and alike
deserving to reap the rewardsof honest in
dustry. A worthy ambition impels both
thearchitect and thebuilder to excelin their
respectivespheresof action, and the fortu
nate result is that the community profits
by their emulation." The paper, though
quite lengthy, was interesting throughout,
and was written with a view to harmoniz
ing the relations of architects and builders,
while at the sametime candidly discuss
ing many of the points of difference l>e-
tween them. The second paper presented
Thursday was by George Eastburn, M.A.,
of Philadelphia, who gave a very lucid
explanation of the metric system. A
notable feature of Professor Eastburn's
addresswasthe enthusiasmthat he infused
into all his remarks. He had evidently
made a careful study of the subject, and
was thoroughly convinced, and almost, we
might say, possessed,of the merits of the
system. The subject was treated in a
logical manner. Beginning with a brief
description of what the units are, he enu
merated the principal objections to its
adoption, and these objections he an
swered in turn.

TRADE SCHOOLS.

The next speaker introduced was Col.
Richard T. Auchmuty, who was to read a
paper on trade training. The popularity
of the speaker and the kind feeling with
which he was regarded by the audience
were manifestedbefore he had stepped for
ward to the reading desk. It was some
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time beforehe could begin his address and
make himself heard above the applause.
Colonel Auchmuty beganby referring to the
needsof the young men of theday and the
general advantagesof trade schools, and
modestly intimated that thesevenyears' ex
perience hehad had in the work had given
him some little knowledge of the subject.
An interesting paragraph in his address
was the division drawn betweenthe skilled
trades of the country in the matter of the
nationalities engagedin them. He showed,
for instance, that in New York stonema
sonry is mostly done by Italians, while
Englishmen and Irishmen lay the brick.
The heavy work of putting on the beams
or of framing and placing in position the
roof trusses is done almost entirely by
Germans, while Irishmen and Americans
have principal charge of the carpenter
work. His remarksconcerning the plumb
ing trade were gratifying, for he stated
that owing to the interes: taken in
the plumbing school that trade would
soon be under control of Americans.
The artistic work of building was done
by Frenchmen and Germans. Naturally
following after the statemtnt of the small
part which Americans play in the skilled
tradescamehis referenceto the disusedap
prenticeship system, and this wasfollowed
by a general reference to the advantages
of trade schools. Coming down to par
ticulars, the speaker described the course
followed at the New York Trade Schools,
with which naturally he was thoroughly
familiar. Though the entire section treat
ing of this school will well repay the read
ing, we cannot more than refer to it here.
The next subject treated of was the ap
prenticeship system as recommended by
the National Association of Builders, and
Colonel Auchmuty showed the value of
the plan proposed by the National Asso
ciation in regard to examinations. The
only portion of the address that we can
find room for are the following remarks
on the establishment of trade schools, and
wc particularly desire to print it on ac
count of the practical suggestionswhich it
contains:

The establishmentof a tradeschoolneednot
belookeduponaseither difficultor expensive.
Some unoccupiedworkshop, or somevacant
plot of land on which temporary buildings
could beerected,would giveshelter. A com
mitteeappointedby theMasterBuilders'Asso
ciation of three,membersfor each of the
tradesin whichinstructionis givencouldman
age the school. The coursesof instruction,
themanuals,&c., usedat theNew York Trade
Schoolsareat thedisposal of thosewho may
care to use them. Doubtlesslythey can be
muchimproved,but theywill do for a begin
ning. I would advisethat not morethantwo
or threetradesbetaughtat first. Bricklaying,
plasteringandcarpentryproducethe speediest
results. Instruction in plumbingis of the ut
most importancein large cities,but I doubt
theexpediencyof startingplumbingschoolsin
smalltowns. It will not be necessaryto raise
muchmoney.After shelterhasbeenprovided
1200001-$3000will equipthe school andmeet
the first demands. Such an amount couldbe
easilyraised. The Merchant Tailors' Society,
of New York, raised $7300in a few days to
maintaina tailoring classin my schools.
The feesshouldmeetthe running expenses,
for whenonceit is knownthat thetradeschool
is theentrancegateto thebuilding tradesany
reasonablefeerequiredto cover the expenses
will bereadilypaid. It is betterfor theyoung
menthat theyshouldpay the cost of their in
struction. Except in thecaseof the helpless,
charity is misplacedand demoralizing. The
eveningbricklaying class at the New York
TradeSchoolswill payexpenseswith 75mem
bersat $20each. The cost of instruction and
the waste of material in the day plumbing
classwith 50 pupils at $35 each, and in the
eveningclasswith 100pupilsat #1:2each,will
be met: A fee of $12, with 25 pupils,will
cover the cost of the evening stonecutting
class,and $16,with 40pupils,the cost of the
classesin carpentryand plastering. In addi
tion to theexpensesof each class,theremust
bea considerableoutlay for salary of clerk
andjanitor, for thecostof fire, lights, print
ing, &c., but a very moderateincreaseof the
feeschargedat my schools would also meet
theseexpensesandmake the schoolsself-sup
porting. I cannot make too plain the fact
that theyoungmendo not want charity, but

that theywill gladly pay whatever is reason
ableandwill saveup theirmoneyfor the pur
pose,provided theyfeelsure that after they
have finished their training they shall be at
liberty to disposeof their labor for what it is
worth, and that they shall have the same
right as is accordedto the immigrantwhenhe
leavesCastleGarden. Oncethis right is recog
nized,all that associationsofmastermechanics
needdowill beto hold examinationsandgive
advice. Private liberality, which in this
countryis ever ready to help any goodwork,
or private enterprise,as was the case with
businesscolleges,will do the rest.

Other subjects were touchedupon in the
essayof general interest, and the apprecia
tion of the audience of the whole was
clearly evinced by the loud applause suc
ceeding it. The convention, not co itent
with clapping hands and testifying their
appreciation in the usual way, were ap
parently carried away by the enthusiasm
of the moment and ended their applause
by three mighty cheers for the speaker.
The only further action taken in tbe
morning sessionwas the adoption of a res
olution having in view the upholding of
the conspiracy laws now in force.

Thursday Afternoon.

The afternoon session began with the
consideration of the report of the Com-
mittteeonResolutions. The first, providing
for the appointing of a committee of seven
to consider the organization of a company
under the auspicesof the association to in
sure builders' risks, was adopted, also a
resolution from St. Louis in favor of having
the Government separate the different
branchesof public work let out by contract.
The other reports adopted were the one
condemning contractorswho did work out
side of their own city and not in accord
ance with the rules of local associations;
and the resolution protesting against the
repealof theconspiracylaws at the instance
of labor organizations. A resolution that
was not adopted was one to require con
tractors for public work to file a bond suf
ficient to cover a possible liability for the
special protection of a sub-contractor.
This resolution gave rise to quite a spirited
discussion, but the sense of the meeting
was that its adoption would be in opposi
tion to the action taken on the subject of
lien laws earlier in the convention.

OFFICERS ELECTED.

The report of the Committee on the
Time and Place of the Next Convention
and the Nomination of Officers recom
mended that the next convention be held
at St. Paul, Minn., about January 20,
1890, and nominated the following
officers: Edward E. Scribner, of St. Paul,
for president; John J. Tucker, of New
York, for first vice-president; Col. A.
McAllister, of Cleveland, for second vice-
president; William H. Sayward, of Bos
ton, for secretary, and George Tapper, of
Chicago, for treasurer. The officers nom
inated were all elected by acclamation,
and the committee's report was adopted.
President Stevens then made a speech
complimentary to each of the officers, and
Messrs. Scribner, Tucker and McAllister
responded feelingly. Mr. Scribner was,
until recently, president of the Contract
ors' and Builders' Board of Trade, of
St. Paul, and Mr. Tucker is one of
Mayor Hewitt's appointees on the New
York Aqueduct Commission.
The following gentlemen, named by
their various delegations,were then elected
directors of the association: E. L. Bartlett,
of Baltimore; L. P. Soule, of Boston;
D. A. J. Sullivan, of Charleston, S. C. ;
George C. Prussing, of Chicago; J. Mil
ton Blair, of Cincinnati; R. II. Jenks, of
Cleveland, Ohio; W. J. Stapleton, of De
troit ; Edward M. Hager, of Buffalo ;
William Miller, of East Saginaw, Mich. ;
John H. Hoskins, of Grand Rapids, Mich. ;
James E. Shover, of Indianapolis; William
W. Taylor, of Kansas City ; Garret Dunck,
of Milwaukee; Barclay Cooper, of Minne

apolis; Marc Eidlitz, of New York; Will
iamHarkness, Jr. , of Philadelphia ;Richard
Hayward, of Providence; W. H. Gorsline,
of Rochester; Frank Clark, of Sioux City,
Iowa ; John DeClue, of St. Joseph, Mo. ;
Daniel Evans, of St. Louis ; Matt Breen, of
St. Paul; William Dickison, of Syracuse;
S. J. McCarthy, of Washington,

'
D. C. ;

William H. Foulk, of Wilmington, Del.,
and E. B. Crane, of Worcester, Mass.
The remainder of the time of the con
vention was occupied with speeches,the
presentationof badgesandvarious pleasant
little formalities. Without giving space
to these in any detail, we cannot help re
marking the readiness of speech of all
those who were called upon in any way to
talk before the convention, this happy
faculty of extemporary addressbeing pos
sessed in a marked degree by the retiring
president, Mr. John S. Stevens. One of
the last acts of the convention was the
election of Colonel Auchmuty asan honor
ary member of the association. Thursday
evening was occupied with the banquet
given in Horticultural Hall, where covers
were laid for about 650 guests. The room
was tastefully decorated, the banquet was
enjoyable, and the responsesto the toasts,
which began about midnight, and other
features, furnished much entertainment to
the guests.

How to Measure a Room for Wall
Paper.

It often happens, says an exchange, tha
a person living a distance from a city is
thrown uponhis own resourcesto determine
the amount of wall paper requisite to paper
a room. The following rule will meet the
case, which, however, is only approxi
mately correct, but sufficiently accuratefor
all practical purposes. It is better to order
a little in excess than otherwise, as the
extra portion maybe used to replace damp
or defective portions or for other purposes.
To determine the number of rolls of wall
paper to cover the walls of a room, measure
the circumference, from which deduct the
widths of doors and windows, and divide
the remainder by 8.
Example.— Let ussup|»se a room 12x 16
fect, which hastwodoors and two windows,
which average4 feet wide.

12+12+ 16+16=56 circumference.
4 x 4=16 doors and windows.

56
Hi

3)40

18}or say 14 rolls.

This rule is calculated for a room of not
less than 10or more than 12 feet in hight.
For a room under 10 fect high, having a
frieze, say, of 6 inches required, proceed
as before with the measurement of the
room, deducting the width of doors and
windows. But in this casemultiply the
remainder by 2 and divide by 15, for this
reason, that we can cut 5 lengths out of a
double roll, which, placed side by side on
the wall, covers a space 7 feet 6 inches
from the ceiling, and instead of multiply
ing by 7 feet 6, we multiply both by 2.

Example.—Take a room 14 x 14, with
two doors and window.

Circumference of room
Less for doors andwindow . .

50
12

44
2

15) 88

Say 6 double r^lls. or 12 pieces. Of
course,if a dado is required its width will
determine how much paper will have to
be deducted.
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Frame Dwelling.

The accompanying elevations and floor
plans represent a study in the design and
construction of a frame dwelling, prepared
a short time since by J. McA. Vance,
Chattanooga, Tenn. On the first floor is a
sitting-room, dining-room, kitchen, pantry,
hall and vestibule, with cloak closet under
the stairs. On the second floor are three
chambers. The author refers particularly
to the position of the fireplaces in the
sitting-room and dining-room, the sliding
door between these two rooms and the
arrangementof the hall. The kitchen has
two windows but no outside door. The
coal cellar is below the kitchen, to which
easy stairs lead. The water service is also
in the kitchen. The seven rooms are all
heated and only two chimneys are em
ployed.

machine ready for sticking, and let us face both longitudinally and transversely,
examine them as they go through. In and straight on edge.

Kiln-Dried and Vulcanized Timber.

A correspondent who has had more 01
less experience in the use of various kinds
of wood presentsthe following views upon
the relative merits of the two methods of
seasoning timber, whici we have no
doubt will prove of general interest to our
readers:
-The condition of lumber when it reaches
the hands of the mechanic, and its action
under tools by reason of its ever-varying
natural constitution and the effects of
artificial processesof seasoning,show some
peculiar results. In the different species
of woods the condition imposed on them
by artificial seasoninggoes to substantiate
the truism that all woods cannot endure
similar treatment, and that only experi
enceand close observation can determine
which will be benefited by a processand
which are liable to injury therefrom. Now
that the old methodof seasoningtimber by
exposure to the atmosphere under cover
is obsolete, and the more rapid one of
kiln-drying and vulcanizing in daily use,
a comparison between the two may prove

Frame [hcelling, Prepared by J. McA. Vance, Chattanooga, Tenn.—Front
Eteration.—Scale, % Inch to Foot.

Let us suppose that the first piece be a
soft one, or one removed from the pith
of the tree. If the machine be properly
set up it is almost certain that this piece

Side Elevation, Left.—Scale, % Inch to Foot,

of interest. Take, for example, a lot of
kiln-dried pine casings sawn and cross-cut
to the requisite size and piled behind the

taking up piece by piece and inserting it
between the feed rolls it is found that
they are all comparatively straight on the

will " stick " perfectly straight, without
bending or twisting. Then the next is a
hard one, either of close-twisted grain or
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heartwood. See the effect of the ma
chine ! The piece, which runs very hard,
so hard indeed as to often require to be
driven back by strong concussion and
started again, tears through and issues
from the machine in bad condition. The
cutters in shaping the moldings on the

plish this result without injuring the ma
terial. To prove the truth of this assertion
it is only necessaryto watch the shavings

lateral cohesion of the wood is broken,
and under saw teeth the wood is soft and
crumbly, where it ought to be hard and
sever into firm prisms. As regards vul
canization, I will here refer to a lot of
2-inch door stuff cut from vulcanized plank.
First, as to the stiles sawn out 5J inches

Side Elevation, Right.—Scale, % Inch to Foot.

Section.—Scale, y%Inch to Foot.

face of the casing have so weakened the
center as to throw up the outside edges
(this occurring even if it be hollowed
on the back), the thinning of the
front edge curves the whole length
of the stuff, and the piece in itself,
restrained before sticking by the full
thickness, twists and curves either hollow
or round on the edge. Of course this
is of no importance to the machine hand,
as he is perfectly satisfied if the mold
ings be run true and clean, but when the
carpenter unknowingly takes this same
casing and endeavors to nail it on a
straight door jamb he finds it extremely
difficult, as the casingsare so much sprung
that they split in nailing and have to be
rejected. This is an every-day occur
rence and familiar to every carpen
ter: Pine base, shelving, &c, act in
the same way, and whitewood is
notorious for being unreliable, to such
an extent that it is comparatively
worthless for trim, although much used by
speculative builders, as it takes stain well
and savesthe expense of graining. As a
finishing wood it is useless, because it
warps, twists, cracks and strains accord
ing to the slightest variation of tempera
ture— in fact, it is too sensitive tor a useful
wood.
I will here consider and show how kiln-
drying changes the nature of the wood.
First of all, on looking at the grain in the
rough, it will be noticed that the fibersare
raised up from the body of the wood and
that they are open, or the extreme
heat, to which thewood has been subjected
in the kiln, has entered the pores and
causedat once the entireamount of shrink
age in each individual fiber and absorbed
too rapidly the sap and other nutritive
matter, thereby decreasing its tensile and
cohesive strength. It is almost unneces
sary to say that the gradual but continual
influence of the atmospherewould accom-

issuing from a hand plane working kiln-
dried lumber. Instead of long continuous
shavings diminishing to nothing, the plane
discharges small chips, indicating that the

by 7 to 7 inches long. Upon laying one
on the bench the wood-worker noticed that
it was covered with black spots, or burns,
then, as he was about to take it out of
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wind by laying winding straight edges
across each end of the face, he found that
if he planed off sufficient on the high cor
ners to straighten the surface the stuff
would not stand the necessary finishing
thickness, which re 1J to T

'T inch,
for he would beobliged to plane off J inch
of each opposite corner. As a result
the stile was rejected as being too
thin. He then took another and |

placed it on the bench, but it was
so hollow il would not stay flat on the
bench Jand would not stand thickness.
This also was rejected. The next was
bumpy and very hollow, but would do,
and so on until almost one-half of the num
ber had been condemned, and those re
jected were replaced by others cut out of
2J stuff in order to gain the thickness.
This stuff was all planed to a thickness by
machine, after being surfaced by hand,
and I may add that some of the doors,

Building Association
Competitions.

In another part of this issue we have
attempted, by means of sketches, to indi
cate the despair of the editor on receipt
of the large number of plans submitted in
our Buildirg Association Competitions.
The embarrassmentof riches with which
we are afflicted is the best excuse for not
being able to announce the decision in
either of these contests in the present
issue of the paper. In our plate pages we

fi
v
e two sets of plans, each representing a

1000house, one coming, as we know by
the postmarks on the packages, from the
Eastern part of the country, and the
other from the Mississippi Valley. These
are printed over the nmntdeplume of the
authors, and without any knowledge upon

Sheet No. 2 contains cellar plan and
rear elevation, and details at 1^-inchscale.
Sheet No. 3 contains perspective sketch.

General Speeltleatlonii.

Erearation. —The entire area to be exca
vated to a depth of 4 feet below grade,
so as to leave 7$ feet from cellar bottom
to top of finished first floor. Also ex
cavate 1 foot outside of walls; this
space to be filled with coarsegravel or
asheson the completion of walls. Walls
to be set in trenches 12 inches below
bottom of cellar.
Stoneicori:— Foundation walls to be built
of good, selected local rubble-stone laid
in mortar. Walls 20 inches thick at
bottom and 16at top.
Briek-ieori:—Chimney to be built of good,
selected,hard-burnt brick laid in mortar.
Lath and Planter.—All rooms and closets
on first and second floors to be lathed

Foundation Flan.

when completed, were sent back by the
architect on account of the black spots.
The above experiencemayserve to show
some of the disadvantages of any objec
tions to the kiln-drying and vulcanizing in
their action on pine. Where work is not
particular or covered with stain or paint
they are rapid and cheap, but for furni
ture, filled and varnished or polished trim,
doors, &c, a different method of seasoning

is necessary. In regard to their action on
the material, it is most destructive, and
will in time be replaced bv better means.

First-Floor Plan . Scale,1-16Inch totheFoot.

our part of the designers. They may be
prize designs and they may not be. But,
in the interests of our readers, and with
out any violence to the interests of com
petitors, we present them for considera
tion at this time. We append the
specifications bill of materials, estimates,
&c, accompanying thesedesigns.

The Pantheon, Rome.

Viollet-le-Duc says: "What, in the
Pantheon at Rome, is it that produces
the most lively impression? It is that im
mensevault which derivesall its decoration
from its very structure; it is that single
opening for light, 26 feet in diameter, per
forated in its summit, through which the
zenith is seen, and which throws upon the
pavement of porphyry and granite a large
circle of light. It is there that the genius
of the Roman appears in full strength. So
great is the elevation of this orifice above
the floor that its enormousopening scarcely
affectsthe internal temperature. The most
violent storms scarcely send down a breath
of air on the head of a person standing
beneath its orbit ; and when it rains, the
drops areseenfalling perpendicularly down
upon the pavement of the rotunda, on
which they describe a circle of wet. The
"cylinder of raindrops, falling from that
hight through the space of the build
ing, renders sensible the immensity of that
space."

General Description of Design

$1000 Frame Cottage.

for

SUBMITTED BY

The drawings which accompany this

I description show the arrangement of a

small house to cost $1000.
The arrangements have been carefully
studied, and we have a plan which is very
compact and very convenieut.
The hall is so arranged that every room
on both floors can be entered from it, thus
securing convenience and privacy to the
occupants of each room.
There is a large and convenient kitchen
with pantry shown.
The dining-room and parlor are con
nected by sliding doors, thus enabling
theserooms to be thrown into one.
Dining-room is arranged so that owner
can have fire-place if he should wish.
Every room is well lighted, and each
bed-room has a closet attached, and there

is also a good linen clost in the upper
hall.
Drawings are sent on threesheets. Sheet
No. 1 contains two plans and front and
side elevation.

Second-Floor Flan.

with good spruce laths and plastered
with two-coat work.
Timbering.—Sills 4x6 inches. Girder
under main partition on first floor 4x7
inches. First-floor joists 2x7 inches.
Second-floor joists 2x6 inches. Plates
4x4 inches. Rafters 2x5 inches.
Outside studding 2x4 inches. Parti-

Iloof Plan. Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

tion studding 2x3 inches. Valley
rafters 4x6 inches. All to be of
spruce.
Windoir Frame*.—Of clear white pine, all
arranged with pulley and weights, ex
cept those in cellar, which are to have
sash huug on hinges.
Belt Course.—To be built, according to de
tail shown, of best white pine.
Door Frames.—Of good white pine 1

^

inches thick and rebated.
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Windows.—To have sash of good white
pine 1^inches thick and glassof medium
quality.
Doors.—Front door of clear white pine If
inches thick. Upper panel with glass
and lower ones molded and paneled.
All inside doors of white pine If inches
thick.
Cornice*—To bebuilt of pine, asper detail.

Roofs.—To be covered with spruce or
hemlock boarding 1 inch thick; these
coveredwith best quality Eastern cedar
sawed shingles laid 4J inches to the
weather.
Conductors.—Run woodenconductors from
gutter to ground wherever necessary.
Boarding —Walls to be covered with
planed spruce or hemlock boards f inch
thick.
Clapboards.—Clapboards to be of good
quality spruce, laid 4 inches to weather,
and over layer of good quality sheath
ing paper.
Flooring. —Under floors of first floor to be
of planed spruce or hemlock, laid very
closely. Upper floors of planed spruce,
except in kitchen, which is to be of
narrow hard piue. Second floors to be
of planed spruce,matched and beaded.
All to be J inch thick.
Oables.—Gables to be shingled with
medium quality sawed cedar shingles
laid 4 inches to weather. All the rest
of wall above lower belt course to have
shingles laid 6 inches to weather.
Inside Finish. -^-'Windowsto befinished on
sill and aprons. Windows and doors
to have molded architrave 5 incheswide.
Base 8 inches high to be molded in
diuing-room and parlor. Rail and newel
post at turn of stairs of black walnut,
according to detail shown; all other
finish to be of clear white pine.
Stairs. —Stairs to be of pine. Risers J
inch thick. Tread 1J inches thick, with
molding under nosing.
Plumbing.—Supply 8-trap under sink con
nected with drain.
Hardware.—All doors to have mineral
knobs, with good lock and steel key.
Front door to havewhite porcelain knob
with bronzed trimmings and butts.
Front and back doors to be supplied
with bolts. Sashes to have fasteners
and to be carefully balanced with iron
weights.
Painting. — Paint two coats of any color
directed by owner.
Finally. — It is understood that the build
ing, upon completion, be thoroughly
cleaned before delivering to owner, and
that all work must be done in a substan
tial and workmanlike manner, to the
full satisfaction of the architect.

General Estimate.
100yardsexcavation.) ^gr.m
65tons stonelaid . . . f *ouuu
4150feetspruceframe@ 16... 66.40
3000feethemlockboards<g14. 42.00
Labor of framing, raising and
boarding #55.00
135feetmolding for belts 2.50
200 feet boards for corner
boards,belts, &c 8.00
Labor onsame 8.00
15M. shingle 60.00
500spruceclapboards 15.00
Labor onsame 45.00
136feetof corniceput up 61.20
100feet hard pine for piazza
floorandstep 5.00
Balustrade,rail and balusters. 1.50
Labor 5.00
12windowframes 20.00
16doorframes 12.80
Labor 15.00
16windows 22.50
16doors 27.50
uibor 35.50
1400feetsprucefloor boards... 30.80
Labor 15.00
800feetarchitravemolding.... 24.00
400feet base 12.00
Labor 25.00
Nails, sink, door and window
hardware 84.50
100feetboardsfor pantry and
closet 400
Labor 19.00

Cellarwindowsandconductors 8.00
Labor 1.50
Stairs 30.00
Lathing, plasteringand chim
ney 170.00
Carting 10.00
Paint, two coats 60.00

Total $1030.80
I hereby certify that, to the best of my
knowledge, the above estimate is correct.
John A. Crane, builder, Taunton.

Description of Design for a $1000
Frame Cottage.

SUBMITTED BY "ECONOMY."

The design contemplates a small, eco
nomical and completehouse, suitable in all
respects for the purpose for which it is in
tended.
The plan or interior arrangements are
thoroughly studied to get the most desir
able facilities for convenience and practi
cability.
The rooms are well arranged around the
chimney, to give a flue connection for each
room and even heating the hall through
the stove pipes from parlor and chamber
above. The hall is small, but convenient
enough to give easyaccess to the second
story by the flight of stairs, also adding
to the beauty of the interior.
The windows are located so as to give
currents of air through the rooms in sum
mer.
At a future time a bath room may be
added, as indicated on plans, at a very
small expense.
The exterior speaks for itself, it being
attractive and yet a most cheap and cosy
home.
Estimate for Cottage Submitted by" Economy."
Excavation,at 18cts.percub. yd $15.00
Masonry,15perchesat $3 45.00
Brickwork, 4000brick 72.00
Plastering,525yards 125.00
Tinwork, gutter andspouts 26.00
Painting and glazing 130.00
Carpentry 150.00
Lumber 216.00
Stairs 40.00
Hardware .. 30.00
Millwork 175.00

Total $1,024.00

BILL OFMATERIALFORCARPENTRY.
Feet.

36pieces2x 8, 16ft. long,for joist, 768
2x8,12" " "40 640

1,408
At $16 $22.52

40pieces2x 4,14ft. long 373
22 " 2x4, 18" " 264
8 " 2x 4, 12" " 64
127 " 2x4,16" " 1,354
51 " 1x 6, 10" " 105
4 " 4x 6, 16" " 128
2 " 4x 6,14" " 56
1 " 4x 6,20 " " 40
1 " 4x 6, 12" " 24
1 " 4 x 6, 6 " " 12
4 " 1x6, 14 " " 28
59 " 2 x 4, 10" " 386

2,834
At $17 $48.17

1400ft. star yellow pine flooring at
$22.50 31.50

930" sheathingat $15 15.00
9000shinglesat $3.25 29.25
1800ft. studdingat $20 36.00
1500" 1-inchNo. 1boardsat $15 22.50
300 " %-inehdressedlumberat $4.00. 12.00

$216.94
Economy.— Dear Sir: We propose to
furnish materialsand perform the labor for
the cottage, as per plans and specifica
tions, for the sum of one thousand and
twenty-four dollars ($1,024).

Yours truly,
H. F." Benike & Co.,
No. 1534Warren street,
St. Louis.

Specifications
of a frame cottage to be built for

on , in

accordance with the accompanyingdraw
ings and this specification furnished by

'•Economy."

dimensions.
The building to have a front of 28 feet
6 inches, by a total depth of 25 feet, ex
clusive of porch. The cellar under part
of house to be 6 feet 6 inches in the clear.
The first story to be 9 feet 6 inches in
the clear.
The second story to be 9 feet in the
clear.
For all other sizes and dimensions see
plans.

excavation.

The cellar to be dug out its necessary
and required depth; dig out cellar stairs
and post foundations, cut square down,
level same, fill and ram behind all walls
when and where directed, haul away all
surplus earth and distribute sameon lot
where owner may direct; trenches for all
walls 18 inches wide and 6 inches deep.

RUBBLE MASONRY.
All walls to have a footing 18 inches
wide and 6 inches thick, composed of
one course of through stone, including
foundation for chimney; the outside build
ing walls to be carried up 12 inches thick
to 6 inches above the surface ground ; the
side portion of building to be no cellar;
the foundation to be sunk 3 feet in the
ground and to be 0 inches above the
ground; post foundations to be 12 inches
square and 2 feet deep; walls of cellar
stairs to be 12 inches thick. The whole
of the above to be built of large flat lime
stone, laid with two-thirds bond, and built
in fresh lime and sharp sand mortar, and
joints to be struck on both sides; all walls
to be built solid and made a first-class
job.

BRICKWORK.
Chimney to be built from cellar floor
and topped out as shown on plans, flues to
be 9 x 9 inches and well plastered on the
inside, the chimney tops to be built in
pure Louisville cementmortar. All walls
around house from top of stonework to
bottom of slate to be of ordinary red brick,
and outside walls to be faced with dark
red brick and pointed in red cement mor
tar; all walls to be laid in fresh lime-and-
sand mortar, and the whole made a first-
class job.

PLASTERINO.
The wood partitions and ceilings of first
and second stories throughout to be lathed
with well-seasoned white pine laths, and
the first and second stories throughout to
be plastered three good coats and finished
with the best plaster-of-paris hard finish
mortar, to be composedof fresh lime and
sharp sand mortar and an abundance of
cow hair to be used in the first coat, and
walls and ceilings to be laid-off work ; all
walls to be made perfectly straight and
evenand cornerscut square; all work to be
done in the most workmanlike manner.

IRONWORK.

Three ventilators, 6 x 12 inches, to be
furnished and fastened on wooden frames
on the side part of building. Hooks for
hanging lamps in diring-room and parlor;
15 suitable anchors bedded in foundation
to securesills thereto.

TLUMBING.
Connection to bemade with f-iuch extra
strong lead pipe, run through bottom of
cellar 1 foot 0 inches under ground to a
point under sink ; place in kitchen an 18 x
36-inch enameledcast-iron sink, said sink
to have a $-inch extra strong lead supply
pipe and a stop and waste cock in cellar;
to be drained with 1^-inchlight lead pipe
and to have a 1^-inchtrap with trap-screw.
Said drain to be 3 feet outside of
building. Sink to have a ^-inch Fuller
faucet and hose attachment. Supply and
drain pipe to be fastenedwith lead cleats
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to dressed boards not less than 2 feet 6
inches apart. Drain pipe to have stop
and waste cock to turn water to outside of
building, also turning it to tub under sink.

PAINTING AND GLAZING.
The entire exterior of building to re
ceive three coats of strictly pure lead and
oil paints and done in three paiti-colors,
all such tints as owner may direct; all
shingles of roof to be dipped in paint be
fore being used or put on building, and
the roof to be painted one coat red slate
color; when completed, the entire wood
work of first and second stories through
out to receive two good coats of paint,
strictly pure white lead and oil, and
grained, imitation of cherry, in the best
artistic manner, and varnished one good
coat of best English coachvarnish ; outside
doors to be grained in the same manner
and varnished two coats, and porch roof
will be shingled and done in the same
manner as the roof of the house; all the
windows to be glazed with best quality
of American single-strength glass except
parlor front windows, which areto bebest
quality double-strength glass and to be
bedded in putty, back puttied and left
whole; on the completion of the building
the stair-rails to be filed and oiled ; small
lights in front door to be cathedral glass.

TINNING.
All valleys to be lined with 15-inch 12-
pound copper; chimney valleys done in
the samemanner, and all gutters on sides
and rear to be 15-inch galvanized iron,
O G shape, and to have two 3-inch No. 24
galvanized-iron down spouts; thimbles
with covers to be furnished for all flues.

CARPENTER WORK.
Joists of first floor to be 2 x 10 inches;
for second floor 2x8 inches, placed 16
inches to centers, and have a row of
bridging through the center of each room
of f inch, with two lOd. nails at each end.
All joists to be backed, crowned and
brought to width, and have proper bear
ings at the ends. The ceiling joist to be2x4 inches and 16 inches to centers;
studs for all walls to be 2 x 4 inches and
16 inches to centers; sills to be 4 x 6
inches, plates 4x4 inches, 1 x 6-inch
pieces set in studs to receive second-floor
joist, the second-floor joist to be well
nailed to studding. Inside studdings to
be 2 x 4 inches and placed 16 inches to
centers; to have double studs to all doors,
strong angle braces on the outside par
titions in all angles; corner studs to be 4
x 4 inches ; rafters to be 2x5 inches and
placed 16 inches to centers; collar beams
for all rafters to be 1 x 6 inches ; roof to be
constructed as per elevation ; porch-floor
joist to be 2 by 6 inches, porch rafters 2 x
5 inches; all to be 16 inches to centers.
The whole of the above to be of the best
quality of merchantable lumber, framed
in the most substantial manner. All lum
ber to be well seasoned,free of large knots,
shakes and sap. The entire roof of porch
and building to be sheathed with No. 1
boards laid down level and nailed with
lOd. nails to rafters. All valley rafters to
be double thickness. Outside building to
be sheathedwith closejoints diagonally of
No. 2 boards, and well nailed to studdings
on top of these boards. Cover the whole
with one thickness of best quality sheath
ing paper, overlapping each successive
breadth of the felt about 2 inches upon
the precedingbreadth, the felt to be under
all weather-boards, casings, corner boards,
water-table, &c, to be made a perfect
water-tight job.
Flooring. —The floors of first and second
stories throughout to be laid with second
rate yellow pine 1 inch tongued and
grooved mill-worked flooring. Floors to
be laid down with close joints and nailed
to each joist.
Weathering.—The outside of building in
first story to be weather-boarded with

clear weather-boards 6 inches wide and
lapped not less than 1 inch ; this includes
all walls and projections ; all the exterior
sides of windows to have 1^-inch casings;
H-inch corner strips to all walls, as
shown ; all the gables to be trimmed as
indicated per plans with 1-inch dressed
lumber clear, and rafters of gables to have
1-inch beaded facia, and the projecting
portions of rafters over walls to be ceiled
underneath with f-inch beaded ceiling
stuff ; second story outside walls, as
shown in elevation, to be shingled with
cut shingles and properly put up.
Porches.—Porch to be made as shown
per front and side elevation, to have boxed
columns with chamfered edges, railing
shown as per elevation, hand-rail to be
2J x 4 inches and lj-inch balusters.
Rafters of said porch to be dressed with
chamfered edges, ceiling to be beaded
flooring, dressed side turned down. The
floors to be laid with l|-inch tongued and
p^roovedclear lumber 3 inches wide, laid
in white lead; steps to be of lj-inch clear
white pine lumber, risers to be J inch;
the panels under floor to be lattice-work.
Roofing.—The entire roof of building and
porches to becovered with the bestquality,
of sawed shingles, laid 44 inches to the
weather, and each shingle to receive two
nails. AH shingles to be dipped by the
painter before being put on building, and
the entire roof to be made perfectly water
tight.
Windows.—All the windows to have
boxed frames, lf-inch sash; all windows to
be hung with turned axle pulleys, cast iron
weights and provided with Berlin bronzed
sash, locks and lifts; all frames to have
l^-inch sub-sills; all windows to beof sizes
figured on elevation and plan. Two win
dows in basement to have lf-inch sash
hung double to lf-inch plank frames and
provided with three bolts each pair.
Blinds. —All the windows to have lf-
inch outside blinds, hung double to suit
able blind hinges and fasteners,and to have
rolling slats.
Stairs.—A flight of stairs to be built to
second story in front hall, to have lj-inch
yellow pine trreads, J-inch risers with
nosings and scotia returned; to have a
molded spandrel in first story and to
have 6-inch square-chamferednewel with
beaded panels and hand-rail to be 2i
x If inches. The balusters to be lf-inch
fancy turned, said stairs to rest on strong
carriages; the rails and balusters to be of
cherry; outside cellar stairs to have 2-inch
treads and no risers, resting on strong car
riages; double trap-door made of tongued
and grooved flooring hung with strong
strap hinges to 4 x 6-inch cedar cop
ings and provided with a padlock.
Carpenter Work of Plumbing.—Lead
pipes to be inclosed with boards put up
with screws and dressed, the kitchen sink
to have a hard-wood dish board to be sup
ported with two turned legs and have a
drawer underneath.
Pantry and Closets.—A pantry to be fit
ted up with two large shelves and re
turned; each closet to have one large shelf
and six clotheshooks to each; two molded
shelves to be fitted up above kitchen sink
about 4 feet and supported by iron brack
ets.
Doors.—Front door.to be made as per
elevation, to be If inches thick, have
upper panel prepared for glass. Five
doors in first story to be 2 feet 10 inches x
7 feet 6 inches. One door to closet in
kitchen and one door to pantry to be 2
feet 4 inches x 7 feet 6 inches. Three
doors in second story to be 2 feet10inches
x 7 feet. Four closet doors to be 2 feet
4 inches x 6 feet 6 inches—all of the above
doors to be If inches thick. Each door
to have four panels, raised and machine-
molded on both sides; all doors to be
hung with 4 x 4-inch butts and to have
4-inch mortise lock, one tumbler and pro
vided with jet knobs. Bronze roses and

escutcheons; front door to be provided
with night latch. All the doors to have
lf-inch jambs rabbeted the full thickness
of doors on both sides; all of the aboveto
be hung and put up in the most workman -
like manner. All doors to be provided
with rubber-mounted stops.
Inside Finish. —All the roomsand halls
pf first and second story throughout to
have an 8-inch molded base, with J-inch
round floor strip; all the openings through
out the first and second stories to have 5
x J-inch pilaster finish, with molded
base blocks and molded corner blocks, all
properly fitted up; the windows of the en
tire first and secondstory, except kitchen,
to have plain machine-molded backs ; the
kitchen is to be wainscoted, 3 feet 6
inches high of f-inch beaded flooring
put on the second coat of plastering, and
have a molded capping on top; one f-
inch bead to be put on every corner.

FINALLY.

The contractor of the aforegoing work
is to furnish all the material and labor
to put the building in a completeand sub
stantial condition, all material to be of the
best of its respective kinds; all lumber to
be well seasoned, and all, such as for win
dows, doors, shutters, inside finish,
porches, stairs, &c, to be clear Wiscon
sin rafted white pine lumber; the build
ing to be left, ready for occupation, clear
of all rubbish, and a bond to be given to
the full amount of the cost of building,
to be furnished by the contractor.

Good Tin Roofs.

In an article in the January issue of
the Office, entitled "The Revolution in
the fin-Plate Trade," and in which the
course of Merchant & Co. is traced, show
ing how they have introduced various nov
elties,all calculated to improve the tin-plate
trade and securebetter roofs for buildings,
there is a paragraphentitled ' ' How Archi
tects and Property Owners have been As
sisted." It isof interest to our readersand
therefore we quote it as follows :
But the greatest innovation of all, per
haps, and that which best characterizes
the independent enterprise of the house,
has been the efforts made to educate the
trade in the use of the best goods, and
thus establish and make permanent the re
form so happily instituted. We have al
ready pointed out that the greatestchange
in tin-plate qualities took place in what
are known as roofing plates. Now, archi
tects are responsible for the roofs of all
the better buildings that are erected, and
it was early apparent to Merchant & Co.
that nothing short of technical informa
tion, correct as to all the details of the
work, would accomplish with them the
object in view—namely, securing such
specifications of tin roofs as would cause
good material and good workmanship to
be employed and poor materials avoided.
To this end a treatise on tin roofs was pre
pared, fully illustrated with diagrams of
the work in process, showing seams fin
ished and in processof making, and de
scribing in connection therewith the
special plates to which the honor of the
house is pledged, and likewise showing
how specifications should be worded to
avoid someof the tricks which dishonest
roofers know how to play. The position
of an importing and jobbing houseissuing
technical treatises on the use of the goods
in which it deals, and distributing the
same broadcast over the land, compared
with the stiff, formal cards of the old line
of advertising peculiar to themetal trades,
shows most graphically the changes
wrought in the business and the valuable
results following the application of some
of those modern methods to which we
have drawn attention.
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A Thousand Dollar House.
Study by ® in the Eighteenth Competition.

Scale: Elevations,1-8 inch ; Plans, 1-16 inch,and Details1 inch to

the foot.

For Specification, Estimate,4c, see page 50.
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A THOUSAND DOLLAR HOUSE.

Study Submitted by "ECONOMY" in the Eighteenth Competition

Scale ElevationandSections,1-8 inch to the foot. Floor Plans, 1-16

inch to the foot. Details,1 1-2and 1-2inch to the foot.
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A RENAISSANCE CHIMNEY PIECE. DESIGNED BY R. BROOK.
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Northrop's Paneled Ceiling.

From new plates recently prepared
by H. 8. Northrop, corner of Franklin and
Centre streets, New York, we have se
lected the engraving shown on this
page, representing the style and construc
tion of paneled metal ceilings which he is
supplying to the trade and putting in
place. The work is composed of flat or
slightly corrugated sheet iron put in place
against grounds of wood, the joints being
covered by moldings, which are fastened
in place by nailing through. Fig. 1 shows

cessary. Various embossedpanels arealso
prepared by Mr. Northrop for use in con
nection with this work, and he is securing
somevery excellent effects.

Chimney Construction and Fires.

One causeof danger from chimneys, says
J. Braidwood, arises from the communica
tion which they often have with each
other in one gable. The divisions or par
titions being very often found in an
imperfect state, the fire communicates to
the adjoining chimney, and in this way

many instancesof such carelessness. It is
a common practice among carpenters to
drive small piecesof wood into the walls
for the purpose of fixing their work, not
paying the least attention as to whether
the points run into the flues or not. In
the repairs and alterations of old buildings
house carpenters are, if possible, even
more carelessin this particular than in the
construction of new. I know of different
buildings which underwent some altera
tions. In both of these safe-lintels have
been run into the flues, and both of them,
after the alterations, took fire, the one in

consequenceof a foul chimney, which set

Northrop's Paneled Ceiling.—Figs. 1 and 2.—Plan and Sectionof Metallic Ceiling as Supplied by H. S. Northrop, NexoYork.

a plan view of a ceiling, and indicates how
thewooden grounds are put in placebelow
the floor joists, and also ipdicatcs in what
forms the ceiling maybeworked in order to
scure apleasing effect. Fig. 2 showsasec
tional view. The ceiling-work is formed in
to a cornice for a finish around the anglesof
the room. The cove cornice is formed of
either plain or corrugated iron, according
to circumstances, and the ribs are either
run through from the first line of molding
to the base of the cornice or otherwise,
according to circumstances. The work, in
its various details, speaks for itself, and
more extensive description is scarcely ne-

sometimeswraps a tenement in flames. I
know a division of a principal street in
Edinburgh in which there is scarcely a
single chimney-head that is not more or
less in this condition, and I have no doubt
that this is not an uncommoncase. There
is also great daDger from the ends of
joists, safe lintels or other piecesof timber
being allowed to protrude into chimneys.
In one instance which came under my
notice, a flue passing under the recessof a
window had on the upper side no other
covering than the wood of the floor; of
coursewhen the chimney took fire the floor
was immediately in a blaze; but there are

fire to the lintel, and although the other
did not take fire from the samecause, the
lintel was neverthelessvery much scorched
and obliged to be removed.

Sing a song of scratch work,
Ceiling full of pud',
Five-and-twenty clam shells
Stuck within the mud ;
When the mud was hardened
The shells began to fall—
Oh, weren't they the dainty things
To plaster on the wall !
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OVELTIES.
A2 *t 1

Flooring machine.

The Hall & Brown Wood-working Ma
chine Co., of St. Louis, Mo., are in
troducing to the trade a flooring machine
which has been designed with special
reference to high speedand rapid, power
ful feed. The reader will be able to gather
a general idea of the appearance of this
machine from an inspection of Fig 1 of
the accompanying illustrations. The frame
is heavy and massive, and is 13 feet in
length. The countershaft is attached with

frame also carries or support? pressure
bars for the under head, which are placed
on eachside of the head, and may beeasily
removed for the purpose of sharpening or
resetting the knives. The hold-down bar
over the under cutter head has a vertical
adjustment to suit different thicknessesof
lumber, and may be instantly moved out
of the way by loosening a nut when access
to the cutters is desired. The side spindle
framesor head stocks arc each adjustable
across the machine, by which arrangement
the friction of the lumber is distributed
across the bed, equalizing the wtar. In
casea heavier cut is desired on the right-
hand or grooved side of the machine, the

gether with all necessarywrenches. The
machine is made to work 7, 9 and 14
inches wide and 3 inches thick, single or
double.

sn.li and Blind Flnlnhtng machine.

In Fig. 2 is shown a sash and blind
jointing, rabbeting and finishing machine
introduced by the Egan Company, of Cin
cinnati, Ohio. The machine is especially
designed for finishing the edgesof sash,
rabbeting, beading and jointing the edges
of blinds, grooving and boring sash for
the cords, and a great variety of finishing
work of this kind in sash, door and blind

Novelties.—Fig. 1.—Flooring Machine, Built by Hall <t Broun Wood-Working Machine Company, St. Lovis

an outside stand or support at the pulley
end. The top and bottom heads are made
of solid steel and supplied with steel bolts
and case-hardened nuts. The cylinder
journals are of large size aud each 10
inches long. The top cylinder is driven
by two flanged pulleys, while the bottom
cylinder has only one, all, however, receiv
ing power from the samecountershaft.. The

head can be moved up to thework instead
of resetting the guide. The feed consists
of six rolls 7 inches in diameter, two pair
being placed in front of the upper cylinder
and one pair at the end of the machine

factories. The manufacturers claim that
this machine is capable of doing the same
amount of work as hitherto required three
machines to accomplish. From an inspec
tion of the cut it will be seenthat the
frame presents a very solid appearance,
being thoroughly braced and planed per-
true,with the countershaftconnectedfectly

at the base The to])of the frame receives

Fig. %—Sash aid Blind Jointing, Rabbeting and Finishing Machine, Built by the Ejan Cmnimny, Cincinnati.

upper cylinder journal bearings are cast
together by a web extending across the
machine, and are raised or lowered at will.
The lid has a detachable plate, which may
be replaced when necessary. The under
cutter head journals are cast together in a
heavy frame and made to fit in a recessor
pocket in the frame of the machine. These
may be adjusted up or down by screws
suitably arranged for the purpose. This

beyond the under head. All the rolls are
heavily weighted and geared, the idle
gears being mounted on shafts. The
manufacturers furnish with each machine
one set of knives for upper and lower
heads, one set of beading cutters for ceil
ing, one set of three-winged matcher
headswith solid milled cutters for floor
ing and one set for ceilling, one set of 3-
inch jointer heads with jointer cutter, to-

a sliding table moving in planed ways. A
stationary table is also provided for work
ing blinds when the three cutter-heads are
brought into operation at once. The bed
is adjustable on the frame, and is pro
vided with a saw mandrel for cutting all
kinds of grooves. It also has a boring
mandrel operated by a treadle for boring
the hole in the sash for the cord. The
,sash is then passed to the grooving saw,
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and the operation is completed without
removing the sash from the table. The
tight and loose pulleys are 12 x 5£ inches,
and should make 900 revolutions per
minute. Each machine is furnished com
plete with the necessary posts, springs,
wrenches, cutter-heads, &c.

Combination Kip and Cul-Off .Saw.
In Fig 8 of the accompanying illus
trations we presenta general view of a new
combination rip and cut-off saw just
brought out by Frank & Co., of Buffalo,
N. Y. In the construction of this device
the manufacturers have endeavored to
make it first class in every particular, and
to meet awell-defined demand for amoder
ate cost combination rip and cut-off saw
without tipping table. In this machine
the saws are moved separately by indi
vidual adjusting screws. The cut-off man
drel is placedupon the left-hand side of the
machine and is provided with agauge that
can be set to cut any miter desired. The
ripping mandrel is furnished with a pair of
collars that are slotted in order to receive
a jointing and grooving cutter, any width
of which can be used from | to 4 inches.
A countershaft is furnished with each ma
chine, the loose pulley of which is pro
vided with a long chamfered hub, with
self-oiling brassbushing. From thecenter

tools manufactured by the Stanley Rule weight iu their corresponding parts. The
and Level Company, of New Britain, balance weights shown at the right in the
Conn. By reference to the engraving it engraving are made oblong, so that by
will be seenthat the method of clamping | placing the heavy end up the entire mass,

Fig. 5.—Knife-Balancing Machine.

the cutter in (wsition is by means of a
knuckle-joint in the cap above it

,

which
also servesas a convenient hand-rest after
the cutter is secured in place. By the use

consisting of weight, beamand k nife, may
be poised near its center of gravity and
thus oscillate more sensitively. If, how
ever, the object to be balanced be very

Novelties— Fig. 8
.—Combination Kip and Cut-Off Saw, Built by Frank dt Company, Buffalo.

of the countershaft to the centerof thesaw-
arbor should be exactly 8 feet, in order to
give right and left angles to the belts and
not have them tighten and loosen by the
raising and lowering of the saws. The
ripping guide is so constructed that it may
be set to any angle desired. The machine

is heavily constructed and is strongly
braced throughout. Both saw-arbors are
made of the best hammered machinery-
steel and will carry 18-inch saws. The
size of the top of the table is 4 feet 4 inches
by 3 feet 10 inches. The tight and loose

Fig. 4.—Knuckle-Joint Block Plane.

pulleys arc 10 inches in diameter with a

6-inch face. With eachmachine themanu
facturers furnish one rip and one cut-off
saw.

Knuckle-Jolnl Block Plane.
In Fig. 4 we present a general view of
a knuckle-joint block plane which has re
cently been added to the assortment of

of the brass thumb nut at the rear of the
plane, the cutter can be set forward or
drawn back, as may be desired. The
curved lever under the cutter is designed
for use in adjusting the cutter sidewise, so
that the cutting edge may always be ex
actly straight with the face of the plane.
The device is well made in all respects,
and is claimed to be a very convenient
tool.

Knife -Balancing machine.

In Fig. 5 we present a general view
of a patent proportional knife-balancing
machine manufactured by the Defiance
Machine Works, of Defiance, Ohio. This
machine is brought out by the company to
meet a well-defined want for a machine
for perfectly balancing molding knives,
planer knives, revolving cutters, knife cap
screws, &c. In operating this machine
each knife is placed in succession on the

platform of the balancing machine with
its face toward the end-board, shown at
the left of the engraving. At the opposite
end of the beam is placed a suitableweight.
If it is found that the knives are of
the same specific weight, they are then
placed in succession with their backs
against the end-board just referred to. If
they still appear to be of the samespecific
wreight, they are then placed in succession
flatwise on the platform in asmanydiffer
ent positions as may be possible. By re
peated trials it will thus be ascertained
when they are all reduced to the same

heavy the weight musthang down. From
nn inspection of the engraving it will be
seenthat the operator can make the poise
more or less delicate according to the
varied positions of the knives to be bal
anced.

The Howard Door Check.

The accompanying illustration represents

a very simple device for holding a door

Fig. 6.—The Howard Door Check.

open at any angle. It is intended to be
screwed on the door, near the bottom, so
that the swinging arm can touch the floor.
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One screw fastens it to the door.—. When
not in use the arm is turned upward, a
lug on the side of the wheel preventing
it from revolving completely around. It
can be thrown into position to hold the
door by a touch of the toe. The arm be
ing slightly eccentric in shape, it can be
made to press as tightly against the floor
as possible. But one size is made, and it
has a total spread of 4J inches. It is
constructedof malleable iron, handsomely
polished, and nickeled. The sale agents
are H. H. and C. L. Munger, 142 Lake
street, Chicago.

Peerleait Reversible Window.

In the engraving presentedherewith we
show a general view of the Peerless Re
versible Window which is being intro
duced to the trade by Messrs. Edgerton
& Metcalf, of No. 120Twenty-second street,
Chicago, 111. The form of construction
employed is such that the window may
not only be raised and lowered in the or
dinary m;nincr. but it may be reversed
without difficulty, bringing either side of
top and bottom sash within convenient
reach of a person standing on the floor.
Inserted edgewise in grooves in the stiles
of the window is a clamping plate which
extends from top to bottom of the sash.
This plate is provided with rounded pro
jections and slots at the top, center and

from rattling, at the same time maintain
ing a tension that permits the window to
easily move up and down. When the
window is to be placed in position, the
clamping plate is drawn into the stiles
by turning with a key the spindles upon
which is mounted the cam roller. The
perforated end of the cord-plate is then
slipped over the inner end of the sleeve,
when the window may be set in place.

Novelties.—Fig. 7.—PeerlessReversible
Window.

bottom, through which pass spindles oi
bearing pins. The center spindle carries
an eccentrically moimted cam roller, by
meansof which the plate referred to may
be moved in or out of the grooves in the
window stiles something after the manner
of an ordinary lock. Midway from top to
bottom of the sash a sleeve is inserted
through the stiles at each side of the win
dow for the reception of a spring bolt or
catch which locks the window in place or,
when the plate above referred to is with
drawn from the jamb, allows the window
to be revolved as on a pivot. The groove
for the sash cord instead of being in the
stiles, as is ordinarily the case, formed
in the jamb or frame inclosing the window
proper. The cord plate forms a pivotal
connection between the sash cord and the
window, so that no matter what the posi
tion of the window may be, the cord re
mains relatively the same. The projec
tions at top and bottom of the clamping
plate fit the grooves for the sash cord in
such a manner as to prevent the window

Fig. 8.—Vault Gate, Built by J. E. Bollfs
dt Co., Detroit, Mich.

By turning the spindles in the opposite
direction one edge of the clamping plate
is partially thrown into the cord groove in
the jamb and, as the plate advances, the
projections or lugs, at top and bottom,
are forced into place.

Vault Gate.
In the equipment of business offices
there is being displayed year by year a
greater appreciation of ornamental shapes.
The severelyplain gives way to forms that
are really artistic, and utility and beauty

Bolles & Co., of Detroit, Mich. It is a
characteristic specimen of work of its
class current at the present time. The
outside frame is strong, while the interior
sjiace is filled with rods, which in addition
to obstructing the spaceaffords the foun
dation for ornamentationwhich is pleasing
to the sight. The spindles on the bars,
the rosetteson the back panel and in the
center below, together with the scrolls
used on the diagonal bars, all afford
pleasantresting places for the eye.

New Design Metallic Shingle.

The Cincinnati Stamping Company,
of Cincinnati, Ohio, are introducing to
the building trade some new design
metallic shingles, a general view of which
is afforded by means of the engraving
presented herewith. The shingles are
stamped from 10x 14inch tin plate, and
when laid have very much the appearance
of 7 x 10 shingles. The lock employed is

New Design Metallic Shingle.—Fig. 9.—
Showing Size of Shingle, Method of Join
ing and Position of Joints.

the sameas that which the company use
in connection with their other shingles,
many thousands of squares of which are
said to have been placed upon buildings
scattered through the country. By refer
ence to Fig. 9 of the engravings, the
reader will be able to gather a very clear
idea of the manner in which the shingles
are put together, the position of the joints
and the form of lock employed.

IS'ew1 1*1.T. Saw.
The new patent tooth B. M. T. Saw,
devised by Warren Bundy, Minnesota
City, Minn., and manufactured by the
Montague-Woodrough Saw Company, 211
and 213 Randolph street, Chicago, 111.,
is represented in the accompanying illus
tration. As shown in the cut, the teeth
are arranged in sets of three each and
after each set is a recess or gullet for
the reception of the sawdust liberated.
There are two distinct kinds of teeth in

Fig. 10.—New B. M. T. Saw.

are joined in a way to secure the best in
each. The accompanying engraving repre
sents a vault gate supplied a short time
since to the National Safe Deposit and
Vault Company, of Pittsburgh, by J. E.

each set, two cutting teeth and one clear
ing tooth. The cutting teeth are made
with the cutting edge on the outer edge
of each tooth, and are arranged in step
form, with a rise from the body of the
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saw^of about 45°. The cutting edge is
on opposite sides in each pair of teeth,
so that the bevels face each other, thus
making two parallel gashes in the wood.
The purpose of the clearing tooth, which
is slightly below the points of the cut
ting teeth and which is formed like a
commonmortising chisel, with its cutting
edge at a right angle to the gash, is to
clear away the wood between the two
gashes into the recess or gullet before it

,

keep in order than others, as with the
ordinary teeth it is necessaryto file two
teeth at a time, making it diticult to have
them of exactly the same hight, while in
this pattern of saw it is explained that,
after jointing, the clearing tooth is first
filed inch below the level of the cut
ting teeth, holding the file almost parallel
with the blade of the saw and at a slight
upward angle, thus clearing the point of
the cutting teeth in froDt and falling

Novelties.—Fig. 11.—Woven Wrought Iron.

thus leaving the next pair of cutting teeth
free from obstruction to their work. On
drawing the saw back into the gash,
the sawdust is pushed out of the gullet,
leaving it clear for the next stroke. The
sharp chisel edge of the cutting teeth is

referred to as leaving the sidesof thewood
as smooth as though planed, and, as little
set is required, the saving of material is

referred to as important, while the ab
senceof roughnessand loose fibers lessens
the friction, enabling the saw to work
successfully with much less power than
the V-tooth saw. With this construction

it is claimed that the saw will cross cut,
rip or cut in a miter box with equal fa
cility one-third faster than any saw now
made specially for either of thesepurposes.
Alluding to circular sawsmade with teeth
of this pattern, the manufacturers refer to
the smoothnessof the cut, the saving of
material lost in dressing, and the length
of time that they will run without filing.
They point out that the useof cross-cut
and ripping tables is made unnecessary,
and that no time need be wasted, as at
present, by substituting one saw for
another. In jig saw work it is stated that
the material is cut so smooth that mould
ings, &c, are ready for use when they
leave the saw. The adaptation of this
style of tooth to hand saws is also referred
to.
It is also pointed out that saw-swith
this pattern of teeth are easierto file and

below the bevel of the cutting teeth in
back. After all the clearing teeth have
beenfiled the cutting teeth are filed to a

point one at a time, so that all can be
brought to an exact level. When this is

done an oilstone laid flat on the side of the
saw and run up and down a few timeswill
reduce, it is said, any irregularity in the
set and give smooth cutting. The set is

given by placing the tooth on a piece of
flat steel with a slight bevel on the edge
and striking it with the pein of a hammer
in such a way as to set only the front or
cutting edge, where in the ordinary saw
the whole tooth is turned. The company
have a special saw-set made for this pur
pose, which is referred to as doing its
work exactly. The circular issued by the
company gives a full description of this
saw, and illustrates the manner in which

it is filed, and the price list.

Woven Iron
In a recent number of The Manuf acturer
and Builder, Mr. Henry D. Plimsoll, of
No. 83 Nassau street, New York, de
scribes a fabric wool of iron bars, of which
he is the inventor. The appearance and
structure of the fabric is shown in the
accompanying engraving. The processby
which this result is obtained is exceedingly
simple, the bars being corrugated sepa
rately, with such a difference between the
corrugations of the longitudinal and cross

bais as will permit of openings,when they
are placed in position, for the insertion of
straight interlocking bars. Simple as this
contrivance is

,

the fabric, it is said, is ex
ceedingly strong, and, unlike the bridge
that "did not bend, but broke," it (the
fabric) may bend, but cannot break— it

can only be got apart by reversing the
processof construction. It is also capable
of being made in a great variety of pat
terns, varying according to thesize, weight
and shapeof the bars or the size of mesh.
The tube iron can also be woven in the
sameway. The purposes to which it may
be applied are asfollows : A protection for
the interiors and exteriorsof private dwell
ings, prisons, safedeposit vaults, and other
public buildings, as a fabric made, say, of
one-inch bars, with meshes three inches
square,while not interfering with the light,
would require a large amount of cutting
before an opening could be made sufficient
for the passageof a man'sbody. For rail
way cross-ties, as, where severalpieces are
so arranged, while there would be suffi
cient firmness, there would still be suffi
cient "give'' to prevent the wear and tear
of tires and rails that is the usual accom
paniment of a rigid iron cross-tie. The
inventor believes that it would be useful
as a netting about ships for protection
against torpedoes, and also in the con
struction of iron clads and as a covering
for sunken railways.

Outrigger HolMt.

We show herewith a compact and com
plete outrigger hoisting apparatus,made in
two sizes of 500 and 1000pounds capacity
by the Energy Mfg. Company, 1115South
Fifteenth street, Philadelphia. As will be
seen, the hoisting gearing is placed on two
beams inside of building so that it is pro
tected from the weather, the only part
being exposed is the rope used for raising
the loads. The ropes can be made any
length desired. This hoist is fitted with
double-acting brakes, both controlled by
one brake cord. One being automatic,

Fig. 12.—Outrigger Hoisting Apparatus.

holds the load at any point when hoisting,
and will not allow the load to run down
when the hand rope is let go. The other

is used when lowering to control speed.
By regulating the pull on the brake cord,
the load can be lowered quickly or slowly.
If the brake cord is pulled hard or let go,
the hoist is stopped, so that no accident
can be causedby the neglect of the opera
tor. The prices being low, they are within
the reach of any desiring a hoisting ma
chine of this class.
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Side Bevel of Jack Rafter*.
From J. D., Winchester,N. II.— I sub
mit a plan of a tower roof which I have
lately framed and put in place. Will
some reader of Carpentry and BuiMiny
tell me how to get the side bevel of the
jack rafters in a caseof this kind ? I got

Side Bevelof Jack Rafters, by J. D.

the bevel of jack rafter No. 1 the same as
I would of any straight rafter, and cut all
the rest the sameway. No. 1 was a good
fit, but Nos. 2 and 3—they made the boys
laugh, No. 2 especially, which did not tit
at all.

Area of <oiitrnl Roof*.

From L. W. F., Syracuse, N. Y.—l
would like to know how to get the num
ber of feet of boards that it will take to
cover the roof of a round building, the

Area of Conical Roofs.

dimensions of which are shown in the
sketch.
Amwer.—The accompanying illustra
tion shows the type of roofs our corres
pondent refers to, and in the dotted lines

the dimensions are given, the roof being
60 feet in diameter, 30 feet high and
of conical form. The areaof a cone, omit
ting the base, is equal to one-half' of the
product of the circumference by the slant
hight, the slant hight being the distance
IV..m lhe apex or top 1^n point on the
circumference of the base. As this dis
tance, however, is not given by our cor
respondent, it will be necessaryto figure
the area by another rule, or, in other

words, to calculate
the slant hight from
the diameter and
altitude. To do this
we have to add to
gether the squareof
thehight, or 30feet,
and the square of
one-half the diame
ter, or 30 feet, and
extract the squareof
the sum, which, in
the p res en t ease,
would be the square
root of 1800,or 42.4
feet. The circum
ference of the base
is found by multi
plying 60 by 3.1410,
which is coual to
188.5. We' now
know that the cir
cumference of the
base of the roof is

188$ feet and the slant hight is 42.4
feet. Multiplying these together and
dividing by 2, we get the number 3996.2
square feet, which is the areaof the roof
and is the answer to the question asked by
our correspondent.

Laying Down Polytroim.

From C. G. 8., Huntingtov, L. I.—l
notice in the January number of Carpen
try and Building an article from '"L. W.
T." entitled "Laying Down Polygons,"
which he says is scarcely understood by
the averagecarpenter. 1 am of a similar
opinion, for I at first took the drawing to
be a spider web. I inclose you a sketch,
which is my way of solving the problem,
and which I think is a very convenient

Plan of Laying Down Polygons,by C. Q. S.

way if one is in a hurry. First make a
circle and then step off around the circle
without altering the compasses. This
makes six equal sides. Then with a
straight-edge " L. W. T." can make poly
gons by the yard and cut them off as he
wants them.

Batter Pout*.

From M. C. M., Orchard, Fla. — In an
swer to the communication of " H. B. A.,"
Atlanta, Ga., which appeared in the
December numberof Carpentry and Build
ing, would say, first draw a correct sketch
with the plumb post 1 foot high, and if
the batter is 3 inches to the foot, start it
3 inches from the foot of the plumb post,
and then the batter post will be about 1
foot and J inch. The length of the batter
post should be divided into 12 equal
parts, and for every inch on the plumb

post there will be one of the 12 equal
parts on the batter post. Then make a
12-foot pole, with 12 of the equal parts
referred to, equal to 1 foot. Use that as
the batter post pole. If such a pole is
properly made, mistakes are less likely to
result, and the work is more speedily per
formed.

Specimen of Tcxaft Work.
In the accompanying engraving we pre
sent a view of one of a pair of front doors
made by the firm of B. H. Myers & Son,
of Fort Worth, Tex., for a residence in
that place. The pair of doors is made of
lj-inch cypress, with J-inch ash vene.r on
the inside to match the finish of the hall.
Fiom an inspection of the cut it will be

Specimenof Texas Work —View of Door
Made by B. H. Myers & Son.

seenthat the design is veryneat and taste
ful and the work of a hi;>horder of excel
lence. The firm state that they have em
ployed this finish in a number of resi
dences in that locality, using cypress,hard
pine, oak and poplar for the purpose.

Balloon Frame.
From R. G. M.. 'Atchiton, Kan. — In re
ply to " E. T. H.," Truxton, N. Y., I
would say, it is asking too much of the
Editor of Carpentry and Budding to use
so much valuable space for such a simple
question If he is not too old to learn, I
would suggestthat he fro to work for some
good boss, and work a while under his
instruction. lie will learn soon enough,
for I think this book is intended for more
valuable information.
Note.—We publish this letter because
it clearly expresses the idea in the mind
of the writer. If " R. G. M." or some
other reader will send us particulars ol
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their systemsof construction, wo shall find
space to publish in a way to offend no
one, and to please many besides the one
asking the question.

Howe Trunin Bridge.

From Edwin F. May, Moberly, Mo.— I
send you by this mail a set of blue prints
for a Howe truss bridge of 134-foot span,
with a bill of materials and estimates of
cost. The bridge representswork done for
the Wabash Western Railroad Company.
Note.— The engravings presentedon the
following pagesare reduced from the blue
prints referred to in our correspondent'slet
ter. Accompanying it arebills of materials,
&c, which we reproduce herewith. The
first is a bill of timber, as follows:

Timber.

Nameof pieces.

White Pine.
Lower chord. . .

I § 3
Eft 11 1

Upper chord

Main braces.

Counter braces..

Lateral braces. . .
Floor beams
Stringers
Bolsters
Yellow Pine.
Keys

Clamps.

Bolsterkeys.
Oak ties

Guard rail

Total

In. Feet.
1I6 6,272
xl6 1,512
xl6 1,120
r 16i 747
x 161 878
x 13 8,822
xl3 1,213
910
(ior

2,080
1,872

numberfeetwhitepine 53,549
" " yellowpine 1,789

oak li,.r>74

The second is a bill of cast iron, as fol
lows:

Whole width from out to out 20 4
Width in clearbetweentrusses 15
Width of bottomchord 2 8
Width of top chord 2 8
Depthof topchord 1 1
Depthof bottomchord 1 4
Lengthof mainbottompanels 10 6
Lengthof main toppanels 10
Lengthof lateralpanels 10 6
Lengthof abutment — 4 ..
Distancebetweentop of rail and
undersideof endbracket 20 6

The third is a bill of wrought iron, as
follows :

Wrought Iron.

. •3 _g
t

th
of

p
it a 9

J w
e
ig
h

p
o
u
n
d
s.

e

o
f
ir
o

S.0„ 0

.3""

o

4
f i

Ft in. Inche?

H

Truss rods... 8226 8 2 10.58 9,028U it 33215 8 \% 9.300 7,936(i u 1220 8 1% 8.101 2,592" " .... 6 20 8 5.952 952
Lateral rods.. 2321 4.133 l,99fi
Chordbolts 172 2 10 % 1.488 725
Stringer bolts. 60 1 4 % 1.488 119
Lateral dowels 21 1 % 1.488 31
Drift bolts 50 1 4 % 1.488 99
Clamprods 9 1* 5.952 1,928
Clampbolts.. . 10.8 2 10 % 1.488 708
Plates 24 3 2* 1 x6 20.21 1,576U 20 2 8 1x6 20.21 1,093

Total 28.783

The following is the cost, omitting the
bridge seat, which is not included in either
the bill of materials or the cost :

Cost.
53,549feetwhitepine,at $27= $1,445.83
1,789feetyellow pine,tit 24= 42.94
6,574feetoak,at 16= 105.18
28,783poundswrought iron, at 8? = 803.49
20,520poundscastiron, at l"/io? = 328.32
Labor framing 268.00
Labor erecting 6113.00

Total cost *3,656.76

Weighting Windows.

From J. J. A., Madison, Neb.— In
answerto ■'J. S.," Center Bennington, Vt.,
who asks about weighting windows, I

would say that 1 always useweights of the
sameavoirdupois as the sash, or as nearly
so as practicable. My reason for this is

that if the weight is heavier or lighter
than the sash, the windows will not work

Cast Iron.

Nameof pieces.

Angleblocks
Angle blocks
Angle blocks—
Angle blocks
Half blocks
Lateral blocks. . .

Iron clamps
Lateral washers..
Ogeewashers. . .
Packingwashers.
End brackets

No.
of pieces.

Length
of pieces.
Ft. In.

No.of
holes.

8 3 2* 5

8 3 2K 5

14 2 8 3

14 2 8 3

4 2 8

46 10 1

24 1 4M 4

46 6 1

668 1

60 1

6

Sizeof
hole.
Inches.

Distance
C. toC.
Inches.

Length
of leg.
Inches.

2*
2M
2K
2*

and9)^
8}£and9*

15*1
18*1
15K|

8* 12*

i*
IK

3 9-16andi%

m
:::::::::::::

Total
weight.
Pounds.

Total.

14,960

672
782
1,848
20?
501
150
1,400

20,520

The following is a schedule of the gen
eral dimensions of the bridge :

General Dimensions of a VM-Foot Howe
Truss Bridge.

Feet.Inches.
Depth of material below top of
stringer 4 3

Depthof truss from out to out of
chord 26 ..
Total length 134 ..
Length of chord to chordof half
blocks 126 ..

freely nor stop wherever desired. Use a

good sash lock and it will hold the
window firmly in place when closed. For

a cheap lock the Matthews or Ives is a

good one, both being burglar-proof.

Beech Plane Stocks.
From Gage Tool Company, Vineland,
N. J.—We desire to learn, through Car
pentry and Building, who get out beech
plane stocks in shape for manufacturing.

Questions In Handralllng.

From E. 8. C, Pittsburgh.— I would like
someof your readersto explain the draw
ing and working of a molded hand-rail
wreath around a 12-inch cylinder—a half
circle— the rise to be 7 inches and the
tread 10 inches. The stairs are to be a
continuous flight.

Measuring a Circle.

From A. O. S., Woodstock,Ont.—Will
you pleaseexplain the way to obtain the
measurementof the circumference of the
circle?
Anstrer.—We presume that our corres
pondent desires a rule for calculating the
circumference of a circle when thediameter

is known. The ordinary rule is
,

multiply
the diameter by 3.1416, or anapproximate
result may be obtained by multiplying by
the fraction S,2. The circumference is
just a little over three times the length of
the diameter; of course, if the radius only
of the circle is known it would be neces
sary to multiply it by either one of the
abovefactors, and thenmultiply again by 2

.

The Sheeting Question.

From D. W., Hiel-sville, Ohio.— In an
swer to "S. F. B.," of Wellington, Ohio,
whose communication appeared in the
November number of Carpentryand Build
ing, 1 will, with the editor's permission,
give the readersof the papermy experience
with outside sheeting. I agreewith most
of the arguments of the correspondent
above referred to. I find by using our
native wood a sheeting on the outside will
rot the siding and damage the paint. I

would ask "8. F. B." to examine a house
that has no sheetinarat all, and he will
find back of the siding a great deal of
dampness after a rain storm, there being
no circulation of air. When siding is

nailed on the sheeting will rot the siding
sooner than when sheeted on the- inside.

I have no trouble with crooked or wavy
walls. All studs are resawed to a certain
width, then sheeted inside, which makes
the wall straight, and we get a solid job
of plastering. This makes a little waste
of siding, but it is made up in lathing
diagonally on the sheeting, which results
in no waste whatever of lath.

From W. R. L., Remington, Ind.— Will
you permit me space to answer a few points
in answer to " 8. F. B.," Wellington, Ohio,
in regard to sheeting buildings, and to
begin with I ask to make quotations from

a little work published in 1858by Wm.
E. Bell, a (at that time) prominent archi
tect and builder of extended experience,
and from whom I got my first hints in re
gard to inside sheeting. He says : ' ' After
an experience of 15 years in constructing
and repairing baloon-framed buildings, I

have found it best to line the frameon the
inside for three reasons: First, the work

is more durable, for when a frame is lined
on the outside (the commonway) it is very
difficult to weatherboard it sufficiently
tight to preventthe rain beating in between
the siding and the lining and thus rotting
both, since there is so little opportunity
there for the moisture to dry out. Sec
ond, the lining is stiffer and warmer, for
in that case the lath being but half an
inch from the lining boards, the mortar

is pressedin betweeneveryboard, making

it almost air tight. Third, the wall itself

is mademore solid, for the mortar, being
pressedagainst the lining boards, is forced
both ways, both up and down, forming
moreperfect clinches." Bell, in a footnote,
says: " When a building is thus lined on
the inside it is best to lath it in the fol
lowing manner: Single strips of lath are
first nailed perpendicularly, 16 inches
apart, upon the lining boards, and to these
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ter journals have, in the last 20 years,
brought the building interests from dark
ness to broad daylight. The days of
Andrew Jackson Downing were really the
beginning of a radical reform iu American
architecture, for no man can deny us the
right to a style that is our own. Although
the groundwork may be borrowed, is it
not possible to still improve it ?

From R. G. M. , Atchison, Kansas.—Ac
cording to the November number of
Carpentry and Building, inside sheeting is
mentioned by "8. F. B.,"of Wellington,
Ohio, as a lost art. In this I think he is
badly mistaken. For instance, in Kansas,
we seldom ever use (of late) any other
studs for outside studding than sized to a
regular shape, so it makes no difference on
what side the sheeting is applied. It will
always make a straight wall. The dimen
sions of the pocket-book is another item.
As to the ability of the builder, if he can
afford it

,

he will have both sides sheeted,
but for the plain and cheaper houses I

prefer jj-inch drop sidings on the outside
and J-inch sheeting on the inside. Cover
with building paper and plaster over it

,

and it will make a strong wall. Nails can
be driven in any spot without shattering

Plan of Upper Chord.

Floor Plan.

Howe Truss Bridge, Wabash and Western Railway Co., lM-foot Span. For Description See Preceding Page.

the laths are nailed in the usual manner.'"
Now we must admit that in 40 years there

End Elevation of Bridge.

Queen Anne styles are all the rage, with
shingled gable and ornamental friezes,
outside lining is really necessary. Then,
again, in this locality we use combined
lathing and sheeting— i. «., the sheeting
grooved by special machines to receivethe
mortar, which, for solidity and economy
combined, is what we in the West havg
been looking for for years. If " S. F. B."
will permit me I will say to him that when
he says, " the studding will vary in width,"
the argument is not well taken; for if

builders in this locality were to stud up

a building and leave it for the masons to
size the studs and joists, it would becalled,
and justly so, "Jerry work;" for at the
cost at the present time of getting piece
stuff sized at the mills, there is no ex
cuse for not having it worked. Then,
again, in regard to siding and making laps
between studs, or not letting every siding
nail reach and hold in a stud, would, in
my estimation, be a very serious matter in

a good building. But it is nice to have an
opportunity for a friendly interchange of
ideas through such accommodating jour
nals as Carpentry and Building. I can re
memberwhen such paperswould havebeen
snappedup at $10, or evenmore, a year. I

have two works at $12 each, and I have
derived more real benefit from one year's

nas been a great stride iu the building of
dwellings. Ideas have changed as well as
styles of building. In localities where

numbers of Carpentry and Building than the plaster by trying to find a stud with a

from all the books I have, and through- hammer. I fail to see, therefore, where
out this great lountry this and sis- the lost art comesin.
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Creosote In Chimney.

From E. W. & 8., WestBurke, Vt,—We
have a case here for which a remedy is
wanted. The house in question is a one
and a half story, with a ten.foot brick
chimney, and the creosote condensed to
such an extent in the chimney that it was
destroyed and a new one was built with an
8-irich flue, yet the creosote condenses
worse than before. The stoveused in con-

air. This suggestion, however, is of little
useunlesssomeof our readerswho havehad
experiencewith similar difficulties will des
cribe a plan for preventing the condensa
tion.

How to Improve " Carpentry and
Building."

From A. T. 8., New Albany, Ltd.— I do
not know what to say with referenceto
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every State of the Union have different
ways of doing things, and it seems to me
a comparison of ideas would be intensely
interesting.

marking Steel Tools.
From H. P. —The following recipe foi
marking steel tools may be of interest to
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Details of theHowe Truss Bridge Shown on OppositePage.

nection with the chimney is a first-class
one.
Answer.—When green wood is used for
fuel the smoke contains a large amount of
moisture and acids, and if the chimney is
damp and cold, it is apt to condense.
This may be the causeof the trouble our
correspondentspeaks of. To remedy the
difficulty it w^uld be necessaryto prevent
the vaporscondensingwithin the chimney,
so that they would be carried off into the

improvementof the paperupon the part of
the editor, but I can tell the readers what
to do in order to make it still moreservice
able than it is at present. That is, to send
more to the Correspondence Department.
Let every subject that comes up in every
day work be discussed in that part of the
paper. For myself, just at present, I
would like to seesome trussesfor self-sup
porting roofs, also different designs for
inside finish. 1 know mechanics in almost

the readers of Carpentry and Building.
Take soap, vitriol and table salt in equal
parts. Use just enough soft water tojdis-
solve them. The resulting liquid must be
kept in a bottle. Put a thin layer of hard
soap or wax over the tool. Take a sharp-
pointed instrument and mark the name,
then fill the lettered part, with the liquid
and let it remain on the tool from one to
ten minutes. The soap can be applied
cold.
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Chimney Tops.
From. John Dalrymfi.e, Winchester,
N. H. — I mail you a few designs for chim
ney tops which were prepared for a client
from which to select lor a house that was
being built. The chimney in question is

characteristics. The Chamber of Com
mercebuilding will be of iron throughout,
although externally it will have the ap
pearance of stone, the iron frame being
covered with terra-cotta backed with
brick. Immense stone foundations, pyra-

Designs of Brick Chimney Tops by J. Valrymple.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

close to the side of the tower. This ac
counts for the dotted line which shows
the outline of tower roof and the cornice.
The sketches may be of interest to your
readers.

Decorating LIncrusta Walton.
From E. J., New York.—Would you or
some of your readers kindly inform me
how to decorate lincrusta waltou similar
to the decoration done by same of the lin
crusta decorators of London, England? I
have seenwork of the kind in Manchester,
where there is a large amount of it used,
"andI amtold that it doesnotalter in color,
but remains the same for years. Wnat I
have seen here soon gets discolored and
spoils the decoration.

midal in form, have already beenlaid, and
upon these, just inside the walls, are
placed the iron columns that will carry the
superstructure. Heavy cross walls and
steel girders will secure stability to the

concrete, from which rise strong iron col
umns carrying the superstructure. In the
center is a strong buttress of solid brick,
and from this heavy walls run to the four
sides, giving the structure a solidity not
suspected by those who only examine
the shell-like exterior. Each front of the
building bulgeswith tiers of bay windows,
adding many square feet to the rentable
floor space. The cost is estimatedbetween
$400,000 and $500,000. The Owings
Building is erected with the first three
stories of stone, the walls being 8 feet
thick and resting upon massivepyramidal
stonepiers, which standupon a substratum
of concrete covering the whole lot two feet
in thickness, and having railroad iron im
bedded and interlaced in it. Above the
third story the exterior, still gray, is of
terra-cotta and Anderson pressedbrick of
Roman shape. The gable is roofed with
red Akron tile, and the cone-shaped roof
of the tower is to glint and glisten under
a sheathing of copper. Solidity is given
to the structure by steel girders on every
floor, while at the top of the third and
eighth stories heavy steel girders encircle
the entire building. The cost is estimated
to reach $300,000.
Since writing the above advices from
Chicago are to the effect that on Sunday,
February 17th, the ten lower stories of the
Owings Building fell in one after the
other, leaving the walls and four upper
floors with the roof in a rather unstable
condition. It is supposedthat the setting
of the structure caused the flooring, which
is composed of tile fitted together like
key-stones, to give way, and this falling to
the floor below displaced other tile, which
in turn fell through the opening thus pro
duced, the mass gaining in weight as it
descended. When the fifth story was
reached the falling mass lx>reaway the
iron beams on this and the floors below,
bending them out of shape and shaking
the walls of the foundation. The exte
rior looks much the same as before, but
within there is an irregular-shaped open
ing 25 feet squareextending trom the base
ment to the tenth story. During the

Chicago's Tall Buildings.

The craze for tall buildings in cities
where ground room is unusually valuable
shows no signs of abating, and the year
1889 is likely to witness the completionof
a number of what may be termed "sky
scrapers." In Chicago there are at pres
ent in progress of erection three buildings
which very properly come within the
meaning of the term here used. Theseare
the Tacoma Building, 100 x 80 feet in
size and 13 stories high, located at the
corner of Madison and La Salle streets;
the Owings Building, 50 x 75 feet in plan
and 14 stories high, at the southeast cor
ner of Dearborn and Adams streets,and
the new Chamber of Commerce building,
93 x 181feet in plan and 182feet high, at
the corner of La Salle and Washington
streets. These buildings are designed for
business purposes, and are being erected
more with regard to space, light and con
venience than to architectural beauty.
Two of themareplain, business-like struct
ures, making no p̂retensions to pictur
esque or architectural effects, while the
third embodies to some extent the latter

Designs of Brick Chimney Tops by J. DaIrymple.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

outer walls. The building will cost some week thereare 125workmen engagedupon
$700,000. the structure, but on the day of the col-
ln the Tacoma Building the foundations lapse there were only a few about and
consist of large steel beams imbedded in , theseescapeduninjured.
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Sheet- Metal Ceilings and Center
Pieces.

We take pleasure in bringing to the
notice of our readers this month two
designs of sheet-metal ceilings, by Bake-
well & Mullins, Salem,
Ohio, made for the
courthouse at Council
Bluffs, Iowa, to designs
prepared by Eckles &
Mann, Architects, of
St. Joseph, Mo. Tho
firm have recently is
sued a catalogue of
center-pieces,the most
comprehensive of its
kind ever put out.
The special featuresof
such work depend, of
course, upon the de
signs, and it is there
fore entirely superflu
ousto give any lengthy
description, for the
cuts describethe work
better than words
could. The center
piece designs are al
most entirely new and
original and quite dif
ferent from those usu
ally made from plaster
or stucco. Sheet-metal
work of the kind re
ferred to herehas-been
extensively used in
Europe, and its merits
are being rapidly ap
preciated in this coun
try. Apart from the
recommendation o f
economy, the advan
tages of sheet-metal
center-piecesare that
they aremuch lighter than stucco and cast
work. They are all finished before leav-

to correspond with the decorations of the
room. The center-piecesare securedto the
ceiling after the plaster is put on.

The New York Building Bureau re
ports that the applications for the construe-

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Pope's Directory op Architectural

Societies.
We have received from W. Pope, 16
Holborn, E. C, London, a copy of Pope's

SheetMetal Ceiling in the Courthouseat Council Bluffs, Iowa.

tion of new buildings the coming spring
are much more numerous than usual

SheetMetal Ceiling in the Courthouseat Council Bluffs, Iowa.

ing the factory and painted a luster- 1at this seasonof the year, and that pros-
less white to correspond with the plaster |pects are much more favorable than ever
finish of ceiling, but they may be colored i before.

Directory of Architectural and Kindred
Societies,of the issue for 1889. This book

has been compiled
from official sourcesas
a book of referencefor
architects, surveyors,
engineers and others
.interested in building.
In addition to English
societies, to which it
might be consideredto
relatespecially,we find
that the American
societies are also in
cluded. Among the
American societies
listed are the Archi
tectural Guild, of To
ronto ; the Canadian
Society of Civil Engi
neers, the American
Institute of Archi
tects, the Baltimore
Chapter of the Ameri
can Institute of Archi
tects, the Boston
Society of Architects,
the Chicago, Cincin
nati, Indianapolis and
Philadelphia Chapters
of the American Insti
tute of Architects.
Also Rhode Island,
San Francisco, St.
Louis and Western
Chapters of the same
organization. The
membership of the
Western Association of
Architects then fol
lows. The Architect
ural Association of
Iowa, the Association
of Tennessee, Illinois
StateAssociation, Tex

as State Association, Association of
Ohio Architects, Wisconsin State Asso
ciation of Architects, and also the
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Western New York Slate Assoe.iationh»"=cinrwinlow sashes
of Architects are next mentioned. French
societies are likewise listed. We believe
this is the first attempt at an international
register of professional men in the engin
eering, architectural and allied lines.

RADE NOTES.

sashautomatically
lilting powerof the

The weight of the
ites the tension, or
anoe.

The E. D. Albro Company, of Cin
cinnati,Ohio,havejust issuedtheir new price
list in pamphletform, Includingvery full quo
tations of both foreign and domestic hard
woods. The pamphletconsistsof 24pagesof
neatlyprinted letter-press, bound in paper
coversof attractivetypographicaldesigns.The
companysupplylumberandveneersin almost
endlessvariety,andnowmanufacture3-plyand5-plymaterialandveneeredpanelstock. These
articlesaresaid to lie in active demandfrombuilders,andasatisfactorybusinessis iu prog-

The Charles W. Spubr Company,
foot of EastTenthstreet.NewYork, with Boston officeat 135Bedfordstreet, inquire of ourreadersif theyarebuildingor remodeling,and
thendirectattentionto Spurr'sNatural Wood
Veneersand Spurr's Patent Wood Carvings,
which they manufacture. They offersamplecarvingsandviewsof interiorswhichtheyhave
finishedonspecialterms.

The Benjamin Machine Company, of
Chicago, III., have distributed among their
friendsin thetradeacataloguedevotedto theTriumph planing and resawingmachines,improvedband-sawmills,pulleys,shafting,hang
ers and wood-workingmachineryin general.
The catalogueconsistsof somethingover 70pagesof descriptivetext, profuselyillustratedwith engravingsof specialtiesof thecompany.In thearrangementof thematterthedescript
ive text is placedunon the sameor oppositepageasthecut, a featurewhich will beappre
ciatedby all. In presentingthiscatalogueto
their customersthe companycall attention to
theillustrationsof their newworks,which aredividedinto four specialdepartments,aud occupya floorspaceof 50,000feet. Thesevariousdepartmentsare equippedwith all the latesttools and improvedmachinery,and the companyfeel that they are In a positionto satis-. .factorilymeetall demandswhichmaybemadeI^'^'"F.f'T.'h^ wh™ tCuponthem. In additionto illustrateddescrip-I themeritsof the Joy Han
tlonsof theirmachines,the cataloguecontainsa generaldescriptionof a bandmill,a list ofrepairs for various machines,together with
valuablerules, tables,recipesandgeneralin
formationfor businessmen,steamusers,engin
eers and mechanics.A comprehensiveindex
at thecloseof thecataloguegreatlyfacilitates
reference.

We are indebted to Mr. Edward At
kinson,presidentof theBostonManufacturers'Mutual Fire Insurance Company,of ill Milkstreet,Boston,Mass.,for a packageof interesting circularsrelatingtoslow-burningconstruction, whichisattractinga great dealof atten
tion Just at the present time. The circulars
beforeuscontaina numberof studies,embracingplansfor aslow-burningwoodenchurch,for
adwelling-houseand also for abrick hospital,all of whichwill Ik foundof morethanpassing
interest by architectsand buildersgenerally.
Thesubjecttowhichthesecircularsrercrisoneof growingimportanceto thetrade,audthein
formation which is being circulated by the
companyabovereferred to will go far toward
a thoroughunderstandingof theprinciplesin
volved.

On Wednesday evening, February 13,
Messrs.Greenaud Le Boutillier gavean"illus
tratedlectureat Smith& Nixon'sHall, in Cincinnati,undertheauspicesof theArchitectural
Club. Thelecturerswerehonoredwith a large
attendanceof interestedpersonswho showed
their appreciationby closeattention to what
thegentlemenhadtosay.

Some time since in these columns we
noticeda little pamphletissuedby MerchantScCo., of Philadelphia,relating to tin roofs and
addressedparticularly to architects. A neweditionof thiswork hasrecentlybeenpreparedin which illustrationsare employed. Theconstructionof a roof in all its detailsisconsideredand all the featureswhich go to makeup agoodtin roof, whetherof theflatseamor standingseamvariety,arecarefullydescribed. It is
somewhatunusualfor a mercantileconcerntogo out of its way to put into the handsof
buildersandarchitectstechnical information.
Thishouse,however,isdoingit inawaythat isveryacceptableto the buildingtrades,and are
makingit possiblefor architectsand builders
to specifya good roof—somethingwhich was
impossibleonlya shorttimeago. Thoseof our
readers who saw the old edition of thispamphletwill beeagertosendfor acopyof the
new.

We have frequent inquiries for the
makersof portablehouses. In anotherpartof
this issuetheAmericanPatent PortableHouseMfg. Company,of Corona, Queen's County,N. Y„ call attention to their facilities for supplyingwork of thiskind. Their housesarede
scribedas being suitablefor all climates,andare said to be in use in differentpartsof thecountry. '

>rgeare

The picture forming the advertise
mentof the Sure-GripSteelTackle Block,sup
pliedbv theFulton Iron andEngineWorks,Detroit, Mich.,whileexhibitingsomethingentirely
foreign to wood-working, cannot fail to at-tracl attention. The smith and his Iverycleverlytypified.

The Rochester Sash Balance Com
pany, corner of Frank and Centro streets,
Rochester.N. Y., aredirectingattention to thedevicewhichgivesthe companyits name. Itisclaimedto bethecheapestandbestmeansfor

Head's Iron Foundry, of Utica, N. Y.,
have reccutly issueda pamphletof some IBpagesdevotes to an illustrateddescriptionof
theUtica StandardWarm-airFurnaces. Thesegoodsarewellmadein all their parts,embody
the modern featuresof construction,and are
claimedto give verysatisfactoryresultsin op
eration. Full information as to the principal
featuresof interest are setforth in the pam-
fhlet,
togetherwith directionsfor using the

urnaces. Nearlyone-half of the pamphletis
devotedto testimonialsfrom personsin differ
ent sectionsof the countrywhohavehandled
thegoodsof thecompany.

Jenkins & Timby, of Oswego, N. Y.,
have issueda neat little circular devotedto
their burglar-proofsash lock and ventilator,
whichismanufacturedfrom thebestmalleableiron,steel,brassandbronzemetal. It isstated
that only one lock is requiredfor a window,
andthat it securelyfastensoneor bothsashinanypositiondesired. It isclaimedto tiesimple
In Its construction,automaticin action,and topossessventilating qualities which render it
verydesirable.
We have received from the St. Louis
SteelRangeCompany,of St. Louis,Mo.,an in-

an expositionof
. . manufacturedby

them. This rangeis providedwith improved
grate, large oven, spaciousash-pit and other
featuresof obviousutility. The circular pre
sentsa great numberof testimonials,showing
the esteemin which thesegoodsareheld bypersonsusingthem.

The Universal Drill Company, of
Cincinnati,Ohio,are distributing amongtheir
friendsin thetradeacalendarfor thenewyear,
whichwill be issuedin monthly installments.It consistsof apieceofcardboardnearlysquare,
lithographedin colors,and presentingan illus
trationof tIn-it- Universal Radial Drill. Each
issuewill presentadifferentdesign,the objectbeing to give to the mechanicalpublic each
montha brief descriptionof one of their ma
chinetools,presentedin an artistic anduseful
form. The drill shownon the calendar for
February, which is beforeus, is built in twosizes,anda third is In processof construction.
The Wire Goods Company, of Worces
ter, Mass.,have bought out the plant of the
Burditt &North AutomaticBlindFixture Com
pany,togetherwith the various patentsandrightspertainingthereto. Theywill movethe
entirebusinessto Worcester,Mass..andengage
in it upon a considerablyenlargedscale,and
will addit to their alreadyquiteextensiveline
of hardware. Theywill bereadytwsupply the
tradefor the coming seasonfrom their fac
toriesat Worcester,Mass.

The announcement is made that the
Canton Steel Roofing Company, of Canton,
Ohio,havebroughtsuit againstthe Kanncberg
RoofingCompany,iu theUnitedStatesCircuit
Court,for infringement of what is known as
theH. W. Smithpatentfor sheetmetalroofing.
Counselfrom Chicago,Clevelandand Canton
havebeenretainedfor thecomplainants.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Company,
JerseyCity, N. J., aredistributing circularsre
ferring to Dixon'sGraphitePipe Joint Grease.
Thisarticlewasput on themarketin thespring
of 1887underthenameofDixon'sSmearGrease,
but asthenamewasnotaltogetherappropriate,
it hasbeenchangedtotheoneabovementioned.
Theproductis intendedto taketheplaceof red
lead,whichit is said to be far superior to, as
well asmore economical. A particular merit
claimedfor it is that it makesa tight joint
whichcanbeopenedwitheasemanyyearsafter
coupling. It isalsousefulfor bolts,screws,&c
In additionto thedescriptionpresentedIn the
circular, thereare a number of referencesto
concernsthat have made use of the Dixon
greasewith satisfactoryresults

Mr. I. B. Jenkins, of Oswego, X. Y.,
is directing theattention of builders to his
sheetiuglath,manufacturedunderthe Byrkit-
Hall patents. A circular which he has issued
setsforth the reasonswhy this lath Is better
thantheoldstyle, and presentsdirectionsfor
usingit, besidesotherinformation of moreor
lessinterestto thoseengagedinbuildingopera
tions.
We have received the new catalogue
issuedby the DuckerPortableHouseCompany,
735Broadway,N. Y. This company,who also
haveofficesat Nos.30and 31Swithin's Lane,
London, England,havea very fineline of por
tablehousesintendedfor variouspurposes,in
cludingCampingCottages,Summeror Seaside
Cottages,Lawn Pavilions, Boat Houses,Con
tractors'Buildings,&c. Theassortmentisquite
as completeas any we haveever seen. The
bookisone in whichour readersgenerallywill
feelan interest.

| E. J. Johnson, 18 Burling Slip, New
York, iscallingattentiontohisstockof roofing
slates; also slates for blackboards,hearths,
sills, lintels,i-e. He offers estimateson draw
ingsandotherinformationondemand.

Acld & Conger, 100 Euclid avenue,
Cleveland,Ohio, make a specialty of hand-
shavedBangorslate for blackboardsandother
purposes. They also refer to their Bangor,
Union,AlbionandMammothVeinquarries,and
claimto producethefinestslatein Pennsylvania
andVermont. They alsodeal in slaters'tools
andmachines,and oiler adesirablemanualof
instruction.
The Gurney Hot Water Heater
hasbeenbeforethepublic for sometimepast,
but hasrecentlybeengreatlyimproved,andat
theAmericanInstitute Fair lastfall, aswe are
informed, outstrippedall competitors. Illus-
trateJ cataloguesandtestimonialsheetareof
fered by the Gurney Hot WaterHeater Com
pany. 237Franklin street, Boston. Mass. In
another part of this issue,in the card of the
company,will be found a list of their sales
agents.

L. S. Stahrett, Athol, Mass., illus
trates in anotherpartof this issue Starrett's
New Extension Beam Trammels,an instru
mentin whichmanyof our readerswill feelan
Interest. A full list of mechanics'tools isof
fered.
The Joseph Dixon Crucible Com
pany, Jersey City. N. J., refer in another part
of this issue to Dixon's Carpenters'Pencils,
which can be obtainedthrough the trade or
samplescan be purchasedthrough directcor
respondence.The reputation of the Dixon
pencilsisworld-wide.

Charles A. Strelinger & Co., De
troit, Mich., illustrate in anotherpart of this
issuea numberof toolsusedbycarpentersand
builders,and presentan addressto the trade
with referenceto the needsthat arelikely to
be experiencedasthetradeo|>ens.Their newcatalogue,containing200pagesand700illustra
tions,isofferedon receiptof postage.

The Cincinnati Stamping Company,
388to 402Walnut street,Cincinnati,Ohio,have
recently brought out a newdesignof metallic
shingle. Thesearemadeof 10x 14materialand
are laid lengthwiseof the roof. The lock by
which adjacentshinglesare joinedtogetheris
thesameasuseduponothergoodsmadeby this
compiny in thepast,but thebreakingof joints
up and down the roof is upona uniqueplan.
Their circularsare of interest to the tradeat
large.
The E. D. Albro Company, Box 20.
Cincinnati,Ohio,invite architectsand builders
to correspondwith them with reference to
mahoganyand other hard woods. This com
pany import foreignwoodsdirectandrefer to
Cincinnati as the natural central market for
domestichardwoods.

The American Screen Company,
Broo'illne,Mass.,are inviting thetradeto send
for circulars and pricesof theirmetalframe-
slidingwirewindowscreens.

The American Bit-Brace Company,
Buffalo,N. Y.,aredireeting attention toPeder-
sen's Patent Bit-Braces, with and without
ratchets. Thesecan be obtainedthrough the
trade,butbuilderswhofail to findthemattheir
hardwarestoresareinvitedto correspondwith
themanufacturers.

The Sii.sby Mfg. Company, Seneca
Falls,N. Y., are calling attention to their ap
paratusfor warmingdwellingsandotherbuild
ings. Their steamheatershavethe advantage
of freedomfrom dust,noiseaud gas,and are
alsosimpleandsafe. An illustrated catalogue
is offeredto all applicants.

TnE FOLLOWING ANNOUNCEMENT Was
issued to the trade under date of Chicago,
February1,18S9: The firmof Knisely & Miller
Bros.,composedof AbrahamKnisely,James A.
Miller and Robert B. Miller, having beendis
solvedby the death of AbrahamKnisely, the
survivingpartnershaveassumedall guarantees,
will completeall contracts,and collectall ac
counts of Knisely 4 Miller Bros, and of the
firmsto which they w«re successors,and will
continuethebusinessat the samelocation,129
and131South Clinton street, under the firm
nameof JamesA, Miller & Bro.

Tower & Lyon, No. 95 Chambers
street.NewYork, in anotherpart of this issue
presenta challengeto the trade concerning
their planswhichwill scarcelyfail of attention
upon thepartof manyof our readers.

Our readers will be interested in the
card of theH. W. Johns Mfg. Company,which
appearsin another part of this issue. Their
goodsare standardandarewell known to our
siiteeribersat large

Lovers of fine tools will be inter
ested in the illustrated cataloguewhich is
offeredby theStandardTool Company,Athol,
Mass.

Wooden lath is being rapidly super
sededin different kinds of buildingsby iron
laths,which,in combinationwithplaster,make
goodfireproofconstruction. In anotherpart
of this issuethe Cincinnati CorrugatingCom
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, call attention to a
specialform of iron lath theyareinanufactur-
I ing.
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u te/OTES AND COMMENTS.

rjlHE OPINION prevails in somequar-
a
y
a
B I ters that themanufacturers of wood
" working machinery should get to

gether for the purposeof regulating matters
g pertaining to their particular line of busi-
■ ness. It is thought that buyersand usersof

woodworking machinerywould bebenefited
i by someschemelooking to a proper adjust

ment of the differencesat present existing
as to the best method of serving the trade.
Already a movement is on foot to establish

- a better understanding amongwood-work
ers and lumbermen and to ascertain just
what are their requirements. The initia
tive in this movementhas been taken by
the Egan Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio,

who hope to bring about the necessary
steps to have the builders of wood-work
ing machinery come together at an early
day. There is now no organized effort
■whichhas a tendency to give the wood
worker better and standard machinery for
his purposes, and it is to#his advantage
that recognition be given to the promot
ers of this proposed improvement in the
tools which are so essential in his business.
At no time in the history of the industry
have the manufacturers convened for the
purpose of becoming better acquainted
with eachother, and it is to be hoped that
the outcomeof this movement will bring
about the best results to all concerned.

DURING

THE PAST few yearsthe city
of Pittsburgh haswitnessedtheerec
tion of a number of imposing build

ings designed for officesand business pur
poses,and the impetuswhich hasbeengiven
to this branch of trade is seen in the variety
of edifices at present in pi ogress. In gen
eral appearance and convenience these
structures will probably rank with those
of any other city in the country. Among
the first to be erectedwas the Lewis Block,
at the corner of Sinithiield street and
Sixth avenue,which is atpresentbeing en
larged by the addition of two stories. Fol
lowing this came the erection of the
Hamilton Building, the Schmidt and
Friday Building, the Stevenson Building,
the McClintock Buildings, the Bissell
Block and many others. What will prob-
»bly be among the handsomest and most
costly structures in that city is the
edifice about to be commenced by the
German National Bank. It will be located
at the corner of Sixth avenue and Wood
street, with a frontage of 30 feet on the
latter and 130feet on the former. It will
be an imposing edifice seven stoiies high
and constructed of granite. A feature of

I* the building will be a safe deposit depart-

i meat, which will occupy about one-half
I of the vault and will contain 2'iOOboxes.
The vault will be 22 feet long, 8 feet wide

I and 10 feet high in the clear. The archi

tects are Messrs. Bickle & Breman, of No.
5 Seventh avenue, Pittsburgh. It is ex
pected that the structure will occupy
about two years in construction.

IT
IS WELL KNOWN that somearchi
tects (so-called) do not hesitate to
accept commissionsfrom material men

and contractors. They first pledge them
selves to their clients, and for their
(alleged) services receive a percentage
on the cost of the structure that is
built. They then stultify themselves by
allowing materials to be used, or certain
contractors to do the work, not on the
merits of the case or because it is to the
best interests of their clients to have it so,
but because thereby they are able to put
money in theirow-npockets. We character
ize such men as architects "so called,"
for certainly such practices as we refer to
are unprofessional and by rights should
rule those who folio sv them out of the
ranks and debar them from the use of the
name architect. Indeed, the various or
ganizations among the architects of the
land have recently taken steps looking to
this very end. We refer to the relation
ship of these so-called architects with the
ownersof buildings by the term ''alleged "

services, for it is evident that they do not
serve their clients, but themselvesinstead.
This work is a trick —a deceit—something
that will not bear examination and which
as a consequence is very generally con
ducted on the sly.

THE
ACCEPTANCE of commissions
by architects at the present time
is not so common as it was a

short time since. Awhile ago it was
more respectable than it is now, and
of those who formerly took commis
sions many have discontinued the prac
tice since they have seen the current
of public opinion setting against it. The
trade presshas done the good work in this
case,as in many others, of casting light
into dark places and causing this question
to be intelligently discussed. The practice
is one that cannot be defended, and the
more closely attention is directed to it the
more certain it is to be given up and rele
gated to the lumber room along with other
business iniquities and abuses. The idea
that architects do accept commissions has
become so rooted in the minds of a cer
tain class of business men that we oc
casionally hear of ventures launched
with the idea that they can be floated into
successby this sort of professional bribery.
Someof theseare most cunningly devised
withal, but to the credit of the
fraternity it is to be said they very
seldom succeed, and nearly, if not
quite, all of those to which our at
tention has been called have come to
grief in very short order. Again, sorooted
is the idea that architects do accept c >m-

missions that when somearticle to be used
about buildings, and which to gain its
placemust be specified by architects, be
gins to succeedand be in prominent use,
it is openly charged that the promoters of
that article are feeing architects right and
left. We know of several instancesof this
sort, and we alsoknow of caseswhere un
successfulmen,who havetried the bribery
plan and failed, arecharging their success
ful rivals, who have pursued the better
plan of depending upon the quality of
their materials alone, with paying com
missions to architects in general. They
fail to see the real reason of their own
failure, and are unable to realize that their
chargesarean insult to the business saga
city of the time, for at present as never
before in the history of business is honesty
the best policy.

IN
VIEW OF THE FACT that many
in the community believe that ar
chitects as a rule do accept commis

sions, and that successful material men
pay commissionsasamatter of course, it is
not strange to find movementsinstituted on
the part of both the architects and material
men looking to a correction of public sen
timent in this regard. We have already
referred to the action of the architects in
their professional organizations. They
have taken such steps as make it inex
pedient, to say the least, for any member
to take a commission or fee of any kind
from any one except his legal clients. On
the other hand, certain leading material
men, not content with the simple denial
of the assertion that they pay commis
sions, are energetically following up every
charge of this kind, and by bringing their
accusers into court, either through libe
suit or otherwise, are showing that they
are not to be trifled with in this manner.
Prominent among those who are now act
ing in this manner are Merchant & Co., of
Philadelphia. Out of a number of cases
pending in different parts of the country,
they haverecentlyput their accusersto rout
in two instances, to the serious financial
cost of those who have carelesslyasserted
that commissions to architects are the
reason for the preferencefor their roofing
plates. With still other suits pending,
and being vigorously pushed, it is fair for
the trade at large to assumethat it is not
safe to charge this house, at least, with
dishonest practiees. We hope their good
work in this direction will receive the
support it deserves, first, from others in
correlated lines of trade, who, in justice to
themselves, should emulate the example
thus set them, and, second, from the
roofers and other sub-contractors,who can
be of substantial assistance in bringing
offenders to the test. Commissions to
architects are wrong—wrong to the man
who receives them, wrong to the man whe
pays them, wrong to the house owner,
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whose interests are trifled with whenever
they are paid, and wrong to the com
munity at large, whose fair name is tar
nished by every transaction that is not
strictly honest. It is manifestly appro
priate that a house that has been con
spicuous in its stand in the past for
honesty in the tin-plate trade should lead
in this movement. But we say again we
hope, for the sake of good morals and
good buildings, others will follow their
example, and that the good work may go
on to its conclusion—when no commis
sions will be paid, and no one will be
accusedof paying them.

IN
THE MARCH issue of Carpentry
and Building we presented a brief
description of three tall buildings at

present in processof erection in Chicago,
referring at the close of our remarks to
reports from that city that one of the ed
ifices had been seriously damaged by the
falling of the 10 lower floors. Since the
accident occurred it has been the topic of
discussion by the technical press of the
country and has attracted a great deal of
attention from architects and builders in
all sections. That the reports of the ac
cident as published were more or less
colored by the imaginative reporter is ev
ident after a perusal of the facts in the
case as set forth by the International
Fire- Proofer, of Chicago. In referring to
theaccident it says: " The correct version
of the affair proved to be that in hoist
ing upward a heavy iron tank, designed
to be usedin connection with the elevators
and weighing several tons, through the
empty well of an unfinished stairway,
the workmen had swung it in upon the
tenth floor to rest while the hold of the
tackling blocks could be moved higher up-
This being accomplished, in the effort to
swing the tank away from its bearings
crow-bars were used to dislodge it

,

a

newly-filled sub-floor of fire-proofing blocks
freshly laid in green mortar serving as a

fulcrum. As might have been expected,
the clumsyeffort forced downward thecam
ber of the arch, and the whole panel of fire-
proofing between the iron beams, some

6 feet wide by 16 feet in length, fell to
the floor underneath, which, being unable
to sustain the shock, in turn gave way.
Thus gaining weight and momentum
with the accumulation of the debris from
each succeeding floor overtaken and
broken in the downward course, the mass
of dislodged sections was precipitated to
the cellar bottom. The construction may
have been faulty— indeed, all voussoirarch
construction of this character is ; but the
accident would not have happened had
the hard pottery blocks of which the sub-
9oor was composed been tc ,'ered with a

superficial floor of wooden planks, as is the
general practice in like cases. "

BOYS
WHO HAVE undergone me

chanical training in the appropriate
department in Girard College, Phil

adelphia, have comparatively little diffi
culty in securing good places in which
to commence business. This statement

is confirmed by the superintendent of
mechanical instruction. Said T. Mason
Mitchel, the gentlemanreferredto : There
are boys in South America, who have
gone from here, earning $2500 and1

a year. They are all through

the West, in New York and the Eastern
States. The agent whose business it is to
obtain places for the boys has very little
trouble now, and we havemany demands
for the boys. They generally leave when
they are about 15or 16yearsold, and with
the knowledge they have obtained in this
department many of them secure positions
in workshops and manufactories paying
them $4 or $5 a week. After that the boy
must work out his future for himself. The
trade of machinist seemsto have the pref
erenceamong the boys, and to this calling
more go than either to wood-working,
foundry-work or mechanical drawing. The
advantage of school-taught mechanics
gives the boy a standing upon entering
workshops much above the raw beginner,
and if he has proved a worthy student his
acquirementsare soon discovered, and his
time under instruction in the shop is short
ened, and he is generally paid much
higher wages.

IN

THE introductory portion of the
address delivered by Col. R. T. Auch-
muty at Philadelphia before the Na

tional Association of Builders an interest
ing classification, according to nationality,
was presented of the different workmen
employed in this country in the skilled
trades, the artisans connected with the
building trade being principally consid
ered. The foreign countries represented
here are England, Ireland, France, Italy
and Germany, and the following is the
way the writer classified them: "In New
York, for instance, the stone masonry is

mostly done by the sonsof Italy ; English
men and Irishmen lay the brick. When
the heavy work of putting on the beams
or of framing and placing in position the
roof trusses begins, seldom an English
word is spoken, the broad shoulders
and brawny muscles of the German
furnishes the motive power. Irishmen
and Americans, in about equal numbers, do
the carpenter's work. In the plumb
ing trade, where science is as needful
as skill, thanks, perhaps, to the interest
the master plumbers have taken in the
plumbing school, our own countrymen will
soonhave control. Where delicate artistic
work is required, we find the Frenchman
and the German. In all the trades, ex
cept the plumbing, we find that the best
workmen, those who command the steadi
est employment, are of foreign birth."
New York is undoubtedly the best city in
this country on which to basesuch a classi
fication, for it is distinctly cosmopolitan
and is least affected by local conditions.
The one trade in which the American is

at a premium is plumbing, and in view of
the developments that are taking place in
plumbing and the great advances of
which it is capable, it is consoling to
think that the trade is destined to be
largely ia the aands of our own country
men ; for whatever may be said cf the thor
oughnessof foreigners, there are none so
quick to devise improvements and take up
with new ideas as the American. While
accepting Colonel Auchmuty's statement
about the nationalities of city artisans, it

is doubtful if the classification would
apply in the country districts, for we
imagine that the further we go away from
cities the larger will be the proportion of
Americans in every calling. Foreigners
like city life and naturally gravitate
toward centers of population, while the
American is less anxious to leave the rural
districts. Iu investigating a subject of
this kind, it would be interesting to com
pare a trade census of the cities with a

similar censusof the country at large, and
note in each the distribution in the trades
of the several nationalities.

The Building Association Compe
titions.

The two competitions in cheap bouses
announced some time since, and which
expired by limitation on February 1

,

have
attracted marked attention throughout the
whole country. In our March issue we
published two designsselectedfrom among
the $1000 houses, and stated that we
hoped soon to announce a decision in that
contest as well as in the other. At the
time of going to presswith this issue, the
committee have reported on the $2000
houses, but not upon the $1000houses.
The decision in theXlXth Competition,
or $2000houses, is as follows : First prize
to George W. E. Field, 46Wiggins Block,
Cincinnati, Ohio; second prize, Edward
W. Smith, 111 Sheridan avenue, Jamaica
Plain, Mass. We have pleasure in pre
senting in another part of this issue the
drawings submitted by Mr. Field.
In closing this announcementof the de
cision in the XlXth Competition, we
would remark that many of the designs
submitted far exceed, in cost to build,
the limitations made in this contest.
It is hard to understand why com
petitors in a case of this kind should
send in designs of houseswhich cannot be
built for less than twice or three times the
limit, but such things occur. We have
had this sameexperience in other contests
which have beenconducted by this journal
in the past, but perhaps never to such an
extent as in the present instance. As one
result, we have before us some excellent
designs for $3000,$4000 and even $6000
houses, many of which will be published
in our columns in the future. That they
are not $2000 houses, is the fault of no
one but the designersthemselves.
In deciding a contest of this kind, the
judges arenecessarilyconfined to the terms
originally laid down for the competition.
They areobliged to award prizes to thebest
of the designs received which comewithin
the limits of the specification. In assign
ing prizes they have no choice except to
make such aselection aswehave specified.
This fact is sometimes overlooked by
those who are willing to criticise the prize
plans, for occasionally they seemto reflect
upon the judgment of the committee, for
getting that the judge s do not originate
the plans, nor yet have the opportunity to
select those upon which they are to pass.
We solicit criticism and discussion of all
that we publish, and hope all our readers
will favor us with their opinions, but, in
doing so, we trust that they will bear in
mind that the responsibility of the judges
ceaseswhen they have pointed out which
are the best studies of those submitted.
Altogether ourXVIIIth andXlXth Compe
titions have beenspirited, and the many
excellent designs thus secured for publica
tion in Carpentry and BuiMing will un
doubtedly be a gratification to our readers
for many months to come.

THE PLATES.

In plates XIII, XIV and XV we show

a study of a $2000 housesubmitted in the
XlXth Competition.
Frame or timber houses as constructed
in this country at the present time are very
different specimens of architecture from
some things that have been done in the ■

past. In plate XVI we show a reproduc
tion of a photograph of a remarkably
picturesque old house located in the Rue
St. Andr6, Rouen, France. It will bear
study as being a specimenof wood archi
tecture as interpreted by the builders of
previous generations in France.
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Beady-Made Houses.

The T. W Harvey Lumber Company,
of Twenty-second and Morgan streets,
Chicago, 111.,are manufacturing ready-
made buildings, which they claim meet
all the requirements of a warm, substan
tial, practical and attractive structure.
The company have been led to engage in
this particular branch of industry in order
to meet a well-defined demand, especially
in localities where labor is high, for a
ready-made house which should rill the
requirements above mentioned. In the

ordinary carpenters, as everything is true,
uniform and perfect fitting. All material
is trimmed and cut, so that nothing is
shipped except what is actually required
in the construction of the house. All
studding, joists, sills, rafters, plates, &c,
are trimmed and cut ready to be put in
stantly in place. It is stated that any car
penter can put up one of thesehouses, the
only assistance required being the plans,
which are furnished by the company with
each building. When the houses are put
upon the cars at Chicago they are painted
one coat, while the paint for two addi-

Japanese Art.

A very attractive art journal, enti
tled Artistic Japan, has been brought
to our attention. It is a monthly illus
trated magazine of arts and indus
tries, for the use of the artist, the ama
teur, the manufacturer and the arti
san. Each number is issued in an attract
ive colored cover, varied monthly. In ad
dition to illustrated text it contains 10royal
quarto-colored plates, being reproductions
of fineexamplesof Japanese art. Although
it is not many years since the rulers of

Isometric View Showing Features of Construction of
" Iteady-Made" Houses.

■engravingpresentedherewith we show an
isometrical view, with portions of the
building broken away to indicate the in
terior construction. The housesmade by
the company are not what may be termed
portable structures, for when erected they
cannot be taken apart with any more facil
ity than the ordinary frame house, owing
to the fact that they are lathed and plas
tered. The economy of this form of house
results, it is claimed, from the manner in
which it is constructed, and from the fact
that nearly all of the work is done by ma
chinery. This, it is claimed, not only
saveslabor, but renders it possible to do
better work than can be performed by

tional coats is also placed in the car with
the work. All material employed is kiln-
dried and of good quality. The company
inform us they are in a position to execute
contracts in any part of the United States,
and to furnish houses of all kinds and
sizes. During the past year they state
that they have furnished housesin all the
central States as well as in Texas, Montana,
Virginia, Southern California, Wisconsin,
Colorado, Dakota, Kansas, Nebraska and
Iowa. The company make a specialty of
large contracts and wish it understood
that they are able to furnish on short
notice lots ranging from 10 to 100houses
of one kind.

Japan allowed foreigners to enter the
portals of this mysterious country, its art,
which has been the wonderment of civili
zation, is still but little known and still
less understood by the majority of those
upon whom it should confer not only pleas
ure but profit. Whatever other benefits
this contact with Western nations may
have brought to Japan, it has had
a most disastrous effect upon its art.
No one, saysa recent writer, with any un
derstanding of artistic feeling can compare
the products which are now being poured
into this and other countries in such pro
fusion with the rare and beautiful speci
menswhich adorn the cabinets of collect
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ors, without perceiving what a decadence
has set in in this industry. The journal to
which we have reference is therefore pub
lished with the object of educating the

public in the real art of this country. It
is issued simultaneously in France, Eng
land, Germany, Italy and America. 8.
Bing, No. 220 Fifth avenue, New York,
is the American representative.

How to Lay Tin Roofs.

For a mercantile house to issue volumes
of technical instruction is somewhat of a
novelty. But such a departure from pre
cedenceis justified when the volumes re
ferred to contain directions for the use of
the goods in which they deal. The firm
of Merchant & Co. have been noted for a
long time past for their stand in the mat
ter of good roofing plates. They have
taken such steps and introduced such
measuresas have secured to architects and
builders features in plates which, but for

Fig. 1.—Standing-SeamRoof of 14a-20 in.
Plates WorkedtheNarrow Way.

their endeavor, would perhaps never have
come into use. In order to secure fair
treatment for their plates— that is

,

in order
to prevent other plates being mistaken for
ihem—and to avoid their being misused
by careless or incompetent workmanship
they have issued a little pamphlet entitled
"A Tin Roof," in which their plates are
described and a great deal of information
supplied. We propose at this time to
make some extracts from it for the pur
poseof showing the scopeof its contents.

Fig. 2
.—Sheets of Tin Combined for a

Standing-SeamRoof, Single Lock.

After referring to how tin plates are
madeand (riving attention to misleading
terms which are frequently encountered
in the trade, they dwell upon " assorting,"
and show how the quality of a roofing
plate depends upon the way in which the
defective sheets are culled from the
primes or perfect sheetsas the plates are
boxed. After describing what " wasters "
are, and remarking that there is a demand

for wasters becausethey canbe sold upon
the reputation of the primes, they make
the telling point that there are no wasters
imported of either Gilbcrtson's Old
Method or Camaret, the two plates
of which they make specialties. Sizes,
thicknesses and weights are similarly
discussed, after which the stamp
ing of sheets is presented, the plan
resorted to in order to enable architects
and builders to know even after a roof is

laid and painted that the proper plates
have been used. Attention is also given
to actual net weights, which the firm
brand upon the boxes, a radical departure
in the marketing of tin plates, and some
thing in which architects and builders

must feel an especial interest, for light
platesare frequently palmed off upon the
unsuspecting. The hieroglyphics or sym
bols by which thicknessesor weights have
been indicated in the past have been
beyond all finding out, so far as builders
were concerned, although supposed to
be intelligible to tinners. Merchant & Co
have translated these symbols by a very
simple yet adequate plan. They brand
eachbox with the actual weight of the
plates contained, thus showing at once
whether they are of thick or thin gauge.
We quote from the pamphlet the chap
ter entitled " Kinds of Tin Roofs" with
the accompanying illustrations:

After thebrandof tin has beenselectedfor
a roof, thereyet remainsthe questionof how
theysnailbeworkedby thetinner in forming
theroof. Two leadingstylesof tin roofs are
recognized. One of these is knownas " Flat-
Seam."or " Flat-Lock," roofing,andtheother

is designatedby such terms as " Standing-
Seam,"or " Standing-Groove" roofing. These
two styles are not necessarilyin competition
with eachother,for oneof them is morepar
ticularly adaptedto flat or levelroofs,while
theotheris betterfor useonroofshavingcon
siderablepitch. In somepartsof thecountry
tinners do not seemto he acquaintedwith
stunding-seamroofs at all, and usethe flat-
mi on all occasions.
Flatseam roofsarelaid bylockingthesheets
togetheronall four edgesalikeand soldering,
theresultbeing one huge sheetcovering the

before-mentionedmay beusedin a standing-
seamroof, andeachof themmaybeworkedin
eitherof two ways; that is, either the wideor
narrow way. Probably the larger numberof
standing-seamroofs thecountry over are laid
the20-inchway of thesheets,whicheversizeof
plate is used. Different rooferspreferdiffer
ent methods,and in all casesmoredepends
U|H>nthe intelligencewith which the work is

donethan upon which way of the sheetthe
roof is laid,or of thesizeof the shee's. In the

Fig. 3.—Standing-SeamRoof of 20*28
Plates Worked theNarrow Way.

entiresurfaceof theroof. As the sheetsare
laid theyaresecurelyfastenedto the roof by
nailing through themunder theedgesturned
up for thelocks,or, preferably,by the useof
flat cleats.After laying theseamsarepounded
flat andsoldered. Sucha roof is best for flat
surfaces,but wherea pitch "f 1 _. inch to the
foot, or greater,canbeobtained,betterresults
aresecuredby laying the roof standingseam,
which is illustrated in detail in the following
pages.
Standing-seamroof is variouslylaid, andin
thespaceof this pamphletwe cando nomore
than indicate the morecommonmethodsand
illustrate one of them. The sheetsare first
joinedin theshop in long lengthsby locking
andsolderingwell on theupperside. The long

Fig. 4.—Edges of Sheets Turned Up—First
Operationin Laying a Standing-SeamRoof.

strips are thenrolledupandtakento thebuild
ing. The stripsare placedup and down the
roof, andareunitedat their edgesby the kind
of joints that give the nameto thestyle of
roofing—namely, standing seams. The con
struction of these joints is illustrated in
in Figs. 4

,
5
,
6
,
7
.

Either of thesizesof sheets

Fig. 5.—The High Edge Bent Ocer the
Lower—the Second Operation.

sameway thehightof thestandingseamvaries
from % inchminimumto \yt inchesmaximum.
In the diagramswhichwehave introducedin
this connectionwehave employedthe size of
seamstowhich a large majority of turnersare
accustomedto work.

STANDING-SEAMROOFS—14X20PLATES.
Many roofers claim that a better
roof canbemadeof 14x 20platesthan
of 20x 28. It costs a little moreto lay
a roof of the14x 20sizethan it does
of the 20 x 28 size, owing to the
greaternumber of seams. In our es
timation locality or customhasmuch
to dowith theuseof thetwodifferent
sizes. The 14x 20platescan be used
for standing-seamroofsin two ways.
The more desirableway is by laying
the sheetsthe 14-inchway, as illus
trated in Fig. L

Using the tin in themannershown
in Fig. 1 . as comparedwith the plan
of working thesheetsthe other way
about, requiresmorecleatsandnails,
aswell as labor . The figures in the
engraving representthe net surface
of each sheetwhen laid the 14-inch
way and finished with a standing
seam1 inch in hight. The crosslocks
arecalculated% inchwide.

n. TOTTINGTIN TOGETHER.
Fig. 2 showshow the sheetsare
formedand put togetherin lengths,
preparatory to laying them on the

roof.
STANDING-SEAMROOF—20X28PLATES.
Fig. 8 shows theappearanceof a standing-
seamroof laid, of 20x28sheets,and represents
thenetsurfaceof eachsheetwhenlaid the 20-
inchway.
If two roofersfigureto lay a roof of 20x28,
andonelays it the20inchway, he cannot lay

Fig. 6.—The Top Turned Over the Second
Time, Forming theDoubleScam.

it ascheaplyastheone who would lay it the
2S-inchway. But the 20-inchwaymakes the
betterroof.

ADVANTAGESOF A STANDING-SEAMROOF.
Where there is enoughslopeor fall to the
roof, we recommendthat thestandingseambe
used,and thesamerun downasfar as within

5 inchesof thelevel of the gutter water line,
andthat thecrossseamsbewell soldered.
The advantageto bederivedfrom thestand
ing seamis an allowancefor a greateramount
of expansionand contraction than from the
flat seam,asflat seams,being soldered,make
theentireroof practicallya solidsheet.
We show in Figs. 4 to 7

,

inclusive, the
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methodof making a standing seam. Fig. 4
showssheetsformed, or theedgesturned up;
Fig. 5showsthefirst seamturned, and Fig. (1
shows tUe seam=double-locked,closed,with
paperundera standing-seamroof, also show
ing cleatin finishedseam.

CLEATSFORSTANDING-SEAMROOF

Are madeof tin about13i incheswide by 4Ja
incheslong,and theyshouldbeplacedat inter-

Fig. 7.—Paper Under a Standing-Seam
Roof; also Showing Cleat in Finished
Seam.

valsof notmorethan 14inches,and shouldal
waysbeusedof styleasshownin Fig. 8.
Twogood-sizedbarbedwire nails should be
used for holding the cleat in place. Nailing
througha single thicknessof tin is notenough
to holdthework in place. Always cover the
headsof the nailsandpreventthemcomingin
contactwiththeroofcovering.Theseconsidera
tions give riseto the form of cleatillustrated
in Figs. 8 and9.

Fig. 8.—Cleat tcith Double Nailing Flange
and Cap.

Red rosin-sizedpaperunder a flat or stand
ing seamtin root, asunderall metal roofs, is
an advantage. Fig. 7 illustratesthecombina
tion, and also shows the form of cleat illus
tratedin Figs. 8 and 9in position.
With reference to painting a tin roof
the pamphlet has the following :
The best paint for the purposeis composed
of 7 pounds Prince's metallic paint, dry,
1gallonpure linseedoil (half boiled and half
raw).
Theaboveamountwill cover500squarefeet.
The substitutionof benzineor fish oils for
thepurelinseedoil shouldnot beallowed.
The roof will last longerandbe lessliable to
rust if painted on the under surface before

Fig. 9.—Same Cleat, with Cap Covering the
Nail Heads.

laying, and should be so paintedin every in
stance. It shouldalsohave two coatsof paint
on upper side as soonas the roof is laid and
soldered. It is a goodplanto put oneor two
layersof felt paperunderthetin, to serveasa
cushion for the sameand to deadenthe noise
madeby therain falling on thetin . This also
preventstheannoyanceof condensationon the
under side, which frequently causessuch a
drip astomakeit appearthat theroof leaks.
A yearafterthefirstpaintingtheroof should
be painted again,and then a good roof will
onlyrequirepaintingoncein five years.

Woodwork Fixing.

The usual wood plugging, says a writer
in one of our English exchanges, which is
driven into the joints of brick walls has
the serious disadvantage of disturbing the
bricks and loosening the mortar joints.
The old-fashioned wood bricks have also
the disadvantage that they shrink and
thereby become loose. A better plan is
to have wooden slips built with the wall
into the joints; the shrinking is then im
material, and theweight and grip of brick
work keep the slips tight. When the
nails are driven into the slip a tight hold
is obtained. Another plan is to bore holes
in the brick or stone walls, into which
plugs can be driven. A still more useful
substitute for the wood brick is a brick
madeof breeze and Portland cement, that
can be built into the wall in the place of
a brick, as this composition brick never
shrinks, but rather expands, and so forms
the most desirable fixing block. A further
and considerable advantage of this form
of fixing block is that it is fireproof, and
can, therefore, be built without risk near
any flue, which cannot be done with the
wooden bricks or plugs. One or two ad
mirable kinds of bricks are in the market
which architects would do well to specify.
We have seenthe old wood bricks become
quite loose; ill-selected and green timber
is converted for the purpose. If they do
not shrink loose they soon becomerotten,
and the grip on the nail is lost. The lin
ings of jambs, dadoes, and skirtings soon
begin to work loose if thesewood bricks
are used; door jambs or linings in half-
brick walls are particularly liable to get
loose, owing to the slamming of the door,
the repeated action of which loosens the
wood bricks, which are only held at the
top and bottom by mortar. In these
situations, wherever doors are hung, the
wooden slip or the breeze brick is abso
lutely necessaryto securethe jamb linings.

The Frieze of the Parthenon.

Pericles' ulterior purpose in the whole
matter (of the national festival), says T.
Davidson, was to bring about a confedera
tion of all the Greek States under the
hegemony of Athens; and, second, that
inasmuch asmost of the Ionic Stateswere
already under her leadership, and the Ai-
olic States at least not unfavorable to her,
this purpose mainly resolved itself into a
scheme for inducing the Doric States of
Peloponnesus to enter the confederation.
We should, therefore, naturally expect
that one of the processions would be
mainly Ionic, the other mainly Doric, and
that the two would beclearly distinguished
— the one as Ionic or Athenian, the other
as Doric or Spartan. Instead of Ionic and
Doric, indeed, we may write Athenian and
Spartan, for Pericles meant nothing less
than to seeSparta placed under the hege
mony of Athens. Let usnext, as a second
preliminary to our examination of the
frieze, try to make clear to ourselves the
problems which the artist desiring to rep
resent the subject supposed would have to
solve. First, he would have to represent
two processions, and show that their pur
pose was a common sacrifice; second, he
would have to distinguish these proces
sions as respectively Doric and Ionic;
third, he would have to show that the sac
rifice had reference to a multiplicity of
gods ; fourth, he would have to show that
the aim of the sacrifice was to bring about
reconciliation and union where there had
previously been alienation and division ;
fifth, he would have to show that the
effect of the union was the ac
knowledgment of the headship of
Athens. Now, a very cursory glance at
the frieze will show us that the artist of it
solved all these problems satisfactorily.
First, he has given us two processions,
clearly marked as distinct by separation

and difference of direction ; and, by intro
ducing cattle and other objects of sacrifice,
he has shown us their purpose. Second,
he has distinguished the two processions
as Doric and Ionic, by making the one ap
proach the gods specially worshiped by
the Dorians, the other the gods specially
worshiped by the IoniaDS. Since the
two racesdiffered but slightly in appear
ance and attire, it is difficult to see how
they could have been otherwise distin
guished than by thiir gods, who, as we
shall see, had to be introduced for another
reasonas well. To demonstrate that the
gods are distinguished as Doric and Ionic
would require a somewhat lengthy dis
cussion. At present the fact must be pro
visionally accepted. Third, the artist has
shown that the sacrifice has referenceto a
multiplicity of gods by introducing these
gods themselves, and wemaysafely assert
that he could not have accomplished his
purpose otherwise. Fourth, he has shown
that the object of the sacrifice is to biing
about reconciliation and union where there
was previously alienation and division,
by making the favoring gods of the one
people turn their backs upon those of
the other, while the two processions ap
proach each other and also a group
standing between the averted gods and
preparing for a ceremony which must
make these turn toward each other and
unite in a common acceptance of offer
ings. How skillfully this middle group
is managed, so as to express the act of
reconciliation, will be shown hereafter.
Fifth, the artist has shown the effect of
the union will be the acknowledged
headship of Athens, by placing her chief
divinity in a place of honor equal to that
of Zeus.

Weakness of Short Columns.

E. Hodgkinson says that cast-iron pil
lars with flat ends uniformly bear about
three times asmuch as those of the same
dimensions with rounded ends; and this
was found by experiment to apply to all
pillars from 121times the diameter down
to 30 times. In flat-end casj-iron pillars
shorter than this there was observed to
be a falling off in the strength ; and the
samewas found to be the case in pillars of
other materials, on which many experi
mentswere made, to ascertainwhether the
results, as obtained from the cast-iron pil
lars, were general. The cause of the
shorter pillars falling off in strength was
rendered very probable by the experi
ments upon wrought iron, for in that
metal a pressureof from 10 to 12 tons per
square inch produced a change in and re
duced the length of short cylinders sub
jected to it ; and about the same pressure
per square inch of section, when required
to break by flexure a wrought-iron pillar
with flat ends, produced a similar falling
off in strength to that which was experi
enced when a weight per square inch, not
widely different from this, was required to
break a cast-iron pillar with flat ends.
The fact of cast-iron pillars sustaining a
marked diminution of their breaking
strength by a weight nearly the same as
that which produced incipient crushing in
wrought iron and a falling off in the
strength of wrought-iron pillars rendered
it extremely probable that the cause (in
cipient crushing or derangement of the
parts) produced the same change on both
these speciesof iron. The pressurewhich
produced the change mentioned above in
the breaking of cast-iron pillars was about
one-fourth of that which crushed the ma
terials. I shall therefore assumehere that
one-fourth of the crushing weight is as
great a pressure as these cast-iron pillars
could be loaded with, without their ulti
mate strength being decreased by in
cipient crushing; and that the length of
such a pillar, if solid and with flat ends,
would be about 30 times its diameter.
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Heating a Church.

The following letter from 'K. M. H.,r
Oshkosh, Wis., reached us a short time
since: 1

We have just completed the exterior ]
of a church in this city, a view
of which I inclose (see Fig. 1), and by a
year from now will probably occupy the
main auditorium, and will, of course, need
some apparatus for warming it. We oc
cupy the basement now, which is ceiled
and warmed by stoves; the plan will show
how it is divided. I wish to provide for
heating the main auditorium D and vesti
bule V. size, 60 x 80 feet and 30 feethigh.
The objection to heating by steamor hot
water is that the pipes cannot be run along
the wall to the rear of the auditorium, as
there are short pews abutting against the
wall, as shown in Fig. 2. The vestibule

churches and similar buildings, as during
the spring and fall one furnace may afford
enough heat to produce the desired effect,
and as the weather becomes colder the
second furnace can be brought into requi
sition.

Fig. 2.—Main-Floor Plan.

Referring to the plan of the basement,
Fig. 3, it will be seen that a furnace is1placed in the boiler-room H. The cold-
air supply is taken from the opening C H
and conducted to the furnace by means

Heating a Church.—F{g. 1.—PerspectiveViae.

has a large flue for
open grate, shown

ventilation, and
an open grate, shown at X in Fig. 2.
What I wish to find out is the best and
most economical method of warming this
room in cold weather, when the ther
mometeris, say, 25° below zero.
To the foregoing we offer the following
reply : As the conditions under which
the heating of the church is to bedone are
rather peculiar, we publish the perspective
and plans of the church in question. Un
der existing circumstances it appears that
hot air would be a good schemeto employ
in heating the edifice, consequently the
engravings showing plan of basement and
first story have been made with that end
in view. The only change made in our
correspondent'srequest is by suggesting a
plan for heating the chapel. Under some
circumstances we consider it economical
to use two or more furnaces for heating

of the cold-air box, shown by dotted
lines. Two hot-air pipes are taken from
this furnace. The pipe T leads to the
auditorium and the pipe Z to the vesti
bule, as shown in Fig. 2 by T' and Z' re
spectively. With this furnace in opera
tion, the fresh air from the outside is
heated and delivered into the vestibule or
auditorium as required. It is proposed to
locate the second and larger of the two
furnaces in the chapel, as shown by J in
Fig. 3, and as this furnace is to be partly
used for heating the chapel, and is ex
posed to view, it v/ould be.well to make
the casing and hot-air pipe of planished
iron. The cold-air box could be made of
galvanized iron and painted. Only one
heating pipe, N, is taken from this fur
nace and carried to the center aisle
in the auditorium, as shown at N'.
The air supply for this furnace is

taken from the floor of the auditorium a
O' down through the pipe shown in chapel
at O, and into the base of the furnace J.
This arrangementof pipes allows the air
in the church to circulate freely, and tends
to a great extent to prevent the cold air
from remaining near the floor, and causes

Fig. S.—Plan of Basement.

a more even temperature. In Fig. 4 is
shown a view of the proposedarrangement
of pipes. The cold air trom the floor of
auditorium is taken down through the cold-
air pipe O, through the furnace, and out
the pipe N to the roomabove. Regarding
the arrangement for heating the chapel F,
two or more doors like the one shown at S
are placed in the bonnet or hood of the
furnace, or any other means employed
whereby the hot air can be allowed to es
cape from the top of the furnace when de
sired. Two doors similar to the oneshown
at W are to be placed in the base ot the
furnace casing. When it is desired to heat
the chapel, the dampers R and Y are
closed, and the doors 8 and W opened,
which allows theair to bedrawn up through
the furnace and rapidly warmed.
In the abovewehavedescribedthe meth
od of taking the cold air out of the audi-

Fig. 4.—Proposed Arrangement of Pipes.

torium and passing it to the furnace, thus
heating the sameair over and over again.
Such a plan in a building of large area like
a church has economy to justify it, and if
it be combined with a cold-air vent from
the outside so as to give a fresh supply of
air when the church is occupied, it is com
paratively unobjectionable. We do not,
however, like the plan for houses, living-
rooms, «fec,becauseit is opposedto health.
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Building Association
Competitions.

Below we presentthe estimate and spec
ification of the house design to which has
beenawarded the first prize in the XlXth
Competition. The author is Geo. W. E.
Field. No. 46 Wiggins Block, Cincinnati,
Ohio. The perspective view, elevations,
plans and details will be found in the
plate pagesof this issue.

Kntllliatc.
MASO.VWORK.

125cub.yds.ot excavation(« 25cts.. . $32.00
60perchlimestone@$3.50 210.00
8000brick @ $12 96.00
2 fireplacesandhearths 25.00
7 sills, 4 in. x 8 in., 3 ft. long, and2
chimneycopings 30.00
750yardsof plastering&:25cts 188.00

Total $581.00

CARPENTRY.
7000ft. sprucefor framing @ $15
4600ft. hemlockboards@ $12
46squarescedarshingles@ $4
16H0ft. spruceflooring(a,$22
100ft. hardpineflooring @ $32
3000ft. chestnutstock @ $30
15insidedoorframes (it.$1.60
5 insidedoorframes@ $2.40
2outsidedoor framesW $2.25
21doors(19@ $2;2 @ $3.60)
2slidingdoors
20windowframesandsash@$4
7cellar framesandsash(<i$2
150ft. crown molding (n $2.50per
100
140 ft. galvanized-iron gutter and
downspout(itj15cts
Stairs complete
2mantelsft*$12
Hardware
Painting and glazing
Sink andboiler
Carpenterlabor

105.00
56.00
184.00
37.00
3.20
90.00
24.00
12.00
4..50
45.20
40.00
80.00
14.00

3.75

21.00
75.00
24.00
75.00
125.00
30.00
410.00

Total carpenterwork $1,458.65
Masonwork, &c 581.00

Total
Certifiedto by

$2,039.65
William White.

Mantels.—$24 allowed.
Plastering.—Two-coat work; spruce lath.
Painting. — Stain shingles as mentioned in
carpenter's specifications; outside wood
finish to be best three-coat work in har
monious colors; inside finish—kitchen,
two coats shellac rubbed down ; all other
finish throughout house to have one
coat shellac and two coats varnish.
Hardware. — Contractor to furnish all
necessaryhardware throughout and to
leave everything in perfect order and
provided with all usual fittings, lock
furniture, &c.
Bells.—One bronze lever front-door bell.
Stairs.—All in chestnut finish. See de
tails.
Sundries.—All flashing to be carefully
and neatly done wherever required.
Put up four rows shelves as shown in
pantry and china closet; all closets to
have hanging strip and one shelf. Sink
to be supported on open frame with
turned legs.

Specification.

Exmtation. —Excavate cellar where shown
to a depth of 5 feet below averagegrade,
and further dig all required trenchesfor
foundation walls to a depth of 2 feet 6
inches below grade.
Foundation Walls.—Foundations to be 18
inches thick, of good ledge stone laid in
brown mortar and neatly pointed in
side, and outside where showing above
grade.
Chimneys— Brickwork. — Chimneys of
common hard-burned brick laid up in
white mortar. All courses showing
above roof line to be laid in red mortar.
Flues to be pargetted.
Framing. —Frame with sound spruce of
following timber dimensions: Sills,
doubled, 2x8; girder, 6 x 10; posts,
6x6; plate, doubled, 2x4; first-floor
joists, 2 x 10; second-floor joists, 2 x
8; rafters, 2x6; collar braces, 2x4;
studs, 2x4; all 16-inch centers; joists,
16-inch centers; rafters, 20-inch centers.
Sheathing.—All outside walls, porch and
roof to be covered with hemlock board
ing.
Inside and Outside Finish. —All inside
and outside finish to be in best quality
clear chestnut, molded as per details.
Shingles to be good, clear cedar dipped
in creosotestains before laid on. Three
color stains to be used, one for roof and
two for walls.
Galvanized Iron. —Galvanized-iron gutter
as shown per detail.
Window Frames.—Pine box frames, 1J-
inch sash,glazed with single thick Pitts
burgh glass; 2-inch plank sills to all
windows.
Boors.— 1J inch thick; plain, raised pan
els, all in pine.
Floors.—All floors to be laid with spruce
flooring of best quality.

Painting.

woods for all ordinary interior framing ex

posed to wear like doors, cupboard fronts,

dadoes, stair balusters, spandrels,&c. In
a few years the cost of repainting would
more than repay the extra expense of

materials. Take, for instance, an ordi

nary dwelling house let for £35 to £40 a

year. In seven years the whole interior

paintwork requires redoing—an expense
that generally falls upon the landlord,

who is generally tempted to havethe work

done cheaply, with the usual consequences
that every new tenant wants the painting
done.

India Ink.

A writer in oneof our English exchanges
gives his conception of paint-work, as he
calls it

,

and lays down some facts govern
ing estimates which, while prepared for
other readers than ours, may still be of
interestto thesubscribersto this periodical.
The article referred to is as follows :

It maybe useful to know that a gallon of
paint will cover from 450 to 630 superficial
feet of wood. On a well-painted surface
or iron the gallon will cover 720 feet. In
estimating painting to old work, the first
thing to do is to find out the nature of the
surface, whether it is porous, rough or
smooth, hard or soft. The surface of
stucco, for example, will take a great deal
more paint than one of w-ood,much de
pending on the circumstances whether it

has beenpainted and what state the sur
face is in. We haveknown prices tendered
for outsidepainting that havebeenseriously
wrong owing to the want of knowing the
condition of the stuccowork. A correct
estimateof repainting woodwork cannot be
made from the quantities only: a personal
examination ought to be made in every
casewhere there is much work to be done.
A great many painters trust to the quan
tity ; theconsequence is nothing is allowed to
removeold paint, or scouring, and thestop
ping of cracks. Then there is painting and
painting. It canbe done well and artisti
cally or indifferently, and few trades allow
of greater scamping. In first-class work,
after the first two coats have beenput on,
the paint, when dry, should be rubbed
down with pumice-stone before the finish
ing coatsareput on. Inferior painting is so
commonthat it has a demoralizing effecton
painters of the day. The quality of the
material, especially the white lead, has
much to do with permanency. We find
painting done on old work without any
cleaning, stopping, or even pumicing. A
slovenly and inartistic class of grainers are
also met with, who repaint and regrain on
work that ought to be well rubbed with
pumice-stoneor sandpaperbefore the first
newcoat is laid. For painting threecoats,
the following materials are given for 100
superficial feet of new work. Paint 8

pounds, boiled linseedoil 3 pints, spirits
of turpentine 1 pint ; the work taking three
menfor one day. According to Saxton, 45
yards of first coat, including stopping,
will require 5 pounds of white lead, 5

poundsof putty, 1 quart ot oil. The same
quantity of each succeeding coat will re

quire the sameallowanceof white lead and
oil. The bestmaterialswill last for seven
years, but the ordinary painting seldom
lasts three. It is questionable in building
whether a saving is not possible by re
ducing the painted work as much as pos
sible, and in using hard and ornamental

Speaking of India ink, a writer in one

of our English exchangessays :

India ink hasn't any more connection

with India than a good deal of the "dairy"

butter on the market has with a dairy.

Somebody who didn't know what he was

doing named the useful article India ink ,

but, as a matter of fact, it ought to b»

called Chinese ink. To be sure, before

steamshipsand sailing vesselsbegan to ply

betweenChina and this country it used to

be shipped through India; but the Indians

had nothing to do with its manufacture.

Thousands of years ago the Chinese were

expert in the manufacture of many articles

of which Europeans knew nothing. Ink

was one of these articles, and was first

made of lac, which is a resinous substance

deposited by a small insect, and largely

usedin the manufactureof shellac. After

ward a peculiar black stone was found,

which could be dissolved in water, and

later on lac and fir-wood were burned, and

the resulting smoke gathered on somehard

substance,scrapedoff and rolled into balls.

Tt is one of the traditions of the Chinese

that one Tien Tchen invented the process

of making India ink some thousands of

>arsbeforetheChristian era. However that

may be, a Mongolian named Litchao and

his son Liting Kouei went into the ink-

making business, and turned out about as

good ink as has ever beenmade.

Their successorswere not as successful,

and for a time the b siness rather lan

guished. The process now employed by

the Chinamen in the manufacture of their

India ink is not radically different from

that in use in ancient days. The old

principle that burning resinous material

will throw off thick smoke in large quan

tities is employed, only the smoke thus

obtained is a little more scientifically han

dled. In the middle of a big porcelain

dish, about 2 feet in diameterand 3 inches

or 4 inches deep, they place a stand of

about 6 inches diameter and the same

hight as the dish. Several small lamps

rest upon the stand, and by meansof arms

fastened to the sides of the dish small

conical dishes are held just over the lamps.

The dish is filled with water almost up to

the tops of the lamps' wicks, and the

lamps are lighted. The smoke condensei

on the conical dishes hung over the lamps

and is collected in the form of a dense,

black powder. This powder i
s placed in

a vase, and a warmed mixture of nine

parts of fish glue and one of animal glue

strained into it through a piece of silk

held over the mouth of the vase. The

contents of the vase then being thor

oughly stirred, are rolled into balls,

wrapped in cloth and immersed in hot

water.
Kneading, another immersion, and beat

ing with a hammer follow, the paste i
s

scented, and in the form of long sticks i
s

placed in various-shapedmolds. Wrapped

in paper, the sticks are placed in a oish

filled with riee^traw ashes,and in a day

or two are thoroughly dried. Rubbing

with cloths and brushes serves to clean

and polish them, and they are then ready

for the market. The soft paste can, of
course, be molded in any shape, but as a
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rule is made into short, slender sticks,
which are generally ornamentedwith more
or less Volapiik inscriptions or Chinese
designs. The peculiar qualities of the ink
render it indispensable to sketch artists
and draftsman and nothing has been
found to ta'-.eits place.

Slate-Roofers' Tools.

The increased use of slate as a rooting
material during the past few years may
be taken as an indication of its growing
popularity, as may also the fact that it is
being used to a great extent upon the
better class of buildings. The variety of
colored slates that can be obtained gives
the architect a good opportunity, while
securing a good roof, to display his skill
in the use of color and produce effects

Slate-Roofers1Tools.—Fig. J.—Dressing
Stake.

that are impossible with any other rooting
material. While it is true that very flat
roofs must of necessity be covered with
sheet metal, an objection to the use of
this material is that most of the metals
used ror roofing, with the exception of
copper, must be painted, in order to pro
tect them against destruction by oxida
tion. On this account, if on no other, a
slate roof is to be recommendeu, for it
never requires to be painted. Even
though a metal roof is well painted, the
action of the air causes the surface of the
paint to become rough when compared to
the surface of slate. To sum up still
other advantages, a slate roof presents a
clean, smooth surface that is not apt to
gather dust, does not collect vegetable

Fig. 2.—Slater's Knife.

growths as does wood, and permits the
water to Ik- collected for domestic use in
a pure condition.
There appears to be no reason why a
tinner, roofer or corniceman who is ac
customed to laying tin or iron roofs, and
knows how to do the flashing about chim
neys, skylights, dormer windows, &c.
should not lie able to do anordinary job of
slating, especially as it frequently hap
pens in building work that the sheet-
metal cornice and slate and metal roofing
are all let together. The advantages of
controlling all this work without the neces
sity of subletting any portion of it are self-
evident. The time was when the putting
on of slate roofs was a separatetrade, but
at present there are many mechanics who
work as tinners, cornicemen or slaters in
turn. As slate and metal roofing, as well
as sheet-metal cornice work, is usually
done by the same firm, it is only natural
that mechanicsshould becomeaccustomed
to performing the three kinds of work.
Suchmenare frequently advertisedfor, and
are sometimes called three-branch hands
Some years ago the slate roofer who

wished a set of tools applied to a black
smith, and by the use of models or draw
ings endeavoredto make him comprehend
what was required. As aresult hesecured
tools the excellenceof which depended to
a great extent upon the blacksmith's skill.
Now all this is changed, for tools for the
slate roofer's use can be bought ready-
made, as well adapted to his use as are
the tools used bv othermechanics. When
slates are being applied to a roof they

hammers is drawn out to apoint, so asto be
usedfor pricking or punching thenail-holes
in the slate. A peculiarity of the slater's
hammer is the handle, all excepting the
part grasped by the hand being of steel.

J

Fig. 3.—Slater's Hoofing Stake.

have to be cut in various shapes, depend- 1
ing upon the style of roof; they must be t
cut and mitered at the hips and cut at the j
valleys or about dormer windows and sky- ,
lights, and worked in such shapes as the ,
nature of the work may require. In order ,
to do this cutting, as well as the laying, a

'

number of tools are used that are peculiar
to the slater's trade.
Fig. 1 of our engravings shows the ,
dressing stake, which is provided with j
two pointed projections, so it can be se
cured in any desired place by driving the
points into a board or block. The slate to
be dressed is taken in the left hand and
held over the edge of the dressing stake;
then the knife shown in Fig. 2 being
taken in the right hand is brought down
past the edgeof thedressingstake, cutting

Fig. G.—GetxeralShapesCut byHand Tools.

The object of this is to adapt it for useon
the roof in place of the knife, so that one
tool may be used for cutting and holding
slate as well as driving and extracting
nails. This fits it for the considerable
dressing that of necessitymust be done on
the roof. In Fig. 5 is shown the ripper, a
tool altogether peculiar to the slater. It
is used for removing broken slate after in
place on the roof, or those whose color is
objectionable. It is a long, straight blade,
made thin so as to slip up between the
slates as they lpy on the roof. The end is
notched, and on each side are two hooks.
By slipping the ripper between the slate
and bringing the notch or oneof the hooks
in contact with the nail that holds the
slate to be removed, the nail can be cut or
broken . In this manner the nails are re-

Fig. A.—Slater's Hammer.

or shattering the wasteslate at the right of
the stake. The knife, Fig. 2, besides
being used for cutting or irimming, has a
pointed projection on the back that is used
for "holing," that is

,

pricking the two
nail-holes in the slate. This is done by-
holding the slate over the dressing stake
near the place the holes are wanted, and
striking it with the point. The result is a
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Fig. 7.—Additional Shapes Made Possible
by Use of Machine.

moved so that the slate canbe slipped out.
The handle of the ripper is bent like that
of a mason's trowel, so the hand will not
come in contact with the slate when the
ripper is being used.
In order to give a slate roof an orna
mental appearance other than that pro
duced by the use of slate of different col
ors theendsof the slate arecut in different
shapes. By the use of hand tools orna
mental slating was restricted to thegeneral
shapesshown in Fig. 6. The introduction
of the machine slate dresser, which is at
present in very general use, has rendered
it possible to give slate other ornamental
forms, for example such as are shown by
Fig. 7. Not only are the slates cut to al
most any desired shape by this machine,
but at the same time the nail-holes are
punched. All this results in a great sav-

Fig. 5.—The Ripper.

hole is broken through the slate, the size
of which, as well as the character of the
fracture, depends upon the skill of the
operator. Fig. 3 shows the roofing stake
which is used for light work and when
working on a roof. The single projection
allows of its being driven into the roofing
boards, and it is then used on the roof for
the same purpose as is the dressing stake
on the ground.
The hammerused by the slate roofer is

different from that used by any other me
chanic. On the side is a claw for extract
ing nails that may bend in driving. The
face is used for driving, while the part
corresponding to the pane in some other

ing of time as well as secures a greater de
gree of accuracythan could be obtained by
the use of hand tools.

Redwood.

A correspondent of a paper published
on the Pacific Coast becomes very en
thusiastic over redwood. In the courseof
his remarks he describes some of the pe
culiarities of this material, which is already
in extensive use in the East, and likewise
refers to the supply, which is slight in
California. We append an extract from
his letter : No known wood cancompare to
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it
,

and it will standjinore fire und is easier
quenched when on fire than any other
wood. Its durability is unquestioned and
cannot be excelled for foundations, bulk-

blended together, and have many charac
teristics of bird's-eye, maple, that the be
holder never fails to be impressedwith its
beauties. In the near future redwoodwill

Front Elevation of Railway Depot.

heads, sewers, piling, fence posts and
railroad ties; it is the best known wood,
lesistingthe action of both air and water
with matchless durability. It is a close-
grained timber, splits good and works
beautifully under the plane and cannot be
excelled for generalbuilding purposes. It
has the merit of retaining its placewithout
warping; it will stand the hot scorching

i of summerof six months or more, and

i or lessof rain, year in and year

command a higher price than any native
wood in the United States, not even the
California laurel or Eastern black walnut

trees grow to an enormous size, some of
them measuringover 20 feet in diameter,
and often over 350 feet in hight, and
would make over 150,000 feet of lumber
to a single tree. Mr. Alexander Duncan
told me a short time ago that he had cut
down a tree that measuredon the stump
11 feet 5 inches in diameter, and it made
18 16-foot saw-logs, and made over 80,-
000 feet of lumber, worth over $2000. If
11-foot treescut that much, what will one
20 feet make, which figures over three
times as much? At Camp Meeker, on
Russian River, lies a windfall that
measuresover 22 feet in diameter, and at
the camp experts on timber say that some
of it will cut over 1,000,000,000feet to an
acre. This is included in the large tract
of 1760acresof timber sold a few daysago
by Meeker Bros, to a lumberman from
Michigan for over $100,000. And yet
few persons can appreciate the grandeur
of theseredwood forests for camping out
and holding camp-meeting. The forests
are unexcelled. They were God's first
temples, and to-day they look like a place
made for worship; all their sentimentand

End Elevation.

out for 25 or 30 years without showing
but little wearand very few seasonchecks.
Among all the woods of commerce the
redwood of California has a wider diversity
of usesthan any other in the known world.
The redwood is not excelled for beauty
and diversity of grain by anv wood that
grows, and by careful selecting you can
get any color desired. I have seen it as
dark as lignumvita; and as light as yellow
pine and superior in beauty to either rose
wood or mahogany. Like mahogany, the
wood grows darker and richer with age.
When treated to French polish the grain is

brought out with a sheen of light and
shade resembling the finest satin in effect.
It has taken the place of beach walnut to
considerable extent for picture frames,
molding and for manyarticles of furniture.
All that is necessaryto produce this effect

is to rub on linseed oil with a woolen rag,
and few can tell it from walnut. Those
beautiful veneersand trimmings so highly
prized in the Eastern States and Europe,
and there known as French mahogany, are
nothing more nor less than our redwood
stumps sawed up diagonally. When so
sawed it is susceptible of taking the finest
French polish. Even the plainest red
wood if cut diagonally to the grain will
produce a surface far superior and
vastly more durable than any grainer
or painter can make. But the red
wood buhrl from which the finest
veneers are made is truly the queen
of all that is beautiful, some of which
are as dark as rosewood and others
of many hues and colors so delicately

excepted, and Sonoma County possesses a

great advantageover most of the agricult
ural counties of this State in its immense

seem of a sacred and solemn
Nature, as Longfellow says,

seemskneeling there in prayer.

Railway Depot.

In a letter recently received from Edwin
F. May, Moberly Mo., he says: "I
send you blue prints of a depot building
representing a structure built for the Wa
bash Western Railroad Company. The
depot is 20 x 50 feet, and cost complete

Plan.

source of wealth in its redwood timber,
which is estimated at about 720,000,000
feet. Fed by the rich alluvial soil and
watered by the annual fogs of summer,the

$108818. It is on our line of road near
Kansas City." We havepleasurein show
ing on this pageengravingsmade from the
blue prints referred to.
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RICKLAYING
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Brickwork and Brlck-Layine.— IV.

BY ARTIIUB SEYMOURJESNINGS.

(Continuedfrompage283,November,1888.)

It has already been observed that while
running bond is generallyemployedin this
country, English bond is most suitable
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Bricklaying.—Fig. 1.—FlemishBond.

for ordinary purposesby reasonof its great
strength. There are, however, otherbonds
besides those already described, each of
which has its special advantage. Flemish

are exposed to view on both sides it will
beadvisablethat a true Flemish faceshould
be shown on both of them. The method
of building a wall in this bond, as applied
to a 9-inch wall, is shown in Fig. 2

, and
it may be observed that where one-brick
walls areseenon both sides they should on
no account be erectedin English bond, as

Fig. 2.—One-Brick Wall in FlemishBond.

bond is to be commended chiefly for its
light and graceful appearance. In eleva
tion it consists of headers and stretchers
laid alternately in each course, as shown
in Fig. 1

.

Closers are inserted at the cor
ners to close or finish the courses, and the
bricks in the interior of the wall are laid

Ftg. 4.—Section Through Wall Shoun in
Fig. 3

.

the variations in the lengths of the bricks
givesrise to considerableinequalitieson the
surface. A two-brick wall erected in
Flemish bond is shown in Fig. 3

,

from
which the construction will be sufficiently
clear
In England, Holland, and some parts of
France and Germany, Flemish bond is

almost universally used on exterior walls,
while English bond, or its equivalent, is
employed for those walls which are not
exposedto view. It is probable that, tak
ing into consideration everything con
nected with appearanceand strength, this
systemof construction is one of the best
that could be employed. There is, how
ever, no doubt that Flemish bond is not a

little inferior in strength to English, while
at the sametime it is considerablysuperior
to running bond. The reasonof its weak
nesswill be understood on an examination
of Fig. 4

,

which indicates the manner in
which the mortar joints at certain points
come over one another, a distinct viola
tion, as alreadyexplained, of theprinciples
on which good brickwork should be con
structed.

Fig. 3.—Two-Brick Wall in Flemish Bond.

as applied to a two-brick wall. This form
of construction is probably the strongest
in existence. The method of erection is

as follows: The footings having been
brought up to the proper night, a course
of stretchers is laid as represented in the
engraviug. Upon this is placed a course
of headersin the ordinary manner. The
third course is constructed with the in
terior bricks laid diagonally, instead of at
right angles to the face of the wall ; the
fourth course is the ordinary header one ;

the fifth an ordinary stretcherone, and the
seventh a similar diagonal course to that
in course four, excepting that the diagonal
bricks are laid in the reverse way. The
object of laying the bricks diagonally is to
give a greater lap than that afforded when

headersas far as is consistent with main
taining the proper appearance of the ex
terior face. In some cases where walls

Of other bonds a few of the principal
may be here mentioned. What is known
as diagonal bond is illustrated in Fig. 5

7?
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Fig. 5.—Plans and Elevation of Wall in
Diagonal Bond.

the bricks are laid in the ordinary manner,
which only allows 2 i inches. An objec
tion, however, to the method is the small
triangular pieces left on each side, but
when theseare tilled in with small pieces
of brick the objection is not of great mo
ment. It will be observed from the en
graving that the ends of the wall are fin
ished by inserting return closers in the
samemanneras in ordinary English bond.
This form of bonding can only be applied
to walls which are at least two bricks in
thickness, and the method is only advis
able where great strength is required.
Cross bond may be referred to in pass
ing, as it is almost universally employed
in Germany. The construction of it is

similar to that of English bond, excepting
that headers cross alternately in every
fourth course, with the real or assumed
object of producing a better bond. It is

doubtful, however, if this object is real
ized, while it is certainly the fact that the
finish and proportion of the quoins is con
siderably impaired.
What is known as "garden wall" bond
in England is the same as running bond
here, but in that country it is only em

ployed in positionswhere but little strength
is required, as, for instance,boundary walls
between two lots or fields. The manner
in which hollow bonds are carried out has
already been explained in this journal.
The reader is referred to our December,
1886,number for an account of this very
useful form of brick construction. As a

remedy for dampnessin isolated buildings
there is probably no form of construction
which exceedsin value that of cavity walls,
the construction of which hasalreadybeen
explained at length in a previous number
of this paper.
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cupworking the stone by producing
would not apply to them.
The other arrangement (Fig. 55) of the
jointing of semi-domesis more rarely met
with, but it is of great interest to us as
containing the germ of the circle-on-circle
arches, called in French trompes. Instead

On plan (Fig. 56) is shown theway of get
ting the bedmolds, and in Fig. 57 theway
of working the stone. A prism is first cut
out, as shown by dotted lines ; then the
outline of the arch is delineated on the
face, and the outline of the eye on the
soffit. Guided by these two curves, the
spherical surface is worked with the help
of a templet placed on datum marks. The
solid eye itself is a semi-cylinder; on its
lower part (Fig. 58) the curve E I F is
drawn with a templet cut to the section of
the niche; then, fixing the templet on the
point I, the spherical surface of the eye is
cut by working round the templet.
All vaults forming surfaces of revolu
tion, whatever their sectionsmaybe—seg
mentsof circles, ellipses, parabolas, as long
as they are concave—are constructed ex
actly on the samelines as the dome (Fig.
22, Lesson 4). Their beds will again be

rinmsenRy.
.Tlaaonry and Stone Cutting.

(Continuedfrompage13,January.)

Semi-Domes.—An apse is often finished
by a barrel vault ending in a sumi-dome.
Semi-domes can be constructed in two
ways; most often they are constructed
exactly like a dome (Fig. 54)— that is

,

in
horizontal courses of masonry, with beds
forming zonesof vertical cones, the apices
of which are at the centerof the spherical
cupola . As can be seenin examining the

SECTION

PLAN.

Masonry and Stone Cutting.—Fig. 54.—
Semi-Dome Constructed in Horizontal
Courses.

models of cupolas made by the class of
masonry, the surface of the bed-joints re
semblesexactly that of an inverted lamp
shade. On the other hand, the vertical
joints which separatethe several stones of
the samecourseare simply vertical planes,
namely, the meridian planes which pass
through the vertical axis of the dome. As
may be seen in the plan of Fig. 54, the
courses of the semi-dome following the

8ECTION.

Fig. 55.—Another Arrangement of Jointing
Semi-Domes.

coursesof the barrel vault and the surface
of the bed-joints is continuous, although

it belongs to a plane in the barrel vault
and a cone in the semi-dome. The cut
ting of the voussoirs of such semi-domes

is done exactly as those of the cupola
(Fig. 22, Lesson 4
) ; but somecare must
be taken in working the voussoirs, which
belong partly to the dome and partly to
the barrel vault, for the third method of

Fig. 56.—Manner of Getting Bed Molds for
Spherical Niche.

of considering the semi-domeas a surface
of revolution round a vertical axis, we
treat it as a surface of revolution round

a horizontal axis. Then the joints present
themselvesas so many vertical rings, as
may be seen in section (Fig. 55). The
surfacesof the joints are the sameas thos»
of the horizontal bed-joints in the former
arrangement—namely, the zonesof cones.
The cross-joints are in this case no more
vertical planes, but are planes which
radiate from the horizontal axis exactly
like the planes of the bed-joints ot the
barrel vault. In this arrangement there

is no keystone, but the dome presents at
its springing facing the spectator an eye
from which all the joints radiate. It must
be noticed that, were it not for that eye,
each ring of the semi-domewould form an
arch unconnectedwith the rinj* next to it

,

the conical shape of the joints having

a tendency to push it outward. It will
therefore be advisable to keep the eye
firmly in its place by backing it with
masonry, with a cross-wall or buttress, for
instance. A still better system is to con
tinue the bed-joints of the barrel vault
down to the eye of the semi-dome, and
break the joints of the conic beds; thus
all the stoneswill be bound together.
The working of the voussoirs in this
secondarrangement is again the same as

before, the coustoirs being of the same
shape, but arranged differently.
The Spherical Niche (Fig. 56) is a small
semi-dome. It is constructed as an arch
with a spherical soffit scooped out of it.

Fig. 53.

Figs. 57and 58.—Manner of Working the
Stone in Spherical Niche.

zones of cones; but the apices of these
coneswill no more be in the samepoint,
although they will be in the samevertical
line, that of the axis of revolution.
In the caseof an Annular Vault (Fig.
59), the outside of the ring has all the
properties of domes. Like domes, it may
be stopped at any level without falling in.
On the other hand, the inside of the ring
forms a fan vault the joints of which
radiate from the axis, and therefore each
stone forms a wedge, which will slip out

if the other half of the vault be not there
to prevent it.
The stones of annular vaults and fan
vaults are worked exactly by the two
first methods shown in constructing a
cupola, and everything we have said there
with a view to saving stone applies again
here. We shall study more fully the con
struction of this vault in connection with

the groins formed therein by the pene
trations of arches radiating from ^the
centerof the ring, as occurs in the circular
aisles round the choirs of churches.

(To becontinued.)
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Hints on Workshop Drawing. — III.
(Continuedfrompage30,February.)

Thus far, then, we are in a position to
draw upon paper any figure having its
sides at right angles to one ancthcr. The
system, however, is equally applicable to
any shaped figure, all that is required
being to set out the solid in a frame-work |

Fig. 5.—Truncated Block.

of lines drawn by the 30° triangle, as
before. The case of a truncated square
pyramid will serve as an example. Let us
supposesuch a solid measures2 inches on
each side of the base and \\ inches side
of top, as shown in Fig. 5. This is set

Coming now to consider those solids
which have curved surfaceswe will take
a cylinder as an example. In view of
what has been said it will be unnecessary
to describe the processin detail. In Fig. 6
we have a plan of a cylinder—namely, a
circle surrounded by lines and intersected
with others which must be first drawn.
This frame work is thrown into isometric
projection, and the curve is then drawn
through the points of intersectionasshown
in the upper part of Fig. 7, which repre
sents the top of the solid. The bottom is
obtained in a precisely similar manner,

Fig. 6.—A Circle with Intersecting Lines.

out as follows: Draw the three construc
tion lines, either as shown in Fig. 2 or
Fig. 4. Upon the upright one measure
off 2 inches, and to the lines to the right
and left also 2 inches. Draw parallel lines

Fig. 7.—Isometric View of Cylinder.

top and bottom and on each side, forming
a cube, as shown in the dotted lines. Fig.
5. On the rhomboid fanning the top of
the cube mark off \ inch on each side
and draw lines acrossparallel to the sides
of the rhomboid. Where the last drawn
lines intersect will give the extent of the
top of the figure.

of the above. Although in the examples
given inches have been used as the stand
ard of measurement for the sake of sim-
plicity, yet it will be understood that
objects may be drawn to a scale in the
ordinary manner where desired, it being
only necessaryto remember that all meas
urementsmust be taken on one of the lines
shown in Fig. 2, or others parallel to them.
A difficulty is frequently experienced by

Fig. 8.—End of a Stone Block.

using, of course, the samesized circle, and
the elliptical figures are then connectedby
two tangental and parallel lines, com
pleting the solid. It will be unnecessary
to observe that inasmuch as the curve is
drawn in free-hand the greater number
the points of intersection obtained the

Fig. 10.—Isometric Scale.

beginners in studying this subject from
the fact that the lines being inclined to
the plane of projection do not show their
true length upon it. When, however, it is
considered that the measurements are all
along the various lines, without making
any deduction it will be obvious that the
real scale is not interfered with, inasmuch
as all the parts are treated al ke. As it
may be advisable that the difference in the
measurementsbetweenthe actual projected
length and that represented on paper
should be understood, it may be observed
that they are to one another in the ratio of
2 to 3. To obtain this proportion in the
actual construction proceed as follows:
Draw a right angle, A B C, having the
side A B equal to B C ; extend A B, and

Fig. 9.—StoneBlock in Isometric.

greater will be the accuracy of the curve.
It would be advisable, in the case of a
circle of the size of that shown in the
drawing, to use eight or more intersecting
lines, but theseare omitted in the drawing
for sake of clearness.
In order to give further examplesof the
adaptability of this form of projection to
ordinary work we have represented in
Fig. 8 the end of a stonemolding, and in
Fig. 9 the same is thrown into isomelric
projection. The method by which this is
done will be obvious on a careful reading

upon it from B set off the length of the
diagonal A C in the point D ; join D with
C, and any measurementwhich is set on
A I) and is dropped or projected onto A 15
will be thereby reduced in the proper iso
metric proportion, as shown by the divis
ions marked 1, 2, 3, &c.
It is recommendedthat the learnershould
make drawings by this systemof common
details of construction, such as an uncov
ered floor, a sash, &c. It will be surpris
ing how simple it is.

(To becontinued.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
1 ■» . »^»)^-»

Iiaylnc Ofl an Octagon Bar Window.

From L. W. T., Upper Alton.— In the
August numberof Carpentryand Building,
"W. S. W.," of Newton, Kan., in answer
to a former question "on the ootagon,"
lays down the law by word and diagram
" in 29 parts," but as he fails to explain
why he does thus and so, I will ask for

J-inch scale plan and run the line 8, 9, as
it is shown, and looking at it

,

the outside
being 11 feet, I thought about 4 feet
would be equal to any one of the three
sides. Drawing the center line and plac
ing 2 feet on each side, and taking 4 feet
in the dividers, as per scale, I struck the
arcs intersecting, as shown on the outside
corners, and discovered that about 4 feet

4 inches was whatwaswanted. This gave
the direction of the center and the bevels
for the corners. With a 12-foot board on

-v
Laying Off an OctagonBay Window.—Fig. 1

.—Plan, % Inch to the Foot.

space in the valuable pages of Carpentry
and Building to explain said diagrams by
illustration and comparison. As he ne
glected his duty to his scholars by not
telling why he used 29 parts, I hope he
will not yelp too loud if he meets with a

little good-natured criticism. Before I

jump on Mr. "W. S. W.," I will tell a

''little story" and present a plan and oc
tagon diagram that will illustrate, explain
and answer the question in a mannermuch
more comprehensively than he has done
Some few months ago I was called upon
to erect a new front addition to a very old
house. When I reached the place with
my kit the masonhad about finished the
main foundation walls, and wanted the
template by which to build the bay foun
dation (see plan, Fig. 1
,

J-inch scale).
They wanted a 10-foot span opening, and
for the want of front-yard room and a

brick walk we could only get 3 feet pro
jection, when I thought that looked
squally for an octagon bay, which was the
demand. Going to a surfaced board with
my square and dividers, I drew a little

the main wall and the centerline to square
by, it was easyto make a correct template,
the sides being known. Curiosity led me
back to the board to see what kind of a

polygonal form we had. Striking the
line 4

, 5 further up and dividing it into
three parts, 4

,

A
,

B
,
5
, I tried an equal

run on eachblade of the square, and plac
ing them at A and B

,

with the corner at

O
,

struck the two lines D, O
,
B and C
,

O
,

A, extended right and left. This showed
at once that the sides of our bay were not
" 29 parts octagon," for the lines of the
two would not parallel. This is so be
causethe octagon cornerand pitch of sides
arefound onthe angle45°. The above-men
tioned lines were all that were necesary
to prove what I wanted to know, but in
order to prove my position I have dotted
up the other tw-o divisions and formed
three squaresof equal dimensions to clearly
show up the miter Hue 45°. The arc or
quadrant is drawn, showing the pitch of
sides and correct points for the corners V

and Y. The rest of the figure is made by
paralleling lines established. It being

desired to subdivide these eight sides, it

can be done, but the pitch of the sides,
one from the other, will be about 114°.
Any polygonal figure of any number of
sides, evenor odd, can be made, and the
pitch of sides obtained by properly divid
ing the quadrant. Now, boys, when a

plan comes to you from an architect,
draftsman or any other source having an
octagon bay window, do not believe it be
fore you apply the test, which can be done
on any plan. My experience in working
on them is that there are very few of them
octagon sides; outside room, projection,
width of span and outside harmony of
proportions prevent it. " If the court
please," we will now look back at " W. S

.

W.'s," Figs. 1 and 2. They are repro
duced in everymeasurementas nearly cor
rect as I could make them, and are placed
in connection with my Fig. 2 for com
parison. The test lines parallel two sides,
and I pass his Fig. 1 as "29 parts
octagon ; " one-eighth of the circle being
45°, the three sides and the chord should
contain 135° of the segment. The chord
comesclose to it, which may be an acci
dent. Since he lays down the plan with-

Fig. 2
.—Sketch Showing L. W. T.'s Figure

in the Center Comparedwith W. S. VT.'s.

out explanation, exception or reservation,
we may take advantage and place the
chord nearer the center or further away.
Then how will the 29 parts work? Will
the sides be octagon? We are now at his
Fig. 2

.

Please look at the sides which
fail to parallel with the 45°. I would like
to know by what kind of a stretch of im
agination he gives us Fig. 2 as octagon. I

passto the 29 parts not octagon. If it is

desirable to place a corner at the center
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line, then the rise from the horizon would
be 22i°, as seenat Fig. 1. Let'all people,
young and old, big and little, jump on the
drawings and what I have said with both
feet, hammer and sledge, and knock the
rotten out of it. I am getting old now,
and before I die I wish to learn some of
the secrets of this much-abused octagon
question. When working on plans fur
nished by others thanmyself, I have found
the octagon corners varying on each plan,
in fact, as uncertain as the tide, which is
said to be governed by the changes of the
moon, and Mr. Moon is accusedof cutting
his round of capersonce in 29days, which
perhaps accounts for " W. 8. W.'s" 29
parts. If he is not moon-struck he must
be moon-eyed if he cannot see that his
Fig. 2 is not octagon. Thus it is with the
three-sided bay windows. They areoften
creaturesof circumstances, but passunder
the general nameof "octagon." My cen
tral figure is composed first of nine equal
squares, and would sometimes pass as an
octagon. The smaller inside figure shows
the difference betweenright and wrong.

Hip Raftera.

[The following from a recent issue of
The MeUd Worker, although not intended
for builders, may interest some of our
readers:]
From K. G., St. Louis, Mo.—As a gen
eral thing the worker in sheetmetal does
not have much to do with hip or corner

bX'' /

/

';/ PLAN

A

D'

ELEVATION

Hip Rafters.—Fig. I.—Plan and Elevation
of Hip Roof.

rafters, yet it is sometimesconvenient to
know how to get their length and shape
from the plan and elevation. In Fig. 1 is
shown a form of roof that is often madeto
cover a ventilator shaft, and if the skeleton
frame to hold the sheet iron is to be made
in the shop, about the first step is to de
termine the length of the corner rafters.
On the plan, AECF gives the size of

B'

A' C'

Fig. 2.—Shotcing Shape of Hip Rafters.

roof, as D' B' on elevation does the hight.
If the skeleton of this roof was to bemade
of bar iron, a piece could be formed as
shown by A E C F. The next step would
be to get the length and shapeof the cor
ner or hip rafter. To do this set off on

the line D E of plan the hight of roof, de
rived from D' B of plan ; then by connect
ing A B and B C, we have the length and
form of the hip rafters. If a piece of iron
is formed this shape, i.s further shown by

C

A/\
,' ' \
/

/ // / B

: a'

PLAN

ELEVATION

B'

Fig. 3.—Plan and Elevation of Another
Form of Roof.

A' B' C in Fig. 2, and placed in position
from A to C in Fig. 1, and then two raft
ers like A B are placed in position, the
lower ends of the two rafters being placed
at E and F respectively, and meeting the
rafter A B C in the center, the skeleton or

A

. \
B

/*>

PLAN

a \ \I 1 ] ELEVATION

0 1 2 3 4 5 I

Fig. 4.—Methodof Obtaining Profile of Hip
Rafter for a Mansard Roof.

outline of the roof would be formed. Fig.
3 showsplan and elevation of another form
of roof. In order to get the length of the
hip rafter at right angles to the line C B
of plan, draw the line A B in length equal
to A' B' of elevation, which is the hight
of the roof. The line C A being drawn,
it gives the length of the hip rafter. In
Fig. 4 we have a roof similar in plan to
Fig. 3, but of a form often given to man
sard roofs. In order to get the profile of

the hip rafter we proceedin a similar man
ner as in Fig. 3. At right angles to the
line C B on plan draw the line B A, equal
in length to the hight of roof, derived
from A' B' of elevation. Divide C B' of
elevation into any convenient number of
parts and carry lines from these points to
the profile, as shown by the dotted lines 1
to 6. C B of plan is to be divided into
the samenumber of equal parts and lines
carried at right angles indefinitely, as
shown. The length of lines 1 to 6 in ele
vation is then to be carried to correspond
ing lines in plan and the points thus ob
tained marked, when a curved line traced
free-hand from point to point will give the
shape of the hip rafter A C of plan.

O O Rafters.

From H. H., Sulliraii, lnd. — In reply to
" R. G.," whose inquiry appeared in the
December number, I send the following
sketch, which I consider very simple, ana
which is undoubtedly correct, as I have
used it for years. I did not see the
former articles on this subject ; hence
I do not know whether this is the

B

O O Rafters.—Diagram Submitted byH. H.

method heretofore explained or not.
Referring to the sketch, let A B be the
shape of the roof or the common rafter,
A C the run and C B the rise. Make A 1)
equalto A C, and draw the diagonal D 0,
which is the length of the run of principal
rafter. Carry this distance around to E,
making E C the run and C B the rise for
principal rafter. Draw the ordinates 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5. Draw the dotted line at
right angles from 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Make
the curved line E B through the junction
of the dotted lines with ordinates at a\,
ai, and a'i, &c, which will be the profile
of principal rafter.

Problem In Handralllng.*
From J. II. V. Secob, Neir York City.—
In the August number of Carpentry and
Building there is a problem in handrail-
ing submitted by "J. H.," of London,
England. The plan which he sends is
rather an awkward one to begin with, but
in order to answer his questions I will fol
low his plan as near as possible. He gives
the hight of risers as 7 inches and the
tread as 10 inches, rail 3 inches thick and
44;wide, ascorrected in the October num
ber. The conditions are as follows : The
rail on the landing is to be 3 feet from
the floor to the top of rail, and the flight
over the flyers is to be 2 feet 8 inches to
the top, measuring plumb above the face
of the,riser. The balusterson the winders,
Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, are to be the
samelength as the short balusters on the
flyers. Where are the best positions for

* Copyrightedby J. H. V. Secor,1889.
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Problem In Hand railing.*

[An unfortunate error occurred in the

make-up of pages 78 and 79, discovered

only after the paperwasprinted. We had

in hand two articles from Mr. Secor, both

on handrailing and each containing a

large cut. The cuts were exchanged, and

this slip is printed to make correction.

The cut herewith belongs to the matter on

pages78-79 in the paper, and the matter

herewith belongs to the cut in the paper.]

From John V. H. Secor, New York City
— In the December number of Carpentry
and Building is a communication from

James H. Monckton, in answer to the

problem on handrailing in the August

number submitted by "J. H.," of Lon
don. Mr. Monckton starts with a criti

cism of the plan submitted, and proposes

to instruct the correspondent in drawing

a plan as in his judgment will be far

better. He puts five treads in the large

quarter in place of eight, as in the original

plan of "J. H." He changes the width
of the flyers from 10 inches to 9 inches,

and puts in two winders, one 8 inchesand

one 7 inches, between the flyers and the

chord line, and locates the line of travel

14 inches from the front string. This is

his improved plan. In going up-stairs,

when on the 19th step you are in advance

of the rail on this step about 4 inches, and

the rail is nearly 3 incheshigher than along

the flyers. At the intersection of the two
center lines to form the ramp and incline

of the cylinder, he startstwo treads below

the chord line, making it still worse, for

* Copyrightby J. H. V. Secor,1889.

the ramp easily covers nearly four treads.
If the 8-inch tread had not been put in it
would be a better plan, and th( n start one
tread below the chord line to form the

ramp it would be much better. The rail
should betheregularhight atthechord line.
There should be no stiffness in the casing
lines, but if the distance to be easedis too
great, as in this case it appears nearly
straight, in running his tangent up over
the landing quarter he has the bottom of
the rail 4 inches above the floor ; then he
will be too low, asone of the requirements
is 3 feet to top of the rail. In his expla
nation found at Figs. 1 and 2 he says:
" To prepare the plan for developing the
center line of wreath showing the exact
relation of wreath to the unfolded eleva
tion of the treads and risers, also the
length of each baluster, however placed
on the winders * * * space the bal
usters as required. Draw the line A C, and
from the center of each baluster, in the
quarter B C, draw lines to the tangents
parallel to A C." Again, he says that the
balusterswill be in their exact position to

get the lengths. How is it that ordinates
will give the exact location of the balus
ters on the line of tangents? If this is
correct, then the number of spaces on the
curve would be produced in equal propor
tion to the stretchout of the tangents, and

perpendiculars erected from these points
extended to the bottom line of the rail
would be all that is required. By inspect
ing his plan it will be seenthat the spaces
are not equal, asthey should be, if correct,
for all the treads are alike in the quarter.
This can be done correctly, but not in the

way he does it. He now gets the stretch

out of the curve line to develop the center
line of the rail. In this he says: "Take
the treads in the cylinder, each in two
parts, for the purpose of getting more ac
curately the stretchout of the center line.
* * * Again, at Fig. 2 (this is the ele
vation which has already been spaced for
balusters), mark on each tread the center
of balusters as taken from the plan." This
is all unnecessarywork, and can be done
with less drawing.
I have duplicated Mr. Monckton's im
proved plan, using the general points and
a few lines in giving the location of the

balusters in connection with the elevation
of tangents and the development of the
stretchout on the bottom line in both cases.
I have also given an elevation from the
sameplan omitting the 8-inch tread and

correctly locating the balusters in the

quarter, so as to get the lengths without

using the stretchout of the curve line.
I have marked the plan the sameas Mr.
Monckton, and will make E B the base
line. I locate the balusters in his way, as
at 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13, and on the ele
vation along the bottom of the rail they
are shown at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14. At
a, b, f, d, h, j, I and n are the locations as
taken from the curve line and shown in

the elevation at a, c, e, g, i, k, m and o.
At x is the angle in tangents for the ramp.
It will be seenby this that the length of
balustersmayall be taken at the line of tan

gents in the elevation if spaced correctly.
In the upper elevation this is shown, and
also the ramp in its improved condition.

At the landing quarter will be found the
thickness of the plank and how to locate

the centers for the rail in working.
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the joints so as to produce the rail under
the above conditions? In the October
number he says his plank is 5 inches
thick. That being the caseI will make
the ramp joint in the cylinder as far as
the thickness of the plank will admit,
which will be between the eighteenth and
nineteenth risers ; the other joint will be
on the quarter as shown at 0. I have
drawn the center curved line of the plan
only. First locate the ramp joiut from
thickness of plank, as shown at A, then
draw the tangentsand the angles, as shown
on the plan at A B C D E. Now draw
the elevation of the treads and risers out
side of the cylinder. The seventeenth
riser, which is the chord line, extend it
some length, as shown at K K, draw the
perpendiculars L M N O P equal to the
spaces A B C D E of plan ; from chord
line K draw the perpendiculars L equal G
A of plan. At M set up the ten risers as
contained in the cylinder as M M. From
M draw M Q for the floor line. At the loth,
16th, 19th and 25th risers locate the short
balusters, which will be the bottom Hue
of the rail. From each of these points set
off half the thickness of the rail, as shown
by the arcs described from the centers of
the balusters. * * * Through the
points thus made draw the tangent line
8TUVW; from the floor line at Q set
up to R 3 feet as one of the conditions
named; from the center of the rail drop
down 2 feet 44 inches, as at O P, thus lo
cating the level tangent. It will be seen
that the rail is 4§ inches from the floor to
the under side, so that the long balusters
would be too short for the level. Whether
"J. H." has consideredthis, as the long
balusters on the flyers will be 2 feet 84
inches from step to rail, and the level will
be 2 feet 9^ inches, this is according to
conditions named. Connect S O for the

sixteenth riser, set up 2 feet 8 inches to the
top of the rail, asX Y, then from the cen
ter to center will be 2 feet4J inches, as
shown at the landing. From 8 draw S I
parallel to the floor line ; let I Z equal A C
of plan ; connect Z U, giving the major
length for the face mold from A to C of
plan.
To draw to mold, let 12 equal U Z of
elevation, and from thesepoints as centers
describe the arcs at 34, equal to the tan
gents S T and T U of elevation; connect
thesepoints, giving the form for the mold ;
at 12 mark the joints at right angles to
the tangents 13 and 3 2. Let 4 5 equal
F o of plan. With 5 as center draw the
arcs equal to the width of the rail ; with 4
as center and F H of the plan as the
radius describe the arc 4 6. At right
angles to the tangent 1 3, draw 74; from
4 draw, touching the arc at 6. Then the
angle at 7 is the bevel for squaring the
wreath at the joints. For the width of the
mold at the ends, mark the width of the
from the joint 2, as shown at 8, and

make the mold equaHo the length of the I

Let P O and O S equal the samein eleva
tion ; let P X equal the tangent 8 O, giv-

pitch tangent over the landing
that the joint at S must be
shown by the bevel. By running the other
pitch up it would be 44 inches too high

quarter
sprung

hence the sprung joint. Plumb over the j ter, draw the tangents at right angle.

bevel, as shown at 8 9. Complete the
mold by drawing the curve, using a flex
ible strip for the purpose.
To draw the mold for the landing quar-

Problem in Handaiting.—Diagram Submitted by
J. H. V. Secor.

ing the bevel at X for squaring the wreath
at P. Make the width of the mold at P
from the bevel as at X oo. At P add on
about 24 inches straight wood; also at S

f of an inch to spring the joint. Com
plete the mold by drawing the curve.
Draw the ramp as shown, make the end
at U longer and wider, as shown by the
dotted lines; draw the cord line I L down
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and acrossthe faceof thepattern ; likewise
thetwodotted lines from inside and outside
of the section to be used for making the
joint. This will be sawed square through
the plank, and will require a bevel to
square it at U. This will be found in the
following manner: At the cord line K K
of the elevation, draw the section of the
plank and the joint from the plan Q A.
At the intersections of the joint and
the thickness of the plank, as shown by
the dotted lines, apply the pitch of the
ramp as it is at U of the ehvation, and at
right angle to the pitch draw the joint,
touching the outside of plank at P, from
which point drop a perpendicular. From
A, at right angle to A J, draw touching
the perpendicular at O; connect O and
the inside line of plank. Then the angle
at O is the bevel for squaring the joint
at U.
It will be seenby this treatment of the
plan we at once comply with all the re-

up in our Correspondence department fre
quently during the years in which this
paper has been published. Many of our
readerswill recognize it asanold acquaint
ance. In its present interpretation the
design is better than in some of the other
cases, on account of the horizontal cross
pieces. The diagonal bracesfrom opposite
sides, which were not re-enforced by the
cross pieces mentioned, have the effect of
causing the roof to sag moreor less. In a
45-foot span, as in this case, assuming the
timber is of the best quality and that care
is exercised in combining the parts, we
presumethis truss will answer a good pur
pose. Our correspondent does not state

scale. The information will also be of ad
vantage to other mechanics in this neigh
borhood.
Note.—The scale referred to by this
correspondent, which appears on some
grades of rules, notably slide rules with a
single joint, is the divisions of a foot into
one-hundredths. The use of this scale is
largely in engineering work, but it is ap
plicable to the use of all mechanics who
prefer to employ decimals in measurements
for drafting or for other purposes.

^ _ Hot-Waler Ilratlim.
From James Whitkly, North Adam*,
Mam.—Being a constant reader of your
valuable publication, Carpentry and
Building, and seeing that of late there
has been quite an interest manifested in
relation to the different methods of heat
ing dwellings, and as you had in one of
your late numbers an account of heating
by hot-water circulation, but as it was.

Roof Truss.—SketchSent in by A. W. H.

quirements, and also somewhat equalize
the lengths of the rail, as it shortens the
lower wreath about 14 inches from what
it would be if madeon the quarter. Joint
ing the lower end of the ramp at the
fifteenth riser gives a length of 3 feet 4
inches and the wreath 4 feet 3 inches.
Now, as regards the length of the balus
ters, we have on the steps from 19 to 25,
all of one length—viz., 2 feet 4\ inches
from the step to the rail. It will, how
ever, require threeextra-length balustrades
in the landing quarter, and will be found
in the following manner: Divide the space
between NP of the elevation in as many
spacesas is shown on pan of the quarter.
From the bottom line of the rail on the
level to the bottom at S draw the curve
line, and giving the lengths as shown—
viz., 6 inches, 2f inches and 4J inches,
which is to be added to the short balus
ters—those for the ramp will be \ inch,
5i, 4 and \\ inches longer than the short
balusters.

the distance between the trusses. This
would be an important consideration. The
roof is so steep that it is not likely to be
weighted by ice or snow.

Roof Ti-umh.
From A. W. H., Wentfield, Mass.— I
was very much interested in reading the
letter from "E. F. M." on the subject of
truss roofs. I inclose you a sketch of a
roof drawn to a scaleof £ inch to the foot j
which I have used in a building here.
The construction and parts are so clearly
shown that extended description is not
necessary. I would be glad to hear from
the brotherhood in regard to its strength.
The building in question is to be timbered
with the best of spruce. The truss is
used in a building where the ceiling is re
quired to be as high as possible and where
the condition exists that none of the truss
is to show in the room.
Note.—We have reproduced cur cor
respondent's sketch. It is in a little dif
ferent form from something that has come

Scale on Rule.
From C, Little Falls, N. T.—Inclosed
please find a drawing of the edge of H.
Chapin's center variety .2-foot rule No.
46. I wish to know the meaning and use
of the scale; also the use of thebrassslide
in the face of the rule. I think an answer
to this question through the columns of
Carpentry and Building will be of interest
to your readers in general.
Note.—We havenot thought it necessary
to reproduce the scale of which our cor
respondent sends us a drawing. Those of
our correspondents who have the kind of
rule referred to will be able, by inspection
of the instrument, to see what this cor
respondent refers to. The graduation in
question is the division of a foot into one-
hundredths, and is especially useful in
engineering and surveying problems. The
manufacturers of the Chapin rule, as we
understaud it

,

put this scale upon certain
sizes and styles of rules intended for wood
workers' use. On the other hand, the
Stanley Rule and Level Company, making

a competing line of rules, restrict this
scale to the rules manufactured specially
for surveyors and engineers. With refer
enceto the brass slide in the rule, its only
object is a simple extension of the rule,
making it possible to measure a longer
spacethan would otherwise be possible.

From J. H. B., Louisville, Ay.—Will
you pleasetell me what the graduation on
the Stanley Rule and Level Company
slide rule No. 12, on the edge, is used
for ? The divisions run up to 200 in 2

feet. 1 would like to learn the use of this

only theoretically explained. I will with
your permission tell my brother readers
my actual experience with this system.
Last fall I put in a hot-water heater of a

well-known maker. I heat eight rooms
with it, and I wish to tell the readers that

I ammore than satisfied with the way it

works. There is no danger whatever, as
in steam ; it requires no more attention
than a common stove. That is

,
I mean

where a lady can attend to one coal stove
she can attend to the heater in case the
man of the houseshould be away all day,
as I am In the coldest of weather she can
put a little coal on at noon-timeand it will
be all right at night. I have considerable
experiencewith steam, and though steam

is far ahead of stoves, hot-water heating

is further ahead of steam than steam is of
stoves Hot-water circulation, when
properly piped, is perfectly noiseless; the
heat is asnear a summer heat as is possible
to conceive. There is no danger of
children being burned by the radiators, no
burning the packings out of valves and no
danger of bursting pipes}boiler orfittings.

I As the expansion tank is open to the at
mosphere, and that being placed 3 or 4

feet above the highest radiator and con
stantly filled with water, there can be no
pressureexcept the weight of water that

is in the expansion tank. One thing that
must be remembered is to have it piped
well to get a fiec circulation, and be sure
to have radiating surface enough in eacb
room. As to economy of fuel, I have not
burned, in thoroughly heating eight rooms,
asmuch coal as I would have done with
two good stoves. I hope that any of my
brother readerswho have been prejudiced
against hot-water heating as being a new-
and untried thing may take courage from
the fact that it has been in use in Englan d

,

where I came from, for at least 20 yeart
to my recollection.
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OVELTIES.

Bartlett's Bit Box.
The accompanying illustration repre
sents this article, which is put on the
market by Geo. H. Bartlett, 79 Chambers
street. New York. This box, which is
made of wood, has, it will be seen, holes
in it to receive bits of the different sizes,

Novelties.—Fig. l.—BartletVs Bit Box.

the cut representingone adapted for a full
set of 32$ quarters. The hinges are, it
will be observed, so constructed as to
allow the cover to be raised clear of the
shanks of the bits, and then tipped back.
When the box is closed the jointed pieces
of brasswhich constitute the hinges are
inserted in the apertures made in the box
to receive them, so that the cover rests
tightly on the box, where it is fastenedby
the hook shown. With this construction,
if desired, the top of the box with the
hinges can be entirely removed from the
box, and replaced by simply reinserting
brass bars. The points made in regard to
this box are: That the bits are thor
oughly protected and separated, so that
they cannot get loose or come in contact
with one another; that thereareno catches
or springs to get out of order, and that the
size of each bit is pliinly stamped in the
box. This is referred to as a convenience
in actual use, as the location of any bit can
be seen at a glance. These boxes are
made to contain any assortment of bits
desired, the following being the regular
sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 16 sixteenths; 4,
5, 6, 8, 12, 14 and 16 sixteenths, and a
full set of 32-J quarters. These boxesare,
we are advised, meeting with a demand
from the jobbing trade, who by meansof
them are enabled readily to make up their
own assortments.

Stanley's Patent Rooting Bracket.
Our readers will be interested in
the illustration we give of a new device
for supporting stagings on a roof, Fig. 2.
Two brackets are represented in position
for use,and anotheroneis shown detached.
The material used in constructing the
bracket is spring steel, and the parts are
riveted together at a point near the base.
The two beveled ends can be inserted
under two layers of shingles, already laid,
and any pressure from above will then
fasten both sets of prongs firmly on the
roof. Steel spurs which project from the

upper bearing surface of the bracket will
secure the staging boards in place. It is
claimed that one dozen per minute can be
put in position or released, and that no
nail holes are left in the roof, a further
advantage being that the brackets are al
ways ready for use, and afterward can be

back view of the lock and operating de
vice, the thumb-nut being moved upward
and the bolts thrown back, the sameas in
Fig. 4. The bolts employed in this de
vice are made from thebestmalleable iron,
the case is of wrought steel, while the
face-plate and thumb-nuts are made of

Fig. 2.—Stanley's Patent Hoofing Bracket.

dropped from a roof to the ground with
out fear of breaking. The manufacture
of these goods by the Stanley Rule and
Level Company, of New Britain, Conn.,
has recently been undertaken, and they
report a good demand for the brackets, as
also favorable testimonials from carpenters
and painter? who have already used them.

Timby'* Burglar-Proof Sash-Loek
and Ventilator.

Messrs. Jenkins & Timby, of Oswego,
N. Y., and 102 Chambers street, New
York, are introducing to the trade what
they are pleased to call Timby's Burglar-
Proof Sash-Lock and Ventilator, a gen
eral idea of the construction and operation
of which may be gathered from an inspec
tion of the accompanying illustrations.

Timby's Hurglar-Proof Sash-Lock and Ven
tilator. — Fig. 3.—Section of Window
Frame, Showing Application of Lock.

Fig. 3 shows a section of the window
frame with the lock applied, the cut being
semi-transpartnt for the purpose of show
ing the interior construction, actuating

Fig. 4.—SectionShoiving Thumb-NutMoved
Upward, Releasing Upper Sash.

spring, &c. Fig. 4 shows the device with
the thumb-nut moved upward in a posi
tion to releasethe upper sash. Fig. 5 is a

brass and bronze metal highly polished
and lacquered. The manufacturers state
that this lock is very simple in construction
and operation, and is readily adaptedjto
anv window. One lock is employed to
fasten either one or both sash, as may be
desired, securing them in any position,
whether the windows are entirely closed
or are adjusted for purposesof ventilation.
The device is said to automatically secure
the sash in place, and the lock is applied
in such a manner as to be burglar-proof.

Fig. 5.—Back View of Lock and Operating
Device.

It is said that varying thicknesses of sash
or inside strips do not interfere at all with
its application. It may be used on win
dows having sash adjusted with or with
out weights, and does not obstruct the
employment of weather-strips or inside
blinds. The principal features of con
struction are covered by letters patent
granted to T. F. Timby, under date of
March 29, 1887. The iinn are meeting
with a very gratifying demand for this
novelty, and inquiries are daily received
from all parts of the country.

King's Windsor Cement.
We havebeenfavored with a specimenof
cement for plastering walls and ceilings
which is being introduced by J. B. King
& Co., No. 24 State street, New York. It
is known as King's Windsor Cement. It
may be described as an entirely new
plastering,material patentedandmanufact
ured by the firm named. We areinformed
that this cement is being offered to the
public only after a series of trials and ex■
periments which have fully demonstrated
its utility for the purpose named. The
manufacturers are convinced that they
have an article very much superior to the
old hair-and-lime plastering which has
beenin use for many years. They statein
a circular which is before us that the
builders of England and France discovered
many yearssince the necessityof amaterial
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superior to the old hair-and-linie plaster.
After many trials and experiments they
adopted what is known asKeene's cement,
which is a most exc?llent material, hut has
the objection of great cost, which prevents
its coming into general use. The firm
claim for their Windsor Cement that it will
answer for plastering purposes just as well
as imported Keene cement,while it has the
advantage of costing only one-third as
much. The sample before us shows a
porous cement, strong, and with excellent
properties in general. It is harder than

dispatch. The carriage and stand are
said to be readily detachable, and may be
removed at pleasure. The boring attach
ment is so arranged as to in no way inter
fere with the working of the saw. It is
stated that stock can bebored at any angle
from theend to the side very rapidly. When
the boring slide is not otherwise in use it
maybe raisedto a levelwith, and usedasan
extension of, the saw table, thus increas
ing the rangeof the saw gauge. The size
of the table and of the saw bench proper
measures38 x 52 inches, and has an ad-

j guard to one side or other of the keyhole,

I so that it is not liable to drop out on the
jarring of the door, an annoyancewhich,
with other locks, is often troublesome. The
simplicity of the device and the efficiency
with which it does its work, as well as its
comparative inexpensiveness, are points
that aremade in its favor.

The Empire Window Screen.

This article is manufactured by C. J.
Sherriff & Co., Morristown, N. Y., for

Novelties.—Fig. 6.—Adjustable Circular Saiv Bench, Bvilt iy M. B. Tidey, Jr., Newark, N. J.

other materials used and does not readily
chip or pit. Among the advantages to
which the makers refer in the circular men
tioned, we find the following: "This
material requiresone-third lesslabor to pre
pareand apply than theold-style plastering.
No hair is used, and houses finished with
this material may be safely occupied three
weeks earlier than thosefinished by the old
method. The plastering when in place
does not require any sizing for decorating
or papering. It is fire and vermin proof
and may be worked in any style or form
that is possible with ordinary plastering.
The material is supplied in barrels ready
to be mixed with sharp sand and water.
Work done with this cement does not re
quire ' floating,' but simply straightening
with a darby. It can be applied by any
first-class man."

Adjustable Circular San- Bench.

W e present in Fig. 6 of the engravings
a general view of a lever movement ad
justable circular saw bench, with cross-
cutting and boring attachments, which is
being offered to the trade by M. B. Tidey,
of Newark, N. J. The construction of
this machine is such that the operator is
enabled at all times to use the saw at a
point no higher above the table than the
work requires, thus greatly reducing the
liability to accident. The lever, by which
the saw is moved and held in place when
set, is shown at the left side ot the bench,
and within easy control of the operator,
enabling him with the left hand to regu
late at will the position of the saw. This
lever is self-fastening by meansof a spring.
The saw bench is provided with a cross-
cutting attachment, by means of which
squaring-up, trimming, gaining, &c, may
also be accomplished with perfection and

justment of 6 inches. The manufacturer
claims that the saw bench proper is com
plete without the attachments named, and
is made with reference to all the require
ments of a first-class machine.

Paulmler'H Patent Key Fastener.

This ingenious contrivance applied to a
lock, manufactured by S. H. Paulmier,
Madison, N. J., is represented in the ac

companying illustration, which indicates
it» utility. From this it will be seenthat
inside the lock, in the position shown in
the small cut to the right, a gravity guard
is placed so constructed as to permit the
unobstructed entrance of the key, while
the key, after it has been turned in the
lock, is turned by the pressure of the

whom C. F. Guyon &Co., 99Readestreet,
New York, are agents. A generalview of
the screen is given in the accompanying
illustration, Fig. 8, and a view of the fly-
escapeis given in Fig. 9. These window
screensaremadeof maple or birch finished
in the natural color, and are referred to as
strongly as well as neatly constructed.
The cornersaredouble-mortised and glued,
and not,simply wire-nailed, as others. The
manufacturers call special attention to the

fact that the wire screen is tightened per
fectly smooth . by having inlaid wood
strips nailed into the frames through the
entire length. The screenis madewith an
automatic spring adjustment by which the
side pieces are pressed outward, making
them fit snugly in the window. The
screens are also madewith metallic slides.
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the advantage of which, as not affected
by dampness,is alluded to. It will be ob
served that the sides or extensions are
paneled, thus admitting more light and
air than when made solid. " Fig. 9, which
representsthe fly-escape,shows the outside

Novelties.—Fig. 8.—The Empire Window
Screen.

of the screenas it is placed in thewindow.
It will be seen that above the wire cloth
are small openings madeby the curves in
the upper part of the outside piece of the
frame, permitting the flies going
up on the wire cloth to pass under

Fig. 9.—Fly-Escape.

the inner upper piece of the frame,
and out through the aperture thus
afforded. The point is made that they
will thus make their escape from the
room, while at the same time there is no
likelihood of their entering through these
openings.

The Ostrander Door Opener.

This door opener, patentedNovember 6,
1888, and manufactured by W. R. Os
trander & Co., 21, 23 and 25 Ann street,

Fig. 10.—The Ostrander Door Opener.

New York, embodies some new features,
and is illustrated in the accompanying en
graving. It is so constructed as to be op
erated either by compressedair through a
pneumatic tube or by electricity with
batteries. The manufacturers call atten
tion to the fact that the movement in a
gravity one, and that it is devoid of any
delicate springs or delicate mechanism, so
that it is not liable to get out of order. It
is protected by metal sides to preventdirt,
plaster or chips from interfering with its
operation. The movable bolt shown in
the cut is a steel drop forging, and the

other parts are described asmade of the
best wrought iron and steel. Especial
care has been taken in the construction of
the door opener, so as to make it of requis
ite quality and secure its satisfactory op
eration. The point is also made that it is
positive in operation, and withstands wind
and other force and cannotbe jarred open.
Its mechanism also is such that the
opening of the door is not interfered with
by pressureupon i

t, as in the caseof other
similar devices. The operation of this
article has been tested in practical use
since the patent was applied for.

Combined Ventilating and Check
Rail Window Satth Lock.

White & McLure, Penn Building, Pitts
burgh, Pa., for whom H. C. Mechling, 12
Cliff street, New York, is agent, are put
ting on the market the. sash lock repre-

in operation, easily and quickly applied,
requiring no screws or brads to hold it in
place, and when in the frame making a

perfect fit. It will be seen that there are
lugs or projections on either side of the
casefor spacing the auger holes, and these

lugs are also referred to as holding the

pulley in the frame after it is applied, thus

serving a double purpose. In applying
the pulley four holes arebored with a J

bit on a straight line parallel with the

parting groove, using the markers on the

pulley case for locating the center of
the

holes. The pulleys are furnished either

ground or unground wheels, and are

packed in kegs of about 25 dozen and

barrels of 125dozen.

Automatic Air Valves.
The emission of air from the radiators
and coils in steamheating apparatus is of

Fig. 11. Flff- 12-

Holman's Combined Ventilating and CheckRail Window Sash Lock.

sented in the accompanying illustrations,
Fig. 11 showing the part attached to the
top or sides of lower sash and Fig. 12 the
part attached to upper sash. The lock,
Fig. 11, is operated by a slide and screw,
the thumb piece of which is shown in the
cut. This slide terminateswith a fiat butt
end in which is a semicirclewhich engages
with the sphere attached to the vertical
screw, Fig. 12, the latter being adjustable
to any hight required. The manufacturers
make the following points in regard to this
lock : That it has an adjustable screw for
any width of sash ; that the lock can be
used on either side of sash or on top of
lower sush and will lock the window at
any desired point with safety; that by
using the lock on top corner of lower sash
the upper sash can be dropped and fast
ened, or the lower sash raised and the
upper one dropped, thus giving ventila
tion to the room and securely locking the
window ; that this lock can be employed
as a ventilator by the useof the adjustable
screw, which can spread the sashes apart
or draw them together; and that by its
use rattling is prevented. The sash lock

is made in Tucker and plain bronze, japan
and nickel.

the greatest importance, and appliances
by which the air can beremovedautomati
cally are receiving very general attention
in the heating business. Among the re

cent introductions in this line the Acme

automatic air valve, offered to the trade

by W. H. Ransom, 94 Centre street, New

York, is oneof the newest. The principal
claim for this valve is theeaseand economy

with whic'i the expanding material can be

Ideal Sash Pulley No. 2.
This sashpulley, shown in the illustra
tion herewith given, is made by the Stover
Mfg. Company, Freeport, 111. The points

Fig. VS.—Ideal Sash Pidley Ao. 2
.

Fig. 14.—Valre for Vertical Nipple.

replaced by any steam-fitter, should it be
comeless sensitive. It is also stated that
this valve will act readily at a low tem
perature—that is

,
a low pressure; this is

of value when it is recollected that the

freater
number of steam plants are now

esigned for low pressure only. Fig. 14
illustrates the air valve as designed to

screwon any ordinary vertical nipple, with
woodenwheelon screw for adjusting valve.
This is a desirable form for indirect
radiators or coils. Another form is used
for screwing into holes tapped in the
columns or sections of direct radiators;made in regard to it are : That it has a

conebearing axle pulley, noiselessand free it is made with a removable cap cover-
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ing adjusting screw, and is fitted with
an attachment for waste-pipe. The ad
vantages and disadvantages of waste-
pipes on automatic air valves on direct
radiators are worthy of notice. Where
it is possible to conduct a single waste-
pipe from an air valve to a cellar, and
leave it open over a sink or some such
receptacle, it is desirable. It then pre
vents the air from the radiator being dis
charged into the room, and this confined
air has sometimes a disagreeable odor
This waste-pipe should never convey wa
ter from the radiator; water should not

someimportant improvements have been
made in the construction of the level, a
general view of someof which is presented
by meansof Fig. 15 of the accompanying
illustrations. The engraving represents a
section of the level, showing one of the
tubes carrying the bubble. This, it will
be observed, is set in a frame faced with
glass on either side and placed in the body
of the stock. Instead of looking at the
top and down into a narrow groove as is
usually demanded, the construction of the
level is such that the eye is directed.to
the side and notes at a glance the position

gether with chip-breaker and bonnet,
which maybe moved back to allow any
depth of cut, and can be swung up and
back to allow of easy accessto the cutters.
The side-head frames have solid bearings
top and bottom and the strain of the
plates is brought against the box instead
of the cap. When the side frames are set
to the required position they are held
firmly in place. They also have a vertical
adjustment which moves the spindle as
well as both boxes. A weighted chip-
breaker is applied to the outside head in
order to prevent the tearing out of loose

i '

Fig. 16.—NewOutside Molding Machine, Built by Goodell cfcWaters, Philadelphia.

accumulate in a radiator, and the radiator
that retains water until it is forced through
the waste-pipe of the air valve should be
re-connected, as the piping is at fault. A
waste-pipe from an air valve should not
be connected to a drain or sewer pipe, as
it forms a passageby which sewer gas can
enter a radiator, and it is not desirable to
connect a number of waste-pipes from air
valves together, forming a network of
small pipes, because if one valve leaks it
is difficult to discover it.

Cook's Spirit Level.
C. E. Jennings & Co., of 97 Chambers
street, New York, are introducing to the

Novelties.—Fig. 15.—Sectional View of
Cook's Patent Level.

trade a spirit level known as Cook's pat
ent, a general view of which was pub
lished in the August issue of Carpentry
and Building for 1887. SiDCc that time

of the level. There are two of these tube's
used in the level, one being designed for
testing vertical lines and the other for
leveling. The parts holding the tubes are
arranged with screws, as will be readily-
seenfrom an inspection of the cut. The
screw reaches to the plate on the upper
edge of the stock, making the level ad
justable and possible to correct for any
inaccuracy which may exist. The manu
facturers direct special attention to these
features of the level, and to the fact that
it can be used in many positions which is
not possible with the ordinary device. It
is a carefully made instrument, being
highly finished, and in its improved form
is expected to prove more popular with
the trade than ever.

New Outside Molding machine.
In Fig. 16 of the accompanying illus
trations wepresent ageneralview of a new
outside molding machine which is being
placed upon the market by Goodell &
Waters, of Philadelphia, Pa. This ma
chine is constructed with all the conven
iences and possessingthe advantagesof an
outsidemolder combined with the strength
and capacity of an inside machine. Its
capacity is varied and includes within its
range flooring, ceiling, moldings, siding,
and in fact all work that can be done on a
molding machine. It is constructed to
work 10 or 12 inches wide, asmay be de
sired, and planes four sides 6 inches thick.
The beddrops to plane two sides12 inches
thick. The frame is cast in onepiece,
rendering it very rigid and tending to keep
all the bearings in line. The feed is very
powerful and consists of four 6-inch rolls
driven by a train of heavy gears well pro
tected from dust and shavings. The feed
is susceptible of four changes. The top
and bottom cutter-headsareof solid forged
steel slotted on four sides. The top feed
is provided with lateral adjustment, to-

pieces. The inside spindle is provided
with throat-pieces which are adjustable to
any depth of cut. The under head has
vertical and lateral adjustment, besides
throat-piecesand guides, which arealso ad
justable to anysize of cut. The construc
tion of the machine is such that the end
table and guides swing aside from the cut
ters, giving ample room for setting the
knives. When the bed is in position it is
held firmly in place by a bolt under the
box of the top cutter-head and the clamp
ing device under the bottom head, which
servesas a strong support to the bottom
cutter and top pressurebar.

Abbe's Patent Sash-Cord Fastener.

The accompanying illustrations, Figs.
17 and 18, representa new devicewhich is
manufactured by Edwin W. Abbe, New
Britain, Conn. It is intended, as the

Fig. 17.—Abbe'sPatent Sash-Cord Fastener.

nameand illustrations indicate, for fasten
ing braided and all hard laid cords to the
sash and weights without tying knots.
As will be seen by these illustrations, the
cord passess down through the opening
in one end of the fastenerand up through
the opening in the other end, when the
spurs or points in both ends are driven in
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so as to hold the cord securely The
point is made that this fastener can be ap
plied in much less time than it takes to
unbraid and tie a knot in the old cord
iron, and that its use saves cord. The
two points on top wliich by the weight of
the sashare drawn into the wood are re-

' Novelties.—Fit). 18—Sash-Cord Fastener
with Sash Weight.

ferred to as"keeping it from working
against the casing. These sash-cord fast
eners aremanufactured in two sizes. No.
1 is the most commonly used and takes
Nos. 7 and 8 cord, while No. 2 takesNo.
9 and No. 10.

New Pony Planer and Smoother.

In Fig." 19 of the accompanying illus
trations we present to our readers a per
spective view of a new pony planer and
smootherwhich is being introduced to the

bolting down or by the settling of the
floor. The cylinder boxes can be kept
screwed down close on the journals when
running at a high rate of speed without
heating. This feature, the manufacturer

claims, tends to avoid what may be termed
wavy work. The bed is solidly ribbed
under the cylinder, and has six points of
support on the frame, with gibs to take up
lost motion, rendering vibration under the
cut impossible. The cylinder is a solid
sfeel forging carefully fitted and balanced.
The box caps are planed into recessesto
prevent vibration sidewise, and have large
oil cups. The feed works are especially
strong, and the gearing is extra heavy.
All adjustable gears travel together, so as
to be in uniform mesh and not ride on the
points of the teeth. The pressure bars
work very close to the knives and are
both adjustable to the lumber independ
ently of each other and the feed rolls.
The feed rolls are set close to the cylinder,
and are arranged to hold the board firmly
to the bed. The upper in-feed roll is
fluted and pressureobtained by weighted
levers. Two styles of this machine are
made, No. 1 being single-belted, with

tion may swell or shrink without affecting
those on either side of it. This is accom
plished by mak;ng in the back deep kerfs
which pass the bottom of the facegrooves,
thus leaving no solid wood on a center

line through the board from edge to edge.
This sheeting-lath may be used outside
as a sheathing and back plasteredbetween
the studs, making a frost-proof wall, or it
may be used in lieu of lath on the inside.
With the studding turned the flat way and
set 24 to 30 inches apart, both sides being
finishedwith this patent sheeting-lath, the
manufacturer claims that a stronger par
tition is made than when studding is set
12 inches apart and finished with common
lath. The construction suggested above
is not only cheaper than the usual form,
but is also more economic of room. By
the use of this material a solid ground
work for moldings, center-piecesand cor
nice-work is provided, besides constitut
ing an excellentbacking for wainscoting.
By the use of this lathing no care in the
spacing of joist or studding is necessary,
neither are furring strips required, while
the peculiar shape of the grooves is such
as to firmly hold the mortar in place. It

Fig. 10.—New Pony Planer, Built by Frank H. Clement,Rochester,N. Y.

trade by Mr. F̂rank H. Clements, of 131
Mill street, Rochester, N. Y. The machine
is of interesting design, and has been con
structed with special reference to execut
ing smooth and rapid work for furniture,
carriages, sleighs, chairs, &c, and for tine
door and panel work. The machine is
well constructed throughout, careful
attention being given to every detail.
The frame is very rigid and heavy, and
cannot be strained or twisted either by

lower rolls not geared, while No. 2 is
double-belted and fed from the cylinder.

Combined Sheeting and Lath.
In Fig. 20 of the accompanying illus
trations we present a view of a section of
Timby's combined sheeting and lathing,
which is being placed upon the market by
T. F. Timby, of 32 Warren street, New
York City. This lathing is made in 6-inch
strips, and so constructed that each sec-

has the further advantage of using less
mortar than the common plan. The lath
ing is madew-ith both edgesfinished alike,
as shown in the illustration presented
herewith, and is supplied six pieces in a
bunch. It is claimed that the use of this
material effectsa great saving of studding
in partitions, prevents straining or break
ing of clinches and cracking and falling
off of the plaster, a result, it is said, which
no other article of its kind has attained.
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RADE NOTES.

The Willeb sliding blinds, manu
facturedbyWilliamWilier,of Milwaukee,Wis.,
are meetingwith muchfavor fromarchitects,
buildersandthegeneralpublic. Theyare nowbeingplacedin the residenceof thewidowofthe late Emil Sehondein.of Milwaukee,whichis a palatial edifice,having beenerectedat acostof over $300,000.A public schoolhouAJinDenver,Col . has latelybeen fittedwith theseblinds,the order amounting to nearly $6(XI0.Thesalesfor l;-88reacheda totalof over$100,-0(10.There is a force of 150menemployedInthe factory, of whom 110arc engagedexclusivelyIn the manufactureof theseblinds. Thenewcataloguefor 1889-00is nowin press,to beissuedabout May, and it will be among themostartisticof its kind in thecountry. A separate cataloguewill be issuedfor fine stair-work.
We have beceived from the Adamant
Mfg. Company.Syracuse,N, Y., a copyof theirnew cataloguedescribingthe Adamant wallplasterand chromolith,which theymanufacture,and which theydescribeas the cheapestand onlysuperiorsubstitutefor commonplaster. This material has been testedfor threeyears past,and has alreadyachievedan enviable reputation. A medalof excellencewasawardedto it by theAmerican Institute at theexhibitionlastfall. Thecatalogueissomethingthatwill beof interestto buildersin general.
The Pobtable House Mfo. Company,
335Broadway,New York, and with works atTenafly, N. J., offer illustrated circulars andestimatesof their portable and permanent
houses. Thereisa growingdemandfor manufactured housesall overthe country,andtheabovecompanyis oneof theearliestto occupythefield
The Cincinnati Cobbugating Com
pany, of Cincinnati,Ohio,remindour readersthismonthof their readinessto supply goodsin their line by simplypresentingtheir name.Thisconstitutesauniqueand,in this case,nodoubt,effectiveadvertisement.
We have beceived, with the compli
mentsof Mr. Famuel Cabat, of No. 70Kilbystreet,Boston,Mass.,a very Interestinglittle
pamphletof sketcheswhichhasjust beenissued.The little work consistsof a numberof platespresentingviewsofsomeof thehousesin whichcreosotewood-preservingstainshavebeenused.The collectionof sketchesincludessamplesofnearly all the modernstylesof architecture,
whilethe authorsof theplansembracesomeofthe leading architectsof the country. Consideredfrom an artistic standpointthe pamphletpossessesmuchof interestand value,andwehavenodoubtthat it will proveanaccept
ableaddition to the library of architectsand
buildersthroughoutthecountry.
A fireproof furring of sheet metal
intendedfor incasingir«nandwoodencolumnsandbeams,andalsofor usein otherplacesaboutbuildings, is being introduced by B VanNoorden& Co., 383Harrison avenue, Boston,
Mass. They requestthetradeto sendfor illustratedcirculars.
William R. Pitt. 92b Chambers
street,NewYork, isofferinga lineofsteelfoldinggatesand ornamentalironwork, including
grills andofficeinclosuresthatareof specialinterestto architectsandbuilders.
The Indiana Machine Works, Fort
Wayne,Ind., announceto the trade that theirdescriptivecirculars, including estimates,are
furnishedto all applicants. Two machinesare
illustrated in their card, which appears In
anotherpart of this issue.
Wood obnaments are in demand for
various purposesin house-finishing,and we
havefrequent inquiriesconcerningtheir man
ufacture. Thoseof our readerswhoare inter
estedin this industrywill notethe card of the
Taft Company,Hartford.Conn.,whichappears
In another part of this Issue. This companyproducerosettes,borders,escutcheons,cornerblocks,panel ornaments,sc., and issuea very-completecatalogue.
An lmpboved dumb-waiter for dwell
ings,with automaticcatchandadaptedfor any
size of shaft, is being introduced by M. B.
Sweezey,120Twentiethstreet,Chicago. An il
lustration of this devicewill be found in an
otherpartof this issue.
We abe indebted to the St. Louis
Lumbermanfor a little pamphlet containing
the rules for inspectionand measurementof
lumberin theSt. Louis market, togetherwith
othermatterof interestto the trade. Among
other thingsit containsa republicationof an
articlewhichappearedin that periodicalsome
time sincewith referenceto quarter sawing.It is illustratedwith diagrams,and is madeup
from letters receivedfrom different practical
sawyersin differentpartsof thecountry.
TnE Varney Heating & Mfo. Com
pany, Leavenworth,Kan., invite our readersto send for an illustrated catalogueof theirwrought-iron and steel warm-air furnaces.This lineof beatenhasthespecialadvantageofbeingconstructedfor Westerncoal.
The Rollston Machine Company, 43
Water street,Fitchburg.Mass.,presentin another part of this issuea list of second-handwood-workingmachinerywhich they haveonhand for side. They inform our readersthatthesemachineswere taken in exchangetrade

for newtools,andhavebeenthoroughlyover
hauledat theirworksandmadereadyfor ship
ment. This wouldseemto be a favorableop
portunity to secure good machinesat low
prices.
J. C. Henderson & Co., 196 River
street,Troy. N. Y., showIn anotherpartof this
issuethetubulardomefurnacein theform that
isappliedfor brick-setting. C.H. Hendersonis
theagentfor KansasCity, Mo.
Charles E. Little, 59 Fulton street,
NewYork, is theEasternagent for W. F. & J.
Barnes'workshopmachinery. Mr. Little offers
thesewell-known goodsat factoryprices,and
tenderscataloguesand price lists to all appli
cants.
George F. Babbeb, of Nashville, Tenn.,
whosehousedesignsareknowntomanyof our
readers,isofferingwhat he calls the "Cottage
Souvenir,"acollectionof low-costhouses.His
cardwill befound in anotherpart of this issue.
Mb. I. P. Fbink, of 551 Pearl street,
New York, of PatentKctlectorfame,whosere
flectorsareextensivelyusedwith gas,oil, elec
tric anddaylight, hasordersnowonhandcov
ering a great variety of buildings, among
which are: Eliot Street Congregational
Church,Newton,Mass.; St. George'sChurch,
Astoria,N. Y. ; BaptistChurch,Bristol,Conn.:
TabernacleBaptist Church,Brooklyn, N. Y.;
CentenaryM. E. Church,Jacksonville, III.: Pil
grim CongregationalChurch. Duluth, Minn.;
GarlandStreet <i.E. Church,Flint, Mich.;Free
ReformedChurch, Jersey City, N. J.; First
PresbyterianChurch,Englewood,N. J.; Cum
berland PresbyterianChurch. Murfreesboro',
Tenn.; the Court-Houseat Las Animas,Col.;
Town Hall at Wickford, K. 1.; the Assembly
Roomsof the SchoolBuildingsat Mechanic*
ville, N. Y., and Galveston,Tex.: the art gal
leriesof David C. Lyall, Brooklyn, N. Y.; W.
H. Hogencamp,Paterson,n. j.; ChateletClub,
Newark,N. J.; Opera House at Wilkesbarre.
Pa., and Paris, Mo.; retail carpetdepartment
of Arnold, Constable& Co.. New York, and
Heath& Drake,Newark,N. J.
The Peerless Bbick Company, of
Philadelphia,favor us with a souvenirof the
third annuaLconventionof the NationalAsso
ciation of Builders of the United States,re
cently held In that city. It consistsof four
cards,eachhandsomelyprintedandcontaining
matter relating to the companyand its busi
ness. Thecardsareof a very delicateshadeof
pink and the illustrations printed in such a
manneras to suggest steel-platework. The
souvenirisof very appropriatedesign,and we
haveno doubt that it will betreasuredby all
into whosehandsit maycome.
On Friday, February 22, the winter
termof theSt.Louis Academyof Architecture
andBuildingwasbrought to a close. The ex
aminationof thestudentsshowedthe progress
thathadbeenmade,andtheirwork in drawing
andmodelingwascommendedbytheexaminers.
Theobjectof thisschoolistoeducatecarpenters,
bricklayers,stone-masons,&c., andto raisethe
standardof thetradeandrenderthoseengaged
in it morecompetentto dischargethedutiesof
their profession. The course is divided into
three terms of 12weekseach,so placedasto
enablefuturemasterbuildersto work during
thesummerandstudyduring thewinter.
The Canton Steel Roofing Company,
of Canton,Ohio, are distributing amongtheir
friendsin the tradean interestinglittle pam
phlet of convenientpocket size, devoted to
specialtiesmanufacturedby thecompany.Full
informationIspresentedrelativeto theroofing
madeundertheH. W. Smithpatent. The cost
of roofingisconsidered; also the durability of
steelrooting,anda greatdealof otherinforma
tion of specialvalue to thoseengagedin the
roofingbusinesswill befoundwithin itscovers.
Thelittle pamphletis profuselyIllustrated,and
givesdiagramswhich will be foundof service
in orderingroofingmaterial.
Mr. W. H. Caldwell, of Rochester,
N.Y., reportsa verygratifyingdemandfor the
Caldwellsashbalance,an illustrated descrip
tion of whichappearedin our columnsa short
time ago. The device is meetingwith much
favoramonghouse-ownersand builders,andis
beingrapidlyintroducedto thetradein all sec
tionsof thecountry. The latesttriumph is its
adoptionbyEverson& Co.,hardwaredealers,
Syracuse,N. Y., In their newfire-proof seven-
story block. The manufacturer states that
amongrecentorderswas one for Japan for a
largequantityof thesedevices.
The O'Donnell & Barbett Elevator
Companyis the nameof a concernwhich has
recentlybeenincorporatedat Cleveland,Ohio,
for the purposeof manufacturingsteam,hy
draulic and hand passengerand freight ele
vatorsof all kinds. The gentlemencomposing
thefirmhavebeenengagedin themanufacture
of elevatorsfor anumberof years,but in order
to increasetheir facilities haveformeda stock
company. Branchofficeshavebeenestablished
in NowYork City, NewOrleansand Columbus,
Ohio.
A circular letter issued by the Cin
cinnati CorrugatingCompanyrefers to their
SheetMetalLath in thefollowing terms: " By
improvementswhichwe havemadein the ma
chinery and processesof manufactureof tills
lath,we arc now enabledto furnish it in the
formsmostapprovedby thearchitectural pro
fessionand builders generally,and also at a
pricewhich will comparevery favorablywith
thewire clothor anyotherimprovedlath now
on the market. Hence,ascanbereadilyseen,
thereis a groat advantagein the corrugated
metalliclathaswe nowmakeit, onaccountof

itsgreatrigidity, thefactthat it canbeadapted
to any kind of furring, to specialcurvedsur
facesandbetweenlarge spanswhereit would
evidentlybe impossibleto usethe wire cloth.
Another greatadvantageconsistsin the fact
that it requiresno stretchingin putting It on,
whichmakesIt very difficult to makeagood
lob, unless by an expert in the businessand
verycarefulwork ; that is to say,it would be
almost impossiblewith our lath to slight thework, asIn theeaseof manyotherkinds."
The Goulds Mfg. Company, Nos. 28
to38Ovidstreet,SenecaFalls,N. Y., andNo.60
Barclaystreet.NewYork City, presentan an
nouncementof their goodsin this issueunder
thegeneraltitle of " FreeWaterand Fire Pro
tection." The explanationof this somewhat
curiousannouncementis to be found in their
No.30catalogue,to beseiit to all applicants.
The Warren-Ehret Company, 428
Market street,Philadelphia,desirebuildersto
communicatewith themfor samplesandprices
of rosin-sizedsheeting,asbestosbuilding felt,
preparedroofing,sanitaryparchment,deaden
ing felt andotherspecialties.
Those of our readers who are look
ing for smallmotors,desiring somethingthat
is free fromthe objection of boiler, coal bill,engineer,extra insuranceand water rent,will
beinterestedin theannouncementof the Van
DusenGasEngineCompany,No.71EastSecond
street, Cincinnati, Ohio, which appears In
anotherpartof this issue.
Dalton & Ingersoll, of 59 Purchase
street,Boston,Mass.,bymeansof an illustrated
four-pagecircular, are directingthe attention
of thetradetotheBostonSyphonClosetandCis
tern, providedwith an improvedfloat valve.
Theconstructionof thisclosetissuchasto con-
tsin a largebodyof water in the bowl, and at
its outlet Is providedwith themanufacturers'
patentfloorconnection,for whichstrongclaims
are made. It is practicallynoiselessin operation,whilethevalveisautomaticin its action.
We have received from William Con
nors, 171Hill street, Troy, N. Y., a circular,
sam|ilecardsandother advertisingmatter re
lating to the American Seal Ready Mixed
Paints. Oneof theserelates to family colors
for inside and outsidework; anotherto floor
paints,anda third towall paints. A largercir
cular relatesto regularhousepaints for inside
andoutsidework. Thecolors shownarebrilliant,andarepreparedandput up in a very at
tractiveform.
Lawrence & Medenhall, 197 West
Fourth street,Cincinnati,sendus a catalogue
of buildingandhardwarespecialtieswhich they
have Just issued. They are manufacturers'
agentsfor thefollowing: AmericanTerraGotta
Company;Pecora Mortar StsDns;Anti-Kalso-
mlne; Plastice; Wfiler's Sliding Blinds; Boda
HouseFinishing; Hodges'MetalLathing; John
son'sParquetry Flooring; Pullman Sash Bal
ance;Gilbert Locksand Knobs, Rolling Shut
tersandothergoods.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Monckton's Practical Geometry. By
JamesH. Moncktxm. 5x l}i inchesin size.
Illustrated by 42 full-page plates. Second
edition,revised. Publishedby William T.
Comstock. Price, tl.
This little work consists of a series of
lessons in geometry covering such prob
lems as are likely to be found of interest
and value to every class of mechanics,
and which are needed for instruction in
mechanical schools. In the arrangement
of the matter the problems occupy the
right-hand page, while the complete ex
planation is given a place on the facing
page, rendering reference easy and con
venient. The drawings are well executed,
the lines being clearly defined and the let
tering accurate and distinct. In the in
troductory pages a few remarks are pre
sented upon the subject of drawing tools
and materials required and the proper
method of using them, which will be
found useful to the student of geometry.
Mr. Monckton and his works are pretty
well known to the readers of Carpentry
and Building, and therefore do not call
for extended introduction at this time.

Just as we go to press with this num
ber we have the advance sheetsof a new
work on stair building, entitled the
"Nonpareil System of Hand Railing,"
by J V. H. Sccor. The author is well
known to many of our readers as a prac
tical stair builder of long experience, antl
a writer who presents his ideas in a man
ner to interest and instruct his fellow me
chanics. We shall refer to this work at
some length at another time.
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IN
THE building tradesthe first of April
always marks the beginning of a new
year, and the several branches of the

industry namethat day upon which to en
force either a new scale of wages or a re
duction of the hours of labor. In the

present year the various branches of the
building trades in this city have met with
considerable successin securing the adop
tion of their scale. The framersreport a few
small strikes for the advanced union scale,
which is40centsanhour for ninehours'work
five days in the week and eight hours on
Saturday, but it is stated that every im

portant employer in the city signed the
contract. The painters, organized in the
Co-operative Painters' Union, the German
House Painters' Union and the Brother
hood of Progressive Painters, agreed upon
a scaleof $3.50for nine hours' work for five
days and eight hours on Saturday, and this
scale has been accepted by practically all
employers of painters. The Granite Cut
ters' Union asked for an advance of its
scale from $3.50 to $4aday, with the same
hours of labor as abovementioned, and up
to the hour of latest advices the terms
were acceptedby the employers of the 250
members of the trade working in this
vicinity. The scale of the unions of Pro
gressive Varnishers and Custom Varnishers
is $3 a day, and a new rule for limiting
the number of apprentices is said to have
been adopted. It is also understood that
the locksmiths' and rail-makers' unions
have prepared a new contract. Altogether
there has been less trouble in the building
trades in New York and vicinity than was
generally expected sometime ago. There
has, however, been considerable trouble in
someof tke other cities, strikes being re
ported from both Western and Eastern
States. The chief difficulty has been in
St. Louis, where something like 1700 car
penters went out on strike. At Buffalo
there was a strike of nearly 1000 carpen
ters and painters,but this was of short
duration.

FROM

INDICATIONS which cannot
fail to be apparent to the careful ob
server, someof the trades unions of

this country are beginning to realize the
necessity of apprenticeship, and are tak
ing steps calculated to result in benefit to
all concerned. The public mind has re-
cently^beencalled to the subject by the
action of the United Carpenters' District
Council of Pittsburgh and vicinity, repre
senting 30 United Brotherhood of Car
penters' Unions, in adopting apprentice
and working rules which have been ap
proved by the General Executive Board.
The apprentice rules, which went into
effectMay'l, state that themembersof the
unions believe the indenturing of appren

tices is calculated to make the most profi
cient workmen, and that under this sys
tem the best returns can be made to em
ployers who desire to turn out competent
workmen. Any boy under 21 years of age
may engage to learn the trade, but must
serve four consecutive years. Such ap
prentice, however, must be indentured in
writing and also registered in some local
union of the United Brotherhood in the
district. All local unions must keep a
list of age and time of indenture of all
apprentices and the name of employer, and
submit a copy to the District Council. The
apprentice under no circumstances shall
leave his employer unless with his full
consent, except under certain exigencies
that are amply provided for. The work
ing rules constitute nine hours as a day's
work and time and half time for all over
time. Sundays, Christmas, July 4, Wash
ington's Birthday, Thanksgiving and La
bor Day shall be double time. Two dollars
and seventy-five cents shall be the mini
mum wages, except by permission from
the local unions and approved by the Dis
trict Council.

THE
TRAINING for the professions
which come in contact with the
numerous manual trades is at pres

ent attracting some attention. The
architect, it may be said, has more
intercourse with a great variety of
trades than any other specialist in the de
partment of engineering. To give gen
eral satisfaction, and afford each trade
employed in the construction of a build
ing a fair opportunity jto carry out their
portion of the work, an architect requires
more than a superficial knowledge of the
various businesses. As wehave mentioned
before, a practical step to acquire a proper
insight to some of the trades has been
taken by the School of Architecture of
Columbia College, the students in which
have just finished attending a course of
lectures on practical plumbing and ma
sonry at theNew York Trade Schools. The
good effectof this short coursewill, we be
lieve, be thoroughly appreciated when the
young architects begin their active profes
sional life, and if

,

in addition to this knowl
edgeof plumbing and masonry, they could
in a similar wayacquire familiarity with the
other trades, such as carpentry, plastering,
roofing, heating, &c, a still greater bene
fit would result. Such technical education
of architects will meetwith the approval
of the membersof all trades, as its effect
will prevent the collisions and bungling
that now occur between them during the
construction of a building. It will be
more satisfactory for a contractor to co
operatewith a professional man who has
enough practical knowledge of the work in
hand to be able to appreciate what its re
quirementsare than to have to act with a

man who has only a superficial knowledge
attained by hearsay or accident.

TnE
MULTITUDE of gre»t mechani
cal accomplishments of the past
half century has bred in people

such a degree of indifference that
hardly any wonderful or startling thing

is given more than passing atten
tion. The Eiffel Tower, which is to bethe
teature of the coming exposition in Paris,
affords a striking instance of the decay of
the sentimentof wonder. The newspapers,
especially foreign ones, give it considerable
attention, but after the first surprise with
which the project was regarded the public
everywhere outside of Paris contented
themselveswith showing a lazy interest in
the progress of the work ; and we venture
to say that evennow there arethousandsof
newspaper readers who are unaware that
the work is completed, or if questioned
could give any definite information about
the bigness of the tower. We have re
ferred to the structure occasionally during
the progressof its building, and now that

it is completed a few words by way of
summarymay obtain notice. The idea of
erecting a colossal tower (in modern

times) dates back to 1832, when Tre-
vithick, the famous English engineer,
proposed to build a 1000-foot cast-iron
tower as a memorial of the passageof the
Reform bill. The project was revived at
the time of the Centennial Exposition at
Philadelphia, but no definite steps were
takenin the matter. Finally, whentheParis
Exposition was assured, M. Eiffel proposed
to construct a tower 300metershigh pro
vided he was granted certain rights and
assistance. His proposition and the plans
of the tower proving acceptable,work was
begun in the fall of 1886. The engineer
whose name the tower bears was well
qualified for the stupendous work he had
undertaken, for his occupation for many
years had been the ersction of long-span
bridges and other large structures in all
parts of the world.

THE
LOWEST PART of the tower
consists of four legs, rising ob
liquely from the corners of a

square, the sides of which would meas
ure about 360 feet. At a hight of
190 feet these legs support the first stage
or platform, 220 feet square, around the
outside of which is a promenade, while the
main platform in the middle will be in
closed and used for restaurants. The next
gallery is about 380 feet from the level of
the ground, abovewhich the booms or
legs unite, and are carried up to the third
gallery, which is supported at an altitude
of 905 feet. Upon this third gallery a

campanile or cupola tower is built 79 feet
in hight, which makes the total hight of
the Eiffel Tower 984 feet, or 300meters.
The cupola is topped with a flag-staff,
which servesas a lightning rod, and it is
proper to mention here that the danger to
the tower from lightning, owing to its ex
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treme hight, and the fact that [i
t was*a

metallic structure, was considered by a

special commission, who devised a careful
system of protection. For the ascentof
the tower both elevators and stairways
will be provided. From the ground to the
first platform there will be four elevators
and four stairways, the latter being
straight and having frequent landings.
Above the first platform a spiral stairway
ascends to the cupola at the very top, the
total number of steps, counting from the
ground, being 1700. Between the first and
second platforms there will be two ele
vators, while a single elevator will run
from the second to the third floor. Those
who care to go still higher will have to
mount to the cupola by the spiral stairway.
The total weight of the ironwork of the
tower is 6500tons, theweight of the rivets
alone, of which there are 2,500,000, being
450 tons. It should be noted that the
tower is not built of steel, but of wrought
iron, the use of the latter material increas
ing the weight somewhat, but on account
•of the greater stability thus secured this
was not a disadvantage. When the enor
mous size and hight of the structure are
■considered it seems almost incredible
that so little material was used, the fact
being that a horizontal section close to the
base contains but 32 square feet of solid
iron. The nearestapproach to the Eiffel
Tower in point of hight is theWashington
Monument, which rises to an altitude of
555 feet, or but little more than one-half
the hight of the former, while Cologne
Cathedral, the next in order of hight, is

525 feet.

The Idea in Art.

Speaking of the "Idea in Art," J. S.
Blackie says :

The value of the Platonic idea may be
shown by an illustration from the region
of the beautiful. The marble figure which
some stone-working poet has baptized a

Corinna or a Sappho, and whose features,
expression and attitude combine all that is

most dignified in a queen, all that is most
simple in a shepherdess,all that is most in
spired in a poetic thinker, and all that is

most attractive in a Venus— this figure, for
the possession of which to adorn their
museums the heads of great monarchies
will contend with rival diplomacy and
emulous gold, when dashed to piecesby a

sudden precipitation is only so much lime
which the farmer can fling upon his land
like straw or dung or any other refuse.
Its value is goneas soon as it has lost its
form; the material is common and worth
less. Whence, then, is this form, this
£((So<;(tpeciet),the supfraddition of which
imparts so much value to an otherwise
trivial material ? Whence did it come,
and what is it ? It is plainly neither more
nor less than an image impressed by the
plastic power of mind on a material utterly
destitute of formative force, and the value
of the work consists altogether in the
amount of this force, or organizing
intellectual energy, which has been
made to act upon it from with
out. But this formative force is a

thing altogether bloodless and untangible.
Shatter the substance of the finest statue
in the world to pieces, and the amount of
calcine substanceor earthy matter of lime
remains the sameas before the disintegra
tion. It follows, manifestly, that the only
real element in the admired object' is that
which according to common phraseology
has no reality in it
,

viz., the idea in the
mind of the artist which has been trans
ferred to stone. This idea is

,

in fact, the
only thing which truly exists so far as the
work of art is concerned. It is the only-

thing also that possessespermanency ; for
whereasthe marble may be broken at any
moment, the idea may at any time be re
covered from the intellect of the artist
where it was originally generated, and
where it permanently resides. That the
ideas which belong to geni.is or original
creative power are innate, in the highest
Platonic sense of the word, most people
will be willing to concede. For, if not,
why cannot every eye see in a daisy as
much as a Burns or a Wordsworth saw f

Why is not the physiognomy of everydog
as eloquent and as pregnantwith profound
expression to me and to you as it was to
Landseer ? A common observer "wants
the eye" to see in common objects what
the great artist sees— that is to say, he
wants an internal plastic and organizing
force ; for it is by this mental force only,
and not by mere pupils, corneas, retinas,
and other apparatus of mere sensuous
vision that the man of genius obtains his
superior insight.

Ancient Chimneys.

Just when chimneys were invented is
,

perhaps, impossible to define. Sir W.
Gell, writing upon this subject, says :

Chimneys certainly existed in Greece,for
not only does a scholiast speak of tubes
and canals for smoke, but Aristophanes, in" Vespes," mentions a person who, being
imprisoned in a house, escaped,or tried to
escape,by the chimney. Appian says, on
one occasion, that some tried to escape
through chimneys. "In fumariis et sum-
mis tegulis se abscondisse." The testi
mony of Horace and of Juvenal, who talk
of smoky houses, " fumosos" and " lach-
rymoso non sice fumo," seemsto make it

probable that the people suffered from the
want of them ; and Vitruvius gives no
account of such an invention. They not
only burned, in the better apartments, a

more expensivesort of wood, which, from
emitting no smoke, was called acapnaand
amurea, according to Martial, but, from a

carpet found spreadon a mosaic pavement,
uponwhich stood a braccieroorfoculare, with
the charcoal in it, in a room at Pompeii, it

is evident that the inhabitants used the
sameprocessfor heating their chambersas
the moderns of the samecountry previous
to the introduction of chimneys by our
countrymen. The modern Greeks, on the
contrary, have fires and chimneys in their
rooms. It is

,

however, certain that, in a

shop, and in a chamber of the Temple of
Isis, chimneys may be found at Pompeii.
Chimneys existed also at all times in the
kitchens of the south of Italy.

The Manufacture of Roman Bricks.

In a recent number of oneof our English
contemporaries Mr. J. Turner presentsthe
following particulars relative to Roman
bricks and their process of manufacture:
They had several sizes of bricks, one of
which they called bipeda, or 2 Roman feet
long; another, didoron, about 6 inches
broad and 1 foot long. In Palladio's time
artificial stone or bricks were called quad-
rels, and, according to Pliny, thosechiefly
used were \\ feet long aud 1 foot broad,
which also agreeswith the size mentioned
by Vitruvius, though Alberti says: "We
see in some of their buildings, and es
pecially in their arches, bricks 2 feet every
way." He afterward remarks that in
several of their structures, particularly in
the Appian Way, were several different
sort of bricks, some smaller and some
bigger, and he mentions having seensome
not longer than 6 inches, nor broader than

3 inches, and 1 inch thick, but thesewere
chiefly used in their pavementsand edge
wise. Palladio observes, bricks may be
made bigger or smaller, according to the
nature and quality of the building and
the use to which they are designed. They
also made bricks of other forms than

those enumerated. "I am best pleased,'
says Alberti, *' with their triangular ones,
which they made in this manner; they
madeone large brick 1 foot square and 1^
inches thick ; while it was fresh they cu,t

it in two lines crosswise from one angle
to the other, which divided it into four
equal triangles. Thesebricks had the fol
lowing advantages: They took up less
clay ; they were easier to dispose of in the
kiln and to takeout again ; theyweremore
convenient for working, becausethe brick
layer could hold four of them with one
hand, and with a small stroke divide one
from the other; when placed in the wall
they appeared like complete bricks of x

foot long. Someof thesebricks are to be
seenin thewalls of Rome, particularly that
partbuilt by the Emperor Aurelian .

" Hope

Top of the Eiffel Tower.

speaks of bricks being made in the form
of lozenges, and somewere even molded,
or were, after being cementedtogether in
regular layers, carved out into every
variety of architectural ornament, as we
see at Rome in the remains of the Ani-
theatrum Castrense,of the temple of the
god Ridiculus, and in another building,
where even the capital and foliage of the
Corinthian order are cut out of solid
massesof brickwork. With regard to the
method of manufacture, we learn from
Vitruvius that a red or chaldy white earth,
of a strong sandy nature, mixed with
straw, was considered the best, on account
of its not being heavy, which it was
thought better to dig in the autumn, and
make it into brick early in the spring;
after they were molded they were placed
in the shade to dry, and, when made
properly, they were not put into the kiln
for two years afterward. Alberti says the
ancients mixed marble with the red earth ;

and it was also customary for the Romans
as well as the Egyptians to inscribe and
impress theii bricks with various devices.
In the bigger sort holes were left, that
they might dry and burn better.
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The Eiffel Tower.

The general characteristicsof the famous
Eiffel tower at the Paris Exposition, now
completed, have become familiar to all
through the drawings printed in the
illustrated press. The magnitude of the
work is hardly appreciated, however. No
drawing gives so adequate a conception
of the structure as the accompanying
perspective view, for which we are in
debted to the Oenie Civil, whose editor,
Max de Nausonty, eloquently describesthe
impression it makes. The photograph,
which embraces that part of the tower

to the cleaning of limestones, but in these
bridges materialsof a very different nature
were successfully dealt with. The sur
faces to be cleansed are submitted to the
action of a jet of mixed hydrochloric and
sulphuric acids, and left for two or three
hours, when they are well brushed, and
finally washed down with a water-jet,
which completes the process. In the case
of limestone masonry, the hydrochloric
acid unites with the calcium, forming
chloride of lime, which is then decom
posed by the sulphuric acid, forming a cal
cium sulphate, this being precipitated on
the face of the stone, and containing all

cleaning ironwork the " tolugene" alone
is used; it is spread'over the work either
with trowel or brush, and in the courseof
an hour or so will have united with all
the oil of the paint, leaving the red lead
on the work in the form of a dry powder,
which can be easily washed off with a jet
of water. The metal is said to be cleansed
much better than by the older method of
burning and sciaping off the paint. For
cleansing brickwork M. de Liebhaber
makes use of the property which hydro
fluoric acid possessesof separating the
silica from silicates. The work is first
painted with a solution of ammonium flu-

The Eiffel Tower—Perspective View from Below.

below the first story, was taken at a short
distance from the base,showing its four
legs, in which the elevatorswill run.
In the illustration onpage88ageneralview
is presentedof the campanileor cupola that
crowns the tower. This part of the struct
ure risesabout 79 feet above the highest
platform, and the top of the cupola, which
is 984feetabovethe ground level, supports
a flagstaff, as shown in the engraving.

Cleaning: Metal and Stonework.

During the year 1886the masonry and
ironwork of the Madrid and Baudin
bridges at Paris, says Engineering, were
thoroughly cleansedby Mathieu ancUPeignf,
who work the processesof M. de Liebhaber.
These processes,which are purely chemical
in their nature, were at first applied solely

the impurities, which are then removedby
the action of the brush and of the water-
jet. In many cases this acid treatment
will not succeed unless the stone is pre
viously prepared,asthemasonryfrequently
becomes coated with a black and shining
deposit of all the impurities contained in
the atmosphere of a large town, which
entirely prevents the acids reaching the
stone. In this case M. de Liebhaber,
before applying the acids, coven, the
stone with an alkaline paste, consisting
of a mixture of carbonate of soda and
calcium hydrate, which he has named
"tolugene." This paste is spread over
the face of the masonry with a trowel to
a thickness of from i to 1 mm., and left
there for from three-quartersof an hour to
an hour, when the excess is quickly
washed down and brushed off, and the
acids applied as previously described. In

oride, and this immediately afterward is
treated with a jet of concentrated sul
phuric acid, which liberates hydrofluoric
acid in situ, and this immediately attacks
the silicates, robbing them of their silica.
The whole surface is afterward thoroughly
washedwith water. With regard to the
cost of the processes,a total of 502 square
yards of masonry, of which about 165
were sandstone,were treated at the Mad
rid Bridge at a cost of from 6/7 to 8/4
per square yard, and brickwork at the
Baudin Bridge cost 8/4 per square yard,
the prices including the cost of erectionof
such scaffolding as was necessary. With
regard to the ironwork, the contract price
was lOd per square yard for plain work,
and 1/3 per squareyard for molded work,
but the contractors are said to have lost
money in carrying out this part of their
contract.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.
The Nonpareil System of Handraili.no.
By John V.,H. Secor; 78pages; illustrated
with 157engravings. Published by The
OfficePublishingCompany. Price $2.
The author of this work is a well-known
practical stairbuilder of many years' ex
perience, who has brought out the above
treatise on handrailing at the earnest
solicitation of numbersof his fellow work
men more or less familiar with the sys
tem. Ilis aim has been to lead the learner |
step by step from the simplest problems to
those of the most complex character, and
so denning principles and illustrating
methods as to make him competent to
executeany job that may arise in practi
cal work. One of the leading features of
the book is the method of ascertaining
the length of mold. The systemof bevels
presented is also simple and of universal
application. In order to make the system
easily understood the author has first in
troduced the simplest problems, using the
fewest lines for illustrations. Following
these are problems with a gradually in
creasing number of lines, which aregiven
for the purpose of fully illustrating the
principles of the work. After these we
find problems the number of lines in which
gradually decreasetoward the closeof the
book, which concludes with those prob
lems involving as few lines as it is pos
sible to employ in handrailing. It is not
intended to teach the art of stairbuilding
by meansof this little work, but rather to
enable any one in the line of joinery to
draw the molds for any kind of stairs that
may have been constructed. A numberof
pages are devoted to a glossary and sim
ple geometrical problems, following which
there are presented 18 problems, consti
tuting the key to the system. In these
problems the portion of cylinder to be
covered by a rail and the tangents in
elevation are given. In order that the
readermay be able to gather a better idea
of the problems contained in this work we
present the following selection from pages
19, 20 and 21:
Fig. 42.—An Acute Base Having Un
equal Pitches Requiring Two Bevels.— Let
ABC Dbc the base or. ground plan, and

Fur Minor Length of Mold, extend the
tangent G J, as indicated by the dotted
line, cutting the perpendicular at Y. Then
erect the perpendiculars from D E O P R.
Let I) 31 equal F Y, and connect 31 B,
which gives the minor length of mold as
required. Then S T U will be the width
of mold as applied at Fig. 43.
Fig. 4:}.—Let 13 equal F H, 1 2 and ;S
4 equal F J, and 3 2 and 1 4 equal J G,
completing the parallelogram. 3Iake all
points on the minor length from 2 4
equal all points from B M. To And the
sub-normal, let 1,9 equal II K, and con
nect 9 4, giving sub-normal. From 5

be found on pages 27 and 28 of the little
work referred to :
An acute angle base with an elliptical
curve, having tangents of equal pitch,
and requiring one betel to lie applied at
bothends.
Fig. 58.—Let ABFEte theportion to
draw the mold, with C D added. From
A to G set up the fullhight. With radius
B C describe 0 II, connect G H, giving
length and pitch of tangents. With
radius A C describe C K, and connect
G K giving major length. From J B
erect the perpendiculars, cutting the tan
gents at 31 and L. Draw S T parallel to

Fig. 42.—Acute Base with Unequal Pitches.

draw the minor axis, parallel to
4 9, and at right angles draw the
major axis. The minor axis is the normal
point of mold, as explained in Figs. 37-
39. Again the points 4 and 5 are reversed
from those in Figs. 37-39, &c, 4 in each
case forms the parallelogram, and 5 cor
responds to the ground plan at E, and
from which the curves are described.
Then 5 will be plumb over the point E
when in position, andmust bethe center of
axis. The chord lines are drawn from 5

Fig. US.—Acute Angle Base, Elliptical
Curve, Tangent of Equal Pitch.

E the center from which the curve line is
described. From A to F set up the full
hight. From B erect the perpendicular
indefinitely. From F apply the pitch,
cutting the perpendicular at J. From B
as center and B 0 as the radius describe
the curve 0 G. Connect G J, giving the
length of short tangent. For major
length, take A for a center and A C as the
radius, describe the curve C H and con
nect H F, giving length required.
To Find the Point for Sub-Normal.—
From J draw the line J K parallel to A B,
cutting the major length at K.

Fig. 59.—Manner of Drawing Mold.

to 1and 5 to 3. For the width of mold
at ends proceed in the manner already
described, no further explanation being
required.
For Berels in like manner as described.
D X equals 4 0; then the angle at X is the
bevel for the long tangent. Let V D
equal4 12; then the angle at V is the bevel
for short tangent.
For Length of Trammel-Rod.— Let 13
14equal E <),extend to minor axis at 15,
giving leniith required. Find outside
length in the samemanner.
The following illustrative problem will

Fig. 43.—Manner of Drawing Mold.

A B, the distance betweento be equal to
the width of mold at its normal point,
and where the bevel D P crossesthis line
will be the width of the mold at the ends
P and V.
Fig. 59.—Let 1 3 equal G K; 1 2 and 3
4 equal G L; 3 2 and 1 4 equal L H and
complete the parallelogram. Connect 2
4 as the minor length. Let 4 5 0 9 equal
D U O R. Let 8 12 equal P V as the
width at both ends. Complete the mold
by drawing the curved line through the.
points indicated. For joints on short
tangent, let 2 7 equal L M, and draw-
square from tangent, giving point re
quired. For the bevel, let D P equal 4
0; the angle at P will then be the bevel
required for both endsof the mold.
The following problem is found among
those for general practice, and appearsoil
page41 :
A plan of stairs icith winders at the land
ing, havingfour risers in thecylinders, to
tchichstraight treads run. In this case
there will be no ramp, but themold will
have two pitches, forming a half ease
ment. Scale, } inch to the foot.
Fig. 86.—Let A B C E I be the line (if
tangents. From D stretch out the tan
gents as shown, making threespacesequal
to D C, D H being the floor line. From
D drop four risers contained in the cylin
der at K. From K draw the elevation of
stepsand risers outside the cylinder. Lo
cate the short balusters as shown at L 31
by the dotted line. From this line set off
half the thickness of the rail, and draw
the tangent from thesepoints extending to
N. From the floor line at H set up 5|
inches to the center of the rail on the
landing at J, and connect O J, giving the
length of tangents. For major length of
mold let S R equal E D and connect R T,
giving length required. For the minor
length proceed in the usual way, asshown
at 5 E F; this needs no further explana
tion.
Fig. 87.—Let 1 3 equal T R; 12 and
3 4 equal P O ; 1 4 and 3 2 equal O T, and
complete the parallelogram. For the hev
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els take the length 4 5 and 4 6, and place
them on the elevation from W to U Y.
Lay off thewidth of the rail, asshown, be
low the bevels, and extend the line at the
side, cutting the bevels at X V. For the
width of the mold at the ends, X VVfor
the long tangents at 3, and W V for the
short tangent at 1; make the points on

indefinitely. At any convenient point be
low A spaceoff six risers, as at N O ; draw
the elevation of steps and risers from the
perpendicular B; from P and Q as the
center of the short balusters set off half
the thickness of the rail. Draw the cen
ter line of the rail as the tangent extended
to R. From X X as the floor line set up

length required. For the minor length
from H, set up J 7 equal to F 6 V ; con
nect J 7 F for the length required. Find
the width of the mold on the minor
length in the usual way, as at O O and
PP.
Fig. 115.—Let 1 3 equal Z B 2, 1 2 and
3 4 equal S Y, 1 4 and 2 3 equal S B 2,
and connect 2 4. Let 4 5 6 equalC 3, D 4
and E 5. For the bevels diaw a line
parallel to 1 3, the distance from 4 to be
the same as from B to the nearestpoint
X X on the line A D. Let 4 8 equal 4 7,
touching the parallel line. The angle at8
will be the bevel for the end at 13. Let 4
12 equal 4 9, touching the parallel line.

Fig. 86.—Plan with Four Risers in Cylinder.

minor length 2 4, the same as from D to
F. Draw the curve and complete the
mold. Let the straight wood 1 7 equal
P Z, sections at 8 and 9 showing the end
of the twist as squared from the plank.
The following example is taken from
pages55, 56 and 57:

A plan of stairs starting with four winders,
thecylinder beinga thumb ellipse. The
flight pieceof rail will bean obtute base.
The starting or easementwill hr acute.
Tfte straight treadsstart from the chord
line—no ramp required. Scale, J inch
to the foot.

Fig. 114.—Let A B E be the portion for
the flight or upper piece. Draw the par-

Fig. 87.—The Mold.

allelogram, all sides equal to A.B. Then
A B C D is the parallelogram. The start
ing will be E F G H, with 1 as the center

Fig. 116.—The Mold.

From
From

from which the curve is described
B as center draw E J C K andF L
L set off to M, equal to >FG. From the
points ABJKLM drop perpendiculars

4 inches and half the thickness of the rail
at T. Connect T S, giving length of tan
gents. For the major length of Fig. 115,
let A I Z equal A 0 and connect Z B 2,
giving length required. For the minor

Fig. U5.-Thc Mold.

The angle at 12 will be the bevel for the
end at 3. For the joint at 13 let 1 13
equal V Y as the borrowed length ; mark
the joint at right angles to the tangent ;
add the straight wood required. Find the
width of the mold for the ends by the
bevels in the usual way, and complete the
mold bv drawing the curve.
Fig. 116.—Let 1 3 equalU V, 1 2and 3 4
equal T W, 14 and 3 2 equalT V, and con
nect 2 4. Let 4 5 6 equal J 7, 0 0, P P.
From 4 draw the parallel line equal to the
distance from G to the tangent E F ; in
this instance it is over the line 13; or in
other words, the line 1 3 is the required
line. Let 4 8 equal 4 7, then the angle at

Fig. 114.—Thumb Ellipse, Acute and ObtuseAngles.

length let DCS equal Y R and connect
C 3 B, giving the length required. Find
the width of the mold on the minor
length in the usual way, as indicated at
D 4 and E 5. For the minor length of
Fig. 116 see Fig. 114 preceding. Let
U F 6 equal E G and connect U V, giving

8 will be the bevel for the level end. Let
4 12 equal 4 9, then the angle at 12 will be
the bevel for the end at 8. Add the re
quired straight wood from 1, find the
width of the mold for the ends by the
bevel in the usual way, and complete the
mold by drawing the curve.
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Fret Sawing. The Art of Fret Sawinganil
, Marquetry Cutting. By David Adamsoa.
80Illustrations: 158pages:bound in cloth.
PublishedbyWard, Lock &Co.
Amateurs who make useof scroll or fret
saws experiencethe need of a manual of
instruction. The little pamphlet which
Mr. Adamson has compiled, and which the
well-known house of Ward, Lock <feCo.
have published, is a complete guide for
the amateurand professional, and contains
full and practical directions for reproduc
ing and making up marquetry inlays and
other descriptions of fret-work. The
chapters refer to tools and appliances,
materialsand lessonsin cutting. The illus
trations, which are carefully selected and
numerous, include tools, machines and ap-

penod from October, 1888,to March, 1889,!ing pagesare devoted to a general explan-
lnclusive, and bound in one volume in a ation of the drawings embracedwithin the
very neatand substantial manner. The 36 covers, while the body of the work con-

Mantel Dexignedhi/ ('. W.Sumner, Buffalo, S. Y.—Scale,
U Inch to the Foot.

sists of the plates referred to. The book
is bound in adurablemannerand is a valu
ablecontribution to architectural literature.

Details of Mantel.—Scale, 1 Inch to the Foot.

jiliances, as well as designs. The volume
is attractively arrangedand printed in clear
type on good paper.

IModerw Architectural Designs and 1
Details. Vol. II. New Series, Nos. 1 to I
« inclusive. 36Plates. Published by Will
iam T. Comstock. Price, $4.
This work consistsof the six partsissued
monthly under the above title during the I

plates, with accompanying explanatory
text, of which the work is composed, give
details of exterior and interior woodwork
drawn to scale, together with a variety of
designs and details which are likely to
prove useful in the practical work of
the architect and builder. Interspersed
through the publication are a number of
gelatine plates of comparatively recent
work by prominent architects. The open-

Rkport ok the SrpERvisixo Architect.
We have received from Mr. Will A.
Freret a copy of the annual report of the
Supervising Architect to the Secretaryof
the Treasury for the calendar year ending
December31, 1888. The report coversthe
operations under the control of the office
named, and presents a full statement of

| the acts of appropriation approved, the
expenditures made and the balances re
maining available October 10, 1888, on
account of the construction of public
buildings, repairs and preservation, heat
ing apparatus, vaults, safes and locks and
plans for public buildings. An examina
tion of the pagesof the re|K»rtindicates in
a very comprehensivemanner the progress
that hasbeenmadein themethods of work,
more particularly in the artistic character
of the post-offices,hospitals, court-houses,
custom-housesand other federal buildings
of receut construction. The work con
tains 51 large plates, showing perspective
views and floor plans of the structures con
templated, in progressor completed in 30
States and Territories, iucluding the Dis
trict of Columbia. The designs of the
buildings are varied and interesting, and
much good taste has been displayed in
:nl:i| tinu' main "f tin in I" the architecture
most characteristic-in the sections in which
the buildings are located, besides being
suggestive of history. The variety of de
sign is a happy change from the monoto
nous similarity in external appearance
which has characterized public buildings
erectedunder previous administrations of
the office of Supervising Architect. The
report, considered as a whole, will be
found to contain many suggestions in the
way of external finish of interest and value
to architects and builders in all sections
of the country.
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How a Court-House was Heated.

Architects and builders have constantly
to do with steamheating. It is in ameas
ure, however, a sealed art, and it is not
often that they havethe opportunity of in
specting drawings showing just how the
lines of pipe are run; how the connections
aremade; how the radiators are located—
saveonly as they do the work themselves.
Steam-fitters very seldom lay down their
work on paper, and often they proceedby
rule of thumb. If the apparatus works
when installed, well and good ; if it does
not, make changes in it until it is all right.
We have pleasure in presenting in our
plate pages this month a study in heating
which we think cannot fail to be of inter
est to a large number of our readers. It
shows in detail how a prominent court
house was heated, and gives the particu
lars in a way that will enable architects
and builders to study them at their leis
ure. The following particulars are from
The Metal Worhnrof March 2 last :
Among the many rising and progressive
cities of the West, St. Joseph, Buchanan
County, Mo., is noted for its rapidity of
growth in numbers of inhabitants as well
as in accumulation of wealth. It keeps
pacewith all the improvementsof the age,
having fourteen railroads, nearly five hun
dred acres of stockyards, electric street
car lines, several theaters, upward of a
dozen newspapers, numerous handsome
wholesalebusinesshousesand bank build
ings, and an annual trade of nearly
$200,000,000. In the center of the city,
on a prominence, stands its court-house, a
handsome building covering an entire
block. The court-house was built some
ten years ago and cost $350,000. It
is of brick with stone trimmings. The
county jail and sheriff's residenceare of
stone, and were built someyearsbefore the
court-iiouse. In January, 1888, the Cir
cuit Judge, O. M. Spencer, the members
of the bar and several citizens attending
court appeared before the Judges of the
County Court, Messrs. Dougherty, Farrell
and Kelly, and reported that it was im
possible to hold court in the court-house
during the cold weather. The method of
heating up to this time was by stoves,and
large and numerous they were, so much so
that it was found impracticable to keep
them supplied with coal. The county
clerk, who had had the question of satisfac
torily heating the building some time
under consideration, assuredthedelegation
that before the fall of J.888 the entire
building would be heated by steam.
The judges had now undertaken the
responsibility of heating in a satisfactory
manner a very large building, and they
lost no time in advertising for bids for a
steam-heatingplant. They also requested
estimates for lighting the building by in
candescent- electric lights. Each con
tractor was invited to prepare his own
plan and specification at his own expense
and deliver same by the 14th of May,
1888. After a careful examination of all
the estimates,plans and specifications, of
which there were about ten in number, it
was decided that none of them was en
tirely satisfactory. The greater number
of the competitors appearedto make their
specifications and plans as close as possi
ble, soas to enable them to be the lowest
bidder. These estimates were therefore
all rejected. The judges then decided to
visit Kansas City, St. Louis and Chicago
in quest of information and the experi
ences of others in the letting of heating
contracts of large buildings. They were
surprised at the dissatisfaction which so
often occurred in the completion of large
heating plants, and decided to secure the
services of an engineer making the plans
and specifications of such work aspecialty.
They had somedifficulty in securing such
services, as those competent to give them
were usually contractors, and interested

more or less in certain appliances. It was
apparent to the judges that what they re
quired was a complete plan and an ade
quate specification of a heating plant to
suit the court-house prepared by an in
dependent engineer who was not a con
tractor.
Without going further into particulars
which, however interesting, are more
lengthy than we have room for, it^maybe
statedthat the judges finally selectedJohn
J. Hogan, of New York, to prepare the
drawings. The ground plan is repro
duced from the drawings he made. The
sketches showing lines of pipe are repro
duced from thespecification. The contract
was executed by N. E. Herbert, of St.
Joseph, Mo. With reference to the ad
vantages of carefully prepared drawings
and specifications, it may be stated that
the estimates in the competition based
upon Mr. Hogan's work varied only 5
per cent., while in ordinary instances they
frequently vary as much as 80 per cent.
The work was completed to the satisfac
tion of all concerned, and Mr. Hogan re
ceived a gratifying testimonial from the
judges with reference to the efficiency of
his work. The annexed table shows the

and with the assistanceof the plan a good
general idea of it canbe formed. The plan
illustrated is an exact reduction of the
plan furnished, and, with the specifica
tion and the numeroussketchesit contains,
similar to those shown in the Plates, gives
mostminute particulars of everydetail.
The ventilation of this building has not
been mentioned, because it was decided
that nothing would be done until the
heating and electric light plants werecom
plete. It is

,

however, intended to use the
numerousflues which were connectedwith
the stoves for ventilation, and as it is
possible that a new jail will soon be built,
the ventilation of this building will be ac
commodatedby meansof window-openings
for the present.

The Effect of Frost on Stone.

The principal danger of exfoliation arises
from the expansion of the moisture con
tained in the stone under the influence of
frost, says Mr. 6. R. Burnell in a recent
issue of one of our foreign exchanges, and

a very elegant processwas invented by M.
Brard for the purpose of ascertaining the
probable extent due to this cause. M.

Sheriffs Residence:
1st floor
2d floor

County Jail:
1st floor

Courthouse:

1st floor—Halls" Apartments
2d floor—Halls" Apartments

Totals
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40
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20,344

38,174

bi

9n
1.9

195
160

640

780
4,615
565
5,700

12,6

s a «

46

71

181
55

78

2.46
2.25

3.38

8.46
4.66
14.00
5.6

dimensionsof someof the rooms and other
particulars.
The length of the court-house from
east to west is 220 feet by 200 feet wide,
north to south. In addition to this there
arethe jail and sheriffs residence,the latter
being 176 feet from the boilers. The loca
tion is on a high hill, all the walls being
fully exposed, without any shelter from
surrounding buildings or other hills. The
spacein theapartm-ntsheated is 1,059,205
cubic feet; of this, 16,500 cubic feet are
in the sheriff's residence, 45,952cubic feet
in the jail, 135,969cubic feet in the halls
on first floor, 254,135 cubic feet in the
rooms on first floor, 163,618cubic feet in
halls on second floor and 443,031 cubic
feet in the rooms on second floor of court
house. The buildings are substantially
built and in good condition throughout,
with the exception of the weather doors to
the entrances, which might be better ar
ranged to keep out the wind, especially on
the western exposure. The basement is

11 feet high, except that part of it in the
north wing in which the boilers are lo
cated, which is 8 feet high, and the floor of
county jail and first floor of sheriff's resi
dence is 20 feet above the floor of this
part of the basement. The first floor is

18 feet high and the second floor is 26
feet, except the central hall beneath
dome, which is some50 feet high.
The first floor of court-house has 27
rooms in addition to the halls, the con
tents of the smallestbeing 2000cubic feet,
while the largest contains 36,000 cubic
feet, and on the second floor besides the
halls thereare29rooms, the smallesthaving
3000and the largest 81,000 cubic feet of
space. In this building rooms having
everyvarietyof exposureandcontentsexist,

Brard, in his experiments upon the resist
ance of stones, caused them to be boiled
for half an hour in a saturated solution of
the sulphate of soda. They were then
withdrawn and allowed to stand in a flat
vessel, at the bottom of which was a small
quantity of the same solution, the first
efflorescences were washed off, and the
degradation of the stonesduring the next
five or six days, under the effects of the
continued efflorescence, was taken as an
indication of the probable extent to which
they would be affected by frost. In the
first volume of Rondelet's " Artde Batir,"
page 307 (edition 1842,Paris), M. Brard's
process is described in detail; but some
very curious experiments recorded in Vol.

7
, "Ire serie des Annales des Ponts et

ChaussGes,"by M. Minard, together with
an article by M. Vicat, inserted in the
same volume, throw very considerable
doubts upon the exact amount of depend
enceto be placed on its indications. M.
Vicat, indeed, very properly observes that

it still remains to be proved that the ex
pansive action of water in freezing is iden
tical with that of crystallization, which
can only produce energetic effect at tem
peraturesbetween68° and 86°F. Accord
ing to this very accurate observer, stones
which are exposed to a southerly aspect,
on the north of the equator, are more
affectedby frost than those exposed to the
north ; and the most efficient protection to
materials of this description of a porous
nature is a coating of oil paint or any
other fatty pigment which preventsmoist
ure from being driven or absorbed into
the stone. M. Minard recommends that
stone should be quarried in the spring,
and not employed in a building until it has
beenexposedto the effectsof onewinter.
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Building Association
Competitions. •

In our last issue we announced the de
cision in the XlXth Competition, having
for a subject $2000houses. We now have
pleasure in announcing the results of the
contest in the XVIIIth Competition, the
subject of which was $1000 houses. The
decision of the committee is to award the
first prize to William Kerr, Grand Rapids,
Mich. The second prize goes to John N.
Sherwood, Syracuse, N. Y. The first prize

Specification* with William Kerr'*

MASONRY.

Excavation.— Do all the necessary exca
vating for cellar and all piers and other
foundations, as shown and required by
drawings, to firm and solid ground, and
all to be in depth so that foundations
will be clear of frost.
Footing*.— Lay down footings under all

CARPENTRY.

Timhers.—The whole of the'timbers used
in this building to be of the best of
their several kinds, well seasoned, and
free from shakesand other imperfections
impairing its durability and strength.
The timbers not exposed to be of hem
lock or pine ; exposed timbers— that is,
exposed when finished—to be second-
quality pine.

Details of First Prize Design for 11,000House.—Stairs.—
Scale.% Inch to theFoot. (For Elevations, dtc, see
Plates X VII and XX.)

design is presented in this issue, together
with the specifications and estimate. We
have no doubt that our readers will find
much interest in examining them. The
second prize design will be given at an
early date.
We take this occasion to give the names
of the authors of the designs published
in our issue for March belonging to this

samecontest. The study by pre

sented on page 50 and Plate IX is by

Diagram of Steps.—Scale, % Inch to Foot.

Edward A. Crane, 13 Exchange street,
Boston, Mass. The study by ''Economy,"
specifications and estimatesof which were
on page 51, and the elevations and details
presented on Plates X and XI, were by
John L. Wells, 829 North Fourth street,
St. Louis, Mo.

n ■-

Front Door.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

brick walls of flat stones not less than
12 inches thick, and projecting 6 inches
on each side of wall above.
Foundations.—Properly lay up cellar wall
1 foot 6 inches thick with good flat
building stone of flat bed, firm build
and well bonded. Lay down in like
manner substantial foundationsunder all
chimneys and piers.
Briehrorl: —Brickwork to be of good,
sound, hard, well-burned brick, and
laid in good, strong mortar.
Chimneys.—Chimneys to be built to cor
respond with drawing*, with outside
walls 6 inches thick, and partitions
2 inch, flues8x8 inches in size. Use
select, even-colored brick for topping
out chimney.
Cellar Bottom.—Bottom of cellar to be
leveled and settled thoroughly, and
cover it flush and smooth with cement
concrete2 inches thick.
Lathing. —All walls, partitions and ceilings
throughout the building to be latbed
with good, sound lath.
Plastering. —All the walls, partitions and
ceilings to be plastered one coat of good
brown well-haired mortar and wall
finished with a good coat of stucco hard
finish.

Framing. —To be a balloon frame, with all
studs, floor joist and rafters to be
placed 10 inches on centers. Studs are:
2x4 inches; floor joist, 2x8 inches;
ceiling joist, second floor, 2x6 inches;
rafters, 2 x 4 inches; sills, 6x8 inches;
girders, 8x8 inches.

Sectionsof Door.—Styles and Pa
Scale, \% Inches to the Foot.

Lumber.—The lumber to be white pine.
For the outside of the building to be
second quality, except clapboarding,
which will be second clear pine 4 inches
wide. Outside of frame to be covered
with J inch square-edgedboards.
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Hoofing.— Cover the roof with %-inch
boards in like manner to sides of
frame. Shingles to be the best 16-
inch sawed pine shingles.
Flooring. —Floors to be of good J-inch
matched boards. Select the best for
porch floor.

PILASTER.

BLOCK.

Door Trim. - Eltratiort, % Inch tothetoot.
Sections,\% Inches to the Foot.

Intuit Work.—Grounds to be put on for
the finish of all windows, doors, bases
and casings. Grounds to be f x 2
inches.
Doors.—All doors to be of clear, dry
white pine.

and rest of first floor to be plain bevel-
edged casings.
Inside Finish. — Hangings.—All doors to
be hung with loose-joint butts of snffi-
, cient size. Sliding door to be hung at
the top with a good hanger. Locks.—
The main entrancedoor to have a 4-inch
mortise lock, with three keys, samekeys
to passvestibuledoors; all other doors to
have 3J-inch mortiselocks, except closet
doors, which are to have 2-inch mortise

Bill of material.
Stonework,54perch $106.00
Sills, 750feet 9.00
2x8 Inches,2000feet 24.00
2x6 inches,700feet 7.00
2x4 inches,2700feet ^.OO
2x4 inches,600feetrafters 6.00
Culled boards, 4000feet 10.00
Siding, 2000feet 32.00
Flooring, 1800feet 34.00
14windows 28.00
14doors 32.00
I slide-door 10.00
10,000shingles 25.00
Finishing lumber,2500feet 65.00
600yardsplastering 108.00
Painting 75.00
Brickwork andchimneys 65.00
Carpenterwork 300.00/
Total $998.00
I, the undersigned, will build above
house according to plans and specifications
for the sum of $998.
I. W. Kerr, contractor and builder.

latches. Knobs andTrimmings. —Front
door to have electro-bronze trimmings
throughout ; all the restof houseto have
dark trimmings and jet knobs.
Glass.—Glass to be the first-quality
double-thick American glass.
Stairs.—Stairs to be built as shown on
plans, with J-inch riser and 1J-inch
tread. Treads to havenosing with fillet r :—h
and cove under; stairs to be of clear, J
dry pine. Newel to be 5| x 5} inches

w""

in size, and made as per detail. In
closed stair to have a 2-inch round
hand-rail on one side, firmly secured
with iron holders to wall.

Sectionof Mantel.—Scale,

\% Inches to theFoot.

and closets under counter-shelf; to have
a tip-forward flour-bin under wide shelf

Detail of Mantel— Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Panel Under Windows.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot. Detail of Main Cornice.—Scat?, \)4 Inches to the Foot.

Finish. —Principal rooms on first floor
to have a pilaster finish, with base,
center and head blocks. Second story

Pantry. —To have a connter-shelf 2 feet 6
inches high and 20 inches wide, with
five shelves on side; to have drawers

at window ; fittings in pantry to beof pine
Mantel.—Construct awood mantel of pine
as shown on details.
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Use ocher and oil for priming, and putty
all woodwork smoothly after priming.
Pointing. —Paint the exterior woodwork
of house two coats of the best paints
after a coatof primer. Paint the interior

run the tin up under the shingles 6
inches.
Valley*.—Use 14-inch valley tin, soldered
into the proper lengths.

A form op roofing cleat patented
by L. L. Sagendorph, a short time since,
consists of a square piece of metal so
formed that when in use it has a double

Paneling in Side Gable.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

RIDGEBOARD

MiscellaneousDetails.—Scale, \% Inches to theFoot.

base to stand upon instead of a single
base, as with cleats commonly employed
in standing-seam roofs. One-half of the
base extends under the sheet, the edge of

Paneling Under Attic Windows.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Finish Under Porch.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

three coats of the best ground-in-oil
paint after a good coat of shellac.

TINNING.

Gutters.—Line all gutters properly and

Leaders.—To be of tin, 3 inches in size for
all large roofs and 2 inches for small
ones.
Chimneys.—Step-flash all chimneys and
turn in tin at joints of brick.

Porch Balustrade.—Scale, 1Inch to theFoot.

which has been upturned, while the re
maining half in the form of two tongues
projects outwardly to receive the nails.
The upper part of the cleat is similarly
arranged in double form so as to permit
several parts to be bent down on opposite
sides of the two edges of sheets which
are brought against it for fastening. The
cleat is useful in that kind of roofing in
which the cap is a separatepiece.
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PERSPECTIVEVIEW.

FIRST PRIZE DESIGN
IN XVIIIth COMPETITION.

WILLIAM KERR, Grand Rapids, Mich., Architect.
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FRONTELEVATION.Scale,1-8InchtotheFoot,
FLOORPLANS.

Scale,1-16InchtotheFoot.
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SIDE ELEVATION (RIGHT) HOUSE RECEIVING FIRST PRIZE IN XVIIIth COMPETITION.

Scale, 1-8 Inch to the Foot.

SIDE ELEVATION (LEFT). Scale, 1-8 Inch to the Foot.
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Correspondence.

Problema In Hand-Kalliiis.
From Chips, California — Iu one of the
issuesof Carpentry and Building for last
year a correspondent asks the question
how to get out a rail under certain con
ditions. Now, in the first place I have
put up hand-rails for the past 15 years by
the system I have endeavored to show in
the sketches inclosed herewith. The steps
are planned in the worst possible way.
There should bethreeor four of thewinders
taken out to the segmentand worked into
the straight steps. Your correspondent
says to make the balusters Nos. 19, 20, 21,
23 and 24 the same length as on the
straight flight. I don't know whether he
overlooked No. 22 or not, but if he has
not, I would tell him it must be the same
length as the others, whatever they are.
The reason for this is the winders are all in
the segmentand of one width in the ends.
The development of the rail, therefore,
must be a straight line.
Referring to Fig. 1 of the sketches, let
A B be the plan, B C the hight. Make
the dotted line from D to E square from
the line A B, bisecting the line from A to
C. Take the distance F D and set up
from E to G square from the line A C.
Connect GrA and G C, and we have the
tangents. This is a sure way of getting
out a face mold for any size of segmentor
segmentsplaced together, and one angle
is sufficient in all cases for squaring both
ends of the WTeath. The segmentB H is
obtained as above. I have not laid out

I like my own way best. I have not indi
cated the manner of getting the angle for
squaring the wreath, but if any of the
readersthink it worth asking for I will be
glad to send it for publication.

From C. G. H., Tonawanda, Erie Co.,
JV. Y.— I send you a sketch of a plan of
stairs made difficult by winders in con-
nectian with a small quarter turn and a
newel at the top landing. The hand-rail
makes a quarter turn, finishing against the
newel in a spaceof 3 inches between the
level hand-rail and that of the flight ; also
the wreath-piece over this small quarter
circle connecting with the flight is required
to continue to the usual hight of the level
hand-rail. I have recently executed this
work, but would ask some of my brother
carpenters to give through Carpentry and
Building an easysolution of the problem.

Creosote In the Chimney,
From A. N. H., Rochester,N. T.~ In an
swer to "E. W. & B.," West Burke, Vt.,
1 would suggest that they build a thin
chimney, an 8 x 8-inch flue, from the cel
lar bottom straight up through the house.
Let it extend a good hight above the roof
and they will have no further trouble with
creosote.

Criticisms or the $1000 Houses.
From F. I. G., Toronto.— I desire to
offer a mild criticism on the estimatessub

mitted by published in the March

number of Carpentry and Buildiiuj. Be
fore I commence, however, I desire to

about half the price of material, which
looks rather suspicious. As to "Econ
omy," I would like to say he should be a
little more careful in making out his
bill of material, which mentions2x8 joists
only, while in his specifications he calls for
2 x 10 joists, but I' guess I have said
enourh. My intention in this is not to
offend, but simply to try and prevent these
things from misleading persons who may
read them.

From S. B. 8., Litchfield, Conn.—I
am very much inclined to think that

Fig. 2.—Showing Hight of Balusters.

I'roblems in Hand-Railing. —Fig. 1.—Devel
oping a Face Mold for Segment.

the balusters, but if they are marked on
the plan of rail and squared up to the line
A C (the place of the balusters being
marked on the steps) we may take the
different hights from Fig. 1 and set them
up from the line A B, Fig. 2, which will
give the hight of each one. I may say
that this system is original with me. I
have seenmany books on the subject, but

state that I am not in any way interested
in the competitions, other than as a
reader, so that my brother Chips will not
impute unworthy motives to my action.
What I wish to call attention to is the
part that refers to the estimatefor labor.
This I consider as out of all proportion to
the work. In the first place, he has $55
for framing, raising and boarding the
building, while immediately below is an
item of $45 for putting on 15,000shingles
and 500clapboards. Counting the shingles
at $1 per 1000, which is a very good
j price, it leaves $30 for the clapboards,
which in my opinion is about four times
too much. Next is the cornice, 136feet
up ; material $61.20, which is 45 centsper
foot. Well, as to that I would like to fur
nish any one with the same cornice as
shown on the plan at 10centsper foot, and
I would soon make a fortune at that.
The next item to which I desire to direct
attention is $30.80 for 1400feet of flooring
and $15 for laying. Mr. Editor, I would
like to work where they pay thoseprices—
three days' work for an ordinary man for
$15. But it is uselessto criticise further,
as any practical man can seeat a glance
that it is nothing but guesswork. I notice
in nearly every item the labor is put at

"Economy" would have to go to the
lumber-yard more than once if he at-

Plan of Stairs Submittedbp C. O. H.

tempted to put up the building he shows
to the size specified for the amount
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named. I feci certain that other practical
carpentershave the samecriticism tomake,
and I shall be glad to hear what they have
to say.

Draft of Fireplace.
From, 3. T. H., Washington, D. C—
There is a fireplace and chimney in a very
fine residence of this city, the draft of
which is not as good as the owner desires
it to be. There is a large portable grate
about 16 by 28 inches in size, which sets
in the fireplace and in which burns awood
fire. The chimney does not smoke into the
room or give trouble otherwise, only the
owner seemsdesirous that the draft should
be strong enough to obtain a brisk, roar
ing fire, and wants a draft to the chimney
strong enough to carry up a feathershould
one be held in front of the fireplace and
released. My idea is that a draft thus

Draft of Fireplaee.—Fig. 1.—CrossSectionof
Chimney.

strong would take up all the radiant heat
and would allow but little warmth to re
main in the room. The chimney in ques
tion is one of a cluster of eight flues, each
being entirely independent of the other;
they are about 50 feet high, and laid with
terra-cottapipes0 inchesin diameter. The
house is built upon a corner, and there is
no other building within 90 feet of it.
The diagram, Fig. 1, shows a transverse
section of the chimney, the eight circles
representing the terra-cotta pipes, which
are built in with brick fitting the circles
of the pipes. The fireplace, of which a
sectional view is shown in Fig. 2, is 18
inchesdeep, 3 feet 6 incheswide, and 2 feet
3 inches high. The back of the fireplace
is about 10 inches narrower than the front,
and inclines forward about 6 inches in a
spaceof 2 feet, leaving the throat of the
chimney about 8 inches wide by 30 inches

Fig. 2.—Sectional View.

long. Somemight suggest the use of a
blower, but I have already supplied the
same,which the owner says does not in
creasethe draft. Please submit the above
toyour readersfor their opinions on the sub
ject, adding such information asmay seem
appropriate.
Note.—Regarding the effect of an ex
cessivedraft upon the temperature of the
room, we would say that while the fire re
quires a sufficient supply of air to support

combustion, any excess of air drawn up
the chimney not only removes this air
from the room, but, being drawn over the
fire, cools it

,

and thus takes large quan
tities of heat up the chimney. It would
appear from the description given that
the chimney draws as well as it can under

the present circumstances; and from the
fact that the application of a blower does
not increase the draft it would appear
that the chimney was taking up all of the
air supplied, or, if there is an abundant
air supply, all it had capacity for. In
order to test the matter of air supply, the
experiment could be tried ot opening a

door or window gradually until it would
appear that the chimney had a sufficient
supply of air to produce the desired result.
As the subject appearsto be an interest
ing one, we should be pleased to have an
expressionof views from our readers.

Grain-Spout Problem.

From J V. H. S., Neifr York.—In the
problem in bevels submitted by "J.
H. D.," from New Point, Ind., he gays:
"I would like to know how to find
the bevels—that is

,

the bevelsto fit against
the secondfloor and also down against the
first floor." In his diagram he shows the
inclination of the grain spout, as he calls

it
,

and set diagonally with the room. In
answering his questions I will use his
diagram and by drawing a few lines solve
the problem. Let A B C D be the size of
the spout and diagonal position, I D the
incline, I H F the floor line. From E

squareover to F, extend to G, make E G

equal to one side of the spout, as at A B
,

connect G H ; then the angle at H is the
bevel to cut all the sides at both ends, and
HE IL will be the end of the spout after

it is cut, also the opening in the floor. At
the points I H F along the floor lin&draw
perpendiculars. Let H J equal A C ; with
one foot of the compassesin H, extend to

G
,

draw the curve line cutting the per
pendiculars at K, connect H K, making
one side of the opening From H K as
centers draw all sides equal, as shown by
the dotted curved lines.

Boarding a Building.

From (i. 8., Pine Hill, Pa. — I notice in
the February issue of Carpentry and
Building a sketch from "J. D.," Win-

1 i i

1 ■ 1 -ill

1 II II II II II II II II 1

— H1
1

1

1

Plan of Boarding a Building Suggest
ed by G. S.

Chester,N. H., showing what he considers
the right and wrong way of boarding a

building. Permit me to offer the inclosed
sketch, which shows, according to my

Grain-Spout Problem.—Solution Contributed by J. V. U.S.
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opinion, the right way. Never make a
running joint, as it can easily be avoided.
Through this part of the country the
planing mills ran out a number of boards
of one width, and then follow with other
widths, marking each width differently.

Laying Down Polygons.—Fig 1.—Polygon
of Six Sid*s Submitted by C. S. !f.

Now, it is no difficult matter to sort out a
number, say of the widest first, and run
the entire length of the building as often
as possible. In doing this use boards of
the samewidth on one side of the win
dows and doors as are used on the other
side, and when the, tops of the windows
and doon are reached the boards can run
acrosswithout any trouble. If any pieces
are left and there are not enough of the
samewidth to run the entire length, lay
them to one side for use in the gable ends
where short pieces are required. By fol
lowing, this plan it will be found that there
is little or no waste. If a man were to
begin to board a building in this country
according to the plan suggestedby "J. D. "
hewould run a good chance of being im
mediately discharged. What I have tried
to explain as the right way of boarding a
building makes a much better appearance
than the wrong way.

Laying Down Polygon*.

Prom C. 8. N., Clinton, Iowa.—Acting on
the suggestion of " L. W. T." in the Jan
uary number of Carpentry and Building, I
submit the following: On a given line to
erect a polygon of six sides whose sides
shall equal a given length. Referring to

Fig. 2.—Polygon of Five Sides Submitted
by C. S. N.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying sketches:
With A as a center and radius equal to the
sides of the required polygon describe the
arc B C. With B as a center and the
same radius describe an arc intersecting
B C in D. With D as a center and the
same radius describe the arc C F B.
Draw from A B and C through D, cutting
the large arc in the points E F and G.

Connect the points AC, C E, E F, F G
and G B.
Referring now to Fig. 2: On a given line
to erect a polygon of fivesides whose sides
shall equal a given length. With A as a
center and radius equal to the sides of the
required polygon describe a semicircle as
shown. Divide it into five equal parts by
trial.. Draw from A through D, D being
the second division of the semicircle.
Now, A D and A 5 are two sides of the
required polygon. Lines which bisect and
areperpendicular to the sidesof the regular
polygon meet in one point, the center.
Erect perpendiculars at the centers of A
D and A 5, intersecting in the point B,
extending them indefinitely. With B as
a center and B D the radius describe a
circle about the point B. Connect the
points DC, C E and E 5. In the matter
of their angles, the sum of the interior
angles of any polygon is equal to twice as
many right angles, less 4, as the figure
has sides. The sides of a regular in
scribed hexagon subtends an arc of 60°, a
duodecagon 30°, a pentagon 72°. The
length of the arc subtended by the sides
of the figures vary inversely with the
number of the sides. The angle at the
center of any regular polygon is equal to
four right angles divided by the number
of sides of the polygon.

Convenient Door-Holder.

From M. F. B., Waterloo,N. T.—l am
called upon to handle a great many doors,
and have been much bothered holding
them when they were being planed. In
order to overcomethe difficulty I madeup
my mind I would manufacture something
which would hold the door in aconvenient

Convenient Door-Holder Suggested by
M. F. B.

position for accomplishing my purpose. I
took a piece of 2 x 8 stuff, about 4 feet
long, and nailed pieces to it asrepresented
in the sketch which I inclose herewith.
This device is very convenient, as it holds

Area of Triangular Flgurea.

From C. 8. N, Clinton, Iowa.—Will
someof the*practical readersof Carpentry
and Building kindly write a formula for
determining the area of the triangular

Area of Triangular Figures, from Sketch
by C. S. N.

figure whose sides are marked A B C in
the sketch which I inclose herewith?

Arrangement of Olothe«-Ltne.
From W. G. R., Rochester, N. T.—l
would like to call the reader'sattention to
an arrangement of clothes-line, working
over pulleys, which I have recently con
structed. It operates so nicely and is so
satisfactory to my tenants that it may
solve the problem for some one else who
wishes to arrange for hanging clothes out
of the windows of a four-story bui'ding.
The sameplan, which prevents the clothes
from twisting over the line and thus caus
ing any amount of trouble, may be in use
in other places, but if so I never observed
it. In order to put up the line as shown
in the accompanying sketch, a pole is
placed at a suitable distance from the
building, and extending nearly to the top
of the upper window from which the
clothes are to be hung. This pole should
be guyed back if possible, so as to pre
vent the weight of the clothes from spring
ing it over and causing the line to sag.
Near the top of the pole at A is placed a
3-inch incased screw pulley, and near the
top of the window, as shown at B, and
below the centerat C, are two swing pul
leys that can be attached to the window-
frame by means of No. 1 screw hooks, or
if they are not to be had, screw eyescan
be cut open so as to allow of the pulleys
being hooked on. The line should not be
too tight when first put up, as it will
shrink when wet; the ends areto bejoined

Arrangement of Clothes-Line Suggested

the door in placeand at the sametime can'
be moved about. The holder is made of
2 x 8 or 2 x 6 inch stuff, whichever is
most convenient, the two uprights being'
sufficiently far apart to admit the thick
nessof a door. The device is very simple
for the purpose and is not patented.

by a sailor-knot so as to be easily un
loosenedfor the purpose of taking up the
slack as the line becomes weather-worn.
The knot should be made in the top line
as shown at D. Lines can be run from the
different windows in the building to this
pole, as circumstances may require.
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Convenient Tool Chests.
From G. W., Antwerp, Ohio.— I notice
in the January number of Carpentry and
Building a call for plans of tool chests,
and take the liberty of presenting a sketch
of a chest I built about two yearsago. 1
find it very convenient and useful, as my

bemade any shapedesired so long as the
tools were conveniently arranged, but I
will describe how I made mine. I con
structed tills 2 feet 9 inches by 15 inches
inside and had |-inch sides and . -inch
bottom rabbeted in about half way of the
side pieces. An idea of what I mean will
be gained from an inspection of the sketch
marked Fig. 4. The first till I made 1T
inches deep. I used this for bits and small
tools, and by partitioning it off I kept

chest is opened. I had another chest that
was very handy, and will endeavorat some
future time to give the readersof Carpen
try and Building an idea of its construc
tion. .

From C. B. M., Findlay, Ohio.—In re
ply to " R. G. M.," of Atchison, Kan., I
will endeavor to describe a tool chest I
once had, but which unfortunately was
destroyed by tire last May, together with
all my tools. It was 18 inches wide, 19
inches deep and 80 inches long, inside
measurement. It was provided with a
double lid, dovetailed corners and iron
handles. Across the end at the left were
three tills, one being placed on the top
of the other to lift out. The top one was

Convenient Tool Chests.—Fig. 1.—End
View of Chest Built by O. W.

tools are not scratched and marred as I
have often seen them. In the sketch
which I send herewith the outside box is
22 x 36 inches, inside measurement; it is
made of light lumber, J inch thick, with
two raised panels on the lid. Three leather
handles are provided, one at eachend and
one in the front for the purpose of lifting
the second lid. By referenceto Fig. 1 of
the sketchesmy "Brother Chips " will be
able to get a very good idea of an end
view of the chest, with the two lids par
tially raised. In Fig. 2 the lid over the
tills A A A is fastenedwith a lock to hold
it shut when the second lid is open; B B
is a chisel case and will hold one set of
firmer chisels and one set of framing

PANELli THICK

Fig. 3.—Position of Square in Chest
Built by C. C.

each tool separate,and so with the next
one. This 1 made 2 inches deep, and by
letting my chisels run lengthwise had
room left at the end for screw-drivers and
gouges. The next till I alsomade 2 inches
deep inside, and used it for my saws by
running a partition as indicated in Fig. 5
of the sketches By this meansI get in 8
saws and still have someroom left in the
middle. The till below this I made 3
incites inside, and used it for braces,
gauges and other tools of about the same
size, and partitioned this till off to suit
my requirements. The fifth till I made
the depth of my jointer laid on its side,

(t- 22

Fig. 2.-Sectional View of O. W.'s Chest.

chisels; C is a till to hold odds and ends;
D is a till to carry large or odd tools ; E
shows a number of saw tills, the spaceat
F being designed for a level; H is for
molding planes, G for planes, &c. By the
construction employed I am able to get at
my tools without throwing half of them
out of the chest in order to reach the other
half, and I also save trouble and time in
putting them away.

From C. C, SturgeonBay, Wis.— I have
a tool chest that your correspondent may
consider of interest, and I will therefore
present a brief description of its principal
features: In the first place, I took my
longest sawand madethe chest of a length
to contain it. It is 15 inches lengthwise,
so that a square will go into it when
placed in the manner shown in Fig. 3 of
the sketches. Of course the chest could

Fig. 4.—Sectional Viewof Till of C. C.'s.
Chest.

and by laying jack and smoothing planes
in found in which way they would occupy
the smallest space. I then put in a thin
piece lengthwise so as tomake a partition,
and thus keep the tools in place. Back of
these there was room for my level and
whatever would best fit the space. The
sixth till I made 4 inches deep, and as
this was the bottom I used it for my saw
clamp and such other tools as were not
often used. I havemade six or seven tool
chests for myself, but like this one the
best. I find that I can get more tools in
less space, and by putting in a partition

Fig. b.—Arrangement of Saw-Till in
C. C's Chest.

2 inches deep and was intended for
wrenches, files, &c. The center one was
1} inches deep, for bits, screws, brads,&c,
while the third one was 34 inches deep
and used for bit brace. At the back and
one end was a rack for chisels. On the
front was a rack for square and tri-square.
On the inside lower lid was a rack for
saws. The center was used for planes,
&c. In the upper lid was a partition for
level. The balance of the spacewas for
drawings and details. I do not like draw
ers, as they catch more or lessdirt, which
has to be cleaned out. I expect to soon
make another chest just like the one de
scribed. I have seen a great many tool
chests, but I have not observed any that
I like as well as I did mine. I am a
reader of Carjientry and Building and
think a great deal of it.

From X. Y. Z.— I send herewith, in
answer to the correspondentwho asks for
a convenient tool chest, a sketch of what
I consider avery useful article tor the pur
pose. It is 35 inches long, 17 inches wide
and 20 inches high, outside measurement.
The projecting strips indicated in the
sketch arehardwood, \ inch thick and 1}

Fig. 6.—Style of ChestSuggestedby X. Y. Z.

between the tools, say -f\ or \ inch thick,
it is only necessaryto place the tools in
their proper positions in the chest and
lock it

,

and it may be shipped anywhere
and turned bottom side up, or end for end,
without mixing up the tools. It is a good
plan to put the heavy tools at the bottom ;

then there will be less to lift when the

inches wide, put on with round-headed
screws and lap o/er the seam f inch.

I secured strap hinges and had them
welded together the right distance apart
for eachtill and then riveted them on the
outside of the strips. By taking short
pieces and putting them up and down
betweenthe others I made a very solid job.
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The front of the chest can be fixed in two
ways. One is to take a hasp made like
one of the back hinges, so that there will
be a hinge for every till. By cutting a
slot in this so as to put in a staple at each
till, you can raisethe tills one or more at
a time, as may be preferred. On the bot
tom one a lock can be placed. Another
way is to make some spring catchesand
put one on each till ; then by having a
straight hasp and a staple at the bottom
the chest can be locked. I would suggest

n
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Hip Roofs.—Diagram by J. M.

that the staple be made in such a way that
a nut will go on the long leg, so that it
may be fastened on the inside. In each
till I put one of those things which are
used to hold up trunk covers. It is made
out of band iron, and when I raise the
till it stays where I want it. The corners
of the chest I made of galvanized iron and
put them on with round-headed screws.

Problem In Hip Roofs.
From 3. M., Oermantoicn Ohio.—By
what method could there be a hip roof put
on the house, plan of which is sent here
with? I had just such a roof to put on,
and I made the deck an irregular square
which the owner desired to be made
square. How can it be done so as to have
a squaredeck not to exceed30 square feet
surface?

O 6 Rafters.
From A. G., Boston, Mass.— In answer
to the inquiry from " R. G.," Buffalo,
N. Y., contained in the December number
of Carpentry and Building for 1888, I

/a
$r
if
I \
|C A 3
O O Rafters.—Fig. l.—Plan Submitted

byA. G.

would suggest the following method of
getting a curved angle rafter: Take a
pieceof wood, Fig. 2, 17 inches long and
divide it into 12 equal parts. Divide these
in turn into eight or 16 parts and we have
an angle rafter rule. Now lay down the

r^~r» < f » j ? ? l v i

I.
.
I 1 T t ? 1 T 1 L.

Fig. 2
.—Common and Single Rafter

Rules.

form of the main rafter C B, Fig. 1
,

and
divide the hight A B into any number of
parts from the main rafter. Through the
points of division draw lines and produce
them indefinitely . With a common rule,
Fig. 2

,

measure the distance from 1 to 2/

in Fig. 1
,

from 3 to 4
,

from 4 to 5
, &c,

and transfer with the 17-inch rule on the
lines produced to the right and mark the
points. Through these points make the
form of the hip rafter.

Side Bevels lor Jack Rafters.
From A. D. L., Marlboro', Mass.— In
reply to the communication of "J. D.,"
Winchester. N. II., which appearedin the
Maich numberof Carpentry and Building,

I desire to present the following, which I

think will answer his question and apply
as well to many other cuts of the same

Obtaining Side Bevel for Jack Rafter
Submittedby A. D. L.

nature: We will suppose the rafter is 2

inches thick, it making no difference
whether it is straight or an O G and of
any pitch. The only essential thing to
have is the plumb cut. Measure back 2

inches or the thickness of the stuff used
squarewith the plumb cut on the face of
the rafter X Y, squareover the top O O.
Mark the diagonal or side bevel S as re
quired. This, according to my mind, is a

very simple and practical method of solv
ing the problem.

From G. W. B., Natesink, N. Y.—Iu
answer to your correspondent

" J. D.,"
whose letter was published in the March
issue, I would say that if he will observe
the following rules he will not have any
trouble in making a fit with jack rafters
on the tower roof in question. First, for
each jack rafter take a separatepiece of
stuff of sufficient length to mark it out.
Lay a pattern of the common rafter on it

,

beginning at the bottom of the pattern
each time, and while the piece is still
square or straight on the edgesmark the
bevels and cut them before shaping the
jack. Second, take one-half the width of
the building of the tongue and the length
of the common rafter on the blade of the
square; then the blade will give the side
cut, while the down bevel is the sameas
that of the common rafter.

From A. T. 8., New Albany, Ind. — In
reply to "J. D.," Winchester, N. H., I

send a small sketch showing my method

Method of Obtaining Side Bevel Pro
posedby A. T. S.

of getting the side bevel or miter. In the
sketch C representsthe plumb or top cut
without bevel. For the purpose »f obtain
ing the bevel take the thickness of the
stuff as at A and apply to the line C

,

which
gives D. For example : take a 2 x 4 inch
piece and lay off the plumb or top cut
square across the edge as shown at C.
Now, the stuff being 2 inches thick, take

2 inches on the blade of the square and
apply to the line C ; draw D. I think this

is sufficient to make my meaning clear.
This will work on any pitch or give the
solution of the great hopper problem.

From C. H., Toronto, Ohio.— " 3. D.,"
of Winchester, N. H., wants to know how
to get the bevel for his jack rafters. Permit
me to offer a solution which I trust he
will find useful. Extend the run and rise
indefinitely, as shown by D E and E F in
the accompanying sketch. Lay out the
center rafter as shown. Space off the
jack rafters ABC; then draw the lines
11,22 and 3 3 as nearly parallel as possi
ble, and through the points of intersection
until they meet the run and rise. Then
take the distance from 1"' to 1 on the
blade of the square, and from 1"' to e on

Solution of Side Bevelby C. H.

the tongue; the blade will be the side cut.
That is

,

14 inches on the blade and 84
inches on the tongue, and 25J and 7

, and
22 and 17, and so on. The angles 1 E and

1
,
2 E and 2 and 3 E and 3 will also ba

the plumb cut.

Stair-Building (location.
From A. Y. M., sEtna, Wy. Ter.—l de
sire to learn, through the columns of Car
pentry and Building, a practical way of
connecting an open or miter string to the
trimmer. Likewise the mannerof placing

a small cylinder or well piece between the
string and trimmer.

Balloon Framing.
From 3. D., Winchester,N. //. — I would
like to see published in Carpentry and
Building a series of" lessonson the proper
construction of balloon frames. I think
architects, carpenters and builders need
information in this direction, and think
that those who have good ideas on this
subject can benefit the trade by making
them known.
Note.—We shall be glad to welcome
from our readersanything they can give
us on this subject. Photographs or
sketches will answer in conveying the
ideas. We can work up almost any kind
of material into readable shape.

Roof Plans.
From D. M. C, Junction Oity, Kan. —
My attention has been called to the house
plan presented in the January issue of
Carpentry and Building, drawn by " D.
F. J.," and I would like to see the roof
framing for this building. If your cor
respondent will present the roof plan I

think it would interest many readers.
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OVELTIES.

Six-Roll Surfacer and matcher.
Goodell & Waters, of No. 8101Chestnut
street, Philadelphia, Pa., haveplaced upon
the market a combined planer and match
er, a general view of which is afforded by
Fig. 1 of the accompanying illustrations.
This machine is known as their No. 12,
and is regarded as something of a depart
ure in the line of constructions of its class.
It embodies a number of valuable features
and is calculated to meet the demands of
the general jobbing shop, working floor-

matcher, travels with it and has an ad
justable screw to regulate the depth of
cut of the side-head. The guide, together
with the table, may be removed, allowing
free accessto the under cutter-head.

Single Sash Lock and Ventilator.
Some time since we presented to our
readers several views of a sash lock and
ventilator designed to work in connection
with a double sash and to hold either or
both in any position desired. The very
common practice of constructing modern
buildings, however, with one large sash
instead of two has induced the manu-

sash. The construction is such that the
device locks automatical.y, and when the
window is once secured in place it cannot
be opened except from the inside. The
lock is made in three sizes, thesmallest be
ing intended for ordinary windows and
dumb-waiter doors. It is carefully con
structed of brass, and during the period it
has been before the trade, met with a
gratifying reception.

The Brown Radiator*.
The R. F. Brown & Taylor Heating
Company, of 2129 Wabash avenue, Chi
cago,^11.,have placed upon the market

Novelties.—Fig. I.—Six-Roll Surfacer and Matcher, Made by Goodell <£Waters.

ing, ceiling, novelty and German siding,
moldings, &c. The manufacturers state
that this machine will plane all single sur
faces24 inches wide up to 6 inches diameter
and match 19 inches wide. The top and
under cutter-heads are four-sided, slotted
on two sides and run in long babbitted
bearings. Its feed rolls are each 6 inches
in diameter and driven by a patented sys
tem of expansion gearing, which is said
to be very simple and durable. The gears
are fastened to shafts that run in long
boxes provided with excellent facilities
for oiling. The rolls under all conditions
are said to remain parallel. The arrange-

Fig. 2.—Single Sash Lock and Ventilator.

ment of the machine is such as to admit
ample light to all parts which are not
boxed in, asis thecasewith manymachines
of this class. The arrangement adopted
by the manufacturersof this machine en
ables the operator to have a clear and
comprehensiveview of all the various ad
justments, a fact which tends to greatly
facilitate his work. Special attention is
directed to the improved method of
arranging the matchers,each head being
adjusted independently, and when set to
the required position firmly held in p'-ace.
The end of the long guide is attached to the

facturers, Jenkins <fcTimby, Oswego,
N. Y., and 102Chambersstreet,New York
City, to put upon the market a sash lock
and ventilator specially intended to meet
this requirement. In the engraving pre
sented, Fig. 2, we show a section of win
dow frame with the lock attached, an in
spection of which will show its general ar
rangement. Oneof the peculiar featuresof
construction to which the manufacturers
direct special attention is themechanismfor
releasing thesashafter it hasbeen automat
ically locked in place. The spindle of the
knob is pivoted at its upper end in such a
manner as to allow of a little play within
the knob. The opposite end of the
spindle is bifurcated for the purpose of re
ceiving the flat bar which actuates the

several styles of the Brown radiator, a
broken view of one of which is shown in
Fig. 8of the engravings, the top being re
moved for the purpose of indicating the
general arrangementof the loops of which
it is composed. From the cut it will be
seen that the radiator is built up of cast-
iron sections, connected together at top
and bottom in such a way that the surface
may be varied at will by the addition or
subtraction of loops. The loops have ser
rated sides, thus largely increasing the
heating surface. It will be seenthat the
side walls are parallel in every part, so
that there is no undue thickness of iron to
reduce the radiating efficiency. When the
radiators are built up the sections are kept
f inch apart, measuring from the tops of

Fig. 3.—Radiator ivith Top Removed,Made by the R. F. Brotvn <tTaylor Company.

lock shown in the sashgroove at the right
of the cut. When the device is operated,
it is only necessaryto move the thumb-nut
upward, which gives to the flat bar above
referred to a rocking motion, causing the
bolt to be depressed,releasing the window

the serrations, while the depressions be
tween form diamond-shaped channels,
through which the air will circulate
rapidly and at the sametime be exposed
to a large surface of heated iron. The
thickness of the loops is 2 inches. A
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special merit of the radiator is the large
amount of heating surface to the floor
spaceand room spaceoccupied, the stand
ard wall radiator, here illustrated, being
8x 24x 36inches, and containing 144;square
feet of surface per cubic foot of room
spaceoccupied. The company also make
radiators adapted for use in connection
with circular windows, together with a
variety of wall radiators. Another spe-

material, and for planing work that is
joined together crosswise or that consists
of various woods with different grains or
hardness. As will be seen from an in
spectionof Fig. 4, the machine is strongly
Iramed and braced and is madevery dura
ble in all its parts. The heavy bed is cast
in one pieceand provided with four feed
ing or idler rolls, which are adjustable for
hight. The two upper feed-rolls are

Novelties.—Fig. 4.—Diagonal Surface Planer, Built by the Bentel tt Margedant Company.

cialty is the Brown water-heater, designed
for use in warming buildings. It is made
in two sizes, the smaller having a capacity
to heat from 15,000to 25,000 cubic feet,
and the larger one from 25,000 to 75,000
cubic feet.

Diagonal Surface Planer.
In Fig. 4 of the accompanying illustra
tions we present a front elevation of a new
and novelmachine for planing wood which
has just been placed on the market by the
Bentel & Margedant Company, of Hamil
ton, Ohio. This machine is constructed
with the cutter-head placed diagonally
acros?the machine frame and center line
of feed rollers, an arrangement which
differs somewhat radically from the plan

strongly geared with solid cast gear
wheels, and are adjustable for light and
heavy pressure by means of the hand-
wheels, clearly shown in the engraving.
The adjustable pressure bar fits close up
to the cutter-head on one side, while the
heavy chip-bonnet forms an effective
pressurebar on its lower side, yielding to
the irregularities of the material before
being acted upon by the cutter-head.
The feed is driven from the countershaft
and operated by a convenient clutch, with
easy action for starting and stopping.
This machine will plane material up to 24
inches in width and from zero up to 5
inches in thickness. The tight and loose
pulleys are of the company's patent dif
ferential pattern, the loose pulley being of
smaller diameter than the tight. The

Fig. 5.—View of Triangular ShearKnife-Head

adopted in other machines designed for a
similar purpose. In Fig. 5 is shown a
view of the triangular shear knife-head,
which the company employ in connection
with this machine. It is constructed with
three knives placed on the head at such an
angle asto produce a shearing cut. The
manufacturers state that the peculiar con
struction of this head, together with its
diagonal position across the path of plan-
ing, makes the machine one especially-
adapted for executing very smooth work ;
also for planing cross-grained and knotty

weight of the machine complete is l;S00
pounds.

The Rochester Siitli-Balniire,

Iii Fig. 0 of the accompanying illus
trations we present a sectional view of the
Rochester Sash-Balance, which is being
introduced to the trade by the Rochester
Sash Balance Company, corner of Frank
and Centre streets, Rochester, N. Y. This
device consists essentially of a hollow pul
ley containing a steel coil spring. At

tached to the pulley is a braided sashcord,
one,end of which is fastenedto the sash in
the same general manner as when hung
with weights. The cord is so arranged as
to wind upon the pulley in such a manner
that the weight of the sash automatically
regulates the tension or lifting power of
the balance, an arrangementwhich is said
to give much more satisfactory results
than when weights are employed. The
balance is placed in the window frame in
the samemanneras an ordinary sash pul
ley, and, as it requires no weight, boxes

Fig. 6.—The Rochester Sash-Balanee.

or pockets, the work of putting it in place
can be very quickly accomplished. In the
manufacture of these goods only the best
braided sash cord is employed, and in all
respectsthe device is said to be first-class
in workmanship and operation. One set
of four balances is said to be sufficient to
hang two sash, or one completewindow.
The device is made in three sizes, known
as light, medium and heavy.

New House-Heating Boiler.
In Fig. 7 of the accompanying engrav
ings we present a sectional view of the
new heater recently put upon the market
by the Gurney Hot Water Heater Com
pany, of Boston, Mass. This heater is so
constructed that any section may be re-

Fig. 7.—Sectional View of Boiler Made by
Oumey Hot Water Heating Company.

moved without disturbing any otheis, the
sections being fastened together by short
bolts passing through lugs. By reference
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to the engraving it will be seenthat the
water extends all around the grate and
ash-pit, so that all the heat radiating below
the grate is utilized. Another feature of
the new construction is the position of
the return-pipes, which enter the toiler
much lower than in the old form, and thus
tend to promote a better circulation. The |

signed especially for thesepurposes. The
frame is large and cast in one piece to
give it great strength and rigidity. An
extension to carry the countershaft is
east in it

,

thus requiring but a single
alignment in settiug the machine. In or
der to prevent accidents a saw-guard is
provided. The table is 4 feet long, 3 feet

tween it and the saw. It has a rack and
pinion movement, operated by a small
hand-wheel, and when placed in proper
position is firmly held by a thumb-nut.
The statement is made that this fence is

so constructed that it can always be kept
in line with the saw, or, if desired, may
be swayed a little one way or the other.
The saw has a vertical adjustment, while
the table may be tilted to 45°. With each
machine the company furnish one 18-inch
rip saw, one ripping fence, one square
cross-cut saw, one miter fence, together
with wrenches and countershaft. The
tight and loose pulleys are 10 inches in
diameter and provided with a 4^-inch
face.

Novelties.—Fig. H
.—Dimension Saw, Built by the CordesmanMathine. Co.

combustion chamber has also been in
creased in size. By removing the ash-pit
front the grates and grate rests may easily
be taken out without disturbing the up
per structure. The manufacturers claim
that this heater gives a maximum effi
ciency with a minimum of fuel ; that the
arrangement of parts is such as to offer
little resistance to a free circulation, and
that the device is in all respects highly
satisfactory.

DlmeiMlon Maw.

In Fig. 8 of the illustrations presented
herewith we show a perspective of the
No. 2 dimension saw, with iron tilting

wide and substantially ribbed. In the
table are planed grooves for the reception
of cross-cut and n iter fences. The open
ing for the cutters to pass through is suf
ficiently large to admit of the use of a 20-
inch saw. Fitted to the under side of the
table and giving it a tilting movementand
substantial bearing are two turned dove
tailed radii. In the front radius degree
marks are cut, indicating the angle of the
table while being tilted. The arbor is of
large diameter, revolves in long self-oiling
boxes and is made of refined machinery
steel. The boxes are fitted and connected
to a dovetailed inclined frame, gibs being
provided to take up the wear. By means
of the hand-wheel and screw, clearly ii-

linproved Door and Blind Clamp.

The Egan Company, of Nos. 221-241
West Front street, Cincinnati, Ohio, have

just placed upon the market

a new improved door and
blind clamp, a general view
of which is shown in Fig. 9

of the accompanying illus
trations. This machine has
beenespecially designed for
rapid and accurate work,
and is provided with all the
necessary adjustments and
dogs for clamping any size
of door or blind. The ar
rangementof parts is such as
to give an equal pressureon
all the joints, which are per
fectly true both sides of the
door or blind. The frame

is made of iron planed per
fectly true, and when bolted together
makes a /ery rigid machine, with ample
floor space. The top of the frame is

planed to receive two long slides for the
dogs to move upon, and they can be
placed in any position to suit the work.
A long bar, with clamping-screw attached,

1 is provided for clamping the ends, and
suitable arrangementsare provided for op-
crating the slides for different widths of
doors. When the machine is ready for
use and the door or blind is in position,
the treadle is forced down, giving a uni
form pressureon all sides of the work. By
releasing the treadle the clamp is forced
open ready for another door or blind. The
manufacturers direct the special attention

Fig. 9
.—Improved Door and Blind Clamp, Made by the Eqan Company.

table, which hasrecently been placed upon
the market by the Cordesman Machine
Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio. The manu
facturers inform us that they havebrought
out this machine in order to meet the de
mand for a woodworking tool that would
rip, cross-cut and make miters, and the
machine shown herewith has been de

dicated in the cut, the saw may be ad
justed to suit the various thicknesses of
material and at such an angle that there
will be no variation in the length of the
belt. The patent ripping fence is clamped
to the table, and the manufacturers state
that it may be rapidly adjusted to allow
material up to 18 inches wide to pass be-

of the trade to this clamp as being very
simple and reliable, while at the sametime

it is very powerful. It is constructed to
take in doors or blinds from 6 inches to 4

feet 3 inches in width, and from 6 inches
up to 8 feet 8 inches in length. Each ma
chine is furnished with 12 door dogs and
16 blind dogs.
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New Gravity Push and Pull Hinge.
This article is put on the market by
William P. Kellogg, Troy, N. Y., for
■whomFuller Bros., 33 Chambers street,
New York, are agents. It is represented
in the accompanying illustration, from
which it will be seenthat it embodiesnew

slide, and the nut and screw movewith it.
When it has been brought up to the work
by turning the handle to the right about a
quarter turn the nut is clamped to the rod,
and if the handle is still turned to the
right the nut remains stationary, and the
screw works through it until the desired

Novelties.—Fig. 10.—New Oravity Push and Pull Hinge.

features. The points claimed for it are-
That it is operated by pushing and pull
ing, and not lifting a dead weight, as in
other hinges ; that there is no danger of
lifting the blind off the pintles and drop
ping it, as sometimesoccurs with those in
use; that it locks the blinds open, and also
locks themwhen closer!, and that for this

amount of compression is obtained. With
this construction it will be seen that in
any position the jaws can be brought to
gether by meansof the screw if desired.
In ordinary work, however, the front jaw
is slid against the wood and the handle
turned a part of a turn to the right, thus
giving a securegrip, and when a newpiece

urers call attention to the advantages pos
sessed by these vises in the convenience
and rapidity of their action, their finish,
strength, simplicity of construction and
durability. They are made in two sizes,
with a width of jaw 10 and 14 inches,
weighing respectively 53 and 60 pounds
Their machinists' vise represented in Fig.
12 is made on the^ameprinciple, and has
the samegeneral construction as thewood
workers', the shape of the parts being
changed to correspondwith the different
usesfor which it is intended.

Logan's Patent Stall Drain.
The accompanying illustration repre
sentsa stall flooring patented and manu
factured by Martin Logan, 164 East Sev
enty-seventh street, New York. The
lower part of the cut given represents the
drain as placed in the stall, and the upper
part shows the bed plate and slats, which
are sold for the use indicated. The bed
plate is 19 inches wide, 5 feet long, with
gutters 1 inch wide, and is made of cast
iron, thewood slats, inserted as indicated,
being made of hard oak. The channels
betweeneachwooden slat act as independ
ent gutters to carry the refuse off to the
main gutter. It will be observed that it
is constructed without the use of nails or
screws to injure horses, and when the
wood slats are worn they can readily be
removedand replaced without the aid of
a carpenter by lifting up the bed plate
and sliding slats in place from the forward
end of the plate. The manufacturer also
points out the advantage it possessesin

Fig. 11.
Figs. 11and 12.—Chandler & Washburn's Quick-Action Vises.

Fig. li.

reason no inside fasteners are required;
and that they are provided with a back
stop that positively prevents rattling of
the blinds. Having these features, the
point is also made that in their use there
is a saving of fully one-fourth of the labor
and one-fifth of the screws required in
putting up blinds with the ordinary hinges.
The manufacturer also calls attention to
the fact that there is no loss of security in
dispensing with inside fastenings, such as
are used with other hinges, inasmuch as
the function of such fasteners is to keep
the blind in place when closed, they not
being a protection against burglars, as
they are easily opened by inserting the
fingers between the bottom rail and the
first slat of the shutter. The upper and
the lower hinges are alike, and any width
of blind may be used.

Chandler & Washburn's Quick-
Action Vises.

A vise embodying new features, in
tended for the use of pattern-makers and
wood-workers in general, is representedin
Fig. 11 of the illustrations. It is manu
factured by Chandler & Washburn, 30
Kilby street, Boston, Mass. In this vise
the nut is whole, drilled and tapped to fit
a long screw. When the handle is in an
upright position and carried as far to the
left as possible, this nut is releasedfrom

is to be inserted the handle is turned back I having the bed plate of iron, aspromoting
to its first position, when the jaws may be cleanliness in the stable and preventing
adjusted to the new work, and by means, soaking and disagreeablesmells, and it is
of the handle the requisite pressure be ! claimed that it will afford health and com-

Fig. IS.—Logan's Patent Stall Drain.

again applied. If extra compressionshould
the back jaw, or, more strictly, released be required it is simply necessary to con
from the long flat rod fastened to the tinue the operation of

"
clamping "until the1 U : r a ■ " .i r . . i i . , -i 1— °

fort to the horse, and prevent the rise of
ammonia from injuring carriages. The
slats are 2 inches wide and 2 inches deep,

back jaw. The front jaw is then free to ' c'osiredresult is obtained. The manufact- , and the depth of plate and slat is 2J inches!
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RADE NOTES.

The Scott & Bitting Paper Com"
pany, of Philadelphia,Pa., are meeting with
gratifying successin the saleof tbeir building
paper,and from the number of letterswhich
they recelvofrom timeto timeit isevidentthat
their goodsarerapidlyincreasingin popularity.
A gentlemanwho has u»edsomewhatexten
sivelythebuildingpaperputuponthemarketby
themstatesthat it is verysatisfactoryfor use
wheregood work is desired,and that he has
severaljobsunderwayin whichit isspecified.

The Calumet Ikon and Steel Com-
pany,of Chicago,are meetingwith gratifying
succesin thesaleof theirparallelchisel-pointed
steelnails,whichthey claimarc of suchshape
asto secureaverystrongholdupon thewood.
Thesenailsarelightin weightandeasilydriven.
EbertBros., of Detroit, Mich., manu
facturecorrugatediron andsteelroofingwhich
is meetingwith agreat deal of success.They
areofferingthetradeavarietyof stylesof roof
covering,andarein a positionto sharplycom
petewith othersengagedin the samegeneral
lineof business.
The demand for economical sawing is
onthe increase. Splitting lumberalmostfrom
the log Is the latestscheme,and itsmeritcon
sistsof increasedproductionand thesavingof
lumber, time and expense. Infinitely better
sawedlumberis hadalso. The EganCompany,
of Cincinnati,Ohio,will begladto givefurther
informationto interestedparties.

In another part of this issue the Pike
Mfg. Company,of Pike Station,N. H., compare
sharptools to sharpwits in away to command
the attention of our readers. The company
namedmanufacturea very extensive line of
Whetstoneswith whichmanyof ourreadersare
alreadyfamiliar.
Dewees & Co., of No. 9 North Thir
teenthstreet,Philadelphia,Pa ,areofTeringfor
sale to carpentersthe right to build refriger
ators and coldstoragewarehousesunder the
Hughes patentsin localitieswhere it hasnot
alreadybeendisposedof. It is statedthat the
Hughessystemof refrigerationhasbeenin use
since 1879,andhasgiven very satisfactoryre
sults.
The Canton Mfg. Company, of Can
ton,Ohio,areofferingthe trade a steamheat
ing or hot-waterboiler,madeunderPoorman's
patent, for heating residences,hotels,stores,
schools,churchesand similar structures. It is
madeunderthenameof theColumbia,andem
bodiesfeatureswhich cannot fail to attract
attention.
Constable Brothers, of 151 Broad
way, New York City, have recently finished

Slans
for a large residenceat Milton Point,

. Y. Thestructurewill be56162feet in size,
andfinishedin theold colonial style of archi
tecture. The trimmingswill be of mahogany
andash. This firmremovedto their newoffice
at 151BroadwayonApril 16.
TnE FOLDING AND ADJUSTABLE DRAW-
knife, manufacturedby A. J. Wilkinson&Co.,
of Boston,Mass, is meetingwith much favor
at thehandsof carpentersand builders. This
knife is placedbeforethetrade in three sizes,
rangingfrom6to 8inches,»rd in all casesthe
blade is warrantedto doall that is claimedfor
it.
The Beroer Mfg. Company, Canton,
Ohio,directtheattentionof thebuilding trade
to Merger's patent simplified steel roofing,
whichtheyclaim to bea very superior cover
ing for buildingsof all descriptions.
A. J. Corcoran, 72 John street, New
York, isdirectingattentionto a lineof wooden
tanksfor house-waterpumps,which he is pre
paredto supply.
E. Magee & Co., of Allegheny, Pa.,
announceto the trade that they haveadded
severalspecialtiesto their line of Business,and
havelargely increasedtheir facilitiesfor hand
ling goods. Thisenablesthemto makedeliv
eries promptly, and in any quantity desired.
Theycarry in stocklargequantitiesof thebest
brands of American and imported cement,
plaster,Ijme,sand,mortar,colors,fire-brickand
clay,sewer-pipe,fluelinings,EnglishandAmer
icanenameledbrick,wire lathing,&c.
We have received from W. A. Heath,
of Nos. 23and 24 Wall street, Bingbamton,
N. Y., a cataloguedevotedto illustrated de
scriptionsof someof the wood-workingma
chinerymanufacturedbyhim. The pamphlet
consistsof somethingover SOpagesof letter
press,profusely illustrated and arrangedin a
formwhichcannotfail toprove interestingto
thetrade. Attention is given to moldingma
chines,matchers,planers,resawingmachines,
woodframeslitting saw-tables,shapers. band-
sawing machines, pony planers, automatic
back-knifelathes,knife grindersandcombined
boringandbit mortisingmachines.
Announcement is made that J. B.
Delbridge,N. Cameronand F. J. Dingeman
have recently formeda copartnershipunder
the style and title of Delbridge, Cameron&
Dingeman,of Detroit, Mich. The mill and
factoryof thenewfirm is locatedon thecorner
of Eighth and Plum streets,near Michigan
avenue,of that city. Attention will be given
to the manufactureof sash,doors,blindsand
all kindsof generalhouse-finishingmaterial Id
hard or soft wood;also planing, turning and
band,scrollandresawing,stairbuilding, ie.

The IXL Pump, Lumber and Mfg.
Company,of Goshen.Ind., are circulating an
attractivelittle catalogueof asizeconvenient
to carry in the pocket,devotedto what are
known as the IXL wood and chain pumps.
These goodsare carefully illustratedand de
scribed,and numerous tables are presented
giving dimensionsand prices of the various
styles and sizes. In addition to the goods
shownin the catalogue,the companymanu
facture sash,doors, blinds, windowanddoor
frames, moldings, cornerbeads,ornaments,
store fronts, countersand fixtures, balusters
andstair-work,verandaposts,flooring,pickets,
battens.Sec.They also carry in stock a full
lineof variouskindsof wood.
In another part of this issuewe pre
sentthecardof William H. Cole,electricalen
gineer,502West Fifty-third street.NewYork.
Mr. Colehashadexceptionalexperiencein the
constructionandmanagementof electriclight,
railroadandpowerplants,electricalmachinery
and appliances,and has madea specialty of
house-bellandannunciatorwork.
Henry S. Northrop, who has recently
removedto 18Rosestreet.NewYork, invites
carpentersto sendfor circularsof hiBpaneled
andembossedmetalceilings,which are easily-
put up by carpentersin either new or old
buildings.

In the last issue of Carpentry and
Building, in referring to the little book en
titled "CottageSouvenir,"issuedbyGeorgeF.
Barber,wegavehisaddressasNashville,lenn.
It shouldhavebeenKnoxville, Tenn.,as those
ot our readerswho referred to his advertise
ment noticed at the time. Since the date
namedweunderstandthat Mr. Barber hasre
turnedto hisoldhome,Dc Kalb, 111.
Walbridge & Co. , Buffalo, N. Y. , send
us a handsomecatalogueillustrating andde
scribing the iron reservoir vaseswhich they
manufacture. In an accompanyingcircular
letter theydirect theattentionor the tradeto
the new stylesof va«eswhich they have re
centlyaddedto their line, andalsorefer to the
increasedsale of their patent reservoirvases.
All of their vasesarepaintedwith twocoatsof
white paint unlessotherwise ordered. The
cataloguecomprises40pages,eachof the first
35of whichcontainsillustrationsof oneormore
differentstylesof vases. Someof the designs
are exceedinglyattractive, being very elab
orateandtastefullygottenup. Lessexpensive
designsare, of necessity,plainer, but all of
themarepleasingexamplesof castwork. At
thecloseof thecataloguea few pagesare de
votedto lawnchairs,setteesand other special
tiesmadebyWalbridge&Co.
George M. Clark & Co., Chicago,
111.,aremanufacturing12differentstylesof the
Jewel gasstove,which isa veryconvenientde
vicefor useduring the hot summermonths.
The flamesof thisconstructionareoperatedby
directneedles,whichit is claimedgive better
combustionandgreat economyin operation.
Requestsfor cataloguesaresolicited.

We have received from the Garry
Iron Hoofing Company, 152Merwin street,
Cleveland,Ohio,a copyof theirlittle pamphlet,
envelopesize,whichis beingsentto the trade.
It containsavery completedescriptionof the
differentroofingspecialtieswhichthiscompany
supply. Nearthecloseof thebook areseveral
pagesdevotedto iron magazines,tire-proof
doorsandshutters,cementandpaintand roof
ing brushes. Two specialties outsideof the
rooting line are also included—namely,the
WoodsCornShellerandtheAnti-Shaft Rattier.

TnE Cincinnati Corrugating Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, direct attention in
anotherpartof this issne to their corrugated

transfers may be made on a single pad,
either washing it with cold water after
each appplication, or trusting to the
accuracy of the register formed by bars
provided for the purpose. The original
plate is cleaned with a special solution,
and can be used for other drawings for
an indefinite period.
Another device of considerable interest
to architects who may possessonly small
frames is designed for making blue prints
of large drawings. Instead of a frame a
cylinder is employed, made of any suitable
material and covered with felt. This
cylinder should be of sufficient size, both
as regards length and diameter, to allow
the drawing to be wrapped around it with
out overlapping. The first step is todraw
the sensitive paper around this cylinder
and place the bracing over it. Clamps or
double hook<=provided with springs may
be employed to stretch the cloth smoothly
in place. The cylinder is then placed in
a frame which will allow it to be easily
revolved. The printing resulting is said
to be accomplished fully as fast as under
glass, while the impressions are sharper.

Old Method of Ventilation.

Iron lath,designedfor usein buildings jx.__
ing fire-proofqualities. It is claimedthat this
styleof lathing ismorerigid thanwire lathing,
andissoconstructedasto provideampleopen
ingsfor theplaster.

Methods of Reproducing: Drawings.

In a recent issue of one of our English
contemporariesthere was described a new
device for reproducing drawings, which
seemslikely to commend itself to all who
are called upon to make duplicates of an
original drawing. It appears that the
drawing is made with lithographic ink or
crayon in much the same manner as em
ployed in the autotype process, but in
stead of transferring it to stone it is
worked directly upon a prepared plate of
zinc. This plate is coveredwith a "fixing "

solution, which is allowed to dry, and is
then washed off with water. The next
step is to transfer the drawing to the
printing pad, which is done by applying
ink with a roller, and placing the plate
and pad in contact under pressure. The
paper for printing is then pressed on the
pad, and receives an impression exactly
like the original drawing. If several
copiesare desired, a corresponding num
ber of pads may be treated, or successive

The science of ventilation may have
made some gigantic strides in the patt
century, but for all that there are
thousands of houses put up every year
that do not have a ventilator in them,
and a house is supposed by many to be
quite modern if there is a ventilator in the
kitchen. The following account of an in
vention in the ventilating line may be of
interest to those who are up with the
latest improvements. Cavallo, in his" Treatise on the Nature and Properties of
Air" (London, 1781), quotes from anolder
work a method of ventilating a room by
means of a small tube opening into it

,

or
near the ceiling, which might either be
carried to the top of the building or made
to communicate with the external air by

a small perforation through the wall at the
roof of the room, by which means a proper
circulation would be established and the
foul air be carried off. In order to admit
fresh air into the room, another opening
was made in the ceiling, having a com
munication with a small pipe that led from
thence to the outside of the wall, where

it was bent and conducted downward till

it reachednearly to the ground, being left
open to communicatewith the external air.
The cool air would thus be forced in at
the lower opening of the tube, and made
to ascend into the apartmentin proportion
to the quantity that escaped toward the
higher regions by meansof the ventilator.
Here we have a systemof ventilation over
100 years old, and yet, at the present
day, ventilation is still discussed and
quarreled over as if it were some new
thing. The proper supply of fresh
air is denied to the great massof the popu
lation, becausebuilders, who ought to be
perfectly acquainted with these things,
too often neglect to study the natural
laws which chemists and physiologist*
have placed on a sure basis. We are told
that the native porters of Canton are ac
customed to balance the load which they
carry on a pole upon their shoulders by
means of a large stone at the other ex
tremity of the pole, and that they deemed
the suggestion of an Englishman an im
pertinent interference who wished them
to balance one package by means of
another. " Our ancesters," they said,
"were very wise men, and they never car
ried more than one package at a time, and
this they balanced by means of a stone;
shall we be wiser than our ancestors ? "
So may a large proportion of our builders
exclaim, " Our ancestors were very wise
men, and they never thought of providing
special means for ventilating rooms ; shall
we be wiser than our ancestors ? "
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OUR CHICAGO OFFICE.
CHANGEOF ADDRESS.

The Chicago editorial and business
offices of Carpentry and Building have
been removed from 95 and 97Washington
street to 59 Dearborn street.

IF
IT WERE POSSIBLE to determine
the money value of business courtesy
the majority of peoplewould be won

derfully surprised to find at how high a
figure it was rated ; and stranger yet,
if this same quality could be gathered
up or manufactured into a marketable
form, we believe that it would find
very few purchasers. In other words,
courtesy is a something the worth of
which is little appreciated, and most
people would not care to take it even as
a gift. How important a factor it is in
the general affairs of life is not a question
to be discussed in a trade paper, but on
the other hand, it is eminently proper to
point out the influence of this personal in
gredient in the business world. Further
more, the subject is especially pertinent
just now, when the celebration of the cen
tennial anniversary of General Washing
ton's inauguration is turning men's
thoughts back to the customs of the last
century. To be sure, the chief attention
is given to the military ways of our an
cestors,but along with this there is a good
deal of investigating into the every-day
habits a hundred years, more or less, ago.
Whoever looks up the history of business
and reads old correspondence and papers
relating to past methods of trading cannot
but be struck by the more dignified and
courteous tone that pervaded the dealings
of the merchants then, and if the written
records they have left are marked by an
old-fashioned courtesy we can depend
upon it that the mannersof the day pos
sessedthe samecharm. Is is no excuseto
say that business men of the present are
subject to such fierce competition and are
so driven in their work that they have no
time to waste in being courteous, for a
gentlemanly manner will facilitate rather
than delay a trade, even if it is but swap
ping jack-knives. Furthermore, asthere is
little prospect of the hurry of business life
abating yet awhile, we should be all the
more careful to guard against the conse
quences that come from fret and worry,
lest our future behavior become intoler
ably rough.

LOOKING

AT the matter simply from
a mercenary stand-point, it will
require but little reflection on the

part of sensible people to discover that
courtesy in business brings an actual
money reward. There is no one but
can recall instances in his experience
where the manner of a salesman had
as much to do with a bargain as the

quality of the goods. It would seem
to be true, however, that this personal
elemententers with greater force in small
transactions than in large ones, for where
considerable money is involved we are
less influenced by our feelings in the
matter. A pleasant address will win a
fortune for a book agent, while the presi
dent of abig corporation canbeascrotchety
as he pleases without coming to bank
ruptcy. Nevertheless, the amount of
business lost through the offensive be
havior of a company's agents is an in
determinable factor, and very likely it is
the difficulty of estimating the losses from
this cause that makes us undervalue it.
If, as not infrequently happens, we are
kept from purchasing a lot of goods or
from awarding a contract by adisagreeable
manner, we are not apt to tell the person
the reasonwhy we do not trade with him,
and suchpeople areseldommodest enough
to divine our motives. But if it is the
price of the work or quality of the goods
that deter us, we have no hesitation in
letting our reasons be known. In the
first instance, the man injures his interests
without knowing how, and we will likely
repeat the folly many times over, while in
the second casewe have cited the obstacle
to the trade is understood and can readily
be removed. As we intimated above, the
influence of courtesy increases as we ap
proach the last division in the distributing
trade, and is greatest with the retail
salesman,but in every department of busi
nessit is too important a factor to be
ignored. It is extremely difficult to write
about this subject in a general way, and it
would require an infinite number of prac
tical illustrations to cover the whole field.
The best we can hope to do is to direct
attention to it

,

and let eachone reason out
for himself the money value of business
courtesy. After all, courtesy is much
like advertising ; we know that it is a

good thing, but cannot tell exactly how
many dollars it is worth to us.

TN THE Century for May there is some

I account of mechanical work, house-

* building, &c, in Samoa. Contractors,
carpenters and builders who think that
they have a hard time to get along in this
country may perhaps obtain some solid
comfort from rending the article referred

to. We suggest that carpenters refrain
from emigrating to Samoa until more ex

plicit information is received regarding
the value of the presents which go for

pay for work performed. An extract from
the article in question is as follows: "The
negotiations between the skilled and wily

carpenter and the prospective Samoan
house owner would amusebut hardly meet
the approval of the business man of to
day. Under the propitiating influences
of kava, the necessary presents are pro
duced to induce the carpenter to under

take the construction of a house. It is
begun at once, without any terms of
agreement,and the work advances until
the carpenter thinks more presentsneces
sary, and he ceases work. Additional
gifts being made, the carpenter continues
the construction until he deems it neces
sary to demand another contribution,
when he again stops work. If the contri
bution is not forthcoming, labor is sus
pended on the incompleted house, never
to beundertaken for completion by another
of the craft, and forever afterward it re
mains unfinished and a public reproach to
the good nameof the unfortunate owner,
who, at the time of its beginning, not
knowing what may be the ideas of the
carpenter as to the cost of its construction,
must either call upon the community for
aid, which is generally freely extended, or
suffer the humiliation of this unfinished
monument."

THE
SOLUBILITY of lead in certain
drinking-waters is a chemical fact
that has been established by oft-

repeated investigation, and the bearing
of this fact upon health makes it one

of great importance. We do not wish

to enlarge upon the danger of lead-

poisoning from this source, or give it a

prominence it does not deserve, and if it

were not that many "practical" sani
tarians are continually trying to persuade
people that lead pipes are, under all cir
cumstances,safe water conduits, we would
not care to say anything on the subject.
But, so far as we are able, we would like
to offset the teachings of these pseudo-
experts, so tjiat the public could, with un

biased minds, lead the results of scientific
investigation and draw their own jconclu-

sions. We have not the least sympathy
with those alarmists who would discover a

source of disease and death in almost
everything that is eaten, drank or
handled, but many cases of lead-poison
ing from drinking water are too well
authenticated to admit of doubt as to the

possibility of this danger. It is true that
much of the testimony comes to us from

England, but this may be explained by
the fact that in the older countries more

attention is necessarily given to all ques
tions affecting public health. But lead
andwater aremuch'thesametheworld over,

and a drinking waterthat will act on lead in

England would be apt to do the same
thing here. The majority of waters will
undoubtedly form a protective coating on

lead pipe, but it is because of the very

infrequency of a dangerous corrosive ac

tion that so many people regard it as

mythical. It is impracticable to give a
safe rule regarding the quality of water
that may be safely conveyed and stored in

lead, for the possible impurities are many
and their action depends not only on the

actual amounts present,but alsoupon their
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combinations. Generally speaking, the
purer the water the greater will be its
corrosive action, but where impurities are
of an organic nature they are the very re
verseof safeguards. This point was well
brought out by the investigation following
certain casesof lead-poisoning at Bradford,
England. It was found that the impuri
ties, which were of a vegetable nature,
exercisedastrong solvent action upon lead.
Another instance that may be cited is the
caseof the water-supply of Sheffield, Eng
land, where last year several persons suf
fered from lead-poisoning. The water
when analyzed was found to contain free
carbonic acid, silica and salts of magne
sium and lime, but neverthelessit dissolved
lead to a dangerous degree. Mr. W. H.
Power has recently made an elaborate re
port on this subject in which he devotes
considerable spaceto Sheffield water. In
this report Mr. Power showsthat although
most soft waters act upon lead, and that
hard waters are least likely so to act, yet
somesoft waters do not act upon lead and
somehard waters act upon it vigorously.
This indicates that the safety of suspected
waters should be proved by testing with
lead rather than by chemical analysis.

AT
THE last meeting of the Electro-
Technical Society, held in Berlin,
Dr. Werner Siemens read a paper

on " Underground Electric Light Mains,"
making special reference to the efficiency
and durability of lead-incased cables.
A very interesting portion of the paper
was that in which he dealt with the
probable future extensions of systems
for underground distribution of elec
tricity for light and power purposes.
He pointed out that the rapid increase
in the number of pipes, cables and con
duits of various kinds will soon render
it impossible to accommodate them all
in the space beneath the streets. He
also showed that the surface of city
streetshad about reached the limit of ca
pacity as thoroughfares, and that some
thing must be done to relieve this over
crowding above and below ground. He
anticipates that the solution of theproblem
will be to have two streets, one above
the other, the second street being
either an elevated one or a tunnel of
some sort. The second street, whether
above or below, will be used exclusively
for express service by means of electric
motors and for the accommodationof elec
tric wires and compressedair, steam,water
and gas pipes. This schemewould relieve
the congested condition of many streets
of large cities. It would do away with
the obstructions incident to the laying and
repairing of underground conduits, and
would also provide rapid local transporta
tion. New York probably suffers asmuch
from overcrowded streets as any city, and
it is imperative that somemeansof relief
be devised. If the German cities will be
good enough to experiment with the sys
tems proposed by Dr. Siemens, New York
will be very glad to profit by their experi
ence.

ferred to cover constructions for both
businessand dwelling purposes, and while
the cost individually is not great for any
of them, the aggregate foots up a large
total. While the condition of business
throughout the country, generally speak
ing, is not altogether flattering, the pres
ent time is considered all the more favor
able to those desiring to erect buildings,
for the reason that material of all descrip
tions can be had at reasonablerates. The
outlook in the Northwest may be said to
be fairly satisfactory, and the prospects
warrant the belief that the year 1889will
comparevery favorably, so far as building
operationsare concerned, with 1888.

THROUGH

the courtesyof Mr. William
H. Sayward, secretary of the Na
tional Association of Builders, we

are in receipt of a copy of the official re
port of their third annual convention,
held at Philadslphia last February. There
is HItie more for us to do at.this time than
simply to acknowledge the receipt of the
volume, for, as our readersknow, we pre
sentedat the time an account of the con
vention. The report is especially valua
ble, as in addition to the discussions
and printed records of the views held
by the members on the many im
portant and interesting topics that came
up for discussion, it also gives in full
the papers read at the convention, notable
among which were Mr. Sayward's on
"Builders' Exchanges: Their Advantages
and Opportunities," and Colonel Auch-
muty's addresson "Trade Schools." The
former address, it will be remembered,
was to be printed in separateform and to
be sent out as a proselyting tract, and as
we noted at the time, it would be difficult
to get together in small space so much
argument for the establishment of local
builders' exchanges. The success of the
last annual convention strongly testifies to
the interest felt in the national organiza
tion, which alreadyis doing excellentwork ;
this work, however, can be made much
more far-reaching by the multiplication of
local associations. The report has evi
dently been carefully edited and is pub
lished in an attractive and serviceable
shape.

FROM
the number of building permits

which havebeengranted in St. Paul
andMinneapolis during the past few

weeks it is evident that building opera
tions in that locality are likely to assume
considerableproportions. The permits re-

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Hot-Water Heating and Fitting or Warming Buildings bv Hot-Water Heating
Apparatus, the Methods of Their Con
struction and the Principles Involved.
By William J. Baldwin; 385 pages;over
300illustrationsanddiagrams,and15tables.
Published by the Engineering and Build
ing Record. Price, $4.
The subject of warming buildings by
hot water is attracting so much attention
upon the part of the public at large at the
presenttime, and is having such special
study upon the part of all who areengaged
in anybranch whatsoeverof the business
of heating and ventilation, that theappear
anceof a manual or compendium devoted
to it is of great importance. That the
book should comefrom the penof a writer
so well known to steam engineers and to
the readersof the technical press in gen
eral as William J. Baldwin gives it still
furtherclaims to examination, anddemands
for it careful scrutiny and intelligent criti
cism. The work has been prepared not
alone for purely professional readers,but
rather for the mechanic and hot-water
heating fitter, as the amountof newmatter
which it contains relates chiefly to fittings
rather than to the principles of heating.

The greater portion of themattercontained
in this lx>okfirst appeared in the pagesof
the Engineering and Building Record in a
series of articles. Since their appearance
in that periodical they have been revised,
and considerable new matter has been
added pertaining to the subject above
indicated.
Considering the work as a whole, it can
only be regarded as a small original con
tribution to hot-water heating literatuie.
The greater part of it is taken up with re
iteration of experiments of some of the
earlier investigators. Much time has been
given to the calculations basedon the ac
cepted hydraulic formulas, but the space
occupied in the explanation of how these
calculations were made is of small impor
tance to the practical reader. The results
of this figuring areof use.and themethods
proposed for proportioning and grading
the sizes and areas of pipes might, with
great advantage, receivemore elaboration.
Tables, in addition to the diagrams, giv
ing the actual sizes of pipes and surfaces
would have been very desirable. The in
formation regarding the proportions of
pipes is of benefit to the practical man,
and for this alone the book becomes
a useful addition to the engineer's li
brary. The effort is more the work of
a student of engineering authors than that
of a practical mind, as an illustration of
which we would cite theassumptionof the
temperatureof the water in the radiatars
when calculating the heating surface. In
the radiators in the greater number of
buildings it is not common to get the
temperature of the water entering the
radiators to 910° F. , the outside atmos
phere being zero or 10° below zero. If,
however, this high temperature is practi
cable, it is to be regretted that no case
was shown where it occurs, and that no
idea of the relative size and proportion of
boiler and heating surface was given to
attain such results. In the only practical
experiment made by the author, and re
ferred to on page 166, he states that the
highest temperaturesattained in two tests
of the water entering coils were 195°and
206°F., while the outside air was 85° and
78°. Here was a case of one boiler sup
plying 122square feet of surface so that
210°might, if possible, be attained. It
being the first literary contribution to hot-
water heating in the United States, it is
worthy of all the attention it will attract,
and it is surely the precursor of many
practical American additions to the library
of hot-water heating literature .

THE PLATES.
In Plate XXI we show an ingle nook
chimney-piece, made by Arrowsmith &
Son, of England. The study is interest
ing in more ways than one, showing-as it
does the tendency of modern design in
artistic mantel construction. The two po
sitions in which the chimney-piece is pre
sentedoffer an opportunity for choice ac
cording to the requirementsof the case.
Plates XXII and XXIII show perspective
view, floor plans and elevationsof the de
sign to which was awarded the second
prize in the XlXth competition. The de
tails will be found elsewhere in the read
ing columns.
Plate XXIV presents the perspective
view, floor plans and an elevation of the
set of drawings taking the second prize
in theXVIHth competition.

The collapse of the Panama Canal
scheme is complete, the last contractor
having ceasedon the 7th ult. The most
impressive spectacle in surveying the
grounds is the immense quantity of
abandonedmachinery in various stages of
corrosion. Merchants are vacating their
warehouses.
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Sweep-Work.

BY OWEN B. MAGINNIS.

The absence of any published methods
of the art of bending wood for use in house
trim and joinery is sufficient warrant, I
think, for the following remarks upon the
subject, which I have endeavoredto make
as comprehensive to carpenters and
builders as possible: At the outset I de
sire to say that when the work to be per
formed is of too large a sweep to admit of
its being cut from the solid plank the
method preferred by mechanics of the

SweepWork.—Fig. L—General Vieic of
Drum.

present day for the purpose of obtaining a
piece of semicircular material, so that it
will remain permanently in that shape, is
to bend it over a drum of the sweep de
sired. This drum is put together in the
same manner as the center for an arch,
and is male up of two frames joined to
gether by battens, whose length is greater
than the width of the stuff to be bent.
The joints aremade close and the convex
surface carefully smoothed over to reduce
all possible projections and to insure a
smooth, even curvature to the board to be
bent. The drum is raised from the floor
by meansof legs, in order to permit the
over length, which is necessaryto make
the joints, to passdown on either side of
the drum, as shown in Fig. 1 of the illus
trations. When the material has been
made ready for bending it is placed on
the drum, bent around so that its surface
pressesagainst the drum at every point,
and is secured firmly in position by fasten
ing hand-screws from the bottom edgesof
the frame-pieceson curved blocks, placed
on the outside of the piece being bent. If
it be necessarywhen the sweep is quick
notches can be cut out of the bottomedges

Fig. 2.—.4n Elliptical Drum.

of the frames, so as to bring the power to
bear directly on the spot desired, asshown
in the sketch of an elliptical drum, Fig. 2
of the illustrations.
A very ingenious and at the same time
satisfactory methodof forcing the material
on the drum is shown in Fig. 3. A num
ber of 1 and 1J inch yellow pine or hard
wood pieces of sufficient length to allow
for fastening on the frames are mortised
with an inch chisel, making an opening 3
inches in length, as shown in the sketch.
These piecesarescrewed fast on both sides
of the drum, the various parts being
opposite each other. Double wedges are

then passed through the mortises, and
when driven down press the material
firmly against the curved face of the drum
and insure a perfect concave surface. It
is obvious that the more mortised pieces
there are employed the more certain will
be the result accomplished. This method
is undoubtedly oneof the best in existence
ior curves of small or even those of large
radius, as it is almost certain in its results.
If the wedging be commencedin the cen
ter and continued down each side, wedg
ing piece after piece until the bottom is
reached, the result will be very satisfac
tory. In all casesthe stuff should be care
fully watched to see that it touches the
drum at every point.
Bending sweep-work on the pitch for
stair-builders' strings, or for wainscoting
on stairs, is also performed on drums or
molds sufficiently long to take in the
whole pitch. This work is done as indi
cated in Figs. 4 and o of the illustrations.
The bent piece can be held in position by
strong strips screwed lengthwise across it
into the drum, or they can reach to the
ends of the drum and be fastened by
meansof hand-screws. After a little ex
perience in executing work of this descrip
tion carpenters will find that it is always
well to strike the desired sweep slightly
longer than that shown in the plan by
moving the center up after the manner in
dicated in Fig. 6. This is done in order
to allow for the tendency of the wood to
spring back into its natural position, due
to the elasticity of the wood, which is
always manifest to a greateror less extent.
One of the commonest and most easily-
arranged methods for obtaining curved
segmentsor arcs of circles is clearly repre
sented in Fig. 7, which shows a segmental

of softening wood by steaming. The fol
lowing methods of rendering it sufficiently
pliable to bend, however, are in existence,
any one of which may be adopted accord
ing to the requirements of the workmen:
For example, if it is required to form a
circular stile or rail for a circular paneled
window soffit, a round piece of wainscot
ing or a circular paneled door frame head,
the method shown in Fig. 8 is preferable.
The reasonfor this is that the whole piece
is built up in three thin pieces, each of

Fig. 8.—Arrangement for Forcing
Material Upon the Drum.

which is bent around the drum in succes
sion and then glued together. When the
glue hardens the whole makes a solid
curved piece,which cansafely bemortised,
tenoned, &c, without danger of breaking
under the operation. This is perhaps the
best way to obtain a solid hard -wood
rail, asit canbe built up in strips of veneer
to any desired thickness, as indicated in
Fig. 9. This is simply to dado out the
back of the piece at regular intervals to a

Figs. 4and 5.—Drums for Bending Stair-Work.

door-head bent to a radius of 5 feet 3
inches. The sweep line is first struck out
on the floor, and to it brackets the width
of the piece to be bent are firmly nailed to
the floor. Around thesebracketsthe mold
is bent, beinj* held against them by other
brackets, which are so nailed to the floor
as to press against them. The stuff is al
lowed to remain in this position until the
workman is satisfied that it is ready to be
taken out. When all the appliances ne
cessary for bending are ready, the first
thing is to find the exact length of the
stuff which will go around the entire
curve. This can bedetermined exactly by
working out the following simple arith
metical formula:
For a semicircle multiply half the di
ameter (or spring line) by 3.1416or 8f, or
multiply the entire spring line by 3.1416
and divide the result by 2. Either process
will give the length required.
For an arc or segment take a span from
eight times the cord (or spring line) of
half the arc, and one-third the remainder
will be the length of arc required.
For an ellipse multiply the mean of
span and rise by 3.1416. This will give the
exact length to go around a semi-elliptical
drum.
These formula? are taken from Spon's
"Engineer's Pocket-Book," and will be
found reliable in practice. To this length,
however, must be added the extra length
necessaryto make joints, &c.
Concerning the preparation for bending,
we will start from the well-known method

sufficient depth to form, as it wrere, a
thickness of veneer and after the piece
hasbeen stretched on the drum to fill up
the dados with keys gued in. These keys
should always be sawnout slightly thicker
than the width of the dado in order to per
mit of their being planed to awedge shape.
This has to bedone in order that they may
fit into the dados, wh'ch are necessarily
madewedge-shapein bending the pieceon
the drum. The last and in my mind the
worst method is the comparatively old one
of kerfing, which might be used to ad
vantage in an ellipical curve, as it con
tains curves of different radii. After

Fig. 6.—Striking the Sweep From a
liaised Center.

spacing out the kerfs, which can be done
in any of the various excellent ways de
scribed in previous issuesof Carpentry and
Building, the piece may be placed on
the drum, but as there is no way of key
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ing, the best plan is to kerf another piece
reversely, and, keeping the kerfs down, to
glue it fast to the convex surface of the
bottom piece. If possiblethe kerfs should
be spacedso as to comeon top of those in
the bottom piece for the purposeof equal
izing; the strain and preventing the entire
structure changing its shapewhenreleased
from the drum. The back piece is abso
lutely necessarywhen the soffit or face is
veneered,asthe elasticity of the hard wood
is much greater than the pine backing,
and a counterpiece can be added to resist
the extra force. In conclusion I might say
that work of this kind requires a great

Calcimining.

We frequently have inquiries on the sub
ject of calcimining. The following col
lection of remarks on this subject, from
various sources, may prove of interest and
advantage to our readers. Calcimining,
which is sometimeswritten "kalsomining, "

is a term meaning painting walls in dis
temper. Distemper is a corruption of a
French word which, in plain English, may
be translated "soaked." Our contempo
rary, HousePainting and Decorating, says:
Distemper painting producesvery beauti
ful effectson walls and ceilings, the tones

Fig. 7.—Bending Wood to an Arc of a Circle.

deal of care and attention combined with
accuracy and dispatch. If any of the read
ers of Carpentry and Building should
ever in building practice find it necessary

having a certain peculiar softness that it is
impossible to imitate with oil colors even
when flatted. Wall paper owes its prin
cipal beauty to the fact that it is printed

Fig. 8.—Method'of Obtaining Circular Paneled Door f rame Head.

to make use of any of the foregoing
methods, the work should be very care-

Fig. 9.—Method of Obtaining Solid
Hard Wood Rail.

fully considered, and the plan adopted
which it is decided will give the best re
sult.

in water-colors or distemper. To do a
good job in calcimining thewall must be
in good condition to receive the applica
tion of the water-paint. Few walls are
generally in the right condition. Finger
marks or grease will show through the
work when finished if they are not killed
out. Fly-specks likewise prove trouble
some unless removed. Old calcimine
must be removedby washing. To do this
is easyenough if you follow the method
mentioned below : Take a pail of warm
waterand asponge; soak the latter, squeez
ing out most of the water, then proceed
to wipe the wall down to the plaster-of-
paris finish. By keeping your sponge
rather dry you need never drop any water
on the floor. Have another pail in which

you can occasionally clean your sponge.
Always commenceby wiping off the ceil
ing first, then the top of side walls, and
last the bottom of these. Those trying
this method of cleaning off old work will
never return to the old, dirty, dusty scrap
ing so much in vogue in many places. If
there be any cracks or breaks in the walls
they should be carefully stopped with a
mixture of plaster-of-paris and lime. By
adding a little glue-water to the mor
tar it will not set so quickly, and will
give the workman more time to properly
finish his patching. We would urge the
necessityof using the best brushes obtain
able, as it is impossible to properly do a
job wirh poor tools.
The following is from the pen of A. F.
Daire, in the Hub: "If the walls are old
ones that havp beenwhitewashed, dissolve
about 1 pound of potash in about three-
quarters of a pail of water, and, with an
old brush, wet the old lime; then with a
wide putty-knife or scraper you can take
the old lime off and leave the surface in a
condition to receive the calcimining. Any
defects, such as breaks or old nail-holes,

Stair-Way Hall.—End Elevation, Showing
Halcony.

must be repaired with freshly mixed plas
ter-of-paris and a little slaked lime. For
a first-class job in white or hard-finished
walls use French zinc, or for common
work Spanish whiting. The quantity of
sizing to be used is as follows : 1 pound
of the best white fish glue, well cooked,
to 20 pounds of material. A good method
of preparing the calcimine is to slake or
soak it over night, after having well stirred
it; the next morning, or when needed,
add to it the glue, first dissolved in warm
water, bringing it to the appearance of
milk, and so that when applied to the
wall it does not clot or appear as if oily.
If the former effect is noticed there is not
enough water; if the latter there is too
much water. When of the proper consist
ency dissolve through a rag bag some
ultramarine blue. This only when using
whiting; the zinc does not need it. For a
pure white wall the French zinc is the
best. If put on the walls properly it will
have a gloss that cannot be securedwith
any other material. For calcimining in
tints use distemper colors. They can be
bought already ground. Distemper colors
are colors ground in water, without any
size. It is best to try your mixture on a
shingle, and after it is dry you will know
if it has just enough size and is of the
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proper shade. When applying, begin by
doing the outside of the molding on the
ceiling, if there is any, then the center
piece, and proceed by applying the mixt
ure with a regular calcimining brush.
Do not allow your calcimine to dry on
you, but go quickly from one end of the
ceiling to the other, working with the tips
of the hair of the brush, and always

and taking care to avoid too high a color
Brown—Burnt umber. Gray—Raw um
ber, with a trifling amount of lampblack.
Rose—3 parts of vermilion and 1 of red
lead, added in very small quantities until
a delicate shade is produced. Lavender
—Make a light blue and tint it slightly
with vermilion. Straw—Chrome yellow,
with a touch of Spanish brown. Buff—2

be calcimined with the lighter tint,
and then more coloring added for the
walls."

Stair-Way Hall.

The interesting study in stair-way de
signing which we present in this issue is a

working up with the newwhat has already
been done on the lap."
The Household supplements what pre
cedesby the following directions for the
handling of materials with respect to
colors: " Soak 1 pound of white glue over
night; then dissolve it in boiling water
and add 20 poundsof Paris white, diluting
with water until the mixture is of the
consistencyof rich milk. To this any tint

parts of spruce, or Indian yellow, and 1
part of burnt sienna. Blue— A small
quantity of Prussian blue will give a soft
azure tint. Dark blue is never desirable.
Delicate tints in three varieties of colors
are always agreeable and tasteful, and so
great caie must be taken that they are not
too vivid. The tints will always appear
brighter than in the calcimine pot, and
the workman or workwoman must keep

specimen of amateur work turned out
in the free drawing class of the Mechan
ics and Tradesmen's school, located at

JNo. 18 East Sixteenth street, New York
City. The study in question was pre
pared by James C. Brundage, a mem
ber of the evening class of the society
mentioned, and is a very creditable
piece of work. The society was'
organized many years ago, and the

Side Elevation and Section.

can be given that is desired. [The addi
tion of milk instead of all water, and even
of common cheese, is recommended by
good authority.] Lilac —Add to the cal
cimine 2 parts of Prussian blue and 1 of
vermilion, stirring themixture thoroughly,

this fact in mind when adding the coloring
powders. It is a good idea to give the
ceiling a calcimine two or three shades
lighter than that of the walls, so that it
may seem merely a delicate reflection of
their deeper tones. First the ceiling can

school has recently celebrated the
sixty-ninth anniversary of its foundation.
The instructor in mechanical drawing is
Mr. James H. Monckton, a gentleman well
known to the readers of Carpentry and
Building.
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ORRESPONDENCE.
-O- . ^S)^

Laying Down Polygon*.
From L. G. R., Aspen, Col.— In the
January issue of Carpentry and Building
"L. W. T.," of Alton, 111., laid down
some polygons, and asked for figures
which might be used on the square. I
venture to present a few, together with a
rough sketch showing how they may be
applied. The whole number of degreesin
a circle divided by the number of sides of
the figure in question will give the angle
formed at the center, or, referring to the
sketch, angle F A X—that is

,
36(Tdivided

by 6— equals60°. Now, the natural tangent

x'

Method of Laying down Polygons Sug
gestedby L. G. R.

of 60° is about 20.78, say 20f inches to
12 inches ; therefore, take 12 inches on the
tongue and 20} inches on the blade, and
apply the 12-inch mark to the point A on
the base line of the sketch, and bring the
20J-inch mark to the line at the left,
which gives the side A P. Turn the
squareover with the 12-inch mark at X.
Bring the 20f-inch mark to line at the
right, which gives the side F E. Repeat
the operation at B and X'. Then connect
D E to complete the figure. Two adjoin
ing sides of the polygon form an angle of
120°. A bevel might be used after finding
two sides with the square. The 80
pitch is 6.9-inch rise to the 12-inch run,
and the 15°slope 3.21-inch rise to the foot
run.

Flat Arohea.
From Inquisitive, Little Rock,Ark. —The
author of "Masonry" says in the chapter
on flat arches, in the January number of
Carpentry and Building for 1888, that the
ends of the voussoirs below the arc de-

\ /

Flat Arches.—Fig. l.—Arch Carrying
Less UselessWeight than Fig. 2
.

scribed in Fig. 9 are really only a load and
not a help to the safety of the arch. Figs.

1
,
2 and 3 represent three flat arches, the
convergenceof the joints being different in
each one. According to the author's

statementthe arch Fig. 2 carries moreuse
lessweight than thearch Fig. 1 , andthearch
Fig. 3 carries less uselessweight than the
arch Fig. 1

. If the theory is correct, would

it not add to the strength of the arch to
place the center of convergence for the
joints at a greater distance even than in
Fig. 3

,

thereby lessening the useless
weight that the arch is compelled to
carry?
Note.—The drawings submitted by our
correspondent have been engraved as re
ceived with the single exception of the
dotted lines A B

,

which have been added
to show where the true extrados"of each
arch is located. The part of each arch
above the dotted line A B is a surcharge,
and not properlv a part of the voussoir
arch. In Fig. 1 the left half of the
arch has been treated by the graphic
method and the line of pressures shown.
The thrust of the arch at the crown is

13.5495 of whatever the unit of load
taken; of Fig. 2 the thrust is 9

.

7344units;
and of Fig. 3 it is 17.153. A study of
thesefigures will show that this question
of uselessload cannot be satisfactorily de
termined without considering the thrust
of the arches, and the thrust of arch de
termines to a large extent the size and
character of the abutments. Generally,
the flatter the arch the greater the thrust.
This is proven in the case of the above
arch, Fig. 3

,

which is the flattest of all,
and for the same surcharge load produces
the greatest thrust. This thrust in its

/ \ 7-- /

//

Fig. 2
.—Arch Carrying More Useless

Weight than Fig. 1
.

turn is determined largely by the ratio be
tween the radius of the intrados to the
radius of the extrados. This ratio in Fig.

1 is 1.34, in Fig. 2 is 1.35 and in Fig. 3

is 1.223. The only effect that the material
below the true intrados line would have
would slightly lower the line of pressures.
In an arch like that of Fig. 2 it might
carry the line of pressures below the mid
dle third space, which would cause the
arch to fail by rotation, and it has been
proved by experiment that when an arch
failed by rotation, in every case the line
of pressures corresponded to both the
maximum and the minimum of the thrust.
Our correspondent tacitly implies that in
any case for the same span Fig. 3 wTould
be the best form of arch to use. This
would depend on the thickness of the
abutment at his command, because,as we
have shown, for the same load the hori
zontal thrust transmitted to the abutments

is in its case the greatest. On the other
hand, the surcharge to Fig. 2 is in excess
both above and below, and the tendency
of the extraneous load below would be
to carry the line of pressures below
the middle third space, which would

tend to produce instability. No general
rule can be laid down as to what form of
arch is best, for without precise data as to
the weight or load to be borne, thickness
of abutment possible, character of founda
tion and quality of material and workman-

Fig 8
.—Arch Carrying Less Useless

Weight than Fig. 1
.

ship intended, it would be misleading.
Each casemust therefore be studied and
decided upon the conditions which are
imposed. From this it will be seen that
we not only agreewith the author referred
to that the material below the true in
trados is a useless load, but that the ma
terial above the extrados is not per se a

part of the arch, but is in effect a part of
its load, or, as we say technically, a part
of its surcharge.

Octagonal Roof Framing.

From T. D. G., Council Bluffs, Iowa.—

I inclose herewith another diagram eluci
dating my method of roof framing for an
octagon building. Referring to the sketch,
AAA are the plate lines ; C is the center.
The rise of the roof equals run of common
rafter D C, the length of common rafter is

D B
,

consequently the triangles A A B are
the superficial shape of each side of the

Flan and Elevation of OctagonRoof
Submitted by T. D. G.

roof, which, if the ]X>intswere turned
right over to the center without changing
their position, would torm the roof as indi
cated by the elevation; J J are jack raft
ers, and at J' is the bevel to fit the hip,
and, of course, the pro|>erlength from the
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line A A to J'. The lines A B are the
actual length of the hips. 1 think when
the practical readers of Carpentry and
Building have studied this sketch a mo
ment they will fully understand it. The
plumb cuts require no explanation here.

to

Problem In Hand-Railing

From M. W., Scranton, Pa.— I
submit for the consideration of "J.
of London, England, the inclosed dia
grams. The plan differs from the one
given by him and resemblesthe one given

want of sufficient explanation. The regu
lar flyers of the plan are 9 inches, but two
treads next below the cylinder are made
7 and 8 inches each, and of a parallel
width. The landing riser is run straight
to the chord line of the cylinder instead
of being curved at the front end, which
would properly permit a suitable portion
of the cylinder to finish with the floor,
besidedoing away with an angular corner
at that point. That part of the hand-rail
connecting with the lower end of the
wreath, which is usually curved and known
as a ramp, is drawn straight and seems to

Problem in Hand-Railing. —Fig. 1.—Elevation.

by Mr. Monckton in the Decembernumber
of Carpentry and Building, the only dif
ferencebeing in the placementof the risers
in the well. I have so placed them that
everystep will follow the falling line, and
consequently the balusters will be of the
samelength.
Note.—We present the above communi
cation and accompaning diagrams from
our correspondent as another contribution

Fig 2.—Plan.

intended to assist '1J.
answer to his questions

II. of Loudon, in
ind drawings pub

lished in the August and October numbers.
Looking over the communication and dia
grams of our correspondent, we note first a

have forced a joint. Whether the writer
intends to produce the curve in the ad
joining wreath-piece he does not say.
On further examination we find the plan
he has given, including the number and
width of treads around the center line of
wreath, not only, as he says, resembles
but is exactly the same as the plan given
by Mr. Monckton, with the exceptions to
which we have called attention. These
exceptionsaffect the plan of stairs only in
stepping-room and curve of landing riser
and not at all the wreath. Then, again, at

Fig. 3.—Landing Quarter and Face
Mold.

the elevation set up the plan tangents are
extended in one straight line, and by a
method shown in the diagram are divided
into five unequal parts. These parts arc
made use of in this elevation as treads, |wall 13
wholly regardless of the treads asgfren by
the plan, or their stretchout, and measur
ing altogether 7 inchesmore than they do
when unfolded. They are also of various

widths; and this falling line, as our cor
respondent calls it

,
is simply the pitch

line of tangents,which, when examinedat
the landing, is found to fall low by about

4 inches. However, this lack of proper
night appears to be amended by altering

a joint and by forcing the landing quarter-
wreath upon a steeper pitch, as shown by
the face-mold of the landing quarter.
From this partial examination and atten
tion to the suggestions and diagrams of
our correspondent—who has certainly
shown in his contribution a laudable effort
to help his fellow- workmen—we leave
"J. H.," of London, and our readers to
decide their value. We maybe permitted

a few words more to our correspondent—
and other writers may take thehint—when
seeking to help or instruct others through
the medium of geometrical drawings the
diagrams should be numbered and refer
ence letters used to aid in explaining in
full detail what it is desired to impart.

Proper Namea or Door and Window
Frames.

From F., M. M., Ukiah, Col.— I send
herewith rough sketchesof the lower parts
of plain window and door frames, ana de
sire to know the proper names of the

Lower Part of Door Frame.

various pieces which are numbered. It
appears to me that there are nearly as
many names for some of these pieces as
there are workmen.

A Truaited Beam.

From S. B. C, Litchfield, III.—Will the
Editor of Carpentry and Building kindly
give hisopinion asto thesafetyof the trussed
lintel shown in the sketch which 1 inclose
herewith. The lintel is to carry a 9-inch

Lower Part of Window Frame.

feet high, with three window
openings 28 x 30 inches. What I desire
to know is if four pieces of oak 2x12
inches trussed with three 1-inch rods, as
shown in the second sketch, will be suf
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ficient to carry the load. I propose to
cover the end of the lintel with f-inch iron
plate and use washers.
Answer.— In the accompanying illus
trations Figs. 1 and 2 show the sketches
submitted by our correspondent, Fig. 1
being the side view of the beam, while
Fig. 2 representsthe end. The total load
on the beamis 21,004 pounds, estimating
a cubic foot of brick-work at 118 pounds.

pounds per foot. These would sustain a
safe load of 11.92 tons. We think our
correspondent will be perfectly safe in
adopting either of the plans we have sug
gested.

Side Bevels of Jack Ratters.
From W. 8., Toronto, Canada.— In the
March issue of Carpentry and Building

A Trussed Beam.—Fig. 1.—SketchSubmitted by S. B. S.

It is assumed in the calculation that the
total depth of this trussed beam, includ
ing the strut at the center, is 16 inches,
as shown by Fig. 3 of the cuts. The
strut is 4 inches, and the effective depth

m
Km w

Fig. 2.—End Section of Beam.

of the beam10 inches. The total tension
on the rods is 166,346 pounds. The
diameter of each of the three rods, allow
ing a strain of 12,000 pounds per square
inch, would be 1.72 inches, or, say, li

I notice the tower-roof problem presented
by "J. D.," of Winchester, N. H., and de
sire to offer a solution thereto. By means
of thedescription presentedherewith, read
in connection with the sketch inclosed,
I think "J. D." will have no difficulty
in understanding my explanation. Let
A B C D be the plan of the tower. Draw
the diagonal C B and produce it indefi
nitely toward E'. Draw the semi-diagonal
F D and produce it indefinitely toward
F". Through the point F draw F'" E
parallel to A C, cutting A B in U. From
the center U with the given distance U X
describeanarc, cutting F E in X. Through
X draw X O perpendicular to E F. From
the center K with the given radius O I'
describe an arc, cutting O X in O.
Through F draw F F' perpendicular to
E F. From the center F with the given
distanceF F' describe an arc cutting F F'

Fig. 8.—Diagram ShotoingDepth of Truss, Including Strut.

inches as the nearest commercial approxi
mation. The total compression on the
compound beam would be166,346pounds.
or allowing aworking stressof 1000pounds
per squareinch for oak, and remembering
that there are four such beams, the area
required would amount to 166 square
inches; as each beam is to be 12 inches
deep, the width of each beam required

would be
^
= 3-45 inches, or, say,

3£ inches. Therefore the beam
proposed by our correspond
ent would not be sufficient
for the purpose he names. It
would recjuirefour oak beams,
'Si x 12 inches, trussed over
4-inch cast-iron strutsby three
iron rods, each If inches in
diameter. A point not consid
ered by our correspondent is
of too serious import to be
1 is 9 inches. A calculation of the re
actions at each support show a load on this
over looked The middle wall shown in Fig.
wall of 9.8 tons per square foot, when
it should not exceed8 tons. The actual load
on 1 foot of the wall in length, 9 inches
wide, amounts to 6.56 tons, which equals
a ratio of over 9 tons per square foot. The
other supports are sufficiently strong. It
would be advisable wherever the trussed
beamscome to support them by a pier at
least 12 x 12 inches in cross section. A
better solution of this problem might have
been to use a flitch-plate girder consisting
of three wrought-iron plates f-inch thick
each and two 3-inch oak planks, bolted
together in a section similar to that shown
in Fig. 4. Such a beam, 22 feet long,
will sustain a load of 11.04 tons with
safety, whereas the load to be supported
is 10.5 tons. Our correspondent also
might use two 9-inch steel I beams, with
flanges 4.75 inches wide, weighing 27

in the point F'. From the center F'
with thegiven radius G' O" describe an arc

ting the arc at O" in the point O". Join
O 0". From the centerO with the radius
O I' describethe arc K H', cutting O O"'
in H'. From the center O" with the
radius O" G' describe the arc H' F', and
the curve F' H' K will be the curve and
F' K the length of a common rafter. From
the point H' draw H' H parallel to A B,
cutting C E' in H. Through H draw H
R perpendicular to C E'. Produce O X
toward Y, cutting C E' in Y. Through
Y draw Q O' perpendicular to C E'. From
the center Y with a radius O X describe
an arc, cutting Q O' in O'. From the
center O' with a radius O I' describe an
arc, cutting O' Q in Q. Through O' draw
O' R parallel to C E', cutting H R in R.
The point O' will be the point where the
axis major and the axis minor intersect
and bisect eachthe other, and the distance
O' R will be the axis major and the dis
tance O' Q will be the axis minor of the
ellipse of which the curve II" B is a part.

Fig. 4.-

mm

Cross Section of Flitch-Plate
Girder.

From this data the centers P" P"' can
readilv be determined, and from the
centersP" P'" the curve B I" H" can be
described. By performing a similar
process we will obtain O'" S and O"' Q',
the axes of the ellipse of which the curve
H" F" is a part, and from this data the
centersP P' are determined, and from the
centers P P' the curve H" F" can be de
scribed, cutting F F" in F ' ; then the curve
B H" F" will be the curve and B F" the
length of thehip. On K B set off a num-

Method of Obtaining Side Bevelof Jack Rafters Suggestedby W. S.

at O", and from the center O with a
radius O I' + G' O" describe an arc, cut-

I ber of equalparts, L, M, N, corresponding
to the number of jack rafters required be
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tween K and B. From the point L draw
L G'" parallel to A C, cutting F E' in the
point G. Through G draw G G'' perpen
dicular to C E', cutting the curve F" G" in
G". Through G draw G G' parallel to A
B, cutting the curve H' F' in G'. Join G'
0". Through G' draw G' T perpendicular
to G' O", cutting E F in T. Through T
draw TT\ cutting C E'in T'. Join T G".

Details Second Prize Designs for #2,000
House,XlXth Competition.—Front Door.
—Scale,X Inch to theFoot. (For Eleva
tions, See.,SeePlates.)

From the center T' with the radius T' G'
describean arc G" G'", cutting L G'" in
G'". Join G'" T', and the angle L G"' T'
will be the "side bevel," the angle T G"
Gwill be the " down bevel" and K G'
will be the length of jack rafter No. 3.
Take the distance G G" on the tongue
and the distance G" T on the blade of the

Section Through Door.

steel square,and the tongue will give the
"backing "at the point G". From the
points K M N repeat operations similar
to that which has been performed from
the point L, and each performance will
give a similar result. The angle K F'" E'
will be the "side" and E F' F will be the

7
Section through Baseboard—Scale,

Inches to the Foot.

" down bevel " of the commonrafter K F',
and with F F ' on the tongue and F" E'
on the blade the tongue will give the
"backing" at F". M H'" V will be the
"side" and H H' V will be the "down
bevel " and K H' will be the length of
jack No. 2. H H" on tongue and V H"
on blade, tongue gives "backing" at H".

N T" U' is " side" and U I I the "down
bevel " and K I' is the length of jack No.
1. 11" on tongue and U' I" on blade,
tongue gives "backing" at I". Unless
the stock of the bevel is placed tangental
to the curve of the jack the blade will not
give the "down bevel " correctly.

Second Prize Design in the Nineteenth
Competition.

In Plates XXII and XXIII of this issue
will be found the perspective view, floor
plans and elevations of the setof drawings
receiving the second prize in the XlXth
competition. The author of the study is
Mr. Edward W. Smith, of Jamaica Plain,
Mass. We present below the specifications
and estimateaccompanying the drawings :

Specification.
The hight of stories, as follows : First
story, 9 feet; second story, 8 feet 6 inches ;
cellar, 6 feet 6 inches.

MASON-WORK.
Excavations.—Dig out the full depth of the
soil where the building shall stand, and
stack away in heaps,asfar away from the
building as may be desired. Excavate
for the cellar to a sufficient depth to
show 2 feet 6 inches of underpinning
when the grade is finished at the highest
point to firm and solid ground, and clear
of frost. Excavate for the cesspool as
hereafter specified and all drains to the

Inside Door.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Grading.—Fill in around and pack the
earth against the cellar walls, and level it
with the bottom of the underpinning.
Grade the excavated earth about the
building asmay be directed, and replace
the top soil over the graded surface at
completion.
Footings.—Lay down footings under all
the walls of the building —both stone
and brick—of flat stonesnot less than 6
inches thick, and projecting 6 inches on
each side of the walls above,to be com-

Section Through Inside Door.

posedof large stones, each stone filling
the coursein width andhight, closefitted
and flushed up with spawls and cement
mortar; these stones to be laid on the
natural undisturbed earth.

Foundations.—Properly lay up the foun
dation walls of local ledge stone, laid in
cementmortar by and full to a line on
inner face, and flush and point at com
pletion ; thesewalls to average10 inches
in thickness, and to be 4 feet 6 inches
in hight above the cellar bottom. Lay
down in like manner substantial foun
dations under all chimneys, piers, &C.-

Inside Trim.—Scale, 1}£Inches to Foot.

and all clear of frost. Leave all open
ings in walls for drain, gas and water
pipes, as directed, or as shown on plans.
Underpinning.—From the top of foun
dation walls at grade level lay up the
underpinning 16 inches in thickness, of
good local ledge stone. The whole of
the cellar wall and underpinning to be 6
feet6 inches abovethe cellar bottom, and
to be accurately leveled to receive the
sills ; the measurementson top to corres
pond with figures on drawings. Care
fully point and fill under the sills, after
they are laid, with cement.
Bulkhead.—Build the bulkhead as shown
on plan, properly walled in on each
end, the jambs to be of same material
and work as cellar walls.
Piers.—Build brick piers where shown,
12 x 12 inches, and cap with flat stone
the size of pier.
Cesspool.— Stone up cesspool 7 feet in
diameter and 9 feet deep; lay the walls

Hall Stairs.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

dry, of rough stone, aud draw in on
top in a substantial manner; cover with
flag-stone and 20-inch iron man-hole;
connect through cellar-wall with 6-inch
vitrified drain-pipe, the pipe to ter
minate in cesspoolwith a quarter bend,
to form a trap. The cesspool will be
not more than 30 feet from the house.
Chimneys.—Build the chimneys to corres
pond with the drawings, using light
hard bricks, and in no case allow less
than 2 inches in thickness for brick
work betweentimbers or anywood-work
and the smoke-flues. All flues to be
straight and true and of uniform size
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throughout, and smooth on the inside.
All partitions between flues to be 4
inches thick and to go to the top of each
chimney ; outside walls of each chimney
to be 4 inches in thickness, and built as
shown by the drawings. Top out above
the roofing, using even-colored hard-
burned brick for facing, laid in red
cement mortar, in accordance with the

Main Cornice.—Scale, % inch to the Foot.

drawings, and properly cleaned down
at completion. Furnish and set in the
brick-work of flues for stove-pipes
proper stove-collars and ventilating-
covers where required, and protect
wood-work around collars with brick
when running through stud and lathed
partitions; also provide the necessary
bricks, mortar, &c, for setting theman
tel-pieces.
Furnace-Flue. —Construct a flue for fur
nacewhere shown, the opening to same
to be made 12 inches below under side
of floor joists, and plastered inside and
out. Carry this flue to the top of the
chimney independently of all other flues,
and to be not less than 8x8 inches in
size at any point.
Cold-Air Duct.— Build cold-air duct from
opening in wall to furnace in cellar,
where shown, walls of brick, bottom
cementand top of plank , all made per
fectly tight.
Cellar Bottom.—Level off the cellar bot
tom, settle it thoroughly, and cover it
flush and smooth throughout with
cementconcrete, in three parts of clean,
coarse, sharp gravel aud one part of

Section Through Windiw-Sill and Foun
dation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

good cement, 2J inches deep, and
finished with a true and even svirface.
This cement concreting to be put down
before any interior finish is put on.
Lathing. —All walls, partitions, ceilings,
and work that is furred off throughout
the first and second stories to be lathed
with sound lath.
Plastering —All walls, partitions and
ceilings throughout the first and second
stories to be plastered one good coat of
brown well-haired mortar, madeof pure

unslacked lime, and clean, sharp bank
sand, free from loam, and salt, and best
cattle or goat hair, to be thoroughly
mixed by continued working, and
stacked in the rough for at least ten
days before putting it on. Lerel and
float up the brown coat, and make it
true at all points. Cover all the brown
mortar with a good coat of clean sharp
sand and lime putty, thoroughly mixed,
so as to secure a good, handsome and
workmanlike job. All lathing and plas
tering to extend clear down to the floor
on the outside walls; do all necessary

Finish overBack Dmr.— Scale, % Inch
to the Foot

mending and patching after other work
men, and leave everything in a perfect
and complete state.

CARPENTRY.
The carpenter to do all necessarywood
work, cutting, &c , for other craftsmen
on the building; to provide and set cen
ters on which to turn arches; also to fur
nish suitable protection to all openings to
keep out the cold and rain and hang doors
so that the building can be locked up as
soon as inclosed by putting in temporary
doors and locks; to provide suitable cases
in which to keep the plans and drawings
during the progress of the works.
Timlier.—The whole of the timber used
in and throughout this building tobe the
best of the kind and quality specified,
well seasoned,and free from black sap,
large and loose knots, shakes and other
imperfections impairing its durability
and strength.
Framing. —The frame to be
Do all necessary framing around stair
waysand chimneys, all properly mortised
and tenonedtogether, and all to be done

Belt Course.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

in a thoroughly workmanlike and sub
stantial manner.
Frame Titnliers to be of spruce, in the ,
following dimensions: Sills, 6 x 6 inches;
girders, 6 x t<inches; posts,4x6 inches ; /

girts, 1x6 inches; plates, 2x4 inches,
double; first floor joists, 2x9 inches;
second floor, 2x8 inches; attic, 2x7
inches, all 16 incheson centers; headand
trimmer joists 3 inches thick ; all joists
coming under partitions to be double ;
roof rafters, 2x6 inches, 16 inches on
centers; door and window studs, 8x4
inches; intermediate studding, 2x4
inches, 16-inch centers; long braces,
2x4 inches. All main partitions to be -
set with 2x4 inch studding, 16-inch
centers, to be set as the frame is raised,
and foot on girders to have 2x4 inch
plates, on which to foot second-story
partitions and carry floor timbers;
other partitions set with 2x3 inch
studs, 16-inch centers; and all partitions
that are directly over each other to be
set in like manner to above, all to be
well braced and spiked ; all angles to be
formed solid, and all partitions to be

Detail of Porch.—Scale, % Inch to Foot.

bridged once in their hight; all open
ings exceeding 3 feet in width to be
properly trussed. Piazza sills, 4x6
inches; joists, 2x6 inches, 18 incheson
centers; plates, 3x4 inches; rafters, 2
x 4 inches, 24 inches on centers.
Bridging. —All the floor timbers to be
bridged through centerswith 1x3 inch
cross-bridging properly cut in between
timbers and nailed with two nails at
each end; also furnish any other tim
ber of the required size and necessaryto
fully complete the works.
Cedar Posts.— Place cedar posts where
shown, to be not less than 6 inches in
diameter.
Rut Proofing.—Fill in with joists between
all floor timbers on the sills to stop all
crevices that may afford harbor for rats.
Furring. —Cross-fur the ceilings of the
first and second stories with 1x2 inch
spruce placed 12inches from centersand
well nailed to under side of every floor
joist. Properly support and fur under
stairs, fur for arches and do any other
furring required by the design.
Shingles.—Cover the entire frame, in
cluding roofs, with sound hemlock or
spruceboards,well nailed to eachbearing.
Where the boards exceed 10 inches in
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width to have extra nail in center. This
is imperative.
Sheathing-Paper. — Put I X L brand
sheathing-paper under all clapboards,
side shingles,&c, and samepaperunder
all casings, corner-boards, &c, properly
lapped to make tight job.
Clapltoards.—Cover all sides with good
quality clear spruce clapboards 4 to i\
inches to weather.
Shingles.—Cover the side, gable ends,
&c, where shown, and all roofs with
choicecedarshingles4J inchestoweather.
May be 5i inches to weather on sides.
Fancy shingles as shown.
Lumber.—All exterior finish to be of
good-quality white pine. All interior
finish best kiln-dried whitewood.
Corner-Boards, Casings, <tc.—To be } x
5 inches; bandsto berabbeted at bottom
to receive clapboards.
Cornices.—Cornices to be as shown by
the drawings, and also the rake, verge-
board, brackets, &c.
Gutters.—To be 4 x 6 inches, of cypress.
Contluctors.—To beof corrugatedgalvanized
iron 3 inchesin diameterinside,connected
.to gutter by 2-inch lead pipe goose-neck.
To have wooden shoes, if required, to
carry away water from the building.
Window-Frames,—Windows and win
dow-frames of the several storiesto beof
the form, styleand dimensions, all to cor
respondwith the drawings or ashereafter
described. All frames for insertion in
wood or framed work to be madewith
outside casingsJ x4}inches; pulley-stiles
I inch thick, properly housedatheadand
sills ; bottom sill 2 inches thick, to have
parting strips and blind-stops, and the
whole put togetherin apropermanner; to
have the necessary rebateson head cas
ings, &c, to make perfectly tight. All
double-hung sash-frames to have 1J-
inch noiseless axle pulleys, with iron
faces, and all to have suitable pocket
caps, secured with screws at lower end
of pulley-stiles. Cellar-window frames
to be made out of 2-inch planks, re
bated for sash; frames to be properly
walled in with underpinning, and
painted one coat befoie being walled in
place. All sash to be 1J inches in thick
ness, except cellar sash, which are to be
\\ inches thick.
Sash and Windows, &c.—To be made of
the best clear, dry, white pine, with
acorn mold sash-bar, weather-lipped
meeting rails, to be double hung with
Samson braided sash cord and cast-iron
weights. For style of sash, number of
lights, &c, see elevations. Single sash
of cellar windows to be hung to top of
frame with 2J x 2^inch fast butts, and
to have the necessary fixtures to secure
shut or keep open.
Glass.—The glass in cellar windows to be
American sheet glass, of third quality.
Glass in first and second story to be
second quality American sheet glass
The glass in staircase windows to be
American sheetglass, cut up as shown.
The glass to be well bedded, tacked
and puttied.
Outside Blinds. —All the windows of the
building, except cellar and windows in
hall, to have outside blinds in two or
four folds, H inch in thickness, with
£-inch rolling slats to be properly hung
with wrought iron hinges, and secured
with best wire fastenings to keep open
or shut. To be painted two good coats
of oil and lead paint, color to be as se
lected.
Sash Ijocks.—Every double-hung window
in the building to have one of the Ives'
patent burglar-proof sash locks onmeet
ing rails. No. 407.
Door Frames.—Outside door frames to be
of plank, rabbeted, and to have 2J inch
hard pine sills. Inside doors in the
usual manner.

Verandas.—Construct piazza as shown by t
the drawings: stefs, J-inch thick, risers,
| inch, to have cove under nosings; lay
the floors with } i 3} inch hard pine
flooring, with loose joints. Columns,
rails and brackets to be as shown ; ceil
ing to be sheathed with beaded spruce
battens, and to have quarter round in
angles.
Grounds.—Put up grounds' for the finish
of all windows, doors, bases, casings,
jambs, wainscots,&c, before plastering;
those on wood partitions to be | inch
thick. All these grounds to be set per
fectly straight, true to a line and
plumb. All plastering to be finished,
cellar cemented and all mason-work
done and thoroughly dried before any
of the interior finished joinery is brought
into the building or put in position.
Floors.—All floors to be double through
out, except attic. Lay all underfloors
of good, square-edged spruce boards.
Lay the ki'chen floor with J x 3| inch
hard pine flooring nailed to every beam.
All other floors, except as specified
above, to be laid with kiln-dried spruce
flooring, except attic, which lay with
good spruce boards. All flooring must
be laid closeto the outside walls, closing
up all spaces completely. All flooring
to be well laid, joints broken and nailed
in a thorough manner; the best to be
selectedand laid on principal floor. All
joints to be leveled off smooth.
Wainscoting.—Walls of bath-room and
kitchen to be wainscoted 3 feet high,
with beaded battens }x3 inches, and
to have neat beveled molded cap.
Casings.—Case all doors and windows in
rooms throughout, except attic, with
I x 5 inch molded casings, and finish
with plinth and turned corner-blocks
1x5x5 inches ; case doors and win
dows in all other rooms with I x 4$
inch plain casings, with plain corner
block finish, in dimensions to corres
pond. Plain casings in closets. All
windows to have neat stool and apron
finish; apron, molded in principal rooms,
to be 4 inches wide; elsewhere, plain
beveled.
Base.—Put down after plastering 10-inch
base in principal rooms on tirst floor,
with neat molded cap; elsewhere, ex
cept in the closets and where wains
coted, plain beveled base. Closets to
have 0-inch base, beveled inward, and
to be put down before plastering. All
interior wood-work to be left in natural
wood, to be finished up perfectly clean,
to be hand-smoothed, scrapedand sand
papered, and at completion to be prop
erly cleaned, and all stains and finger
marks removedon suchwork as requires
finishing in natural manner.
Doors.—To be in size as shown on plans.
Those on first floor to be 1| inches thick;
on second floor \% inches thick. All
outside doors to be 1} inches thick.
All doors to be of best kiln-dried white-
wood ; outside doors to be of the best
kiln-dried whitewood; front door to
have plate-glass in large panels; back
door to have ground glass in the
top panels; all doors except outside
doors to be four panel; all doorsmarked
" G " to have glass in top panels. Doors
to swing as shown on plansunlessother
wise directed.
Saddles.—Put down hard pine saddles to
all doors.
Hatchway Doors to Ctlhirs.—To be made
out of I x 0 inch matched boards, to
be twice cross-battened on the under
side with J x 0 inch stuff, beveled all
round on edges; these battens to be
screwed on. The head of the door to
be properh- constructed, also at meeting
of doors, so that no leak shall occur,
and all properly and strongly framed.
Hang the doors to frame-work with two
heavy wrought-iron hinges to each fold.

'airs.—Main staircase to be built as
shown by the floor plans, in the best and
most substantial manner; to be properly
supported and rough-bracketed ; to have
J-mch riser, J-inch tread, tongued and
grooved together, and both housed into
wall-string; rise and tread to be as per
figures on floor plan, fractions and vari
ations in building excepted; treads to
have nosing with fillet and cove under,
and the finished work of main stairs to
be put up after plastering is finished
and dry. Wall-strings to be 10-inch,
top edgemolded to correspond with ad
joining base; front string and landing
facias to be finished as per drawings.
Stairs to be of clear, best kiln-dried
whitewood. Newel posts to be white-
wood, 8x8 inches, as per detail ; land
ing posts, 4x4 inches; rail, 2$ x 3}
inches; balusters, If x If inches; all to
be of best kiln-dried whitewood. At
tic staircase to be built as shown, of
best quality clear stock, housed together
and properly supported and furred
under. All staircasesto be lathed and
plastered underneath, aoJ the treads to
be properly protected during the prog
ress of the work. Put a 2-inch round
hand side-wall rail, firmly secured to
side wall with iron holders, on one side
of all box stairs. Cellar stairs to be
strong plank stairs, planed stuff, J-inch
tread, with noseand riser, to have slat
rail on one side.
Bath-Boom.—To befitted upwith bestclear,
kiln-dried whitewood. Wainscot walls 3
feet high, with battens3 incheswide, and
cap with neat beveled and molded cap;
ceil up over bath-tub andwater-closet in
like manner, 20 inches high. Bath-tub
to be cased in the most approved man
ner, and molded. Fit up water-closet
with riser, cover and seat, and hang the
seat and cover with brass butts; hollow
out the front edgesby which to raise the
lid; put the whole together in such a
manner that it can be readily taken
apart at any time and returned to its
place easily, and without marn ig the
wood-work. Wash-bowl to be fitted up
under slab with paneledwork and closet,
with hinged door properly secured, &c.
Also, put up six ornamental wardrobe
hooks on neat molded strips in bath
room, where directed.
Sink.—Ceil up under sink to form closet,
and hang door to same, with catch com
plete; put up row of pot-hooks on strip
underneath; ceil up splash-back 10
inches high, and cap same as wainscot
ing; put drip-shelf as shown.
Pantry. —Put caseof threedrawers in end,
as shown, and cover with counter shelf
20 inches wide; construct flour-barrel
closet, 22 inches by 22 inches inside,
with removable front and hinged lid;
put four shelves 12 inches wide over,
where wanted, and inclose with batten
doors, with catches, &c, complete;
place shelves 12incheswide. Construct
slide betwsen china-closet and pantry,
12 inches by 16 inches, to slide side-
wise.
China- Closet.—Fit up china-closet with
threedrawersto fill theopening and cover
with counter shelf to fill the closet.
Place five shelves over on strips at ad
justable distances; hang neat doors,
glass panels, with snap fasts, complete.
Drawers to have bronzed drop-pulls;
drawers and doors to have locks.
Closets.—All clothes-pressesand closets to
bedrooms to have two rows of large
double black-japanned iron wardrobe
hooks, placed 9 inches apart, breaking
joint with each other ; thesehooks to be
secured on 1 x 3 inch molded strips,
passedall around the closets, the upper
strip to be 5 feet 6 inches and the lowei
one 4 feet 6 inches from the floor; each
closet to have a shelf secured on a neat
cleat on top of wardrobe strips.
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Cold-Air Duct.—Construct a frame of j-
inch boards, to be built in underpin
ning, to admit the cold air, and cover
with coarsewire netting ; construct cold-
air passagefrom this opening to furnace,
and make it air tight and to suit the re
quirements; put a wooden slide damper
inside of cellar wall, and make thewhole
complete, to suit the requirementsof the
furnaceman.
Coal-Bins.—Construct coal-bins in cellar
where shown, or in any other place de
sired, of rough hemlock boards, with
slide, complete.
Mantels.—The contractor will furnish
mantels for dining-room and parlor, to
cost $10, which the owner snail have
privilege of selecting, and the contractor
will furnish labor and other materials
for setting the same. The contractor
will furnish and put up on neat iron
brackets molded edge mantel shelves,
li inch thick in all other rooms, to be of
whitewood.
Swing Shelves.—In cellar.

HARDWARE.
Furniture to front door to be of bronze
metal. All doors to have hemaciteknobs,
No. 1776,with bronze roseand escutcheon.
Back door to have bronzed knobs with
bronzed rose and escutcheon. All small
closets to have bronzecatches; all drawers
to have suitable pulls, complete.
Locks.— Front door to have 6-inch lock of
good manufacture; vestibule door to
have lock ; back door to have lock. All
others throughout the building to be
4-inch locks All door locks through
out to be of good serviceable manufact
ure; all doors to have a key.
Sliding Bolts.—Double doors to have flush
sliding bolts at top and bottom and to
correspond with other furniture.
Bulkhead.—To havepadlock, staple, hasp,
&c, complete.
Stops.— Put rubber-tipped stops in base
where required.
Hanging.—Hang all doors with loose-joint
acorn-tipped butts; front door, 5x5
inches; Boston finish. All doorson first
story 3£ x 3J inches; all other doors
8f x 3£ inches in size. Doors over 7
feet in hight to have three hinges. All
small doors to have suitable butts.
Bells.—Front door to have gong-bell with
suitable pull to match front-door furni
ture. Hang jingle-bell in back entry
with pull, &c, complete, at back door.
Also furnish any other hardware neces
sary to fully complete the works.

PAINTER.

Furnish all materials and perform all
labor for the full completion and proper
painting of the building. The material
and labor to be of the best description.
Cover all sap, knots, &c, of wood-work
with a good coat of strong shellac before
priming; putty up all the wood-work
smoothly after priming

EXTERIOR.

Priming. —All exterior finish and wood
work that is not to be stained to be
treated with one coat of priming as soon
as put up, to consist of pure linseed oil
and yellow ocher.
Staining.—Stain all shingles on roof, dip-
ing them into the stain before being
laid. After priming is thoroughly sea
soned paint the exterior wood and iron
work one coat of pure white lead and
linseed oil.
Tin. — Paint all tin-work two coats of best
metallic paint.

INTERIOR.

Properly oil hard-pine floors, stain all
wood-work in first story. All hard wood
finish to be filled with Wheeler's patent
filler. All hard wood, stained wood or
wood that is to be left in its natural color
to be treated with one coat of orange

shellac and two coats of Elastica finish
(Rosenburg's), the last coat to be rubbed
down to a smooth surface.
Cover all knots and sap with shellac,
carefully putty and paint all interior wood
work of second story three coats of lead
and oil paint, tinted to taste of owner.
The painter must seethat all wood-work
is perfectly clean before filling; putty up
all nail headsand other defects, using care
to thoroughly match the putty in all hard
wood and natural wood finish, and to sand
paper smooth and properly prepare all
work before applying the second coat. All
graining work to be of the best kind, and
the whole of the painter's work to be done
in the best and most thorough workman
like manner known in the painting and
finishing trade, and all paint and varnish
spots to be cleaned off glass, walls and
floors at completion of the work, and all
left in a perfect and complete state, with
out exception.

TINNING.

Leaders.— Put up the necessarynumber of
corrugated galvanized-iron conductor-
pipes, with all necessary curves, bends,
breaks, &c, to convey water from the
gutters to the grade level, and there con
nect themwith drain-pipe in theground ;
and where there is no sewer connection
to have suitable shoeson the bottom to
throw away water from the building.
All joints to be lapped and soldered
tightly together. Secure leaders to the
building with galvanized-iron hold
fasts, and place a wire screenover open
ings in gutters. All breaks and bends
to be made and curved on a proper,
neat and close sweep around set-offsand
breaks of the building; and all elbows
to be made in like manner. The size of
leaders to be 3 inches in diameter in
side.
Flashings. — Furnish the carpenter all
necessary9-ounce zinc or 3-pound sheet-
lead to enable him to flash all outside
wood - work, casings, shingle - work,
wood cant-boards, caps, <fcc,to make
perfect and thoroughly tight work.
Where tin-work of roofs comesagainst
building the tin must be run up at least
6 inches behind the clapboarding; also
do all tinning requisite to make all
places water-tight, whether specified or
not. Go over the work and stop all
leaks after other craftsmen, and leave
everything tight.
Furnace.— Furnish and set complete a
portable hot-air furnace in cellar, where
the furnace people may direct, in such
size as the manufacturer will warrant
to heat the house. Build the cold-air
box as directed, also the pit for the fur
nace. Furnish complete all registers,
hot-air pipe, smoke-pipes, &c, to make
perfect job.

PLUMBING.

Furnish all materials and perform all
labor requisite and necessary for putting
up and completing all the plumbing-work
in a good and thoroughly workmanlike
manner, according to the drawings and
thesespecifications, and their full intent
and meaning. The whole work to be left
in complete working order at completion.
All water-service pipes must be put
up on 1-inch thick stripping. No pipes to
run on outside wall unless absolutely
necessary. Neither must the plumber cut
any timbers—this will be done by the
carpenter, and he shall not cut any to
weaken them.
All lead pipes to be securedwith hard
metal tacks and screws, and all leadwastes
and ventilating connections with soil-
pipe to be- made through brass ferrules,
which must be soldered to the lead pipe,
and calked with oakum into the iron
hub, and the joint run with molten lead.
Supply.—Tap and pay for tapping main in
street and connect, and from this point

lay f-inch lead pipe to supply the
house. Leaveout the necessarybranches
for the different works, and place a
stop-cock on front, inside cellar wall, to
shut off the water from the entire build
ing when necessary. Care must be
taken in grading this and all other
pipes, so that when the water is turned
off they will drain perfectly dry. There
is to be a sill-cock on the front where
required, and put one draw-cock in the
cellar where required, to accommodate
furnace.
Iron Soil and Wastes.—Connect with drain
a 4-inch cast-iron pipe, carry along the
cellar bottom to a point under bath
room, and from there carry up to the
bath-room and extend up above the
roof and cap with ventilating hood.
Place a running trap in main in the
front of the house and ventilate. All
horizontal or vertical pipe connections
to be made with Y-branches and one-
eighth bends. All cast-iron pipes to be
properly supported and secured with
large iron hooks, braces or hangers.
All cast-iron soil and waste pipes to
have one good coat of coal tar inside
and out.
Boiler.— Furnish and set up a 30-gallon
copper boiler, set on a single cast-iron
standard, supplied with water through
a 4-inch lead pipe, and connect with
water-back of range through brass
tubes and couplings, to have J-inch
sediment-pipe and cock, this pipe con
nected with soil-pipe and trapped ; also
place a stop-cock on supply-pipe. Run
a f-inch lead pipe from top of boiler up
to the highest point of hot-water supply,
and return the pipe to the top oi the
boiler, to keep up a continuous circula
tion of hot water, and all fixtures must
be supplied with hot water by tapping
this circulation-pipe. Run a j-inch
lead pipe from the highest noint of hot-
water supply, and up to and over top of
tank, leaving end open for steamescape.

Tank.— Put up in bath-rooma tank to hold
15 gallons, to be lined with 4-pound
sheetlead, with carefully-soldered joints,
to supply boiler solely.

Sink.—Put up cast-iron sink in kitchen,
6 x 20 x 36 inches, to be supplied with
hot and cold water through a §-inch lead
pipe and $-inch thimble, and bibb-
cocks of brass. Cold-water bibb to have
hose screw for filter. To waste through
2-inch lead pipe, properly trapped and
connectedwith soil-pipe.
Wash-Basins.—To lw 16 inches diameter,
of Wedgewood-ware, with overflow con
nections; each set in a best Italian mar
ble countersunk slabwith molded edges;
back and sides to have plated bibbs,
plug, chain and chain stay, and to be
supplied with hot and cold water
through £-inch lead pipe, and to waste
through 1^-inch lead pipe, properly
trapped and connected to soil-pipe.

Water-Closets.— Provide and fit up a
good, serviceable short hopper water-
closet in bath-room connected with soil-
pipe; to have tank to hold 20 gallons
of water, supplied through f-inch lead
pipe, to havecistern-valve and ball-cock
complete; to have overflow, and to be
fitted up in the most approved manner.

Slop Safes—Over water-closet in bath
room.
Bath- Tub.—Furnish and fit up a 5-foot
6-inch 14-ounce copper bath-tub,
Steger pattern ; to be well tinned
and planished; supply with hot and
cold water through f-inch leadpipe, and
to have a double hot and cold water
compression bath-bibb; supply rubber
tube and sprinkler to same; to be
emptied through 2-inch lead waste;
properly trapped and connected; to have
plated plug and chain, and overflow
connection.
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Ventilation.—All traps to be ventilated.
Traps.—All baths, sinks, water-closets,
tubs and other appliances having wastes
to have a separate trap. All traps that
can beso supplied are to be of the bottle
or jug form.
Bibbs.—All bibbs throughout to be of the
best quality of their several kinds; all
shut-off cocks to be of brass, and one of
the best make and kind.
Weightsof Lead Pipe.—All lead pipe used
in and throughout the building to weigh
per lineal foot as follows : Supply,
\ inch, 2 pounds ; $ inch, 2£ pounds ;
J inch, 3£ pounds; 1 inch, 5 pounds.

Second Prize Design in Eighteenth

Competition

We present in plate XXIV and the
text pages following the second prize de
sign in theXVIIIth competition, the author
of which, as announced in our last num
ber is Mr. John N. Sherwood of Syracuse
N. Y. We also lay before our readers the
specification and estimate. The following
letter addressed to the committee of
award calls attention to someof the lead
ing features of the design and will be
found of interest in this connection:

Second Prize Design in XVIIIth Competition.—Side Elevation.—
Scale, K Inch to the Foot.

Waste and ventilation, 1 inch, 2£
pounds; 1J inches, 8 pounds; inches,
3£ pounds; 2 inches, 5 pounds; 3
inches, 5J pounds.
Joints. —All soldered joints to be wiped.

DETAILED ESTIMATEOF COST.

Cellar
Boards,8000 90
Framing and studding,7500 128
Furring, 1300;grounds, 1000;corner-
boards. 100 10
Doors,22complete 110
Windows, 19complete TO
Outsidefinish, 1000feet 45
Guttersandconductors(wood) 10
Insidefinish,1000feetwhitewood 40
Base,300feet 12
Shingles,10M, choicecedar 62
Clapboards,600choicespnice 18
Flooring, kitchen hard pine, rest sec
ondspruce 36
Stairs 50
Sheathing,kitchenandbath-room 10
Bath-room,stockwhitewood 5
Papersheathing,IXL 8
Flashing, zincandlead 5
Hardware 25
Brick-work, chimneysand piers 70
Plastering 120
Plumbing 175
Mantels 10
Two brackets,backdoor 8
Piazza,porchand rail and floor 15
Painting 125
Outsidesteps 15
Cellar windows 8
Furnace 110
Panelsin bay for stairs 5
Labor 406

Total *2,041

DESCRIPTION.

In presenting my plans for Com
petition XVIII, I wish to draw your at
tention to some parts of same. I have
sent you four sheets, viz. : A perspective
view drawn large for photo-engraving; on
second sheet, front and side elevations; on
third sheet, cellar plan, first and second
stories and attic and roof plan ; on fourth
sheet, details. By looking at floor plans
you will seethat a room or two can easily
be added without any change of present
house. The front, though plain, is good
enough for a house costing at least $2000.
The house, being but 25 feet wide, would
go well on a city lot or look good in the
country. In my plans I have a cistern
specified, but in the vicinity of New York
and some other locations this would not
be needed. As you call for plans to cost
$1000 in locations where designed I
would be obliged to include it in estimate,
but asmost material and labor are cheaper
here it about evens prices. There is a
large cellar under whole of house, with
stairs leading up to kitchen. On firstlfloor
we have a hall with neat white-wood
(stained cherry) staircase, with doors
leading into parlor and kitchen. The parlor
and dining-room and kitchen are good-
sizerooms. All painted in two tints, as
directed; kitchen is wainscoted. On
second floor we have three chambers with
closets off each, fitted up with wardrobe
hooks, &c. , and asparecloset for linens, &c.
There is a large attic over all, with stairs

leading to it ; the attic is lighted by two
good-size gable windows. (Front and
side gables.) The first story and entire
rear is narrow-coved siding with corner
boards. The second story, gables and
roof are all shingled. This makes a plain

Poof Plan— Scale, 1-16Inch to theFoot.',.

and very stylish house. The exterior and
all tinwork to be painted two coats in
two tints, as directed; roof is not painted.
The chimney is started 2 feet below
kitchen ceiling on a bracket, giving a
chance for closetbelow.

•Specifications.

MASONWORK.

Foundation.—Excavate the cellar to the
clear depth of 6 feet and 6 inches, lay
somelarge flat stone on bottom of wall
for footings, then commencecellar wall,
which is to be of common mixed work
except the front, which is to be -rock-
faced, broken joints, ashlar work. Cel
lar to be rolled down smooth.

Cellar Plan.—Scale, 1-16Inch to Foot.

Cistern.—To bebuilt of brick, asshown by
plans, 12-inch wall, and line outside
walls with 4 inches of brickwork and
plastered with water-lime cement, and
place a draw-off cock in front and all
left water-tight.
Chimney.—To bestartedonabracket 2 feet
below kitchen ceiling, and built up, as
shown by plans, of common hard-burned
brick.
Piers.— In cellar to beof hard-burned brick,
built on a large flat footing-stone. Out
side piers for porches to be started at
least 3i feet below grade; of stone.
Plastering.—House to be lathed with good
pine laths and plastered two good coats
on all side walls except attic and cellar
Stairway ceiling three good coats;
brown finish.
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CARPENTER WORK.

Timbering.—Girder,8 x lOinches, hemlock ;
first and second story joist, 2 x 10, lti
inches on center, hemlock ; ceiling joist,
2 x 6, 16 inches on center, hemlock ;
rafters, 2x6, 16 inches on center, hem
lock; sills, 6 x 10 inches, hemlock.

Second story and gables covered with
hemlock boarding, building paper and
clear butt shingles laid 6 inches to
weather, except rear, which is to be
covered with narrow-coved siding.
First story to have building paper, and
covered with narrow-coved siding free
from large, loose and black knots.

story doors, first quality o. g., six panels,
2 feet 8 inches by 7 feet. Second-story
doors, second quality o. g., six panels,
2 feet 6 inches by 6 feet 6 inches. All
inside doors 1\ inches thick exceptsmall
closet doors, which will be 1^ inches
thick. All of pine.
Inside Finish. — Interior to be properly
finished in whir* wood, as per details.
Stairs to be of white wood.

Second Prize Design, XVlIIIh Competition.—Front G&ble.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Exterior Finish. —Roof to be covered with
hemlock board, laid open joints, then all
covered with rosin-sized sheathing-

\

/

Water Table.—To be of white pine, as per
details ; corner boards on first story (rear
both stories) and outside window frames
to be 4i x 1J inches good sound white
pine.
Window Frame*.—As per details, of clear
dry pine, all for hanging sash with
weights.except cellar sash,which hangat
top with hinges. Door jambs of pine;
sashand blinds to be of pine, as per de-

Front Door—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

paper; then shingled with clear butt
shingles, laid 6 inches to the weather.

Estimate.
MASONWORK.

10cordsof stonelaid @ $13.50.. .
"
1135.00

2brick piers@ $2.50each 5.00
Chimneybuilt for $18 18.00
585yardsof plastering(a 20«")>eryd 117.00
84yardsof excavating@ 20#percu.yd. 16.80
Cistern,built <g$21.20 21.20

Total masonwork $313.00
CARPENTERWORK.

8000feet hemlock@ $11 $88.00
Carpenterwork @ 34.00= $122.00
Shingles12,500@$3.50 43.75
Laid for 23.25= $67.00
Covedsiding, 1300@ $24.. . . 30.00
Laid for 10.00= $40.00
Flooring, 1600@ $20 32.00
Laid for 6.00= $38.00
Cornice, corner boards,belt
courseand water-table,585
feet @ $25 22.13
Carpenterwork 12.87= $35.00
Baseboard,325feet® $25.. 8.12
Laid for 5.88= $14.00
10windows,blinds, trimming, frames,
casingand labor @ $6perwindow.. . $60.00
3cellarwindows@ $2.50 7.50
2attic windows(<$$5. . . 10.00
Circular window in hall, including
leadedglass(stainedglass) 5.00
Front door,trimming, glass and labor. 15.00
14insidedoors,trimming, frames,cas
ing and labor (<%$5.75each 80.50
"Wainscotingkitchen,230feet@$25 5.75
Front stairs,complete,$25;atticstairs,
$6,andcellarstairs$6 37.00
Pantry finishedfor 15.00
Porchescomplete 38.00
Conductorsand tinning 11.50
Nails 10.00
Building paper 5.00
Painting 55.00

Total $984.25
Wardrobehooks,4doz., put up (s 30?. . 1.20

Total $985.45

tails; sash 1£ inches thick. All windows
except cellar windows to have outside
blinds properly hung and trimmed.
Doors.— Front doors as per details, 2
inches thick, molded and raised panels.
Glass, double-thick American. First-

a

Detail of Front Porch.—Scale,% Inch to
the Foot.

cherry treadsand risersof pine. Kitchen
to be wainscoted to the bight of 3 feet,

Pear Porch.—Scale, % inch to theFoot.

of good, sound narrow-beaded white
wood. Pantry to have a flour-bin on
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hinges to swing out and four drawers
and shelving, as directed. All of pine.

Detail of Belt Course.—Scale, % Inch to
the foot.

Section through Window Jamb.—Scale,
% Inch to the Foot.

Cornice Tinning. —Cornice to be as per
details, of good sound pine. Gutters

Detail of Window-Sill and Water -Table.
—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

as per details, all properly tinned ; also
all valleys, <&c,and necessaryflashing.

Hardware.—All windows and doors prop
erly trimmed and hung. Front door to
have Berlin bronze butts, knobs, roses
and escutcheon and night key attach
ment; and all other principal doors to
have locks and keys.
Glass.—Front and sides to be glazed with
double-thick American ; the rest com
mon glass.
Flooring.— To be of good sound narrow
matched pine j inch thick.
Painting. — House to be properly painted
in two shades, as directed, of pure lead
and oil. Interior in two tints, as di
rected, except front stairs, which are to
be stained cherry and oiled finish, well
rubbed down to a good finish. All tin-
work to be painted two good coats.
Shingled roof is not to be painted.
In General.—All work to be done in a
thorough, workmanlike manner, and
house to be left broom-clean.

Decay of Timber.

In writing upon the subject of timber
decay, Gilbert Burnett says:
Ordinary decay in timber, and indeed
in most vegetable substances,consists in a
change occurring in the contents of their
intimate cellular structures, by which the
matter therein contained is either dissolved
and carried away, leaving the cells more
or lessempty; or decomposition and the
formation of new chemical combinations
is favored, by which the quality of the
wood, or whatever it may be, becomes
essentially altered. By maceration in
different menstrua the matter deposited
may be dissolved, and the cellular
structures thus exhibited afford a number

the reverse of the former circumstances
oocurs, then solution and decomposition—

that is
,

decay—will more or less rapidly
ensue. Timber exposed to atmospheric
changes is subject, more or less, to all these
influences, and those woods the ligneous

Detail of Cornice.—Scale, % Inch to Foot.

matterof which is the mostsoluble in water
will, catcris paribus, the most speedily de
cay ; but it oftenhappensthat the decompo
sition (as in fossd timber) produces a

Run three conductors as shown on roof
plan, two into cistern and the other to
ground.
Belts and Porches.—Second - story belt
course as per details, of pine. Porches
of pine except all turned work, which
will be of whitewood.
Stairs.—Cellar and attic stairs of pine
treads and riser, and also lay a rough
hemlock board walk in attic from stairs
to front gablewindow.

of very beautiful anatomical preparations,
and thus it happens, in natural as well as
artificial processes, that vegetable sub
stanceskeep perfectly dry or immersed in
menstrua in which their peculiar matters
are insoluble, or which, instead of favor
ing, check their proximate principles from
undergoing decomposition, and producing
new compounds, will last unhurt, or but
little changed, for ages ; but if the matter
be soluble in the menstruum applied or

Elevation of Hall Stairs.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.
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matter less corruptible than the original,
at least on the outer surface, and thus
defends the internal parts; sometimes the
whole becomesthus changed. More fre
quently, however, the decompositions
that take place generate various gase*,
e. g., carbonic acid, carbureted hydrogen,
4c, in abundance, the elasticity of which
cannot fail to rupture the delicate tissues
of which the cells are formed, and these
fissures,minute and almost inappreciable
as theymay be thought, in fact are poten
tial capillary tubes. Moisture is again

duced has been said to have beenheard at
a considerable distance, resembling the
discharge of a musket.

OVELTIES.
Al St fcj

New Roofing Specialties.

The well-known firm of Hatten, Gal-
pin & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., have
recently issued a new catalogue of gutters,

Novelties.—Fig. \.—New Style of BeadedRoof Gutter.

applied, is again absorbed, and by these
means pervades the intimate structures,
evenmore readily and more extensively
than before. By sea-water salts are also
carried in, which often crystallize; or
during cold weather thewater freezes, and

eave-troughs, miters, ridging, hangers
and other roofing specialties. The cata
logue contains a number of new de
signs, and from these we have selected
the cuts shown upon this page. Fig.
1 represents a form of gutter often de-

Fig. 2.—Flanged Gutter, Front and Support.

either of these processes will sufficiently
account for many of those cracks and
fissureswhich do not occur from violent
exsiccation. The solution and deposit is
sometimesso complete and general as to
transform a block of wood into stone, as
may beseen in almost every museum; and

manded by builders for slipping up under
the shingles. The gutter is beaded, pre
sents a half-round front and has a flange
so wide at the back as to extend up under
the shingles or slate to a point higher than
the bead in front. Fig. 2 representsa front
support for use with a gutter of this kind,

Fig. 3.—Gutter and Front Support and Malleable Iron Brackets Combined.

the fissuresjust noted, which are always j while Fig. 8 shows the manner of putting
occurring in their slighter forms in very-
severewinters, such as that just passed,
produce much more notable effects. In
this country, as well as in the south of
France, many large and hollow trees,
especially cork-trees, have beensplit and

it in placeand strengthening it with brack
ets, which are bolted in place to the up
right piece near the head and fastened to
the roof with screws. The heads of the
screws are soldered over, making the
gutter complete and the roof water-tight

Fig. 4.—Seetionthrough Roof, Illustrating the Cse of the Gutter and Support Shoumin
Previous Figures.

their trunks rent in pieces by the con
gelation of water contained within them,
and this has taken place with so sudden
and so great a force that the noise pro-

without exposed nail or screw heads. The
brackets shown areof malleable iron. Fig.
4 is a section through a roof, illustrating
in detail how this style of gutter is put in

place. The improvement is one that will
be appreciated by builders generally. The
gutters are made of IX terne and galvan
ized iron, in 8-foot lengths, without sol
dered joints. In the catalogue of the com
pany mentioned the statement ismadethat

Fig. 5.—NetvMalleable Iron Gutter Hanger.

these gutters do away entirely with wood
fronts and wood brackets; accordingly
there is no danger from splitting. Figs.
5 to 8, inclusive, representa line of malle
able iron hangers for gutters which this
firm are also putting upon the market.
These hangers are made for 3J, 4, 4^,5, 6,
7 and 8 inch gutters. They grip the bead
in front and also the straight edge of the
gutter at the back. The gutter is adjusted
vertically by meansof holes in thehanger,
as clearly shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows
three sizes of roof irons which aresupplied
with thesehangers, and Fig. 8shows three
sizes of rafter irons.

Combined Double Snrfacer and
.Hatcher.

In Fig. 9 of the accompanying illustra
tions we present a perspective view of a
new combined double surfacing, sizing
and matching machine manufactured by
the Glen Cove Machine Company, Lim
ited, Brooklyn, N. Y. This machine is
designed for very heavy work, and will
finish lumber from ^ inch in thickness and
2 inches wide up to 8 inches in thickness
and 24 inches wide, completing the work
on all four sides at one operation. The
carrying-in rolls and also the chip-breaker
;ire what are termed "broken" or "sec
tional," by which arrangement timber of
different or uneven widths or thicknesses
may be fed at the same time. Each side
of the sectional rolls is mounted in a yoke
or frame, which is free to rise and fall,
carrying the rolls with it. The rolls them
selves have a separate movementup and

Fig. 6.—Gutter Hanger and Roof Iron
Combined.

down with the frame, each section being
driven independently of the other, and all
controlled by the company'spatent parallel
hoisting device. The end rolls are eight
in number and are double geared. The
under cutter-head is placed at the extreme
delivery end of the machine, which, com
bined with the method of opening that
end, gives quick and ready accessto the
parts when setting or sharpening the
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knives is necessary. The carrying-out
table, with guides and mouth-piece at
tached, is dropped down by simply loos
ening two hand-nuts, while by loosening
still another the pressure-baris raised to a
vertical position. This exposes the head
in a manner which is considered the

Novelties.—Fig. 7.—Three Sizes of Roof
Irons Going with Hanger Shown in
n : 5.

most convenient for the operator The
manufacturers direct special attention
to this feature, stating that it is
valuable where grooving, beading or other

Fig. 8.—Three Sizes of Rafter Irons Sup
plied for Hanger Shown in Fig. 5.

accuratework is required, or where tiu.e
in setting up the machine is a considera
tion. The upper cutter-head journals are
long, large in diameter and run in im-

knives. The under cutter-head is made
exactly like the top one, both being forged
solid from hard steel. For convenience
and accuracy in setting to thickness the
upper head is raised or lowered £ inch by
turning the crank or handle for adjusting
the pressure-bar. The hand-screw and
check-nut project sufficiently far from the
cutter-head to allow the shavings-hood to
go between them and the knives. This,
the makers, claim, permits adjustment of
the pressure-bar while the machine is in

does not weaken the bed under the cut
ter-head by passing through it. The yoke
is made very heavy and strong, and the
cutter-head bed is thick and solid, insur
ing satisfactory work. The bars on each
side of the under cutter-head aresupported
in housings cast solidly together, and
made adjustable to and from the cutting
circle of the head, in order to permit the
use of molding, beading and rabbeting
cutters. All bolts, screws and nuts are
made United Statesstandard sizes, and all

Norelties.—Fig. 10.—Little Giant Planer, Built by W. A. Heath, Binghampton, N. Y.

motion without endangering the hands of
the operator. The side-headsare provided
with the company'spatent weighted chip-
breaker, the piece on the ends of which is
adjustable for either long or short knives.
The side-head spindle-frames are moved
crosswise the machine \ inch by each turn
of the crank-wrench, and are fitted with
a patent gripping device for holding them
securely in position when set. The side-
head spindles have new patent self-oiling
taper bearings and solid boxes without

parts or pieces are numbered for conven
ience in ordering duplicates.

Little Giant Planer.
W. A. Heath, Binghamton, N. Y., 'is

introducing to the trade the Little Giant
planer, a general view of which is shown
in Fig. 10 of the accompanying illustra
tions. This planer is manufactured espe
cially for cabinet-work, or for shops re
quiring a line quality of finish, and is

Fig. 9.—Combined Double Surfacer and Matcher, Made by the Glen Cove Machine Co., Limited, Brooklyn, N. Y.

proved self-oiling boxes. The head is

square and slotted on four sides, so that
all kinds of solid and sectional knives may
be employed. It is belted at both ends.
The cutter-head pulleys are large in diam
eter, giving great cutting power to the

caps or screws. The center guide is so
arrangedthat two piecesmay be fed in at
the sametime for sizing. The cutter-head
boxes are yoked together by an improved
method, which prevents springing of the
boxes and pinching of the journals, and

offered to the trade with the latest im
provements. The machine, as will be
noticed from the illustration, presents a

solid and durable appearanceand is care
fully made in all its par's. The bed rises
and lowers in dovetailed slides and all
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wear can be readily taken up. It is pro
vided with a self-adjusting pressure-bar
that rides upon the board and adjusts
itself to the thick as well as the thin edge.
The other, on the opposite side of the cyl
inder, is arranged in such a way as to
press the lumber at the nearest possible
line to cut of the cylinder, and retains the
samerelative position to it. The machine
will plane material from ^ inch in thick
ness up to 8 inches. It is provided with
two changes of feed. By operating the
shifting lever, clearly shown in the en
graving, the feed stopsand reversemotion
is obtained. The manufacturer states that
this machine will feed stock from 1000to
2000 feet per hour and that it can plane
one-third more work than a planer twice
its size. It is provided with 8-inch bear
ings and three knife-cylinders. It is well
fitted to operate upon short pieces and
thin stock and also for planing columns.

Fig. 11.—Kerr's Self-Cleaning Trap.

The 16 and 20 inch machines have 5x5
inch pulleys on the cylinder and the 24-
inch machines have 6x6 inch pulleys
and should make 3800 revolutions per
minute.

Kerr's Self-Cleaning Trap.
Wallace & Kerr, 229 Pearl street, Cleve
land, Ohio, are offering to the trade a new
article in the plumbing line, known as
Kerr's sell-cleaning trap, the patent for
which was allowed but a short time since.
Fig. 11 of the cuts presents a sec
tional view of the device, from which its
features of construction will be readily

trap proper consists of two parts, the
lower part, or cup, with a central dia
phragm extending from the top down
about three-fourths of the depth, but
leaving an ample passage for the water
underneath. The top of this diaphragm,
which is evenwith the top of the cup, is
widened out so that it may be the more
easily packed. Around the top of the
cup, which is of lead, is soldered a brass

for carrying a level, and also about the
house and farm. They refer alsoto the low
price at which it is sold, its cost being but
a trifle more than the ordinary plane.

Tbe Bonn Flunk T-Bevel.
The Hill Bevel Company, North Man
chester, Conn., are putting on the market
the flush T-bevel illustrated in Fig. 13,

Fig. 13.- The Boss Flush

band, making a shallow socket into which
tits the upper section of the trap. This
band serves the further purpose of
preventing the contents of the cup
from spilling when it is removed
for emptying and cleaning. To com
plete trie separation of the trap the
upper section, as shown, is also fitted with
a diaphragm, but madewith double walls
joined at the bottom, which form an ex
tension of the cup diaphragm. The joint
between the two diaphragms, as well as
between the two sections of the trap, is
madewith a rubber packing, which forms
a tight seal against the escape of water or
sewer gas. The two sections of the trap
are held together by meansof a yoke oc-
<upying a slot formed by the walls of the
diaphragm in the upper part. Both ends
of the yoke armsareprovided with catches
which fit over projections on the brass
band of the cup. After adjusting the
yoke it is secured, and the two parts of
the trap brought firmly together, by means
of the milled nut shown on the top. The
advantagesclaimed for the Kerr trap are
its simplicity of construction, the large
water-way, which is twice the area of the
inlet, and the easewith which it can be
taken apart. The trap is of lead, with
nickel-plated trimmings, and is made in
severalsizes in the forms of full S, half S
and running.

which theydesignateasthe Boss. As shown
in the cut, the disk in theend of the frame
attached to the blade is divided by lines
marked with the characters S, W, 8, 6,
I M, which indicate the following angles:
S for square; W for window or sill pitch,
or angle of 9" ; 8 for octagon or

|"8-square," or angle of 22i°; 6 for
hexagon or "6-square." or angle of 30°;
!M for miter, or 45°. To obtain any
of these angles the blade is to be moved
until themark on thedisk is in line with the
center mark on the end of the frame, when
the bolt on the side of the frame may lie
encaged with the blade and lack it in the
proper position, when it can be further
fastenedby screwing down the thumb-nut.
When the pressureof the thumb or finger
is removed from the bolt, it is brought
back to its original position by meansof
a spring, and the bevel can then be used
the sameas common bevels.

The Plielpo Combination Plane.
This article, illustrated in Fig. 12, is put
on the market by the Auburn Tool Com
pany, Auburn, N. Y. It will be seenthat
the tool may be used as a plane, level and
rule. It is described as made of straight-
grained white beech, which is not liable
to warp or break where the bit is inserted.
The levels areset in plaster-of-paris on the
side of the plane, as shown. The plane is
made in two lengths, P. C. jack plane,

Novelties.—Fig. 12.—The Phelps Combination Plane.

understood. The Kerr trap, which is in
tended for use under sinks, bathtubs
and in other placesordinarily difficult of
access, is constructed so that it can be
easily taken apart for cleaning and re
placed with little trouble. Referring to
the illustration, it will be noticed that the

16 inches long, 2, 2J or 2} inch iron, and
P. C. fore plane, 22 inches long, 2J, 2$or
2£ inch iron. The jack planes are packed
24 in a case, the fore planes being packed
12 in a case. The manufacturers allude to
the convenienceof this tool for usein odd
jobs, avoiding, as it does, the necessity

The Ehman & Simon Wood .Hantels.
Wood mantels are now regularly carried
in stock by many hardware merchants all
over the country. Prominent among the
establishmentsgiving special attention to
this branch of trade are the Ehman &
Simon Mfg. Company, whose factory is at
the corner of Elizabeth and Fulton streets,
Chicago. They make a very large line of
mantels and over-mantels in either stock
patterns or specialdesigns. They occupy a
brick building whose dimensions are 50 x
140 feet, four storieshigh, devotedentirely
to their own purposes. The lumber in the
rough is receivedon the first floor, where
it is dressed and cut to size. Carving is
done on the second floor, joining on the
third floor, and finishing on the fourth
floor. The second floor also contains a
drafting-room and a sample-room. In the
latter a large line of samples is carried,
ranging from the most exquisite work in
carving and fancy paneling, gorgeous with
beveledmirrors and delicate fretwork, to
plain and simple over-mantels intended
for less pretentious adornment. New
styles are being continually added to the
stock, active brains and skillful hands
being employedin the work of anticipat
ing the demands of the people whose
aesthetic tastes have been found worth
cultivating in this line as well asin others.
From 80 to 100 hands arc employed in
this establishment and shipments of goods
are made all over the country, from Port
land, Me., to Portland, Ore., to points in
Florida, and to Galveston, Tex. No cata
logue is issued, as the designs are con
stantly changing, but photographs are
made whenever deemed necessary or de
sirable.
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Cabinet Surface-Planer.

The 8. A. Woods Machine Company, of
'.11Liberty street, New York, and branch
offices in Boston and Chicago, are offering
the trade a new cabinet surface-planer, de
signed for tine surfacing on hard or soft

sides of the cylinder, so that long or short
stock can be planed without clipping the
ends. The cylinder is lipped or capped
for executing smooth work on cross-
grained lumber, and is belted at both
ends. The cylinder-shafts are 2 inches in

patent the top carrying-iu roll is geared in
the center, thus permitting of a heavier
cut than when geared at the end. All
shafts are provided with self-oiling boxes,
with a special systemfor oiling stud-gears.
The machine will work stuff 27, 30 or 36

Novelties.—Fig. 14.—Cabinet Surface-Planer, Made by the S. A. WoodsMachine Company.

woods. From an inspection of Fig. 14 of diameter, with 8-inch bearings, and are
the engravings it will be seen that the made of crucible cast steel. The cylinder-
machine is compactly built, the feed pul
leys and belts being located inside. The

boxes are cast solid in the frame, and can
not thereforeget out of line. The bed is
supported by extra-heavy inclines firmly
gibbed to the frame, and is raised and
lowered by means of two screws. One
revolution of the hand-wheel, conveniently
placed, gives fa rise or fall, as may be

Fig. 15.—CombinedDisk and Drum Sander, Built by the Egan Co.

■constructionof parts is such as to permit desired. The four feed-rolls are of C inches

,V inch to 6 inches
lder-r

inches wide and from
in thickness. The cylinder-pulleys are 4f
inches diameter and allow the use of a
4-inch belt. The machine is so con
structed that it may be belted from above
or below, or from countershaft on the
floor. The weight of the machine varies
from 3800 to 4000 pounds.

of two changes of feed without cones.
The pressure-bars ot improved construc
tion are applied close to the cut on both

Jiameter, the top and bottom ones being
adjustable, and can at all times be kept in
line with the bed. Under the company's

Combined Dlak and Drum Sander.
The Egan Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
have recently introduced to the trade a

new sand-paper machine, de
signed for general use in wood
working establishments. Fig.
15of the accompanying illustra
tions presents a general view
of the machine. The frame is
made of hardwood mortised and
tenoned and bolted throughout
in such a manner as to make
it very substantial. The journal
boxes are self-oiling, of extra

length and large diameter, and are lined
with genuine babbitt metal. The sand
drum is of large diameter and 24 inches
in length. It is covered in such a
way as to insure fine finish on the
work, the sand-paper being attached to
the drum in a way to allow the entire
surface of the paper to be used. If it is
desired two drum3 can be employed, thus
providing for different grades of sand
paper. The disk is of large diameter,made
perfectly true on its face and provided
with an arrangement for fastening the
paper in such a way as to insure a per
fectly true and even surface. An adjust
able table is attached to the frame, being
placed at right angles to the disk,
allowing the shortest kind of stock to
be squared up and giving a fine
finish. The tight and loose pulleys
on the countershaft are 12 x 5J inches
and should make 350 revolutions per
minute.
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Barn-Door Latcb.
Johnson & Co., Marysville, Ohio, are in
viting the attention of" the hardware trade
to -what they designate as the Steel-Plate

especially adapted for window screens
and as a pull for screendoors. It is fur
nished coppered, walnut bronzed, nickel-
plated on brass, or in brass.

metallic Hanger for Venetian Blind*.

In Figs. 19 and 20 of the illustrations
presented herewith we show a metallic
hanger for Venetian blinds which has been

placed upon the market by James Q. Wil
son, 907Broadway, New York City. This
hanger is designed as a permanent substi
tute for the linen tape ladder now in use,

Xovelties.—Fig. W.—Barn-Door Latch.—

Position WhenDoor is Closed.

barn-door latch, for which they claim it is
the only barn-door latch that can be
opened or locked from either side of the
door. Among the other advantagesalso
claimed is that it will allow the door to
shrink or sway $ inch and still perform its
function. The round hole shown in Fig.
16 is for the purpose of hanging the lock
when not in use, and does not interfere
with the handle when opening the door;
the latter can also be securely locked on
the inside with a nail placed over the

Fig. 17.—Position of Catch on Post.

catch asshown in Fig. 17, and the outside
by meansof a padlock inserted though the
hole in the catch. It is claimed that when
locked from the inside it cannot beopened
from the outside by any device, thereby
affording absolute security and protection.
The material used is described as the best
steel plateprocurable, giving greatstrength
and durability.

Wire Sash Lift.

Fig. 18 of the accompanying cuts repre
sents the Climax wire sash lift, which is
put on the market by the Van Wagoner

Fig. 18.—TFire Sash Lift.

& Williams Company, 82 Beekman street,
New York. It has, it will be observed, a
single loop, and thus differs from the Gem,
which is made with a double loop. It is

per, A, set upon a trap of iron or lead and
safely connectedwith soil-pipe. The re
ceiving bowl D is merely a temporary
receptacle in which the matter to be dis
posed of is dropped in water E. At the
back of the closet is a flushing reservoir,
always kept full of water by the cock and
float P, both receiving bowl and reser
voir being balancedon trunnions, asshown
in Fig. 21. It is pointed out by the manu
facturers that all matter dropped into the
bowl is submerged in water without
touching the sides or any dry parts. The
bowl is perfectly smooth and free from all
traps, valves or openings, so that the
water cannot possibly leak out or escape,
and always remains at the desired level.
Furthermore, there are no mechanical
parts to get out of order or to retain frag
ments of the escapingmatter. The action
of the closet is very simple, for, when it
is tilted by means of the foot lever, the
whole contents of the bowl are poured
through the spout L into the center of
the pipe at the bottom of the hopper A.

Wilson's Metallic Hanger.—Fig. 19.—
Front View.

and being constructed of metal will not
break nor wearout. In Fig. 19a front view
is presented,while in Fig. 20 the hanger
is shown in perspective. From an in

spection of the engravings it will be no
ticed that the hanger is beautifully en
graved, and being finished in oxidized sil
ver, old brass or ormolu, presents a very
fine appearance. Blinds which are fitted
with these ladders fold up, it is said, more
regularly and into a smaller space than
would otherwise result.

Tbe Tip Sanitary <lo*et.
The Tip Sanitary Company, 19 East
Twenty-eighth street, New York, areput
ting on the market theTip Sanitary Closet,
the construction and principal features of
which are shown in the accompaning en
gravings. Fig. 22shows u sectional view,
and, by referring to it, it will be noticed
that the Tip closet is simply a small hop-

Fig. 30.—Perfective View.

thence into the trap, through which it
is forced by the flush of water from the
reservoir E. It is stated that the flush
is exceptionally perfect, cleaning the
bowl, spout and trap, and leaving the
latter filled with absolutely pure water.
A principal advantage to which the manu
facturers refer is the economyof water, as
but 2 gallons are amply sufficient for each
flushing. Furthermore, there is no chance
of leakage. The closet is described as
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perfectly noiseless in operation, and the
only mechanical part is the simple ball
cock which regulatesthewater level in the
flushing reservior. The closet may be
readily taken apart and put together again

without skill or special tools, and there is
no necessityof a special ladder and the
taking down of woodwork. As regards
ventilation, it is pointed out that with the
Tip closet, the open spout and the open
space between the bowl and scat allow a
free circulation of air, and a ventilating

fluemaybe set in the wall and partition and
to open under the seatof the closet, thus,
carrying a constant current of air down
through the seat opening and up to the
roof. No further description of this ap
pliance is necessary, as the engravings
fully show its construction and working.

The Perfect Filing machine.
The saw-filing machineof which wehere
with present an engraving is made by the

gauge placed inside thevise and controlled
by a thumb-screw from the bottom. The
file mechanismconsists of two arms, one
with a long straight cam-slot and theother
with a curved one, both being in connec

tion with a cam-roll on the lace-plate.
Each rotation of the face-plate, therefore,
gives the file-carriers a reciprocating
motion, and, by meansof the curved cam-
slot, the file is raised at the end of its
stroke to free it from the tooth and resumes
its position at the proper time to move for

ward on its cutting stroke. The saw is
fed by a pawl cam-follower, all in one
piece. The cam-follower being in contact
with the cam on the back of the face-plate,
as shown in the engraving, each rotation
gives it a movementwhich may be gradu
ated for different lengths of teeth by
means of thumb-screws, as shown. The
adjustments are quickly made, the time
necessarybeing no more than is always re
quired to put a saw upon ordinary filing-

Chicago Incased Screen-Door Hinge .

The Chicago Spring Butt Company,
Union and Lake streets, Chicago, have
brought out a new hinge for screendoors.
It hasan incasedspring. The accompany
ing illustration shows a face of the spring-
hinge and a blank hinge which goes with

Fig. ChicagoIncasedHold-Back Screen-
Door Spring Hinge.

it
,

the two constituting a pair of hinges.
This hinge has a powerful spring, from the
fact that the spring or power is attached
to onehinge-leaf and an extendedbearing-
plate or lever to the other leaf. As the
hinge is closed the spring itself travels
toward the outer end of the bearing-plate
or lever, increasing its power to operate

Fig. 25.—Back of Hinge.

the door many times over a hinge with a

stationary spring and a long arm reach
ing to the end of the lever or bearing-
plate. The illustration above is a back
view of the spring-hinge showing the case
for the spring. As most screendoors are

hung direct to the casing with no inter
mediate strips, this hinge is made so that

it can be applied by cutting a notch from
the door only. It has a plain surface,
which can be polished in bronze metal or
iron and plated for finescreendoors.

Fig. 23.—The Perfect Saw-Filing Machine.

Ambler Saw Mfg. Company, of Natick, wheels, after which the work is entirely
Mass. The saw is held in a vise, as shown, automatic and much moreperfect than that
and is raisedand lowered bymeansof a back done by hand.

Novelties.—Fig. 21.—The Tip Sanitary Closet.—Cabinet Work Removed.

Fig. 22.—Sectional View through the Tip Sanitary Closet.
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JUrade NOTES.
Henry S. Northrop, New York, has
recentlyremovedhisofficeand factory to No.
18 Rose street,where he hasbetter facilities
than ever before for the production of his
specialty—sheet-metalceiling. "Weunderstand
that heis verybusy,having30men employed,
andis doingwork in variouspartsof thecoun
try.
The Scranton Iron and Brass Com
pany,of Scranton,Pa., are distributing among
thebuilding tradea neatlittle pamphletof six
pages,devotedto an illustrated descriptionof
the Wilson Sliding DoorHanger, adaptedfor
usein residences,hotels,churches,publicbuild
ings,elevators,warehouses,and the like. The
device is claimedto be absolutelynoiselessin
action,doesnot requireeitherrail or track,and
therearenopulleysor wheelsaboveor below
thedoor. Thestatementismadethat it canbe
appliedafter thewall is lathedand plastered.
The catalogueshows the hangeras variously
applied,andpresentsaprice-listof thedifferent
sizes.
" Hot-Water Heating Illustrated,''
Is the title of a very attractive pamphletre
cently put out by the Hopson & Chapin Mfg.
Company.NewLondon,Ct. It isareprint from
TheMetalWorkerof April 20,1889,andcontains
the essayof John Hopson,Jr., presidentand
treasurerof thecorporationabovenamed,sub
mitted in TheMetalWorkerHeatingCompeti
tions. Theessayin questionwasaprize-winner,
and is entitled to attention not only on that
acoount,but a'sobecauseit embodiesthe con
structionmostapprovedby thecompany. The
pamphletisattractivelygottenup,andissome
thing that shouldbe examinedby all who are
contemplatingheatingwork.
P. H. Jackson, of P. H. Jackson &
Co.,SanFranoisco,Cal., manufacturersof iron
constructions for buildings, has devised a
wrought-lronshoe for connectingiron beams
and girders. Theshoeconsistsof two heavy
wrought-ironplatesof a combinedthicknessof
V\tinches,whichare clampedto the end of a
beam,andto thebeamsof the girderby heavy
boltsandnuts,holdingall the beamsas if in a
vise. By thisconstructionnoneof thebeams
require drilling, punching or other working,
but maybe delivereddirect from the rolling-
mill to the building or structure, and set in
place, and the wrought-lron platesand bolts
are thenreadilyadjusted.
The goods of the well-known firm of
Henry Dlaston&Sons.Philadelphia,Pa.,manu
facturersofsaws.&c.,havea reputationthat is
world-wide,andtheappearanceof their trade
mark on any article of tradeIsacceptedas a
sufficientguaranteeof quality and worth. In
their advertisementin another part of this
issue they presentillustrations and brief de
scriptionsof someof theirspecialtiesin theway
of saws. Theyoffer to sendfree,on receiptof
nameand post-offlceaddress,a pamphleten
titled, **TheSaw:How to Chooseit, and How
to Kesp in Order," together with a book of
their tools. Our readers,undoubtedly,will be
gladto avail themselvesof thisoffer.
Frank E. Witter, Willimantic, Conn.,
in hiscardelsewherein this issue offersto send
adescriptionandpricesof Witter's Newly Im
proved Flush Bevel to all mechanicsmaking
applicationfor thesame.
The Athol Machine Company, Althol,
Mass.,in their advertising spacein another
part of this issue presentan illustrationand
descriptionof what theycharacterizeas being
the best carpenters'vise in the world. It is
statedto bequick in adjusting,with the Jaws
always parallel. It canbe carried in a tool-
chest,andsetup byanyone in threeminutes.
Applications for catalogues and prices are
solicited.
The American Bit Brace Company,
122-126Washingtonstreet,Buffalo,N. Y., pre
sent In their card elsewherein this issuean
illustration and description of Pedersen's
PatentHatchetBit-Brace,whichisstatedto be
an indispensabletool to every practical car
penter,mechanicorbuilder. If unable to ob
tain themat the nearesthardwarestore, the
mechanicsare invited to send direct to the
manufacturers.
The Cincinnati Corrugating Com
pany, No. H7 Eggleston avenue,Cincinnati,
Ohio,in their spaceinanotherpartof this issue
keep the publicin mind of the fact that they
are the sole manufacturersof tne celebrated
patentedgecorrugatediron, whichissal1to be
theonly form thoroughlyeffectivefor roofing.
Theyalsoproducean improvedform of plain
and corrugatediron andsteelrooting,sidings,
ceilings, metallic lath, &c, and they claim to
havethe largestandmostcompletestocksto be
foundanywhere.

James G. Wilson, of rolling-shutter
fame,hasanexhibition of his goods,including
recentnovelties,at Paris. Weunderstandthat
Mr. WilsonIsgoingabroadin ashort time,and
expectsto start a factory in England.

Hand and power machinery always
possessesmore or less interest for our read
ers. In the advertisementof J. M. Marston
&Co.,No.85Lenoxstreet,Boston,Mass.,which
apiiearselsewherein this issue,will befoundan
illustration andbrief descriptionof their circu
lar saw,whichismadewith Iron frame36inches
high. The center part of top is of iron, ac
curately planed,with groovesoneachsideof
sawfor gaugesto slidein. Steelshaft*andbest

babbittmetalboxesareprovidedandthe gears
areall machinecut from solidiron. Theyalso
state that they furnish boring table andside
treadlewith two 6-inch sawsand two cranks
with eachmachine,theapparatusweighing350

Sounds.
A descriptionandillustrationof their

and saw is also presented. They invite the
tradeto sendfor their price-listsand offer to
sendmachineson trial.

In their card in another part of this
issue the J. F. HeaseFurnace Co., Syracuse,
N. Y., presentan Illustrationof their Economy
Warm-Air Furnaces,which are said to be spe
ciallyadaptedfor warmingresidences,churches,
schools.dec.Cataloguesaremailedfree on ap
plication.
The subject of burglar alarms and all
devicesIntendedfor theprotectionof life and
property is one of specialinterest to house-
owners. In anotherpartof thisissuetheVnssarBurglar Alarm Mfg. Company,No. 56Warren
Btreet,NewYork, presenta view of their Me
chanical Burglar Alarm Lock, of which they
makeaspecialty. Theselocks aredescribedas
beingmechanicalin action, handsomeIn style
andfinish,simplein constructionandpermanent
anddurable.
The well-known firm of Charles 8.
Strellnger&Co.,Detroit,Mich., in anotherpart
of this issuedirect attention to a changeoflocation,removingtheir businessto the large
andcommodiousstoreswhich have beenbuilt
for themat the corner of Batesand Congress
streets. Theyofferto sendcatalogueof wood
workers'tools, entitled No. 12,to any address
onthe receiptof 8cents in stampsfor mailing
expenses.
James Q. Wilson, 907 Broadway, New
York City, manufacturerof rolling blinds,has

iust
issuedan interestingcataloguedevotedto
>isspecialties. The statementis madethat
since the publicationof his catalogueIn 1887
importantimprovementshavebeenmadeIn all
his rolling blinds,and he hasaddedto thelist
of his manufacturesmany other blinds and
shutters, for which he makesstrong claims.
Mr. Wilson has an extensiveand thoroughly-
equippedfactoryanda well-organizedcorpsof
skilledworkmen,whichenablehim to execute
orderspromptly and satisfactorily. The catalogueconsistsof over 60pagesof letter-press,
profusely Illustrated with cuts showing the
various usesto which Wilson's rolling blinds
maybeadapted.
A photograph which Henry S. North
rop,No. 18Rosestreet.NewYork, Is distributing, representsa portion of the ceiling in the
First National Bank, Elizabeth, N. J. The
ceiling is composedof 20x 20inch embossed

Elates
In thecenter,aboutwhich is a panelled

orderof what isdescribedastwilled iron. The
frieze is composedof 14x 14embossedplates,
while a reededcove cornice makesthe finishagainstthesidewalls. Thework in placeshows
to mostexcellentadvantage. It Is paintedin
severalshadesof brown, buff and yellow, and
that it hasgivenmostexcellentsatisfactionis
attestedbya lettersignedbyW. T. Thompson,
cashier. Thework wasput in placeagainstan
old plasterceiling, and was so skillfully man
aged that the banking businesswas«ot se
riouslydisturbedduring thetimeof puttingup
the ceiling. The photographIs one that will
interestmanyof our readers,especiallythose
whoarecontemplatingwork of thiskind.
In another part of this issue J. B.
King & Co., 24Statestreet. New York, callat
tentionto King'sWindsorCement. Theymake
somestrongstatementsconcerningthevalueof
this materialfor building purposes,and con
clude with an offer which will Interest our
readersparticularly—namely,to sendasample
of the plasteringto eachapplicant. We have
seen specimensourselves, and have every
reasonto bepleasedwith thematerial.
Charles A. Schiren & Co., No. 45
Ferry street.NewYork, have put out a pam
phletillustrativeof their leather belting and
lacedleather which cannot fail to command
attentionwhereverit maygo. Instead of the
pagesbeingcut, as is usual in articles of this
kind, thecircular is in the form of a folder.
Onesideis devotedto largeengravingsshow
ing the general processesof manufacturing
leatherbeltingandleatherproducts,while the
oppositesideis devotedto smallerengravings
showingvariousinterestingdetails. The cuts
havebeencarefully preparedand the accom
panyingtext, while brief, is interesting.

We noticed a short time since the com
mencementof a serial entitledArtMic Japan,
publishedsimultaneouslyin New York, Lon
don,&c. Weare now in receiptof additional
copies,whichfully bearoutthemost favorable
impressionwhich the tlrst numberscreated.
The work is choice, to say the least, and is
somethingthat will be carefully preserved
whereverexamined.
In our notice last month of the Sin
gle SashAutomaticLock madebyT. F. Timby,
New York City, a slight mistakeoccurredwith
referenceto theengraving. A carefulperusal
of thetext showsthat it doesnot agreewith
thecut,whichisexplainedby thefact that the
cut wasprinted bottomside up. We call the
attentionof our readersto thismatterin order
tomakethedescriptionintelligent.
A circular which has recently been
Issuedby Auld & Conger,100Euclid avenue,
Cleveland,Ohio,relatestoslateblackboards.It
is gotten up in attractive style, and hasma
terial in it which isof interest to every archi
tectandbuilderwhohasanything to do with
schoolwork. Three diagramsare presented,

showinghow the blackboardsmay beput In
place.Thefirstindicatesconstructionwherethe
buildingisarrangedfor boards,and built with
a furring strip at thetop andno plasteringbe
hind the board. Thesecondshowsthemanner
of putting up the boardson old walls or any
wall after theplasteringIs finished,andathird
showsthesamegeneralfeaturesincombination
with a wainscoting. The blackboardswhich
this companyare supplyingare describedas
genuine nand-shavedBangor slate, andcome
from thelarge bedsof the celebratedBangor
UnionQuarry.
A new catalooue of galvanized iron
work for builders,issuedby Mesker& Bro.,421
SouthSixth street,St. Louis,Mo., hasfeatures
which are of vital interest to buildersevery
where. This firm, with improvedmachinery,
are makinga specialtyof builders' light and
ornamentaliron andsheet-metalwork, andare
producing trimmings and fittings which are
in activedemandthroughoutthe growingpor
tionsof thecountry. Thecataloguebeforeus
containsa largenumberof designsof fronts of
businessbuildings,constructedin whole or in
partof sheetmetal. Thereare alsodesignsof
steelcolumns,ofwhichthefirmmakeaspecialty;
likewise of builders' trimmings, such as
anchors and cramis. balustrades, crestings,
&c. At the conclusionof the book there Is a
large display of cornices, pediments, sign-blocks, skylights, gutters, ridge rolls, sc.
Specialattentionisalso given to ceiling-work,
of whichthis firm makeaspecialty. The cata
loguehasbeenissuedIn the interestof builders
exclusively.
The commencement exercises of the
eveningclassesat theYoung Mens' Institute,
202and204Bowery,NewYork, were held Mon
dayevening.May6. The feature of the occa
sion was music by the MendelssohnMale
Quartet. After theexercisestherewas an ex
hibit of thework of theart classesin the class
room.

The evident tendency of the sheet-
metal trade to deviate from paths and
established lines and to take on specialties,
and also to make improvementsin different
directions in matters intimately connected
with the cornice trade,-is evidenced by a
series of patents granted a short time
since to F. Mesker and H. F. Edwards, ol
St. Louis, Mo., of the well-known estab--
lishment of Mesker & Bro. These
patents relate to plate metal columns and
show various features of construction of
columns intended for use in first story
fronts of buildings. By the construction
of columns in this manner cheapness is
secured, combined with a large amount
of ornamentation and strength. Some of
the columns shown are composedof platet
combined with angle irons; others use
timbers ; while still others usesimply plate-
iron shells. Many ingenious combinations
of simple elements are shown in the con
structions referred to.

The Berlin Bridge Company con
tracted to build a bridge over the river at
Sheldon, and they in turn contracted with
theVermont Construction Company to build
the abutments and piers. Subsequently
the bridge was carried away by high
water and ice, and the Berlin Company
brought suit to recover from the Vermont
Construction Company, alleging defective
workmanship by the latter in connection
with the bridge masonry. The jury, at
St. Albans, brought in a verdict on the
15th ult. for the plaintiffs in the sum of
$5875. Numerous exceptions were taken
and the case will doubtless go to the
Supreme Court.

In the addition now being made to
the American Museum of Natural His
tory, New York, there will be the largest
box or riveted girders ever used in the
construction of a building. These girders
were designed by J. Cleveland Cady, the
architect, to support the floors and parti
tions, the object being to give unob
structed floor space. There are 28 of
thesegirders, measuring about 62 feet in
length, and weighing 40,000pounds each.
They were landed on the North River
front of the city, in the neighborhood of
Fiftieth street. Ordinary trucks having
been taxed in vain to transport them to
their destination, the contractors found
it necessaryto construct a tramway across
the square from Ninth avenue to the
building.
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OTES AND COMMENTS.

AS
WE GO TO PRESS with this issue
the national convention of the
master plumbers is in progress at

Pittsburgh. There are between 200 and
300 delegates assembled, and many ques
tions of importance to the trade and of
general interest to the building fraternity-
are being discussed. Master plumbers'
associations exist in nearly all the larger
cities of the country, and from these local
organizations delegates are sent to the
national convention. The prime object
of the organizations, both local and
national, is to control and regulate prices
and to securea better profit to the plumber
than would otherwise be possible. A
special object is to restrain dealers in and
manufacturers of plumbing supplies from
selling to builders and others outside of
the regular plumbing trade. In this the
organization in the past has been quite
successful, although in somesections large
builders are still able to contract for their
material and hire their own plumbers to
put the samein place. It is also signifi
cant that large corporations like railroads
are excepted in the regulations which the
plumbers have adopted and which they
have been solicitous for manufacturersand
dealers to sign. While builders have in
somecasesbeen obliged to pay more for
plumbing-work since the organization
has beeneffected than before it came into
existence, the rates have not been carried
to an unreasonable point, and the quality
of work has been improved to a much
greater degree than prices have been
raised. Builders are favorable to every
thing which tends to stability in the trades
which contribute to a building, and there
fore builders at large do not consider the
National Association of Master Plumbers
as being opposed to their interests.

AMONG

THE SUBJECTS selected
for essaysto be read at the conven
tion are the following- " The best

method of obtaining for country houses
an abundant supply of pure water."
" Would it be advisable, where supply of
water for cities is limited, to encouragethe
use of water-meters; that is

,

under what
circumstancesshould theybeadopted with

a view to economy and equitable distri
bution?" "Taking into account the
wonderful progress of electrical science
and invention, what prospect is there in
the near future of its application to plumb
ing ? " " As 3 measureof practical utility
and economy, should the circulation -pipe
ever be omitted in fitting up the hot-water
supply to bath-roomsor basins?" " Should
not plumbers from their stand-point as
mechanics adopt and stimulate the hot-
water systemof heating dwellings or other
buildings?" "Is it injurious or other

wise that boards of health fail t o recog
nize the experience and mechanical
knowledge of the plumber where accurate
inspection of intricate details of work is

required ? " "In view of the fact that the
sanitaryregulations of municipal bodies are
requiring thecast-iron soil, wasteand venti
lation pipes to be air-tight, is it advisable
to resort to the use of wrought-iron pipe
and fittings ? " " The bestmethods of put
ting in pipes in buildings with a view to
protection against freezing; also desirable
precautions against such pipes being af
fected injuriously during extremely cold
weather. Incidentally, the danger ..of
water-backs of ranges being frozen up."
"The best method of putting cast-iron
pipes together to insure duration and non
liability to separation under any and all
circumstances." "What are the condi
tions under which successin the plumbing
business can be best attained?" "The
necessityof plumbers' associations taking
an active inteiest in promoting beneficial
legislation in favor of sanitary regulations
within their respective localities. " " Upon
what grounds do plumbers basetheir claim
to recognition as authorities on sanitary
rules and practice, and why is their ad
vice indispensable ? " " The ethics of
plumbing; why should not the plumber
establish a code similar to that of the pro
fession and thereby enhancehis social and
moral status ? "

ONE
OF THE most prominent business
structures in New York known as
the Equitable Building is located at

the corner of Cedar street and Broadway.
The oldest part of the building was built
in 1869,and in 1874what is known as the
Cedar street extension was added. Some
cracks appeared in the front of the Cedar
street side some time since, which have
recently beeu repaired, and the efforts of
the workmen to shore up the building so
as to be able to remove the fractured
parts and replace them with whole ma
terial have naturally attracted marked at
tention. The cracks extend through the
granite lintels, cap-stone and cornice of
the basement and first story. According
to James F. Wilson, superintendent of the
building, the cracks referred to are of no
special significance, and have been in ex
istence for ten years past, attracting no at
tention until the preparations were made
for replacing the broken stones. The ex

planation is what would occur to any
practical builder. The building naturally
settled directly after its completion, as
heavy buildings always do. When the ex
tensionwas added it was built on the same
lines asthe original building, which had al
ready settled. Sufficient allowance for its
subsequent settlement, it would seem,
was not made,but settle it must by natural
laws, and the consequence was that the
long granite blocks which joined the new

to the old building broke under the strain.
Some of the daily papers have seemeddis
posed to magnify this affair into something
of unusual importance.

THE
OPINION is growing that boys,
American boys in particular, should
have the right to learn trades. The

right to earn a living by honest labor is
unquestionably as fundamental as any
right can be. But when the trades are
hedged about with rules which limit the
number of apprentices, and when the lists
are complete and when the ranks of un
skilled labor are full, then the surplus
boys are ordered off the earth. There is

no place for them, and the only possible
chance for existence is in begging or crime.
Speaking upon the point, the St. Paul
Pioneer Pre»s thinks the apprentice ques
tion will not wait much longer for a hear
ing. When the trades unions set up their
rules limiting the number of apprenticesto
be taught their trades in any shop, they
did it for the purpose of preventing the
market being overstocked with skilled
labor and the consequent reduction of
wages from an oversupply. But the rule
has had no such effects. It has not less
ened a whit the number of skilled work-
ingmen. What it has done and all it has
done hasbeen to prevent the sonsof Amer
icans, both native and adopted, from
learning their fathers' trades. Tt has had
the inevitable result of forcing our men,
who might be earning from $15 to $30 per
week as skilled artisans, to accept salaries
of from $5 to $10 as clerks or salesmen
or book-keepers, or, worse than that, to
compel them to live a hand-to-mouth sort
of life, doing anything or nothing, as their
lack of training to any sort of work ren
dered imperative. Our workshops have
not fewer mechanics in them than if there
had never been a rule against apprentices.
There was the demand for skilled work
men, and there being not a sufficient sup
ply here, our employers readily got it

from abroad. They are constantly getting
skilled workmen from over the sea, who

comehere and take the places which the
sonsof our workmen should be permitted
to take—should, indeed, be welcome to.
That our streetsare so full of idle, vicious
young and middle-aged men is chiefly due
to the extinction of the apprentices in our
workshops.

WHILE
DISCUSSING the question

of apprentices we should not
overlook what is being done in

the way of practical education for the
youth of the land in the trade schools. It
was only a short time since when the ap
prentice system, poor and insufficient
though it was. afforded the only chance
for a boy to becomeat all acquainted with
tools or with a mechanical pursuit of any
kind. In the interval, however, trade
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schools have beenestablished, and now it
is possible, to a limited extent, at least, for
a boy to be taught in a school all the sim
pler portions of a trade. In this
'
way carpentry, blacksmith ing, plastering,
frescoing, plumbing, molding, wood-carv
ing, pattern-making, the machinist's trade
and some others can be in part acquired.
The arrogance of the trades-unions made
schools of this kind a necessity, and while
they do not entirely supply the place of
the apprentice system, they are in position
to greatly assist a young man in acquiring
a trade whenever the apprentice system
has been restored, as it may be. Trade
schools have come to stay. Their utility
has been demonstrated. They are justly
the pride of their projectors and the pres
ent hope of the young men of the country.
And a fact to be noted with great satisfac
tion in this connection is that it has be
come popular for rich men in disposing of
their wealth to endow trade schools. Peter
Cooper set a most excellent example,
which has been followed by many others,
to the advantage of the nation at large,
and it is to be hoped that the good work
will go on until, through the combined
advantages of a thorough trade-school
systemand a judicious system of appren
ticeship, the youth of the land shall have
advantagesto be found in no other coun
try in the world.

A
GENERAL survey of trade and
building operations at this season
of the year cannot fail to be of in

terest to a large class among our readers.
Builders in many parts of the country are
very busy. In a few sections dullness
prevails. In some localities repairs mo
nopolize attention, to the exclusion of new
work. In still other sections very large
operations are being conducted, while
buildings of an ordinary character are not
as abundant as usual. Take it all in all,
the building business the 'present year is
not very unlike that of other years, and
the aggregate figures, when the statistics
are made up, will, we think, compare fa
vorably with those of any recent year.
Quite lately writers on trade matters have
reached the conclusion that the volume of
traffic over the railroads has begun to in
crease, and .that margins in several lines
of trade are more satisfactory than they
were a short time since; that the crop re
ports are promising ; that the distribution
of merchandise throughout the interior
country has improved, and that money is
easier both in financial centers in the East
and in distributing centers in the West.
Altogether the conclusion reached is more
favorable than that proclaimed by the
sameauthorities only a short time since.

ALL
THIS MUST have its effect upon
the building trades, and is likely to
increase the amount of work to be

done as the season advancesrather than
diminish it. In the lumber trade the de
mand has improved, but not as much as
timber speculatorsanticipated a short time
since. Building operations are absorbing
quite as much timber aswas expected they
would, and wholesalers and retailers are
catering to this trade almost exclusively.
Stocks of lumber in the large cities, ac
cordingly, are declining. As a rule,
throughout the country labor circles at the

present time are quiet. There is less agi

tation than has been current in someyears
past. There seemsto be a determination,
however, upon the part of labor organiza
tions to precipitate eight-hour legislation
in the near future. At the sametime it is

noticeable that a reactionary tendency is
at work among certain organizations. The
radical element is made up largely of for
eign workmen, who believe that the pres
et t opportunity is quite promising for the
establishment of an eight-hour working
day. The American element,on the other
hand, is not contributing very largely to
such revolution, but is undoubtedly will

ing to profit by it
,

and would perhapsjoin
in a general strike if such were to be de
cided upon.

MANY
OF OUR READERS have

turned their eyestoward Paris the
past few months with anxious

longing. The exposition, inaugurated
someweeks since, has in the interval been
attended with prosperity. _ The weather
has been favorable ; the surroundings have
proved delightfully attractive and the at
tendance large. Those who have visited
the exposition, however, have beengreatly
disappointed at the meager display made
by our own nation, and not a few who
have returned talk in severe terms of
the niggardly way in which we are
there represented. An insufficient sum
was appropriated by the Government in
the first place, and what we show at Paris

is for this reasonanything but creditable.
This is to be said notwithstanding some
very notableprivate exhibits, amongwhich
may be mentioned that of the Edison
Company. America is not alone in the
class designated, for other nations have
been correspondingly derelict. The ex
hibits of the British people, for example,
are pronounced by no less an authority
than the Lord Mayor of London as utterly
inferior. It is notorious that the German
nation and someothers of the Continental
Powers have frowned upon the exhibition
simply because it was French. Neverthe
less the exposition is a successand as such
is a triumph of French genius. It shows
what the French nation can do, and is

well worthy of study. We have no space
to reproduce accounts of what is to be
seen at the exposition, and therefore
must content ourselves with the words of
one who has recently returned from Paris,
which are to the effect that the marvels
of genius there displayed give one a

better conception of the genius of the
French nation than could otherwise be ob
tained.

ELECTRIC

APPLIANCES aboutbuild
ings, tending greatly to the comfort
and convenience of those who oc

cupy them, are constantly multiplying.
Our buildings are lighted by electricity;
our servants are summoned by electricity ;

our doors are opened and closed by elec
tricity, and we communicate with our
neighbois by an electric telephone. The
list might be greatly lengthened, and
every day brings forward some new idea
based upon the utilization of the electric
force. The story reachesus of a house in
Scotland that has been provided with a

private electric railway to convey its in
mates to and from the railway station,

which is something over a mile away. Ac
cording to the account, power is obtained

from a water-fall some three miles off by

means of a turbine wheel attached to a

dynamo and giving a current of 40
amperesat 400 volts pressure. The con

ductors are bare copper wires, making a

completemetallic circuit. The conductors

along the line consist of soft-iron rods,

supported above the sleepers, and insu

lated. The line is of 30inches gauge,and

a handsomecar is provided which can be

run at the rate of 35 miles an hour. Al
though the railway is principally used for

communication with the station, sidings
have been arranged so that it can be used

for the purposesof the farm. One would

think, says,the American Architect, that a

line of this kind might be advantageously

employed as an addition to the con

veniences of our own mountain hotels.

There are many places where the transit

from the station to the hotel is made

by crowded and uncomfortable vehicles

which could be replaced by an electric

car driven by water-power at a great sav

ing of expenseand with increasedsatisfac

tion to the public.

THE PLATES.

In Plates XXV, XXVI and XXVII
we present the front and two side
elevations, together with the floor plans,
of a Canadian house erected from de

signs prepared by Mr. George E.
Wilson, of Ogdensburg, N. Y. In
another part of this issuewill be found

a general description of the designs, to

'

which our readersare referred.
In Plate XXVIII we present an interest
ing study in decorative panel-work, the

author of which is Mr. J. Aldam Heaton.
The design givesevidenceofmuch thought
ful consideration in its conception and will
serveas an excellentmodel for someof the

enterprising readers of Carpentry and
Building.

Removing Snow from Roofs.

Roofs are often damaged by removing
thesnowthat falls on their surface,since it is
customaryto usewoodensnow-shovelswith
iron points. If the snow has melted and
then frozen, as is apt to occur at the eaves,

a dam is formed that causesthe water that
may subsequently form to back up and
find its way through any openings there
may be in the flashings or roof. While
the necessityof removing snow fiom roofs
cannot be doubted, it would be well to
provide wooden shovels for the purpose,
without iron points; then the work could
be done without so much injury to the
roof. For removing the ice that may form
at the eavesof flat roofs there is nothing
better than a heavy stick of wood, which
can be pointed at the end so as to break
the ice without damage to the roof. The
warmth of the roof is generally sufficient
to keep the ice from adhering, so a blow
strong enough to break the ice is enough to
free it from theroof. The metalof which the
trough is composed should extend up in
such a mannerthat under no circumstances
could the water flow back of the trough
and down the brick wall. The conductor
leading from the trough should bestraight,
and not obstructed by any kind of crooks.
While it may be that a curved line is one
of beauty, there is no doubting that the
straight one offers many advantages that
the curved one does not when applied to
conductor-pipes.
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to the extrados of the vault is that of a
surface produced by the revolution of an
ellipse of axes O a and O d prop wtional
to the axes of the interior springing-line.
This is done by drawing the line a d par
allel to the line A B. By this arrange
ment the sections of the extrados and the
soffit of the vault by horizontal planes
will all be similar ellipses— that is

,

ellipses
with proportional axes. Then we divide
the circular sectionof the vault in an odd
number of arch-stones. The bed-joints
will be horizontal lines on the section and
ellipses on plan; the axes of these ellipses
will be found by getting from the section
the extremities of the minor axis, such as

E and F, and drawing E G and F II
parallel to B A.
According to rule, the surface of the
bed-joints should be in everypoint normal
to the soffit of the arch ; but asthis is diffi
cult to produce,' masons are content to
work the beds conical. Each bed is then

part of a cone, the base of which is the
elliptical joint line, and the apex of which

is somepoint taken on the vertical center
line of the vault, that is

,

the vertical erected
over the point O on plan. That point
should not be the one in O' on the sectioD,
for the ray starting from that point to the

point G at the extremity of the major axis
of the joint-line would be very oblique,

Fig. 63.

tangent Z' E' to the circle cuts the center
line in the same point as the tangent
to the elliptical section in G. We rotate

G to Ga on the plane of the section,
and in that position G'j Z' is the tangent
to the major section. Now we bisect
the angle G'a Z' E' by the line Z' Pa,

Fig. 65.—Bed Formed of Several Conic
Surfaces.

the perpendicular
on the center line,

to which we draw
Pa 8'; the point 8',
should be selected as the apex of the cone
for forming the surface of the bed E G, for
the greatestobliquity of the ray will then
only be equal to half the angle Gs Z' E'.
The least obliquity will then be when the
ray passes in P, found by rotating back

Fig. 61.—Plan of Vault. Fig. 62.
—Projection on Plan and Eleva
tion. Fig. 63.—Molds of Vertical
Joints. Figs. QGand67'.—Correct
Method of Construction for the
Beds.

Masonry and Stone-Cutting.

{Continuedfrom page75,April.)
In Italy one often meets with elliptical
vaults, the simplest of which is the ellip
tical vault of resolution. This is a vault
with an elliptical surface formed by the
revolution of an ellipse round a horizontal
axis. For instance, in Fig. 60 the soffit
of the vault is engendered by the revolu
tion of the ellipse A B D C round its
major axis, and the cross-section of the
vault will be a circle. The extrados may
be produced by the revolution of a larger
ellipse round the same axis; in this case

Masonry and Stone-Cutting.—Fig. 60.—
Elliptical Vault of Revolution.

the ellipse is selectedwith its axis propor
tional to the axis of the interior ellipse.
We may construct this vault exactly on
the same principle as the semi-dome in
Fig. 55, with bed-joints radiating from
the axis, and with conical cross joints, in
which casethe cutting of the voussoirs is

identically the sameas for a cupola or a

dome. The only point to be remembered

is that the conical cross joints are normal
to the ellipse, instead of all radiating from
one point, as in a spherical cupola. This
arrangementof the joints is not usually
employed, because,although practical, the
joint lines do not work harmoniously with
the joint lines of the variouscupolaswhich

Fig. 64.—Working the Stonefrom a
Prism.

are usually used in the same buildings in
conjunction with elliptical vaults. Usually
the bed-joints, especially in large vaults,
aremade horizontal, and this entails sev
eral difficulties.
(Fig. 61.) Let the dotted line A B be
the elliptical springing line of our vault,
the soffit of which is produced by the rev
olution of that ellipse round its major
axis. To form the extrados, we draw its
section as in any ordinary arch by taking
its center in 0s below the center of the
soffit. The circular section we have given

insteadof normal to the surface. The point
to be selectedas apex of the cone should
be someintermediary point betweenO' and
the point where the normal in G would
meet the center line. To find the best
point we operateas follows : As all verti
cal planesdrawn through thevertical center
line on O cut the vault along ellipses
which have all one axis in common, the

the point Ps. The apices S's, S'i for the
cones forming the other bedswill be found
in the sameway.
This conical formation of the beds offers
the important practical advantage that
each bed will cut the extradosof the vault
along a horizontal curve, which will be an
ellipse similar to the one forming the in
side springing-line. This is easily proved :
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If through the point e' a horizontal plane
be produced it will cut the extradosof the
vault along an ellipse similar to that of
the springing-line ; on the otherhand, that
sameplane will cut the surface of the con
ical bed along an ellipse similar to the
elliptical joint E G, but the latter is sim
ilar to the ellipse of the springing-line,
and therefore the intersections of the ex
trados of the vault and the surface of the
bed by the horizontal plane are identically
the same line. This allows us to draw
rapidly the several joint lines on the ex
trados. The vertical joints L M, P N
which separate the several stones of the
same course are planes which are taken
normal either to the lower joint E Gror to
a medium horizontal section v x y, taken
between the upper and lower joint lines.
The intersections of the vertical joints
with the soffit of the vault are portions of
ellipses of which three points may be de-

Mar,ML, Mi, Mi, and erecting the ordi-
natesof the points taken from the eleva
tion. The two molds drawn are perfectly
independent figures, and might have been
placed further apart.
To work the stone (Fig. 64) a prism is
first produced, the base I, Mi Na p, of
which is equal to the horizontal projection
of the stone in Fig. 61, and the hight ot
which is equal to the difference of level of
lines E' L' P' and/ m' n' (Fig. 62). Then,
on the sides of the prism, the vertical
joint molds are placed, and the lines M' N'
and V p' are trammeledon the cylindrical
sides. The lines L' P' and m! n' are
marked with templets on the top and bot
tom of the prism. This done the soffit
will be cut with the help of three temp
lets, giving the elliptical curves L P, x y,
M N, taken from Fig. 61. The soffiit
could be cut with one templet only, as it
is a surface of revolution; the datum

tion and the third an intermediary section.
It may also be done with only the second
templet
Second System of Construction for the
Beds.— If the lengths of the axes O A
and O B of the springing-line differ very
much, then the cone of center S'i would
still give us very oblique joints at the ex
tremities of the axes. To avoid this,
masonsform the one bed of several conic
surfaces, as shown in Fig. 65. The cen
ters for the several portions of the bed are
found bv drawing perpendiculars to the
tangents"Z' E', Z' P„, Z' G, (Fig. 62).

(To becontinued.)

Suggestive Ornament for Wood-
Carving.

On this page we present, by means of
several illustrations, a number of designs

SuggestiveOrnament for Wood-Carving.

termined by the intersections of the lines
L M, P N with the ellipses E L P, r x y,
P M N. The intersections of the same
vertical joints with the beds are portions
of hyperbola L' f V, P' «' »' (Fig. 62), the
points of which are found by using a hor
izontal section of the cone between the
Tipper and lower edgesof the bed. Thereby
we get the stone in projection on plan and
elevation. We next get (Fig. 63) the
xnolds of the vertical joints, by marking
from the plan (Fig. 61) the abcissteMm,

points for placing the templet would be
found by drawing rays from O' (Fig. 62)
but care would have to be taken to us,
always the right portion of the templet,
which would vary in every position. The
beds, being conical, are cut in the usual
way with a straight-edge. The extrados
would be worked by the same method as
the soffit, but it is usually only roughened
out. For the soffit of the key-stoneusually
three templets are used, one of section B'
C D', one giving the major elliptical sec-

which will be found useful to wood-
carvers. They need not, however, be con
fined strictly to wood-carving, but may
readily be adapted to use in almost any
material, whether terra-cotta, brick-work
or faience. The details are also of such a
character as to afford useful suggestionsto
those operating in repoussemetal-work.
The designs, as will be seen from an in
spection of the engravings, arevery clever,
and we present them to our readers for
such interest as they may possess.
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Study in House Design.

We take pleasure in laying before our
readers this month the plans, elevations
and details of a house erected for Mr.
Wm. M. Doran at Iroquois, Ont., from
designs and specifications prepared by
George E. Wilson, of Ogdensburg, N. Y.
The architect states that the building is
situated on the north side of the St. Law
renceRiver, about 5 rods from the water's
edge, the grade at the building being
about 12 feet above the water-line. The
actual cost of the structure, including hot-
water heating and plumbing, was $6855.
From the architect's specification we learn

is 2 x 4 inches. The outside studding has
1x5 inch ribbons set into it to carry the
joist. The roof is covered with good

Study in House Design.—Details West Side Gable.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

the following particulars relative to its
constructive features: The sills are 2 x 10
inches, doubled and bedded in mortar.
The first-floor joist is 2i x 10 inches; the
second-floor joist 2 x 10 inches ; the attic-

Front Gable.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

floor joist 2x9 inches, and all at 16-inch
centers. The studding for all outside
walls and main-hall partitions is 2 x 5
inches, while that for all other partitions

seasonedboards, well planed and matched
and well nailed to every rafter. Upon
theseareplacedbest quality cedar shingles,
laid 4^ inches to the weather. All
valleys are flashed with No. 24 gal
vanized iron, the flashing around chim
neys being with sheet-lead The outside
sheathing is g-inch boards matched and
planed, while the inside sheathing con
sists of samematerial, used in connection
with heavy vermin-proof paper. Between
the first and second floors heavy paper is
usedfor deadeningpurposes. All windows
txcept the bays and triplet windows are
hung with blinds. The dining-room,
library and first and second story halls are
finished in red oak, with drawing-room
and music-room in cherry, all of the best
selectedstock. The bath-room is ceiled
throughout with narrow beaded and
matched birch and maple, blind-nailed.

oak, housed into strings and with cherry
cove mold under nosing. Newel post is
8x8 inches, while other posts are 6x6

Section Through West Gable.—Scale, %
Inch to the Foot.

Details Cresting.—Scale, %Inch to the Foot.

The remaining wTood-work is pine. The j inches and have cherry turned tops . The
main stairs are built of kiln-dried material, wood-work in the main part of the first
The treadsareIf inches, with risers J inch, I and secondstories is finished in hard oil,
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as is also the kitchen. The pantries and
closetsare finished with shelves, drawers
and necessaryhooks. In the dining-room

Study in House Design.—Details of Bal
cony.—Scale,1 Inch to the Foot.

gables are finished in natural color. In
the exterior painting there are six colors
employed. In the attic is a tank built of
2x4 inch scantling and having a capacity
of ten barrels. The plumbing is executed

of the works " is being considered, with
the probability that an improvement in our
building practice in this regard will be in
stituted at no very distant date. In the
meantimeattention is also being given to

Plan of Bay-Window.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

in the best possible manner, the house
being provided with hot and cold water,
bath-room and tank, the latter for general
soft-water supply. Connections are made
with public water-main to supply the
house with river water. The house is
heated by hot-water circulation, with coils
and screens,the latter being bronzed and
decorated in an artistic manner.

Estimating by Quantities.

Everything that concerns the manage
ment of building work and which tends to

Front Gable.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

is a mantel built of oak and cherry. All
exterior wood-work is painted three coats
best lead and oil. Shingles in the

promotethe accuracyof estimateson build
ings is of special interest to our readers.
Just at presentthe question of the " clerk

estimating in various directions, and as
bearing upon this general subject, and as
showing a kind of practice which is in
voguein France, and, to acertain extent, in
England, we present below the substance
of an article by Joseph A. Stark, which

Section Through Front Oable.—Scale,%
Inch to the Foot.

appearedin our contemporary, the Ameri
can Architect, some time since. After
asserting that estimating by quantities
wasgenerally introduced into London some
20 years since, and met at once with so
much support from architects and builders
that it speedily found its way into the
provincial towns and is now the recognized
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Study in House Design.—Details of False Chimney.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

with the drawings. Estimating under
such conditions is reduced to a kind of
rough-and-ready guesswork, and builders
have to trust to "arranging matters some
how," should they find that they made a
mistake in their price. Should such ar-
langements not be possible the builder
may land himself in bankruptcy, the archi
tect will reapmuch trouble and discredit,
and the owner will have to bear the loss.
It was therefore thought desirableand just
that builders should be furnished with
more complete data than drawings and
specifications alone upon which to base
their estimates,and that they should have
a bill-of-quantitiesof all materialsand labor
required for a contract. This had long
been the practice in Paris, where, in addi
tion, all estimatesarebasedupon theofficial
price-book of the City of Paris for public
works, generally called "Prisee dela Ville,"
and where builders hand in their estimates

upon a percentagediscount on the prices
of the above book. The frequent inter
course of English architects with their
Parisian brethren no doubt influenced the
adoption of quantity surveying in England .
The surveyors were drawn from the
ranks of builders' account and prime-cost

Details of Front Porch.-Scale, 1 Inch
to the Foot.

practice even for the smallest contracts, '

Mr. Stark continues :
The building businessis a precariousone
at any rate, full of risks and uncertainties.
A builder would often be asked to give a
figure for a contract in so short a time
that he could hardly familiarize himself Details of Veranda.—Scale, 1 Inch to the Foot.
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clerks, where they had already acquired
something of the proficiency which this
new status called for, and before long
Clever and experienced men took up the
line, and marked out a reliable and scien
tific system of measuring for every build
ing trade. To-day quantity-taking in
London is amostminute andpreciseopera
tion down to thesmallestdetail of builders'
work. The quantity surveyor writes the
specification, having previously settled all
items with the architect; he takes notes
of all extra work or deviations and deduc
tions occurring during the progress of a
building, and finally measures up, and
settles up the builder's claim. At first the

fore it had, through competition, become
the general practice for the surveyors to
hand over 1 per cent, of their 2| per cent,
to the architect who employed them, for
it is in nearly all cases the architect who
selectsthe quantity surveyor. This prac
tice causedsome bad feeling, as may be
readily supposed. Architects were soon
compelled for the sake of their good name
to sever all connection with or interest in
the quantities, and thus the surveyor's
commission has gradually becomereduced
to 1J per cent., and a good deal ot work
is now done at 1 per cent. It is very
profitable at that if there is a steady flow
of business.

a building, it is now customary to place in
scale to a drawing. Moreover, there are
many building items, as in plumbing, gas-
piping and interior finish, that cannot be
measuredwith perfect accuracy. For these
reasonssurveyors are now rarely made re
sponsible for their quantities, and these
latter do not constitute part of the con
tract. The builder hands in his estimate
upon the bill of quantities supplied, and
if his tender is accepted the quantities are
sealedand kept by the architect until the
final measuring up, when all extras or de
ductions are made upon the prices affixed
by the builder himself to the bill of quan
tities. For .all uncertain items, and for
such work for which estimatesareintended
to be obtained at the finishing-up stage of

surveyorswere employed in the architects'
offices as a part of the general staff It
was, however, soon found that this ar
rangement complicated the business of
large offices too much, and the surveyors
were given an independent professional
standing, with officesof their own, separate
from the architects. The institute had
already formally sanctioned the new prac
tice, and settled the rate of payment as
follows : The surveyor to receive 2| per
cent, on the contract price, to charge for
the lithographed specifications and the
bills-of-quantities extra, the whole to be
added by the builder to his estimate, and
to be paid by him to the surveyor out of
his first certificate. These rates to which
themembersof the Institute of Architects
agreed to hold themselves were so favor
able that many architects and draftsmen
left their calling and turned quantity sur
veyors, and many years had not passedbe-

In courseof time an important change
was made in the position the quantities oc
cupy toward the contract. At first the
surveyor was made responsiblefor the cor
rectnessof his quantities, and they became
part of the contract. The builder was
bound to carry out the work as drawn and
specified, and if

,

to do this, he found him
self called upon to give morematerial and
labor than hehad estimated for per bill of
quantities the architect allowed him a

claim for all over against the surveyor,
who had to pay. I know personally of
several cases where the surveyor was
made to pay heavy sums for mistakes or
omissions. The unfairness of this system
became,however, soon apparent. Survey
ors are often called upon to take off the
quantities for a building in a very short
time. They have to rely upon assistants,
and the most careful man canmake a mis
take in multiplication or apply a wrong

the quantities liberal provisional sums set
tled between the architect and surveyor,
and which are accounted for separately.
The economical soundnessof the quan
tity system is proved by the fact that the
builders are in its favor with one voice;
that building has become a more safe and
more profitable business, and that owners
obtain better and more economical work
for their money. And much arduous
labor is taken from the shoulders of archi
tects who enjoy a large practice, and the
moral status of the profession has un
doubtedly beenraised. It would be very
desirable that somesystemof quantity sur
veying be introduced here, perhaps with
certain modifications and less minuteness
than practiced in England, but of suffi
cient thoroughness to place estimating
upon a sounder footing. Builders, archi
tects and owners would soon appreciate its
many advantages.
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Correspondence.

Problem In Hip Rooflnc.
From J. V. H. Secor, New York City.—
I have been veTy much interested in the
problems in hip roofing, but they nearly
all come short in some way. In the No
vember number Carpentry and Building
for 1887is one from "F. D. G.," Council
Bluffs, Iowa, giving the length of hip
and jack rafters and the bevels to fit the
hip. He says he likes the method there
shown, because it is quickly laid out, is
accurate and easily understood. Again

is not level. He shows his method of
finding lengths of hip and jacks, and, by
the way, it is the sameas " F. D G." has
shown in the November number. At this
point he leaves us to get at the rest
the best we can. I would like to ask" T. D. G." if he considered the various
bevels required, and the singular lines in
backing the above roof would require. I
have prepared two problems, one a right
angle and one acute angle, showing two
methods in each case for getting lengths,
bevels and backing lines, and in doing this

still leave the readers in the dark at the^
end. Abbreviation may be adopted by
any one, as he thinks fit, after he-
thoroughly understands a thing.

RIGHT-ANGLE PLAN.

Referring to Fig. 1, let A B C be the
face line of the plate, G E F the face of
the deck or ridge. From B to E draw the
center line of the hip, extended to H;
from E to G set up the hight or rise ; with,
E as a center and E G as the radius de
scribe the curve line to F ; from G and F
draw the deck line ; connect G and B for
the length of the hip ; connect C and F for
the length of the common rafter ; from C
as a center draw the curve from F to J ;
from B take the length of the hip at G
and draw the curve, which will pass
through J until it intersects with the cen
ter line of the hip in plan at H.
To Find theLevelfor theHip toStraddle
theDeck.—From H draw to I at right an
gles to the face of deck ; from I draw to
B; then the angle at I will be the level
sought.
SecondMethod.—From the side of the
hip at L draw L O, square from G and let
G M equal E 8. Connect O M for the
level. The plumb level is shown at G.
To Find theBaching Line for theHip. —
From the face hip and line of plate at T
draw square to the center of the hip in
plan at V ; draw the dotted line from V
to D, giving the line to back as shown at
the section.
Second Method. — At any convenient
point along the center of hip in plan
draw 3 4, touching the face of plate; from
5 as a centerextend to hip line in elevation
at 6, and draw the curve to the cen
ter of hip in plan as at 7. Draw from
3 4 as shown, giving the line for backing.
To Find tie Level for the Toji o) Jack-
Rafters.—The first common rafter in this
case is drawn for a jack, as it will join to
the hip. Let C 9 be the top face; extend
to K ; connect at T K for the face of the
hip, and from this line the lengths of the
jacks must be taken; draw P Q parallel to

Problem in Hip Roofing.—Fig. 1.—Right-Angle Plan.

he says: " I shall not attempt to tell how
to back the hip, or to get the bevels for
the same, for I have nothing new or novel
in that connection." Now, as I under
stand roofing, a jack-rafter is of no use
until the hip has been cut to fit over the
corner of the deck or ridge timber and
properly backed to line with the common
rafters. This he does not show. The
lengths for jacks are given by a single line
running to the center line of the hip.
Now, as I understand it, they would not
fit in the spaces,for nothing is shown as to
the face thickness of either one. There is

to be taken into consideration that half the
diagonal face thickness of the hip and
half the face thickness of the jack would
have to be taken from the length as shown
by "F. D. G." In the February number
for 1888 is another Council Bluffs (Iowa)
man, "T. D. G.," who starts off with a

criticism on " L. M. 8.," of Germantown,
as published in thp July number, Vol. VII,
page 135. In referring to his bevels he
says they are shaky, and that his backing
problem is a disastrous failure. Now,
"T. D. G." says: "I have repeatedly
asked for information on framing octag
onal roofs, but have never obtained any
thing of this kind. Of myself, I have de
veloped the following method for obtain
ing lengths and bevels of rafters for any
form of roof." In his diagram in the
February number for 1888 is a plan of
roof with one right angle, one obtuse and
two acute angles. The deck or ridge
does not run parallel with either side and

Fig. 2
.—Acute-AnglePlan.

I must use quite a number of lines. Per
haps someof the many readerswill object
to this, but it is better to make all the
points clear by using sufficient lines to
show it

,

rather than to abbreviate and

E F; square over from Q, and let Q R
equal the width of a rafter, as at 9 C ; con
nect F R, giving the level, as shown at F.
SecondMethod is shown at K and W ; by

I drawing the curve Q N gives the exact
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line to get the lengths of jacks, as is fur
ther shown at X W. Let X 8 be the
place in plan for a jack ; S is the point it
will join at the hip. From 8 draw to the
common rafter; then C U is the length of

At right angles to the plate line E F draw
F B extended to Z. Draw the dotted line
Z E and connect I and E for the length
of the hip. Connect J and F for the com-

hip. Connect I Q, giving the bevel to fit
the deck at L B.
Second Method.—Let G E equal the
length of the hip. as shown by the curved
line I G ; from G draw M N at right angles

Boarding a Building.— Fig. 1.—Elevation Showing Bad Construction.

the jack. Draw the curve line U 10 and
connect 10 W, giving the exact length and
the place it will fit when up. W 1 and
1 2 show the error in taking the length
to the center, as at 2.

mon rafter. This is to be cut the sameas
a jack, as the location in plan will show.
To Find theBevelsfor the Top of Hip to
Fit Oier theComerof theDeck.— From the
face of the hip at the deck line L K,

to the face of the deck. Fiom M draw to
E ; the angle formed at M will be the same
as at R ; draw from N to E ; the angle at
N will be the same as shown at I. The
plumb or side bevel is found at 8 ; from

Fig. 2.—Plan of Side Plate Showing Displacement.

THE ACCTE-ANGLE PLAN.

Let A E F be the face line of the plate
and C B D the face line of the deck or
ridge. It will be seen that the angle of
the deck is more acute than the angle of
the plate and will develop somesingular

I BOARDING

J3.
ftPIKEDONAFTERSPREADING

Fig. '3.—Sectionof Corner Studs at A,
Fig. 2.

lines which " T. D. G." had not considered.
Draw E B G as the center line of the hip

J]
Fig. 4.—View of Side Plate (wrong way),
Showing Joint and Position of Corner
or Angle Studs.

in plan. From B to J setup the hight of
deck or rise. Draw the curve line to H.

draw perpendiculars touching the elevation I and H draw the deck for the bevel at the
at R and S. Square over from I and let top of jack. Draw W X parallel to K H.

LEDGER

L
Fig. 5.—Section ThroughBuilding at D,

Fig. 7. (right way''.

I Q equal half the thickness of the hip.
Connect R Q for the bevel that will fit the
deck at K B. Let S I equal the width of

Fig. 6.—Section at B, Fig. 2. (wrong
way).

It will be seenthat B II is the hight of the
deck, but that K has diverged from B so
that the line of jack must be continued
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-above the deck to J. From F as center
•extendto J and describe the curve line to
U, and connect U V, which is parallel to

as shown by the line drawn from F H and
shown at section.

Second Method.—Draw at right angles
to the hip in plan, touching the face line
of the plate at 8 9, with one foot of the

Boarding a Building.

The

-Fig. 7.—The Bight Way of Framing a Building.

Z E. Draw the curve line X 3.
angle U is the bevel for the top face.
Third Method.—Let X 4 equal the thick
ness of the jack. Connect J 4, giving the

To Find the Backing for theHip.— At
the intersection of the side-face of the hip
and the face line of plate, as at V Y,
square over to the center of the hip at

compassesin It ; extend to the line of hip
in elevation as at 10: draw the curve line
to the center of hip at 12; connect 12 8
and 12 9, giving the line to back from;
sections 5 and 6 show the different forms
it takes at different points.
The first method of finding the backing
is superior to any other. The second

REAROFBUILDING

-

PLATE

/ ** »'PLATE1

J J
X

if
L

bevel'at J. which is the sameas at U. The
rafters on'this side will have to be backed

Fig 9.—Correct Position of Plates, Ceiling-Joists and Studs.

method gives it only at the point at iwhich
it is placed in plan.

SECTIONATS
t'xAPl»TEA

Fig. 8.—Bight Way of Plating Corner Stud.

M the foot. F will be square,but at the top
K it must be backed off on the long side,

1 2; connect 2 O, giving the line for the
side of hip K V, or the short side. Con-

Fig. 10.—Section at Eaves Shoicing Correct
Position of Ceiling-Joist.

nect 1 P for the line on the other side,
YL.

Boarding a Building.

From J. D., Winchester,2f. H. — I in
close herewith sketches showing the
framing of a building which was erected
in a city of one of the Eastern States at a
cost of about |7000. It was designed by
a competent architect, so called, and after
completion was accepted by the architect
and owner. It may possibly appear to
some of the readers of Carpentry and
Building that I have exaggerated the
defects of the building, but such is not
the case, nor have I actually shown one-
half the defects in the construction.
Referring to Fig. 1 of the accompanying
sketches, it will be noticed that there is a
visible sag in the upper-floor joists over
eachwindow opening. This is owing to
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the lightness of the headers, being of a
single thickness over the openings,coupled
with the weight of the roof. This is es
pecially noticeableon the attic floor, where

properly tied together by nailing down
temporary boards, so that the rear of the
building spread more than the sides.
The reasonfor this was that the joists ran
in opposite direction to the strains, as did
also those at C, Fig. 2. Studs should
never rise above the top of the ceiling-
joists where there is a heavy roof. The
plate should be nailed to the top of the

Problem in Hand-Railing. —Fig. 1.—Elevation of oneTread and two Risers, Showing
the Floor Lines at Starting and Landing of Flight.

the sag is bad. During the slating of the i
roof the ridge lowered over 6 inches on a
chimney. The dotted lines on the plan of
side plate, Fig. 2, show where the plate
would have been had no displacement oc
curred. During the slating of the roof a
workman called the attention of the
builder to the giving way of the corner at
A, as shown in the sectionof corner studs,
Fig. 3. He then spiked on a 2 x 7 inch
piece, as shown by the dotted lines. This
I believe saved the building from falling,
as the roof was only aboutone-third slated
at the time. It will be seen that the
2x7 inch ceiling-joist that pulled off
from the angle-stud was not long enough
to give the nails a fair chance to hold, it
only going on to the stud about 1 inch.
Instead of being pieced the joists should
have run to the outside corner.
The stud marked X in Fig. 4 of the
sketches was not put on until the building
was ready to lath and was cut in on the
first and second floors only. It will be
seenthat the angles were not tied together
at all. Owing to the position of the studs
it was impossible to nail them together,
thus weakening the angle very much
When the window openings were cut out
on the secondstory a singleheaderwas put
in as on the first story, but when the
window frames camefrom the factory it
was found that the openings were not
high enough to admit the frames. The
builder, therefore, gave orders to knock
out the headers,which was done, and the
frames were set without replacing them.
The ceiling-joists being long enough to
reach only half way of the width of the
building as indicated in Fig. 6, which is a
section through B of Fig. 2, and not being
properly nailed at T, pulled apart This,
of course, helped the building to spread.
No floorswere laid in the attic until the
roof was covered. The joists were not

joists. Some of the timbers are too light
for the duty required. A 2 x 8 inch floor-
joist is not large enough for an18-foot run.
The samemight be said alsoof the hips and
valleys.
In Figs. 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10 I have en
deavored to show how this building might
have been erected and the defects referred
to averted. I have increased the size of
someof the timbers, as I believe it neces
sary in order to insure good results. I
have changed the size of the sill, but this
is not necessary,as an 8 x 8 inch sill is all
right : it only requires more time for fram
ing. Studs of an even 2-inch thickness
and as straight as possible should be se
lected to make corners, and should like
wise be spiked together every foot in
length before raising. Straight pieces of
2x4 inches and of even thickness should
be selectedfor the plates marked A, Fig. 8.
Ceiling-joists must be placed directly over
studs and rafters over joists, as shown in
Fig. 9 of the accompanying sketches. If
this were not done it would be necessary
to double the plates. The ceiling-joists
should not lap over each other above the
centerpartition, asshown in Fig. 6, but the
endsshould butt together directly over the
center partition. A f-inch board should
also be nailed over the joists on a straight
line across the building.
Ceiling- joists when not sized by the
planer at the mill should always be sized
over plates, as indicated in Fig. 10. Joists
No. 2 should be cut in on the cornerstuds,
as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 8.
Hip No. 2 should run down to the plate,
and not stop at the ridge, as was the case
in the sketch showing the wrong method
of construction. Should the rafter-plate
be too wide for the depth of rolling cor
nice it can be cut out, as indicated at
X X X of Fig. 9. Should a hanging cor
nice be required the ceiling-joists must be

stopped even with the outside of studs
and rafter-plates set back directly over
the studs. I think the sketcheswhich I
have presentedherewith, taken in connec
tion with the above description, will con
vey to the readera very clear idea of what
it is desired to show.

Problem In Hand-Kalllng.
From Jas. H. Monckton, Brooklyn,
N. T.—In the March number of Carpentry
and Building "E S. C," of Pittsburgh,
asks that someof the readers of Carpentry
and Building "'explain the drawing and
working of a molded hand-rail wreath
around a 12-inch cylinder—a half-circle—
the rise being 7 inches and the tread 10
inches, the stairs to be a continuous
flight." I will endeavor to enlighten
"E. S. C," and incidentally others of
your readerswho may need such informa
tion, asking, however, that in order to ob
tain a correct knowledge of theseanswers
they themselvescarefully make the draw
ings as given and accurately follow the
reference letters and explanations. Fig. 1
is an elevation of one tread and two rises,
showing the floor lines at the starting and
the landing of the flight. Let the size of
hand-rails be 4 inches wide by 2i inches
thick ; also the plank out of which the
wreath-pieces are to be worked 4 inches
thick. Rest the bottom line of rail on
X X, the centers of short balusters; * let
X E and X K equal 2$ inches, the thick
ness of rail ; let K L and L M each equal
half the thickness of plank, 2 inches; then
X M will be overwood to be removed in
shaping the wreath-piece. Draw L H in
definitely and parallel to X X ; make the
hight 4 inches from the floor to the bot
tom line of rail V; make V J half the
thickness of rail ; draw J H parallel to the
floor line; then H becomesthe center of
the rail at the level, also the center of the
4-inch plank, and R the center of the rail
on the plan, S the face of the cylinder, N
the chord line or commencement of the
cylinder, and O the face of the landing-
riser, showing that this landing-riser must
set 1 inch in front of the chord line.

Fig. 2.—Face-Mold.

Again, at the starting make X D 4 inches,
the thickness of the plank, and X C half
the thickness of plank. Draw the lines
C, E and D indefinitely and parallel to
X X ; make G F 4 inches and F B half the
* This fixes the calculation of the nightsof
rails on flight and levelin itssimplestform, as
follows: Say thelengthof shortbalusterat its
centerX is made2 feet2 inchesfrom thetop
of step to undersideof rail ; thenaddto this
the 4 inchesraisedat landings,making2 feet
(i inchestheexacthight of levelrail from floor
to bottomof rail.
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thickness of rail ; draw the line B A par
allel to the floor line ; then A is the center
of the rail at the level and the center of
the plank out of which the wreath-piece is
to be worked ; also T is the center of the
rail on the plan, U the face of the cylin
der, P the chord line and Q the face of

Fig. 3.—Diagram Showing Edge of Plank,
the Pitch-Board and Application of
Face-Mold.

the first or starting riser, showing that this
risermust set 1J inches into the cylinder.
Fig. 2 shows how to draw a face-mold
as required for the starting and landing
twists. Let the shadedquarter-turn be the
plan of rails as given at Fig. 1. Place the
rise A B of pitch-board anywhere along
the line O B and draw the pitch-line B C.
At right angles to D O draw D F, E L,
&c, at pleasure. At right angles to B C
draw B N, L T, &c. Make B S N equal
O K Z and L T equal E X, &c. Through
the points thus found trace the concave
and convex edgesof the face-mold. This
face-mold is first made use of as a pattern
by which to mark on the face of the rough
■plankasuitably-shaped piece— to besawed
out square through—out of which that
portion of the wreath is worked. Its fur-

to determine the exact place of the start
ing and landing risers in connection with
the cylinders; then the cylinders must be
placed on the plan and be joined to the
string as shown. If a hand-rail is to be
carried over a stairs built with the
chord-line of cylinders of this diameter
placed at the face of risers starting
and landing, or where this last plan
is for any reason desirable, then pro
ceed to find the disposition of the over-
wood as shown in Fig. 4. Set up an
elevation of tread and rises— the same as
Fig. 1. Let the bottom line of rail rest
on X X, the centers of short balusters.

Fig. 5.—Part of Rail.

Let M E at the starting and H G at the
landing eachequalHi inches, this being the
distance from the chord line of the cylin
der to Ihe center of the rails R and T, as
given at Fig. 1. Make E L and Q N each4
inches; let LZ andNA eachequal 1 înches,
half the thickness of rail. Parallel to X X,
from A, draw A W, which is the center of
plank. Make W F and W R each equal 2
inches,half thickness of plank. MakeXT
2-iinches,thethickness of rail, thus showing
that ^inch of overwoodmustbe taken from
the top of the straight portion of this land
ing wreath-piece and 1 inch of overwood
from the bottom. At the starting wreath-
piece the thickness of rail is X V and the
thickness of plank X 8. The line 8 C
shows that the thickness of plank is not
enough by -J inch, which may be glued
on ;or drop the center Z equal to C C, and
then, using the necessarilyincreasedthick
nessof stuff, regain this bight on the ad
joining level quarter, as indicated at C C,
Fig. 5. For straight flights connected
with cylinders the above treatment of
hand-rail, both as to face-mold and the
removal of overwood in shaping the
wreaths, may be applied to any sized cyl
inder, but will fix the position of rise in
a 12-inch cylinder, or cylinders of other
dimensions, differently or according as
the hight of rise, width of tread, size of
rails and size of baluster vary. So far,
what is given is simple in method and

principle. If, however, a saving of run is
important, a little more science in fixing
the plane of the plank and producing face-
molds will be required, so that the top
and bottom risers may be set in the cylin-

Fig. 4.—Showing Disposition of Overwood.

ther use is to give the exact shape on the
two faces of the plank of the plumbed
sides of the wreath-piece. The joints are
made squarefrom the face of the plank.
Fig. 3 shows the edge of the plank
W K, the pitch-board W Z X in position,
with the rise Z X to plumb the sides of
the wreath-piece; also the application of
the face-mold, as indicated by the dotted
lines, to both faces of the plank. The
above method (Fig. 1) of managing the
overwood, both for the landing and start
ing wreath-pieces, makes the best-shaped
wreath. But to do this work in this man
ner it must be understood that an eleva
tion, as at Fig. 1, must be set up as atrial

ders at pleasure, and the whole width
worked in onepiece. Or a wreath may be
worked in two portions, one piece of
which would contain more than a quarter-
circle. By either of these last-mentioned
methods the whole depth of the landing
cylinder may be saved, and the sameor a
little more at the starting; at least 12
inches run saved in one flight of stairs—a
saving in somecasesof considerable value.

Architects' Commissions.

From W. H. H., Elizabeth, N. J.— Re
ferring to editorials in the April number
of Carpentry and Building, I should think
you would be a little more careful in your
utterances regarding architects' commis
sions. The confirmed jealousy and con
temptible meannessof parties who falsely
charge architects with all manner of ras
cality would be a more fitting theme for
your paper. As one of your original sub
scribers, I hope you will bear with me in
saying that the articles on the subject
named are entirely uncalled for, as there
is not a calling or occupation on earth so
utterly destitute of real and substantial en
couragement as the study and practice of
architecture in this country. As for com
missions, I will say that usually the archi
tect gets more abuse than reward. He is
tossed from pillar to post by owner and
contractor alike. It is only deep-seated
love for the work that keeps the architect
at his post in many cases.
Note.—We think if our readers examine
aright the article on architects' com
missions which appearedin our last issue,
they will see that we are jealous of the
architect's good name and are therefore
anxious to protect it. Unfortunately for the
fraternity at large, things have been done
in the past that seemed to warrant the
public in believing that architectsareopen
to bribery. We think it is a great mis
take to believe that architects worthy- of
the nameare open to bribery now or ever
have been. But that men styling them
selves aichitects have taken commissions
alike from contractors and sub-contractors
is too well known to our readersto be dis
regarded. It is only by discussing such
things in print that themen who disgrace
the profession by practices that are not
honest will be driven from it. We are
sorry if wehaveoffendedthis correspondent
or any one else, and accordingly we cheer
fully give space to his reply. It occurs
to us, however, that no onewho has always
been absolutely honest in his profession
will feel that hehas beenwronged in what
we said last month. We say this without
any insinuations whatever, but because
of ceitain remarks that have come to our
ears from various sourcesconcerning the
article in question. We know the deep-
seated love that good architects feel for
their work, and it pleasesus that our cor
respondent bears tribute to this fact. It
is the hope of the profession.

Brick-Veneered Houses.

From R. M. C, Moore's Salt Works,
Ohio.— I would like to askof builders and
others, through the columns of Carpentry
and Building, concerning brick-veneered
housesin general: Should theybe sheathed
on the outside or inside ? If sheathed on
the inside would it be proper to build the
brick between the studs in columns here
and there as an additional anchor of the
brick to the frame ? If sheathed on the
inside would it benefit the house to cover
the outside walls or sheathing with coarse
building paper before plastering ? Are
brick-veneered housesgreat rat harbors ?
Are they the right kind of a houseto build
in the country ?

Weighting Windows.

From N. I. M., Eureka, Kan. —In answer
to "J. S.," whose inquiry appearedin the
January number of Carpentry and Build
ing, I would say I employ weights which
balance the lower sash, and use the same
number of pounds to weight the upper
sash. As a general thing the lower sashis
the heavier on account of th» size of the
bottom rail, and this makestheweights on
the upper sash a trifle heavier than the
sash itself.
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ing blackboard and partition combined. | tion tends to keep the joints between the
This is madewith one surface perfectly slats perfectly tight and presents an un-
smooth and even, the joints between the broken surface, while at the same time

Fig. 2.—Showing Method of Closing Openingsof Greater Width than that of Section
of Partition.

OVELTIES.

WIUon'H Rolling Partitions.
James G. Wilson, of 907 Broadway,
New York, is directing the attention of
the building trades to what he is pleased
to designate as "Wilson's Patent Rolling
Partitions, a substitute for sliding or fold
ing doors and for dividing school-rooms
and other apartmentsof large area. These
partitions are made of wooden slats from
\ inch to $ inch in thickness, strung upon

Novelties.—Wilson's Rolling Partitions.—
Fig. 1.—Sectionof Rolling Partition.

tempered-steelbands from 18 inches to 24
inches apart. In these bands teeth are
cut which, engaging in the mortises of the
slats, hold and bind them firmly together,
as indicated in Fig. 1 of the accompany
ing illustrations. The surface of the par
tition presents a smooth and finished ap
pearanceupon both sides. The manufact
urer makes these partitions in any width
up to 15 feet, and in closing openings of
greater width than this they are made in
sections, as shown in Fig. 2 of the illus
trations. The posts or pilasters between
sections can be removed if necessary, thus
giving a perfectly clear spaceof anywidth
required. They are generally made of
soft wood and finished in hard oil. A
feature to which the manufacturer directs
special attention consists in the fact that
the partitions are practically sound-proof
and may be easily operated. Fig". 3 of
the illustrations shows a section of a roll-

slats being scarcely visible. The steel
bands upon which the slats are threaded
are placed about 18 inches apart, and are
anchored to strong spiral springs in the

Fig. 3.—Cross Section of Blackboard
and Partition Combined.

base-board of the partition, as clearly in
dicat ed in the engraving. This construe

capable of being rolled with ease. Fig.
4 of the illustrations presents a view of the

Fig. 4.—End View of Shaft.

end of the shaft employed for rolling the
partitions.

An Unbreakable Wood Handle.
The annexed cuts show very clearly the
construction of the Lunkenheimer wood
handle, which is claimed to be unbreak
able. The handle is bound by a seamless
brass ring, B, about | inch wide, imbedded
in the under side of the handle and there
held and concealed by the lower plate of

Fig. S.—Lunkenheimer Wood Handle.

the handle, thus making it impossible for
the handle to be pulled apart or split.
The manufacturers of this handle, the ad
vantages of which are self-evident, have
prepared special machinery in order to
t'^rnit out in large quantities. It is made
by the Lunkenheimer BrassMfg. Company,
of Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Sheet-Metal Furring.

Messrs. E. Van Noorden & Co., of Nos.
383 to 387Harrison avenue,Boston, Mass.,
are introducing to the trade what is known
as Phelps' patent continuous sheet-metal
fire-proof furring, several applications of
which we present in the accompanying il
lustrations. It is madeot No. 26 B.W.G.
black charcoal iron, coated with as-
phaltum paint, and is designed to suit the
profile of any molding, following closely
its outline and effecting a great saving of
material. It is said to make a perfect

Novelties.—Sheet-MetalFurring.— Fig. 6.—
Furring Applied to Beams.

form on which to run a molding, present
ing an unyielding surface and furnishing
a perfect key for the plaster. In Fig. 6 of
the illustrations is shown the fire-proof
furring as applied to beams; Fig. 7 shows
its application to cornices, and Fig. 9 to
girders. In Fig. 10 is shown the applica
tion of the furring and fire-proofing to col
umns, making it especially desirable for
use as a covering for steamand hot-water
pipes. Fig. 11 illustrates its useas a cov
ering for pipe chases,heating or ventilating
flues, and as a lathing between studding
over hot-air flues in wood partitions. Fig.
8 shows its application as a furring for
moldings either for flat-ceiling panelmold
ing or for moldings on walls. It is also
applicable as a furring for pilasters and
other wall treatment where a light, cheap
and durable fire-proof material is desired.
The manufacturers keep in stock a number
of forms for beams in various widths,

formed and adapted to the different diam
eters than terra-cotta.

Fig. 7.—Application of Furring to Cornices.

which are made to suit a given molding,
any one of which can be materially
changed as to profile of plaster molding.
This, of course, gives the architect great
liberty in design. It is also claimed by
the makers to effect agreatsaving in labor
and materials, thereby decreasing the cost
of construction, and at the same time in
creasing the fire-proof qualities of the
building. As applied to columns, it is
said to be more readily obtained than the
hollow brick now in use, and more easily

Fray's Ratchet Brace.
John S. Fray & Co., Bridgeport, Conn.,
are manufacturing the ratchet braceshown
in the accompanying illustration, in which

ends of the jaws it acts as a pin, holding
them in place with each other, while it
permits the free movement of each to
the full extent of the sleeve in adjust
ment to the different sizes and shapes,
and bit-shanks, and passing back of
the jaws, in which a spring cavity is.

Fig. 12.—Fray's Hatchet Brace.

in seensomeof the featuresof its construc
tion. It is put on the market as embody
ing many advantages and as meeting the
want for an article of this kind of excel
lent quality. The manufacturers call spe
cial attention to the arrangement of the
ratchet. In it there are two hinged pawls
of steel, which are kept in position with
the ratchet-wheel, which is also of steel,
by meansof spiral springs, but are raised

formed, the ends of the spring engage and
act upon the jaws adjusted forward of the
centers, holding them open through their
length. The sweep, jaws, pawls and
ratchet are of steel, the handle is of coco-
bolo, the head of iignum-vitse, the whole
well finished and the metal parte nickel-
plated. The manufacturers allude to the
advantagesof this construction, and refer
to the favor with which the brace has

Fig. 8.—Application of Furring
as aMolding.

Fig. 9.—Showing Method of Applying Furring to
Oirders.

out of contact therewith by a concealedor
internal cam formed on the inside of a ro
tating ring, which fits into the ratchet
frame. This ring, when in a central posi
tion, permits both pawls to be in contact
with the ratchet-wheel, locking it and
preventing any ratchet motion. Turning
the ring to the right or left permits a for
ward or backward ratchet motion, as de
sired. The chuck or bit-holding device is

Fig. 10.—Furring Usedfor CoveringColumns
and Steamand Hot-Water Pipes.

Barber's style of
these steel jaws
steel wire is added, and performs a double
duty. Passing through the rear or inner

socket and jaws. To
a spring made of music

thus far been received. It is made in 8r
10, 12 and 14 inch sizes.

Hartman Sliding Window-Blinds.
By meansof the accompanying illustra
tions wepresent two views of the Hartman
inside sliding window-blinds, which are
being manufactured by Hartman & Dur-
stine, of Wooster, Ohio. The makers state
that the construction of these blinds is
such that theymay be readily attached to
anordinary window-frame and as easily re
moved. They are so constructed that the-

Fig. 11.—Methodof Application as a Cover
ing for Pipe Chases and Heating and
Ventilating Flues.

blinds will remain in any position desired,
being held in place by means of steel
springs which are concealed from view.
The blinds are made in three or more sec
tions, each moving independently of the
other, and can be furnished in 2, 3 or 4
panels in width, according to the size of
window in which they are to be used.
Fig. 13 of the illustrations shows the gen
eral appearance of the blinds in use.
Where the window-frame will permit the
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blind-guides are extended down to the
floor, so that if desired the blinds may be
pushed down below the window - sill,
where they will be out of the way. The
companyprovide apatent adjustable sill or

Novelties,—Fig. 18.—Showing Appearance
of Blinds in Use.

lid which is designed to close the pocket,
as it may be called, into which the blinds
are pushed. Fig. 14 of the cuts is a sec
tional view showing the details for this
method of arrangement. In this sketch
the front part of the window-sill
is made stationary, while the back
part is hinged to operate as a lid
over the pocket, this feature being indi
cated by the dotted lines. The manufact-

Fig. 14.—Section of Window-Frame
Showing Pocketfor Blinds.

urers claim that theseblinds are much less
liable to get out of order than the old
style, and that they will therefore wear
much longer. They also claim that the
blinds do not rattle, and that they do not
interferewith plants or flowers which may
be placed upon the window-sills.

The Elmendorf Water-Closet
Apparatus.

A new system of flushing and ventilat
ing water-closets is applied in the recently
patented Elmendorf water-closet appara
tus which is being put on the market by
the Elmendorf Water-Closet Company,
New London, Conn. The two cuts pre
sented herewith illustrate the general ap
pearanceof the apparatus and the method
of its operation. The principal merits

claimed for this sanitary device are thor
ough flushing and ventilation of the bowl.
The closet occupies little space,and as the
flushing-water is contained in a stand-pipe
the usual overhead tank is dispensedwith.
Furthermore, its parts are all accessible
and do not offer any lodging places for
dirt. The apparatus is secured to a board
which when screwed to the wall is ready
for connection with the service-pipe and
bowl. Fig. 15 shows a general view of the
apparatus, and in Fig. 16a broken view of

the pipes is presented, from which the
method of operation will be understood.
The flush comes from the stand-pipe B,
Fig. 16, at the back, and which refills with
out noise from the service-pipe connected
at thebottom. The fall of thewater in the
flush-pipe, forming a vacuum, draws the
foul air from the bowl through the tube
E. This will be better understood when
it is explained thnt the valve C, between
the tube E and the ventilating-pipe F, is
closed during the flushing. As soon as
the flush ceasesthe valve C opensand the

foul air is forced up into the ventilating-
pipe F by the water refilling the stand-
pipe B. The opening and closing of the
valve C arecontrolled by the samepull that
opens and shuts the flush-cock A. The
lever with chain and handle is shown in
both illustrations. The manufacturers
refer especially to the fact that where
this apparatus is used there is no dangerof
flooding the house, for should the valve D
in stand-pipe leak the water will flow

down the ventilating-pipe E to the bowl.
The stand-pipe and ventilating-pipe are of
brass, and have an ornamentalappearance,
so that a wood casing is not required.
The Elmendorf flushing and ventilating
apparatus can be attached to any bowl
with ventilating horn.

Giant-Saw Tool.
E. C. Atkins & Co., manufacturers of
saws, tools and mill specialties at Indian

apolis, Ind., with branches at Memphis,
Tenn., and Minneapolis, Minn., have re
cently brought out a new tool to be used
in the care of cross-cut saws. It is called
the Giant-saw Tool and is a combined
jointer, raker, tooth gauge, side file and
set-tooth gauge, all comprised in one tool,
and is described as a most perfect tool for
the purpose made. It is represented in
the accompanying illustration, which
clearly shows the construction, without
the necessity of a more extended descrip
tion.
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Boynton'* Hot-Water Heater.
A boiler or heater for warming build
ings by hot-water circulation which shows
the results of considerable care in design
ing has just been offered to the trade by
the Boynton Furnace Company, 207
Water street, New York City. We show
in the accompanying illustration a broken

the four corners of each section are open
ings for the water circulation. Through
these openings and extending the entire
length of the boiler are the iron rods with
nuts on the ends for holding the sections
together.
The horizontal water-ways have flanges
extending from their sides toward each

Novelties.—Fig. IS.—Hot-Water Heater Built by Boynton Furnace Company,
New York City.

view of the boiler, from which its general
featutes of construction will be under
stood. The boiler consists of a series of
vertical cast-iron sections connected to
gether at the top and bottom, but each

Fig. 19. Fig. 20. Fig. 21.

Bangor Slate Blackboards.—ShowingDiffer
ent Methodsof Setting Boards.

one forming a separatewater-heater and

other on alternate rows, forming horizontal
passages,through which the products of
combustion must pass going back and
forth on their way to the chimney. The
water-legs, or lower parts of each section,
joined together, form the sides of the fire
box, while the back section has a corru
gated side that completes the fire-box.
The clean-out doors are of large size, both
at back and front of boiler, and thearrange
ment of the sections is such that accesscan
be had to every part of the surface.
The heaters are made in eight sizes
having from 4 to 11 sections and are num-

radiating surface. On account of the size
and form of the fire-box themanufacturers
claim that their heaterswill burn hard or
soft coal, wood or natural gas with equal
advantage.

Bangor Slate Blackboards.

Auld & Conger, of 100
Cleveland, Ohio, have just issued a little
circular devoted to theBangor slate black
board and presenting illustrations of the
methods employed in setting them. As
being of interest to our readers we extract
a few particulars concerning the plans of
erecting theseboards most generally em
ployed. Fig. 19 shows a case where the
building is arranged for boards when built
with the furring strip on top and with no
plastering behind the board. The face of
the board is set flush with the plaster and
furring strips are put on the wall, leaving
$ inch, which is the thickest of the
board. No. 20of the illustrations shows the
mannerof putting up boards on old walls
or upon any wall after the plastering is
tinished. Where no wainscoting is used
the illustrations show the chalk-board.
Fig. 21 of the cuts shows the sameplan as
Fig. 20, exceptwherewainscoting has been
used. The company have exceptional
facilities for producing blackboards, which
are made from hand-shaved Bangor slate
taken from the large beds of the Bangor
Union Quarry. These boards, it is said,
have been usedmanyyears without show
ing any signs of wear and are said to im
prove with age. The boards are made 2
feet 6 inches, 3 feet, 3 feet 6 inches and 4
feet wide, and in lengths range from 4 to
7 feet. The ends are jointed where the
sections are longer than the length of a
single piece. In packing the blackboards
at the works the joints are numbered, and
in case there is in one order boards for
more than one room, the rooms are num
bered for convenience In setting. The
linn keep a large stock on hand and claim
to be able to fill orders promptly. The
statement is made that they frequently
ship blackboards in the same car with
roofing slate,which results in economyin
the matter of freight charges.

Wood Screws.

In order to show the manner in which
their wood screwsmaybe bent and twisted
without fracture to the fiber, the American
Screw Company, of Providence, R. I.,
have issued an illustrated circular or sheet,
from which the accompanying engravings
are selected. The illustrated sheet shows
the screws bent and hammeredinto almost

Fig. 3&—Wood ScrewsMade by the American Screw Co., Providence, R. I.

bered according to the sections used, the
one illustrated being No. 9, as it is com
posed of nine sections. The fire surface
varies from 65to 170squarefeet, eachordi
narysectioncontaining 15square feet. The
heatersare63incheshigh, with grates from

presenting a large surface to the hot gases 21x 20inches to 21x 55inches, and adapted
by means of horizontal water-ways. At to supply from 950 to 3300square feet of

every conceivable shape, and indicates in
a very striking manner someof the qual
ities possessedby the goods of this well-
known company. Screws which can be
bent and twisted into such shapes as are
here illustrated cannot fail to command
the consideration of those engaged in the
building trades.
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Improved Slngle-Surfacer.

C. B. Rogers & Co., with warerooms at
109 Liberty street, New York, and factory
at Norwich, Conn., have just placed upon
the market a siDgle-surfacer, a general
view of which is afforded by means of
Fig. 23 of the accompanyingillustrations.
In the construction of this machine the

a partial vacuumand establishing asyphon
which draws out the contents of the bowl.
The other half of the water passes to the
flushing rim, washing the bowl and assist
ing to discharge its contents. The reason
for dividing the stream of water in this
way is not only to syphon the closet but to
prevent the objectionable spattering which

Novelties.—Fig. 33.—Improved Single-Surfacir Built by C. B. Sogers & Co.

cylinder is madefrom a solid steel forging, occurs when all the water is discharged
is double or single belted and runs in self- directly into the bowl, and at the same
oiling boxes. The feed-rolls are made time it produces a more forcible expul-
large, and in double-belted machines are sion of water through the lower trap,
geared both top and bottom. Three and prevents the possibility of any-
changesof feed are provided for by meansj
of cone pulleys on the feed-counters, the
changesbeing effectedby simply shifting
the belt on the cones. Cylinder and feed-
roll boxes are made fast to the frame of
the machine, and by means of the hand-
wheel at the side the bed may be raisedor
lowered to accommodate different thick
nessesof stock. The machine, it is claimed,
is easily operated and is a valuable ad
junct for all shops doing general work.
The machine will work stuff up to 24
inches wide and 6 inches in thickness.
The pulleys on the cylinder are 4£ inches
in diameter and have a 4| inch face. The
machine weighs 1800 pounds; it requires
27 feet of 3-inch feed-belt and 2 or 3horse
power to operate it.

connection of the soil-pipe running up
through it and into the discharge end of
the closet 1 inch. This construction not
only gives a packing between the flanges-
but also up into and around and between
the lead pipe and the earthen walls, and
if the packing substancefails to press up
the entire length of the socket space, the
balance will be filled with water coming
from the bowl, which water will form a
trap around the joint. It will be noticed
that the closet is not fitted with a trap-
vent, which is omitted, the manufacturers-
say, for appearance'sake, and because it
cannot be kept clean. To prevent the
syphoning of the closetwhen other fixtures-
on the samestack of soil-pipes areflushed,
the lead connection is vented as shown in
the cut. The Boston syphon closet will
work with any elevation of cistern.

evelThe Fox Adjustable Try and
Square.

This article is manufactured under a
recent patent by the Bridgeport Steel Cut
ting Company, Bridgeport, Conn. It is

Fig. 'S>.—TheFox Adjustable-
Try and BevelSquare.

represented in the illustration herewith.
From this it will be seen that it consists
of a try-square with an attachment on the
back of the handle by meansof which it
is readily converted into a bevel, which is-
easily given a variety of adjustments, by
meansof which it can be set for any pitch
or angle. The bevel attachment is a slid
ing bar on the back of the handle, and on
it are marks for pitches from 7 to '16-

The Bostou Syphon t'lotct.

Dalton & Ingersoll, 171 High street,
Boston, Mass., manufacture the Boston
syphon closet, embodying certain novel
features, for which they claim special ad
vantages. As will be seen from the en
graving, which presents a sectional view
of the Boston syphon closet No. 24, the
bowl contains a large body of water and
the lower trap has the usual seal. This
closet, which is entirely of earthenware,is
provided at its outlet with a patent floor
connection, which, it is claimed, makes a
positively tight connection between the
earthenwareand metal pipes. The opera
tion of the closet is as follows: When
water is supplied to the closet one-half of
it goes through the jet at A and forces the
air that is between the two traps through
the water of the lower trap, thus creating

Fig. 24.—Sectional View of the Boston Syphon Closet.

thing remaining in the trap after the
closet has ceasedto syphon. The refill to
the bowl comes from a small service-box
in the bottom of the tank. This closet is
said to be almost noiselessin its operation,
and the valve which supplies it is auto
matic in action, insuring a positive flush
ing of the closet at the slightest pull. The
floor flange on this closet shows the lead

inches, and another mark on the back of
the square blade, which is used in giving
the adjustment desired. For example, in
order to obtain a 7-inch pitch the sliding
bar is placed in such a position that the
mark 7 is in an exact line with the notch
cut in the back of the square blade, and it
is fastened in that position by meansof
the thumb screw, when by placing the
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top of the slide and the rounding corner
of the handle against the work the line
of the blade will indicate the correct
bevel or pitch desired. In the sameman
ner it may be adjusted for a pitch of
either 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 14, 45 or 16

Barrett's Recessed) Wash-Bowl.

James Barrett, 198Tremnnt street, Bos
ton, Mass., manufactures and offers to the
trade Barrett's recessedbowl, basin waste,
combination trap and basin support, a

Novelties.—Fig. 26.—Standard Rim-Spring Sash-Lock.

sectional view of which is presented in the
annexed cut. The brass waste and over
flow, it will be noticed, has no stem or rod
passing through the marble slab, thus per
mitting the basin slab to be cut out the
shapeof the recess. Furthermore, it per
mits the recess,which is larger than or-

inches.| IThe marks for octagon or pitches
of 5 and 6 inches are on the top of the
slide, there being a corresponding notch
in the top of the blade. It will thus be
seen that this ingenious and well-made
tool can be set instantly to any pitch or
rise from 5 to 16 inches without the aid
of other tools, and combines in convenient
form the try, bevel and miter square, and
is thus adapted to a wide variety of uses.
It is also to be borne in mind that when
set for any pitch or angle the try-square
can also be used. The quality of the
workmanship and the accuracy of the tool
are other points to which the company di
rect attention. Its price, 8-inch, is $15
per^dozen,with a discount to the trade.

turn or work loose. The brass trap B is
immediately under thewaste, so that there
is no long line of pipe to becomefoul. A
single screw-joint connects the trap with
the waste-pipe and vent. This joint, fur
thermore, is furnished with earsfor screws,
which when fastened to the wall is said to
make a very strong and solid connection,
the special feature of strength being also
claimed for the trap, which is screwed in
place. The solidity of these attachments
enablesthe manufacturer to attach a basin
support to the trap, as shown at C, and
consequently doing away with the leading
of brassclamps into the marble slabs. The
bowl is readily taken out by disconnecting
the union at E and the coupling connect
ing trap and wastefixture. The combina
tion, it is claimed, enables the plumber to
take the pattern for the slab in a very
short time and be sure of its being exact,
as the bcwl and its fixture are entirely in
dependent of the slab. This, it is pointed
out, will be especially convenient when
there are a number of bowls under the
sameslab.

standard Kim-Spring Sash-Lock.
This sash-lock is made by the Yale &
Towne Mfg. Company, Stamford, Conn.,
and 62 Reade street, New York. It is to
be observed that it is in fact a lockby
meansof which the window is securelv
fastened. From an inspection of Fig. 26
of the cuts it will be seen to consist of a

Fig. 27.—Key of Lock:

spring bolt engaging with a keeper placed
at any desired point on the window-
casing, and has a lock by means of which
it can when desired be fastened securely
against opening until it hasbeenunlocked.
It is obvious that security which does
not attend the useof other sash fasts is
thus obtained, and its convenience and the
excellenceof the mechanism are also re
ferred to. The sash-lock is furnished
with nickel-plated steelkeys as shown in
Fig. 27 of the illustration.

"

A Simple Boring Test. —The ques
tion of simple methods of investigating
the ground underlying foundations has
been lately discussed in Engineering News.
The latest method suggestedfor borings
of moderate depths comes from a corres
pondent signing himself " Buckeye." He
says he has frequently used for this pur
posethe following simple method : Take
a worn-out locomotive boiler flue, and
cut slots about J x 6 inches in a
spiral winding around the flue. Then
sharpen one end of the flue to a cutting-
edge and put a heavy screw-cap on the
other end. This cap should be not less
than 3 inches long and solid for 2 inches
of its length. In using this testing ap
paratus drive the flue down with a heavy
sledge and at the same time turn the pipe
with a large chain-tongs. The pipe can
be Hfted again by a lever or a derrick of
portable form. When the tube is with
drawn the character of the material pene-

!

■̂ ^^^

Fig. 28.—Barrett's RecessedWash-Bowl.

dinary, to be readily kept clean. The
waste is operated by merely tilting back
the stand-pipe to the position shown in
the cut. As the stand-pipe is made,being
hinged at the back, there are no parts to

trated can be examined through the slots
in the sides. A locomotive boiler-flue is
generally about 11 feet long, but this is
usually sufficient to test the foundations of
light structures.
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J|[RADE notes.
We have received from the Lawson
ValentineCompany,New York City, a copy of
the picture entitled " Army Teamsters." Thispicture is reproducedin fac-#imilefrom theoriginalpaintingbyWinslowHomerandownedby Mr. LawsonValentine. The lithographic
workwasdoneby Messrs.Armstrong&Co., of
the Riverside Press, Cambridge,Mass,, Thepictureismounteduponimitation leather,and
isbeingdistributedby the Lawson ValentineCompanyprimarily for advertisingpurposes.It is of a characterwell adaptedto servethepurposefor whichit is issued,andwill beprizedbyall Into whosehandsacopymaycome.
The reports at hand from the North
westernsectionof the country indicate thatup to thepresenttime building operationsarefully up to theaverage,and that the outlook
for theremainderof theseasonisall thatcould
be expected. In St. Paul, Minneapolisandvicinity thereareanumberof buildingsIn proc
ess of erection,permitshavingbeengranted
for numerousstructuresdesignedfor business
and dwelling purposes. As a rule theseareofcomparativelysmallcost,few.If any,exceeding$100,000.It appearsto be the impressionthatbuildings ranging in costfrom$5000to 390,000
arecalcluatedto give proportionatelyfully aslarge returnsas those costing a great deal
more money. Builders,contractorsand archi
tectsare busy,andso long as they are fullyoccupiedhave no reasonto complainof the
conditionof business.

The Glen Cove Machine Company,
Limited, of 24-30Clay street,Brooklyn,N. Y.,
are distributing among the tradea posterof
somewhatliberalproportionsshowingsomeof
their improvedplanlng-mili machinery. Theposter is bound at the top and bottomwith
metal strips for the purposeof rendering it
durableandis providedwith an eye in order
that it maybesuspendedupon the wall. The
machinesillustratedare the QlenCovedoubledecker,the No.1sectionalrollssizingmachine,
andtheNos. 1,\\ and2 planingandmatching
machines.

The Carton Furnace Company, of
Utica, N. Y., have recently purchasedthe
foundry buildings adjoining their premises
formerlyoccupiedbytheWood& Mann SteamEngine Company. The acquisition of this
propertygivesthemanadditionof 40floorsand
makestheir furnaceplant oneof the mostex
tensivein thecountry. The Carton Company
are at presentenjoying a very good demand
for theirfurnaces,their salessnowinga grati
fying increaseover last year, when they experienceddifficultyin promptlyfilling orders.
Alexander Y. Lee, of 96 Fourth ave
nue,Pittshugh,Pa., haspreparedan extendedbird's-eyeview of the valley of the Cone-
maugh,Johnstownandthelakeat SouthFork,
somemiles above it, which was drawn from
personalsketchesandis baseduponsurveysof
the PennsylvaniaRailroad. Mr. Lee has Incorporatedin thisview someof the scenesof
the recent terrible Hood,and the picture isa faithful representationof what thevisitor
wouldhaveseenshortly after the bursting of
thedam.

The E. D. Albro Company, of Cincin
nati, are at presentvery busy meeting the
demandfor their hard-woodlumber,veneers,
4c, which they handle In large quantities
They report a gratifying demandfor the ma
terial knownasveneeredpanelstock,and also
for thethree-plybuilt-upwork, nowbecoming
so popular. At latest devicesthey were receiving a cargo of choicewhite mahogany,a
beautiful wood which comesfrom the west
ccast of Mexico and which is very popularwith railway-carbuilders,who employ it for
fineinterior decorations.
The Eoan Company, of Cincinnati.
Ohio,haveJust addedto their extensiveassort
mentof wood-workingmachinerya newthree-
drum sand-papering machine, which theyconsideroneof themostperfecteverproduced.
An engraving of this machineis, we understand,in preparation,andwe trust at no dis
tantdayto havethe pleasureof presentingto
our readersan illustratednoticeof it
In their space in another part of this
issueL. Schwartz&Co.,89and91Senecastreet,
Buffalo,N. Y ., directattentionto thefactthat
theyaremanufacturersof hard-woodandslate
mantels,and offer an extensiveline to select
from. Theypresentanillustrationof onestyle
of mantelwhich theymanufacture. Theyso
licit correspondencewith thetrade.
TnE Carton Furnace Company, Utica,
N. Y., presentan illustrationof their warra-air
furnace,anddirectattentionto theCartonand
Tropic Warm-Air Furnaceswhich theymanu
facture. Theyinvite thetradetosendfor their
1889catalogue.

In their card in another part of this
issue,the Duplex SteamHeater Company,23
Bethunestreet. NewYork, direct attentionto
their steamheater,an illustrationof which ispresented Theystatethat skilled labor in its
operation is not required and that it 'burns
eithersoft or hardcoal. They offerto furnish
free illustratedcatalogueandestimateson application.
The Montague-Woodrough Saw Com
pany, 104Pullman Building, Chicago,111.,in

their advertisementthis month presentacut
of the B. M. T. Patent ToothSaw,which they
describeas being a rip. cross-cut andmiter
saw, all In one. They assert further that it
makesa perfectjoint without planing,andcuts
faster and better than others. They offer
samplesawsprepaidon receiptof price, and
price-listanddescriptiononapplication.

C. Powell Kakr, Stewart Building,
NewYork, has issueda circular referring to
thespecialwork whichhe is doingasarchitect
and engineer. The headingsinclude the fol
lowing: Foundations, Strength of Materials,
Fire-Proofliig of Iron-Work, Calculations of
theStressesonRoof Trusses,Piers, Posts,Col
umns,Beams,Girders, &c. He also makesa
specialtyof Acoustics.

There has just been issued from the
pressaninterestinglittle pamphlet'byMajor H.
0. Denniston,of Denniston& Wallace,water-
bury.Conn.,onthegeneralsubjectof lightning-
rods,their applicationand value when prop
erly constructedand scientifically applied.
The matterpresentedis of generalinterest to
all engagedin the building tradesandconsti
tutesan importantaddition to thegenerallit
erature of the subject. A number of pages
nearthecloseof thework are devotedto testi
monialsfrom thosewho haveusedsolidcopper
rodsasa protectionagainstlightning.

The Masonic fraternity of Natchez,
Miss.,contemplateerecting in thenearfuture
a hall andopera-housecombined,and desireto
announceto architectsin that vicinity and in
othersectionsof the country that thosedesir
ousof submitting plans mayobtain full par
ticulars by addressing " Committee," Lock
Box K, Natchez,Miss.

Gould & Anoell, architects, of Provi
dence, H. I., have recently removed their
officesto the Swarts Building, locatedat fl
Weybossetstreet. Their Bostonofficeisat No.
10Tremontstreet.

Goodell &Waters, Philadelphia, Chi
cagoandSan Francisco,haveJust issuedfrom
thepressacatalogueof somewhatliberal pro
portions showingtheir Improvedline of wood
workingmachinery. Thecatalogueconsistsof
nearly130pagesof letter press,profuselyillus
tratedwith wood-workingmachinesof all de
scriptions. To manyof their productionsthe
firmhaveaddedduring the pastyeara number
of valuablefeatures,whichtheyfeelcannotfail
to be appreciatedby the trade. They direct
specialattentionto their KeystoneRapid-Feed
FlooringMachine,theirNos.10,11and 12Com
binedPlaners,in whichtheyhave introduceda
numberof improvements,andalsoto their new
10and12inchMolders,whichareofferedasfirst-
classconstructions. All themachinesmadeby
this companyare interchangeableand all are
thoroughly testedbefore leaving the works
ThegoodsIllustratedin this catalogueinclude
singleanddoublesurfacers,planingandmatch
ing machines,molding-machines,sawing ma
chinery, mortisers and tenoners,endless-bed
machines,car machineryand a miscellaneous
assortmentof lathes,knife-grinders,belting,
molding-heads,pulleys, shafting, sand-paper
machinesand sashandblindmachinery. The
catalogueis well printed throughout,and the
engravingsare of a character to convey a
veryclearideaof the machinesillustrated. It
Isboundin papercovers,with neattypographi
calsidetitle. The fourth pageof thecatalogue
isdevotedto ageneralviewof theArm'sworks.

The Charles W. Spurr Company,
465-487EastTenthstreet.NewYork, and7Park
street,Boston,in their card in anotherpart of
this issueinvitecorrespondence,andoffertheir
newcataloguefree to everyapplicant. Sam
ple carvingswill be furnished at a nominal
price.

In their advertising space on an
otherpageCharlesA. Strelinger&Co.,Detroit,
Mich., presentcuts of theAllard PatentOrig
inal Screw-Driver,which they claim to be of
the bestmaterial andsuperior workmanship.
Their specialoffer will befoundvery interest
ing by manyof our readers. They invite the
trade to send for their No. 12 catalogueof
tools for wood-workers,containing 200pages
and700lllnstrations'TVJ— -i -r
In their advertising space in an
otherpart of this issuetheW. F. &John Barnes
Company,71Rubystreet,Bockford,111.,direct
attentionto their foot-powermachinery.They
presentcuts of some of their manufactures
andofferto sendmachineson trial. The trade
are invited to send5 cents for 66-pagecata
logue.

C. E. Jennings & Co., New York City,
areofferingthetradeaninterestingassortment
of mechanics'tools and hardwarespecialties
which are calculatedto meetall existing re
quirements. They direct particular attention
to their newpatentediron plane,thebottomof
whichIsinlaidwithrosewoodstripsfirmlydove
tailedinto theiron, andsocombinedasto pre
ventthewoodfromwearingaway. It Is made
in severalsizes,running from Nos. 303to 307.
Another specialtyto which they direct atten
tion is their perfected expansion bit made
underSturs'patent. It is statedthat the cut
ter will not slip, and that the constructionis
suchas to overcomethe greatestobjectionin
expansionbits. Barrett'scombinationroller-
gauge,whichtheyoffer, is madeexpresslyfor
wood-workers'useand is claimed to be the
most perfect tool for lining out work either
singleor double,measuringdepthsandstriking
circles,thathaseverbeeninvented.

NEW PUBLCIATIONS.
connorton's directory of the national
Association of Builders of the United
States. Published by J. W. Connorton,
177and179La Sallestreet,Chicago,111.
This is a work of nearly 600 pages,
bound in stiff board covers, and is issued
annually by the publisher. It is designed
for the usemoreparticularly of contractors
engaged in the building trade, and pre
sentsa list of reputable dealersin all kinds
of material employed in the construction
of buildings. The names presented are
carefully selected and cover the most im
portant cities iu the United States. Among
the opening pagesof thework is presented
a list of officers and directors of the Na
tional Association of Builders elected at
the second annual convention held at Cin
cinnati, Ohio, in February, 1888,while scat
tered through the volume are numerous
advertisementswhich will be found of gen
eral interest to those engagedin thebuild
ing trades.

A History of the Planing Mill. By C. R,
Tompkins,M.E. ; John Wiley & Sons, New
York, publishers. Price, $1.50.
The writer of this book, having beenfor
40 yearsor more idenl ified with planing-
mill machinery, speaks with confidenceof
the designs now well known and also of
the needs of this important branch of
mechanics. Opening his work with an
early history of the planing-mill and the
early inventions in England, he follows
with descriptions showing the gradual
advances and improvements made up to
the present time. He then deals with the
practical operation of wood-working ma
chinery and the adjusting and working of
these appliances. Although the book is
headed "A History of the Planing Mill,"
it is really a discussion of the construc
tion, care and managementof wood-work
ing machinery in general, the subjects
treated including the various kinds of
wood-working machinery, lubrication,
hints about molding-machines, responsi-
blities of foremen, advice to operators,
artistic wood-work, shafting, belting, &c.

A machine for cutting down trees is
said to be coming into vogue in Oregon.
It is run by electricity, and, unlike steam
machinery, can easily be moved about in
the woods, as the motor is placed on a
high cart and runs a cutting drill, which
sweeps from side to side, and is advanced
as the work progresses. The electricity
can be supplied from a stationary steam-
engine or a water-power.

A ceiling, consisting in general of sec
tions of corrugated iron held in place by
suitable cleats, forms the basis of a patent
recently granted to L. L. Sagendorph, of
Cincinnati, Ohio. A one-half interest in
this patent has been assigned to Charles
N. Harder, of Philmont, N. Y. Each
cleat and panel strip consists of a single
strip of metal bent so as to form a central
ridge, having a flat top and sides, from
which flanges extend latterly and termi
nate in up-turned edges. The flat top of
the ridge is provided with apertures for
nails, screws, or other meansemployed fcr
holding the cleat and panel strip in place.

G. A. Herdman, of London, England,
is the patenteeof a felt roofing which con
sists of two or more sheetsof felt with au
intervening web of woven wire or other
material, the whole being corrugated or
fluted. The inventor claims that in this
way a material is formed which has all
the properties of ordinary felt and the
added quality of rigidity and self-support,
which cannot be obtained with ordinary
felt or with materialshaving an intervening
web without corrugations.
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Pittsburgh Office— Change of Address.

The Pittsburgh office of Carpentry and

Building hasbeenremoved from 77Fourth
avenueto Room 511, Hamilton Building.

THE
PARIS correspondent of the
New York Sun, giving expressionto
someof the thoughts suggested by

repeatedvisits to the exhibits at the Paris
Exposition, says that "the artistic im
pression of the exposition of 1889 is not
given by art, but by industry. The Eiffel
Tower and the machinery gallery, in par
ticular, are the precursors of a new archi
tecture which will be created, not by
architects and stone-cutters, but by en
gineers and metallurgists. Enough oi
strange mixtures of all styles and all
epochs, enough of reductions of renais
sancechAteauxand enlargementsof Greek
temples; enough of servile copies and un
intelligent combinations, where no at
tempt even is made to adapt a form to our
state of mind, to our wants, to the habits
of contemporary life. The reign of metal
has begun. The engineers are inventing
new harmonies, new forms, new curves, a
new dream of beauty."

THE
STUDY of drawing as required
in the various branches of the me
chanic arts is of high importance.

It is as essentialto each intelligent work
man engaged in a particular line of trade
to learn how to make drawings and to be
able to read them as is a knowledge of
writing to the intelligent individual in
order that he may communicate his
thoughts to others, read their writings
and be instructed or directed thereby.
Drawing is but object writing —auniversal
language—and for the young mechanic in

the building trade who desires to succeed
in his chosen profession it is essential
that he early master the simple branches
of drawing. A knowledge of practical
geometry is the foundation of his needs;
for besides the acquired understanding of

practical geometry and its application to

the details of his trade, there is gained in
this elementary study and practice the
ability to neatly and correctly draw geo
metrical figures. This accomplishment, to

gether with the ready use of the drawing
instruments, is the basis of an ability to

produce the best drawings likely to be

called for in the business in which he is

engaged.

THE
OLD SAYING "There is a time

for everything " is as true to-day as
it was centuries ago, and it suggests

the thought that with the long evenings
of winter not far away it is time to con

sider plans for their useful occupation.
Th e young mechanic who desires to make

progress, but who perhaps has not en
joyed the opportunity of acquiring a tech
nical knowledge of drawing as applied to
his particular trade, is reminded that he
cannot too early begin to follow in the
footsteps of someof his fellow-craftsmen,
and emulating their creditable example,
move forward with the march of progress,
gathering knowledge and improving op
portunities which in the yearsto comewill
redound to his advantage. If he be
located in a town or village near or in
which there is no school where the art of
drawing asapplied to the different branches
of trade is taught, let him, with the co
operation of his willing associates,petition
the local Board of Education or School
Trustees, as the casemay be, to open for
use class-roomsand provide the necessary
fixtures, text-books and tools and assign
competent technical instructors, to the end
that all who desire mayprofit thereby. It
is scarcely probable that such a petition
would go unnoticed by those having the
education of the youth of the town in
charge. Few if anyof those who, by their
service to the public without compensa
tion, show a genuine interest in educa
tional matters will fail to perceive the
importance to individual applicants as
well as to the community at large of the
technical education of all ambitious me-
canics, especially when it can be accom

plished at such comparatively small ex

pense.

TO
THE MECHANICS interested in
technical education we would say,
Commencenow. Do not leave it for

some more convenient time, for none will
be found. The present is full of glorious
opportunities for good, and no delay
should result in preparing for the winter's
work. Agitate the subject of technical
education in the workshop and where
else the opportunity offers. Draw up a

paper for signaturesand circulate it among

fellow-craftsmen. Let it bear a petition
something like the following, and when
liberally signed let it be presented to the

proper officials, and we venture the

prediction that much good may result:

To the Board of Education of the Toivn

of ; or, To theSchool Trusteesof
the Village of :

Gentlemen.—The undersignedmechanics,
residents and citizens of , desirousof
employing a portiori of our eveningsduring
the coming season—October to March, in
clusive—̂in theusefuland important studyof
drawing astechnicallyrequiredin our several
trades,dorespectfullypetitionyou as citizens
in chargeof thiseducationalbranchof public
service to appoint a qualified instructor for
thepurposementioned,and assignthe neces
saryclass-room,fixturesand tools.

Try it
,

and let us know the result. There

should be anywhere from 500 to 5000

new drawing-classes started this winter

if our readers act on the suggestion here
offered.

THE
ANNUAL EXHIBIT of work
done at the Chicago Manual-Train
ing School proved a very creditable

display both in variety and excellence,
and promises a successful future for the
institution. The school was established
by the Commercial Club of Chicago in
1882, and occupies the large building
at the corner of Twelfth street and
Michigan avenue. In the designing and
drafting departments, on the upper floor,
were exhibited some 700 out of nearly

10,000sketches and drawings madeby the
three classesduring the year. The prize
drawings were very highly spoken of by
those who saw them, and the other exhib
its were the subject of much favorable
criticism, special mention being made of a
foot-lathe, a jeweler's lathe, a dynamo, a

3 horse-power steam-engine and a drill-

press which the students had built. The
visitors to the exhibit also had an oppor
tunity to see the pupils while engaged in
actual work at the forge, in the ma

chine-shop and while using the wood

working machines. At the close of the

present year therewere 11teachersand 229

pupils, of whom 106 were in the junior
class,66 in the middle and 57 in the senior
class. The best proof that this school is

not a sort of a play-house, which is what

too many people consider institutions of

this kind, is that the average age of the

senior class is 18 years. A pupil 18 years
old is well beyond the kindergarten age
and may be relied upon to do conscientious
and earnestwork, and where work is done

in this spirit the highest results are sure to

follow. The popularity of these kinds

of schools proves their necessity, and al

ready in the case of the Chicago Manual-

Training School there is complaint about

lack of room.

AMERICANS

are always chary about

accepting English ideas or follow
ing the English lead, and yet there

are many cases where they could imitate
the older nation with advantage, more

especially in the matter of laws and

governmental regulations The latest legal
restriction in Great Britain that deserves .

commendation, and might well be copied

here, is the enactment relating to patent

agents, who hereafter will be compelled
to pass an examination before being

permitted to follow their calling. The

system was announced to come into
operation July 1

, after which time no

one will be entitled to assume the title

of patent agent who is not registered,
and before registration they will have

to pass a suitable examination before

a board. Those who can prove that

they were practicing patent agents pre
vious to the passage of the act under

which the new regulations are framed

may claim to be registered. The penalty

I for practicing in violation of the new law
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is a finenot exceeding$100. The keeping
of the register is committed to the In
stitute of Patent Agents, who are to
frame a scheme for the examination of
candidates. Certain previous qualifica
tions are required of applicants. The
registration feeis fixed at $25 and there is
an annual fee of $15 additional. We have
sketched the schemein onl^ the roughest
outline, and in fact there would be no ad
vantage of going into details, for to be ap
plicable in this country the idea woidd
have to be worked out quite differently.
That the needexists in the United States
for some sort of restriction on the patent
solicitors no one will doubt who has had
experience in the taking out of patents.
The agentshere are neither registered nor
licensed, and are subject to no special ju
risdiction whatever. An unfortunate client
who has suffered through the dishonesty,
ignorance or negligence of the agent has
recourse only to the ordinary civil actions
for damages. This entire lack of restric
tion has led many to enter the profession,
if we may so call it, of patent solicitor,
and the resuP is that it includes the good,
the bad and the indifferent, with the latter
two greatly predominating in numbers.
If the patent solicitors themselveshad an
association they could accomplish a great
deal, and it would be a step toward ob
taining Government sanction of suitable
regulations and restrictions.

THE PLATES.

In our issue this month we present a
few sketches of some of the buildings at
the Paris Exposition, illustrating the
history of human dwellings. These are
located at the end of the Champ de Mars,
near the river, and were designed by Mr-
Charles Gamier, member of the Institut
de Prance. In Plate XXIX we show one
of the more interesting models of this
series—an Aztec house from pre-historic
Mexico. The precise date of these build
ings is unknown, though Prescott's " Con
quest of Mexico " and other works have
thrown considerable light upon the cus
toms of Aztecs and their institutions.
Humboldt remarks upon the resemblance
of someof the ornaments found on their
ruined buildings to those which enrich
Etruscan vasesof Lower Italy.
In our double page plates (XXX and
XXXI) arepresentedsketchesof other note
worthy examples,including the Etruscan
house (1000 B. C.) with its overhanging
upper story of timber; the Hindu house
(300B. C); theArab house, thehabitation
of the thirteenth century ; the house of the
Incas of Peru and the dwelling of the
«ixteenth century. The Greek hou3erep
resents the time of Pericles (circa 430
B. C). In all of these earlier instances
much of the detail necessarily is based
upon surmise, though so learned and cele
brated an antiquary as Mr. Charles Gar-
nier was no doubt enabled to furnish par
ticulars from his store of archaeological
knowledge with which to compose these
historical reconstructions and compile
them with a degree of accuracy seldom
obtained, if

,

indeed, such an effort of
exactitude has hitherto been attempted.
In Plate XXXII we show a Syrian house,
1000 B. C, and a house of the Gallic-
Roman period of the age of Clovis.
With reference to the building of these
houses, it may be mentioned that M. Cas-
sien-Bernard acted as inspector of works,
assisted by M. Nachon. The builder was
M. Reynaud, also of Paris.

Plastering.

Mr. James Wright, of Toronto, delivered
an addressbeforethe Architectural Drafts
men'sAssociation of that city some time
since on the general subject of plastering.
His address wasreplete with valuablehints
and suggestions, and we append the sub
stanceof his effort, believing that it will
be of interest to our readers :

Laths should be only 1 inch wide for
ceilings and 1J inches wide for walls and
partitions. The joints should be broken
every 12 laths; a larger joint than this is

likely to cause a crack in the plaster
through the expansionof joist. The laths
should,be well nailed, uniformly ft inch
apart. Green are better than dry laths in
all cases,but particularly when no artificial
heat is used, as there is no expansion ; dry
laths expand, then contract, generally cut
ting the key. Laths having the bark ad
hering to them and black supply laths
should always be discarded, as they will
certainly discolor the work, but as this
class of laths is supposed to be only in No.

2 quality, No. 1 should always be used.
In exterior work laths should neverbeem
ployed, as they sometimesare, as a sub
stitute for strapping. The strapping should
be at least 1 inch thick, otherwise the key
will be broken through the expansion of
the boarding.
Architects' specificationsusually call for

' ' clean, sharp sand." Sharp sandmay not
always make the bestmortar. On Carlton
street and that vicinity, in this city, there

is a sharp sand which has not the quality
of consuming a proper proportion of lime
to make good mortar. It is what plasterers
call "too fat." One-fifth more of this
sand than that of Bloor street could be
used with the samequantity of lime. Soft
and loom sands will not consumeas much
lime as the lake sands. Sand that con
tains small particles of clay should never
be used. A good test of sand is to take a

handful and work it well in the clean
hand ; if it leaves a deposit of color on the
skin it contains clay or decomposed sand.
A mortar has beenmade in England from
crushed bricks and clay, and used with
successin large cotton factories, where the
machinery causes a continual jar. It sets
very hard with lime, a hammer having to
be used to remove it. Sea sand cannot be
used for plastering, as the salt which it

contains causesdampness.
Hair should be long and dry, beaten
with rods and separtedproperly, and not,
as is usually done, soaked in a barrel and
then thrown in the pit. In England the
hair is not mixed with the lime until the
latter has stood for about three weeks;
this is not necessaryin this country, where
the limes slake quickly.
All reliable firms keep a mortar man,
who from his experience is skillful in the
art of slaking limes, and on him depends
the class of mortar used in a building,
provided he is given the best materials.
The mode of slaking the lime and mixing
the hair and sand is so well known that it

need not be repeated.
In two-coat plastering it is simply im
possible to make the angles "straight,-
plumb and square," as usually called for
in the specifications, unless the studding
and strapping is plumbAnd square. Archi
tects should always specify plastering to
be done in three-coat work to insure a

first-class job—the extra cost is only 3 to

4 cents per yard. A proper key is ob
tained for the first, or scratch coat, and all
expansion and contraction is avoided, as
only enough mortar is put on the laths to
form a bond for the next coat, or what is

called the "browning," or " straighten
ing " coat. This coat should not be carried
up to the ceiling where a cornice is to be
run. In the preparation of putty for
finishing, great care should be taken in
slaking the lime, so that it does not burn

or " dry slake." It should be completely
covered with water in a box prepared for
that purpose. After it is properly slaked

it is mixed to a proper consistency, then
run through a fine sieve into a pit. All
putty should stand at least two weeks be
fore being used. If used before that time

it is likely to blister. A blister is caused
by the lime not being properly slaked,
small particles going through the slaking
processafter the lime has beenused. The
scratch coat not being covered to the
depth or projection of the cornice, forms a

key to retain it— that is
,
if the cornice is

not very heavy. If very heavy, nails
should be driven in where there are
joists, and where there are no joists the
key should be cleanedout at intervals and
the gauged mortar pressedinto it. Mortar

is called gauged when plaster-of-paris is

added to it. In heavy cornices the core is

generally composed of hair, mortar and
plaster-of-paris. For first-class work at
least one-third of the core should l>e
plaster-of-paris. The miters have to be
worked in by hand withmitering tools, no
mold having been devised as yet that will
run the cornice into the angles. The short
returns or breaks are generally planted in,
having been previously run and cut on a

board. The running of cornices and mold
ings of paneled ceiling, arches, &c, re
quires the judgment and skill of the best
plasterers, to whose knowledge of plaster
ing should be added an acquaintancewith
the moldings of the various styles and
classic orders and some knowledge ot
practical geometry. In finishing walls
which are reauired to be done in a first-
classmanner, it is usual to finish one wall
at a time, one wall being worked from top
to bottom before proceeding with the
other. The ordinary way on two-coat
work is to finish the ceiling and upper
part of the walls first, then, after the
scaffolding is removed, the lower part is

finished. By the latter method it is

very difficult to trowel down level the
joining of the upper and lower parts of
the wall, the upper part becoming hard
and dry so quickly. The material used
in finishing walls is a mixture of lime,
putty and about one-sixth plaster-of-paris
gauged together. Water applied with a
brush is freely used in polishing or
"troweling up,"as it is called. After the
finish is set and properly troweled up, it

is brushed over with water and finally
with the dry brush to give it a fine polish.
All centers should be put up to the
lath—that is

,

the mortar should beremoved
within a few inches of the circumference
of the center and the key of the lath en
tirely cleaned out ; the center should be
properly scored and soaked in water if

dry. Very little lime putty, nearly all
plaster-of-paris, should be used in this
work. If these precautious are taken a

center should remain in position as long as
the joists. In putting up enrichments a

little glue size added to the plaster pre
vents it from setting too quickly, allows
more time for cleaning off the ornaments,
and in the end sets a great deal harder.
When the use of wire is necessary for fix
ing bossesor large centers copper or gal
vanized wire should always be used in
preference to wire that would become
rusted, as a collapse of work of this de
scription might be a seriousaffair. A great
deal of harm has beendone this branch of
the plastering tradethrough centersfalling
down. An architect or inspector should
therefore be particularly watchful regard
ing the security of theseornaments.
In patching the loose, broken edge
should be removed, the dry plaster edge
thoroughly dampened and securedwith all
plaster-of-paris, making the edge firm.
When this is not done the old work springs
from the new patch and leaves a crack.
A patch in plaster work, if properly done,
should be and can be done so as to leave
the wall as good as it was originally.
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Design for a Mountain House.

On this and pages following we show
the perspective view, elevations, floor
plans and details of a mountain house
or summer resort of which M. Heister,

contains the living-room, dining-room,
kitchen and three sleeping-rooms, while
in the attic is the bath-room and accom
modations for the servants. The design
of the structure closely approximates the
Swiss as regards external architecture,

object of interest to our readers. We pre
sent below the estimateand specification
of the house in question:

ESTIMATE.
Carpenterwork tl,200
Brick-work 800
Masonry • 150

75ij 175
Plumbing , 100'
itels "90

Total 12,090

Designfor a Mountain House.—PerspectiveView.

First-floor Plan.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.
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Attic Plan.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

of Cincinnati, Ohio, is the author. The i while the general arrangement of rooms
first or main floor, it will be observed, I and the plan of construction render it an

Excavation.—Grade sloping ; excavateonly
the spaceto beoccupied by cellar to the
full depth, as shown on elevation.
Owner doesgrading.

Elevation and Plan of Chimney.—Scale,
% Inch to the Foot.

Masonry.—Build a dry wall of ledge or
field stone under part of house to
be occupied by cellar; to be 18 inches
thick and 7 feet 6 inches high ; to be well
bonded and pointed inside and outside
6 inches below grade line. The rest of
house to be supported by piers 2 feet
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square by 3 feet high ; to have footings
18 inches thick.
Chimney—To have samekind of brick as
usedon restof building ; fluesto be8x 12
inches; to have 6x6 inch plates built,

of well-seasonedpoplar. Posts of porch
to be 4 x 4 inches. Rafters and attic
joists, 2x6 inches; 2 feet on centers.
Floor joists, 2x8 inches; 16 inches on
centers.

Imide finish. — Inside finish to be clear,
well-seasonedwhite pine; 5-inch archi
traves, as shown by detail ; 4-inch plain
architraves in kitchen; 5-inch base; 1-
inch molding.

Side Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

2-inch brick-work and ends of same
projecting 6 inches, as shown by detail.
Fire-places of pressed brick, with slate
hearths.

Sheathing—To bethird commonwhite pine
%inch thick.
Outside Finish. — Finish to be first-class
white pine; cypress shingles on roof and

Flooring. —Flooring to first floor front and
rear porch to be of first-class yellow
pine flooring not to exceed4 inches in
width. Attic to be floored with third

Front Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Frames.—AM frames to be of third com
mon plank, frames2J inches thick. All
timbers showing vertically and hori
zontally on building to be 6 x 5 inches;
corner timbers to be 6 x 6 inches; to be |

eaves, wooden gutters, with galvanized
iron down-spouts.
Windows—To be glazed with the best
single-strength French glass. Sash to
be \\ inches thick.

common mill-dressed white pine not to
exceed6 inches in width.
Mantels. — Thirty dollars allowed for
mantels.
Doors.—Doors If inches thick, flush
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moldings, all of white wood. Panels
horizontal. Dining-room doors to rear
porch to be glazed sameas front.
Plastering. —Best two-coat work, poplar
lath.
Painting. —All timbers, shingles and other
outside wood-work to be stained with
creosote. Stain dining-room cherry;
hall, dark. Kitchen, two coats shellac
rubbed down. Chambers and other
work one coat shellac and two coats of
lead and oil.
Brick-work. —All spaces between timbers
to be filled- in with brick. All brick to
beof good, soundmerchantablekiln-run
brick ; account to be taken of differ
ent shadesof colors.
Plumbing.— One hundred dollars allowed
for plumbing.
Hardware, <tc.—Contractor to furnish all
locks, knobs, sash-fasts,hinges, butts,
nails, hooks and catches.

Fainting Sheet-Metal Roofs.

The subject of painting sheet-metal
roofs is one of great importance, not only
on account of the protection afforded, but
because the material, when properly col
ored, can be made pleasing to the eye
when placed in exposedpositions. While
many kinds of paint have been discov
ered and patented, composed of a great
variety of materials, it is a question if
there is asubstanceused that is an effective
substitute for linseed oil, regarding the
effectivenessof which an authority on the
subject says: " By consulting experienced
and unbiased painters you will learn the
fact that there is no vehicle for pigments
at all approaching linseed oil in effective
nessand durability, especially for exposure
to the weather. A good paint must be
both hard and elastic. It requires hard
ness to prevent abraison and wear, and

add but very little to the effect
iveness of paints. Mark, we say the
best of pigments, for many pig-

rust, and the first coat should be of the
bestquality andapplied in thebestmanner,
for if it is defective it is plain that it will

Detail of Front Porch.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

ments are the reverse of protective
and are really destructive to both the
vehicles and the material which they are

E

Flan of Foundation.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

elasticity to prevent cracking from ex
pansion and contraction. Nothing but lin
seed oil will give these qualities, for,

—" r-i
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Detail of Window.—Scale, % Inch to
the.Foot.

strange as it may seem to many in these
days of novelties, the best pigments really

supposed to protect. For example, coal-
tar and all its products, whether called
dead oil, asphalt, rubber, &c, are of the
class just described, and their use at any
price, especially for covering sheet-metals,
is a wanton waste of money. Extended
experimentshave demonstrated that there
is no better pigment for metal than a good
iron ore ground to an impalpable powder.
To bemost thoroughly effective, the pig
ment must be intimately incorporated with
the vehicle, which can best be done only
by grinding them together in a stone mill
by steam-power." It is of the greatestim
portance that sheet-metal roofs, especially
those made of iron, should be protected
from the action of the elements,aswhen so
protected there is hardly any limit to the
time they will last. In order that the paint
should be effective it should be applied
I before the iron has had an opportunity to

not only require repainting far sooner
than it should, but no matter how good
the subsequentcoatings of paint are, they
cannot be effective if founded on an origi
nal coating which has commencedto crack
or peel, as it certainly will if not prepared
with best methods and materials. Another

important point to be obferved in the
painting of sheet-metal is that the paint
should not be too thick, as it is the linseed

Detail of Roof-Projection.—Scale, }£ Inch
to the Foot.

oil that is to be depended on to furnish
protection, andastheaction of the air on the
surface of the exposedoil gives it a partic
ularly hard surface, two thin coats of
paint are much more durable than one
thick one. When a roof, old or new, is to
be painted, care should be taken that it
is swept clean, as the best of linseed oil
will not make a good paint with dust or
dirt as a pigment.
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An Important Decision Affecting
Mechanics' Lien Laws.

An important decision as to the scopeof
the Mechanics' Lien law has recently been

Schaper against the firm of Bibb & Stoil
man, surviving partners of B. C. Bibb &
Son, of Baltimore. This decision is of gen
eral interest, for thereasonthat the laws of
the different States touching the question

Alvet, C. J.—The Mechanics' Lien law
provides that every building erected
"shall be subject to a lien for the pay
ment of all debts contracted for work done
or materials furnished for or about the

Study in HouseDesign[SeePage
133and Plates, July Number].
—Window-Frame Details and
Finish. —Scale, 1 Inch to Foot.

i 13

H
1

mvsm

Exterior and Interior Elevations of Front Doors.-
Scale, X Inch to the Foot.

Elevation of Sliding-Doors.—Scale,
Inch to the Foot.

handed down by the Court of Appeals of
the State of Maryland in the case of

of mechanics' liens bear a moreor lessclose
relationship one with another. The de
cision reads as follows:
Court of Appeals of Maryland. Schaper
vs. Bibb & Stehman, surviving partners
of B. C. Bibb & Son. June 11, 1889.

Interpretation of Mechanics' Lien Law.

Fixtures.—The Legislature have ex
pressly required that the Mechanics' Lien
law shall be construed liberally, as a re-

Sectionat E F—}{ Full Size.

medial law, and the right of lien exists
for fire-place heaters, pipes, registers,&c,
fitted in a houseas permanent fixtures.
Appeal from the Circuit Court of Balti
more City.
John P. Poe for appellant. F. P.
Stevens& Son for appellees.
Argued before Alvey, C. J., Miller,
Robinson, Irving, Bryan, McSherry and
Stone, JJ.

Double Doors in Hall.—Scale,% Inch
to the Foot.

same;" and the Legislature has expressly
required that this law shall be construed.
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liberally as a remedial law. Even without
the express direction of the Legislature,
this court said, in Blake v». Pitchee and
Wilson, 46 Md., 464, that the general

Stairs at Landing.—Scale, % Inch to
the Foot.

language of the statute plainly indicates
that the most liberal and comprehensive
meaning should be given its provisions in
favor of mechanics and material men.
In this casethe question is whether the
claim of the appellees, being for range,
fire-place heaters, and the usual accesso
ries of pipes, registers,&c, aDdwork done
in placing the articles in the house of the
appellant, then in course of erection, is
such as entitled the appellees to a lien
therefor on the house, under the provision
of the statute.
The facts are, as shown by the record,
that Wilson & Co., a firm composed of
E. J. Wilson and George H. Dobson, Jr.,
on the 6th of December, 1887,enteredinto
a contract with the appellees for the fur
nishing, by the latter, of range and two
fire-place heaters, with necessary attach
ments, for each of 23 houses then being
or about to be erected by the firm on
certain contiguous lots, the legal title to
which appearsto have beenin Dobson, one
of the firm of Wilson & Co. By the con
tract Wilson & Co. were required to pay
$56.50 per house for such range and fire
place heaters within 30 days after the
completion of the contract by the appel
lees; and Wilson & Co. were to have the
privilege of calling for heatersand ranges
as they needed them, provided they did
not call, at any one time, for less than
heatersand ranges for two houses; and if
they did not take the whole lot within
threemonths from the dateof the contract,
then the account for all the articles fur
nished up to the expiration of that time
should be considered due and payable.
It is quite clear, therefore, that the
contract was an entire and continuous
one for all the ranges and fire-place
heaters to be furnished for the 23 houses.
The range and fire-place heaters for the

house now owned by the appellant, be
ing one of the 23, were furnished on or
about the 12th of December, 1887, and
on or about the 14th of December, 1887,
the appellant purchased and took posses
sion of the house. The appellees com
pleted their entire contract by furnish
ing all the materials and work required
by its terms by the 4th of February,
1888, within the time mentioned in the
contract ; and from that date the appellees
had six months within which to file their
claim for record, and it appearsthat the
claim was filed on the 16th of June, 1888,
and was therefore within time.
For what purpose and with what in
tent were the range and fire-place heaters
fitted in the house while in course of
erection? As a general rule, it may be
stated that whether a thing which may be
a fixture becomes a part of the building
by annexing it depends upon the intention
with which it is done. The character of
the physical attachment, whether slight
or otherwise, and the use, are mainly im
portant in determining the question of the
party making the attachment or annexa
tion. (Hill us. Sewald, 53 Pa. St., 271;
Potter ts. Cromwell, 40 N. Y., 287; Ewell
on Fixtures, 21, 22.) Here there can be
no doubt of the intention of Wilson &
Co. in fitting in the house, while in course
of construction, the range and fire-heat
ers, with their attachments. It was '

Eart
and parcel of the finish of the

ouse. The houseswere being built for

i c n
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I
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improved style, as to convenience and
comfort, as would make them desirable
residences. This could only be done by
finishing the houses by fitting in ranges
and fire-placeheaters. And this is shown

te=i

J
i

j:
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End View of Fire-Place and Mantel.

to be the universal understanding and
practice among builders and material men
in Baltimore. They all—that is

,

those
called as witnesses—without exception
testify that not only is a cooking or
kitchen range necessary, but fire-place
beaters,with their attachments,areequally
necessaryto the finish and completion of

a modern dwelling-house of the class to

HEARTH

Plan of Fire-Place.

which that of the appellant belongs, and
that such fixtures are regarded as being
essential parts of the house. And that
being so therewould seemto be no reason
for holding that the range and heaters,
with their necessary attachments, were
not materials furnished for or about the
finish of the house.
It is not contended, as we understand
counsel for the appellant, that the lien
doesnot exist for the range and its acces
soriesand thework done in putting it up,

but that the lien does not attach for the
fire-place heaters and their attachments.
It has been decided bv this court— in
Weber vs. Weatherby, 34 Md., 635—that
the right of lien does exist for both
range and furnace erected in a house, and
we think, for the same reason that the
lien exists for range and furnace, it

should exist for the neaters, pipes, regis
ters, &c, fitted in the house as permanent
fixtures.
We shall therefore affirm the decree of
the court below.

The Measurement of Brick-Work.

A correspondent contributes the follow
ing remarks on the measurementof brick
work to a recent issue of the Clay Worker:
It is curious to observehow considerably
the method of measuringbrick- work varies

Front Elevation of Fire-Place.and Mantel.
—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

in different parts of the country. In many
localities—Philadelphia, for example—the
custom is to measure it by the number of
bricks contained, but this systempossesses

a serious disadvantage. There is no uni
formity in the sizeof bricks, and hencethe
size of a wall which a given number of
bricks will produce is uncertain. When,
therefore, the price per thousand for lay
ing bricks i

s given, considerable trouble

is involved in arriving at the cost for the
whole of the brick- work in the building.
Probably the better plan is to measure
by the dimensions, as is common in sev
eral sectionsof the country. The unit of
measurement in this case is not impor
tant. The cubic foot or yard is employed
to someextent, but the perch of 25 cubic
feet and the superficial rod in brick-work
one brick thick are often used. Unfor
tunately the term " rod " has no very defi
nite significance. Two hundred and sev
enty-two and one-half feet super and one
and one-half bricks thick, 16£feet square
or 272J square feet and one brick thick,

16$square feet and 63 square feet are all
termed " rods." Under these circum
stances it would probably be of advantage

if the cubic foot or yard could be made
the standard unit of measurement for
brick-work throughout the country. It
may be added that the number of bricks
contained in any pieceof built brick-work

Vertical Section.

may be approximately ascertained by de
ducting one-tenth for the volume of
mortar.

Hardness of Woods.

The relative hardness of woods, says a

recent writer, is calculated by the hick
ory, which is the toughest. Estimating
that at 100, we get for pig-nut hickory
86 ; white oak, 84 ; white ash, 77 ; dog
wood, 74; scrub oak, 73; white hazel, 72;
apple-tree, 70 ; red oak, 69 ; white beech,
65; black walnut, 65; black birch, 62;
yellow and black oak, 60 ; hard maple,
56 ; white elm. 58 ; red cedar, 56 ; cherry,
55 ; yellow pine, 53 ; chestnut, 52 ; yellow
poplar, 51; butter-nut and white birch,
43, and white pine, 35. According to this
formula woods possessing a degree of
hardness equal to only about 40 per cent,
or less than that of hickory should not
be classed as hard woods. Such woods
are, however, limited in quantity, and are
not of sufficient importance to justify a

classification, and the trade will continue
to construe hard wood to mean every
thing except white pine.

The new buildings for the New York
Central Railroad, to replace those recently
destroyed in the $1,000,000 fireat the foot
of Sixtieth street, in this city, will have
many valuable improvements. An elevator
of 1,500,000 bushels capacity that will
cost $400,000 will be built upon the old
timber foundations. Piers B and D will
be rebuilt, each with a two-story iron
shed. A large storagewarehouse,200 feet
square, will also be erected. The improve
ments will cost nearly $1,000,000.
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RICK-LAYING.
Brick- Work and Brick-Laying.— V.
BY ARTHUR SEYMOURJENNINGS.

It m.iy be said that the averagebrick
layer finds more difficulty in constructing
arches than any other portion of his work.
The fact that a knowledge of the proper
form and construction of the different

ter, so as to form a tangent with the
curve. This produces a wedge-shaped
mortar-joint. Not a little skill is lequired
in forming these joints so that a line
drawn through the center of the head of
brick will radiate to the center of the
arc from which the curve of the arch
is struck. In all cases it will be obvious
that the narrower the brick the smaller
will be the mortar-joint at the top and
hence the stronger the arch. For this

lap and how bonding between the parts is
thereby obtained. When the brick-layer
has completedonering and thereby formed
what is practically anarch in itself he pro
ceedsto build another upon and similar to

it
,

spreading the mortar between the two
rings equally so as to form uniform bear
ings for the rings which come upon it.
As the different rings diverge from the
center they will require more bricks to fill
them, and where their length is such that

Brick-Work and Brick-Laying. —Fig. l.~A Rough
SegmentalArch.

Fig. 3
.—The StrongestForm of Rough SegmentalArch.

arches is not thoroughly understood gives
rise to verymany defective pieces of work.
The termby which an arch is designated
will depend, first, on the curve it assumes,
and, second, on the method of construc
tion. Arches as a class are known as

' ' rough " when they are constructed of

reason the bricks are always [set with
their narrowest dimensions tangental to
the curve. Where the depth of an arch
exceedsthe length of a single brick bond

is obtained between the parts by breaking
joint between the bricks, and this necessi
tates the employment of half-bricks at

n

Fig 2.—Soffit of Arch Shown in Fig. L

bricks which have not been cut, in con
tradiction to "gauged," which are formed
of bricks cut and rubbed to the shape
which will produce mortar-joints having
their sides parallel. The terms "rough"
and "gauged " are used as affixes to that
which describes the curve of the arch.
For example, we have a rough-segmental
arch and a gauged-segmental arch which
only differ in the manner in which the
bricks are joined. A semicircular arch is

one which, as its name implies, is turned
on a half-circle. Of pointed arches there
are a number of different kinds, varying
chiefly in the proportion of the breadth
and hight. All such bear the general
term of Gothic arch, but to distinguish
them it is advisable that more accurate
terms should be employed.
"Wehare now to consider the manner in
which both rough and gauged arches are
constructed. First as to a rough arch,
taking the segmentalshown in Fig. 1 as
an example. A suitable center is made
by the carpenter and fixed between the
opening on which the arch is to be
turned. In previous numbers of this
journal will be found an account of the
principles which should guide the car
penter in making these centers. The
center being fixed in position the brick
layer proceeds to lay the bricks in concen
tric rings, taking care that the under
surface of each one sets against the cen-

each end. In Fig. 2 is shown a plan of
the under side or soffit of the arch repre-

no equal number of bricks will fit, a num
ber of them are slightly cut down to per
mit the use of an additional one to com
pletely fill the space. It may be useful
here to say something about the manner
in which this and other similar arches are
set out on paper. The difficulty arises
from the fact that the sides of the bricks
do not radiate to the center from which
the curve was struck. But the difference
may be readily adjusted in the following
manner: Taking the case of the arch
shown in Fig. 1
, first set out the width
and span of the arch, through which draw
the arc of a circle. From the abutments
at the points A B draw lines upwardly,
which, if produced, would radiate to the
center C. The lines represent the skew-
backs. Upon one of these lines set out
the width of a brick as many times as it

is intended to use rings— in this case
three. From these points draw in the
segments. "Nowcommencingon one of the

sented in Fij
thickness

g
It

Fig. 4
.—A HorseshoeArch.

1
,

which is two bricks in 1 skew-backs, say at the point A, take in
will be seenhow the bricks ' the compass 2 inches, or whatever the
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width of a brick may be, and set it off
along tbe bottom segmental line. Do the
same thing on the other segmental lines
excepting the top one. Draw a circle of
2 inches diameter (the width of a brick)
with C as center and draw in the lines
which are to represent mortar-joints from
the points marked on the segments,radi
ating them to make tangents with this
small circle. This will be clear upon
referenceto Fig. 1, in which the tangental
lines are represented by dotted lines.

The construction of a rough semicircu
lar arch is the same as that of the seg
mental just described, excepting that, of
course, it is turned on a center having a
different curve. Sometimes a brick-key
center is inserted. Such a key is formed
of a number of bricks depending upon
the extent of the arch, but it must always
be rememberedthat an odd number must
be employed so that the center of the arch
is a brick rather than a mortar joint.
It has already beenpointed out that the

Fig. 5.—An Inverted Arch.

When this is done the arch is complete
and the mortar-joints are wedge-shaped
as required, while the sides of the bricks
are parallel.
The method of constructing and draw
ing rough archesother than segmentaldoes
not differ materially from that described.
In actual practice it is found that there is
sometendency for the different rings of
which the arch is composed to separate,
and to prevent this it is well that stretch
ers should be laid on each of the skew-
backs. It may be here remarked that the
rough arch is the strongest form we have,
becausethe hardest bricks may beused in
constructing them, while in gaugedarches
specially-prepared andusually softer bricks

Fig. 6.—A Trimmer
Arch.

are employed; at the sametime the tend
ency of the rings to separate is

,

in very
heavy work, a serious sourceof weakness.
It is for the purpose of overcoming this
defect that theform of arch representedin
Fig. 8 is sometimesemployed. The con
struction will be sufficiently clear from
the engraving. Concentric rings are
struck, as before, and stretchers,used as
ties, are inserted at convenient intervals.
The result is perhaps not very graceful,
but the strength is certainly greatly in
creased,and this form of arch is strongly
recommended for use in all very heavy
positions.

strongest construction of an arch is the
rough form shown in Fig. 3

,
which con

sists of a number of rings tied together.
The strongest form for the curve is that
known as the horseshoe,and sometimes

j Moorish illustrated in Fig. 4. This arch

is generally employed in very heavy work,
and in such cases is always built of uncut
bricks. In the engraving it is shown as
used in the construction of the under
ground railway, in London, England.
In this case it is the form of arch used for
tunneling, which is required to be of great
strength, inasmuch as the railway being
beneath the houses and roadways has to
support very heavy loads while resisting
the vibration caused by the trains. The
length of the railway in which this form
of arch is employed in the case mentioned

is severalmiles, and it is generally looked
upon as being absolutely indestructible by
pressure. It will be noticed that the in
sertion of stretchers to connect the rings
together is not used in this case,but in the
portion of the work last constructed they
were inserted. Sometimes the Moorish
arch is employed for ornamental purposes,
and the Casino in New York may be men
tioned as an example of very excellent
brick-work where this style has been fol
lowed. In this case the arches are, of
course, constructed on the exterior in
gauged work. In building foundations
where, as frequently happens in city
property, the weight is thrown upon a num
ber of piers it becomesadvisable to throw
the weight of such piers over the space
intervening between them. This is done
by means of the inverted arch shown in
Fig. 5. The brick-layer having prepared
the foundations as described in a previous
paper and having built up the footings to
the required hight, proceedsto build the in
verted-brick filling tolreceivetheoutercurve
of the inverted arch, which is then turned
upon them and receivesthe piers upon its
skew-backs. The construction of the in
verted arch is exactly similar to that of
the ordinary segmental, excepting that
the curves are upside down. There are
probably very many cases of frequent
occurrence in which the inverted arch
may be used with advantage, especially
where the soil is either comparatively
weak or the weight of the building
heavy. It should be observed, however,
that any such should be placed in close

proximity to the angle of the building, as
there is a tendency for it to push the pier
out of position, although this may be to
some extent overcome by inserting iron
rods through the arch, clasping them by
iron plates on the exterior surtace. Per
haps the best exampleof an arch used for
purely constructive purposes is that which
is employed underneath fire-places for the
purpose of supporting the hearth-stones.
Such arches are known as trimmer arches
and are constructed in one of two ways,
shown in Figs. 6 and 7

.

Where the floor
timbers run at right angles to the fire
place the form shown in Fig. 6 is used,
but where they run parallel that shown
in Fig. 7 is preferable. In the latter case

it becomes necessary to insert iron rods
through the header in order to prevent the
thrust of the arch from turning the joist
out of position, asshown bythedotted lines.

(Tobecontinued.)

Machine Quarrying.

Our sprightly contemporary Stone pre
sents the following conversation with a

quarry man, which aptly illustrates the
modern tendency to introduce machinery
in all kinds of operations :

"We have just been putting in about
$25,000worth of new machinery, and are
now in a position to get out all kinds of
stone-work at the quarry," said the owner
of a new quarry in this State.
"What do you think about the getting
out of stone-work finished for building
purposes?" we asked." I feel quite certain that in the future
most of the cut work for buildings will be
gotten out in a finished stateat the quarry.

Fig. 7
.—Another Form of

Trimmer Arch.

There is no reasonwhy this should not be
done. Take the case of the stone that
we market; it is softer, less brittle and
generally easier to work as soon as it is
quarried. Furthermore, we have a larger
plant than most stone-cutters in the cities
and towns can afford to maintain. By do
ing a large quantity of work at one place

it can be done at a less cost than the old-
fashioned way."
" You say there is very httle occasion
for hard work?"
"In the first place, our arrangements
for handling stone are such that large
blocks can be rapidly transported from
one part of the quarry to another. Then,
all the work of sawing, molding, and, in
fact, someof the laying off, gan be done
by machinery. This is much less expen
sive than it is possible where there is so
much handwork. Furthermore", in trans
porting the stone from the quarry to the
market we do not have to pay freight, ex
cepting on that part which goes into the
building. There is no freight on the waste
stone. Of course the greatest thing of all

is in the saving of labor, and there is little
done in legitimate stone-cutting by hand
that cannot be done by machinery. It
can be done more accurately and in a way
to appear better than by the usual hand
methods. We have felt the necessity for
this kind of a plant for some time, and it

now appearsthat we have put it in none
too soon."
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AN AZTEC HOUSE.— Elevation and Plan.
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Galvanized-lron-Work on Old
Buildings.

The utility
uot to be gainsaid, whether it be consid
ered upon the basisof trimmings for build
ings of ordinary character in process of

;whether they beof the very best character
or of cheap construction, loses much
of its special identity. All parts har-

of galvanized-iron-work is monize, and after the paint has been ap
plied a casual observer does Dot know
whether the finish is of metal or of some
othermaterial. The utility of galvanized

building. All of our readers have had
their attention called to the judicious use
of galvanized iron in the remodeling of
old buildings. Window-caps have been
applied ; a new cornice has beenput on ;
string-courses have been run across the
front, and after the work was finished and

Altered-Over Building, Corner Cortlandt and Washington Streets,New York.—Fig. 1.—PerspectiveView.

erection or the finish and trimmings of iron in this connection is not less in the
fire-proof structures, or on the lower plane estimation of the architect and builder,
of repairs and alterations of old buildings, but to the ordinary man of business it
Galvanized iron when it is used in the doesnot appear to the same advantage as
construction and finish ot new buildings, where it is employed in remodeling an old

painted a new building with modern lines
and neat architectural appearance had
taken the place of something which, how
ever substantial, had long been an eye
sore to the public.
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One of the most successful jobs of re
modeling to which our attention has been
recently called is that of the building on
the corner of Cortlandt and Washington
streets, New York. The new structure is

shown in perspective in Fig. 1 of the
accompanying engravings. Had we been
informed before the changes were com
menced that such work as has been
executedwas about to be done we should
probably have photographed the building
as it stood, so as to be in position to

Fig. S.—Section Through Belt Course.

show both the old and the new. Suf
fice it to saj, however, that the building
was one of the old-time structures, hun
dreds of which are to be found in the
lower portion of New York. In the course
of alteration the iron colums shown in
the cut were introduced in the lower story,
and provision for plate-glass windows was
made. The building was carried a little
higher, and finally given the beautiful
architectural appearancemanifestedin the
engraving by the judicious employmentof
sheet-metal. The pilasters extending from
the lintel cornice through the second and
third stories, and having the appearanceof
rough stone-work, are of stamped sheet-
metal, supplied by the well-known firm of
Bakewell & Mullins, of Salem, Ohio. The
belt course between the third and fourth
stories has a bulging frieze, on which
stampedwork is also employed. The

pilasters in the upper stories are like
wise sheetmetal, and the comic, gables
and finish to tower, of the same material,
explain themselves. The windows have
been finished in sections—that is

,

the

small windows of the old building have
been grouped by judicious architectural
lines, in the lower stones in pairs and in
the other stories in sections of three each.

Fig. 4
.—Section Through Lintel Above

Windows.

Fig. 5.—Section Through Lintel Cornice.

A molding extends around each of these
groups, and the spaces between the win
dows of adjacent stories are occupied by
panels of ornamental design. The build
ing has beentheadmiration of manysheet-
metal workers who have visited New

York, and it continues to command the
attention of passers-by, whether they be
specially concerned in building mattersor
not. The sheet-metalwork was executed
by John Borkel, of Elm street, New York,
and in many respects it embodiesspecial
ideas adopted by this contractor for work
of this class. The profiles, Figs. 2

,
3
,
4

and 5
,

show sections through different
parts of the work, and are self-explana
tory.

fToRRESPONDENCE.
tl ii * - ig^a— »

Tackling.
From E. A. K., Ogdeiuburg, N. Y.—l
desire to learn from practical readersof
Carpentryand Building what kind of tack
ling would be used in raising a complete
bent for a barn, without employing a tftam.
Note.—This subject has beendiscussed
to a certain exteut in the past, but if it

has not beenexhausted we should be glad
to have our readers reply to it.

Criticism of the $1000 Bouse*.

From J. A C, Taunton.— In the May
issue of Carpentry and Building " F. I.

O.," of Toronto, makescriticism on theesti-

timate submitted by

(Q
) As I in

dorsed it I feel at liberty to reply.
He complains of the estimate being
too high. Now, he is at liberty to
build a cottage of that description as
cheaply as he can, but should he attempt
to take contracts in this locality and
make his estimatefor work on the basis of
such prices as he names ($1 per 1000
for laying shingles, &c.) he would come
out at the small end of the horn ; in fact,

I doubt his getting out at all without a

sinking-fund back of him to crowd him
through. I have employed men a great
many years, but I have never yet found
them to more than pay their way at $2 per
1009on such a house as the onedescribed.
Where the courses are short and part of
them are wall shingles it often comes
nearer$3 per 1000. As for clapboards, a

man who will average more than 150 per
day is a better workman than we can
hire here. " F. I. G." also thinks he can
lay and finish five squaresof flooring per
day. I am well satisfied to have three as
we lay them here.
In regard to the cornice, I would say
that the gutter alone costs 12 cents and
the balance of the stock about 14 cents
per running foot before it is ready to put up.

I will take 1000feet of " F. L G." imme
diately at his price— 10 cents per foot, put
up—and can assurehim of a ready market
for all material he wishes to put here at
prices that will compare with those he
quotes. " F. I. G.'s" judgment in regard to
labor estimates may be all right for
Canada, but it is not worth a fig here.
He says, " Any practical man would know
the estimatewas all guess-work," because
the price of labor was about half the
price of the stock. In making this state
ment he simply shows his ignorance, be
cause if he was a practical man and ac
quainted with prices here (which he
should be before he attempts to criticise
them) he would know that the labor bill

is about half the cost of the stock on the
items mentioned.

marks on slide-Rule.

From S. F. B., Wilmington, Ohio.—
With reference to E and M marks on the
slide rule, I would say: Take a stick of
timber, any square up to 2 feet, open the
rule and lay it so that the outside corners
of the rule will comeeven with the edges
of the stick and mark at 7 and 17. The
result will be an eight-square every time.

WALLLINE

Oalvanized-Iron-Work in Old Buildings.—Fig. 2.—Horizontal Section Through Pilaster.
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Practical Hand-Railing.
From J. H., London, England. — In the
December (1888) issue Jas. H. Monckton
gives the readersof thepaper a lessonin the
planning of stairs so as to suit the tangent
system of hand-railing. Before I go
further it may be well to state that there
are only two systemsof hand-railing in ex
istence. No. 1 is the most common, and
is known as the tangent system. When
working by it, it is necessary to arrange
the position of the risers on the plan to
suit the pitches of the tangents on the
elevation or development so that the joints
can be made square to the tangents and
square from the face of the plank. The

In opposition to No. 1 we have No. 2
system. When working to this systemwe
develop the central falling line of the
rail, put in any necessaryeasements,make

JOINT

across the ends of the face-molds, also to
find the dihedral angle which is used to
make the butt-joints by. Every point in
the wreath-piece is correctly determined
and its exact position found by a simple
geometrical law, so that there is no guess
work. It takes more time to set out than
the No. 1 system, but less time and labor
to square up the wreath-piece ready for
the molding.
There is no trouble about the length of
the balusters on the winders, simply be
causethe rail is made to correctly follow
the line of nosings. Any plan of stair can
be done on this system, and to any condi
tions that can be laid down, whereas by
No. 1 systemthe hand-railer canonly pro
duce a wreath-piece that is somewhere
there or thereaboutswithin 5 or 6 inches
from being correct. Mr. Monckton says
that there can be no objection to the rais
ing of the wreath over the winders. I
differ from him on that point. There is a
limit to the lifting or raising ot the rail
over winders, which is as follows ■When
the radius to the center line of the hand
rail is less than 9 inches the wreath-
piece should be raised parallel to the line
of nosings and the balusters on the wind
ers made longer than the short balusters
on the flyers. When the radius to the
center line is more than 9 inches the
hand-rail should not be raised over the
winders.

Fig. 2.—Development of Central Falling
Line of Wreath for Plan Submitted by
J. H.

Fig. 3.—Development of Correct Central
Falling Line for Mr. Monckton'sAltered
Plan.

reason for this is that when there is a
joint connecting two wreath-pieces in the
curve of the plan, the tangents of both
wreath-piecesmust be of the same pitch.
This system allows of no casing being

Practical Hand-Railing.— Fig. I.—Section
of Ancient Form of Rail.

worked connecting wreath and straight
rail, except where tangent to the casing is
the samepitch as that of the stairs. The
center line of the rail lies in the ceDterof
the plank, which produces a wavy falling
line and a great difference in the length of
the balusters.

the joints square to the curve of the rail,
and at any point desired. Tangents are
used to find the direction of the joints

Fig. 4.—Developmentof Risers and. Tan
gents.

Fig. 5.—Risers and Tangents of Original
Plan, August, 1888,in Development.

In the problem I submitted a year ago
(August, 1888)the radius to the center
line of hand-rail is 17 inches. Therefore
the balusters on the winders 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24 should be all the same length
if the wreaths are made by correct prin
ciples. Mr. Monckton says that such a
stair is dangerous. There is no danger
when going up or down if the rail is made
to the conditions I laid down, becausethe
hand-rail is the guide, and a person with
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•onehand on the rail could go up or down
blindfolded. It is nearly sevenyears since
I did the job. The architect planned the
«tair and told me that he would not allow
of any alteration, so I rigorously adhered
to the conditions laid down. When the
plans were first drawn for the building
that plan of stair was not in it, but was
«n after-consideration to suit the tenant
who had taken part of the building, and
it was not possible to arrange a landing so
■asto divide the flight in two parts. In
the other staircase in the same building
the flights have nine risersand then a land
ing or resting-place, but that does not
touch the problem concerning the wreaths.
I do not admire Mr. Monckton's section
of hand-rail any more than I admire the
section I had to work to. Fig. 1 shows a
half-section of an ancient form of rail that
is superior to the modern form—at least I
think so. I think that a rail that is deeper
than it is wide looks better than a wide
-and thin rail. In this country the archi
tect supplies the section of the hand-rails,
design for newels, balusters brackets, &c.
Some so-called architects who are not
■capableof making details choose the
designs from a manufacturer's catalogue.
But I amdigressing, so I will return to the
-casein hand.
The circumscribing circle, as shown by
Mr. Monckton in your December (1888)
issue (seeFig. 6), is not a reliablemethod of
obtaining the thickness of plank required
for a wreath-piece. When working on
No. 1 system the bevelswill give the exact
thickness of wood required.
Last year I produced a lot of wreaths on
the tangent system, the size of the hand
rail being 3J inches thick. The plunks
used were exactly 2| inches thick. If I
bad usedthecircumscribing-circle method,
which would have shown 3^inches, they
would have taken more labor and time to
square up. No. 2 systemrequires a little
thicker stuff than No. 1 system, because
the center line of rail deviates from the
center line of the plank. To ascertain
the exact thickness required it is necessary
to find the exact section and position of
the wreath-piece in the plank in five or six
parts, according to the lengths of the
wreath, then arranging the plank to suit
the sections, the wreath being contained
between two parallel planes, represented
by the upper and lower surfaces of the
plank. When working by No. 1 system
the mechanic only knows the position of
the section in the joints at each end and
one intermediate point—viz., at the minor
axis. The rest he gets over by guess
work, as he has to depend on his eye and
his ability to follow the center-line of the
plank. Falling molds are perfectly use
less for a square-cut wreath-piece. I may
as well inform the readers of your paper
that there is not a book published on the
subject that contains a correct square-cut
tace-mold.
Fig. 2 shows the development of *he
central falling line of wreath for the plan
I submitted in the number for lastAugust.
Fig. 3 shows the develoument of the cor
rect central falling line for Mr. Monck
ton's altered plan. Those interested
should compare it with the development
shown at Fig. 2 in the December issue,
and they will see a good deal of differ
ence. Mr. Monckton saysa wreath should
be made proportionately higher over the
winders. His treatmentof the improved
plan fails on that point.
Look at Fig. 4, which shows the devel
opment of the risers and tangents of the
improved plan. The position of the risers
are measuredon the tangents. The short
balusters on the flyers are 2 feet 4J inches
long, measuringup the center line of the
baluster. If the wreath had been done
correctly all the balusters on the winders
would have been the same length, as
shown by the development of the central

falling line at Fig. 3. Instead of that we
have four different lengths of balusters.
The difference in length is as follows:

Feet. In.
19thRiser—Length of baluster 2 4}<f
20th " " " 2 6
21st " " " 2 7
22d " " " 3 T%
23d " " " 2 1%
Such an arrangement is wrong and
would cause unnecessary trouble to the
turner, because he would have to gradu-

visions in one line and 60 in the other.
Please to explain the use of such a com
bination of scales. I inclose a full-size
sketch with the same figures as are found
on the rule.
Answer.—From the sketch accompany
ing our correspondent's letter we have
made the engraving shown, reduced to
one-half size. We do not wonder that
our correspondent was in doubt con
cerning the meaning of the markings on

Markings of a Bute.

ally lengthen the turning in each baluster,
so that the squares at the top of each
baluster should be all the same length,
measuring up the center line of each bal
uster.
Fig. 5 shows the risers and tangents of
the oiiginal plan (seethe August number)
in development. The point A—that is

,

where the center line of the level rail on
the landing has cut the line A G— is a

fixed point. Connect A and B, B being a

point taken in the center of the long side
of the pitch-board. Look for a short time
and carefully note the difference in the
length of the balusters produced by such
an arrangement. The baluster on the
seventeenthriser is 3J- inches longer, while
the baluster on the twenty-fifth riser is 3

inches shorter than the short baluster
on the flyer, thus showing a difference
of 6J inches between the longest and
the shortest baluster on the winders.
That is the fault of the No. 1 system. By
No. 2 systemno such difference would be
tolerated. The rail would follow the line
of the nosings as shown at Fig. 2

,

which
indicates the position of the joints as I

placed them. The ramp is worked on the
end of the lower wreath-piece, thus allow
ing the straight rail to be cut out of thin
ner plank than it would be if the ramp was
worked on the end of the straight rail as
shown by the position of the joints at Fig.

3
.

There was no necessityfor Mr. Monck
ton to draw Fig. 3

,

because the angle of
the tangents on the face-mold and the
bevel can be produced without any other
drawing than the development. To pro
duce the bevel from C draw the line C D

square to A G, put the point of the com
passesin D and draw the arc touching the
line A B ; join E to C and we obtain the
bevel. Note the following : If the tangents
on the plan form an acute or an obtuse
angle, the bevelscannot beproduced on the
development. The bevel marked F is

for the shank of the upper wreath-piece
that comes on the landing. The face-
mold can be drawn on a piece of board at
once with the aid of the framing square,
becausethe tangentson the face-mold form

a right angle. The curves should be put
in with an elliptic trammel. I have not
drawn the rampsat the lower endsof Figs.

4 and 5
.

Perhaps someother readerof your
paper will show his treatment of the case.
Alteration in the original plan and the
problem must be worked according to the
conditions laid down in the August num
ber. The drawings are made to a scale of

J inch to the foot.

his scale, for the rule is very oddly di
vided, and it is seldom that such a rule is

met with in the trade. Referring to the
top line, it may be very simply explained
that the divisions are tenths of inches.
The lower line, on the other hand, has
five main divisions in the distance of 6

inches, or if the scale were 12 inches long
the lines would divide it into tenths of a

foot. Each of these tenths is in turn di
vided into ten parts, so that the smallest
divisions represent hundredths of a foot.
In other words, it is a decimal division of
the ordinary rule. We believe that such
rules are used principally if not exclu
sively by civil engineers.

Scrap- Tin.
From J. D. B., St. JohnsvilU, N. T.—

I would like to ask, through the columns
of Carpentry and Building, where I can
sell tin strips 1 inch wide and from 10 to
14 inches long. If some of the readers
of the paper can furnish me with this in
formation I would be greatly obliged.

Framing Hip Roofs.

I [From A. E. G., Cleveland, Minn. — In
reply to "J. M.," of Germantown, Ohio, I

send a small sketch showing the manner in
which I would frame a roof for the style

markings of a Rule.
From A. C, Royalton, Ohio.—Two
yearsago last winter I purchased a set of
drawing instruments for $6, among the
tools being an ivory rule 6 inches long and
each inch divided into ten equal pares.
Just below these is a line the length of the
rule, but divided into five equal parts, and
eachof these five divisions is divided into
ten equal parts, so there are 50 di-

Framing Hip Hoofs.—Diagram Submitted
by A. E. G.

of house which he gives in the May num
ber of Carpentry and Building. In his
letter he states that he put on an irregular
deck. In the drawing which I send
"J. M." can make a deck any size desired
and of a square shape.

Improvised Square.
From 3. C. M., Richland Centre, Wis.—
As a little novelty I will give my fellow-
workmen or any one else that may be in
need of such a contrivance a little trick
which furnishes an improvised square. By

it the workman is enabled to cut a board
or anything elseon which he may want to
lay off a square line accurately and ex
peditiously. It is particularly serviceable
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■whenthe mechanic has not the necessary
tool at hand. It is as follows : Take any
ordinary piece of wrapping paper, or news
paper, or whatever is most convenient, fold
it cornerwise, and then fold it again, laying
the two long corners together carefully.
By this means the lines of fold will afford
him a perfect square. I suggest to my
fellow-workmen to try it.

Door-Clamp tor Boring Mortise for
Locks.

From W. M. T., Des Mointi, Iowa.—
I desire to ask the readers of Carpentry
and Building if they know of a machine
manufacturedand in use designedto clamp
on doors for boring the mortise for locks.
I have heard of a machine of this kind
being used in St. Louis, but never saw
one. It is speed that is required nowa
days, and any information concerning a
machine of the kind described will be
greatly appreciated.

Convenient Tool-Chests.

From J. G. P., Newark, N. J.—l in
close a drawing of a tool-box which I find
very convenient for use and which has a
capacity sufficient to hold all the tools
that are necessary. The idea was sug
gested by an article which appeared in
Carpentry and Building, in which an in-

one is divided into two compartments for
holding mortise and firmer chisels. The
third till is used for saws and squares,and
is attached by measuring from the front of
the chest back 4 inches and cutting a slot
deep enough to receive a saw edgewise.
This gives room for four saws. The bot
tom is nailed to the piece that works in
the slot and rests on a piece nailed to the
chest to keep it from giving down. There
is a slot cut in the left side for the tongue
of the square. I use the bottom of -the
chest for planes and other large tools. The
outside has a 1x4 inch piece of molding
around the bottom. Next to the lid is a
1x3 inch piece similar to that employed
at the bottom, and set on 1 inch from the
top of the chest. The piece that goes
around the lid is 1 x 2 inches. The cap
on the top of the lid is 1x 12x 26 inches,
with edges beveled. The hinges are put
on the molding.

From C. A. F., Waterloo, Intl. — In re
ply to the inquiry of the correspondent
who asks how to make a convenient tool
box, I would say construct it according
to the amount of tools it is desired to keep
in it

,

but make it not less than 10 or 18
inches high inside. Put the drawers in
the bottom of the box, so that they will
open from the outside. I would place
them in two rows, consisting of two or

Tool-ChestEmployed by J. G. P.

quiry was made for a tool-box that would
take the place of the old tool-chests. This
tool-box, clearly shown in the sketch, is 30
inches long, 16 inches high and 10 inches
wide. The drawer shown in the sketch
slides both ways. In this chest I find
room for joiner-planes, jack-planes, 2

smoothing-planes, 3 molding-planes, 3

saws, brace, template-bevel, 10 chisels, 15
carving tools, oil-stone and cup and other
small tools, such as bits, &c. I think
from the sketch the readersof Carpentry
and Building will be able to form an
intelligent idea of the general construc
tion.

From J. C, Pryor, W. Va.—I have
from time to time seen in Carpentry and
Building inquiries from correspondentsde
siring to know how a tool chest can be
made which will be the most convenient
for holding tools. In reply to these in
quiries I will endeavor to give a descrip
tion of a tool chest that I am now using.
It is 3 feet long, 20 inches wide and 18
inches deep. It is provided with three
tills, two of them being made to slide one
over the other. These are made of thin
wood and go in the chest lengthwise,
there being small strips on which they
slide. The bottom till is seldom moved
from the back. The tills are made 3J
inches deep and 6 inches wide. The top
one is divided into three compartmentsfor
holding bits and small tools. The other

three each, and above these put another
bottom in the box. Do not make the
drawers too high, but make them long and
wide enough to reach across the box.
Partition off the drawers to suit the small
tools, such as bits, chisels,machine augers,
files, &c. Upon each drawer I would
place a pull and lock. That portion of
the chest above the drawers will be used
for large tools, such as planes, saws, &c.
Make a slot in the upper bottom at the
back side for the tongue of the square.
This will be found a most convenient form
of tool box. Any tool can be reached and
removedwithout disturbing any other tool,
more especially if it is made a practice to
keep each tool in its proper place. In my
chest I can get any tool in the dark with
out disturbing anything else in it. The
object of making the drawers shallow is to
prevent putting the tools on top of each
other. The drawers should be of f or £

inch stuff. I have two boxes similar to
that above described, with four drawers
in each, measuring inside 19 x 19 x 36
inches. In them I can carry tools enough
for three men.

Geometrical Problem.
From W. E. R , Newark, N. /.—Will
some of the readers of Carpentry and
Building inform me how to strike eight
circles in a square having 2-inch sides,
each circle to be tangential to adjacent
circles and adjacent sides of the square?

Calking Floors.
From R. & Co., Pittthurgh, Pa.— We
have some floors to calk and know very
little about how it should be done. Some
tell us to use oakum and cover with pitch ;

other to use cotton and pitch the joints ;

still others to use cotton and to putty the
joints with white lead. The last remedy
we have heard is to partly fill the cracks-
of the joints with very fine sawdust and
fill hot asphalt into the joints. Please
give us your opinion on the above meth
ods, and make any suggestions you see
proper under the circumstances.
Note.—We are disposed to advise our
correspondents to rely upon the old plan
of oakum thoroughly driven in by calking
tools, by the hand of a ship-calkeror other
expert. We have little faith in the other
"remedies," as our correspondents face
tiously describe the plans mentioned
above.

Bound Barn.
From J. T., Madison, Wis.— I would
like to receive from someof the readersof
Carpentry and Building their ideas about
building a round barn. There is a farmer
in this vicinity who is talking about build
ing a barn 80 feet in diameter. The points,
which he presents in favor of the round
form are that it is moreconvenient than a

rectangular shape ; that there is lessoutside
wall and that there are notimbers or braces
needed for the outside frame. Timbers.
2x6 inches in section placed one in each 2

feet would make sufficient strength. The
wall should be horizontal, with drop siding
or ship-lap. The general plan would be
somewhat like that given in the August
number for 1886. There would be two
rows of stalls all around, with the floor
joists all running toward the center. They
would be supported by the uprights that
would be required to make the stalls. A
24-foot silo would be located in the center.
Note.—Our correspondent expressly re
quests the assistanceof someof our prac
tical readers. We shall be glad to have
them join in the discussion and give what
information they can on this subject.
There are difficulties in the way of build
ing a round structure which it would seem
have not been taken into account by the
farmer referred to above and his carpenter.
On the other hand,there are certain advan
tages secured by the circular form. We
shall be glad to have both sidesof the case
exploited.

Measuring Timber.
From P. H., Hampton, Neb.— I desire
to submit the following question to the
practical readersof Carpentry and Build
ing: Suppose I have a piece of timber
4x5 inches at one end, 9x9 inches at the
other and 16 feet long. How shall I get
the solid contents in square feet?
Note.—The problem submitted by our
correspondent above has received some
what exhaustive consideration in previous,
issues of Carpentry and Building, and we
would refer hiji to the September and
November numbers of 1885and the April
issue of 1886for a satisfactory answer to
his question.

Dark Coloring for Brick.
From J. P. K., Oreensburg, Pa. — I

wish to say a few words ir. regard to dark
coloring for brick. I regard Vulcum
varnish as far superior to coal tar for
coloring brick. It has the advantage of
being durable and also keeps a bright,
clean appearance. I have a job finished in
the above-mentionedcolor which has been
standing for three years, and is just as
clean and bright to-day as the day it was
done. I notice where coal tar was used, it

has scaled off in some cases and has left
the brick a dirty hue. In preparing brick
to be colored with' Vulcum varnish, the
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following directions should be observed :
Wash all the dirt off the face of the brick
to be dyed and then let the brick dry.
Next apply two coats of varnish with a
brush. This may be done after the work
is laid in a building or before, as desired.
There are two grades of the varnish in the
market. The cheap grade answersa good
purpose.

Old Rooting Tin.
From Gummey, Spering & Co., Phila
delphia, Pa. —We have now before us a
piece of tin which was taken off the roof
of a building now undergoing alterations.
This tin was placed on the building in the
early part of the year 1825,and the roof is
now being repaired by one of our roofers,
whose father put on the original roof at
the time we name. The plates were im

ported as bright plates, but were dipped
in a coating of lead here by Jos. Truman,
an old resident of this city, who first con
ceived the idea that if plate was dipped in
a solution of lead it would make it much
better. Perhaps the trade is not aware
that the first terne or lead-coated plates
weremade in our city. This roof was not
painted on the under side, but only on the
outside, and the inside is just as good as
the day it was placed on the roof. This
latter fact of not being painted underneath
we wish to call ygur attention to from the
fact that so many roofs are painted under
neath, when it is not really necessaryto do
so. The sheetwe referred to in the begin
ning of this letter we have hanging up in
our office, and it is quite a'novelty tomany
roofers from the fact that it was placed on
the roof some04 years ago.

Saw Kerf* for Bending an Elliptic
Head Jamb.

From J. C. Y., Springfield, D. T.—l
would like to ask some of the practical
readers of Carpentry and Building how to
form the saw kerfs for bending an
elliptic head jamb. I am building a
house with several circular heads and one
elliptical head opening. I understand the
circle part, but can find no one who
understands the elliptic.

Selecting a Superintendent.

From W. F., Lincoln, Neb.— I havebeen
anxiously looking for opinions from sub
scribers to Carpentry and Building relative
to the question of " M. R. D.," which ap
peared in the November (1888)number. I
refer to the question whether it is the cus
tom to employ a defeated competitor as
superintendent of a piece of work. It
appears to me rather unfair, but I would
like to hear the opinion of others as to
the custom.

Applying for a Patent.
From Or.M., St. Louis.— I desire to learn
through Carpentry and Building something
about patent matters. If I should apply
for a patent on an artic le and the patent
should not be granted for lack of novelty,
could I, by making somealteration in the
article, put myself in position to receivea
patent ? Would I, in that case,beallowed
to make the article and mark it ' ' patent
applied for ?"
AnsiDer.—This inquiry opensup abroad
(juestion in the matter of invention and
applying for a patent. If our corres
pondent applies for a patent on an article
and his application is rejected for lack of
novelty it would seemthat he hasaperfect
right to make the article, and also that
every one elsehas the sameright. Adding
somenovel feature to it
,

while it might
make the article patentable, would not
necessarilyprotect him unless the feature
in itself was an essential part of the
article. He would, of course, obtain the
right to put "patent applied for ''on the
article during the pendency of his appli
cation, and afterward "patented," as

suming that the patent is issued, but what
would this avail if some one else could
make the same article by omitting the
special novelty to which he refers ? Our
correspondent's question proceeds, evi
dently, from a lack of the clear apprehen
sion of what a patenton an article is. The
patent law does not give a right to the
patenteeon anything except that which
is novel, and there is no means by which
the Patent Office can be tricked success
fully. The courts very soon right any
errors and correct any mistakes which the
officemay make.

Recipe for Marking Steel Tools.
From E. J. W., Des Moines, Iowa.—In
reply to "J. J. B.," of Kalamazoo, Mich.,
who writes asking for a recipe for marking
steel tools, such as saws, cuisels or any
others having bright or polished surfaces,

I would offer the following: Warm the
tool and spread over it a thin layer of
beeswax. With the sharp point of a

pencil—or, if necessary, an awl may be
employed—write the name through the
wax. Drop a little muriatic and a few
drops of nitric acid into the channels thus
formed in the wax and let the compound
stand for about fiveminutes, when the acid
may be poured off. Heat the tool again,
working the wax into letters, which will
form a black enamel and will remain so
until the tool is worn out. My own tools
are marked in this identical way, and I

have had scores of mechanics ask me for
the recipe. It is possible that there are
many of your readers who will find the
above useful.

Tank Construction.
From D., Agricultural College,Miss.—
In the article on ' ' Tank Construction and
Support," in January number of Carpentry
and Building, I find this statement:
A tank is 8 feet wide, and is supported
by joists 16 inches apart. The number of
joists is " 8 x 12 = 96 inches — 16 = 80
inches ■+-10= 5 in number." How is this
conclusion reached? Should it not be 12
x 8 = 96 (96 -i- 16) + 1 = 7 = number
of joist if one is at each end of tank?
Then for the calculation that follows :

Assuming five joists 16 inches apart, we
will necessarily have the outside joists
each 16 inches from outer edge of tank,
and eachwill evidently have much more
weight on it than any of the middle three.
Hence each joist will not have tons, as
assumedin article.
If it is desired that each joist hold up
the same amount (approximately), we
should have six joists 16inches apart, thus
giving a lap at the ends of 8 inches. Each
joist will then practically support the
weight on the 8 inches on each side, or 16
inches in all.
The calculation will be correct if we
take the weight on each of the six joists
as ly
t

= 4i tons, instead of 5.2, as in the
article. Again, the deflection for the
joist of the size and load given will be
very nearly 2 inches, or about TJ,j of
length. When we remember that only
of length deflection is allowed for a

ceiling of plaster, this deflection of four
times greater seems rather large, and
would tend to spring the bottom of tank
and cause leak.

Cost of Cornice- Work.
From G. W. O.— Is there a rule for
measuring and estimating the cost of gal-
vanized-iron cornice, brackets, finials and
such other work as one would be required
to figure on in the cornice business?
Answer.— It would be impossible to give
any set rules for estimating the cost of
sheet-iron architectural work, as the con
ditions under which it is made and put up
are so varied. A method of estimating
the cost of work that would be applicable
to one shop would not be to another. An

establishmentprovided with the latest and
most improved tools and machines, oper
ated by men of skil and experience,would
be expected to turn out work at a less cost
than a shop having only a cornice brake in
connection with the usual tools found in
an ordinary tin shop. The amount of
material required for a certain job might
be estimatedwith a greater degreeof cer
tainty than any other item of cost, but in
casethe estimating was to be done from
scale drawings, it is a question if different
persons would arrive at nearly the same
results.

Sweating of Roofs.
From Roofer.— I have been troubled

a great deal this winter by the leaking of
an iron roof, at least the owner thinks it

leaks. Sometimes it appears to leak all
over, but I cannot find any place that
seems to be defective. The building is

new, and everything about it green and
damp; the sheathing boards are. laid on
the ceiling joist, and there is no ventila
tion whatever between the ceiling and
roof. Would not the moisture in the
building condensing under the iron cause
the trouble? and last, but not least, how

is it to be prevented?
Answer.—There is no doubt that trouble
with the roof our correspondent mentions

is causedby the condensation of moisture
under the roof, and the fact that some
times the roof appears to "leak all over "

would go to show that such was the case.
The moisture contained in the air confined
between the ceiling and roof, which
moisture may be supplied from the evap
oration of water from the plastered
ceiling and inclosed wood-work, would
naturally be condensed when coming in
contact with the cold roof and drip on to
the ceiling below. As the ceiling dries
from the under side, the difficulty may in
time be overcome. A morespeedyremedy
would be to place ventilators in the roof
so there would be an opportunity for the
moist air above the ceiling to escape, but
asour correspondentstatesthat the sheath
ing boards are placed on the ceiling joist,
the matter ot ventilation is much more
difficult. It is somewhat curious to note
how prone people are to think a roof leaks
whenmoisture shows on the ceiling under
neath. During cold weather the moisture
in the building may condenseon the win
dow glass and run off in streams, yet this

is considered as a natural result and
something to be expected, but if a metal
roof is so situated that moisture comes in
contact with it under similar conditions
and condensationtakesplace, the inference

is apt to be that the roof leaks ; yet how
few would accuse the glazier of putting
in leaky glass.

New Roofing Material.

A novelty in the way of a roof covering,
says a German exchange, consists of a

metallic slate closely resembling those
used in this country, but enameled, so as
to be proof against moisture or acid va
pors. Metallic slates of tin and galvan
ized iron have long been used in Germany,
and galvanized iron has been pronounced
by the highest scientific authority thereto
be the best protection against rust that
has yet been applied to iron, but it is

acknowledged that the bending necessary
to form the locking joints of the metallic
tiles is apt to throw off the protecting
covering, leaving the iron exposed to cor
rosion. In order to provide against the
bad effectsof this the new plates aremade
of sheet-iron, stamped into shape in the
usual mannerand are then dipped into an
enamelpaint which, when heated, forms a

continuous coating, unaffectedby acids or
alkalies. It is too soon to say how long a

roof laid with such a material will last,
but it promises to be of considerablevalue.
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OVELTIES.

New Spring Hinge.

The new spring hinge illustrated here
with and recently placed on the market
by the Henry C. Hart Mfg. Company, De-

Llttle Cem Pipe-Wrench Attachment.
The accompanying illustration, Fig. 2.
represents this simple article, Fig. 3
showing how it is used in connection with
an ordinary jvrench. It is the invention
of A. A. Hutchins, Clyde, Ohio, for whom
E. M. Richardson is New England agent,
"Waltham,Mass. The attachmentconsists

nected with the wrench in the position
shown in the cut. It is claimed that in
use the attachment converts an ordinary
wrench into an excellent pipe-wrench,
and in order to secure its efficiency of
operation it is suggested that the attach
ment be adjusted above the center of the
pipe, thus enabling it to get a good grip.
It is intended for farmers, mechanics or
other persons who do not use a pipe-
wrench enough to justify the purchase of
one, and also for plumbers and others to
carry in the pocket for an emergency.

Improved Pony Planer and
Smoother.

The Indiana Machine Works, of Fort
Wayne. Ind., have recently introduced to
the trade a new and improved pony planer
and smoother, a general view of which is
afforded by meansof Fig. 4 of the accom
panying illustrations. The frame is cast
in one piece, has a wide floor-bearing, and

is
,

therefore, substantial and rigid. The
bed is raised and lowered to provide for
different thicknesses of lumber by means
of a large hand-wheel, so placed as to be
within convenient reach of the operator.
Four large feed-rolls arj provided, each
3$ ioches in diameter, the lower ones
being driven in a novel yet efficient man
ner. This gives, it is claimed, a positive
feed which is under the immediate control
of the operator, and may be started and
stopped instantly by meansof the balanced
tightener. The gears are all cut, and are
therefore, it is claimed, superior to those
which are cast. The cylinder is a solid
steel forging, provided with long journals

Novelties.—Fig. 1
.—New Spring Hinge.

troit, Mich., is designated as the Reliable
No. 20 Surface Spring Hinge, and em
bodies somenew features in constructior
as well as in design. Its principal point
of difference from other hinges of the same
character is that the manufacturers have
substituted for the usual coiled wire

Fig. 2.—Little GemPipe-Wrench Attach
ment.

springs a flat spring made of tempered
steel and concealed by the leaves of the
hinge. The advantage of this flat steel
spring over the coiled wire spring is that

it takes up very little space and is com
pletely protected from the weather. It is

described asmade from the best quality
of material, carefully tempered, thus giv-

Fig. 3
.—Attachment in Use.

ing an advantage over the wire springs,
which are apt to vary in hardness and
elasticity. The hinge is so constructed as
to throw the door either open or shut.
The weight of the door is referred to as
supported by the knuckles of the hinge.
The manufacturers refer to the hinge as
meeting with favor wherever offered, and
from its attractive appearance and dura■ i : i . i . '11._ 1 j 3

of a piece of steel about J inch long and

| f inch in diameter, toothed all around, as
hown in the cut, and attached by means

1 of a brasswire, on which it revolves, to the
bility likely to meetwith a large demand.

1

rubber band, bv meansof which it is con-

Fig. 4
.—Improved Pony Planer and Smoother,Built by the Indiana Machine Works.

running in bearings lined with babbitt
metal and furnished with the company's
improved self-oiling cap. A pressure-bar
on both sides of the head prevents the
tearing out in cross-grained and knotty
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lumber, and renders it possible to do the
finest smoothing. Both pressure-bars are
adjustable while the machine is in motion.
This machine is constructed in two sizes,
adapted to plane 18 and 24 inches wide
and 6 inches thick. Two feeds are fur-

signed to meet the requirements of car
penters, planing-mills, furniture, buggy
and cigar-box factories. The frame of
the machine is so constructed as to give it
great strength and enable it to withstand
severe strain. The bed is cast in one

Novelties.—Fig. 5.—New Surface-Planing Machine, Made by the Egan Company.

nished with the machine. The tight and
loose pulleys on the countershaft are 10 x
6 inches and should make 1000revolutions
per minute.

New surface- Pinning; machine.

The new surface-planing machine, a
general view of which is shown in Fig. 5,
is being manufactured by the Egan Com-

piece, as is also the frame. The bed is
strongly gibbed to the frame, and any
wear can be instantly taken up by bolts
from the outside of the frame. The
boxes for the cylinder are cast on the
machine, making a very solid and rigid
bearing, and being free from all vibration.
The cylinder is constructed of the best re
fined cast-steel, while the bearings are

side of the cylinder, thus insuring steadi
nessevenwhen planing short or thin stuff.
The pressure-bars are self-adjusting and
easily regulate themselves to the various
thicknessesof lumber being planed. The
bed is raised and lowered by a single
hand-wheel conveniently placed. The
feed-rolls are adjustable, and the cylinder,
being in stationary boxes,when once set
is always the same. When the bed is
raised and lowered it is only necessary to
glance at an index on the side to ascertain
the thickqess to be planed. The feed-
rolls aremade of steel and extra large, the
front one being fluted. The gearing is
strong, and the manufacturers claim that
every device has been introduced to make
a powerful and reliable feed. The fric
tion-rolls in the table are so arranged asto
be easily adjustable. The machine is de
signed to plane from -fo to 6 inches in
thickness and 18J inches wide. If de
sired a counter-shaft is furnished, which
can be placed on or under the floor, as
may be most convenient.

Improved Universal Wood- Worker.

Cordesman, Meyer & Co., of Cincinnati,
Ohio, are offering the trade an improved
universal wood-worker, a general view
of which is shown in Fig. 6 of the cuts.
This machine, the manufacturers state, is
capableof doing a great variety of work,
including hand-planing, jointing, mold
ing, rabbeting, mitcring, beveling, panel
ing, grooving, rip-sawing, cross-cut saw
ing, boring and routing. The main frame
of the machine is a heavy-cored casting
with large base. The tables are arranged
in such a way that they may be raised and
lowered in V-slides on the inclined tops of
the frame by large hand-wheels, clearly
shown on the front of the machine. All
wearmaybe takenup by set-screwson the
back of the machine. The tops of the
tables rest in slides, and can be adjusted
to and from the mandrel by the small
hand-wheel shown on the front of the ma
chine. They are locked in place by other
hand-wheels which are not shown in the
engraving. The length of tables is over
6 feet. In the side is a groove 4 inches
wide, in which slides the gaining-frame.
The improved adjustable fence can be set
at any angle, and is provided with lugs in

Fig. (i.—Improved Universal Wood-Worker, Made by Cordesman,Meyer & Co.

pany, of Cincinnati, Ohio. This machine I long and lined with genuine babbitt I the top for spring-posts. These springs
is carefully constructed and has been de- 1metal. A pressure-bar operates on each1can also be used in the sides of the tables
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when working the edge of a board or
when ripping. The mandrel is 1^inches
in diameter and has two long self-oiling
bearings lined with the best of babbitt
metal. One of the bearings may be in
stantly removed, as shown in the engrav
ing, for the purpose of changing heads.
The mandrel is adjustable laterally across
the table bv meansof a small hand-wheel

required shape and will make a perfect
draw cut. The heads are provided with
spur-cutters, by the use of which square
shoulders may be smoothly cut. The
frames carrying cutter-heads and spindles
are adjustable vertically by meansof inde
pendentscrews,by which the headsmay be
set to suit various thicknesses of material.
The statement is made that when desired
both screws may be instantly geared and
both heads simultaneously adjusted with
out changing the thickness of the tenons.
The frame carrying the upper spindle and
head has a horizontal adjustment, so that

different tools—eight awls, one screw
driver and one point—are held in separate

Novelties.—Fig. 7.—Patent Tenoner,Made by the CordesmanMachine Company.

on the back of the machine. If it is de
sired, a complete boring attachment may
be placed on the opposite side of the ma
chine. It is provided with a sliding-
table with adjustable fence and may be
raised and lowered. The loose and tight
pulleys are 10 x 5^inches and the manu
facturers state should make about 800
revolutions per minute Three heads are
furnished with the machine, one 9-inch
four-sided slotted-steel head, one ripping-
head and one small jointing-head. The
manufacturers also furnish one 12-inch
saw.

New Patent Tenoner.

The Cordesman Machine Company, of
Cincinnati, have brought out a patent
tenoner, made with or without cut-off-
saw attachment, and shown in general
view in Fig. 7 of the cuts. The table
upon which the material to be worked is
placed is cast in one light piece and sub
stantially ribbed. The column with its
extension is cast in one heavy cored out
piece and is provided with a very sub
stantial floor support. The table is mov
able back and forth on accurately-fitted
ways. The under side immediately next
to the cutter has a V-grooved way, and
an adjustable gib which servesas a guide-
rail and prevents the table from being
lifted from the ways. The extreme end
of the table is provided with anti-friction
rollers, which also work on a planed way.
A clamp-rod within convenient reach of
the operator enables him to firmly secure
or release the material instantly. The
table is equipped with patent adjustable
gauge-rod and stops adjustable to pieces
of various lengths, by which the distance
between shoulders can be readily regu
lated. The cutter-head spindles are made
of the best steel and run in long babbitted
boxes. The cutter-heads are made small
and can be run at a high rate of speed.
The knives are 4 inches wide, formed
angling on the head, ground to the

the shoulders may be formed in or out of
line with one another, asthe work may re
quire. The counter-shaft is attached to
the machine. The tight and loose pul
leys are 8 inches in diameter,with 4J-inch
face, and their designated speed is 875
revolutions per minute. When desired a
cut-off-saw attachment, designed to cut
the tenons to any desired length, is fur
nished.

Humphrey's Improved Awl-Halt.

Fig. 8 of the accompanying illustrations
representsa new awl-haft which in put on
the market by the Humphrey Tool Com
pany, Warren, Mass. The haft is put on
the market with the expectation that its
special featureswill commendit to the trade
and in its construction the manufacturers
have endeavoredto avoid difficulties which
havebeen found with other similar tools.
In somehandles the awls are liable to pull
out of the tool when they are driven into

Fig. 9.—The Extension Bit-Brave.

cells. The ring covering the chamber in
which the tools are kept can be revolved
bringing the one hole in it over any of
the chambers containing the tool required,
and thus permitting it to be readily taken
out. The wood near the ring is stamped
with figures or letters indicating the size
of the different tools. The turning of this
ring is so retarded that it is referred to as
safeto leave it at the point where the tool
is removed until the return of the tool,
when the ring can be moved so that the
opening comes to a space in the handle
where no tool is contained, thus closing
all the openings and leaving the tool
secure. The handles are made of fancy
hard wood polished, the metal parts being
full nickel, with knurled surfaces at the
points needed to enable the operator to
screw them up firmly. The handle is
solid wood and it is stated that it may be
struck with hammer or mallet without in
jury-

Tbe Extension Bit-Brace.
This new brace is manufactured by the
Diamond Wrench and Tool Company,
Portland, Maine, and is represented in

Fig. 8.—Humphrey's Improved Awl-Haft.

hard wood, but in this case the square
part of the awl cannot pass through the
round hole at the end of the cap. Neither
can the awl turn m the handle, as it rests
firmly in a square socket and is held up
right and centrally by the cap, which is
screweddown until the inside of the cap
draws firmly upon the neck of the awl.
The toolsaresafely and conveniently stored
each in a separate chamber under the
metal ring at theend of handle, where ten

the illustration, Fig. 9, which shows
its special features. By loosening the
thumb-screws the head and chuck will
move freely along the rod, so that it can
be instantly adjusted to make a brace
either 8, 10, 12, 14 or 10 inch sweep. The
sweep is described as made of a steel rod
and the head and chuck as being steel
castings. All the parts are made inter
changeable. The company point out that
by equally dividing the distance^-that is

,
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setting the head for a 16-inch sweep and
the chuck for an8-inch sweep—by turning
with both hands a crank motion is ob
tained doubling the power and the speed.
In addition to the convenience resulting
from the construction of this brace the
manufacturers allude to its quality and

strain thatmaybebrought to bear upon it.
Hinged to the table or bed is the match
ing attachment, so arranged that it may
be swung to the right or left, as may be
desired,when surfacing only is to be done.
The machine is provided with two top
feed-rolls geared together and two anti-

The machine is carefully made in all its
parts, is very substantial, and is claimed
to be among the best at present on the
market. With it the firm furnish two
surfacing-cylinders with cutters, two wing
side-headsand cutters for matching, with
i, f and £ inch tongue and groove and

Novelties.—Fig. W.—New Sur/acer and Matcher,
Made by Witherby, Rugg dt Richardson.

Fig. 12.—TheChic Screen-DoorCheck.

finish. We are also advised that they are
making a full line of plane and ratchet
bracesin connection with other tools.

New Surfacer and Matcher.

Witherby, Rugg & Richardson, Worces
ter, Mass., have introduced to the trade
a new surfacer and matcher under the
nameof Panacea, a general view of which

friction rolls in the table, all of which are
easily adjusted and can be readily main
tained in proper position. The cutter-
cylinder carries two cutters, is made from
a solid cast-steel forging and finished in
the best possible manner for executing
fine surface planing on any and all kinds
of lumber. The machine will work on
stuff up to 6 inches in thickness and 24
inches wide, and will surface and match a

four 2-inch jointing cutters. The fastand
loose pulleys are 10 inches in diameter,
with 6-inch face, and should make 1000
revolutions per minute.

New Teuonlng-.TIarliiiie.

In Fig. 11 of the accompanying illus
trations we present a general view of a
tenoning-machine especially adapted for
sash, door, blind and furniture factories
which has beenbrought out by the Bentel
A. MargeuantCompany, i I Ilai "ton. Ohio,
The machine illusl rated is kn iwn u an
improved tenoner, with double-link piv
oted table. The square solid column
which supports all the operating parts of
the machine is supplied with two heavy
lugs, one on the top and the other on the
bottom of the frame. A pivot-bar passes
through these lugs and through an extra
link-joint, which is also pivoted to the
table, thus compensating, it is stated, for

Fig. 11.—Tenoning-Machine, Manufactured by the Bentel <£Margedant Company.

is shown in Fig. 10of the cuts. The bed
of this machine is cast in one piece and so
gibbed to the machine that it canbe kept
always firm and solid, the latter being of
such forn) as to withstand any reasonable

joint 11 inches wide and 2 inches thick.
It has on each side close up to the cylin
der a pressure-barwhich is both adjusta
ble and self-adjusting for various thick
nessesof stuff being worked, long or short.

the difference in length in moving the
table across the machine. The housings
that carry the strong tool steelmandrel are
well connectedand gibbed to the vertical
slides on which they are adjustable up and
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down. The cope housings and mandrels the summerdust from interfering with its
are attached to the principal housings and free working. It effectually prevents
rise and lower with it. They are, how-

'
slamming and can be placed on any screen

ever, provided with an independent ad- d̂oor. By screwing the cap at the end of
justment, enabling them to be moved up cylinder the check can be instantly varied

Novelties.—Fig. 13.—Combination Tool-Cabinet.

or down and in or out by means of hand-
wheels. The table is furnished with a
strong fence, an adjustable hold-down
device, and a neat and novel measuring
stop-rod. The knives on the tenoning-
heads are set at such an angle as to make
a shear cut. The heads are furnished with
spur-cutters and are well balanced. Both
outside heads have a cutting face of 3A
inches wide and both inside 3 inches
wide. The double heads have a cutting
face 6 inches wide and tenons up to 8
inches in length and 16 inches in width.
The tight and loose pulleys on the coun
tershaft are of the company'spatent differ
ential pattern, the loose pullev being of
smaller diameter than the tight, which is
10 inches in diameterwith a face5 înches
wide.

Tlie Chic Screen-Door Check.
The use of door-checks has become so
common that a door having a spring to
shut it and without one of the several de
vices to prevent its slamming is a rare ex
ception. So general has the spring and
check beenbrought into use that the old
"Shut the Door" signs, formerly so fa
miliar on store doors, are now seen only
as relics of former annoyances, and the
pictorial artists are devoting their leisure
to more pleasing objects. Doing away
with the slamming of ordinary doors has
directed attention to the slamming of wire-
screendoors as they areshut by the spring
hinges so generally used. The door
checks heretofore made have not usually
beensuitable for screendoors, and are too
expensive if they were otherwise practica
ble, but the Chic Screen-Door Check, il
lustrated in Fig. 12, has beenmade espe
cially for this purpose. Sargent & Co.,
the manufacturers, describe it as follows :
The new patent Chic Screen-Door Check
is suitable for either right or left hand
•withoutchanging any of the parts; it is
easily applied, and can be used with any
screen-door spring or spring hinge. The
pressure acts toward the hinges and holds
the door firmly in position. The piston
is inclosed within the cylinder to prevent

to suit the tension of the door-spring or
spring hinges that may be used.

Combination Tool-Cabinet.
Our readers will remember that some
months agowe published in these columns

duced to the English trade by Messrs. R.
Melhuish & Sons, of Fetter Lane, London,

England. Since that time this firm have
made still further improvements in their
cabinettool-chest, andarenow putting upon
themarket a form of cabinetwhich is shown
in general view in the illustration, Fig.
13. The improvement will be found
in the table, formed by pulling forward
the sliding pedestalsand resting upon the
top of themacarving-board, all of which is
clearly indicated in the cut. This attach
ment presents facilities for drawing and
painting, and, in fact, may be used for a
variety of purposes. It is possible that an
article of this description may not be for
sale in the general market in this country,
but we have no doubt the ingenious
mechanic, possessinga reasonable amount
of skill, will be able to fashion one of its
general description, which will be found
excellently adapted to his requirements.
The cabinet shown in the engraving is
fitted with a very useful selection of tools,
all arranged with a view to convenience
and compactness.

WHsou'h Slldlng-Door Hanger.
The Scranton Iron and Brass Company,
of Nos. 1321-1329Capouseavenue, Scran
ton, Pa., are directing the attention of
those interested to the Wilson Sliding-
Door Hanger, a general view of which is
herewith given in the illustration, Fig. 14.
From an inspection of the cut it will be
seenthat neither rail nor track is required,
and that it is unnecessaryto cut or deface
the door in order to place this hanger in
position. The parts are strongly made of

drought-iron, with the exception of the
geared portions, which are made of cast-
iron. Before leaving the factory each
hanger is carefully fitted and tested. It
is designed for use upon either right or
left hand doors, as may be desired, the
hanger being entirely concealedfrom view.
Referring to the engraving, C is a bracket,
which is readily secured to the studding
and extends inward and parallel with the

Fig. 14.—Wilson's Sliding-Door Hanger.

an illustrated description of a work-bench I face of the door. Upon this bracket
and tool-cabinet which was being intro- 1(C) and within the recessare pivoted, near
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the geared portions, the levers B B. To
these levers are pivoted two arms shown
at A A, which extend and are pivoted by
their opposite ends to the plate D. This
plate in turn is firmly secured to the edge
of the door at or near its middle portion.
The ends of the levers B B are each at
tached to a button made to slide perpen
dicularly in corresponding slots in the two
plates F F, all of which are clearly shown
in the cut. These plates are bent at right
angles and are firmly securedto the edge
of the door near its top and bottom. In
case it is desired to make, the door more
steady at the top this may be done by the
casing or by dowels, while the same
result may be accomplished at the bottom
by the floor guide indicated by G in the
cut. The manufacturers state that the
longer the hanger in proportion to the
width of the door the easier it will move.
In case the doors are too heavy for the
length of hanger required and not of suf
ficient hight to permit the useof the next
size special hangers are made to order. It
is also claimed that a horizontal movement
of the door is at all times secured; that it
can never sag or get out of plumb, and
that a door with this hanger canbe readily
hung and adjusted in a quarter of the time
necessary to hang a door with wheel
hangers and at one-fifth the cost.

J|[RADE NOTES.

"We have received from the Union*
Foundry Works, Chicago,111.,an interesting
little pamphlet devoted to ilustrations and
tablesof strength of various forms of archi
tectural iron. Much Information of value to
thebuilderof largestructuresin which iron is
employed is presented,together with other
dataof a usefulnature.

Mb. John M. French, of Ohio, was the
choiceof Scripp's League to studythe art of
cabinet-makingduring the sojourn abroadof
thepartv of Americanworkingmeowhich left
New York on Wednesday,July 24. Mr. French
is a thoroughlypracticalman of wide experi
ence,andis competentboth to designandfin
ishan}'pieceof furniture. He is alsofamiliar
with thevariousmethodsandmachinesusedin
manufacturinggoodsin his line. During re
centyearshehasbeenengagedin superintend
ingwork in Paris,Ohio.

Mention has recently been made in
the tradeJournalsof thecountry regardingthe
saleof thebuilding,engine,4c., of theCincin
nati Corrugating Company,on Egglestonav
enue,Cincinnati,Ohio. But welearnthat this
is merely one step in theimportantmovethe
companyare making toward occupying their
new works at Piqua, Ohio. Among the new
featuresof thebusinesswill bethemanufacture
of their own iron and steelsheets,under the
auspicesof the Pimm Rolling Hill Company,
analliedconcern. The large tract of land ac
quired just south of the flourishing city of
Piquawill enablethetwocompaniesto extend
their lines of specialtiesin many desired di
rections. The manufactureof all the sheet-
metal usedby the companyunder their own
immediatesupervision is an advantagenot
easily estimatedin securinga uniform and
superiorquality.

Herbert Baker Foundry and Ma
chine Works, of Toledo,Ohio, favor uswith n
catalogue of liberal proportions illustrating
woodand iron working machinerymanufact
uredby them. The assortmentpresentedis a
varied and interesting one. covering all de
scriptionsofwoodandIronworkingmachinery.
AmongthegoodsillustratedwenoticetheI'ol-
burn Universal Saw-Bench, self-feeding rip
saw tables, improved resawing machines.
Eureka Band-Saws,fret scroli-saws,fast-feed
flooring-machines,New England Planer and
Holder, hand planers and jointers, molding-
machines,mortisers,borers,shaping-machines,
dove-talling-machinesandknife-grinders The
companyalsogiveattentiontoengines,boilers,
pumps, shafting, hangers, pulleys, belting,
emery-wheels.4c, besidesdealingin second
handmachinery. Several pagesat thecloseof
thework aredevotedto price-listof woodsep
arablepulleys,emerywheels,circular saws,ma
chine belting and miscellaneousgoods. The
company report trade as very satisfactory,
beingsoldfar aheadin all departments,more
especiallyon their Universal Saw-Benchand
UniversalWood-Worker.

Among the members of Scripp's
Leagueof AmericanWorkingmen'sExpedition
which left NewYork on Wednesday,July 24,
ontheAnchor Line steamerCity of Rome,was
Mr. George W. Nettleton, a graduateof the
special course of architecture of Cornell
University. This gentlemanoccupiesa respon

sible position in Detroit, Mich., and while
abroadwill makeastudy of theworkingmen's
homes, factories and shops,and the general
progress in building materials, heating and
ventilation.

"We have received from the Lincoln
Iron Works,Rutland,Vt., a very neat and in
teresting catalogue of machinerymade by
them for working and handling stone and
marble. In distributing this catalogue the
companydirect particular attention to their
facilities for building and equippingmills or
completeplants for working, quarrying and
handlingstoneor marble. Theyhaverecently
increasedtheir facilities both In the foundry
andmachine-shop,havingaddedseveralspecial
toolsand other labor-savingdevices,and feel
that theyarenowin a positionto fully meetall
reasonabledemandswhichmay be madeupon
them. Their stockof patterns is large and is
constantlyreceivingadditions. The catalogue
consistsof nearly70uagesof carefullyarranged
letterpress,presenting illustrateddescriptions
of specialtiesof the company,togetherwith
tableof ratesof sawingdifferentmaterials,re
markson theusesof wire rope,and numerous
tablesof interestandvaluein this connection.
Theclosingpagesaredevotedto a list of refer
ences
The mechanical and technical papers
of England,FranceandGermanyare illustrat
ing the late improvedmachinesof the Egan
Company,of Cincinnati,Ohio,giving suchfull
and completedescriptionsthat their readers
may learn of the progressbeingmadein this
countryin wood-workingmachinery. Theme
chanical engineersof these countries recog
nizethemeritsof the toolsof thiscompanyfor
rapid work, and as a result the company's
foreign tradeis nowlargelyon the increase.

Mr. Rufus C. Longsdon, of Illinois, was
selectedbyScripp'sLeagueto representthecar
penteringindustry in theAmericanWorking-
men'sExpedition which left for Europe on
July 24 in the City of Rome. He was one of
thefoundersof theSt. Louis MechanicalAsso
ciationandwas the unanimouschoice of his
craft.
J. E. Bolles & Co., of Detroit, Mich.,
have just issuedan interesting catalogueof
iron-work for buildings. Including iron col
umnsand lintels, iron grills and railings,roof
cresting, fencing. Iron stairs, stable fittings,
4c. The work consistsof nearly100pagesof
letterpress, profusely illustrated with the
goodsmanufacturedby this firm. The state
mentismadethat in the arrangementof the
matterthefirm havehad in view the conven
ienceof architects,builders, contractorsand
thetradegenerally,and theyhaveendeavored
to give as completeinformation as possible.
TheArmat presentenjoyexceptionalshipping
andlargely-increasedmanufacturingfacilities,
whichplacethemin a positionto promptly All
all orders. Thecataloguecontainsa greatva
riety of the latestdesignsin wroughtandcast
iron work, andwill befoundof more than or
dinaryInterestto the tradesreferredto.

We have received from Mr. Alex
ander Y. Lee, architect and civil engineer,
Pittsburgh,Pa., a copyof a bird's-eyeview of
the ConemaughValley from Ninevehto the
lake. It is a faithful reproduction of the
country betweenthepointsnamed,beingmade
from personalsketchesandfromsurveysof the
PennsylvaniaRailroad.

"We have received from Mr. William
Mueller,of 695Broadway,NewYork, a copyof
awork entitled "Academy Architecture and
Annual Architectural Review of 1889,"edited
by AlexanderKoch and C. W. English,archi
tects. It consistsof a selectionof the most
prominentarchitecturaldrawingshungat the
Royal Academyexhibition, together with a
review of interesting architectural subjects
carried out or designedduring the last few
years,andis of interest to architects,drafts
men and designers. The work was first pub
lished somemonthsago in London,and the
successwith whichit met abroadinducedthe
publishersto issuean American edition. It
consistswholly of plateswith descriptivetext,
consistingof the variouscaptions. A compre
hensiveindexgreatlyfacilitatesreference.

In their advertisement space this
month the Cincinnati Corrugating Company,
No. 147Egglestonavenue, Cincinnati, Ohio,
makethespecialannouncementthat hereafter
all their corrugatedsheetswill cover24inches
exactly.

The Stone and Brick Water-Proof ■
ino Company,of >*o.115Broadway,NewYork,
favor uswith circularssettingforth themerits
of the Caffall processfor water-proofingand
preservingstone aud brick work. The com
pany have recently purchasedthe exclusive
right to usethis processin NewEnglandand
the Middle States,and they also control the
Caffallprocessfor restoringmarblebuildings,
monuments.4c. The companywereincorpo
rated onMay « last, with Henry M. Keasbey,
president;Rowland P. Keasbey,secretaryand
treasurer;RobertM.Caffall.theinventorof the
process,superintendent. The companymake
strong claims for this process,thestatement
being madethat by it theporesof thestone,
brick, 4c, including the mortar- joints, are
permanentlyfilledandrenderedsolidbyacom
pound the baseof whichis parufflncwax of
specialmanufacture,with refinedcreosote. It
isclaimedto beinsolubleandimpenetrableby
theelementsunderall circumstances,doesnot
alter or conceal the naturalappearanceof the' surfaceof thematerialandpreventsthesoluble

saltsfrom comingto the surface through the
evaporation of moistureand their lodgment
there in a thin whitecrustor film.

We have received from Lawson Val
entine Company a pamphletdescriptive of
their No. 00Varnish, the literary andartistic
meritof which is sufficientto commendit to
theattentionof all our readers. Theaddressof
the companyis New York City and Hunter's
Point. L I.

The science of masonry was repre
sentedin theAmericanWorkingmen'sExpedi
tionwhichwassent abroadundertheauspices
of Scripp'sLeague,byWilliamDelaney,a prac
tical brick-layer and masonwho learnedhis
tradein thiscountry.

The Gage Tool Company, of Vine-
land,N. J , aresendingout to their friends in
thetradeawoodenrule4inchesin length,onone
sideof whichisan illustrationof theirnewself-
setting plane and a testimonial from James
DeKay, manager of the New York trade
schools. Uponthesidemarkedwith incheswe
findthestatementthat theseself-settingplanes
are sent on 30days'trial to any part of the
UnitedStateswheretheyarenot kept bydeal
ers. This advertising novelty is something
unique in its way and is likely to attract
attention.

We have received trom Frank & Co.,
Buffalo,N. Y., a catalogueof wood-working
machinerywhich is manufacturedby them.
The volume is oblong in shape,consistingof
over 80pagesof descriptiveletterpresspro
fuselyillustratedand isboundin papercovers.
Attention is given toa greatvarietyof wood
working machinery, including planers and
matchers,double surfocers, cabinet-makers'
planers,pony planers,hand-planers,molding-
machines,shaping-machines,blind-slat tenon-
ing-machines,mortising-machines,band-saws,
resawing machines, self-feeding rip-saw
benches,combinationsawand dadomachines,
saw-filers,pin anddowelmachines,sandpaper
ing and universalboring-machines,stavema
chinery and miscellaneousgoods. The de
scriptive text is ample for the purpose,and
the volumewill be found one of Interest to
all havingoccasionto employ wood-working
machinery.

The Henderson Mfg Company, of
Geneva,N. Y., haveJust issueda little work on
the subject of steamand hot-water heating
whichtheyconsideramong themostinterest
ing of the kind ever placedbefore the trade.
Greatcare hasbeengiven to the preparation
of this little volume,and it will be found an
Important addition to thedealer'slibrary of
tradeliterature. Within its coversispresented
a full descriptionof thecompany'ssteamand
hot-waterboilers, togetherwith themethodof
computingtherequirementsof a houseor en
tire block in order that thesizeof boiler and
amountof radiationmaybedetermined.The
rapidgrowthof steamandhotwaterasameans
of heatingdwellingsand, in fact,buildingsof
all kinds has madetheindustryan important
one,and onewhich cannotbe too thoroughly
understoodby all engagedin the building
trades. The work referredto is of a character
to invite inspection,andeven though the sys
temthereindescribedmay not be adoptedby
the reader,heis likely to obtainsomeinterest
ing information bearing upon the subject of
steamandhot-waterheating.

The fashion of placing objects like
coins, inscribed bricks and so forth under
or in the corner-stone of an important
building, says one of our exchanges, is
very ancient. M. de Sarzec found four
such hiding-places in the foundations of a
palace built by a very ancient King of
Chaldea called" Gudea, whose headless
statue is now in the Louvre. There were
sacred cones and statuettesof clay, seals
and other amulets from protection against
bogeys,and tablets or cylinders of clay in
scribed. The fashion is found later m
Babylonia and Assyria. Nabonidus, the
last King of Babylonia, while restoring the
Temple ot the Sun at Larsa, found the orig
inal foundation cylinder, according to his
own statement, on one which he placed in
the cavitv. He boasts that Kurigalzu
(about B.'C. 1350) and Esarhaddon (B. C.
680-667) had sought for it in vain. Un
fortunately this most ancient cylinder has
not been found. Perhaps he kept it for his
own library. In his late excavations at
Naucratis, Egypt, the English explorer
Petrie found under the four corners of a
building erectedduring theGreek Ptolemy
reigns miniature models of all the tools
used in the work and small specimens of
all the materials, from a tiny brick to
a slip of gold and bit of lapis lazuli.
These objects are now in the British Mu
seum.
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OTES AND COMMENTS.

THE
decision of Judge Wallace in the
United States Circuit Court for the
Southern District of New York, just

handed down iy the Anchor Brewing Com

pany case, is of vast importance to all
holders of foreign patents who also have

later United Statespatents for the samein
ventions. Judge Wallace in this casesays
that, contrary to his original impressions,
he understands the opinion of the United
States SupremeCourt in theBate Refriger
ating Company case to be that -'the ex
clusive, right to the invention here is to
cease with the exclusive right of the

patenteein any foreign country," and he
therefore holds that a United Statespatent
granted in March, 1889, for an invention

previously patented in Germany on Sep
tember (5

,

1877, and in France on Sep
tember 3

,

1877, lapsed with those foreign
patents when they became forfeited (be
fore the expiry of their full terms) by the

faiUire of the patenteeto pay the annuities
and work the invention as required by the
laws of Germany and France. Judge
Thayer, in an opinion rendered somefew
weeks since in the Eastern District of
Missouri, had previously reached a like
conclusion. It therefore may be taken as
tolerably well settled (until and unless the
Supreme Court reverses the ruling) that
the holder of a United Statespatent for an
invention previously patented abroad must
continue to pay the foreign taxes on the
foreign patents to keep the United States
patent in force.

areimproved grates, suchasdouble-heaters,
ventilators, &c. In the cities and sub
urban towns, where the conveniences of
life can be carried to an extreme, there
soon arises a demand even .beyond this,
and accordingly steam and hot water
are called for. Our country has passed
through all these several stages,and just
at presentthere is special enterprise mani
fested among the promoters of hot-water
and steamheating apparatus, besause so
large a portion of the general public has
reached the point of appreciating the
merits of thesemodesof house-warming.

THE
INTELLIGENT READER can
not fail to notice the rapidly grow
ing trade in domestic hot-water and

steamheating apparatus. The useof these
forms of heating for dwellings, offices,&c.

is superseding stoves in almost every part
of the country. This developmentof what
we may style advanced heating apparatus
is only natural and is along the well-de
fined roads of improvement. The first
fire the pioneer builds both for heating
and cooking of wood is in a crude fire
place in a log hut. Later on he obtains
for the kitchen he builds the cheapestcook
stove that can be secured. After the log
hut has been replaced by a more comfort
able dwelling the cheaper grade of
wood heating stoves supplant the draft-
provoking fire-places and better cook
stoves are also employed. The next
improvement made by the pioneer

is to remove some of the wood heating
stovesthat he has been using and put in
place an improved coal-burning parlor
stove, either of the magazine or surface-
feed variety. Following this, or perhaps
taking the placeof the step last recorded,
comesthe hot-air furnace, and coincident

THERE

IS now in use at Ocean Grove,
N. J., a so-called wave motor,
which, if we remember rightly, has

been employed in a somewhat modified
form both on the Pacific Coast and on the
St. Lawrence River. The device usesthe
wave motion and consists of a swinging
leaf or blade hung perpendicularly and
with its broad side parallel with the
shore line. The incoming wave strikes
the blade, gives it an impulse toward the
shore, and thereby operates the pump-
plunger, which is attached to the blade.
After the wavehas passedthe blade swings
back to its original vertical position. The
motor at Ocean Grove consists of a series
of swinging gates secured at their tops to

a steel rod resting in suitable bearings.
These are mounted in a crib-work built a

little from the shore. Each gate is 12feet
long, and it was found that the force act
ing to move it shoreward was about 500
pounds per foot in a calm and 800pounds
in heavy surf. Such a gate placed on the
shore of the ocean would be continually
operated, since the wave motion is always
present.

purposes, Just at present the art craze,

if we may use the phrase, has struck the
radiator men. One or two enterprising
and courageous firms a few months since
put out radiators with efforts at orna
mentation. They were well received,
and one step has followed another
until at the present time we hear
of decorated patterns in all directions.
We are confidentially shown photo
graphs of newgoodsthat aresoon to beput
on the market and others are already in
the sand. Many of the patterns have real
claims to popularity. Some few are over
done; others might be improved in vari
ous respects,but the general trend is in
the right direction, and it will not be long
before parlors and sitting-rooms, libraries
and dining-rooms can be fitted with steam
or hot-water heating and have the neces

sary radiators quite as artistic and attract
ive as anything else that is put in the
rooms.

IN

DISCUSSING the art excellenceof
heating appliances a recent issue of
TheMetal Wvrkercontains the follow

ing : Only a little while ago, it would seem
when we look back, our columns week
after week were used in discussing stove
ornamentation and stove decoration. At
the outset the idea was altogether new
that a stove might be made beautiful, or
at least attractive, as well as useful as a

heater. But finally art stoves were pro
duced, and that manufacturer would be
considered crazy to-day who would talk
about putting a stove upon the market
which is based entirely upon its heating
capacity and which has no claim whatever
to beauty and art excellence. A little
while ago the steam and hot water men
were entirely content to put their ap
paratus on the market without respect to
any aestheticconsiderations. Coils of pipe
were considered quite good enough for
use as radiators, and in many respects it

was a "machine-shop " job which was in
troduced into the finest parlors tor heating

WHOEVER
in this world labors

for the wherewithal to sup
port life and obtain its com

forts is supposed to be paid according
to his work, but if we stop to consider
the matter we soon learn that wages are

not always proportioned to work. The

shiftless laborer and the stupidly con

tented workman, besidesall the large in

different class who simply toil for the

privilege of eating, receive full and ade

quate wages, but it is the progressive and
ambitious workman who for a long time

must be satisfiedwith under-yay. To com
mand increased wages a manmust prove to

his employersthat he is worth moreto them
than others of his grade, and the tangible

proof of greater efficiency is a larger prod
uct or work of better quality. Having
risen to a higher grade on thepay-roll, the

man whose fortunes we are following must
still work ahead of his fellows if he hopes
for further advance. As soon as an ap

prentice, a clerk, a journeyman or any one

else in the humble ranks of labor ceasesto

produce more or better work than he i
s

paid for he gives up all chance of better

ing his position. If this demand for
greater exertion was encountered at

every advancing step there would be

some excuse for the energetic work

man giving up the struggle and learning
to live contentedly at the bottom of the
scale, but happily this is not the case, for
after passing a certain point the demand
on his physical energiesdecreases. It is

true that more responsibility attaches to

the higher position and there is a larger
call for brain-work and less for manual
labor, but where the exertion is thus dis

tributed between the mind and the body

it is borne with far greater ease, and the
business of each day becomes an actual

pleasure. While speaking of the needfor
brain-work in those occupying positions,
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it is well to point out the benefitsof apply
ing the mind in all work of whatever
nature. If people could be taught to
think more of what they are doiLg their
work would be easierand the resultswould
be better. Brute force will kick a rock
out of the path where reasonwould pry it
aside or roll it out of the way with but
little exertion. So with all the little ob
stacles that are constantly met in the shop
and in business which fret and tire the un
thinking workman, but are overcome
without difficulty by his more intelligent
companion. Common sense and reason
are better lubricants than all the patent
oils ever compounded, and their applica
tion is simply the matter of a little brain-
work.

THE
RAPID accumulationof wealth in
this country is having far-reaching
influences and lies at the bottom of

much of the dissatisfaction which business
men expresswhen the question of profits
comesup. Beginning with thesafestsecuri
ties, like Governmentbondsandsomemuni-
cipal obligations, interest has been scaled
down until the very best do not net much
more than 2$ per cent. The samehas been
going on in railroad securities. "Poor's
Manual " terselyputs the matter in the fol
lowing shape: "But the days of large
profits appear to have passed. A railroad
which in the future can pay regular divi
dends of 5 per cent, oer annum will be re
garded in much the same light as those
which formerly paid 8 and 10 per cent, for
years without intermission." These facts
are thoroughly appreciated generally, but
their consequences in other directions do
not appear to be well understood Put
ting it bluntly, the lowering of the inter
est rate, permanentas it seems to be, in
volves a sharp lowering of profits to manu
facturers and merchants. If in anybranch
the returns are now as great as ten years
ago would have been thought reasonable,
or even if that impression gets abroad,
there is a rush into the businesswhich
drags profitsdown, sometimesconsiderably
below the normal level. Probably every
businessman canrecall instanceswithin his
observation, if, indeed, he has not had
them comewithin his own experience.

IN
THE manufactureand in the handling
of staplearticles the tendencyhasbeen
irresistably toward lower profits, and

there are someconsiderationsworthy of at
tention which make *hat tendency more
pronounced. It is a fact quite generally rec
ognized that investors hme lost some con
fidence in railroad management,and that
there has been some pressure,notably in
England, to place funds in the industrial
enterprises. The purchase of American
establishments is an incident in this move
ment. The flow of money into Southern
enterprises is similarly significant. Thus
far these investmentshave been limited to
the acquisition of concerns showing a
brilliant record in the past, or holding out
exceptional prospects for the immediate
future. But before it ceases there are
likely to be some very wild transactions
from the stand-point of the purchasers.
Moneyed men smarting under recent
losses may be content to pay dearly for
safety of principal in the form of sharply-
diminished revenue. It is not in human
nature to continue 'such sacrifices very
long. In order to averageup the interest

rate a fraction of the capital will be put
into some enterprise which holds out the
promise of larger returns. That is done
conservatively and tentatively at first, but
emboldenedby success greater risks will
be taken. We believe that the signs of
the times point to a reaction in the form
of a speculative era in which profits will
be larger, accompanied by the waste capi
tal which is usually coupled with periods
of over-sanguine investment. Enlarged
operations, in whatever directions, mean
more business for builders and a wider
range of employment for mechanics in
general.

THE
FOLLOWING crisp review of a
circular recently put forth by the
founder of aschool for artist-artisans

in this city is from The Metal Worker:
The work of Mr. John Ward Stimson in
organizing and carrying on the New York
Institute for Artist-Artisans, 140 West
Twenty-third street,New York, hasbefore
this received our favorablecomment. The
idea that prompted Mr. Stimson to un
dertake this labor was amost worthy one,
and we could desire no stronger evidence
of its mcritoriousness than the list of emi
nent personswho indorse the scheme. At
the root of the whole movement is the
wish to instruct artisans in the finerside of
their work and to inculcate artistic notions
amongthe higher classof working people.
Lack of the artistic sense is one of the
most serious failings of the American peo
ple, and while we do not doubt that there
is plenty of latent power in this direc
tion, it needs a long course of instruction
and the refining influences of artistic sur
roundings to bring it out in its active
form. The work of Mr. Stimson and
every other endeavor that goes to further
this end deserve the support and good
wishes of all citizens, and it is hardly
necessarythat we should say anything in
favor of this enterprise, because its good
features are self-evident. We regret all
the more having to say anything in criti
cism of it.

THERE

CAME to hand very lately
a highly ornate pamphlet, from
the front cover of which we

learned that it was the first annual
report of the New York Institute for
Artist-Artisans, and down in one corner
was the invitation: ■'Your suggestions or
criticisms are welcome." At the very out
set, then, we will advise the getter-up or
whoever is responsible for the first page
that, in the second annual report, he omit
the indescribable flag, banneror what not,
in gilded tracery, for a little simplicity in
this part of the pamphlet will, we believe,
more impress the general public than any
amount of decoration that has the fault
of being beyond the appreciation of or
dinary folk. The major part of the pam
phlet containsthesuperintendent's address
and is signed with the nameof John' Ward
Stimson. If we could distil out of the
address its principles or ideas and clothe
them again in plain and simple English we
have no doubt it would prove a pro
selyting tract of much strength. As at
presentprinted, however, it breathes alto
gether too'much of the spirit of the artist
and is tempered too little with the prac
ticalness of the artisan. Mr. Stimson has
the gift of language to an extraordinary
degree, and the fantastic tricks he plays

with words and ideas are enough to make
the angels weep. It needsavery charitable
mind or else one well trained in the sub
tleties of metaphysics to read this address
and receive any good from it

,

and though
its inner truth may, as we say, be found
by searching, we see no reason why it

should be so obscured. In other words, if

Mr. Stimson had given a plain statement
of the object of the movement which he
heads,and had pointed out thegood which
would comeof it

,

we think hewould enlist
sympathy and support in a hundred cases
where now he will be lucky if he raises
only ridicule and not active opposition.
The latter part of the pamphlet gives spe
cific information concerning theNew York
Institute for Artist Artisans. It describes
the work done in its several departments,
the terms, the hours of the classes,&c.

THE PLATES.

In Plate XXXIII we present a pattern
of wall-paper made by Jeffrey & Co., Lon
don, and designed by Lewis F. Day. The
pattern here shown is what is known as
the "arabesque panel decoration" and is

taken from an interesting volume issued by
the firm namedand illustrating what they
term "the Victorian series "of designs.
In Plates XXXIV and XXXV we pre
sent a numberof interior viewsof the New
York Trade Schools, located on First
avenue, betweenSixty-seventh and Sixty-
eighth streets,New York City. In another
part of this issue will be found various
particulars concerning the courseof study
at theseschools, which we have no doubt
will "beof interest to many of our readers.
In Plate XXXVI we show two morede
signs of wall and ceiling paper taken from
the volume issued by Jeffrey & Co. The
upper one is the " strap " pattern, designed
by G. A. Audsley and is well adapted for
flat-surfaced ceilings. The lower engrav
ing represents a charming wall pattern for
staircases, being characterized by good
drawing and design. It is called "flower
scroll " paper and was drawn by A. F.
Brophy.

Lime for Removing Frost.

The high temperatureproduced during
the slaking of lime has been but rarely
utilized, says an exchange, except as
an agent in matters of accident in
setting fire to vessels and to buildings.
We may add to thesethe ordinary method
of the helpers to masons, who warm up
the coffee for their dinner in cold
weather by placing the pail of coffee
on a lump of lime, sprinkling on a little
water, and watching it carefully to see
that it does not boil too hard. Many
yearsago, before the invention of the div
ing-bell, a large wager was made between
two gentlemen in regard to the possibility
of one cooking a pudding at the bottom
of the Thames. The winner had his
pudding placed in the middle of a large
sack of lime, lowered to the bottom of
the river and in due time pulled up, with
the result of finding that the conditions of
the wager, in regard to the cooking of
the pudding, had been fully carried out.
But of late lime has been frequently used
to removethe frost from the ground in win
ter, and also to melt out water-pipes; as it

has beenfound that a heap of lime laid on
the earth, wet slightly, and covered over
with blankets and other non-conducting
materials, will draw the frost out of the
ground. This is the compliment of the
processof facilitating engineering work in
quicksand by means of the freezing
processes frequently used for such pur
poses.
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Study In House Design.

In the accompanying illustrations we
present elevations, floor-plans and details
of a house prepared by C. Powell Karr, of
New York City. The house, which is de
signed for a family in moderate circum
stances, is supposed to face a little west
of the south, giving a bright and cheerful

three good-sized rooms, with a smaller
room, which may be fitted as a bath-room
at a small additional cost Ample closet
room is provided throughout the house
and provision made for placing each bed
so as to protect it from drafts of air. A
room is finished in the attic, and is well
lighted and ventilated. The exterior of
the house, except the porch and onegable,

where ambidexterity would beconvenient,
and sometimes almost indispensable, as
are most mechanicswho work aboutbuild
ings and are placed in positions where it
would be convenient to use the hammer
with the left hand. The painter who is
able to use the brush with the left hand
could work to much betteradvantagewhen
painting a house or cornice from a ladder
than one who is only able to employ the
right hand.
Until of late years, says a writer in the
New York Star, the mostof the world has
believed that it was a serious error to

Study in House Design, by C. I'mre11 Karr, New York.—PerspectiveView.

dining-room, a southern exposure to the
best chamber, while the kitchen has the
morning sun the entire year, yet is pro
tected from the sun in the afternoon. The
entrance to the house is from the piazza
through a vestibule, which protects the
interior from inclement weather. The hall
has been finished in such a manner as to
serveas a reception-room, an entrancefrom
the kitchen having beenprovided beneath
the main stair-way. Entrance to the hall
is secured through two doors, which shut
off all unpleasant odors and sounds from
the kitchen. The kitchen pantry is
lighted and ventilated by a high window.
From the dining-room a door opens into a
closet, which maybe usedeither as a store-

First-Floor Han.— Scale, 1-16Inch to Foot.

closet or china-closet. The kitchen is pro
vided with a brick-set range, boiler, sink,
a two-part wash-tub, a dresser and pro
vision shelf. It is lighted on two sides,
and hasa door opening into the back-yard.
The cellar is reached from the kitchen by
way of the stairs under the main hall
stairs. The second story is arranged for

is clap-boarded, instead of shingled. Out
side blinds are placed upon all full-sized
windows having a northern or western ex
posure. The cellar is divided into three
parts, the fuel-room having an out-door
entrance to the back-yard.

Use of the Left Hand.

Probably most mechanics consider it as
much as they can do to learn a trade right-
handed, yet there are operationsconnected
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Second-Floor Plan.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the
Foot.

allow a child to use its left hand as much
as its right one. It was Charles Reade
who once said men were right-handed by
habit, education, and perhapsby inherit
ance. It is no more natural to be right-
handed than left-handed, except that,
having two hands, we get in the habit of
using one of them more than the other.
Indeed, every mother will tell you how
she fought against Willie or Johnny or

Front Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

with most trades in which it would be 1Jennie being left-handed, not that to have
convenient to work with the left hand, a left-handed son or daughter is a positive
The tinner is often placed in positions ' disgrace, but all mechanical appliances
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and everything intended for the use of
humanity is by common consent made
right-handed.
Take a child when it is first able to sit
alone and it is neither right nor left

she is sure none of her people or her hus
band's are left-handed. Poor, deluded
mother. And then when the little thing is
put up to the table it insists upon taking
its fork in its left hand to eat. Every

what to do with them. They are somany
white elephants to it.
Go into a factory and watch [the oper
ators. How deftly they use their fingers;
how accurate every movement. The vari-

Sludy in House Design.—Side (Left) Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

handed. Offer it an object and the chances child does it
,

with hardly an exception, as ation of J inch in a movement might cost
arc ten to one it will reach for it with the everymother can testify. them the price of a week's work, so ac-
left hand. Every one has noticed this. It is not natural to use either hand— curatemust they be, and yet they continue.
How it worries the mother, and how she that is to say, both hands are certainly their fingers flying swiftly diy after day
struggles for months, or until the child
has got into the habit of using the right r>
hand, to prevent it from being left-handed.

Foundation Plan.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the
Foot.

The left hand is the more sensitive of the
two ; it is nearerthe child ; it is nearer its
being, its life and action. Offer to shake
hands with it and it extends the left.
"Not that hand!" says the mother;' ' give the gentlemantheotherhand." And
after being directed two or three times it

extends the other, and the mother apol
ogisesby saying she does not understand
why it wants to give its left hand ; that

Side (Right) Elevation.—Scale, >£Inch to the.Foot.

but until they have been
seem useless appendages.

made to use,
trained both
The child will ram its fists into its mouth
its eyes or into anything that is within
reach. It does not know what its little
hands are for, and it has not the least idea

without an error. They are not using
the right hand alone. The left is doing
its part. Perhaps at this machine, or at
that table, the office the left hand p er-
forms is more important than that of t he
right, but it is trained, as the right is
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trained, in the performance of the ordinary
affairs of life and it is true to its master.
The factory operator was as awkward at
his work the first day he began at it as the
child is in its efforts to handle material
things, with the single exception that the
operator knew what his hands were for,

about, were they to attempt,it, asthey are
about doing things with their left hand
which they have trained their right to
perform.
Nearly every one holds a garment in the
left hand to put it on. Why ? Well, they
learned to do it that way because their
mothers never taught them differently.

ment, draws it on to the right arm, and
then, while the right arm crooks and the
hand comesup and catchesthe lapel of the
coat, the "awkward" left hand goes

Roof Plan.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

round behind you, catches the coat,
straightens it out, as it were,and proceeds,
to search for the place to insert itself, and
having found it goes in and actually puts
the coat on. The left hand has done it
all. And now which hand do you button
with ? Nine people out of ten use the
left, and those who use the left cannot
button with the right to save them. They
never learned that way. In guarding
against the use of the left hand that was
one thing the mother forgot.
The man smoking useshis left hand to
hold his cigar or cigarette. He will tell
you the reasonhe does not use bis right isStudy in House Design.—Sectionsof Front and Side Walls.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

and they had been trained to respond to
his will in the ordinary movements. But
how long did it take him to become per
fect? One year—two years. So can }ou
train the left hand in the samelength of
time to perform any act accurately which
can be done with the right. It is well
known that persons who lose the use of
the right hand entirely learn to write more
beautifully with the left than they evei

Attic Flan.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

did with the right. This is accountedfor,
as stated at the beginning of this article,
by the fact that the left hand or arm is
more sensitive in its nature than the right,
and, therefore, more accurate in precision.
All persons have certain things which
they do with their left hand, and which,
from never having done the same things
with the'right, they would be as awkward

Fear Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

And in putting on a garment this way— becausehe has got in the habit of using
putting the right arm in first—the left hand the left. The fingers of the left hand of
performs all the work. It holds the gar- nearly every smoker are yellow with nico
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tine. He uses the left hand; it's simply
habit. The right hand is busy with the
pen or pencil, and the left hand is trained

HOUGHCAST
PANELINWHITE
SEAPE8BLER

Study in House Design.—Section through
Main Cornice and Side Vieio of Dormer.
—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

to perform this duty, and when it has
once been trained it always performs the
task whether the right hand is engagedat
something elseor not.

emotional actresses, says the left arm and
foot arc stronger than the right. The
woman sweeping or the man chopping
wood or hoeing in a gaiden calls upon
the left hand to perform the greater por
tion of the task. Upon the broom, axe or
hoe handle the left hand goes nearestthe
point of operation and directs the move
ments of the instrument, while the right
simply steadiesthe end of the handle.
It is an undeniable fact that left-handed
persons, or rather those who have trained
the left hand instead of the right from in
fancy, are much better performers on the
piano than right-handed persons. One of
the greatest difficulties to be overcomeby
piano-players in the rendition of classical
music is the accurate execution of the
base— if it may be so called in such a con
nection—and musicians give two reasons
for it; one that the left hand is weak
from inactivity, and the other that it has
lacked or does lack the education which
the right hand has received.
Doctors cannot tell by dissecting a
corpse whether the subject was right or
left handed. There is nodifference in the
physical conditiou of the two persons.
After all, the whole subject must go to
the brain for an explanation. The brain
is in two sections, right and left. The
left side of the brain directs the right side
of the body, and viceversa. If the right
side of the brain is permitted to remain
inactive and almost torpid for a lifetime,
while the left side during our entire adoles
cence—themost important period— is kept
in a constant state of activity and conse
quent development, every nerve centering
there is raised to a high state of cultiva-

sensitive or active than that of the right
side. We hear equally as well with the
right ear as we do with the left, and one
eyecan seeas distinctly asthe other.

New York Trade Schools.

The prospectus for the ninth season of
the New York Trade Schools, First avenue
and Sixty-seventh street, New York, has
just been issued, and we take pleasure in

SectionsthroughWindow.—Scale,V/£ Inches
to the Foot.

presenting some facts concerning the
courses at these schools, together with
several illustrations, which we show in our
double-page plate. The next school year
begins October 23. The classes are both
day and evening, the former including in
struction in plumbing, house and sign

Detail of Water-Table.—Scale, \% Inches to

Pugilists use their left hand to protect
themse'vesfrom the blows of the adver
sary, and probably the hardest blows ever
struck in a prize ring are the "left-
handed" ones. "Landed one with his
left" is almost as much of a chestnut in
the report of a fight as "dull thud " is in
a hanging report.
Delsarte, famed for teaching the court
children how to walk, move or sit down,
and whosemethods of stage fainting, fall
ing, walking, &c. , are studied by all

Detail and Sectionof Window in Winy Gable.—Scale, 1 Inch to the Foot.

tion, is familiar with its offices and per
forms them, not only naturally but me
chanically—scarcelywithout any direction.
There is no reason why the brain of the
left side of the head should be more

painting, brick-laying and tailoring, while
the evening classescomprise bricklaying,
plastering, plumbing, carpentry, houseand
sign painting, fresco-painting, stone-cut
ting and blacksmith's work. It will be of
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interest for thosewho live in or near New
York to state that the schools are open to
visitors everyweekdayand onSundayafter
noons, when work done by last season's

r
1

Study in House Design-—Section Shmoing

Covering of Shingled Cornice.

classescan be examined. The New York

Trade Schools cover a plot of land measur

ing 200x 113feetand areonestory in hight.

The main entrance is on First avenue, and

the front door opensinto a broad hall, with

the office on one side and the janitor's

apartment on the other. The handsome

ceiling and wood-work of this was all

Window in Porch Gable.—Scale, % Inch to
the Foot.

done by member of the carpentry class of

1886-87. At the rear of the hall is a
small court communicating with the

plumbing-shop, tailoring- shop and the

brick laying-room. The carpenters' shop
and the plastering-room are entered from

the brick-laying-room, and beyond the

i

I
I

Section of DoubleSiring Course Molding.—
Scale, 3 Inches to the Foot.

plumbing-shop is the paint-room. The
walls of the plastering-room were built by
the first brick-laying class, and those of
the brick -laying-room by theclassof 1883-

84, all the work being paid for the same
as if done by outside parties. On the
south side of the building is the large
reading-room, the wood-work of which,
as well as much of the other construction
throughout the schools, having been done
by the scholars. The reading-room is well

supplied with trade papers and magazines
and is open to memberseveryevening from
6 to 7 o'clock, while during the day and
after 7 in the evening the room is re
served for membersof the day classes.
The plates show a number of views
taken from the prospeeli:s mentioned
above and illustrate the work-rooms in
which the young men are taught the dif-

Main Cornice Molding.—Scale,8 Inches tu
the Foot.

ferent trades, aswell as specimensof prac
tical work that they have done. It is un
necessaryto mention the cuts individually,
for the captions underneath them are a
sufficient explanation of what they repre-

Sectionot Chimney-Cap.—Scale,3 Inches to
the Foot.

sent. A few particulars concerning the
different classes in which our readers are
interested will not be out of place in this
connection.
In the brick-laying classthe manual in
struction includes building 8, 10, 12 and
18 inch walls, turning corners, and build-

ing walls intersecting at different angles,
building tiers, arches, flues, fire-places, in
setting sills and lintels, in corbelling, &c.
Scientific instruction given by means of
lectureswill be upon the strength of walls,
construction of flues, thrust of arches,
mixing properties of mortar, cement, &c.

Porch Column.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

The eveningclass is divided into two sec
tions, the firstreceiving instruction on Mon
day, Wednesday and Friday evenings,
and the second on Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday evenings, from 7 to 9.30 o'clock,
commencing October 23 and ending April
12. The terms of the course are $18, to
be paid in advance, and the class is re
served for young men between 17 and 22
yearsof age. The day classin brick-laying

Detail of Corner-Block in Front Door.—

Half Size.

and plastering has a three months'
course, beginning January 6, 1890. In
struction is given every day from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m., except Saturdays, when the school
closes at 2.30 p.m. The instruction in
plastering is given on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday evenings. The terms of this
course are $40, and as the class is limited
to 25 it is desirable that early application
be made. This three months' class is re
served for young men between 19and 23
years of age.
In the plastering-room instruction is
given in scatch-coating, brown - coating
and hard-finishing, also in running and
mitering the plain cornices,Monday, Wed
nesdayand Friday evenings from Decem
ber 2 to March 8, the terms for the course
being $16.
There are two classes in carpentry and
joiners' work limited to 40 young men

Detail of Comer-Block in Hall Window.—Half Size.
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each, the evening instruction being di
vided the sameas noted above in the case
of the brick-laying classes. The term be
gins October 23 and ends April 2, and the
chaige for the course is $16, the class
being reservedfor young men between 16
and 21 yearsof age. It is also mentioned

Study in House Design.—Detail Showing
Interior and Exterior Finish of Hall Win
dow.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

that a three-months' day class will be
opened January 6, provided a sufficient
number of namesare enteredby December
10. The charge for the day class will be
$35.

m ii ii ihBI
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Frout Door.—Scale, y. Inch to the Foot.

Courses in plumbing, house, sign and
fresco painting are also provided for, in
struction in fresco-painting being given
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings
from 7 to 9.30 o'clock, commencing Octo
ber 23 and ending April 2, the terms for

the course being $12. The instruction I follow asystematiccourse. There areother-
consists in preparing walls and ceilings for !classesat the New York Trade Schools in-
calcimine, lining, laying out work and addition to those we have mentioned, and

Plan and Elevations of Mantel.—Scale, Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Main Stairs.—Scale, )4 Inch to the Foot.

making pounce and stencil and applying
' any of our readerswho desire to get fuller

same, putting on flat and shaded orna- particulars concerning this establishment
ments, <fcc. The teacher is a practical will do well to write to the schools for-
fresco-painter, and the pupil is made to their recently-issued catalogue.
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Safe Construction.

' It is not necessaryto inform the person
who keeps posted in regard to the trend
-of current insurance opinion that the in
spection and improvement of risk idea is
becoming more popular with fire under
writers every day. It is conceded that
before many years it will becomethe legit
imate work of fire insurance companies to

method, which is illustrated herewith.
The inventors, Goetz & Mitchell, of New
Albany, Ind., are introducing this method
as fast as possible by licensing foundries
in every city. In Fig. 1 is shown the base
plate and cap combined, having upwardly
anddownwardly extending sides,which are
bolted to the vertical columns, thereby
forming a continuous column to the roof.
The casting has also outwardly-extending
base-plate with upwardly-projecting lug

Safe Construction.—Fig. 1.—BasePlate and Cap.

advise proper methods of building, to
regularly supervise, inspect, examine and
■correctabuseswith a view to preventing
-fires, and by this service reap better re
wards therefrom than from any attempt to
-exact big premiums as a tax upon popular
ignoiance and carelessness. Any improve
ments, therefore,which prevent thespread
of fire result in lower rates of insurance,
-and benefit both the companies and the

JFig. 2.—Methodof Anchoring Horizontal
Timbers to the Wall.

public. The inclosing walls of a building
»f properly considered are the most im
portant element to -prevent the spread of
ore; nothing presents such a formidable
©arrierto the extensionof fire asa vertical
wall that remains standing. In construc
tion, therefore, the aim should be to pre
vent as much as possible the falling of
walls during a fire. But do we try espe-
-cially to do this? The joists are usually
«ut on a splay so they can fall out, but
they are at the same time so securely
fastened to the wall by our present
methods of anchoring that they cannot
part without serious'damage to the wall.
In all kinds of heavy construction the
main idea should be to put the parts to
gether in such a way that the burn
ing parts could fall without damage
to the balance of the structure. Several
■ofthe insurance companies have adopted
-as "'standard" the Goetz - Mitchell

over which the horizontal beams fit. The
lower end of upper column is slightly
beveled, thereby forming a key and lock
ing all parts together. Fig. 2 shows the
method of anchoring horizontal timbers to
the wall, consisting of a cast-iron box of
dovetail form whereby it is adapted to
interlock with the wall a base-plate with
an upwardly-projecting lug and side-
guides. The side-guides will not permit
the timber to warp and also provide air to
prevent dry-rot. Fig. 8 shows timber in
position. The ideal specifications then
for safe construction would be, solid
beams,or beamsin two pieces bolted to
gether, 8 to 10 feet on centers—not to be
painted or filled for at least three years,
lest dry-rot should ensue; ends of tim-

Fig. 3.—Timber in Position.

ber ventilated ; floor-plank laid flat,
grooved and splined, 8 inches thick on
narrow and 4 inches thick on wide bays.
Over this mortar or asbestos,and finish
with 1-inch flooring. No sheathing per
mitted upon the under side of timbers so
as to make a hollow floor. Wooden posts
of suitable size, uot tapered, with 1-inch
hole bored through center and J-inch
holes crosswise near top and bottom for
ventilation to prevent dry-rot. In astruct
ure of this kind a fireman can form a
pretty good judgment of the time a burn

ing piece of timber will stand, and may
move about in its vicinity to direct the
streamof water, while with iron construc
tion he will keep away for fear of a sud
den collapse. With the method as here
shown any part or section could burn and
fall without damage to the rest of the
structure, as a falling beam frees the
anchorage and leaves the wall standing.
No beams can butt or overlap in the
samewall. No beam can enter a smoke-
flue, nor is thereany danger from firefrom
beams in close proximity to smoke-flues.
The air-spaces prevent dry-rot. If the
beam falls out the socket remains and
forms a space for the easy replacement
of timbers.

Measuring Eights and Distances.

To ascertain the hights of towers,
chimneys or other inaccessiblepoints with
positive accuracy, says Mr. J. Barsley, re
quires expensiveinstruments and consider
able practice. There are, however, some
very simple methodsby which, with toler
able correctness,the bight of a building
or the distance of an inaccessible place
may be ascertained. If the object, the
distance of which is required to be ascer
tained, should happen to be a tower or

GSM

Measuring Hights and Distances.—Fig. 1.—
Finding Hight of an Object on Opposite
Bank of a Stream.

other building on the opposite bank of a
river, take six sticks about4 feet in length
and proceedas follows:
First place a stick at A, as shown in
Fig. 1 of the engravings, at a short dis
tance from the bank and as nearly op
posite the building as possible; then take
another point, C, to the left of A, and

Slace
a stick there also at about the same

istance from the bank as that at A.
Close to the bank and in a line with C
and the building place a third stick, D.
Then, walking backward from A, keep
ing A and D in one line, place a fourth
stick at F, at the same distance from A as
A is from D. The same must be done
with referenceto A C, and a stick placed
at E. If the last stick be placed at G at
such a point as to keep A and B in one
line and F and E in another, the distance
betweenG and A will be equal to that be
tween A and the object. Should there
not be sufficient distance to place G in its
proper situation, then make A E and A F
equal to one-half of A C and A D, and in
that case ,G A will be equal to one-half
of the distance from A to B.
In order tomeasurethe hight of a build
ing when the baseonly is accessible,two

plans may be resorted to. The following
is extremely simple, but it can only be
employed when the sun is shining and
when the object is between the sun and
the spectator: Place perpendicularly in
the ground at A, Fig. 2, a stick of any
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hight, say 3 feet; let this be at such a dis
tance from the base of the obelisk as to
cause the shadow of the obelisk just to
pass the summit of the stick at 8 and to
reach the ground at O; measuring then
the distance from A to the base of the
tower at D, the points O A will bear the
sameproportion to the hight of the stick
as A D does to that of the tower, so that,
supposing O A to be equal to 5 feet and
the stick 8 feet, if the distance A D is
equal to 50 feet the hight of the obelisk
will be 30 feet. As the sun is not always
shining the above method cannot always

Measuring Hiyhts and Distances.—Fig. 2.—
ObtainingHight whenBaseOnly is Known.

be employed, but the hight can be ascer
tained by the use of the following simple
plan illustrated in Fig. 3 of the sketches:
Provide a thin piece of wood, the shape
of a set-square of an angle of 45°; let A
B and B C be each9 inches in length; D
is a small plummet attached to a thread;
hold this triangle between the tower and
the eye, keeping the plumb-line parallel to
the side B C—that is, perpendicular to
the horizon. Then either approach or
retire from the tower until a line drawn
from the eye along the line A C of the
triangle would, if continued, reach the
top of the building. The distancemust
then bemeasuredfrom the spot on which
you are standing to the base of the tower
or obelisk, and add to its amount 5 feet,
about the distance from the base of the
triangle to the ground, and the amount of
these two measurements will give the
hight of the object. The correctness of
this method may be easily ascertained by
applying it to the hight of a building the
dimensions of which are already known.

hand (here it is 4 feet, shown at E) step
back from permanent staff, keeping the
short staff in a vertical position until you
get the top of your staff in line with per
manentstaff top and top of your object ;
measurethe distance between your staffs,
y (here we have 12 feet 6 inches). Erect
another permanentstaff (exactly the same
hight as the first) at the other mark, and
proceed the same as with the first, which
gives x (here it is 17 feet); deduct the
hight of your staff from permanentstaff to
find h (here it is 12 feet), and work out
your answerby the formula given. I have
here worked it out by arithmetic, and find
our object is 101feet 4 inches high. Al
though I have had to work to small scale
to explain myself, it will make everything
more clear if you will work it out on a
larger scale (J inch to a foot) for yourself,
and, if possible, try this method (as I have

Fig. 3.—Another Method.

A convenient formula for use in as
certaining the hight of an object with
out the use of instruments is the follow
ing, which is taken from the well-
known engineering pocket-book of Moles-
worth, and was printed with practical ex
ample in a recent issue of one of our
foreign exchanges. The formula as given
by Molesworth is:

II -. Dh + h + K.

The following is the description of its
application as supplied in the correspond-
dence department of our contemporary:
Measure any convenient length, D, on
level ground (here it is 32 feet); erect a
permanent staff (here it is 16 feet) at the
mark nearest the object you are measur
ing; with a short movable staff in your

thousands of feet through air could
hardly be restrained by a ridiculously
small ring of glass, which is wet all over
with the first dash cf rain ; and, second,
becauseyou only weaken the fasteningand
render the rod moreliable to be torn away
by the wind when you run jt through
those glass thimbles. Nail the rod solid
to the house. If it is in the firm of a flat
copper strip, so much the better. Nail it
closely (with copper nails, to prevent
chemical action and oxidation of the
nails). Then paint it the color of the rest
of the house, and it is out of sight and
protected.
Fourth. —Extent of rod. Remember
that your effort is to interposebetweenthe
house and the atmosphere a conducting
medium that will carry to the earth all
accumulations of electricity. Recollect,
also, that a rod will protect, whenelevated
above the roof, a circle whose radius is
the hight of the rod above the building.
It follows then that we must protect the
house by a sufficient number of elevated
points. Speaking generally, it will suf
fice if eachgable has a point, say 6 or 8

fig, 4.—Diagram Showing Methodof Measuring Hights Without an Instrument.

done) upon someobject where you have a
chance of proving your result. You need
not know the distance you are from the
object. Following is the application of
the formula in the above example:

x 12 . , , , +H = ---
1.7

384

12*
+ 12 + 4 = Tf

16 = 85.4 + 16 = (answer) 101.4 feet.

Concerning Lightning-Rods.

A correspondent of the Insurance Mon
itor says that the requirements for a good
lightning-rod are•

First. —Material and size. The best
available metal, it being the best con
ductor, is copper; good, soft wrought-
iron is about one-seventhas good a con
ductor as a pure copper rod of the same
weight per foot. And yet a £-inch iron
rod has conducting-power sufficient for an
ordinary house, say 20 x 50 feet. But
copper is the best,as I have said, not only
becauseit is a better conductor, but also
because it does not oxidize so rapidly and
will therefore last longer, and because it
is morepliable and can be bent and fast
ened to the building much easier. In no
casecan you make the rod too large if it
is properly erectedand grounded.
Second.—The joints. Caremust betaken
that the joints are perfect, for a film of
dirt or rust in a joint adds largely to the
resistance of the rods. And a good rod
may be rendered almost worthless by bad
connections at the joints.
Third. —Don't try to insulate it

,

be
cause, first, you cannot do it if you try,
for electricity which has just shown its
power of overcoming resistance by leap
ing from a cloud to a rod hundreds or

feet high, and each chimney the same,
and all are strapped together by strips of
copper nailed on the ridges of the roof.
Connect this systemto the eave-troughs if

they are of metal and go to the ground.

Fifth. —Earth connections. And now,
having put plain metal points on each rod
—put no money into gold, platina and
other fancy points—a copper one well
tinned to keep it bright is as good as any
—having done all this, and done it well,
carry the rod or rods down to the ground,
and to permanent moisture. Otherwise
they are worse than useless—absolutely .

dangerous. If there is a well near by, go
to the bottom of that. If there are water' or gas pipes in the house, scrape the pipe' clean outside the house, wrap your copper
strip tightly around it and solder it on.

' If you have no well or pipes, dig down to

1

permanentwet, not merely to a point that
is damp in wet weather. Bury a plate of

| copper, say 2x4 feet, setting it on edge,
to get moisture on both sides, and rivet
and solder your strips to it. Then pack it

with charcoal or coke on both sides, to
retain moisture, and fill the holes. If you

, can run waste-water from the house into

j the hole to keep it damp, so much the
better.
At a town on the Mississippi River, a

few yearsago, a large numberof rods were
tested, both new and old, and not one of
them went to water. On inquiring it was
found that the nearest water was over 50
feet below. All above was fine, sharp
sand. Of course every building there
struck by lightning was burned. In cases
like this there is but one remedy. Drive
iron tubesfor water, making a driven well,
and solder to the top of that, and the same
tube that brings your water up will carry
your lightning down.
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ORRESPONDENCE.
J -o- .

Problem in Hund-Halllng
From M. W., Scranton, Pa. — I present
the following, with accompanying dia
grams, in reply to the communication of
"E. S C.," Pittsburgh, Pa., which ap
pearedin the March number of Carpentry
and Building. If he will carefully ex
amine and endeavor to grasp the princi
ples by which thesefiguresareconstructed,
I may say that he will never require in
formation on the method of constructing
any kind of rail for quarter-space landing,
stair to be the size of well and pit«h of
flyer, whatever it may be:
To construct Fig. 1: On the line A B
form the squareA BC D, the size of radius
of well being 12 inches. Continue the
lines D A and C B vertically and indefi
nitely. From the center D, with radius
D A, describe the arc A C, the center line
of rail on plan. From the center B, with
radius B C, describe the arc C L D. The
chord of this arc is the ordinate on baseor
plan, and the line B D the tangent B C
unfolded. Draw the pitch of stair as
shown, also the longitudinal section of
straight rail. From A mark half a riser to
Q, and from Q to D draw pitch over land
ing and continue to Y. From the center
D, with radius D 0, describe the arc R.
From center F, with radius F D or F A,
cut R in R. Draw the line R D, which is
the ordinate on section of the base-block,
cut to the pitch over landing. From F
draw F R and proceed to form the square
RGQF, which is the development of
tangents on the oblique plane, or the true
shapeof section of block cut to the pitch

as center, and radius half thewidth of rail, stitute the various widths of the face-mold,

describe the circle WX I. With center O Now find the foci and strike the elliptic

Fig. 2.—Accompanying Letter of M.

curves for the inside and outside of the
face-mold. Notice the bevel 4 Y 5 and
cut the joint at shank. It will be a square
joint when the slab D Y C is chopped off.
Notice also that the plank for wreath-
piece is to be the length ol the vertical
line Y 7 and thicker than one thickness of
the straight rail. The bevel 1 2 is to
square the wreath. &
After this rather minute explanation of
Fig. 1 I trust that "E. S. C." will be able
to practically utilize the principle therein
described. I will now proceed to demon
strate the construction of Fig. 2. Draw
the quadrant 1 3 5 6. Describe thecenter
line of wreath 15and on each side of it half

Problem in Hand-Railing.— Fig. 1.—Accompanying Letter of M. W.

over the well. From F draw the line describe a similar circle. With center Q the width of the rail. From 1 2 34 erect"
F G, which is one of the minor axes of the and radius 1 2, which radius is obtained perpendiculars extending indefinitely,
ellipse. At right angles to the minor axis from bevel 1 2, shown in the diagram, de- Draw the pitch of stair and the width of
draw the major axis, as shown. With R scribe the circle P X S. Thesecircles con- straight rail. Draw the landing. Mark
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half a riser abovelanding and draw section
of rail, as shown. From the corner B of
the section draw the line B A ; from cor
ner K draw K D E parallel to B A and
from points E D S erect perpendiculars.
Make E F G H equal to 1 234. Continue
G to J parallel to E G, Continue A and F
to i and L parallel to G I. To find the foci
take i asacenter and D C as a radius and
•ut the line E C as shown. The points of
intersection are the foci for outside curve.
With center L andradius D K cut the same

taken another road? "J. H." may be
real or imaginary; it matters not. Stair-
builders in planning stairs invariably man
age to locate the risers in a way to give
the best possible"appearance to the rail.
In my long experience, when employed in
an Eastern stair factory we were called
upon to get out rails over stairs planned
and built with the risers placed similar to
those submitted in the plan of "J. H.,"
of London ; hencethe difficulty in making
the joints. Under these conditions I

Problem in Hand-Railing. —Fig. 1.—TangentSystemEmployed by J. B.

line as before, and the points of intersec
tion will be the foci for inside curve. The
bevels, I think, need no explanation. The
method exemplified in this diagram is

,

in
my opinion, very simple and is one cal
culated to effect a great saving of material
--two elements of no inconsiderable im
portance.

From J. B., Omaha, Neb.— I notice in
the December issue of Carpentry and
Building for 1888 the reply of J. H.
Monckton to the inquiry of "J. H.," of
London, England, whose letter appeared
in theAugust issue. I take it for granted
that the stairs arejft) be built and put up
into the building. The point at issue is

how to construct the rail, together with
its joint. Assuming this to be the case,

Fig. 2.—FaceMold.

my reply, published in the February issue
of Garpentry and Building, was to that
effect. Mr. Monckton has not shown him
self the Good Samaritan in helping "J.
H." out of his difficulty. Suppose he
were passing a lady and gentleman in a

horse and buggy caught in a snow-drift
and requiring assistance : would he pass
on, informing them that they should have

would unfold the circle, and by so doing
follow the line of nosing as desired. If

the risers are placed in proper position I

unfold the tangents, and in this way

it does not become necessary to
draw all the treads and risers, for this
proceeding is to me like solving certain
algebraic problems. Where fractions oc
cur I prefer the Hindoo method. I think
your readers would like to know how
J. H. Monckton finds the joint at the
eighteenth rise without a lot of cobweb
drawings. The method I last gave is sim
ple and correct, and any one should be

Fig. 8
.—Landing Face-Mold.

able to understand and put it in practice.

I have drawn the plan as suggested by
Mr. Monckton, as most of the boys
could not make them out, being like so
many cobwebs to them. He has given
us a strangemethod of finding the lengths
of balusters, but it is not practicable and

is too much trouble in finding the
widths of the molds at the ends. Why
does he make the balusters longer on
the large circle? Making the lump on top
of the rail requires a thicker plank. Now,
suppose we cut a narrow strip of paper
with straight and parallel edges; then
winding this paper obliquely around a

stove-pipe—let it representthe position of

a hand-rail wreath— it will be seen that
this straight line produces the best result.

I have not seen Mr. Monckton's latest
book on stair-building and hand-railing,
and am not in the stair-building business
now.

I submit the following methods for con "

structing the rail : Let A B C D of Fig. 1

equal the tangents A B C D on the plan,
Fig. 4.

• To Find the Face-Mold, Fig. 2.—On
Fig. 1 square out 1 2

;

transfer 1 8 to

1 3
,

Fig. 2
,

and 3 4 of Fig. 1 to 3 4 of
Fig. 2. Complete the face-mold.
To Find the Landing Face-Mold.,Fig. 3

.

— 4 5 equals 4 5 of Fig. 1 and 5 6 equals D

6 of the plan ; complete the face-mold.
Some stair-builders draw 8 8 of Fig. 1

parallel to the pitch of the first winder in
the cylinder; by so doing it may cut either
aboveor below 5 on thelanding. I prefer
calling 5 a fixed point.
Note.—Our correspondent furnishes us
with a diagram of face-molds, but without
sufficient explanations as to detail. He
also sends an unfolded elevation similar to
that given by Mr. Monckton in our Decem
ber number, with the exception that the

Fig. i.—Plan of Stairs.

position of the lines of the wreath are
shown on this elevation as straight with
an easementto the level at the top, through
which "J. B." claims lengths of balusters
may be obtained wherever placed on the
treads in the cylinder. He says that "in
practice we do not take the trouble to
stretch all the winders," and concludes
his communication with the remark that
" no person knows more about hand-rail
ing than J. H. Monckton. He could give
us simple methods by stepping on holy
ground."

From M. W., Scranton, Pa.— Will you
kindly permit me to make a few remarks
respecting the diagram on hand-railing
bearing my initials which appeared in
Carpentry and Building for June ? From
your copious and valuable notes on same

I conclude that o^ing to want of sufficient
explanation accompanying the diagram
you have been led to believe that there are
serious defects in its construction. My
prime motive in its submission to the
readersof Carpentry and Building was to
add to the diversity of methods of devel
oping the oblique plane of section of the
supposed block enveloping the curved
plan of wreath and of finding the center
line of rail and face-mold in the develop
ment. I had no idea of claiming superiority
of method over thosethat had already ap
peared, but simply to tender a different
method, knowing from experience that
something would be gained by the earnest
student of the complex scienceof hand-rail
ing from any and everycorrectmethodsub
mitted to his observation. I said in my
last communication that the plan I adopted
resembledthe one given by Mr. Monckton
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differing in the placement of the risers
in the well, and that I had so placed them
that every step or tread would follow the
falling line, and thebalustersconsequently
would be of the samelength. My method
of drawing the falling line is to stretch out
the curve of the plan, placing it on the
ground-line to form the baseof a triangle
the hight of which shall equal the hight
of risers in the cylinder, and the hypothe-
nuse of samewill be the falling line.
It is a known fact to all geometricalhand-
railers that the line of nosing around a
well, if the risers be equally divided, will
not coincide with the central line of plank.
This deviation between the central line of
plank and the nosing line causes a differ
ence in the length of balusters, To have
the balusters of the samelength, horizon
tal lines should be drawn across the tri-
■anglespacedaccording to hight of risers
and cutting the hypothenuse. From the
intersections there made projectors should
be drawn to the ground- line and there
from ordinates to the curved line of plan.
Where these ordinates cut the plan will
be the location of risers, so as to have all
the balusters of equal hight. This method
I made useof in placing the risers in the
diagram forwarded to you, but not having
made the diagram to any scale you were
led to conjecture their proper location.
I did not intend for the divisions in the
pitch-line of tangents to represent the
treads as you presume. They merely
represent the intersections of the points
projected from the plan, to the oblique
plain, the pitch- line of tangents being the
vertical trace of some and not at all the
falling line proper.
Another important defect pointed out
in your notes is the want of ramp in the
hand-rail connecting with the lower end
of wreath, thus causing, asyou say, a forced
joint. The joint is to be square to face of
plank and square to pitch-line of tangent.
The ramp is to be in the straight rail over
flyers ana should have been drawn on dia
gram The intersection there made be
tween the pitch of rail over flyers and
pitch-line of tangents plainly shows the
absolute necessity for ramp either in the
straight rail or wreath.
The method exemplified in the quarter-
landing wreath is in my opinion superior
to any for largewells, but of little value in
small wells. In future I shall avail myself
of the benefit of your advice by being care
ful to fully explain and correctly.execute
my diagrams. <

Stair* and Hand-Railing.

From. J. H. Monckton, Brooklyn, N. T.
—In the December number of Carpentry
■andBuilding I submitted carefully-con
sidered drawings, explanations and sugges
tions induced by the publication in the
August and October numbers of a plan of
stairs under stated conditions, with ques
tions relating to hand-railing, by "J. H.,"
of London. England. In the April num
ber I find a correspondent, Mr. J. V. H.
Secor, >rivhigthe readersand "J. H." his
ideas and methods of proceeding, and in a
separate article criticizing mine above
mentioned. Before replying to this cor
respondent allow me to say that having
re-examined with great care what I wrote
in connection with the drawings, all as
published in Carpentry and Building of
December last, I would not alter one line
or one word as therein given. The plan
of stairs I suggestedand my treatment of
the hand-rail might be called in question
by an inexperienced workman, a super
ficial investigator or a carping critic, but
not by the studious mechanic of fair prac
tice and mindful of mechanical andmathe
matical possibilities of this age of prog
ress, as he would carefully investigate the
geometrical laws involved as I epplied
them, and, although new in their applica
tion, find, as I have found, their absolute

correctness, simplicity and practical use
fulness.
Mr. Secor writes that I "start with
a criticism of the plan submitted by
'J. H.'" Yes, I did, and who that had
a knowledge of planning stairs correctly
would not criticize such a plan? He adds
— "and proposes to instruct the corres
pondent in drawing a plan as in his judg
ment will be far better." I plead guilty
of drawiug a "far better " plan of stairs,
and thereby offering instruction to "J.
H.," Mr. Secor or any other reader of
Carpentry and Building who would present
such a plan of stairs in connection with its
hand-railing as "J. H." did for discus
sion. Why, Mr. Secor himself, in his com•
munication proposing to instruct " J. H.,"
modestly remarks of the plan submitted by
him that it is "a rather awkward one."
I went further than that and frankly stated
that such a plan was fit only for a step-
ladder; that it was a menaceand a danger
to children, the aged and infirm; and I
then showed by a better plan—not neces
sarily abest one—how to make the proper
arrangement of treads and rises confined
to the limited spacespecified by "J. H."
and secure as comfortable and uniformly
easyand safe stairs for travel as the space
intended to be occupied would permit.
No modest milk-and-water remark would
satisfy me with regard to a plan of stairs
such as "J. H." submitted, for I fully be
lieve that a landlord who accepts that
kind of a trap ought to beheld responsible
in exemplary damagesfor unavoidable in
jury causedby accidents to his tenants in
making use of such uncertain irregular
stepping things. No doubt the plan com
ing from "J. H." is one given by some
local architect—which he was bound to
follow—and who evidently has a limited
knowledge of planning stairs. Mr. Secor,
after enumerating in detail the changes I
made in the plan submitted by "J. H.,"
and that I located my line of travel 14
inches* from the front string, adds : " This
is his improved plan," and, further, "if
the 8-inch tread had not been put in it
would be a better plan." Probably I
ought to be thankful to Mr. Secor for so
generousan admission—that in his wisdom
I camewithin 1 inch on one tread out of
the whole number of making, ashe writes,
"a better plan."
My next offense, as this critic writes,
is: "In going up stairs when on the
nineteenth step you are in advance
of the rail on this step about 4 inches, and
the rail is nearly 3 inches higher than along
the flyers." As to this statementof being
in advance of the rail on the step men
tioned about 4 inches, what of it? It
could not be otherwise, becausein wind
ing stairs at the top of a flight several of
the risers on the line of travel ascending
.arefrom the nature of the plan someinches
more or less in advanceof their connection
with the cylinder or front string. I have
measured the hight of rails at the point
complained of, and I find at the chord-line
and nineteenth rise from top of step to top
of rail it is 5J inches und measuring
at the flyers along the line of rise from top
of step to the top of rail it is 4 inches,
showing a difference of \\ inches, instead
of 3 inches, as this writer states; and part
of this differencein hight is due to the fact
that a plumb-line through the thickness
of the rail on the greaterpitch at the nine
teenth rise measuresnecessarily something
more than at the flyers. And, further, if

-* I hopethat locatingmylineof travel is not
all wrong,too. I happento be the author of
thisusefulline for planningwindingstairs. No
matterwhat theplanof stairsmaybecontain
ing winders,all treads throughout the lllght
shouldbeequal on this line of travel; Just as
much soasthatall risesshouldbe equal hight
throughouta flight. Any personcan fix this
lineof travel to suit himselfif while walking
up stairsasusualhewill stop andmeasurethe
distancefrom front string to thefeet. I would
rather if auythingmRltethedistancelessthan
14inches.

the reader will refer to the explanation of
Fig. 2. pages259 and 260 of the Decem
ber (1888)numberof Carpentry and Build
ing, hewill find that I thereexplain that the
point B, of the line G B, at the chord-line
and nineteenthrise,controlling the position
and formation of the ramp, may be raised
or lowered at pleasure; but that the point
6 is fixed ; therefore lowering the point B
shortens the ramp, and brings both the
upper end of ramp and bottom end of
wreath lower. In this case it was my
pleasure to fix the ramp and wreath some
what higher than over the regular flyers;
and this 1 am apt to do becausethe steeper
pitch over the winders brings the rail
nearer the nosings than at the flyers. If
the pitch of winders and that of the flyers
of this plan of mine eachbecomparedwith
the samevertical bight), it will be found
that the rail over the winders, measured
at right angles, will be about 4 inches
nearer the nosings than the rails over the
flyers, measuredm the samemanner.
The next damaging charge I have to en
counter from this correspondent is: "At
the intersection of the two center lines to
form the rampand incline of the cylinder*
he starts two treadsbelow the chord-line,
making it>till worse, lor the ramp easily
covers nearly four treads." Oh, how bad
and " still worse".it appeais in me—under
the eyes and searching scrutiny of this
wary hunter of mistakes and errors that
have but little or no foundation in fact,
and none at all in good practice—to start
two treads below the chord-line of a plan,
making it still worse, for the ramp easily
(which is

,

according to the authoritative
dictionary, in an easy manner) covers
nearly four treads." Dear readers, I must
tell you, in confidence, that I made no
mistake, no error in planning two treads
below the chord-line, for I wanted them
tnere, both of them. First, to help dispose
of the space in grading the treads at the
wall-line; and, second, most important of
all, to be able by their diminished width
and position to form a sufficiently long
nicely-curved ramp in connection with
wreath and straight rail, even if it did
" easily cover nearly four treads," or pos
sibly five treads. If there is anything I

hate it is a short patch of a ramp, but
which Mr. Secor evidently affects to ad
mire. I invite interested readers to again
take a look at the December number, page
259, Fig. 2. For my part I am perfectly
satisfied with the length and appropriate
nessof the ramp and its curve in connec
tion with that of the wreath asgiven. And
also it will beseenthat within the straight
at the lower end of the ramp, if thought
desirable, it can be cut to a length which
will include but three treads below the
chord-line.
Another pretended fault assumed to
be found is: "In running his tangent
up over the landing-quarter he has the
bottom of the rail 4 inches above the
floor. Then he will be too low, as one of
the requirements is 3 feet to top of the
rail." Let us see if this charge of being
too low cannot be refuted by the drawing
and figures as given. On referenceto Fig.

2
,

page 259, of the December number it
will be seenthat on the flyers at the center
line of short baluster next to riser Q it is

figured and measured 2 feet 4| inches in
hight from top of step to bottom of rail.
Add to this 4 inches raised from floor at
landing to bottom of level rail ; then add
also 3J inches, the thickness of level rail,
which altogether equals 3 feet, as follows:

2 feet 4J inches + 4 inches -f 3£ inches
=; 3 feet. Now, as the statement of this
critic is here proved absolutely untrue in
the matter of a few simple figures, to what
consideration his whole criticism is en
titled by the readers of Carpentry and
Building I leave them to decide Cer-

* He means,nodoubt,theinclineof thetaD
gents,not of thecylinder.
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tainly if the writer's knowledge of arith
metic is so faulty and unreliable these
samereaderswill naturally be led to weigh
carefully his unscrupulous efforts at fault
finding, so obvious in his communication
to which I am replying. Quoting this
critic further: "Again, he says that the
balusters will be in their exact position to
get their lengths." Yes, as fixed at the
elevation, Fig. 2, measured from their
places on plan, Fig. 1. I so stated, and
by meansof reference letters and numbers
showed how thesemeasurementsand posi
tions gave their exact lengths. No pre
vious author has given any method what
ever of finding the lengths of bal
usters under wreaths, or of unfold
ing the central section of a wreath

joinder by discussing in detail the last claim
and its fallacies by Mr. Secor, because I
have reached a limit that admonishes me
not to tresspassfurther on thespaceof this
journal, whose varied and valuable con
tents in other directions demand reason
able consideration at the hands of corres
pondents. But I shall venture to add
that, as a teacher of 45 years' ex
perienceand as amechanicof a still longer
period, I will if allowed hold myself in
readinessto answer through the columns
of Carpentry and Building any of its
readerswho may ask pertinent questions.
And further, if permitted, by the kind
nessof the editor, I will at once submit to
its readersexamplesin solid geometry and
the unfolding of circular surfaces inter-

cumferenceof the semicircle. Fig 2shows
another method of accomplishing the same
result. Let ABC beaquarter-circle ; ex
tend C B indefinitely and draw A D parallel
to C B. From B set out B'D, making an
angle of 60°. This gives A D 4s the cir
cumference of the quarter-circle. Still
another method is as follows : Extend the
curve shown in Fig. 2 to the left. Make
B E and E F equal to C B. Join F to B
and draw B D at right angles to F. B.
Then A D is the circumference of the
quadrant. Referring. now to Fig. 1, sup
posewe wish to find the length of the
curve from F to B : Draw a line through
F from C until it cuts the line D E. Then
G E is the exact length around the curve
from F to B, and D Q is the length on the

-50-FTtWI0E-

Self-Supporting Hoof Truss, Submitted by J. T.

in position over the unfolded elevation—
which is necessaryfor the purposeof find
ing those lengths.
This critic now asks me— not un
derstanding the geometry that he has
undertaken to review: "How is it
that ordinates will give the exact lo
cation of the balusters on the line of
tangent ?" My reply is

,

they won't give
the exact location of the balusters on the
line of tangents, and I never said they
would. His summary statement follow
ing that "this can be done correctly,
but not in the way he does it," won't do,
for what I did in all of my drawings as
published in Carpentry and Building was
done in a practical way on absolutely
correct geometrical principles and by
simple methods. Frankly, 1 do not think
as I advance in my rejoinder to this
critic's review that he grows large-mined
or in even little things fair when in
quoting from my article in the December
number he stoops to insert in parenthesis

a statementas follows : " Again, at Fig. 2
,

(this is theelevationwhich has already been
spacedJar balusters)mark on each tread
the center of balusters as taken from the
plan." Now, while the quotation itself

is given incomplete, the statement which

I have italicized, that "this is the eleva
tion which has already been spaced for
balusters," will by reference to my article
be found untrue, for it had not before been
spaced or so required until the direction
here quoted to mark on each tread the
center of balusters as taken from the
plan. His remark, " that this is all un
necessarywork and can be done with less
drawing," I freely leave to answer for
itself through his mixed diagrams on page
79, in which his highest efforts are, it ap
pears, displayed in the upper elevation,
wherein he happily relieveshimself of that
8-inch tread, and of which he says : "I
have also given an elevation from the same
plan omitting the 8-inch tread and cor
rectly locating the balusters in the quarter
so as to get the lengths without using the
stretchout of the curve line."

It is uselessfor me to prolong this re

secting oblique cutting-planes, such as
occur in hand-railing, that will demon
strate and put at rest any question as to
the geometrical truth and simplicity of
my new and improved practice in hand-
railing.

Recipe for Coloring Brick.

From J. C. F., Stillwater, JV. T.— Will
somethe practical readerskindly give me

a recipe for coloring brick-work red?

Self-Supporting K iol TruxM.

From J. T., Madison, Wis.— In the
March issue of Carpentry and Building
"A. T. 8.," of New Albany, Ind., asks
for plans of self-supporting roof trusses.

I inclose a plan for a self-supporting floor
truss, which is recommended for a build
ing where posts are objectionable, for the
purpose of supporting the second floor.
This plan leavesthe floor entirely free from
posts, and no more lumber is required than
would be the case if postswere used. The

6 x 6 at the end of the truss is to becut off
so as to fit under the beamwith cap. Then

a 6 x 6 is set on the top to go under the
plate in order to make a good support for
the roof truss. The second-floor joists
run lengthwise of the building and are
supported by trusses, one in every 10 feet.

I would recommend an iron rod 1 inch in
diameter running the full width of the
building and put through the sills where
the bottom of the trussesrest in order to
prevent spreading.

Measuring a Circle.

From J. H,, London, Eng.— In reply to
the inquiry of "A. O. S.," Woodstock,
Ont., I present the following workshop
method: Referring to Fig. 1 of the
sketches, describeon the line A B the semi
or half circle ; take A B as a radius, alsoas

a center, and describe the arcs which
intersect at C. Draw the lines C A and

C B; then draw D E parallel to A B
,

and
tangent to the curve; D E is the exactcir-

curve from A to F. The practical appli
cation of the problem is to obtain the
developmentand position of the risers on
the face of the string in circular stairs.

Measuring a Circle.—Fig. l.—One Planjoj
Procedure.

Also to set out the central falling line, so
as to work the wreathed hand-rail to truly
follow the stairs.

Carpenter's Shop.

From M. F. B., Waterloo, N. Y.—l
have taken Carpentry and Building ever

Fig. 2.—Another Method of Measuring a
Circle.

since it was published. I like it very
much, and though I have taken many
others, I consider it the best and cheapest
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of tbenJ a'l- I have been much interested
in the building plans which have been
published, and thought I would take the
presen*occasion to forward floor plans of
a carpenter'sshop which I havedesigned.
The size of the shop is 24 x 40 x 18 feet.
It is sided with grooved siding and paper
and sheetedinside. The cost of the shop
was about $350. The tools, foot-power
machinery, cases,work-benches and cup
boards cost about $300 more. Referring

CarpentersShop.—F.g. I.—Firs'.-Floor Itan.

to the sketcheswhich I inclose, Fig. 1 is
the ground-floor, in which is shown the
position of the work -benches, cupboards,
turning - lathes, buzz-saws, mortice-ma
chine, grindstones, saw-hoises and other
articles contained within the building.
Under the stairway I keepmy coarsetools,
such as ropes, pulleys, crowbars, boring-
machines,&c. Fig. 2 representsthe sec-

Fig. 2.—Second-FloorMan.

ond floor of my shop, with the position of
the various tools, benches, &c, clearly
indicated. The platform shown at the
front of the shop I use for drying articles
that havebeen painted. I make use of a
very convenient carpenter's tool cabinet,
the drawers in which I use for chisels, bits
and small tools of similar description. I
also employ a conveniently-arranged case
for screws, nails, &c.

Convenient Door-Holder.
From N. P. W., Omaha,Neb.—In reply
to the communication of "M. F. B.'' con
cerning a convenient door-holder, would
say that the way we do here in Omaha is
to take any waste piece of wood found on
the floor and cut it so that it will fit
tightly between the jambs. We cut a
notch about two-thirds the distance from
the end and large enough for the door to
fit in, as indicated by the sketch which I
enclose. Referring to the illustration, A A
are the jambs, B the stick and D thedoor.
We think a man who would go to work
and build a large frame like the one de
scribed by " M. F. B." would stand avery
good show of being discharged if he was
working for someof the " git-up-and-git-
thar " contractors of Omaha. The ar
rangement I have described is convenient,

article referred to is clapboarding, using
the term in its literal meaning. From an
inspection of the sketch which he sends
we should judge that the clapboarding
was madeup of shingles, either wooden or
metallic, or possibly slate, which are very
extensively used in the manner indicated.
If the design is clapboarding the grain
would necessarily run the long way of the
board, and there would be danger of the
points easily breaking off. We submit
the question, however, to our readers, and
shall be glad to have an expression'ôf
opinion from them.

Slat Ventilator.

From J. C. Y.. Springjkld, D. T.—l
send the inclosed drawings in answer to
" Old Hickory," whosecommunicationjip-

A ConvenientDoor-Holder.

easily knocked out and changed from one
door to another opening, and it is not
necessaryto set it in far enough to inter
fere with the fitting of the door or the
putting on of the butts.

Shliucle Clapboarding.

From W. H. K., Alton, 111.—Can you
or any of the readers of Carpentry and
Building inform me if there is such a thing
as clapboarding made to represent
shingles, something after the style of the
sketch which I inclose. I haveneverseen
any, but a person for whom I am to build
saw somein Albany, N. Y. I should like

peared in the February issue oflCarpentry
and Building. Fig. 1 represents my
method of obtaining the cuts on ends of

SketchSubmittedby W. B. K.

to have the address of the manufacturers
of this article.
Note.—We do not know of any clap
boarding of the description given by our
correspondent above which is at present
on the market. We are under the impres
sion that he is mistaken in thinking the

Slat Ventilator.—Fig. 1.—Methodof Obtain
ing the Cuts on the Ends of Slats forfait
Straight Pitches.

the slats for all straight pitches. Draw h
d representing the pitch of jambs, which
in this figure is one-half. Divide a b and
draw cd, continuing the line somedistance
above d. From c draw the pitch of slat
(45°), and from d draw a line parallel to a b
until it intersects at f. Now make c e
equal to cf and draw be. The bevel shown
at hwill be the cut on the sidesof the slats,
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also on the edgesof themwheDsquareand
placed at an angle of 45°. Any other
angle of slat may be obtained by simply
making c/ the pitch of the slat and for the
square edge repeating this operationon the
other side of the center, except that the

Fig. 2.—Methodof Obtaining Cuts for Semi
circular Head.

line cf must be drawn at right angles to
the one on this side.
Fie. 2 is the method for obtaining the
cuts for a semicircular head. From edraw
a b d; connect a b; draw e d, continuing

bg; stick pins at d andJ; make a loop of
string reaching from f to e, and with a
pencil in the loop trace around from a to
b; find the number of slats required and
space off on the line c e. Then draw
through these points lines parallel to a b.
The intersection of each one of these lines
with the ellipse will be the curve on
which the corresponding slat must be cut
to fit the jamb. As to the different

ends. To explain it I would say that the
deck is raised 10 feet high, although
"J. M." can make it any hight he may
desire. The side from A to B will then
measure 13 feet 4 inches run and 10 feet
rise, while from C to D it will be 14 feet4
inches run to 10 feet rise. The octagon
part from E to F will be 8 feet 6 inches
run to 5 feet 7J inches rise. I prefer not
to say how this plan will look viewed
from an architectural stand-point, for I
do not know what style of a house it is to
be put on. It will, however, answer the
question for a hip roof with a square
deck.

Fig. 4.—Han of Obtaining Bevel on Jamb

for Sill.

pitches of slat, the same remarks under
Fig. 1 will apply. If the edges of the
slats are beveled to stand plumb, of course
the pitch or circular of the jamb marked
on its face will give the proper cut.
Fig. 3 is a Gothic head, involving the
sameprinciple as Fig. 2, with the excep
tion that as we use two centers to strike
the curves of the iambs we mutt use two
pair of foci to obtain the elliptical plane
in which the slats stand.
Fig. 4 shows the manner of obtaining

Sweating of Bool's

From G. & 8., Ann Arbor, Mich.—
Can a roofer be held responsible for the
sweating of a standing-seam steel roof ?
We have such a case on hand ; the roof is
on a carriage paint shop, which is kept
very warm. There is no ceiling, and on
cold days the roof sweats enough to drip
down on the floor. Are there any such
cases on record, and can we compel the
owner of the building to pay for tte roof ?
Answer.—Regarding the matter of re-
sponsibi ity, we fail to see that a roofer
should be held responsible for thj moist
ure that is condensed under a roof when
there is no ceiling or other protection to
prevent the warm air from coming in con
tact with the metal of the roof, any more
than he would be for the rain or snow that
falls on top ; and yet his generalknowledge
ought to enable him to show the liability
to annoyance from this cause in advance,
and to urge a change in construction. It
would appear to us that it is the place
of those who have charge of the con
struction of a building to see that means
are provided to prevent the diffi-

Solution of Problem in Hip Hoofs, by A. Y.

Fig. 3.—Gothic Head.

above d. Draw e h, the angleof the slats,
and d h parallel to a b. Make c e equal to
c h, which is one-half of the major axis of
the ellipse, in which the lower slat is
placed. The ellipse may be drawn in va
rious ways. The plan we have adopted
here is a? 'ollows : Make bd and bf equal

the bevel on jamb for sill. Draw a b and
c d, representing the width of jamb, con
nect a c, set off the rise of sill from a to
e and ec representsthe pitch of sill. Draw
a line from e parallel to a e. Draw the
pitch of jamb from a, intersecting this line
at/, make ag equala f, draw gc. This
bevel at c will be the proper cut on the
jamb for the sill. The pitch of the jamb
here used is one-quarter the pitch of sill—
1 inch in 5 inches.

Problem In Hip Boofn,

From A. Y., Kentan, Ohio.— lb reply to" J. M.," of Germantown, Ohio, who pre
setted in the May number of Carpentry
and Building the plan of ahousewith a hip
roof to have a square deck of 30 feet sur
face, I send the inclosed sketch. I have
made the sides a little more pitch than the

culty. As the roof is constructed, noth
ing would be more surprising: than that
during cold weather the moisture con
tained in the warm air in the building
should not be condensed when coming in
contact with the cold glassof the windows
or metal of the roof. That it should con
dense is the obvious rule. According to
the books, at 60° a cubic foot of air will
hold 5.82 grains of watery vapor; at 70°,
7.94; at 80°, 10.73, and at 90°, 14.38.
When the air is saturated—that is

,

contains
all the moisture it can hold—and the tem
perature falls, then a certain amount of the
moisture is condensed and appears in
drops, as, without doubt, the reader has
noticed when a pitcher of ice-water has
been brought into a warm room. If a

cubic foot of saturated air at 90° is cooled
10°, it would deposit 3.5 grains of water;
but it is not supposed that the air con
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tained in an ordinary building is saturated
with moisture, yet it contains enough so
that when brought in contact with a cold
surface, like a metal roof, enoughmoisture
is condensed to cause serious annoyance.
The air in a building may appear to be
dry, and yet be capable of depositing
much moisture. As the hot air risqs to
the cold roof and the moisture is con
densed, the air becomes cooler and sinks
to the floor, thus giving place to other
warm air, which has its moisturecondensed
in a similar manner. At zero a cubic foot
of air will contain but 0.18 grain of
watery vapor, so, if the temperatureof the
roof is at zero, all of the vapor in the air
but 0.18 may be condensed. In answer to
the second question, it might be stated
that during everycold seasonfor a number
of years past there have been inquiries re
garding the subject of condensation or
sweating of roofs, and our back volumes
abound in them.

Bevels for the Construction or
Rectangular Figures.

From W. 8., Toronto, Canada.— In the
accompanying sketch I show a very simple
method for accurately finding the bevels
necessaryfor the construction of any rect
angular figure when its sides are not per
pendicular to the horizontal plane. The
plan is especially applicable for use in
constructing hoppers, carriage-seats and
the like. From any center A with any
radius A B describe a circle BCD.
Through the center A draw the diameter
A C. From A draw the radius A D,
making the angle BAD equal to the
angle which the side of the figure to be
constructed makes with the horizontal
plane. From A draw the radius A 6,

Ptan for finding Heeel3 in Construction
of Rectangular Figure*, Submitted by
W. S.

making with A D a right angle or an
angle equal to the angle which edge of
the side of the figure makes with the face
of the side. From A draw A F perpen
dicular to B C. Through G draw G 1
parallel to B C, cutting A D in I. From
the points D, I and G draw D E, I K,
and G H perpendicular to B C, cutting
B C in the points £, K and H. Join E F,
X F and H F ; the angle C E F will be the
angle across the face of the side, and the
angle B K F will be the angle of the
edge for a "butt" joint, and the angle
BHF will be the angle for a "miter"
joint. If piecesare put down the corners
to strengthen the figure, take the distance
D E on the tongue and the distance E F
on the blade of the steel squareand the
tongue will give the "backing" of the
corner-pieces.

Balanced Hatchway Doors.
From C. F. M., Easton, Pa.— For the
benefit of the readers of Carpentry and
Building I submit herewith a sketch of

self-balancing trap or hatchway doors
which are hung by weights. From an in
spection of the drawing it will be seen
that when the door is closed the weight is
brought directly upon it

,

serving to main
tain a perfect balance. The dotted lines
show the position of the weight when the

Balanced Hatchway Doors.

door is partially open. I have discovered
that the trap doors maybe used to advan
tage in a great many places, and the ar
rangement which I describe herewith
serves a very satisfactory purpose.

Construction and Care of Roofs.

Roof coverings, no matter how well put
on, require a proper amount of care. If
the covering is of tin or iron ■ it should be
protected from the action of the elements
by application of paint, put on as often
as necessary. If there are cracks in the
seamsof tin roofs,,causedby the contrac
tion and expansionof the metal owing to
changes in temperature, they should be
repaired by soldering on strips of tin or
by covering the cracks with solder. A
point that is apt to be neglectedon many
roofs is where the metal joins the brick
fire-wall. This joint mayhave beenprop
erly made at the time the roof was put on,
but the action of the elementsmay have
caused the cement or mortar to become
loosenedor to fall out, so that water may
enter, or in case the roof should be cov
ered with melting snow or ice a dam may
be formed that will cause the water to
back up and run in between the brick and
tin. It is evident that the remedy for
this defect is to renew the cement, after
which it can be painted, so as to
prevent the water from again enter
ing and causing the same
The samedifficulty is apt to occur at the
flashings about chimneys, and the remedy

is the same. When the covering of fire
wall is of stone or other similar material
the mortar or cementat the joint is liable
to be washed away, allowing water to
enter and soak the brick below, and when
this water freezesthe brick-work is apt to
be greatly injured, to remedy which the
joints should be cemented and painted.
The hanging gutters to carry away the
water from a roof should be so arranged
that in case of an overflow the water
will not run over the back side of trough
or gutter and run down the wall and per
haps be blown into the building by the
force of the wind. When gutters are
placed in a cornice the seams may be
broken by the expansion and contraction
of the metal, or by the action of ice and

snow, and the water that leaks through
the broken seams is apt to cause dam
age to the cornice, especially if of
wood, to prevent which the breaks should
be repaired by soldering strips of tin over
the seams,which is a better method than
using solder alone, as the strips will spring
enough to allow for the expansion and
contraction of the gutter.
While it is a comparatively easymatter
to protect the outer surface of a sheet-
metal roof from the action of the elements
by the application of paint, the under side
may receive injury from the condensation
of moisture without some provision is
made to prevent it. This can be done by
applying a layer of rosin-sized paper to
the roof-boards before the metal covering

is put on, and placing ventilators in the
roof to carry off all vapors that may col
lect between the ceiling and the roof.
When a building having a metallic roof
not so arranged as to prevent the moisture
from coming in contact with the roof is

first used in the fall, or when the weather

is sufficiently cold, the moisture from
the walls being brought in contact with
the cold surface of the roof covering

is sometimes condensed in such quan
tities as to drip upon the ceiling
below, and continue to do so until the
lilding has had time to drv out.
At 60° 1 cubic foot of air will hold 5.82
grains of watery vapor; at 70°,7.94 ; at 80°,
10.73, and at 90°, 14.38. When air is

saturated—that is, contains all the moist
ure it can hold—and the temperaturefalls,
then a certain amount of the moisture is

condensedand appears in drops, as with
out doubt the reader has noticed when a

pitcher of ice-water hasbeenbrought into a
warm room. If 1 cubic foot of saturated
air at 90° is cooled 10°, it would deposit 3.5
grains of water, but it is not supposedthat
the air contained in an ordinary building

is saturatedwith moisture, yet it contains
enough, so that when brought in contact
with a cold surface, like a metal roof,
enough moisture is condensed to cause
serious annoyance. The air in a building
may appear to be dry and yet be
capable of depositing much moisture. As
the hot air rises to the cold roof and the
moisture is condensed the air becomes
cooler and sinks, thus giving place to
other warm air, which has its moisture
condensedin a similar manner. At zero 1

cubic foot of air will contain but 0.18
grain of watery vapor, so if the tempera
ture of the roof is at zero, all of the
vapor in the air but 0.18 may be con-
de
-

Thk New York Central Iron Works,
Geneva, N. Y., manufacturers of the well-
known Dunning Heating Boiler, issue a new
edition of their catalogue. In sending
out the circular to the trade, the pro
prietor, William B. Dunning, directs at
tention to the latest improvement, which
is the portable boiler to be set without
brick-work ; also the new construction

trouble, (designed especially for soft coal and with

a patent improvement of a direct draft.
Mention is made of the fact that with
thesenewhot-waterboilers there is a large
assortmentto choosefrom. Passing on to
the illustrated portion of thecatalogue, we
first notice cuts showing an exterior view
of the Dunning Base-Burning Magazine
Boiler, brick-set. The same is next shown
as a surface-burner. The sections of the
boiler are afterward illustrated, followed
by cuts of the portable boiler, hot-water
boiler and the new Dunning. The grates
and parts of the boilers complete this part
of the catalogue, at the end of which is a

table of sizes, prices, &c. The next 75
pagesof the pamphlet are taken up with
testimonial letters and references. These
are followed by illustrations, with de
scriptive tables of power boilers and
engines.
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OVELTIES.
■o-1 — 1

Tbe SilNh) Steam Healing-Boiler.
The demand for a cheap construction
of boiler to be used in the smaller class of
residencesandbuildings induced theSilsby
Mfg. Company, 235 Main street, Seneca
Falls, N. Y., to bring out the Comfort
Boiler, shown in Fig 1. In this heater,it is
claimed, >theobjectionable featuresof cast-

surfaces are vertical. By simply remov
ing the covers,which are shown on top of
boiler, all accumulation of soot or dirt is
very readily swept down into the fire-pot.
The grate is of the rocking and dumping
type, simple in construction and easily
operated. The magazine, or coal-feeder,
holds a sufficient amount of coal to last

nickel-plated gong and japanned metal
base. At the present time two varieties
are offered, known respectively as the
crank and knob bells. In both cases the
principle of operation is the same, the
sound being produced by a rotary motion
of what may be designated as the handle.
Fig. 2_shows the knob bell, while Fig. 3
represents the crank bell. The crank or
operating-lever is inserted in the tumbler
projecting from the inner face of the bell.
This is operated by a ratchet, to which is
attached the striker. The bells are made
of few parts, of simple construction, and
of such a nature as to render them little

Fig. 4.—Self-Feeding Rip-Saw, Manufact
ured by Frank dt Co.

liable to get out of order. The best ma
terial is employed in their construction,
and they are offered, as stated above, in
two sizes, 3 and 4 inch.

Novelties.—h'ig. I.—The Comfort Steam Heating-Boiler, Made by
Silsby Mfg. Company.

iron boilers havebeenovercome. Instead of
being built up of many sections the boiler
in all the different sizes consists of but

Fig. 3.—ColumbusDoor-Bell.—Viewof Knob-
Bell.

two sections—the upper or flue section,
and the lower or fire-pot section—these
being joined together by short lug-
bolts at flanges, which are connected to
waterways, and are easily accessiblewhen
the jacket is removed. The connecting
flanges between fire-pot and boiler, also
water-column, areperfectly faced, and for
the joint corrugated-copper gaskets are
employed, no soft packings or cement
being used in any of the joints. These
boilers are easily kept clean, as the fire-

from 10 to 24 hours, depending upon the
severity of the weather. As will be seen,
this boiler is neat in appearance,is very
compact and has all the necessarytrim
mings and draft-regulating appliances.

Columbus Door-Bell.
The Columbus Door-Bell Company, of
Columbus, Ohio, have placed upon the
market a door-bell known under the name

Fig. 3.—Crank Bell.

Columbus, a general idea of the construc
tion of which may be gained from an in
spection of theaccompanyingillustrations.
This bell is made in two sizes, having

Self-Feeding Hip-Saw".

In Fig. 4 of the accompanying illustra
tions we show a general view of a No. 1
Self-Feeding Rip-Saw, which has been
placed upon the market by Frank & Co.,
176 Terrace street, Buffalo, N. Y. The
manufacturers claim for this, first, that it
is very simple in construction and can be
changedfrom power to hand feedby simply
raising the feeding works on the swinging
joint at theendof the machine. The feed
is driven by a seriesof belting and can be
started and stopped by means of a
tightener. The frame of this machine is
made very heavy, is strongly ribbed and
braced. The saw-arbor is made from 1£-
inch crucible machinery steel and is self-
oiling. There are three bearings to the
mandrel, one being outside the driving-
pulley. Two speedsof feed are furnished
with eachmachine. The machine is capa
ble of employing sawsup to 16 inches and
has capacity for cutting through material
4 inches thick. The table is hinged at
the back end ,togive free accessto the saw-
arbor. The boards being operated upon
are.held firmly on eachside of the saw by
meansof a spring, thus removing all dan
ger of injury to the operator. The floor-
spacerequired for this machine is 4 feet 9
inches by 4 feet 5 inches. The size of
pulley is 7 x 7 inches, and should run from
3000 to 3500 revolutions per minute, ac
cording to the sizeof saw employed. The
firm make a No. 2 size of this style of ma
chine, adapted for much heavier work and
having attachment for sawing siding,
which is furnished with wood and iron
table or all iron table, as may be pre
ferred.
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Improved Pony Planer.
Frank H. Clement, of No. 131 Mill
street, Rochester, N. Y., has recently in
troduced to the trade an improved pony
planer, a general view of which is shown
in Fig. 5 of the accompanying illustra
tions. This machine is one of the single-
surface variety, with four feed-rolls, the
upper pair being driven while the others
remain idle. It is designed more espe
cially for finishing or smoothing, but is so
constructed that it will take a heavy cut
when necessary. The cylinder, which is
of small diameter, is a solid steel forging

two applications of this door-hanger, the
arrangement bein;* so clearly indicated as
to call for very little explanation. The
Prescott hanger supports a door on the
principle of the ordinary swinging door
hung upon hinges. In this case no track
is employed, the hanger being applied to
the jamb on one side of the sliding door,
after the plaster is completed and the in
terior finish in place. The hanger is
secured to the jamb and coveredby a wide
stop. The manufacturers claim that it
can be adjusted by taking off the stop and
altering the set of the hanger. The

and have already establisheda wide repu
tation in the trade.

Witter** Improved Flush Bevel.
An interesting novelty which has re
cently been brought out by Frank E.

Fig. 7.—W\

Witter, of Willimantic, Conn., is shown
in Fig. 7 of the accompanying illustra
tions. This is known as Witter's Newly-
Improved Flush Bevel, and is a tool par
ticularly useful in framing hips, valleys
and jack-rafters, including other work
where two blades are needed at one tiire.
The tool is madeof sheet-steeland brass,
with wood center, and has two blades,

Novelties.—Fig. 5.—Improved Pony Planer, Made by Frank H. Clement.

with steel " capping " lips. The frame is
heavy and substantial and rests on three
feet, rendering it very difficult to strain it
on an uneven floor. The manufacturer
also states that by this arrangementthe
cylinder-caps may be always kept closely
screwed down without heating, and thus
avoid wavy work. The bearings of the
bed on the frame are outside on the feed-
rolls, and being supported at six points
and unusually deep and well-ribbed, the
bed cannot spring under the pressure of
the upper rolls. The pressurebars are
carefully arranged and have all the neces
sary adjustments independently of each
other and the feed-rolls. All bearingsare
extra long and carefully fitted, particular
attention being given to the cylinder
bearings. Two changesof feed are pro
vided and a lever for starting and stop
ping. The forward feed-rolls areweighted
and the gearing is especially heavy. The
machine is well built in all its parts and
is said to give very good results in opera
tion.

The Preseott Door-Hanger.

Since the illustrated description of
Prescott's Trackless Door-Hanger waspub
lished in our issue for March, 1882,the
Prescott Hardware Mfg. Company, of 108
and 110 Randolph street, Chicago. 111.,
havemadea number of improvements in
the device which cannot fail to be appre
ciated by the building trade generally. In
the accompanying illustrations we show

hanger works in a pocket at one side of
the door and does not show. It is war
ranted not to get out of order with con
stant use. In Fig. 6 of the illustrations
a hanger is shown applied to folding
doors, the plastering being broken away
at the left of the cut in order to clearly
indicate the general arrangement. In Fig.
8 of the cuts the Prescott Trackless Door-
Hanger is shown in its application to barn
doors. The statement is made that the

Fig. >>.—Prescotfs Parlor-Door Hanger.

almost total absenceof friction makes the
largest doors run easily, and that thedoors
cannot jump nor get off the track, asn«ne
is employed. They are well constructed

Fig. 8.—Prescotfs Barn-Door Hanger.

one 10-inch sliding blade and one flush
blade. It is handsomely finished, the
steel portion being nickel-plated and the
brass lacquered, while the wood center is
made of mahogany. At each end of the
device are thumb-nuts, so placed as to be
out of the way and yet convenient *br use.
In the edge of the thumb-nuts are two
holes designed for the insertion of a nail-
set to tighten the blade and hold it firmly
in place when it is desired to use the same
bevel for a long period. The flush blade
is very useful in working from plans, as it
rests flat on the tableand can be tightened
if necessaiybefore raising it. Beneath the
blade are gauge-marks,by meansof which
may be formed a squaie miter, octagon,
hexagon and try-square, both right and
left. The view at the right shows the tool
in vertical cross section.

Wood-Carvlns Machinery.

As a striking exampleof what may be
accomplished in the way of artistic wood
carving by machinery we would refer our
readersto the specimensshown in Figs. 9
and 10of the accompanying illustrations.
These patterns weremadedirect from the
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rough board by one passage through a
machine which has been invented by Dr.
C. L. Goehring, of Allegheny City, Pa.
It is stated that the machine performing
this work resemblesa first-class planer in
its general appearance,is fully as durable,
and is capable of producing an unlimited
variety of geometrical figures. They are
produced by a series of cams, something
after the style of the geometrical lathe.
As the lumber comes from the machine it
possessesa fine finish. The inventor states
that with the "shear cut" of the knives,
it matters little how knarlv may be the

Band-San 111ii .Tlacliiiif.

The Egan Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,
have just brought out a new band-sawem
bodying various modern improvements
and of superior construction. This saw
has beenbrought out to meetthe require-

shipping. The wheels, which are34inches
in diameter, are light and symmetrical,
covered with pure gum and ground true.
The upper box or wheel may be inclined
so as to lead the saw to any path by a
thumb-screw, the saddle and box being

Novelties.—Pig. 9.—Wood-Carving Machin
ery.—Specimen of Wood Carving by Ma
chinery.

wood or how twisted thegrain. A sample
lot of California redwood was lately run
through this machineat the rate of from 10
to 15 feet per minute, according to the
figure to be carved, with very satisfactory
results. The machine takes the board in
the rough, surfaces, carves, scallops the
edge9if desired, grooves, tonguesand cuts
an overlapping bead, and leavesit finished
and ready for the joiner. The machine is
claimed to produce work especially
adapted for wainscoting, ceiling, window
and door frames, or other finish for which
plain lumber is suitable. A number of
thesemachinesare at present in processof
erection and others will be soon com
menced to meet thedemand. The capacity
of the machine is said to be about 5000
feet for hard-wood lumber and 10,000
linear feet for soft lumber per day. The
specimensof carving shown in Figs. 9 and

Fig. 11—Band-Saw, Made by the Egan Company.

ments of planing-mills, carpenter-shops
and for generalwood-workers of all kinds.
The machine is substantially built, the
iron frame being cored out and cast in one

Fig. 10.—Pattern Put Together.

10 were made by the same cutter. Other
specimens before us show a pleasing
variety in design.

piece. The parts are well designed and
the machine is put together in a very
thorough manner, being fully testedbefore

raised or lowered by a main screw. The
patent weight for giving the proper ten
sion to the saw is adjustable and can be
readily changed to suit the width and
density of the work to be executed. The
steel plate at the back gives the saw a
full bearing and support, the plate being
reversible. The side guides are adjust
able to the width and thickness of the
blade. The manufacturers claim that the
patentshifter, usedfor shifting the belt and
stopping the saw, is rapid and effective in
operation. The patent guide rises and
lowers with the guidi -bar for the purpose
of adjusting itself to thick and thin lum
ber. It will take in 12 inches under the
guide. The manufacturersclaim that this
machine is the most perfect for working
in hard and soft wood now before the
trade.

Ideal Sa»h Pullejr.

The StoverMfg. Company, Freeport, 111.,
are putting on the market the sash-pulley
shown in the Fig. 12 of the accompanying
illustrations. The pulley-wheel has a cone
axle cast to it under a new process which,
it is claimed, greatly enhances its work
ing qualities in point of accuracy, in the
matter of durability and light running,
while it renders it noiselessin operation.
The bearings in case are madewith refer
ence to the cone-shaped axle of pulley,
and when put to actual use the weight of
the window and sash-weight applied to the
sash-cord running over the pulley-wheel
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causesit to run to a center, or midway be
tween the two sides of the cases,thus re
lieving it of contact with sides of case
and overcoming friction and noise. The
company make various styles of cone
axle-bearing sash-pulleys, but the pulley j
illustrated is moreparticularly adapted for

Novelties.—Fig. 12.—Ideal Sash-PiUley.

the mill trade, as it is readily applied with
mortising-machines such as are in general
use, though it may be applied by hand in
the usual way.

Humphrey'* Brad-Awl Handle.

This brad-awl handle is manufactured
by the Humphrey Tool Company, Warren,
Mass., and is intended for' use by work
men desiring a cheap handle for the old-
fashioned or forged shank brad-awls. It
is made of hard wood polished, with
double metal ferrules at the end The
inner ferrule has an oblong hole or slot
squared at the ends to keep the awl from
turning when the shank is inserted therein.
It is threaded on the outer surface, and on
it the outer ferrule is screwed, which has
in the center of the top a round hole of
such size that it is adapted to many sizes
of awls. The awl is placed in the handle
and the outer female, which is knurled,
as shown in Fig. 13, is screwed tightly
over it

,

holding the awl firmly and cen
trally. Its adaptation to large or small

the manufacturers refer to the fact that it

is of the vertical type and therefore econo
mizes 20 to 50 per cent, of the floor space
as comparedwith horizontal engines. The

is usually a part of the engine, as shown
in the annexed cut. Special attention is

directed to the fact that this engine does
not need a constant supply of water, and

Fig. 14.—The Van Duzen Qas-Enjine.

baseof the engine is a single casting, mak
ing a solid support. The interior of this
casting is hollow and forms a reservoir for
the oil and water, which constantly lubri-

Fig. 18.—Humphrey's Brad-Aivt Handle.

consequentlv requires very few pipe con
nections. The regulating of the engine is
accomplished by altering the supply of
gas, according to circumstances. The ap
plications of gas-engines of this type are
very numerous— in fact, they may be used
to advantage wherever small power is re
quired. They are made in five sizes,
from 1 to 10 horse-power, weighing from
1000pounds to 2200pounds.

awls is one of the points in regard to it

emphasizedby the manufacturers.

The Van Duzen Gag Engine.

Among the popular forms of small
motors the gas engine occupies a promi
nent position, and a new style of this class
of engine is put on the market by the Van
Duzen Gas Engine Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio. The appearance and general feat
ures of the motor will be understood by
referring to Fig. 14of the accompanying
illustration. In describing their engine

catesthe working parts of theengine. The
fly-wheels are specially constructed with
heavyrimsand light but strong arms,which
tend to give the engine greater uniformity
of speed. The governor usedin the engine

is of special design andmconstruction,
adapted for use on this aptor. It has
perfect and instantaneouscontrol over the
gas and air valves, as well as the speed of
the engine, under all conditions. The
valves of the engine are direct-acting pop
pet-valves, and their use is spoken of as a
new departure in gas-engine construction.
The water-tank is of heavy mild steel, and

Non-Frletlon Band-Saw Guide.

Figs. 15, 16 and 17 of the engravings
show clearly the construction and applica
tion of a non-friction band-saw guide man
ufactured solely by Cross & Speirs, of
Waterbury, Conn. The guide consists of

a holder, in the top portion of which is

fitted a sleeve, adjustable to and from the
saw and held by a set-screw, and in which
turns the shank of the wheel which forms

a bearing for the back edge of the saw.
In setting the guide, the back of the saw

is made to bear a little harder on the upper
edge of the disk, leaving a slight opening
on the lower edge. The pressure of the
work against the saw then makes its back
bear securely against the disk. As the
movementof the saw revolves the disk or
wheel friction is done away with, and
there is practically no wear at all. The
wearing parts of the guide aremade from
hardened tool steel, and if kept properly
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oiled will last as long as the saw. The
parts are so arranged that they can be ad
justed easily to any width or thickness of

ing the size of tenon to be cut. The rota
tion of the slat gives a true cylindrical form
to the tenon, the arrangement being such

meansof the revolving cutting tools two
tenons are cut and divided by oue cut
ter-head at the sametime. Each chuck is

Novelties.—Fig. 15.—Non-Friction Band-Saw Guide.—View

of Holder.

saw, while the guide can be readily at
tached without injury to the machine. For
resawing or heavy work it is preferable to
have two guides, one above and one be
low the table, but for ordinary work one
upper guide is sufficient, as it is so set as
to take all the pressure. Testimonials re
ceived by the manufacturers indicate that
the use of these gviides has resulted in
a great savine in saws, as the temper is
preserved and the back edge is prevented
from checking.

Bllnd-Slat-Teiioiilnz Machine.

In Fig. 18 of the accompanying illustra
tions is shown a new and improved ma
chine for automatically tenoning blind-
slats, which has recently been introduced
to the trade by J. A. Fay & Co., Cincin
nati, Ohio. In its construction the feed
ing mechanismis placed within the column

as to prevent splitting or tearing of the
wood. The material to be worked may
be of any length desired and is fed end
wise through rotating chucks, the shoulder

lfi.—Parts Combined,
Ready for Use.

Fig. 17.—Sleeveand Wheel.

of the machine, and consists of a worm
and worm-wheel connectedwith a pitman
operating the chuck arms. A cam on the
worm-wheel shaft draws down the pitman
and chuck arms until the tenon on the
slat is cut, and then spring pressureon the
upper end of the pitman returns it to its
place. Two speedsto the worm-shaft are
provided in order to accommodatediffer
ent lengths of slats. The feed is started
and stopped by a clutch on the counter
shaft, controlled by the hand-lever shown
at the left of the cut. In the top of the
pitman is an adjusting-screw for regulat-

Fig. 18.—Blind-Slat-Tenoning Machine, Made by J. A. Fay dbCo.

being pressedagainst an adjustable gauge, j fitted with a right and left hand screw for
The machine is so constructed that by adjusting it to different sizes of slats.
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The tight and loosepulleys are6 x 3 inches,
and the manufacturers state should make
000 revolutions.

Klnnear'a Paneled Ceiling.

In Fig. 19 of the accompanying illus
trations we show some of the leading
features of paneled steel ceiling which is

or seam,even the rim being a part of the
body, and leaving no crevice where dirt
might collect. Mention is made of the
fact that the fiber is a non-conductor of
heat, and thus retains the warmth in the
water longer than would be possible in
metal; and, furthermore, it is adapted for
electric baths. The material is the same
as that used in other indurated fiber-ware.

eluding standards, wastes and overflow,
8re specially designed for the tub. As
will be noticed, it is open and raised from
the floor, so that it canbe easilykept free
from dirt. It is specially well adapted to
country houses, since it only weighs 50
pounds and is easily portable and can be
moved from room to room. The Western
agent of these goods is G. W. Best, No.

Novelties.—Fig. 19.—PerspectiveView of tikeUnder Side of Kinnear's Paneled Veiling, Showing Method of Suspension,Made by
W. R. Kinnear dt Co., Columbus,Ohio.

being manufactured by W. R. Kinnear &
Co., of Columbus, Ohio. This cut is
taken from an attractive pamphlet which
the firm aredistributing among the trade,
and shows the method of suspending the
ceiling, while giving a very clear idea of
the general arrangementof the parts. By
referenceto the engraving it will be seen
that furring-strips are employed against
which the ceiling is fastened, the con
struction admitting of every joint and
nail-head being concealed. The rosettes
at the intersections of the margins of the
panels are the last to be put in place. In
our issue for November, 1888, page229,
we presentedsomewhatat length a descrip
tion of the method of constructing this
style of ceiling which may beof interest in
this connection.

Indurated-Flber Bath-Tub
There appears to be no limit to the uses
to which indurated fiber is adapted.
Among the latest applications of this
valuable material arc indurated bath-tubs,
manufactured by the Oswego Indarated
Fibre Company, Oswego, N. Y. The
general appearanceot the tub is shown in
the illustration herewith. The manufact
urers have beenexperimenting someyears
in this line, with the idea of producing an
article which should embody asmany de
sirable featuresas possible. The material
of pure fiber is molded in one pieceunder
heavy pressure, and is thus without joint

The outside of the tub. in baking, is
given a mahoganyor rosewood finish, un
less specially made to correspond with the
wood-work of the room, while the rim is

45 Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111., the
agents for the New England States being
Dalton & Ingersoll, No. 171 High street,
Boston, Mass., while for New York City

Fig. 20.—Indvrated-Fibe.rBath-Tub.

finished as wood, or white enamel if de
sired. The inner surface of the tub is
lined with imported white enamelspecially
prepared for this use, but the enamel may
be tinted if preferred. It also is subjected
to a high temperature and thoroughly
baked into the tub, making, it is said, a
hard, lasting, durable, impervious lining
that can be cleanedwithout scouring. The
manufacturers further direct attention to
the low price of the tub. Fittings, in-

and vicinity the goods are handled by
Henry Huber & Co., 81 Beekman street.

Testing Roofing-Slate.

We take the following interesting ac
count of some tests of the quality of roof
ing-slate from a recent issue of the Amer-
can Architect and Building Neios:
The Wiener Bauindustrie Zeitung, one
of the most useful technical journals which
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comes to our office table, contains some |tests of the quality of roofing-slate which
are new.
It seems that an important lawsuit
against a contractor turned to some extent
upon the quality of the slate used on the
roofs of a row of houses, and an expert
chemist was appointed by the court to ex
amine the slate and give testimony con
cerning their quality and concerning the
properties of roofing-slate in general, about
which few architects or builders know
much with certainty. The result of his in
vestigations is well worth remembering by
every one who has to do with roofing-
slate.
He found that asa rule all slates contain
fine lines, running parallel with what may
be planes of secondary stratification or
crystallization. By holding a roofing-slate
a little below the eye and inclined from
it these lines may be seen. If they run
parallel with the long side of the slate
this is properly cut, and if of good quality
will keep its place in the roof. If the
lines run across the slate or at an angle
with its sides it is likely, whatever the
quality, to break acrossor lose a corner at
the least provocation. The hardness or
specific gravity, contrary to the usual be
lief, gives no reliable indication of the
quality of a slate. A better test consists
in striking them together or tapping them
with a hard substance. If they ring clearly
under this treatment they are likely to be
good, and a dull sound or percussion
generally shows a poor slate.
The familiar experiment of setting the
slates upright in a dish of water and
noting how far the water ascends by
capillary attraction in the substanceof the
slate is still one of the best tests that «an
be made. In agood slate the water should
rise only slightly above the surrounding
surface. A slate that draws up the water
to a considerable hight should be avoided
as likely to be destroyed by frosts and
weathering.
Some slates, apparently hard and non-
absorbent, decompose on exposure to the
air by chemical action. These are best
detected by plac.ng samples in test-tubes
and covering them with a saturated
aqueous solution of sulphurous acid. A
bad slatewill always begin in a few days
to crumble away, while a good sample
will resist the action of the acid for weeks
and evenmonths.
If a portion of the slate to be examined,
when powdered and covered with muri
atic acid effervescesstrongly, the presence
of carbonate of lime will show, and the
slate should not be used. If another
sample which, powdered and strongly
heated in a test-tube, gives off a yellow
sublimate of sulphur, with a smell of
sulphurous acid, the slate contains iron
pyrites and will not be durable on a
roof.

RADE NOTES.
«-^>—»

The Cincinnati Corrugating Company, formerly of Cincinnati, haveJust occupiednewquartersat Piqua, Ohio, where theyenjoyadditionalfacilitiesfor turning out theirline of specialties.The placeisadvantageouslylocatedon theMiamiRiver,theMiamiandErieCanal,and at the junction of the Cincinnati,
HamiltonandDaytonandPennsylvanialinesofrailroads. It is about80milesnorth from Cincinnati, and has a populationof 15,000.Thecompanyabovereferred to havean extensiveplant,andarein apositionto promptly handleall ordersfor iron andsteelrootingwith whichtheymaybeintrusted.

Charles A. Strelinger & Co., ofDetroit, Mich., havereadyfor distribution anillustratedcatalogueof theirextra finequalitytools, for which they requestapplications. Itconsistsof 200pages, illustrated with 700engravings.

W. Bird & .Son, East Walpole
. iiiv 'In

ectinjf
theattention of the build

The reports of extensive forest fires in
Montana,Oregon,andotherwooded sections
of the country again call public attention
to the great need of somesystem of forest
supervision. The timber areas of this
country are being rapidly depleted, and
yet there are no steps taken to prevent the
destruction by fire of vast forests every
year through the carelessnessof hunters or
by acciden's. It is estimated that as much
lumber is consumedevery year by needless
tires as is cut annually from all the forests
in North America.

A company has been organized in Lon
don under Sir Edward Walker to build
another Eiffel tower, this one to be 2000
feet high.

A new union railroad depot at Detroit
will cost $1,000,000.

F.
Mass.
iug tradeto the Neponsetwater-proof paper.This is claimedto makea first-classroof-covering at one-quarterthecost of shingles,and ifproperlycared for will endureas long. Usedasasidingit issaidto presenta very handsomeappearance,and is not affectedby heat, oold,snowor rain.

W. F. & John Barnes Company. No.
71 Ruby street. Kockford. 111.,advertise thismonthanassortmentof foot-powermachineryof special interest to contractors and builders. The machinesinclude those for ripping,cross-cutting,scroll-sawing,mortising, forming edges,grooving, gaining, rabbeting, cutting dadoesandturning. Several lettersfromthosewhohaveusedthemachinesmadeby thiscompanyarcalsopresented,showingthesatisfactionwhichtheyhavegiven.

We have received from Murphy &Co., of Newark, Boston, Cleveland,St. Louisand Chicago,anumberof neatlittle pamphletsrelating to the subject of varnish. Among
themwe find" VarnishSecrete,"Nos.1,2and3,"A Little Bit of a Tale of 50 Years." and" Good News." The title page of the latterbears the inscription,••Apparently the LastStopTaken in FinishingVarnish by Murphy&Co." Theselittle volumesserve an admirable
purposefor calling the attention of the tradeto thefirm'sspecialties,andwe have no doubttheywill beperusedwith interest by all intowhosehandscopiesmavcome.
Samuel Cabot, of 70 Kilby street, Bos
ton,Mass.,calls attentionto his brick preservative, which is claimed to preventthe whiteappearanceon buildings socommonto all constructedof brick. Herequestsapplicationsforsamplesand circulars fully describing th<!meritsof thearticle.

Goodell & Waters, Philadelphia,
illustratethismonththeir No. 12six-roll planerand matcher. It is especially recommendedfor Job shopsandfor all estabishmenesrequiring amachinefor surfacing, working flooring,ceilings and moldings..Themachineis on exhibition at their Chicago and San Francisco
warerooms.

The Howard Furnace Company,
with ofliceandsalesroomsat 529and 531South
Clintonstreet,Syracuse,N. Y., directattention
elsewherein this issueto the Howard furnace,
whichpossessesmanyfeaturesof interest. It isacombinationheateremployingwarm air andhotwater. It iswell madeand hasestablisheda recordfor economicalandsatisfactoryopera
tion.

In TnEiu advertisement this month
the HamsieyMetal KooflngCompany,18Cliff
street. New York, direct the attention ofthe trade to the Hamsley Patent MetalShingles,whichthey manufacturein a variety
of designs.

Mr. M. T. Richardson, editor andpub
lisher of the Blatksmithand Wheelwright,hasjust issuedan interesting little volume, entitled, " Practical Blacksmithing." It cousistsof a collectionof articlescontributedat different times by skilled workmento thecolumnsof the BlachsmithandWheeltvright,and coversverynearly thewholerange of blacksmithing
from the simplestto the morecomplexforg-
ings. Primitive toolsand ancientblacksmithing are briefly considered,andplans of shops,
chimney-building,forgesandadescriptionof a
variedassortmentof toolsarepresented. Thework is profuselyillustrated.

C. B. Putnam, of Marion, Iowa, has re
centlypatentedawind-mill tower,usingin its
construction a frame-work of wrougnt-iron
pipes held together by appropriate castings
andadjustedbyscrews. The tower isof sucha
characteras to beusedfor themastsupportinganywind-mill,althoughit is moreparticularly
intendedto supplementprior inventionsof the
samemanufacturer.

The New York Central Iron Works,
Geneva, N. Y., manufacturersof the well-
known Dunning Heating Boiler, issuea new
editionof their catalogue. In sendingout the
circular to the tradetheproprietor,William B.Dunning, directs attention to the latest im„,,,™o ♦ i a.l-le°lIontp tne latest Im- also presentsa number of testesho«provement.which is the portableboiler to be strengthof thecementhandledbyhim

setwithout brick^work;alsothenewconstruction designedespeciallyfor soft coal andwitha patentimprovementof adirectdraft, Mention is madeof the fact thatwith thesenewhot-waterboilersthereisa largeassortmenttochoosefrom. Passingon to theillustratedportion of the catalogue,we first notice cutsshowinganexterior viewof theDunningBase-Burning Magazine Boiler, brick-set. Thesame is next shown as a surface-burner.Sectionsof theboilerareafterwardillustrated,
followed by cuteof the portable boiler,hot-water boilerandthenewDunning. Thegratesand parteof the boilerscompletethis part ofthecatalogue,at theendof whichisa tableofsizes,prioes.Sec.Thenext75pagesof thepamphlet aretakenup with testimoniallettersand
references. These are followed by illustrations,with descriptivetables,of powerboilersandengines.
Among the more interesting exhib
its in theAmerican departmentof the ParisExpositionis thedisplayof wood-workingmachinerymadebyJ A. Fay &Co.,of Cincinnati,
Ohio. Thespaceoccupiedis80x39feet in Bize,
and is coveredbyaheavyraised floorwith afine office in thecenter. In theexhibit are26
machinesofJ.atedesign,someof whicharesaidto boentirelynewto thetradeof Europe. Thewhole display is in charge of w. H. Doane,president of the company, and a corps of
assistants that accompaniedhim from thisside.

H. J. Smith, proprietor of the Key
stone Stained Glass Works, Philadelphia, reports a large businessat thisseason,not only
in stainedglass,but in clearglass,worked up
in artistic shapes. Among recent orders isalarge one from Tacoma,Wash.Ter.,and an
other fromSantaF#,NewMexico.

In our notice last month of the little
work on steamand hot water heating,issuedby the HerendeenMfg.Company,of Geneva,
N. Y., the intelligent (?) compositormadeaslight error in regardto thenameof thecompany. It was printed HendersonMfg. Company when it should have been HerendeenMfg. Company.

We have received from L S. Star-
rett, Athol, Mass, an interesting little pamphlet of 36pages,illustrating and describing
the line of finetools for mechanicsmanufact
ured by him. The line embracesa greatvarietyof smalltools,whicharewellmadeand
calculated to give satisfaction, including
calipers,bevels, dividers,gauges, hack-saws,
leveling instruments, micrometers, rules,
squares,straight-edges, trammels, &c. The
work is neatly printed in tinted ink and isgotten up in a form calculatedto Invite inspection.

The Pike Mfg. Company, Pike Station,
N. H., are offering the trade an oil-stonefor
which theyaremakingmanyclaims. It issaidto be very satisfactory for general use, cuteaway steel rapidly, sets a keen, smoothedge
andwill not glaze.

Elsewhere in our issue this month
the PrescottHardwareMfg. Company,of 108to110Randolphstreet,Chicago,call attention to
thePrescotthangers,adaptedfor usein connec
tion with parlorandbarndoors. No tracksnor
rollersareused,thehangerworking in a pocket
at oneside of the door out of sight. It is appliedafter the plasteringIs done. It is statedthat thealmosttotal absenceof friction makesthelargestdoorsrun with thegreatestease.

F. P. Burcaw & Co, Hazleton, Pa.,
call attention in their advertisement this
month to theii Ĉoncave and Convex Inter
locked Weather Strips, which are claimedto
give very satisfactory results in operation.
Thesestrips are of interest to carpentersandbuilders,and we understandthat State andcountyrightscanbesecuredat veryreasonablefigures.

A windmill tower made entirely of
metal, the sections being pipes and rods in
geniously joined,is thesubject of a patent recentlygrantedto GorgeWailenbeck,of Ithaca,
N. Y. The constructionshown is light, grace
ful andwithal well adaptedto the purpose In
view.

We have received from M. S. Huey
& Son, Indianapolis, Ind.. an attractive catalogue,showingnumerousillustrations of wood
mantelswhich this firm are manufacturing.
The designsare neat and attractive,some of
them being especially rich in their general
effect. We also find designsof majolica tiles
for mantel facings, &c, which the firm arereadyto furnish inavarietyof coloredenamels.
In addition to manufacturing wood mantels
andcabinets,the firm deal in gratesandbrassfittings, and tile for hotel floors, vestibules,
facings,&c.

Erskine W. Fisher, of N<>-18 Broad
way, New York City, has issued a circular
to thebuilding tradescalling attention to the
meritsof Portland cement. The statementis
madethat thedemandfor asuperiorquality of
materialof this kind is becomingsogreat that
Mr. Fisherhasfoundit necessarytosupplement
his Stettin Anchor brand with another
whichhecanequallyrecommend.Hehascompletedarrangementsfor theentire control for
theUnitedStatesandCanadaof thecelebratedSphinx Portland cement, manufactured at
Boulogne, France. The circular referred to
also presentsa number of testeshowingthe
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OTES AND COMMENTS.

IN
OUR PAGES this month will be
found a variety of most interesting
ard valuable matter. Two house

designs will command the attention of
those who look to our pages for sugges
tions concerning the structures which they
put up. Another chapter on masonry
takes the learner into some of the most
difficult problems encountered in stone-
Cutting. Our plate pages contain some
designs of Swiss furniture and two views
of an English cottage, both of which are
appropriate subjects for careful study. A
host of correspondents discuss different
matters, ranging from the proper framing
of wooden buildings to the shaping of
hand-rails in stair-building. In novelties
we show machines and tools in consider
able variety, and also present some porch
designs which cannot fail to please.

EVERY
ONE who travels over the

country at the present time and
uses his eyesmust be impressedby

the amount of building work that is in
progress almost everywhere. Indeed, the
wide distribution of building activity the
present year is a matter of comment upon
the part of people generally, and yet there
is no occasion to talk about a building
boom. The building business has been
fairly good almost everywhere. In only a
few places has it been dull, while in a
number it has been unusually brisk.
Numerous-dwellings havebeenput up, fac
tories havebeenbuilt, additions hare been
made to both houses and business struct
ures, and repairs in all kinds of buildings
have been thoroughly sustained. A few
very large buildings havegone up in the
moreimportant towns and cities, but activ
ity for the mostpart hasbeenin the way of
uopietentious and moderate-priced struct
ures. Such a year of building is in all re

spects the best for the trade and in the
long run is the most advantageous for the
country. There is no reaction from such
activity, whereas a boom, so called, is
almost always succeeded by 'i practical
cessation of operations.

is a very cheerful outlook for those who
are engaged in the building business as
contractors, mechanics, &c, but it is no
less favorable to those who are supplying
building specialties, suchas heaters,light
ing appliances, electrical goods, &c.

SPEAKING

of the state of trade in the
Eastern or manufacturing section of
the country, the WeeklyRecordsays:

"The remarkable expansion of manu
facturing capacity in all directions is one
of the most gratifying features of the
business situation at the present time.
All lines, including cotton mills, machine-
shops, shoe factories, bridge-builders,
ship-builders, car-builders, Sec., are re

ported as having more work on hand and
in sight than at any time for years. Several
of the cor|x>ratiousof Lewiston, Maine,
one of the largest centersof cotton-manu
facturing in New England, held their
annual meetings last week and reported
all the mills to be in a prosperous con
dition. The various companieshave made
extensive improvements in the way of new
buildings, machinery, &c, and more are
contemplated. As to manufacturing and
business in the South, the Manufact
urer*' Record reports the best prospects
ever known for industrial activity. The
increase iu the value of Southern crops
over 1888will bs upward of $125,000,000,
though last year's crops wore the largest
on record up to that time. In the last

three and a half years more than 11,000
new industrial enterprises have been or

ganized iu the South, covering every line

of manufacturing, and over 8000miles of

railroad have beenbuilt." All this means
demandsupon the builders and mechanics
of the country.

THE
PROSPECTS for the building
business at the present time for
another year are excellent. The

crop conditions of the country are quite
favorable, financial affairs are in such a

shape as to encourage building and the

general distribution of wealth is such that
more dwellings are likely to be built in
the near future than for some time past.
We hear of occasional strikes and misun
derstandings between employers and em

ployees in the building trades, but, taken
as a whole, labor conditions are also
favorable to building enterprise. All this

IN
CONVERSATION with amember of
a large supply firm a few days since

the editor askedsomequestions about

the grade of dwellings being erected at

thepresent time, so far as is indicated by

the demand for certain specialties. The

questions had reference to heating appa
ratus more particularly. Oo more build

ings of a cheap grade employ improved
heating apparatusat the present time than

formerly ? The answer indicated that

whereas a few years since it was con

sidered uselessto send a circular relating
to steam-heatingapparatus, for example, to

any save such as were building houses
somewhat expensive in character, at the

present time it is found to pay to send to

people who are building comparatively
cheap houses. This is an interesting
feature of the present activity and has
beenrepeatedly brought to our notice of
late. Dwellings of a grade so cheap that
formerly they were put up as mere shells
without conveniences are at present sup
plied with steam or hot-water systemsfor

heating. They also have plumbing fixt

ures and water-supply, electric bells,
attractive mantels and gas-fixtures. Both
the conveniences and luxuries of life
are every day coming into the reach
of a larger number, and it is to be

remarked that while fewer buildings
of the better class are going up this
year than usual, the trade in such build

ing specialties as plumbing, heating,
electric and lighting supplies is fully kept
up by the new demand in cheap buildings
and is on this account perhaps larger than
ever before.

JUST
AT PRESENT there is a lively

controversy in progress between the

newspapersof the East and the West

concerning the location of the World's
Fair which it is proposed to hold in this

country in 1892in honor of the voyage of

Columbus. Shall the fair be held in Chi

cago or New York or shall it go to Wash

ington, the capital of the country? New

York has claims for the honor not to be

gainsaid, and Chicago is very actively in

teresting herself in the schemeand show

ing vigorous enterprise in a most practical
way. In New York long discussionshave

taken place as to a site. The Financial

Committee appointed by the Mayor some

time since have done nothing pending the

selection of a site, and now that a site has

been nominated they seem reluctant to

make known their scheme for raising the

necessaryfunds. Of course the ultimate

decision of where the fair is to be held

will depend upon the action of Congress,

but that city which makes the best show

ing of claims to the honor by preliminary
work actually performed is likely to have

the advantage before that body. Natu

rally we are specially interested in New

York, but we recognize the fact that Chi

cagois in many respectsmorenearly a typ

ical American city than the metropolis.

In any event we wish the fair the greatest

measureof success,and have faith to be

lieve that whether it is held East or West

it will exert an important and salutary

influence upon the industries of the coun

try. It is evident that it will promote
the building business, at least locally if
not in general. In addition to the large

contracts involved in the structure to be

erectedfor exhibition purposes there will

be many smaller buildings. There will

be the buildings of the different States

and countries that are represented, and

last, but not least, there will be the neces

sary provision for housing the multitudes

that may be expected to attend the fail.

WE
MIGHT CONTINUE this train
of thought and refer to some

of the special structures that are

likely to characterize the event—a very

high tower, for example; but upon this

point we are in full sympathy with re

marks printed in the Iron Age of recent
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date as follows : " Whatever decisionmay
Ultimately be reached on the question in
which of our greatest cities the World's
Fair of 1892is to be located, someconsid
erations deserveattention during the early
stages of the work to be done. We ob
serve an unfortunate tendency against
which a vigorous protest should be en
tered. The ideal which seemsto bebefore
the majority of our people is that what
ever we do we must eclipse everything in
size. The plan seemsto be to cover more
acresof ground with larger buildings, and
-aboveall, to build a tower anywhere from
:$00to 1000feet higher than that of Eiffel.
This latter ambition appears to us to
border on childishness, and its only pos
sible justification can be that in Europe
everybody expects us to do that very
thing. What made the Eiffel Tower fa
mous was the originality of the concep
tion and the boldness of the execution.
To clap on a few hundred feet is certainly
not original and cannot be considered
daring. A 1500-foottower in New York
or Chicago or Washington would be a
lasting monument of our powers of imi
tation and our love of boasting. Its
novelty is the chief claim of the Eiffel
Tower to admiration and attention.
American genius, skill aud daring ought
to be able to discover some worthier ob
ject. If we want to outdo the Parisians
let us undertake somethingoriginal, grand
and above all useful. It is well to humor
-Mr. Eiffel's friends and accept without
discussion their laborious explanations of
the utility of his great monument to
science, military art, &c, but those who
are frank about it will acknowledge that
the Eiffel Tower is a sulendidly-success-
ful advertisementof the Paris Exposition
—nothing more. Its efficacy in that ca
pacity has beenexhausted,especially when
what we want is something to attract
Europeans, to whom it has lost the charm
of novelty. Our own people can be ex
pected to come to the World's Fair in
great numbers, even without a 1500-foot
monument."

THE
SAME writer adds other good
advice as follow s■ " Another wide
spread idea is that a ' big ' acreage

is a first consideration. Any one who has
wandered about in the wilderness of sec
ond and third rate exhibits of any of the
great world's fairs must have been con
vinced of the necessity of contracting
rather than expanding theseshows. There
is no good reasonwhy a dozen concerns
who are rivals in making ugly and poor
hats should be given the privilege to in
flict hundreds of square feet of them upon
an indifferent and tired public. In agood
many industries collective exhibits care
fully chosen should be insisted upon.
Every legitimate effort should be made to
keep the size of such a show within rea
sonable bounds. The simple fact that
some person is willing to spend a good
deal of money to show what nobody cares
to seeought not to be a sufficient justifi
cation to swell an unwieldy massof arti
cles. Until now a few thousandexhibitors
have been allowed to largely defeat the
objects of millions of visitors. It is to be
hoped that, so far at least as the American
section is concerned,a reformwill bemade
in this direction in 1892."

THE PLATES.

In Plate XXXVII we show miscella
neousdetails of a housedesignedby Frank
M. Snyder, of Chicago, the elevations,&c,
of which are on pages 208 and 204. The
plate is a photo-reproduction of the author's
drawings, the only change being in the
figures representing the scales, which are
made to correspond to the reduced draw
ings.
In our double-page plate we show a
number of designs of German and Swiss
furniture taken from a work illustrating
the " History of Furniture," by Lambert
and Stahl and published by Julius
Hoffmann, of Stuttgart. The work in
cludes specimensof all styles of furniture,
such as Egyptian, Pompeiau, Greek and
Roman, as well as Medhcval and Renais
sancework. The sheetsof the book are
of small folio size, our double-page plate
representing the subjects of five plates re
duced to about one-half scale. These are
from line drawings, but many of the illus
trations havemonochrome tints over them,
introduced presumably to enhance their
solidity and effect, while others, to render
the information more graphic, are deli
cately printed in colors. Referring now
to the design in the plate, the Swiss buffet
belongs to Herr Hunsiker. a painter in
Sienna. It was found by him in the
kitchen of the Schloss Rallingen, the
ancient property of the Republic of Berne,
on the Lake de Thun. The owner says it
is an original specimen of the cabinet
maker's art of the fifteenth century. It is
executed in deal, simply constructed, with
shaped dresser-like sidesand carvedon the
faces of the framing and panels to the
doors with ornament crisply cut out of
the thickness of the stuff. The central
lower drawing, wherein the young lady is
seated on r. settle, represents some old
Gothic Germanfurniture. This bench and
the richly-carved fronted chest are in
the National Museum at Munich, while
the armoire in the corner of the
sketch belongs to the Imperial Col
lection at Vienna. The Swiss writing-
table, or secretaire Gothiqve, of fif
teenth-century date, is now to be seen
in the Museumat Bale, and originally was
used in the Augustinian cioisters there.
The decorationsare in white, red and blue.
Its construction, like many other Mediaeval
tables,is designed on the trestle principle,
the solid upright standard ends being
braced together by a rail running through
and clipped by wedges. The table-top is
hinged so that when the cover is closed
the writing materialsare shut in out of the
dust aud harm's way. The German fur
niture shown to the left of the last-named
specimen is someyears later in style, and
though somewhatGothic in general idea,
is elaborated with Renaissanceornamenta
tions and details very prettily conceived.
The table comes from Munich Museum,
and the roll-chest on sideboard, which
bearsthe date 153!),is now at Bale. It
contains in one of the panels a portrait of
Erasmus of Rotterdam. The little cabinet,
or coffer, ou the top behind the helmet is
of the samedate. The German buffet, in
the lower right-hand corner of the double-
page plate, is a typical specimen of the
later Renaissance, inlaid with dark woods.
The forms usedaremorearchitectural than
the last, and masonry forms are imitated
in its elaboration; as, for instance, the
arched niche accommodating the lavatory
for washing the fingers after meals.
The favor with which English cottages
are at present regarded by architects and
builders in this country, and the fact that
similar structures are gradually coming
into demand here, lends interest to the
double cottage, of which we show two
views in plate XL. One view shows the
front of the cottage, while the lower cut
presents a view at the rear. The build

ing is known as theGrange, and is located
at Crawley Down, Sussex, England.
Each cottage contains on the ground-
floor a living-room, 13 feet x 11 feet
6 inches; scullery, 11 feet 6 inches by 6
feet 9 inches; also pantry and closet and
a shed behind for fuel, with water-closet
attached. On the first floor there are three
bedrooms,the front one in each case hav
ing spacefor two beds. The outsidewalls
are hollow, 15J inches thick, the outer
portion being 4£ inches and the inner
portion 9 inches thick, connected with
galvanized-iron ties. The brick are Row-
fant red hand-made kiln bricks, and the
roof is covered with St. John's hand
made tiles. The work has beenexecuted
in a substantial and very satisfactory man
ner by Mr. Samuel Webber, of Crawley
Down, from plans prepared by T. Mac-
Laren, architect, of Great Queen street.
Westminster.

Woven-Wlre Roofing.

We haveere this, says an English cou-
temjiorary, expressed ourselves favorably
upon wire-wove roofing, which has now
been for someyearsbefore the public as a
substitute for glass roofing andmany other
purposes. Its application on a large scale
has been most successfully accomplished
at the Royal Aquarium, Westminster, the
directors of which substituted this trans
parent wire-wove roofing for glass in the
enormous roof of the aquarium, which
has been constructed out of this material
at an expense of £1700. The great ad
vantagesof the new material are obvious,
as the glass roof always caused great
trouble and expensefor repairs, while un
able to prevent the rain from coming in.
apart from the danger to visitors to the
building from the falling of panes.
For those unacquainted with the ma
terial we may state that it is extremely
pliant, and may be bent backward and
forward like leather, aud be subjected to
very considerable tensile strain with im
punity. It is almost as translucent as
glass, and is of a pleasing amber color,
varying in shade from very light golden to
pale brown. The basis of the material is
a web of fine iron wire, with warp and
weft threads about inch apart. This
is inclosed, like a fly fn amber, in a sheet
of translucent varnish, of which the base
is linseed oil. There is no resin or gum
in the varnish, and once it has become
dry it will stand heat and damp without
suffering any change, neither hardening
nor becoming sticky. The manufactureis
carried out by repeatedly dipping the
sheetsedgewise into tanks of varnish and
then allowing the coating which they thus
receive to dry in a warm atmosphere.
The large size of the sheets, 10x4 feet,
renders the joints very few, and thesecan
be madeabsolutely tight by the useof var
nish between the overlapping edges. No
glazier is required to apply the material ;
it can be cut by a pair of strong scissors
and be nailed in place by any ordinary
workman. The frames to carry it may be
extremely light and their construction of
the simplest. Curved surfaces can be
glazed as easily as flat, and if a great
amount of light berequired the entire roof
ing may be made of this material. The
sun's heat gets through with difficulty, so
that no awnings are needed, which is a
great advantage in winter gardens and
placesof that description. The material
is being used by the Admiralty and the
War Office and in many other places. Its
successful application for roofing the
aquarium is likely to spread its fame,
greatly to the advantageof the Transpar
ent Wire Wove Roofing Company, Lim
ited, of 184 Queen Victoria street, E. C.
The inventor of the wire-wove roofing and
of the company's new material cnrbolinf
is Mr. Ford.
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Design for an Eight-Boom House.

We take pleasure in laying before our
readersthis month anattractive design for
an eight-room house, of which David
S. Hopkins, of Grand Rapids, Mich., is

upon the second floor are four sleep
ing-rooms, two large store-rooms and a
bath-room. Entrance is gained bymeans
of a porch and a large hall from
which the two front rooms open.
The passage from the kitcheu to the

the necessity of passing through the
dining and sitting rooms to the front
stairs in case it is desired to reach the
sleeping-rooms. On the second floor the
sleeping-rooms, with the exception of the
servant's room, are provided with ample

Design for an Eight-Room House.—PerspectiveView.—David S. Hopkins, Architect, Grand Rapids, Mich.

the author. The house is of such a dining-room is through a pantry 5 x 8$
character that it may be more or less ex- feet in size, and provided with ample
pensive according to the location and shelving and large cupboard. The kitchen
general style of finish, but was designed is furnished with the modern appliances

First Floor.

by the author as a residence of very
moderate cost. On the first floor are
four rooms, consisting of kitchen, din
ing-room, sitting-room and parlor, while

FecondFloor.

Floor Plans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Fool.

and has opening from it a room designed
as a store closet. From the kitchen the
cellar may be reachedby means of stairs,
and also the second floor, thus avoiding

closets fitted with hooks and shelves. The
bath-room is at the rear of the house and
is 8i feet square. The first story is 9|
feet in hight and the second 9 feet. The

Foundation.

house is of frame, of the balloon style.
The sitting-room is provided with a neat
wood mantel, tile hearth and open
grate.
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Architectural Education.

Design in the senseof detail asto mold
ing and carving, all that design which has

do a little modeling and then go into a
stone-yard or a monumental shop, serve
some sort of an apprenticeship, and be
causehe couli spread himself over paper,

Design for an Eight-Boom Howe.—Front Elevation and Section.—Scale, % Inch to Foot.

to do with building and monumental
work, anything of a special character, has
come to the front in America. It is con
sidered in the spirit of intelligence; intel
ligence which leads to preparation and a
proper course of education. It used to be
that a sketching boy would be sent into
an architect's office, says a recent issue of
Stone, and in a short time would learn to

true of architectural and monumental
work during past years, but the time has
.now come through the force of education
and preparation for an artistic career in
architectural andmonumentmatterswhich
is bringing out a different state of things.
It is apparent that those who have had
the best preparation in this direction ave
compelling others less fortunate and with
less foresight to stay in the background.
The encouragementwhich has been given
education is such as will lead to further
and more complete education in architect
ural and monumentalmatters and, in the
end, to better results as applied to Ameri
can design.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Graphics, or the Art of Calculation by
Drawing Lines Applied Especially to
Mechanical Engineering. By RobertH.
Smith,MasonCollege,Birmingham. Part I,
257pages,0x9. Boundin cloth,accompanied
by an atlas of diagrams. XXIX Plates,
if x 13inches,bound in cloth. Longmans,
Green& Co. 1889.
This work, which is quite ingenious in
various features,will not enablethe student
of practical mechanics to dispense with
the use of other books treating of mechan
ics in the ordinary manner. If it did, this
work might be entitled "Engineering
Mechanics Developed Graphically." The
work is intended to enablethosewho have
a knowledge of elementary mechanics to
advance that knowledge to any degree of
thoroughness they may find useful, and to
apply that knowledge to the every-day
problems of engineering sciencewithout
the aid of themorecomplicatedportions of
algebraic and trigonometrical mathematics
or of the differential and integral calculus.
As the author appropriately remarks,many-
have no taste or faculty for this latter sort
of mathematics; others have not the time
needed to keep themselvesproficient in its

Side {Left) Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

be an architect ; or that he would go into I assumethe airs and graces which did not I use; and again, it is undeniably
true that

some local school of design, draw a little, 1belong to him. This sort of thing was the solution of many a problem
becomes
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practicable in point of time and easeby
the graphic method which would be in
tolerably tedious and difficult without its
aid. A comprehensiveglossary of special
terms and symbols is provided, which must
be first learned before studying the book,
and the application of thesetermsandsym
bols is fully explained. The author seeks

Designfor an Eight-Room House.—Finish

of North Side Gable.—Scale,% Inch to the
Foot.

to apply new graphic methods to the solu
tion of the various priblems which aremet
with in mechanical engineering, and takes
the student along from the simplest prob
lems in what he calls graph-arithmetic up
to grapho-kinematics. The chapter hcad-

Detail of Main Cornice.—Scale,% Inch to
the Foot.

ings include the following: I. Instruc
tions. II. Division of the Subject. III.
Graph arithmetic. IV. Graph-algebra. V.
Graph-trigonometry and Mensuration. VI.
Combined Multiplication and Summation;
Moments of Parallel Vectors. VII. Vec-

Finish of Smith Gable End.—Scale, % Inch
to the Foot.

tor andRotor Addition. VIII. Locor Ad
dition and Moments of Locors and Rotors.
IX. Kinematics of Mechanisms. X. Flat
Static Structures, Frames or Linkages
without Beam-Links. XI. Flat Static
Structures containing Beam-Links. XII.

Solid Static Structures. These various
chapters are supplemented by a general
index. The author proposes in Part II,
which is to be issued at an early date, to

Sectionof ShingleSpring CourseOverFirsl-
Floor Window.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

deal with such subjects as " The Distri
bution of Stress and Strain;'1 "Strength,
Stiffness and Design of Beams and of
Struts;" " Economy of Weight in Struct
ures;" "Stresses in Redundant Struct
ures;" "Statics and Dynamics of Ma
chines;" "Frictional Efficiency;" "Gov
ernors;" " Fly- Wheels ;" "Valve-Gears,"
&c.

Architectural Studies. Part IX, City
Houses.Thirteenplates. Publishedby Wm.
T. Gomstock. Price *1.
This little work consists of 13 plates
of drawings, which with one exception
were selectedfrom the efforts submitted in

Sectionof Water-Table.—Scale, % Inch to
the Foot.

what is known as the building sketch
club competition for city houses. The
designs presented are the best of those
submitted, and include the first and sec
ond prize studies, as well as two receiving" honorable mention." The conditions of

Sectionof Foundation.—Scale,X Inch to the
Foot.

the competition required the house to oc
cupy a lot 20 x 100feet, and to be used as
the home of a professional litterateur.

The drawings were contributed by archi
tects from four States and the Dominion
of Canada, the majority emanating, as
might naturally besupposed,from the Em
pire State. The studies are varied and
interesting, and present many features of
value to those engaged in the building
trades.

Practical Blacksmjthino, Vol. I. Com
piledandeditedby M. T. Richardson. Size
6Xx% inches. Published by M. T.
Richardson. Price $t.
The literature relating to blacksmithing
is of the most meager sort, and, in fact,
before the work in question came to hand

Detail of Spandrelsat Cut Cor
ners.—Scale, % Inch to the
Foot.

we do not recall having seenanything re
lating directly to it. The book which
Mr. Richardson has brought out consists
of a collection of articles contributed at
different times by skilled workmen to the
columns of the Blacksmith and Wheel-

Sectionof Rear Porch Lintel.—Scale,% Inch
to theFoot.

wright, and covers nearly the whole range
of blacksmith-work, from the simplest
jobs to someof themostcomplexforgings.
A book compiled from contributions of

\ ! I

Detail of Rear Porch Finish.-
to the Foot.

-Scale.% Inch

this sort is specially valuable, for we know
that the writers treat only of the subjects
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with which they are particularly familiar.
Many blacksmiths are especially interested
in some portion of their work, and it is
this part that they would be most apt to
write about. We thus have, as it were,

Design for an Eight-Room House.—Finish
Around Bottom of Front Porch.—Scale,
% Inch to theFoot.

the best ideas selected from a number of
different sources, and Mr. Richardson's
experience in connection with the Black
smith and Wheelurig7Uhas well fitted him

Section of Porch
Baluster Filling.
—Scale, % Inch
to theFoot.

Section of Ridge-
Board.—Scale,%
Inch.

for the work of editing the presentvolume.
The book is neatly gotten up and is freely
illustrated.

Hteam Boilers; Their Management andWorking on Land and Sea. By James
Peattie. E. & F. N. Spon,London andNew
York.
The writer very sensibly leaves the his
tory of the steam-boiler alone, and deals
solely with the boiler asa production. He

Detail of Filling in Front Porch.—Scale, %
Inch to theFoot.

divides boilers into three general kinds—
namely, those externally heated, internally

heated and both. The first part of the
book considers the questionof combustion,
beginning with the combustion of coal,
the gasesproduced and the temperatures
and efficiency reached. This branch
naturally includes the discussion of those
losses due to the escape of a part of the
heat of the coal before reaching the water
in the boiler. The generation of steam
and the questions affecting it next follow.

T
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Detail of Front Door.—Scale,% Inch to the
Foot.

Then comevarious analyses of water and
the influence on boilers by its chemical
composition. The character of the scale
deposited and the methods tending to re
lieve it are fully treated. The subject of
latent heat is treated in away which makes
the meaning of the author extremelyplain.
The handling of the boiler from the admis
sion of water and the starting of the fire is

Section at Glass. Sectionof Door-Panel.
Scale, 1}4Inches to the Foot.

treated in a practical way. The final pages
of the book are devoted to explosions
from gasesand the safeguards used.

English Farm -Houses.

R. Jefferies, writing upon some phases
of English architecture, draws the follow
ing contrast between city and suburban
buildings :
The new towns or suburbs which spring
up every year in the neighborhood of
London are built upon much the same
plan. Whole streets of houses present

exactduplicates of each other, even to_the
number of stepsup to the front door and
the position of the scraper. In the
country, where a new farm-houseis erected
about once in 20 years, the styles of archi
tecture are as varied and as irregular as in

Sectionof Architrave
B.-Scale, 1%Inches
to the Foot.

Detail of Trim, First
Floor. — Scale, %
Inch to theFoot.

town they are prim and uniform. The
great mass of farm-houses are old, and
someare very picturesque. There was a
farm-house I knew which was almost
entitled to be taken as the type of an
English rural homestead. It was built at
a spot where the openwild down suddenly
fell away into rich meadow-land. Here

SectionBase-Block. Section Head-Block.
Scale, 1)4 Inches to the Foot.

there was a narrow steep-sided valley or
combe, and at the mouth of this, well
sheltered on three sides from the north,
the eastand northeasternwinds, stood the
homestead. A spring arose some way
behind, and close to the house widened
into a pool, which was still further
enlarged by means of a dam, forming a

Detail of Panel Under Parlor Window.—
Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

small lake of the clearest water. This
lake fed a mill-race lower down. The
farm-yard and rick-barton werea little way
up the narrow valley, on one side of which
there was a rookery. The house itself
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built in the pure Elizabethan style,
with mullioned windows and innumerable
gables roofed with tiles. Nor was it
wanting in the traditions of the olden
time. This tine old place was the home
stead of a large farm comprising some of
the best land of the district, both down
and meadow. Another farm-house, still
used for that purpose, stands upon the
wildest part of the down and is built of
flint and concrete. It was erected nearly
300 years ago and is of unusual size. The
wood-work is all solid black oak, good
enough for an earl's mansion. These are
specimens of the highest class of farm-

Sectionof Windou'-
Frame.—Scale,%
Inch to theFoot.

Designfor an Eight-Room House.
Sectionof Base-Block. Detail of Trim, Second
Scale,\]4 Inches to Floor. —Scale, %
theFoot. Inch to theFoot.

house. Immediately beneath them come
the houses built in the early part of the
present century. They vary in almost
every architectural detail and the materials
differ in each county, but the general ar
rangement is the same. They consist, as it
were, of two distinct houses under one
roof. The front is the dwelling-house
proper, usually containing a kitchen, sit
ting-room and parlor. The back contains
the wood-house (coal-house now), the
brew-house—where the beer was brewed,
which frequently also had an oven—and,
most important of all, the dairy. All this
part of the place is paved with stoneflags,
and the dairy is usually furnished with
lattice-work in front of the windows, so
that they can be left open to admit the
cool air and not thieves.

Effect of Time on Slacked Lime.

BY If. FARADAY.

Led by the statement that the keeping
of the lime in a slacked condition for a
couple of years is a great advantage to it

,

T took some specimens from the stores

rs

Sectionsof Turned Head-Block, Stool Finish
and Architrave E.—Scale,\x/i Inches to the
Foot.

which have been so laid up at the Houses
of Parliament for the purpose of examin
ing them in this respect. It appears tome
that this lime (which is in a state of paste)

is in a very soft and smooth condition in
comparison with what would probably be
the condition of the lime recently slacked,

a condition which seemsto be due to its

thorough disintegration as a mass and its ess of burning, carrying, slacking, &c,
separation particle from particle. On that it had to go through and the neces-
analyzingit I found that it contained a little sary time of exposure to air before it was

—3—

4 •
-

Plan of Stairs.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

carbonic acid, but not much, for in 100
parts of the dry substance there were but

Sectionof Baluster.

Sectionof String. Section of Sail,
Scale,\}{Inchesto theFoot.

partsof carbonic acid; these 100 parts
therefore would contain 88 parts of quick

laid up in store, is a verysmall proportion.

I do not believe that the lime, which is

more than 4 inches in from the exterior,
has received any portion of carbonic acid
during the two yearsof its inhumation. In
respect to the effect of keeping lime for a

time I am led to think, without, however,
having formed any strong opinion on the
subject, that the benefit is due to the fine
texture which it gradually acquires,andas
there is no doubt that if two surfaces
were prepared, the one with fine sand and
lime in particles comparatively coarseand
the other with the samekind of sand and
lime in particles comparatively far more
perfectly divided, that these two would
act very differently both as to the access
of carbonic acid from the atmosphereand
the transition of lime dissolved in the
moisture of the mass from the interior
toward the surface, so there is every rea
son to expect that there would be a differ
ence in the degreeof action upon the col-

Eleration of Stairs.—Scale, }4 Inch to the Foot.

or uncarbonatedlime and 12 parts of cur- : ors at that surface, aud also in the time at
bonated lime, which, considering the proc- 1 which that action would come to a close.
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IffaNonry and Stone-Cutting.

(Continuedfrom page182,July.)

Third System.—The former arc prac
tical, but only approximately correct sys
tems; the absolutely correct construction,
where the joints are everywhere square,
must be done as follows : Take a point it
(Fig. 66) on the bed-joint line G t ; the
normal to the surface of the vault in that
point will be v f on plan drawn normal
to the ellipse G f, and on the elevation
it will be projected on the ray O' ir
(Fig. 67), for in a surface of revolution
as that of this vault all the normals

Masonry and Stone-Cutting.—Fig. 68.—
Showing CurveDrawn on a Plane.

radiate from the axis. Next we have to
find the point 8 where the normal pierces
the extrados of the vault, which is also
a surface of revolution, but the axis of
which is lower down in Oi. To do this
we cut the extrados by a plane containing
ray O' ir7,and perpendicular to the eleva
tion ; the section made by that plane will
be an ellipse, the center u of which is
found by dropping from Oa a perpendicu
lar Oj w'on the ray O' ir1. This ellipse is
similar to the section made in the surface
by a plane OaV parallel to the plane on
the line 0» -', ana as the latter is a merid
ian ellipse of the surface identical to the
springing-line of the extrados, with axes
O d and O a, we have only to join on plan
V and a, and draw p a parallel to it, by
which we get the two axes of the section
of extrados by the plane which contains
the normal O' ir' on elevation and irf on
plan. Then, by meansof the axes found,
we draw an ellipse or a portion thereof in
the neighborhood of t; its intersection
with the plan ir t of the normal will give
the point 9 required.
By applying the samemethod to a series
of points, f, 2

,
p
,

we get the intersection

6
,
>
p
,
0
,
n of the extrados by the surface of

the bed-joint. This curve is not horizon
tal, but, as may be seen on elevation, it

c

Fig. 69.—An Ellipsoid.

ascendsfrom <
5

to y. The bed-joint itself

is a skew surface. The point y is found
as follows: Revolve the meridian ellipse
of the soffit, and bring thereby G to G"
(Fig. 66); draw G'' /' normal to the
ellipse; y" is the point where the normal
meetsthe section of the extrados by the
same meridian plane; a section which is

an ellipse, of which the horizontal axis is

at level, Oa, and the vertical axis is equal
to Oad'. Turned down round O', 03 comes
to O'' on plan, from which point draw

axes equal to O d and O a ; then complete
ellipse, the intersection of which with
normal G" is y". Rotate back y" and get

y on plan and y
'

on elevation. All
the bed-joints are obtained in the same
way ; the vertical joints will now cut the
beds along straight lines, and not along
hyperbolic curves as in the former con
structions. The voussoir is then cut by
preparing a prism as in Fig. 64, drawing
thereon the vertical joints and the curves
L' P' and M' N' as before. On the other
hand, the curve V p

' is replaced by a

raking curve which may be either drawn
bymeans of a few points or by a develop
ment of the cylinder ip 0 (Fig. 66)on which

it is drawn. The upper joint line m!n'
will also be a raking curve, which may
be obtained by cutting a narrow cylinder
down to its level ; but it is much more
convenient to find the curve where the
bedcuts the horizontal operation plane of
the prism, and work from that as guiding
line. The bed-joint is cut by means of a

sider it as a broken line formed of straight
piecesof equal length, the angle T M' T"
comprised between the sides M M' pro
longed and M' M" measuresthe curvature
of the curve in the point M' ; the greater
the angle T M' T'' the sharper the curve ;

if the angle T M' T" be = O—in other
words, if T M fall on T" M', then the
curve would be flat at that point. We
can also measure the curvature by the
radius of the circle which would be tan
gent to both sides M M' and M' M" ; this
is called the osculating circle, from a

Latin word which means kissing, because

it touches the curve twice, whereas a tan
gent circle touches it only once. The
radius of this circle is found in our figure
by erecting perpendiculars, K O, K' O, on
the centers of the sides M M' and M' M",
but, of course, these sides being infinitely
small, this is an operation which cannot
be" carried out in reality. As to the
method of finding the radius of curvature
and many other questions connectedwith

Fig. 70.—Plan of Dome. Fig. 71.—TransverseSectionof Dome. Fig. 72.—Longitudinal
Section.

straight-edge placed on proper datum

' our subject, I must refer the reader to the
marks. The soffit and extradosareworked treatise of "Projective Geometry," by
just as before. Cremona, published at Oxford, or what is

p Elliptical Domesof ThreeDimensions.— still better, to the lectures on the subject
In this casethe springing-line is an ellipse, given at University College and at the
and the level of the crown is not at a hight Guilds Institute.
above the springing-line equal to either Now, if the curve considered, insteadof
the major or the minor axis of the ellipse

'

being drawn on a plane, be drawn on a

of the springing. Thus in such a vault curved surface, it will have a double
the cross-sections are both ellipses, as in curvature, its own and that of the surface
Figs. 70, 71, 72. In arranging the joints j on which it is drawn. Suppose the curve
of a vault we should aim at obtaining in Fig. 68 be of double curvature or
voussoirs the angles of which are all twisted : we can produce a plane through
square, and the joints of which are ruled , the two contiguous sides M M', M' M" ; this
surfacesnormal to the soffit of the vault, is called the osculating plane to the curve
This can always be done by designing the in the point M'. In the point M" the
jointing of the vault to follow the lines of osculating plane would be a different
curvature of its soffit. If (Fig. 68) we plane from the former; it would contain
have a curve drawn on a plane and con- ! the sides M' M", AT' M'". and it would cut
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the former along the line M'M". The
anglecomprisedbetweenthesetwo osculat
ing planes measuresthe camber or twist of
the curve. As the osculating circles are
contained in the osculating planes with
twisted curves, the normals, such as K O,
K' O' . . . drawn in the osculating
planes, usually do not meet, but there are
curves where each normal meetsits neigh
bor, forming thereby a developable sur-

I must be content with pointing out the
graphical constructions used without giv
ing ary reasonfor them.

(To becontinued.)

Design for a Cheap House.

The perspective view, floor plans, ele
vations and miscellaneous details of a

hall on the first floor and four sleeping-
rooms upon the second floor. It will be
noticed that the arrangement is con
venient and the space well utilized. The
hall, which is entered from the porch
through a vestibule, is designed to be used
as a reception-room. From it entrance is
gained to the parlor and also the kitchen,
which avoids the necessityof the servant
passing through any room to reach the

Designfor a CheapHouse, by Frank M. Snyder, Architect, Chicago,III.— PerspectiveView.

face. This occurs for the lines of curva
ture of surfaces.
The surface of our elliptical dome is
called an ellipsoid. In Fig. 69 let the
ellipseCAFE be the narrowest section,
and at right angles with this let the ellipse
C B F be the widest section—that is

,

the
half axis 0 B is taken larger than O A ;

then it is evident that at the apex C of the
ellipsoid the curve of section E C A will be
sharper than that of section F B C If we
take a seriesof sections of the ellipsoid by
planes produced through its axis Z C

,

the
curvature of thesesections in the point C

will be the sharpest with the section

E C A and the flattest with the section

F B C ; the curvature of all the other sec
tions will be comprised between thesetwo
limits. Now, if we erect in a point N a

normal N K to the surfaceof the ellipsoid
and produce through that normal a num
ber of planes, among the sections of the
ellipsoid by theseplanesonewill show the
greatest curvature in the point N, another
the least, and, what is remarkable, these
two planeswill be at right angles. If in
the direction of these planes we take on
the ellipsoid points close to N, and again
mark the directions of the greatest and
least curvature, and then repeat the opera
tion again and again with points con
tiguous to one another, we shall have
drawn lines of curvature of the ellipsoid.
These lines meet always at right angles,
and hence are the best adapted for setting
out the jointing ot vaults, if absolute ma
sonic perfection be required. How these
lines are found depends on considerations
belonging to the highest mathematics,and

moderate-cost house shown on this and
the following pageswere reproduced from

front door. The parlor and dining-room
are separatedby portiires or folding-doors,
or both, as may be desired. The main
stairs rise from a central point and afford
easyaccessto all the rooms on the second

J L

Scale of Floor Plans, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

drawings submitted by Frank M. Snyder, floor. The mantelsin the parlor and din-
architect, of Chicago, 111. The house is ing-room are faced with red pressedbrick
arranged with three rooms and a large laid with red mortar joints. The pantry
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is fitted with cupboards, drawers and shelf
with flour bin beneath, while the china
closet is fitted with three drawers at the
bottom and shelves with doors above.

doors and windows. The porch joists are
to be 2 x 8 inches, 16 inches on centers,
and plates 2x4 inches, doubled. The
entire exterior is to be sheetedwith J-inch

!with dark fiber, finished with two coatsof
hard oil varnish and rubbed to a dead
finish.

Some of the Western papers have re
cently published an article describing the
singular phenomenonof trees growing oa
the court-house tower atGreensburg, Ind.,

Designfor a CheapHouse.—Front Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

From the author's specification we learn
that the sills are to be 6 x 8 inches; gird
ers, 8x8 inches; joists, 2 x 10 inches,

boards. The side walls above first-floor
windows and roof are to be shingled,
while below first-floor windows white pine

Foundation Plan.—Scale, 1-16Inch to Foot.

and the attention which has beengiven to
the matter has incited the inhabitants of
other places to look about for the pur
pose of discovering similar elevated for
ests in order not to be behind the Indiana
town. The latest report comes from
Biddeford, Maine, where there are two
young treesgrowing out of themasonry of

Side (Right) Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

10 inches on centers; the ceiling joists.
2x6 inches, 24 inches on centers; rafters,
2x6 inches, 24_incheson centers, and stud-
dins 2x4 inches, 16 inches on centers,
doubled at the corners and each side of

siding is to be employed. The exterior is J theFrench Catholic Church steeplein that
to be stained with Cabot's best creosote place. Competent judges estimate that
stain and then painted in the bestpossible the tree upon the south side of the steeple
manner. The front door, hard wood- is fully 8 feet in hight, while the other is
work of stairs and mantel are to be filled I about 6 feet. Both are green and healthy.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Side Bevel or Jack Barters.
From Fred Lasct. Mechanics'Institute,
San Francisco, Cal.— I submit the follow
ing paper: To find the length and side
bevel of jacks belonging to a hipped
curved roof of which C D is the top line
of one of thecommon rafters. In the dia
gram C B D is supposed to stand upright
on rim B C. In shape all the jacks must
be somepart of the length of the common

Side Bevelof Jack Rafters.—SketchAccom
panying Letter from Fred Lascy.

rafter measured from point C. On one
common rafter lying on a flat surfacewith
marked run and rise must be laid off all
the ^acks showing vertical cut, also long
and short top edges opposite to each
other. On run make C h equal to eg long
seat line of this jack. At right angles to
run draw h h, the vertical cut. Then C K
is the long top edge of this jack. For
the opposite short top edge draw a line
parallel to the vertical cut at a distance
back equal to / g taken from seat of jack.
On top face of jack mark the side bevel
from end of long edge to end of short
edge. It is evident that when jack C K
stands upright over its seat its beveledtop
end will fit against the hip face which
stands over B C, because long top edge
of jack stands over long seat line, and
short top edge of jack stands over short
seatline; only if A B C is an angle of 45°
does / gequal thickness of jack. For each
jack the side bevel will be different, but
can be obtained in ihis manner.

meamurlDK a Circle.

From A. 8., Columhis, Ohio.— In an
swer to "C. 8. N.," of Clinton, Iowa,
whose query was published in the May
number of Carpentry and Building, I
would say that the first thing to do is to
find the number of degreesin the arc A B
in the sketch inclosed with the aid of a

Measuring a Circle.—Diagram Submittedby
A. S.

protractor, or degree scale. This, it will
be observed, is the sameas the one in the
May number of Carpentry and Building,
with the addition of the remainder of the
circle, the dotted line B C and a few let
ters. Then, as the number of degrees in

the whole circle is to the number of de
grees in the arc A B, so is the area of the
whole circle to the area of the sector
A B C. From the sector ABC subtract
the areaof the tringle B C E, and the re
mainder will be the area of A B E. To
find the areaof the triangle, measurethe
length of each of the three sides, then
from half the sum of all three sides sub
tract each side separately; multiply the
half sum and the three remainders to
gether. The square root of the product
will be the areaof the triangle. Or, find
the length of the baseand the altitude of
the triangle and multiply the baseby one-
half the altitude, which will give thearea.

Setting Inside Studdlns.
From J. D., Winchester, N. H. —For
the benefit of interested readers of Car
pentry and Building I send herewith some
sketches, Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4, showing the
right and wrong way of setting inside

and sometimesin cities. To my mind it
always looks as though the builder did not
know how to frame valley-rafters. I
know of a caseof this kind in the erection
of a $4000house,which was put up under
the supervision of an architect. The
proper method of framing such a roof
would have beento put in valley-rafters on
the dotted lines X X, Fig. 6, and stopped
the rafters of the main building on the
same.

FLOORLIWNfl

Marks on Slide-Rule.
From C. E. W , Quincy, Mich.— I do
not agreewith " S. F. B.," in the August
issue, about the E and M scales on the
slide-rule, although he does not say pos
itively that he would use those scales in
laying out an octagon. Applying a com
mon sqi are or rule to a stick as he de
scribes, marking at 7 and 17, and running
a line along each edgeof the stick through
these points will produce between the

FLOORLINING

nm F^OOflLINING

FLOOR
LINING

F
Setting Inside Studding.—Figs. 1 and 2.—Diagrams ShotoingRight and Wrong Way.

studding and the manner of making
angles. If angles aremade as indicated in
Figs. 1 and 3 of the sketches plaster will
not crack. The 2x3 inch piece indi
cated by A in Fig. 3 should be cut in
every 2 feet in hight of partition and well

lines one face of an octagon. Why ?
Suppose the stick is 2 feet square, then
the squarewould be applied square across
and the marks at 7 and 17 would be 7
inches from each side and the face of the
octagon would be 10 inches. When the

"I

Figs. 3 and 4.—Showing Rigid and Wrong Way of Setting Angle Studs.

nailed, especially to the 2x5 inch B.
When 2x3 inch studding is used in the
main partition I would suggest employing
1x5 inch piece B, insteadof a 2 x 5 inch.
I have also shown in the sketches,Figs. 5
and 6, a portion of an actual building,
clearly indicating the result of running
main rafters down to the plate over a
room. From an inspection of the sketch
it will be seenthat the effect is a very per
ceptible sag in the ceiling of the room. I
find this frequently done in country towns

corner is cut off to a line 7 inches from
the corner each way another face of 10
inches is produced. If the stick is less
than 2 feet square the squarewill be ap
plied diagonally and the distance between
the lines at 7 at:J 17 will be in the same
proportion asbefore. Now, in regard to
the E and M scaleson theslide-rule. Take
the figure 24 on the E scale; let that rep
resent the base and perpendicular of a
right-angled triangle. On the M scale
directly over E 24 you find 34; that is the
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hypothenuse of the triangle. Take any-
other figures iu the scalesand the results
are the same. These scalescould be used
to find the length of rafters or braces
when the run and rise were equal.
Note.—Does our correspondent mean to
be understood that 7 and 17 on the square
give a mathematically-exact octagon, or

is the principal causeof the large amount
of inferior plastering done. The reasonof
its inferiority is this: In putting on the
two coats at one time there is a great
amount of water in the mortar which
makes it porous, and it absorbs smokeand
dirt with avidity. It also causesthe lathe
to show through. More than this, it is

Box Wlndow-Pranie.

From I. M. K., Toronto, Canada.—WW
someof the practical readersof Carpentry
and Building present drawings showing
the method of constructing a box window
frame and sash complete? I desire a half-
circle head on quarter-circ'e plan and of
any desired size and radius.

Making mulllon Window-Frames.
From W. L. R., Mount Carmel, III.—
Will someof thepractical readersof Carpen
try and Building give methe propermanner
ofmaking atwin or mulliou window-frame?
I desire to have the sash balanced with
weights. Is the mullion betweenthe win
dows wide enough to make two boxes, or
are the pulleys attached at the bottom and
run over the head of the windows to the
outside and double weights used? A
sketch showing themethod of construction
would be greatly appreciated.

Fig. 5.—Bad Construction, Shoioing Sag in Ceiling-Joists.—Scale,3-16Inch to the Foot.

one sufficiently accurate for all practical
purposes?

Projection of Cornices.
From W. J. 8., Parker, Dak. Ter.—I
would like to inquire what is the general
rule for the projection of cornices of a
building and also window-caps.
Note.—This question hascomeup in the
past, and we have stated in substancethat
there is no rule that is not furnished with
abundant exceptions. Architecture is
variously interpreted by different men.
Styles differ and other considerations
must be taken into account. There are
one or two books on architectural propor
tions, but we do not know of architects
and builders following them to any great
extent. What it is necessary to do is to
study a style thoroughly, then to inter
pret it according to the tastesof the archi
tect and the surroundings of the building.
The question that our correspondent asks
is one that cannot be answered in a para
graph.

Tackling.

W., Caledonia, Mich. — In
R.." of Ogdensburg,

From D. M,
reply to "E. A
N. Y., whose inquiry appeared in the
August number of Carpentry and Build
ing, I would say that for the last tenyears
I have been using King's patent frame
erector, which will raise any size or hight
of bent. This device was described in the
issue of Carpentry and Building for May,
1883 or 1884,I have forgotten which.
Note.—The erector referred to by our
correspondentabove is illustrated and de
scribed at length in the May number of
Carpentry and Building for 1884.

Green vs. Drv Plaster-Work.
From J. McG., Kalamazoo, Mich.— I no
tice that " W. H. H.," of Stuttgart, Ark.,
lays down the law in a mannerfrom which
I suppose, in his opinion, there is no ap
peal. Now, I am a plasterer aswell as the
correspondent referred to, but I diffei
with him in regard to the relative value of
green and dry work . Green work is the
cheapestpossible form of plastering and

well known that the cause of mortar
hardening is the absorption of carbonic-
acid gas from the atmosphere to replace
that driven from the limestonewhen burnt
to make lime. In absorbing the gas it
forms a thin, hard crust on the surface,
which prevents penetrating the entire
thickness of the wall, as is well known by
everybody who has had experience in
building. Frequently on breaking the
outside crust the interior of the wall will
run down in the form of dry sand. Now,
as regards the superiority of dry work. By
putting on the scratch coat there is a thin
film of mortar, which the atmosphere
readily penetrates and which hardens if
left to becomethoroughly dry. The brown

Design Tor a Bank-Barn.
From E. W., East Portland, Ore.—Will
some of the readers of Carpentry and
Building give me a good, convenient plan
of a bank-barn? The size I want is about
30 x 60, the hight to correspond with the
size. I especially desire the arrangement
convenient. I wish it arranged so that I
may keep my stock in the basement and
do my feeding above, where I propose to
keep my grain.

Firmer Chisels.

From J. R. R., Collingdale, Pa.— Can
some of the readers of Carpentry and
Building tell me where the Motram
firmer chisels can be bought?

Note.—Inquiries of the trade in New
York fail to give us the desired informa
tion and therefore we refer the questionto
our readers for their attention.

Anonymous Communications.
We have frequently explained to the
readers of this journal that it is impos
sible for the Editor to notice anonymous
communications. We do not demand a
name for publication, but it is necessary
as an evidence of good faith. We are led

Fig. 6.—Plan of Roof, Showing Plates,Ceiling-Joists and Seatof Rafters.—Scale,3-16Inch
to the Foot.

coat then going on the dry foundation can
be worked into a close, compact body, and
being thin, with a hard body behind it

,

offers great resistance to blows from the
surface, which is all that is required of
plastering. Without referring to the dif
ference it makes to the timbers of a build
ing betweenthoroughly wetting themwith
two coats at one time and putting on one
coat at a time with just half the amountof
moisture, dry work is superior in every
way, as persons who have had good work
of each kind performed will testify.

to these remarks at this time by the receipt
of a letter which the writer evidently, is

ashamedto sign. It comesfrom someone
who assumesthenameof " Veteran." fHe
has scratched out his real nameon the
letter-head and substituted the word
abovegiven. The letter is a criticism of
the decision of the nineteenth competi
tion, and we should have pleasurein pub
lishing it were it accompaniedby a name
in evident good faith. As it is we are not
certain that it does not proceed from a

defeated competitor, and we havenoother
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opportunity of reaching the author except
by this public notice. Those of our readers
who have anything to communicate,
whether complimentary to the paper or
otherwise, are invited to send their com
munications, using their initials or nom
deplume as to them seems best, but al
ways giving their name and address, not
for publication, but for the editor's infor
mation.

Treatment of Hantl-Ralllns.*
From J. H. Monckton, Brooklyn, N. T.
—The April number of Carpentry and
3uilding comesto me with a treatmentof

use his language alone, quoted Vith
respect to his own elevation, as given
in the April supplement. In going up
stairs, whenon the seventeenthstepyou are
in advance of the rail on this step about 4
inches, and the rail is 4 incheshigher than
on the flyers. And this is true by measure
ment. But then it is Mr. Secor who has
got this 4-inch mote in his eye, while he
seesor affects to seea great beamin mine.
Why does he not show his virtue in this,
his own arrangementof hand-rail, while
proclaiming meat fault ? Becausehe could
do it and would if there was anything in
it. It is not difficult to see in a mental
glass, as it were, a certain critic musing in

Treatment of HandrBailing.—Fig. \.—Plan of Stairs with the Center Line
Front String and Cylinder Opening; the'Balusters Placed on Each Stepas

hand-rail by J. V. H. Secor over a plan of
stairs submitted by "J. H," of London,
England, which prompts me to discuss its
leading points, if not its details, and also
to presentmethods that will show how to
do better work at less cost and labor. My
first impression upon glancing from plan
to elevation was that the thing might be
intended as a funny piece of work—a
joke—but, examining the text and dia
grams more closely, I found to my aston
ishment that this correspondent gravely
and actually recommends his fellow-me
chanics to patch together this hand-rail in
the manner shown by his diagrams on the
supplementarysheet. On the plan, at the
chord-line from G to A in the cylinder, a
6-inch portion of curved hand-rail is to be
worked in one piece with the ramp, as
also shown at the elevation and explained
by the writer. This mixed arrangement
of ramp and a piece of wreath in one is
inexcusable on either a practical or scien
tific basis. Practically it makes another
twisted pieceof rail, involving much addi
tional time and labor that can be saved.
Just here it seemsbut fair to take a slight
retrospective view of this writer, who, as
I have shown, posesa pseudo-critic in the
April number, in which, with regard to
my treatment of hand-rail in the Decem
ber number of Carpentry and Building,
he holds forth as follows: " In going up
stairs, when on thenineteenthstepyou are
in advance of the rail on this step about 4
inches and the rail is nearly 3 inches
higher than on the flyers." Here, with
regard to the same points of rail, I will

a deepstudy, muttering: " This Monckton
has given in Carpentry and Building too
excellent and thorough a treatment in the
discussion of one phase of the case pre
sentedby " J. H." I must go for him, and

the plan C E and on the elevation S O, is
shown with a different pitch from that of
the tangent below, and therefore necessar
ily a forced joint at S, or what he tails " a
sprung joint." The writer tells us that

-V running the other pitch up [that is,
U T 8 of the elevation] it would be 4$
inches too high, hence the sprung joint."
Forcing this upper quarter is equally as
absurd and unnecessaryas the little piece
of wreath patched to the ramp is

,

and
which will be clearly demonstrated by
the drawings and explanations herewith
given.
Best Treatment of Binnd-Railing.

— I

propose through the following diagrams
and explanations to show how to treat a
hand-rail in the best, most simple and
least expensive manner, over a plan as
submitted and set forth in Carpentry and
Building by "J. H.," of London, Eng
land. This plan and diagrams are made
to the scale of drawings presentedby Mr.
Secor as they appeared on the supple
mental page of this journal for April.
Fig. 1

.

Plan of stairs with the center
line of rail at front string and cylinder

opening; the balusters placedon each step
as required. To prepare this plan for de

veloping the center line of wreath and for

finding the lengths of balusters, draw
the tangentsA B

,
B G, G H and H R to

the center line of rail ; prolong M G to N
and F indefinitely ; prolong G B to C in
definitely. After setting up the elevation
at Fig. 2 and finding the inclination of

tangents, the preparation of this plan as

abovementioned will be completed.
Fig. 2

.

Elevation from plan for the pur-
!.—Elevation Shotting Exact Relation of Wreath to the

Unfolded Elexation ficm uhich the Length of Balusters
Under Wreath May be Obtained.

* Copyrighted1889by DavidWilliams.

if I can do nothing else Imust make it ap
pear that in this, from beginning to end,
tie is all wrong and far below saspareil."
The upper or landing quarter, marked on

poseof establishing the inclination of tan
gents and developing the center line and
central section of wreath, over the un
folded elevation of treads and rises,
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thereby showing the exact relation of
wreath to the unfolded elevation from
■whichthe lengths of balusters under the
wreathmay beobtained. Set up the treads
and rises from plan Fig. 1, beginning with
the fifteenth rise. Ordinarily the treads
at the center line of rail require to be
taken in two parts to get more accurately
the stretchout, but here in the first quar-

i U B'fix on a point B which may be raised1or lowered at pleasure, then establish the
point T, raising or lowering it also at
pleasure so as to produce a suitable ramp
curve and not bring the ramp or wreath
too low on the steps; connect B T and
B X; thesegive the inclination or pitches
over the plan tangents. From T at right
angles to the chord-line draw T U ; from
B draw B A at right angles to B U ; from
Z draw Z Y at right angles to Z A. Mark
the center of balusters on each tread as
placed on the plan Fig. 1, and through
all of thesecenters draw lines indefinitely
and parallel to the rise lines. What is yet
required at this elevation will be resumed
further on.
Fig. 1. To completethe preparation of
this plan as before stated: Make H J
qual V X of Fig. 2 ; connect J G ; make

Fig. 3.—Flan of Hand-Bail.

ter the treads are so narrow and the curve
of so large a radius it is not of sufficient
practical importance to do so. Set off at
any point from the chord line the lengths
of plan tangents A B, B G and G H of
Fig. 1, as at T U, U V and V W; parallel
to the chord-line draw W X, V Z and
U B indefinitely. Set up 4J inches to

G F equal A Z of Fig. 2; connect F B;
make B C equal U B of Fig. 2 ; connect C
A. To find the direction of a level line
common to both planes: Let B D equal
G F ; parallel to B A draw D E ; parallel
to C B draw E O; connect O M, which is
the direction of level line sought. Parallel
to O M through the centerof eachbaluster

equal S T, Fig. 1; make 16 25 equal the
sameat Fig. 1, and in like manner meas
ure all bights from plan tangents as num
bered at Fig. 1 and place them at the cor
responding numbers of this elevation; and
through the points thus found at X K M
F, 2,-i,24, 23, 22, 21, 20, 19, 18 and T
trace the unfolded center line of wreath.
Parallel to this line trace the top and bot
tom lines of the unfolded central section
of wreath. To find the length of any
baluster under the wreath—say, for ex
ample, the one marked 8: Measuring 3£
inches from 8 to F, add this measurement

Fig. 5.—Face-Mold Over Landing Quarter.

to the hight of short baluster on the flyers
—2 feet 4^inches; then the length of this
baluster will be 2 feet 7{ inches at its
center line from top of step to the bottom
of rail. Make T S the length of straight
wood intended to be added to the lower
end of wreath-piece. Let the joint of
ramp S be madeat right angles to T B.
Fig. 3. Plan of hand rails thecenterline
of which, together with the plan tangents
E J, J H, II Y and Y W, are transferred
from Fig. 1. The hights Y X, H P and
J O are taken from Fig. 1. The direction
of a level line common to both planes is
found, as at Fig. 1, by making J 4 equal
II P, drawing the line 4 X parallel to J E
and the line N K parallel to O J ; connect
K 5, which is the line sought. At right
angles to K 5 from E draw E D indefi
nitely, and also at right angles to K 5
from II draw II G indefinitely; set onefoot
of the compasseson J with O E for radius
and describe an arc at D ; again set one leg
of the compasseson J and with the radius
J P describe the arc P G ; connect D G ;
then D G is the opening of the angle of
tangents for the face-mold. From 1
parallel to K 5 draw 1 2; parallel to K 5
draw J F and U V ; parallel to H P draw
S T ; parallel to K N draw Z 3; parallel to
W X draw AC, 8 B and 2 7.
Fig. 4. Face-mold from plan of rail,
Fig. 3, over the quarter-circle E H; also
showing the squaring of the wreath-piece
at the points. Draw a line G F D equalto
the sameat Fig. 3 ; make G J equalP J of
Fig. 3; make F J equal the same at
Fig. 3: connect G J, J D andJ F; make
GS equal P T of Fig. 3; make JKZ
equal 0X3 of Fig. 3; make D C equal
T S of Fig. 2 ; parallel to J F draw S V U.
K L M and Z 2 1; make S V, 8 U equal
the sameat Fig. 3; make J Q R, K L M
and Z 2 1 equal the same at Fig. 3;
through D draw 1 A ;makeD A equal D 1;
through G draw U B; make G B equal G
U. Through the points of the curve thus
found mark the curved edges of
the face-mold. The joints C and
G are made at right angles to
the tangents; also these joints of the
wreath-piece aremade at right angles to
the face of the plank. The angle for
squaring the wreath-piece at the upper
joint G is taken by the bevelK of Fig. 1.
and for the lower joint C take the bevel X,
Fig. 1.
Fig. 5. Face-mold over landing quarter,
from plan of rails. Fig. 3, also showing
the squaring of the wreath-piece at the
joints : Draw the tangentsX H and X W
at right angles. Make X C, B .7 H equal
the sameat Fig. 3; makeX W equalY W

bottom of level rails. As it will be found
on trial that a straight line cannot be
drawn from X to the center of rail and
fixed point above the floor to the chord-
line at T, without bringing the wreath
much too low with this common pitch
over the winders, therefore on the line

Fig. 4.—Face-Mold from Plan of Rail.

draw lines touching the plan tangents A B
and B G as at 2 3, 4 5, 6 7, &c. Parallel
to B C draw lines 1 18, 3 19, 5 20, 7
21 and 9 22. Parallel to G F draw X V,
X C, S T, 16 25, 13 24 and 11 23. To
find theangle requiredto squaretheweath-
pieceat thejoint overA: Make M N equal
O P, connectX A ; then the bevel atX will
contain the angle sought. To find the
angle required to square thewreath-pieceat
thejoint orer O: From B parallel to O M
draw B L; from L make L K at right
angles to G L and equal to G Q ; connect
K G, then the bevel at K will contain the
angle sought.
Fig. 2. To completethe unfoldment of
the center line and central section of
wreath, and ascertain the exact lengths of
balusters: Make II K equal U V, Fig. 1;
make L M equal Y Z, Fig. 1; make D F
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of Fig. 8 ; make W P straight wood, as
required. Parallel to X W draw C A,
and through B 7 H draw lines parallel to
X W. The width of joint H is equal the
width of rail. Measure all the points of
curve at Fig. 3 from the line Y H and
transfer them from the line X II. Make
W L equal W A. Through the points of
curve thus found trace the edgesof the
face-mold. The joints of this wreath-
piece II and P are made at right angles to
the face of plank. The angle for squaring
the wreath-piece at joint P is taken by
bevel X at Fig. 3. The sides of rail at
joint H are madesquare from the face of
the plank. I respectfully ask readers of
Carpentry and Building, practical me
chanics and interested readersof this sub
ject to slowly and carefully read the text
with the connecting reference letters or
numbers used on the diagrams, and if
necessary repeat the drawings for them
selvesat double the scale of measurements
given, so as to fully comprehendthe value,
geometrical correctness and simplicity of
the methods and treatmentherepresented.

Dampness on Brick Wall-.
From R. J. C, Newark, N. J.—Please
inform methrough Carpentry andBuilding
if there is any cheap way to prevent the
plastering and paper on the inside face of
outside walls of brick buildings from be
coming damp and falling off Furring,
lathing and plastering would be very ex
pensive now, as the houses are finished
and occupied. Neither would painting on
the outside of the walls be feasible. The
walls are 12 inches for one story, 8 inches
for the second story and are made of com
mon brick. I fear that the atmosphereon
the inside would still causesweating and
dampnessfrom the chilled walls. I would
like to hear from someone who can sug
gest a remedy from outside if possible.
Note.—The closing sentenceof our cor
respondent's letter is rather ambiguous;
for we do not know whether he wants us
to recommend a remedy for the trouble
which will be applied to the outside of
the walls, or whether he desires informa
tion from some one outside of this office.
We will, however, give a few suggestions,
and we will be glad to hear from any of
our readers who can aid him further.
The first idea that occurred to us was to
seal the inside of the housewith smooth
boards and then to paper over that, or
perhaps it would be better still to put a
layer of roofing-felt between the boards
and the brick walls. If the dampness
penetrates from the outside the difficulty
could be overcome by coating the wall
with asphaltum or somesuch material as
is used for the purpose. The best remedy,
of course, is the one that he speaks of as
being too expensive—namely, furring,
lathing and plastering. Any cheaper
method would be more or less inefficent.

Grain-Spout Problem.

From C. E. W., Quincy, Mich.— I think
it must be my turn now to send a solu
tion of this problen, which seems to have
been agitating a number of the readers of
Carpentry and Building. As I usually
solve such problems without drawing any
lines, I will not depart frommy established
custom in this instance. Suppose the side
of the spout to be 12 inches wide, it will
then measure diagonally 17 inches. A
board 12 inches wide cut to the pitch of 8
rise to 7 run will be 105 inches shorter on
one side than on the other. As the spout
is 17 inches acrossdiagonally, then when
it is cut to the proper pitch one corner will
be 14.88 inches shorter than the opposite
corner, and the other two corners,reaching
as they do to a line midway between the
short and long corners, will be 7.44inches
shorter than the long corner. Therefore
the proper out will be found by using the

figures 7.44 and 12 on the square. This
will be correct without regard to the rise
of the spout.■I also find corners for roof-
boards for valleys and hips in the same
way. The sameprinciple also applies to
the cuts of jack-rafters.

Selecting a Superintendent.

From C. K. T., Madison, Ohio.—Re
specting the question of " M. R. D.," pub
lished in the November issue of Carpentry
and Building for 1888, and to which
" W. T.," of Lincoln, Neb., referred in
the August number of Carpentry and
Building, I should be pleased to know
what other readers of this paper think of
such a plan as engaging a defeated com
petitor as superintendent. I should think
he would make a rather severeone. The
practice was never in vogue here, nor did
I ever hear of such a thing.

Wooden Cisterns.

From W. G. W., Findlay, Ohio.— I
would like to learn through the columnsof
Carpentry and'Building the best treatment
for a white-pine cistern or tank set in the
ground, to prevent the same from render
ing the water foul. In this section of the
country we are in the habit of using circu
lar wooden cisternsof from 20to 40 barrels
capacity. These are sunk in the ground.
Note.—Perhaps someof our readerswho
have had experiencein the direction named
can suggest an answer to this correspond
ent's question. We assume that his in
quiry refers to sometreatmentof the wood
analogous to painting. Without doubt a
coating of asphaltum could be made to
serve the purpose well, although perhaps
this is not just what is wanted. We trust
our readerswill give the question atten
tion.

The Sheeting Question.

From 8. F. B., WeUington, Ohio.—The
sheeting question, I admit, is getting old,
but please give me one more chance in
self-defense. I was hired sometime since
to build a house by the day. The owner
had the studding sawed in the country,
notwithstanding there was a mill within
50 rods of the building. I asked him to
have the studding sized, but he refused to
do it. I beg to ask what "W. R. L."
would have done in such a case. I set the
studding on a line on the outside, and
then showed my employer what the result
would be. He went at the studs with an
axe and said he would know better next
time.

Estimating Buildings.
From 3. A. A.— Being a reader of Car
pentry and Building I desire to ask a ques
tion, the answer to which will be of some
advantageto me. I am a carpenter and
desire to learn the art of estimating ordi
nary buildings. I have no experience in
figures, but am aware that different the
ories are held by different men concerning
this work. My idea is to figure materials
and then study how long it would take to
put the work in place. I am advised by
somethat the proper way is to figure on
certain percentages for labor. Still other
contractors have a list stating how much
is considered a day's work for a man and
figure therefrom. Now, I cannot under
stand either of theseplans and would be
much obliged for some information on this
point.
Note. —We think our correspondent's
idea is much the best of the different plans
suggested. It is comparatively easyto as
certain the materials necessary to build a
given structure, but how much labor is re
quired to put the structure in place de
pends upon various contingencies. It will
be influenced first by the character of the
workmen employed; next by the skill
with which the work has been planned,

so far as featuresof construction are con
cerned, and last, but not least, upon the
intelligence of the management under
which the men work day by day. Now,
what our correspondent wants to know is
not what others can do, but what he can
do himself. We would advise him by all
meansto follow his own ideas and not be
led into the quicksand of guess-work or of
reliance upon percentages. In this con
nection we would say that there is a work
published from the office of Carpentry
and Building entitled " The Practical
Estimator," and also estimate blanks ac
companying the same, which we think
will afford him muchuseful information.

Arithmetic vs. Algebra.

From W. H. H. C, Northfield, Vt.—
I like Carpentry and Building very much,
but if someof the correspondents would
solve their problems by means of common
arithmetic insteadof algebra it would be
more interesting to some of us old fel
lows. Sixty years ago, when I went to
school as a lad of 15 years,wedid not hear
much about algebra, and accordingly it is
Greek to us at the presenttime. I recog
nize that we are in a go-aheadworld and
that someof us are going to get left, sure.
Note.—If our mathematical friends were
asked to answer the letter which appears
abovewe presumethat someof themwould
say that simple arithmetic is all very well,
but it is only simple arithmetic, and some
calculations required in building con
struction, &c. , go beyond the limits of
simple arithmetic. Algebra and higher
mathematicsin general are only arithmeti
cal principles carried further and ex
pressedin the most concise form. To go
through all the calculations in simple
arithmetic required in connection with the
estimate of the strength of a girder or
roof would be equivalent to spelling the
words in conversation or indicating them
by clumsily-printed letters instead of
putting them upon paper in neat chirog-
raphy. These comparisonswe think will
indicate our conception of the advantage
to the reader of inquiring into higher
mathematicsso far as he has the oppor
tunity. We do not allow much matter of
this kind to get into Carpentry and Build
ing, but at least a little of it is necessary.
We never print a formula but some one
writes a letter like this.

Questions In Framing.

From C. J. G., Lel/anon Springs, N. T.
—Will someof the kindly disposedreaders
of Carpentry and Building enlighten a
tyro in the trade as to the proper size of
timbers for framing out-buildings, say for
a barn 24 x 36 feet, and measuring from
12 to 17 feet betweensill and plate ? Also
a barn 40 x 60 feet, of the same hight. I
desire also to ask which is the better way
to put in braces— to frame them or to
thoroughly spike ? The latter modeseems
to have the advantage of insuring abso
lutely tight joints on every brace.

A Noble Tree.

From Jack Plane. —California pro
duces some wonderful trees, of which
there have beensomestories told fully as
large as the trees. The following account
of what can be made from one tree, and
after it is worked up, part is left, may be
interesting to the reader: ''A citizen of
Elma, Cal., has just finished working up a
fir tree which grew on his place. He re
ceived $12 for the bark; built a frame
house 14 x 20 feet, 8 feet high, with
kitchen 8 feetwide and 20 feet long ; built
a wood-shed 14x 20 feet ; made 330 fence-
rails 10 feet long; made 334 railroad-ties
and 500boards 6 inches wide and 2 feet
long and 15 cords of wood, all from one
tree, and has part of the tree left."
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Designs for Verandas.

In the accompanying engravingswe pre
sent two designs of verandas taken from
an illustrated catalogue lately issued by
the IXL Pump, Lumber and Mfg. Com
pany, of Goshen, Ind. These designs, it
will be observed, are very neatand effect-

Mixing Mortar.

BY H. Y. SCOTT.

All are agreed as to the necessity of an
intimate mixture of the ingredients of
mortar, the only doubt being whether
there is any further advantage attending
it. Neglecting the advantage aimed at

Design of Veranda, Made by the IXL Pump, Lumber and Mfg. Company.

ive and are specimensof what the com
pany are shipping to various parts of the
country. They aremaking a specialty of
work of this kind, as well also as stair-
work and various trimmings for buildings.

by Smeaton of introducing more sand
without depriving the mortar of its plas
ticity, it seemsprobable that beating does
approximate the particles of lime pastes,
and particularly of the bulky pastes of

of the particles of lime and sand which
beating must occasion, compensatefor the
labor of the process, unless done by ma
chinery. Colonel Raucourt de Charle-
ville has given a good reason for grinding
or pounding being beneficial with hy
draulic limes, and especially with puzzo-
lanas and other earths of a like kind. The
wretched mixing of the mortar used at
Kastbourne, where particles of lime larger
than peas and in greatabundance escaped
slacking before the mortar was introduced
into the work, or the inspection of any-
hard mortar after setting, will show how
little the sweat of the laborer has done
toward moistening it

,

and how important

it is not to trust to his careand diligence,
or even to his powers of making a good
mixture, whatever his will. Davy, in
deed, prefers the ordinary or larrying
method of making mortar, because the
mixture of lime and sand can thereby be
made more perfectly, whereas by the
method of sprinkling thereare, he states,
always small particles of the lime that can
not be properly mixed, however much it

may be chafed up. We may then assume
that wherever the work is of sufficient ex
tent to justify the first outlay on machinery,
hand-made mortar should not be allowed.
The cheapest good method of mixing is

probably that now commonly adopted on
large works, of grinding the ingredients
together under an edge-stone. This is

recommended not with the view of re
ducing the sand to a powder, but of break
ing down all unslacked particles and of
perfectly incorporating and condensing
the ingredients. If *he edge-stonesystem

is too expensive to adopt, a pug mill
forms the best substitute for it. The
safest plan with strong hydraulic limes is

undoubtedly to grind the lime to a fine
powder before mixing it with the sand.
Puzzolana and other like substances ab
solutely require to be ground very fine, as
well as to be intimately mixed with the
lime in order to develop their properties.
When the lime is first ground to a powder
and is then partly mixed with the sandbe
fore any water is added, as is done with
cements, it is probable that much better

Another Style of Design of Veranda, Made by Same Company.

The catalogue before us contains, among
others, some handsome designs of gable
ornaments. The company report a steady
and growing demand for this style of
work, and mention shipments as far East
as the vicinity of New York and as far
West as the Mississippi River.

rich limes, and thereby imparts greater
density to their mortars and greater re
sistance, consequently, after induration.
There is room for doubting, however,
whether the increase in the hardness so
produced would of itself, and without
referenceto themoreperfect intermingling

hand mixtures could be made, but there is

danger in permitting lime to be ground
before it is brought on to the ground, and

it is essential that it should be finely
ground, for the over-burned particles
which generally escape grinding are pre
cisely thosewhich most requirt it.
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j^OVELTIES.
The Victor Safety Spring.

Mr. George W. Gillespie, of Hartford,
Conn., is introducing to the trade a safety
spring designed for use on variety ma
chines or edgemolders, shown in general
view in Pig. 1 of the illustrations. The

intended for use in carriage factories,
planing-mills, furniture establishments,
&c. A general idea of the appearanceof
the machine may be gained from an in
spection of Fig. 2 of the cuts. The frame
is very heavy, being well braced, and is
provided with a floor support occupying a
space6 feet by 4 feet 9 inches. The table
is 72 x 39 inches, made of iron and east

Xitrrltirs.—Fiy. 1.—Victor Safety Spring, Made >>uG. It'. Gillespie.

object of the Victor spring is to hold the in one piece. It is planed true and
work firmly to the cutters, thus relieving finished over the entire surface, being sup-
the hands and arms of a constant strain plied with a roller at back end of table
which in tinie has been the cause of many !

painful accidents. The spring is so con- i
structed that it maybe used on either side
and adjusted to the work in any position
desired. The cut shows the relative \tos\-
tion of the spring to the spindles. The de
vice is well made, and wherever used has :

mandrel. A friction-clamp attached to
the hand-wheel is used for rigidly securing
the table at any desired position when
lifted. The feeding arrangement moves
with the table, so that no disconnecting
of its parts is necessary in making the
adjustment. The arbor is 1\{ inches
diameter, of hammered steel, running in
genuine babbitt-metal self-lubricating
bearings. The saw end of arbor can be
arranged for holding one or a gang of
saws, as may be preferred. When in
tended for the use of more than one saw
the table is provided with an opening
round the collars, and adjustable steel
plates furnished to fill the spacebetween
the saws. The arbor boxes are provided
with three bearings, one extending out
side of the driving-pulley, which properly
supportsthe arbor to withstand heavy labor
without injury to the machine. The boxes
arecasttogether in the form of aheavybed
plate independent of the frame and can be
adj listed for giving more or less lead to the
saw, as well as assuring alignment of the
bearings. The feed-arm is hinged to the
back portion of the frameby thesteel shaft
inches diameter, extending through

both sides of the frame, with a bearing 22
inches long. The front portion of the arm
restsupon an adjusting-screw attached to
the table for raising, lowering or regulat
ing the pressureof the feed-spur to thick
or thin, hard or soft material. The pro
jected end of the armresting upon the ad
justing-screw forms a hand-lever, which is
provided with a knuckle-joint, thus al
lowing the feedto raiseand lower 2 inches
in an automatic mannerto receivematerial

Fig. 2.—Patent Self-Feed Rip-Saw, Manufactured by the DefianceMachine Works, Defiance,Ohio.

given entire satisfaction. With each
spring is furnished a wrench and bolt.

Self-Feeding Kip- Saw
The Defiance Machine Works, of Defi
ance, Ohio, are introducing to the trade
an improved design of self-feed rip-saw,

and an adjustable roller in advance of the
saw. The back end of the table is at
tached to the frame on a lj-inch steel
shaft, extending full width of the table,
forming a very substantial hinge-joint.
The table can be raised by means of a
hand-wheel and gearing anydesiredhigLt,
clear of the saw, giving free accessto the

of uneven thickness without any adjust
ment. By a downward pressure of the
hand upon the lever the feed-spur can be
lifted entirely off the material and the
feed-stop while the machine is in motion.
The feed-spur is driven by a train of cut-
gear and link belt, which forms a posi
tive motion, entirely overcoming the
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difficulty of slipping or feed-belts leaving
the pulleys. It can be quickly changed
to feed from 50 to 150 feet per minute,
while the spur can be raised to feed mate
rial 12 inches in thickness. The bearings
which support the feed-shaft are adjust
able for keeping the kerf in alignment
with the saw and giving the material a
slight lead to the fence. The patent fence
is planed true and fitted to a parallel guide
running full width of the table. It can
be adjusted instantly to various distances
from the saw, to a scale cut in the front
end of the table, which is divided in'o six
teenthsof an inch. A friction-lever is used
for binding the fence firmly to the parallel
guide. The greatest range between the
saw and face of fence is 20 inches. The
largest saw that can be used is 24 inches
diameter, whinh will cut through 10 inch
material. The pulley on the arbor is
10 x 8 inches and should run 1800 revolu
tions per minute. A resawing attachment
is furnished, which is attached when in
use to the regular fence and movable with
it. It can be beveled to any angle so as to
split straight or beveled siding; with a 20-
inch saw will split 7$ material. The
weight of this machine complete is 2000
pounds.

Swan's Dra wlne-Knlfe.
The Russell & Erwin Mfg. Company, of
New York City, are introducing to the
trade what is known as Swan's Patent
Adjustable and Folding Handle Drawing-

To adjust the handles to any position in
the plane of the blade it is only necessary
to loosen the screw and turn them to the
right or left, while to adjust them to ap
position in a plane at right angles to the
blade the screws at the ends of the knife
are operated. Fig. 4 of the cuts shows
the knife with the handles adjusted for

The Prentice metallic Hip Shingle.

The Metallic Hip Shingle Company, of
Nos. 313 and 315 Adams street, Toledo,
Ohio, are directing the attention of the
building trades to the merits of the Pren
tice Metallic Hip Shingle, of which they
are the solemanufacturers. Theseshingles

Fig. 5—Handles Turned in to Protect the Edge of Blade.

ordinary work. When not in use the
handles may be turned in upon the blade
of the knife, as indicated in Fig. 5, thus
protecting the edge from injury, and at
the sametime occupying less space in the
tool-chest. The handles are provided

are so constructed, the manufacturers
state, that they afford complete protection
to the hips and prevent any rain or
snow getting into them. The claim is
also made that the (joints cut from valley
shingles may be put on the hips, thus ef-

with a shallow groove into which the edge fecting a saving of at least four shingles..... . -i i T_ MnV TH.« T?,*«ft
of the knife setswhen closed, as shown in
the cut.

" Square-Turned " Work.
For a long time past those engaged in
the wood-working industry have given
their attention to the production of what
may be designated as " square-turned "

on each course laid. The cut, Fig. 6,
shows one of these shingles detached and

JAMESSWAN

Novelties.—Fig. 3.—Sloan's Patent Drawing-Knife. —Vieiv of
Knife with OneHandle Detached.

Knife, a general idea of the construction
of which may begained from an inspection
of the accompanying illustrations. The
particular feature of the knife to which
the company direct attention is the ad
justability of the handles. The position
of thesemay be varied to suit almost any
kind of work and thus enable the user to
operate in places where it would be im
possible with a knife as ordinarily made.
Fig. 3 of the cuts shows the knife with one

work, but with varying success. One of
the concerns that entered this particular
field was F. A. Requarth if

c

Co., of Day
ton, Ohio, who at first manufactured sev
eral patterns of square and polygonal bal
usterswith very satisfactory results. Im
provements in the machinery employed,
however, h ve been such that at present
the firm are in a position to produce a

l

most any design of square and polygonal

| columns that may be desired. The prin-

JAMES swan

Fig. 4
.—Position of Handles for Ordinary Work.

handle extendedto the right while theother

is detached, clearly indicating the man
ner in which the handle is secured to the
knife. It will be noticed that the screw
in the head of the handle is provided with

a hole through its htad as well as a slot.
This enables the operator to adjust the
handle by means of either a nail-set or a

screw-driver, as may be most convenient.

ciple involved is that known as the "pris
matic." The firm are at work on a new
machine, which they expect will produce
square columns with such facility as to
enable them to be piaced upon the market
at the price of turned work. They have
prepared circulars illustrating the style of
work they are able to produce, and are
distributing them upon application.

Fig. 6.—Prentice Metallic Hip Shi>igle.

the general appearance of a hip rupon
which the Prentice shingles are used.
The claim is made that theymaybe readily
put on old roofs; that they are rapidly put
on, and that they constitute a covering for
each course of shingles or slate, holding
the latter firmly in place without exposing
the nails. These shingles have been
largely introduced throughout several of
the Western States and appear to be rap
idly gaining in favor in other sections.

New Planer and matcher.
In Fig. 7 we show a general view of a

planer and matcher which the Indiana
Machine Works, of Fort Wayne, lnd., are
introducing to the trade. The frame is

cast solid in one piece and is very strong
and rigid. The bed is extra long and
raises and lowers between heavy ways or
guides provided with steel gibs. By
means of adjusting-screws all wear may
be readily taken up. The bed is controlled
by a large hand-wheel conveniently
placed, while an indicator shows the
exact thickness the machine is set to
plane. The platen under the main head is

extra heavy and strong and independent
of the bed proper. The matcher-heads
raise and lower with the bed and may be
easily removed for wide surfacing. The
spindles are of steel and run in self-oiling
boxes. They are flush with top of bed and
need not be removed when using the full
width of machine for surfacing only.
The matcher-head is adjusted to different-
width work from the front end of the
machine by the small hand-wheel shown
on the side of the bed. The machine is

provided with six solid steel feed-rolls.
All gears are cut from solid iron, the noise
and back-lash incident to cast gearsbeing
avoided. The main cylinder, forged from
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crucible steel, is four-
sided, sl°tted on two sides and is driven
on onc en(I by a wide flange pulley taking
a 5-inch belt. The journals are long and
run in self-oiling boxes provided with
improved cap and lined with genuine bab-

center so arranged as to turn the water
upon the centir of the shingle in the next
lower row. The sides which underlap
the succeeding shingles have a long
straight rib with several curved ribs ex
tending over the metal some2 inches. The

goods, which is being sent to all appli
cants. The company are well equipped
for business at the address above given,
and with new tools and new dies arc pre
pared to fully meetthe wants of the trade.

victor Dado and Groover Head.
In Fig. 9 of the illustrations we show
a general view of a dadoand groover head

ffoveltie*.—Fig.1. —IXL Pf'tnei'and Mac r, Made by thr Indian i Ma•kin? Work*.

bitt metal. A pressure-bar is on eachside
of the knife, thereby euabling the ma
chine to do fine smoothing and prevent
tearing out. The machine will surface25
inches wide or less, 6 inches thick or less
and will match 11J inches wide or less.
The tight and loosepulleys arc 10x6 and
should run 900 revolutions per minute.

HaniMle) Metal Miiiixii■».

The Hamsley'Metil Roofing Company,
of 1WCliff street. New York, have brought

opposite sides have an etlge | inch wide
turned at right angles. This construc
tion is claimed by the manufacturers
to produce a strong and substantial
shingle that cannot be turned up
after once in position even by the
severest storm. In Fig. 8 is shown a
general view of the Ilamsley Metal Valley
and the methodof connecting the shingles
therewith (1), An engraving of an en
larged section of the bending edge of the
valley is presented(2), and shows the lower
endof ashingle interlocked therewith. The

which is being introduced to the trade
under the name of Victor by George W.
Gillespie, of Hartford, Conn. This tool
has been brought out to meeta well-de
fined want of the shop, and is especially
suited to the performanceof accurateand
speedy work. The manufacturer states
that the construction of the tool is such
that every cutter may be quickly brought
to the cutting point by meansof a thumb-

Fiy. 8.—Hamsh-t/'sMetal \~a'f*> Fiy. U.—\'ictttr Dado and <h-

out a patentmetal shingle possessingmany I illustration of the lower endof avalley-piece
interesting features. As to *he construe- (3) indicates how the edge is bent over

to facilitate the insertion of the upper piecetion of these shingles, it may be stated
that they are stamped up out of a single
piece of metal, with an embossing in the

into the next lower section. A very at
tractive circular has been issued of these

gauge, and being perfectly balanced in
every stageof operation will run at a very
high speed. It is arranged for use on
either right or left hand arbors, and can
be made to fit anv two sizesof arl>ors. It
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will cut any fraction from -A to 14 inches
wide and 1-J inches deep. The statement
is made that the tool is free and easy in
operation and gives very satisfactory re
sults.

New Sa*h-<lamp.

The Cordesman Machine Company, of
Cincinnati, Ohio, have recently placed
upon the market an improved sash-clamp,
a general view of which wc show in Fig.
10 of the accompanying illustrations. The
machine is madeentirely of iron and steel,
and so constructed as to overcomemanyof

Clinch Tor Hammers and Hatclictn.

The Diamond Wrench and Tool Com
pany, Portland, Maine, have adopted a
new method of securing the handles in
their hammers and hatchets. It is illus
trafeedin Fig. 11of theaccompanyingcuts,
onesideof the headbeing cut away to show
the mechanism by which the wedgesare
clinched and the handles locked into the
eyeof the tool. The wedgesaredescribed
as madeof the same width as the eye of
the tool in which they are to be used, and
have shoulders which fit into recessesin

of disintegrated fibers, which result from
driving ordinarily. The form of the
threads of this screw and its four-sided
point are plainly shown in the right-hand
view of the engraving. These screws are
madeby specialmachinery designed for the
purposeby the American Screw Company,
and which forms the screwby swaging and
rolling. This screw can be forced into
wood by the blow of a hammer, makes its
own nut as it descendsinto the wood into
which it is driven, and may be withdrawn
from the wood by turning with a screw
driver in the ordinary way. These screw-

Xonelties.—Fiy.10.—Improved Sash-Clamp,Built by CordesmanMachine Company.

the objections urged against clamps hav
ing a wood frame. The main frameof this
machine is cast in one piece; the heavy
top rails are planed and divided with long
bearings on the main frame; the corner-
blocks for holding the sashare pivoted to
the traveling-blocks, which work on top
of the heavyrails, and are operated in and
out by a right-and-left-hand screw. This
arrangement,the manufacturers claim, al
lows each to be moved an exact distance
from the center and remain in a fixed po
sition. After it is adjusted for one size

Fig. 11.—Clinch for Hammers,Hatchets,die.

and set squareit maintains that position.
Odd sizes of sash, it is stated, can be
clamped almost as quickly as regular sizes.
The machine has a capacity to work sash
up to 3 feet 10 inches by 0 feet and down
to 12 inches square. The machine is so
constructed that it not only brings every
joint up to its place, but makes the sash
perfectly square,clamping the lour sides at
one operation by simply depressing the
lever with the foot.

the eye of the hammer or hatchet, and
when driven in the points strike the piece
of steel that has been driven through the
handle, and, following the curves, clinch
in such a manner, it is claimed, that it is
impossible for the handle to come out or
work loose. This principle is also em
bodied in the screw-drivers made by the
abovefirm.

Sf rew-Nall.
Screw-nails have beenmade with pecu
liar threads intended to facilitate the ad
vance of a screw into the wood, and
designed to be drawn from the wood like
ordinary screws by turning, but their cost
of manufacture prevented their wide
adoption. In order to securea good hold
of a screw or nail in wood it is absolutely
essentialthat the fibers of the wood should
be as little broken up as possible by the
entranceof the screw or nail. In driving
a screw of the ordinary type into wood
with a hammer the fibers are so broken u;>
by the screw-threads that the holding-
capacity of the thread is greatly reduced,
and evenwhere threads of steep pitch are
cut into wire the waste of material and
reduced strength counterbalanceto a great
extent the holding capacity due to the
spirally-formed threads. A nail or screw
forces its way into the wood, and its hold
ing power dependsmore directly upon the
shapeand condition of the walls of the
cavity formed by its entrancethan it does
upon the tensile strength of the metal
itself, which is generally more than suffi
cient to resist any direct strain brought
upon it.
In Fig. 12 is shown a new screw-nail
which has been recently patented by the
American Screw Company, of Providence,
R. I. This screwhas the ability to form a
cavity which, as to the strain upon it and
its withdrawal, acts like a nut to a screw.
The walls of this cavity are made up of
the compressedfibers of the wood instead

naiis, it is stated, will be sold at a price
considerably less than that charged for
the crdinary screws.

The Nelson <resttlle Lightning-
conductor.

The Cresttile Conductor Company,
Crawfordsville, Ind., are the sole ^manu-
facturers of the Nelson Cresttile Light
ning-Conductor, illustrated in Fig. 18 of

Fiy. If-.—The Nelson Ci-esttileLightning-
Conductor.

theaccompanyingcuts. This manufactured
article is made of galvanized iron, folded
and riveted together and cut and punched
in any design. It is fastenedon the comb
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of the roof by nailing, the same as an
ordinary saddle-board. It furthermore
requires no baseto receive it. The Crest-
tile conductors are attached to the valleys
at the top of the house, and thus metallic
connection is effected with the water
spouts,which, in turn, areconnectedwith
the moist earth by a metal ground con
nection. It is claimed to ba more effi
cient than an ordinary lightning-rod
and also serves as a protection to the
comb of the house, because it keeps it
dry. It is ornamental, and being of gal
vanized iron does not rust nor change
color. Among the merits claimed for it
is its cheapness,as it is said to cost less
than the old rod and no more than the
saddle-hoard and the wooden creasing,
while at the same time it furnishes all
thesecombined.

The Canton Ulanfi-Board.

The Canton Saw Company, Canton,
Ohio, are putting on the market the glass-
board shown in the illustrations herewith.
Fig. 14 represents thi board with raised

sizes—Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, which are re
spectively 24 x 36 inches, 30 x 48 inches,
36 x 54 inches, 42 x 60 inches and 42 x
72 inches.

Flevator Stop and Lock.

The "S. andB." elevator stop and lock
is a simple device intended fcr automatic
ally stopping and holding an elevator on
a level with any floor in a building until
released by the person using the same.
The lock is designed particularly for
freight elevators and is attached either to
a bracket or standard. Fig. 16 shoivs the
lock open and free to passup or down the
check-rope. To lock, the drop-latch is
lifted with the finger, when the locking-
jaws fly together. To unlock, pull either
of the locking-jaws from the center to the
side, which forces them into the position
shown, the drop-latch falling of its own
weight and holding the jaws open. At
each floor two stops are attached to the
check-ropewhich passesthrough the lock.
In going up or clown the tapering end of
the first stop forces the jaws apart suffi
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Soejlties.—The Canton Glass-Board, ivil?i Rule.—Fig. 14.—General View.

border and outer edgesand rule in position
for cutting at an angle. Fig. 15 shows a
section of the rule, with holder, by
which it is firmly held in position for cut
ting. The upper or ci nter fastening shown
in Fig. 15 cuts even inches and quartersof
an inch, while the lower or curved one
will cut only eighths of an inch. When
lengths are to be cut by eighths it is only
necessary to turn over the rule. The
utility of the board in cutting window

ciently to allow it to pass through, and
they then engagewith the square end of
the second stop, and move the check-rope
sufficiently to bring the hoisting machinery
to a stop. The lock is made entirely of

kitchen or dining-room, and allowed to re
main there until required, thus serving as
a substitute for the ordinary house-safe.
There is no frame-work or obstruction of
any kind above the floor, the top of the ap-

t'ifi. rt.—Wriyht's Vertical MonahteKitchen
Safe.

paratustorming part of thefloor in the room
above, which maybecoveredwith a rug in
casethe latter is carpeted, making it per
ceptible only when in actual use. The ap
paratus is constructed wholly of metal,
with the exception of the shelves and the
top. The makers state that there is no
liability of i's becoming out of order, and
being constructed of the material men
tioned it will not bind nor swell or be af-

Fig. 15.—Sectionof Rule, with Bolder. Fit/. 1".—Automatic Eltrator Floor-Stop and Lock.

glass into odd shapesand sizes is pointed
out by the manufacturers. They alsorefer
to the difficulty experienced iu cutting
glass by home-made boards, where a slip
is liable to occur, and statethat this is not
possible in the use of their rule. The
board is madeof seasouedlumber in strips,
which are shaped and put together by a
new method, the strips being grooved into
each other in the form of 1. The value
of this new method in providing a sub
stantial board and preventing warping is
alluded to. The lxjard is made in five

steel, has few parts and is very simple in
its operation. It is supplied" by F. \V.
Lowe, 83 Wendell- street, Boston

"

Wright'* Patent Vertical Movable
Kitchen Safe.

The C. B. McHenry Company, Aurora,
Ind., are just placing upon the market the
apparatus shown in Fig. 17 of the accom
panying illustrations. It is designed as a
conveyancefor articles of food usually kept
in the cellar or basement away from the

fected by changes iu atmosphereor damp
ness Its balance adjustment is made
from above,should the apparatus and load
to be carried vary in weight, by means of
the removable weight, shown at the side
of the apparatus in the illustration. The
apparatus can beplaced in position in any
part of the room desired, and it will work
equally as well before as back of a door.
The apparatusbeingcounterbalanced, when
required in the kitchen or dining-room
pressure on a spring at once releases it,
when it quickly ascends. After the articles
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required have been removed it is again
readily lowered into the cellar. Four sizes
are at present being regularly made, rang
ing in capacity from 60 to 300 pounds;
special sizes are made to order. It is also
pointed out by the manufacturersthat this
safemay be used as a dumb-waiter if de
sired.

RADE NOTES.

William] C. Lewis & .Co., wholesale
dealersin building materialsat Washington,
D.C haveissueda circular in whichtheyan
nouncethat havingassociatedwith themMr.J. F. Young.Jr., lateof Henry MeSlmiie&Co.,
theyprojtosetoaddto their present business
thatof plumbingsupplies. Mr. Young, who
will have charge of the department,has a
thoroughknowledgeof the wholesalepluml>-
ing-supply businessand enloyaan extensive
acquaintanceamongthe jobbers of Washing
ton,HaltimoreandRichmond.
Mast, Foos <

fc

Co., Springfield, Ohio,
arebusily engagedin the fencingandcresting
departmentsof their establishment.Among
contractsrecentlysecuredfor fencingwasone
for 8000feetfor thenewStatecapltolat Austin,
Texas, to inclose the eapltoi grounds. This
fence is to incloseoneof thefinestcapitolbuildingsto be foundin anyStatein theUnion,and

is composedof heavyj^lnch squarepickets. 4

feet high, with % x £ inch channellullingplacedui granitecoping20 Incheswide. Both
fencing«n4 gatesare of specialdesiun.the
wholeto beconipletedbyJanuary 1

,

1890.The
contract,we are informed,wastaken In the
faceof thestrongestcompetition.
" Not what we sat, but what others
say." Is theinscriptionuponthe front coverof

a neatly-printedlittle pamphletJust issuedby
theJos. DixonCrucible Company,of 68tteade
street. New York, and works at Jersey City,
N.J. It is x 9 inches in size,printedin at
tractivestyleupontintedpaper. Thecontents
are madeup of testimonialsfrom thosewho
haveusedthecompany'sproductions,andgive
a very clear idea of the estimationin which
thesegoodsareheldbythepublicat large.

The Cincinnati Architectural Club,
recognizine-the great benefitarising fromau
exhibition of architectural drawings and
sketchesanddesirousof creatingahealthyim
provementin thepublictasteasregardsarchi
tecture,propose a national exhibition of the
work of the membersof ai sketchclubsand
promiuentcraftsmenin America and Canada.
The works exhibited will includewater-color
studies, India ink. penand-ink sketchesand
perspectiveviews. Ample wall spaceand an
excellentlylightedhallhasbeensecuredforthe
purpose. The exhibitionwill openonNovem
ber lit andwill continue oneweek. Full par
ticulars can be obtained from John Zettel,
secretary,Room81.No.227Mainstreet.Cincin
nati, i ili" i.

I. & M. Wolff & Coleman, Chicago.
III., have just issuedan interestingpamphlet
relating to the Chicago Iron Clad Brick and
Tile Dryer. The text presentsadescription
somewhatin detail of the systemof drying
employedby this firm, illustrated with sec
tional views of heatlng-chaniber,showinglo
cation and arrangementof steam-pipes.The
statement is madethat in the.constructionof
thisapparatusthe firm haveobtainedsimplic
ity anddurability,at thesametimeproducing

a dryer that is nearly automatic in its opera
tions. Thepamphlet Is of especialinterest ro
thoseengagedin themanufactureof bricks.

"Winter Evenings and How to
SpawnThkm" is the nameof an interesting
pamphletwhich is being distributed by the
Brooklyn Young Men's ChristianAssociation
at the o|>eningof their thirty-sixth season.
Amongtheeveningclasseswenoticethat there

Is one in architectural drawing. The classes
areintendedto furnish lessonsin lineardrawing, applied to the various branchesof con
structiveart, comprisingthe useand careof
instrumentsandtheapplicationof geometrical
problemswith referenceto practicalmechan
icalandarchitecturaldetails forevery-dayuse.
The Instructor is Mr.Duvlnage,andthe lessons
aregiven Wednesdayeveningsfrom 8 to 9..HI.
Theclassyear Is dividedintotwoterms,running
fromOctober14to December211,18811,andfrom
January II to March «

,

1890.
Richardson Bkothehs, Newark, N. J.,
aredirectingtheattentionof the tradeto the
new improvedStandardMiter-Box,for which
manystrongclaimsaremade. It Is constructedentirelyof iron, andhas a graduatedcircle on
whichany angle from zero to 70°may bese
cured. Thesawandguidefold directlybehind
thebacks,thusavoidingall troublearisingfrom
thesawstandingacrossthemiter-boxwhennot
in use.
The Hamsley Metal Roofing Com
pany,18Cliff street.NewYork, aredistributing
amongtheir friendsin thetradean interesting
nmphletillustratinganddescribingtheHams-ey Patent Metal Shingle. Thepamphletcon
stituteswhatmightbe termeda practical talk
aboutmetalshinglesand roofing, and the In
formation Is presentedin such a manneras to
proveof interestto thoseengagedin the roofing trade.

F. P. Bi-rcaw & Co., of 204 North
Locust street,Hazleton, Pa., haveintroduced
to the trade what they are pleasedto call
Burcaw'sPositiveDrop-BottomDoor-Stripand
concaveand convexinterlockingwoodstrips,
attention to which is elsewherecalled in this
issue. In theconstructionof thesestripsrub
berandfelt have beendispensedwith, adding,

it Isclaimed,materiallytotheir durability. The
parts are so arrangedas to form closeJoints
when the door or window Is closed,thus pre
venting dust, rain or snow from entering.
Thestripsarewell madeand are provingpop
ular whereverused.

The Clinton Wire Cloth Company,
Clinton,Mass.,andNew York, have issuedanilftistratej cataloguedevotedto wire lath, of
which a full descriptionis given,with illustra
tionsshowingiteconstruction and use. Some
interesting illustrations are made of tests
appliedto the wire lath and showing the ad
vantagespossessedby it. The catalogue is

finelyhrlntedand representsthis interesting
lineof goodsin anattractiveminner.
The Metallic Hip Shingle Company,
Toledo,Ohio,in their card in our advertising
columns presentan illustration of and direct
attentionto thePrenticeHip Shingle,of which
they make a specialty. Particulars and prices
furnishedonapplicjtion.

In their advertising space this
monththe DefianceMachine Works,Defiance,
Ohio, presentan illustration of thylr Patent
ProportionalKnife-BalancingMachine.

A. J. English Company, with factory
atWashingtonCourt House,Ohio,andofficeat
284Racestreet, Cincinnati, present a card in
our advertisingcolumnsdescriptiveof their
Automatic Gas Machine for lighting small
towns,factories,publicandprivateInstitutions,
churches,resiliences. They offer descrip
tivecircularsfinapplication.

The Lloyd Iron Rooking and Paint |

Company,Chicago,HI., in their advertisement
in anotherpart of this issuedirect attention
to variouskindsof corrugatedIron producedbv
them,two illustrationsof whicharepresented".
Reference is also made to Ob?llsk Metallic
Paint andCement.
The Young Men's Institute of the
Yoniiir Men's Christian Association,'Nos. 222
and221Bowery, New York City, have Just
IssueJ a prospectusof their autumnandwinter
work, whichcontainsmuchthat is of Interest
to manyof our readers.Considerableattention

is devoted to educational matters,and the
instituteofferstheopportunityof studyIn ten
different lines. Among these may be men- 1

tionedmechanicaldrawing,free-handdrawing I

andtechnical instruction for carriage drafts
menandmechanics.Theantirnn classesbegin
onMonday.September30.

Artistir Japan is the uatne of a

monthlyconductedby Mr. S. Bing, to which
the attention of the publichasrecentlybeen
called, flic publication is issuedin parts, in
attractive colored covers, which are varied
monthly, and in addition to illustrated text
contains10royal quarto plates,being repro
ductionsof tineexamplesof Japaneseart. The
Journal isdevote 1 toartsandindui'ries for the
useof the artist, the amateur,themanufact
urerand the artisan. A specialnotice which
hasrecentlybeensentout from the American
agency.No.22)Fifth avenue.New York, eon-
tains the announcementthat the American
edition of Art 1*1ic- Japan was only issued
this year,and the numbershave beendated
backto equalbvonemonththeEnglish.French
and Germaneditions. This accountsfor the
work being behind the date in this country,
but it is understoodthe publication will soon
appear simultaneouslywith the foreign edi
tions. TheAmericaneditioncontainsthesame?
engravingsandcoloredplatesasthe European
editions,which are printed by M. Gillot, of
Paris, under the personalsuperintendenceof
Mr. lllng.

Concrete Buildings.

i;

A writer in a recent issueof the Michun-
ieal News presents the following particu
lars with reference to concrete buildings
and how to erect them :

Concrete properly constructed is as
strong as tlie hardest brick, and it is not
too much to say that it might be employed
with great advantage in four out of five
caseswhere brick buildings are now built
for the purposesof the manufacturer.
The proper method of mixing concrete
and the raw materials and their propor
tions which should be used are not gen
erally understood. The prevailing idea is

that all concretemust necessarily be com
posed of gravel, sand and Portland
cement; but this is not correct. While
these materials, in proper proportions,
efficiently mixed, produce a very excellent
concrete, there are many others which
answeradmirably assubstitutes. Of course

it is necessary that cement or good hy

draulic lime should be used, and the
American Rosendale, if of good quality,
answers exceedingly well. Sand is per
haps as good a material as can be had, so
long as it is sharp and clean, but strong
clay well burnt and ground to a fine pow
der will form a good substitute. In con
sidering the materials of which concrete is

composed it is convenient to look upon
sand or its substitute as forming with the
lime or cement a mortar which cements
the rough "core" together. Gravel is

certainly in many cases the most conven
ient core that can be obtained, but pieces
of broken stone,brick or broken slag from
the iron foundry and clinkers from the
brick kiln will answer the purpose; in
fact, any thoroughly hard, imperishable
material will serve, so long as it is broken
up into pieceswhich will pass through a

ring not exceeding 2 inches in diameter.
The proportion of materials used will
vary to a great extent with the special
purposes for which the concrete is to be
used. Two parts of sand, four parts of
mortar to one of Rosendale cement will
indicate in a measure the proportions
which should be used to produce a good
strong concrete. The method of mixing

is practically the samewherever it is to
be used. The hard material which is to
form the core is first measured out and
placed in a heap, and water is thrown
upon it in order that a better adherence
may be obtained between it and the mor
tar. The sandand lime are also measured
out and mixed separately from the core
into mortar, water being added gradually
while the whole mass is turned over and
over in order to produce a complete incor
poration of the parts. The core is then
added and the whole thoroughly mixed,
when the concrete is ready for use. Care
should be taken that no more water is

added than is required to properly wet
the whole of the materials.
The mixture having been effected, the
building may then be built in either one
of two ways. Blocks may be formed, or
the walls may be erected solid. Where
the former plan is followed, a suitable
wooden box is constructed, measuring,
say, 2 feet by 1 foot by !) inches, and into

it the concrete is placed and well rammed
down. After having lieen allowed to set
for sometwo days, the ultimate hardness
of the mass is then increasedby placing
the box beneath water.
Perhaps the simpler method of erecting

a concrete building, however, is that of
erecting the solid walls rather than form
ing blocks. All that is required is ver
tical upright posts placed at the corners
and at suitable intervals around the build
ing, between which <dide.in an upward
direction, a number of boards connected
together so as to form molds, between
which the concrete is placed. In com
mencing such a building, thesemolds are
of course placedon the ground and the con
crete put in between them and lammed
down in position all around the building.
When it has set sufficiently, the boards are
raised and another layer of concrete filled
in, after which the surface beneath is

roughened by means of a pick or other
suitable device, and all dust and dirt swept
off in order that a proper adherence may
be had. In this way the building is brought
up to its required hight, proper allow
ancebeing made for doors, windows and
other openings. In order to prevent the
concrete from adhering to the wooden
molds, they should be covered or painted
with a mixture formed by boiling shreds
of soap in water until of the consistency
of commonpaint. It is sometimesdeemed
an objection to the use of concrete in
buildings that the surface is comparatively
rough on the exterior of the wall, but this
may be easily overcome by covering the
surface with a layer of cementplaster (to
which coloring materialmaybeadded if de
sired) and rendering it to a smoothsurface
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THE
formal opening of the newquarters
of the Philadelphia Builders' Ex
changetook place on the 29th of Oc

tober. The building had beenused by the
membersfor sometime,but it was not alto
gethercompletedatthe timeof theopening.
The formal occasionof its opening, however,
was a very pleasantand gratifying occasion
to the members of the exchange. The
entertainmentwas quite an ambitious affair
and covered speech-making and the
usual celebrations incident to such an
occasion. The Philadelphia Builders' Ex
change have good reason to feel gratified
at what they have done during their short
existence. The building thus formally
opened is located on Seventh street,
just south of Market, and opposite the
Franklin Institute. The building is an
attractive structure, fire-proof throughout
and four stories in hight. Beginning with
the basement, the visitor is introduced to
a dry, well-lighted room, covering some
5000 square feet of floor-space. At the
side is the hoisting machinery and boilers
for heating the building, but there is left a
large oblong room, nearly the entire size
of the building proper. It is herethat the
Mechanical Trade Schools of the Builders'
Exchange of Philadelphia will be estab
lished as soon as possible. It is the in
tention of the promoters of these schools
that they shall provide instructions in each
of the following trades: Carpentry,
brick-laying, plastering, plumbing, paint
ing, stone-cutting and blacksmithing. The
Trade School Committee having the mat
ter in charge consists of 21members, or
three representatives from each of the
above-named trades. As soon as con
venient these committees will meet and
prepare for the earliest possible opening
of the schools. Nothing asyet is definitely
known, but it is the intention to divide
the large basementspaceof the Exchange
Building into sections for the accommoda
tion of the seven different tradts. The
chairman of the Committee on Mechanical
Trade Schools is George Watson, and the
secretary William Harkness, Jr., 247
South Third street. Mr. Harkness is also
general secretary of the exchange.

GOING

up the cellar stairs the visitor
enters the first floor of the build
ing. This isa largeroom Tox 104feet

and will be devoted to a permanent ex
hibition, where will be shown all kinds of
building materials and supplies connected
with the building trades. The floor has
already been spaced off and the platforms
arranged for the exhibits, and so popular
is the scheme that wc understand nearly
all the spacehas already been applied for,
and it is hoped that the exhibits will begin

to arrive within a few days. The space
required for the exhibits will be rented
out to patrons, and a significant feature
of the plan is the arrangement by
which all the people entering the building
pass right through the exhibition-room,
and thus the goods shown are certain to
be noticed. The front of the second floor
of the building is the large meeting-room
of the exchange, extending the entire
width of the building and sufficiently
deep to make il well proportioned. Con
nected with it are offices and committee-
rooms. The remainder of this floor, to
gether with the floors aliove, arc divided
up into offices, which arc rented to per
sons in the building trades. The build
ing, which is owned entirely by members
of the exchange, is very substantially con
structed throughout, and while there is no
attempt at superfluous ornamentation the
style is simple and pleasing. A noticeable
feature is the ample provision for light,
there being a great dealof white tiling and
glazed brick used and a large sky-light
and window area. Communication is af
forded by fast-running elevators, in addi
tion to stairways. The lighting is to be
done both by gas and electricity, and
steamwill provide heat during the winter
months.

THE
Philadelphia Builders" Exchange
has Keenoneof, if not the most, suc
cessful of theseorganizations in the

United State*. Its inception datesfrom the
fall of 1883,whenacircular wasaddressedto
various trades organizations of the city,
with the result that in September a pre
liminary meeting was held and a resolu
tion adopted to form an exchange. Sev
eral subsequentmeetingswereheld and the
charter was finally procured January 13,
1887. About the same time the Master
Builders' Association of Boston were en
gaged in a movement to organize a na
tional association of builders. For that
purpose a conference was held early in
January at the rooms of the Boston Ex
change. It was resolved at this confer
ence to hold a convention in Chicago,
1887,at which the exchange at Philadel
phia were well represented and several
officers of the national associationwere se
lected from their members. In the mean
time the exchangehad secured rooms and
a formal opening was celebrated on
April 7, 1887. Since then the organiza
tion has grown steadily in popular favor
and now numbers about 300members, in
cluding representativesfrom all the trades
concerned in the building interests about
Philadelphia.

THE
RAPIDLY INCREASING num
ber of people who take an interest
in manual training and all instruc

tion other than mere book learning
and theory must have had their atten

tion directed recently to the new sys
tem of manual training introduced from
Sweden and known as the Sloyd method.
Prof. Carl Falleen, who is a graduate of
the original Sloyd school in Sweden, came
to this country a year or two ago for the
purposeof introducing the new system of
instruction here. For something over a
year he has been in Boston, teaching at
the North Bennett Industrial School, and
his labors have met with most gratifying
success. From Boston Professor Falleen
went to Chicago. He is now in that city
for the purpose of putting the Sloyd
system in operation there. In a recent
interview he gave a very interesting ac
count of his method in comparison with
the ordinary system of manual training.
It seemsthat the manual training we are
familiar with is of Russian origin, and ac
cording to Professor Falleen, the move
ment took a start hereafter the Centennial
Exhibition, where the Russian exhibits
brought the manual-tnining work to
public notice. It is admitted that the
systemas practiced in Russia has under
gone considerable modification now that it
is transplanted here, but the underlying
principle remains the same. It is in fact a
method of teaching the use of tools with
out much regard to the results obtained.
The young student is given blocks of
wood and practiced with the various tools
of the carpenter in succession, but the
exerciseshe finishes and the work he does
are not adapted to any useful purpose, the
blocks of wood used being thrown away
as the class progresses.

WITH
THE Sloyd system, however,
a different idea is followed out,
and that is to apply everyexercise

on some finished work. Each exercise
makes a complete thing or is a step
toward making a complete thing. The
great value of this is that it awakens
the interest of the student or child, and
it is an axiom in all work of instruc
tion that the results are proportional
to the interest taken by the student.
Furthermore, where the Russian system
contains only straight-line exercises the
Sloyd involves a good deal of free-hand
work. The following paragraph from
Professor Falleen's interview clearly illus
trates the object of the system: "One
peculiarity of the Sloyd is the use of the
knife, which is its fundamental tool. The
seriesof models is carefully chosen and so
arranged as to give the child a progressive
knowledge of the useof tools to makehim
understand the capabilities of his material
and how to manipulate it in the best man
ner. The models aresimple yet beautiful,
adapted in details to the comprehension
of the child and fitted to arouse in him a
sense of artistic grace and fitness, and to
teach lessonsof thrift. The pupil learns
to work in both hard and soft wood.

n
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using, for economy's sake, as little mate
rial as possible and making something of

practical usefulness. No knick-knacks
are allowed, and to createa love for sincere
work and make care and skill necessary
there is no painting or polishing. It
should stand honestly for what it is as
work. This emphasizes the necessity of
the models being such as the pupil can
finish without help, and. of course, de
mands thMt the series should progress
gradually from easy to difficult, from sim
pie to complex." Though the knife is
the fundamental tool and the one mostly
used, it must be remembered that the
models should not require enough of time
to weary a child with unfamiliar difficul
ties. After the preliminary work, models
requiring greater time and a larger number
of tools are substituted. A point empha
sized by Professor Falleen is that all the
work must be accurate and that no inex
actness should be tolerated. Professor
Falleen has come to this country at a most
opportune time, when the gei.eral idea
of manual training is just awakening to a
full degree. Had he arrived when the
old system was barricaded by long usage
he would have found it hard work to in
troduce new ideas. As it is

,

Americans
interested in the general subject are look
ing to be instructed and are glad to re
ceive the suggestions that give promise of

greater usefulness.

FOR
SOME years negotiations have
been in progress between the.two

great architt ctural associations of
the country, the American Institute and
the Western Association, looking to a

union on a national plan. A joint con
vention is to be held in Cincinnati on the
20th of the mouth to reach this organic
union. At present each of the associations
consists of 12 local bodies. With regard
to the proposed consolidation Mr. A. J.
Bloor, secretaryof the American Institute,

is reported to have said that he regarded

a speedy union between the two federa
tions to be certain, and that the stepwould
have an important influence for good on
the practice of architecture in this coun
try. The general feeling is that Wash
ington would be the most appropriate
place for the home of the central organiza
tion. He said that architects were rushed
to death with work, but that a large at
tendance was hoped for at Cincinnati,
representing the leading men in the pro
fession from the Philadelphia, New York,
Boston and other chapters. The joint
committee of arrangements consists of E.
H. Kendall, Charles Crapsey, Normand 3

.

Patton and Mr. A. J. Bloor.

THE PLATES.

In Plate XLI we show a perspective
view and floor plans, designed by C. P.
Robinson, architect, of Phillipsburg, Pa.
It will be observed that the arrangement

is such that both parlor and sitting-room
may front on the street, making the
house especially suited for a corner lot.
The rooms are conveniently grouped
about the main stairs, while the front
apartmentsareconnectedby sliding-doors.
Open fire-places are provided which
afford a means of ventilation when not
used for heating purpose?. The attic is

unfurnished, although ample room is pro- 1

vided for servants' apartments or a bih-
iard-room. The cellar is excavated under
half the house. The first story is 10 feet
and the second 0 feet 6 inches.
In plates XL1I and XL1II we give the
elevations and details of a small china
cabinet designed by Alexander Martin.
A description somewhat in detail will be
found on page 224.
In Plate XLIV we present several de
signs for hall chairs which will be found
of general interest. They are of solid out
line and substantially constructed, and
were designed by Mr. W. Marsden.

Practical Paper-Hanging.

We add at this time to the series of
articles which have appeared on this sub
ject a communication published in the
Painter's Magazine for June:
On beginning to paper a room measure
the side wall from the ceiling to the top
of the base-board and then cut on the fig
ure nearest the length that will be long
enough. This will vary according as the
paper is a close or long match. After the
paper is trimmed, either by machine or by
hand, pasting is begun by pasting the
side that is away from you before you
move it. Then pull it toward yon until it

covers the edge of the board and finish
pasting. If the paper is longer than
your board, fold your paper over and pull
the balance upon the board. By this
method you avoid dragging the paper
through paste left on the board.
A good paper-hangercan tell at aglauce
where he will commenceto hang his paper,
but the beginner should commenceat that
point in the room from whence he can
hang the most strips by working away
from the light, as by so do'ng your seams
show less than if you worked toward the
light. The natural way of hanging is to
work from left to right, but a good paper-
hanger can work either way. A room that

is papered with good paper— i. e., any
grade above white blank—should be pa
pered by both methods, running half way
round by eachmethod, always bearing in
mind to work away from the'light. Now
we have come to a casing. Measure the
width from the edge of the pattern to cas
ing, pasteyour paper, fold perfectly even,
mark the proper width, pull the paper
over until it is clear of the other pieces,
then take your straight-edge and paper-
knife and cut or split it

,

as we call it.
Take the piece that is left and match on

it at top and bottom; if a window, then
cut some shorter pieces to fill out with.
If the last short piece does not come
quite to the edge, so much the bet
ter, as you can then paste another
longer, split off enough to fill out
and match on the other piece. That

is the proper way for a gilt room.
Never under any circumstances let your
paper lap over on the casing. Velvet
paper should be applied with a roller, the
hands being covered with a dry cloth. If
the edges resist closing they maybe struck
lightly with a brush. The painter should
ascertain beforehand if the edges come
down to an exact level with each other.
Should this not be the case the best
course is to stripe the edges with the
same color as the paper. So with any
fine white lines that subsequentlyappear.
It is somewhat difficult to get wall
paper properly to attach itself to an old
whitewashed wall. The causemust be re
moved by scraping the whitewash off the
wall and giving the surface a coat of glue
size, taking care that it is strong. An ex
cellent paste in such case is formed by
mixing 1 pound of cimmon sugar with
each pailful of flour paste. If the old cal
cimine is not removed it is better to omit
the sizing, as sizing would be apt to cause
thcculcimine to crack andbreakolf. Where
strong adhesiveness is required frr par

ticular portions of wall and ceiling surface

a good method for preparing the paste is

to boil the mixture of flour and water to

a less consistence than ordinary paste,
then adding to each quart J ounce of
|K>itnded alum and lump-sugar and

\ ounce of rosin finely powdered, these
being previously mixed in a brass or iron
pot, which is set ovt r a moderatefire and
constantly stirred until it boils and thick
ens. Then put the paste to cool in a

vesselwhich has the least possible surface
for the paste to skin over, as before using
the tkin must be entirely removed!
Should some adhesive liquid be required
to reduce the consistence for fine pur
poses,gum-arabic water, otherwise glue
dissolved in oil or water over a moderate
fire, may be added.
In papering a ceiling have your scaf
fold (a pair of steps and a plank) put up;
then strike a line, if a plain ceiling, 18
inches; if a small rcom, and you intend
decorating it

,
9 inches, anay from the side

wall, and run your first strip by it. This
gives you a straight line by which to run
borders if any are used. After the line is

made for your stiling, strike another one
just as far away from it as your extension

is wide less 1 inch, and run yourfirst strip
of " field " by it. This method frequently
savesthe cutting of an extra strip of "field-
paper."
In hanging the lighter grades of paper

it is better to put them up just as pasted,
but for heavier papers the best i exults
will be obtained by letting them soak for

a while. If you are doing your own
pasting the following method is recom
mended : Paste a strip, fold and trim,
then lay it on your scaffold if for ceil
ing or on your step-ladder if for side
wall. Then paste your next strip, fold
ing and trimming it

,

then hang strip
No. 1

,

always keeping one strip pasted
aheadof you. It is impossible for a blis
ter to come under paper hung in this way.
If you have a paster let him keep one
strip always ahead of you. In papering

a ceiling learn to put it up without the
help of your paster, as you can do it

both easier and better. Take the strip
after it is pasted, catch the end from
which you start with your right hand,
and let it unfold over your left, the end
hanging down over the scaffold ; then
start the piece by bringing the end in
right hand at the proper figure. Extend
the left forward as far as you can con
veniently reach, get the paper straight and
fasten the end by running the back of
your hand across it. Take your brush or
roller and smooth the paper as far as your
left hand. Then take up another section,
with your left hand in the samemanuer as
before and proceed with the entire strip as
described.
You will observe that after the first end

is fastened you do not touch the paper
with your right hand, but keep brush or
roller on it instead, and as fast as you lift
the paper to its place with the left hand
smooth it down. Or you can, just as soon
as you have the start made, let the brush
or roller run in the middle of the strip un
til you have the length up; then fasten
the edges.
As stated, if your paster will keep the
paper ready pasted that is all you want
of him. If he must get on the scaffold
every time with a strip of paper and you
are obliged to wait till he has another
strip ready he cannot be of much use.
In mixing plaster-of-paris for stopping
cracks or holes ubout two-thirds whiting
and one-third plaster are the best propor
tions. Mix this with water, to which add a

little good vinegar, as thstt keeps it from
"setting" so quickly and the mixture is

just as good. Before you begin to use
your plaster take a brush and wet all the
places you intend plastering, and you will
find your work much better w'henyou get
through.
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An Old Dnt«h Mill.

BY OWEN B. MAGINNIS.

In the valley of Sleepy Hollow, near the I
old Dutch church made famous by Wash
ington Irving in his legend, there once
stood.an old wooden-trussedbridge, across
which Ichabod Crane madly dashed in
his wild race with the headlesshorseman.
The bridge, now replaced by a substantial 1
stone structure, spanned a small river, or i

An Old Dutch Mill.—Fig. 1.—Cross-Section
of Mill, Showing Framing.

rather the upper end of a dam, which sup
plied the power by an undershot water-
wheel to an old Dutch grist-mill, which
lies directly southwest from the bridge
and close to the old stone manor-house.
From the similarity in design between the
mill, the church and the manor-house it
would be safe to infer that the three were
the work of that useful architect and col
onist, Yost Van Houten, to whom Irving
accredits Ichabod's school-house and the
church. The mill is picturesquely hidden
by weeping-willows, and its quaint and
solid architecture takes one back to the
time when the patient, healthful labor of
the early settlers characterized the place.
The mill in itself "doescredit to the me
chanical abilities of the people of that

dition into which the structure was falling
the mill has lately been renovated by the
owners, Messrs. Kingland, so that to-day
the roof and shingles are new. The main
details, however, clearly indicating the
skill with which the structure was
erected, remained intact.
The timbers of which the frame is con
structed were hand-hewn into the neces
sary shapeby meansof the axe and adze.
The logs werecut and hewn in the woods
and dragged by oxen into the open space,
where they wereframed together in bents,
each bent forming a complete frame, as
indicated in Fig. 1 of the illustrations.
The timbers were massiveand of the most
convenient size that could be obtained
from the tree without much hewing.
They were of white oak and of the fol
lowing dimensions: The sills were
10 x 10 inches, halved together at
the corners in the usual manner. The
main posts were 8 x 10 inches, ten
oned into the sills, mortised and
gained on the angle for transverse
bracesand tenonedinto the tie-beams
above. The tie-beams were 10 x 12
inches, mortised on top of beams
and mortised and gained for upper
ends of main braces,which measured
8x8 inches and were draw-pinned
into posts and tie-beams,as shown.
Resting upon the upper edges of the
beamsand slightly gained in were the
wall-plates, also of white oak and 6 x
6 inches, tieing the lower frames to
gether in the manner indicated in
the longitudinal section, Fig. 2.
They were secured by wooden
bolts made of oak and driven

vertically through the plate into the
beam. When erected the frames were
braced lengthwise by pieces extending
from the corner posts and counter-braces
to the center of the length under the wall-
plate and let into the posts their full
thickness and width—that is

,
4 x 6 inches.

From the plates rose the principal rafters,
mortised at their upper ends into the
upper tie-beam and draw-pinned. They
were also braced by the 4x6 inch pieces
which are shown gained and spiked to
gether. On top of the upper tie rested
the top rafters, which also measured4x6
inches and were gained into the beam at
the foot, the joint at the peak being over
lapped and pinned as represented. This
joint is probably the most primitive in the

The old moas-eatenshingles, still cover
ing one side, prove the durability of the
shaved cedar shingles These were of
white cedar and run from 2 feet 6 inches
to 3 feet long, averaging from 6 to 8

inches wide, and were originally, as near
as I could judge, } or 1 inch thick at the
butt. They were laid 14 inches to the
weather and fastenedwith hand-wrought
nails. The vertical joints were well apart

Fig. 3,—Joint at Peak.

to guard against leakage. The verge-
boards were of pine, as was all other ex
terior wood. The flooring is evidently
of later date than the frame, as it is of
white pine boards from 12 to 16 inches
wide and 1£ inches thick, tongued and
grooved together. From the resemblance
to the flooring in Washington's Head-

♦ THICK

-2'6- 1^
Fig, 4

.—Vieic of Door-Hinge.

quarters at Newburg and in other houses
of that date it was likely laid during
the Revolutionary period. The doors, as
usual in Dutch houses, were composedof
an upper and lower section, 2 inches thick,
framed with flush panels and hung with
strong, roughly-fashioned iron hinges se
cured to the door by heavy nails and
staple, with hanger driven into the oaken
door-post.
Owing to its extremely damp situation
the old mill has stood the weather of
two centuries admirably, and the interior
timbers show no sign of rot. While it

is all much deflected and strained, the
fact that it still exists and that the
timbers are in such a good stateof pres
ervation goes to show that the seven
teenth-century colonists were more thor
ough in their building than arethe highly-

P

p ra h

Fig. 2.—Longitudinal Section of Framing.

day, according to the views of the writer,
who had an opportunity of thoroughly
examining the details of construction and
the systematicmanner in which it is put
together. The result of this inspection
clearly proved to the writer that the
artisans of that day were by no means
wanting in either tools or brains. On
account of the extremely dilapidated con-

structure, and shows that the Dutch car
penters feared that the timbers might
slide on a butt-joint. The absenceof nails
in the frame is commendable, and modern
framers would do well to copy the Dutch
in this respect and trust less to the split
ting qualities of nails. The entire frame
was covered with cypress boards, ripped
out with the pit-saw and shingled.

educated artisans of the nineteenth cent
ury.

One of the remarkable features about
architecture in New York at present is the
rapidity with which buildings are com
pleted, particularly the great office build
ings in Wall street and elsewheredown
town. Formerly the construction of such
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buildings was a matter of years; now they
are finished and occupied in a few months
after the foundations are laid. Nine and
ten story buildings which were only begun
in June are now ready for their occupants.

Residence of Charles L. Tiffany.

On this page we present to our readers
a perspective view of the residenceof Mr.
Charles L. Tiffany, which is located at the
corner of Seventy-second street and Mad
ison avenue, New York City. It will be

A Blue-firass Palace.

A unique conception among exhibition
buildings is the so-called blue-grass
palacewhich hasbeenerected at Creston,
Iowa. The corn pakce is now an estab
lished autumnal institution at Sioux
City, Iowa, and the dwellers in the blue-
grass region of the same State have con
cluded that their own favorite natural
product was equally worthy of public
notoriety. As described in an exchange,
the blue-grass palace is a strange creation
of the unique and beautiful in art, in de-

tions of the many-colored growths from
the field, the meadow and the garden.
The blue grass seemsto be the natu
ral successor to the wild prairie-grass,
and when the prairies are pastured
for a few years, without sowing a seed,
the tamegrass takesthe place of the wild,
and from somepeculiarity in the soil and
climate, like the buffalo grassof Colorado,
it ripens and cures on the field without
losing its nutritive qualities. Hence far
mersdo not cut the blue grass at all, but
after pasturing till about the 1st of June
permit it to grow till fall, when it reaches

<<Tbserv*d[that the structure is remarkable
not only for its size as a city residence,
but also for its architectural featuresand
the construction of the roof which covers
it. The latter feature formed the basisof
an illustrated article in these columns
.sometime ago. The great archway in the
irueticated basement leads to a central
loourt lined with glazed brick. Above
the basementthe wall is composedof thin
'.brick closely resemblingthe Roman, while
the -color differs materially from that or
dinarily employed. The housewas built
from plans prepared by McKim, Mead &
White, of New York City.

sign and execution. One hundred feet
square, and with its topmost spire rising
120feet in hight, and standing out upon
the summit of the highest point between
Burlington and Omaha,it looks from adis
tance like one of the old castlesto be seen
along theRhine. Of course thesupporting
structure is of heavy timbers,but all these
are so completely covered over with grass
and grains that no sign of wood is seen
from without and only the floorways and
the winding stairs are visible within ; and
the stalls and galleries and arches are
beautified in every conceivable way by
curious designs wrought from comoina-

a hight of some 2 feet, and then bends
over and forms a heavy dry pasturage,
upon which cattle and horses will thrive
all winter ; and then it is by six weeks the
earliest pasturageof the spring.

L. L. Sagendorph, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
has assigned to Charles N. Harder, of
Philmont, N. Y.. a one-half interest in a
patent lately granted for ametallic ceiling
arid sheeting strip, the object of which is
to properly retain metallic ceiling-plates
in position without the necessityof 5rst
stripping the joist with ceiling-strips.
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Log-Marks.

The newspaperspublished in the towns
along the Susquehanna, says an issue of
the Philadelphia Press, present a curious
ippearance since the flood. Someof their
pages look like the sides of a Chinese tea-
box circular or extracts from a Hebrew
Bible. The Harrisburg papers are es
pecially afflicted with this surprising taste
for puzzling cuts. Yesterday, for instance,
a Harrisburg daily contained several col
umns of such pictorial jargon as Fig. 1.
The law provides that the owner of the
property upon which drifted logs or lum
ber accumulateshall file with the nearest
justice of the peacea description of such

*|^p|?M*|0|O
Log-Marks.—Fig. 1.—Showing Sample of

Log-Marks.

lumber and advertise it
,

with the marks
upon it

,

in a county paper for at
least three weeks. The owner of such
log can then recover it upon the
payment of all costs and salvage to the
person picking it up or upon whose land
it lodges. If he doesnot recover it within
three months the lumber becomes the
property of the owners or tenants of the

0 1 do
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Fig. 2
.—Someof theMarks Usedon Hemlock

Logs.

land upon which it is lodged. This is

why the papers published along the
Susquehannaarefilled with these curious
cuts. Each owner has his own peculiar
brands for eachkind of lumber, and it must
be entirely different from that of any
other lumber-owner. Fig. 2 shows some
of the curious brands on the hemlock lum
ber found and advertised. The curious
subscribers discovered upon reading the
little explanation in small type accompany-

Fig. 3
.—Marks Usedon Pine Logs.

ing these apparently meaningless hiero
glyphics that they are all about the lost
saw-logs from the Williamsport boom,
which, when it was burst by the flood,
shot several hundreds of millions of
feet of lumber down stream and
stranded hundreds of thousands of logs
upon the Susquehanna shores and
upon the numerous islands in the river.
Every one of these logs was branded so
as to show to whom it belonged and is

registered in the county court records
under a general State law, so that when by
any mischance it goes astray the man into
whose possession it comes can find an
owner for it. Each figure in the cut last
mentioned represented the private brand
of an oak-log owner and was put in the

paper by the man upon whose property the grip is of course much the sameas that of
logs so branded were found. An adjoin- I the Lewis, applied in another form. The
ing column was filled with brands of pine [ only question i

s whether the sudden lift-
logs like Fig. 3. There is a somewhat I ing of a heavy weight off the scaffold
different Maryland law, which protects

'

might not give a shake to the supports at
the owners of branded logs and lumber . the samemoment that it loosenedthe grip,
which pass down the river and into Mary- |

land waters. The salvage there is greater
than in Pennsylvania, and the chancesthat

a manwho owns drift lumber at themouth
of the Susquehannaor in the Chesapeake
Bay will get his property back are not
nearly so good as when it is found in this
State. The salvage in many casesof the
logs stranded on the river since the flood
will amount to several thousands of dol
lars. In somecases it will be greaterthan
the value of the islands upon which the
logs are lodged.

Scaffold-Clamp.

The accompanying engravings represent
a contrivance which we are informed is in

considerable use in Germany for fixing the
cross poles to the uprights in scaffold-
building. According to the description
issued by the patentee,Ottoman Erfurth,
Teuchem, Germany, the device has the
following features: " The holder is made
of one piece of iron and consists of a sad
dle-arm, clamp provided with spur and
counter-arm provided with spur. It is

fixed to the vertical pole by pushing it- on
sidewise and turning it with a jerk, the
arms pointing in an upward direction.
This can be done with one hand and in a

few seconds. The holder fixes itself auto
matically, so that it is even superfluous to
drive in the spurs with the hammer. The
holder thus fixed to the post permits the
horizontal beam to beplaced on the pro
jecting saddle-'arms,and its weight will
tend to press the holder against the ver
tical post in such a manner that the spur

Rear and Side Viewsof Scaffold Clamp

with the result of a slip. It could not slip
far on rough scaffold timber, but it might
slip t ufficiently to cause an accident if

the spike did not suffice to hold it. We
do not think it very likely it would fail in
that way; but we should recommend a

severe test before adopting it on large
work. Its advantages, if proved to be
secure, are obvious."

We are in receipt of the current cir
cular of the Academy of Architecture and
Building, 3066 South Ninth street, St.
Louis, Mo., of which H. Maack is prin
cipal. This institute was founded in 1885,
and, according to the circular, has en
joyed a prosperousexistence. The aim of
the institute is an excellent one, as it is

intended to offer educational facilities to
beginners in the building trades who de
sire to master all the principles of their

PerspectiveView Of Scaffold-Clamp.

on one side and the counter-spur on the
other side will both enter the wood and
prevent the holder from sliding off. The
holder is now made in two sizes—viz.,
4} and 6f inches—and it may be pointed
out that they can be used with equal se
curity to posts of half their thickness. "

Commenting on this the London Builder
says: "We should hardly agree to the
statementthat the holder can be usedwith
equal security on posts half the thickness
of that which would fit the curve; it would
have a grip, no doubt, but hardly such a
good one. We have examined a specimen
of the holder, which is of ample strength
for its purpose, and the principle of the

work. Instruction is provided in mathe
matics, including arithmetic, geometry
and trigonometry, while architecture and
drawing occupy a large amount of the
time. There is also special instruction in
book-keeping, English literature, &c. The
full courseat the institute consistsof three
terms of 12 weeks each, the regular winter
course beginning the first week in Sep
tember and closing the end of February,
daily sessions continuing from 8 a.m. to

6 p.m. The object of restricting the
school year to the winter months is that
young menmay obtain instruction and be
free during the busy summer months to
follow their trades.
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A Cheap Frame House.

On this and the following pages we
show the perspective, floor plans, eleva
tions and details of a cheap frame house
designed by Mr. W. A. Pearson, of Day
ton, Ohio. It will be seenthat the house,
entrance to which is secured through a
hall from which rise the main stairs, has
six rooms, three being on the first and
three on the second floor. One of the
rooms on the first floor is so arranged that

The Speculative Builder and His
Methods.

It is said upon authority that there are
over 5000buildings in course of erection
in the city of New York at the present
time. These, of course, areof everyclass,
from the 12-storybusinesspalaceof Charles
Broadway Roussto the home-maker'smod
est little two-story frame cottage in the dis
trict north of the Harlem River. It is in
such times of activity as these, says Scott

A CheapFrame House, Designedby W, A. Pearson,Dayton, Ohio.—PerspectiveView.

it may be used as a dining-room or
chamber,asmaybepreferred. The kitchen
is provided with the modern conveniences
and from it

,

opens a pantry 4x9 feet in
size. From the architect's specifications
we learn that the sills are4x6 inches,
halved together at corners and joints;
that the joists are 2x8 inches for first
and Becond stories, 16 inches on centers ;

that the collar-beams are 2x4 inches,
firmly nailed to each rafter; the studding

First Floor Flan.—Scale, 1-16Inch to Foot

2x4 inches, 16 inches on centers,doubled
at corners and openings; the plates2x4
inches, doubled and lapped at corners,
well joined and spiked together ; rafters
2x4 inches, 2 feet on centers, and hip
and valley rafters 2x6 inches. The ex
terior walls are coveredwith patent siding
and cut shingles, laid 5J inches to the
weather. The roof is covered with
shingles. The kitchen floor is of hard
pine and all others white pine not more
than 6 inches wide. The exterior wood
and tin work are coveredwith two coats
of linseed-oil and lead paint of whatever
tints may be selected. The inside finish
of parlor, hall, bedrooms and kitchen is

of yellow pine, while the finish of pantry,
closets and second floor is of poplar.

Thompson in a recent issue of Harper's
Weekly, that the "speculative builder"
expands himself, and just at this period
he is spreadinghis personality andmethods
all over the city, from the Battery to
Riverdale, though chiefly in theupper west
side and the Harlem district.

building methods honest, but who is a
l

ways taking big chances in borrowing
money for his operations at exorbitant
rates, thus keeping himself in the power
of the money-lender. In prosperoustimes
like the present, when fairly-built dwell
ing-houses are bought up almost as soon
as completed, the officials do not look
very sharply after this classof builder, as
their time is pretty well occupied in
watching the " jerrys," but when timesget
troublous with him, and houses do not
sell, and the "banker" wants his mosey,

it is then, if he happens to be carrying on
other operations, that the building in
spectors look well about them.

Second-FloorPlan.—Scale,1-16Inch to Foot.

But it is the " jerry builders " that keep
the inspectors busy. Of that class was
Charles A. Buddensiek, who is now serv
ing out a sentenceof ten years in Sing
Sing for crushing the life out ot a poor
workman in the ruins of the "mud-mor
tar" structures that collapsed in West
Sixty-second street about four years ago.
Here was a man who for 12yearshad been
erecting tenements and other dwellings

Front Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

There are two distinct classes of this I and in deliberation coolly ordering his
ubiquitous individual asknown at the De
partment of Buildings —one is called the
"speculative builder," the other the
"jerry builder." The first-named, as un
derstood at the department, is the builder
whose capital is either none at all or very
small, whose intentions are good and

workmen to violate all the laws of both
the Building and Health departments,with
which he was continually at loggerheads.
In fact, throughout his 12 years of dis
honest building, during which he is said
to have accumulated a fortune of over
$300,000, no less than 300 complaints
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were lodged against him in the Building
Department for violations of the rules.
He, unfortunately for himself, became a
notorious example and had to suffer,
though there were others just as guilty as

made his appearance on the current of
business activity. In dwellings the high-
stooped, square-front brick or.brown-stone
house was the prime favorite among all
classes,andbecameaccepted all over the

A Cheap Frame House.—Side.(Right) Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

he. There arestill plenty of them. Their
buildings do not fall down and rudely
crush the victims to death, but stand
erect, with their violations of all sanitary
laws in the ventilating arrangements and
in the plumbing, poisoning the inmates
year after year with vitiated air and foul
sewer-gases,bringing a typhoid death to
many and a living death in lingering ill
ness to others. This " jerry builder "
may put cementand good sand in his mor
tar, may comeup to the requirements of
the law with his proportions of lime and
plastering-hair, buy well-baked brick for
his side walls and front, but he leaves out
the traps in his sewer-pipes, he makes

Foundation Plan.—Scale, 1-16Inch to Foot.

sewer connections that are so small and
inadequate that the sewage stays fast in
the pipes, festering there and sending up
its deadly germs to kill the infant and
poison the adult. This is how the "jerry
builder" commits murder by another
method—a slower one than Buddensiek
took, but as sure a one as was the brutal
crushing out of the life of that scoundrel's
victim.
How did this class of men arise in the
midst of an enlightened community ?
Forty years ago, when the city first be
gun to takeupon itself thedistinctive feat
ures of metropolis, the "jerry builder"

country as the New York vernacular iu
architecture. It was through the oppoi-
tunities offered for flimsy substitution in
this class of building that the "jerry
builder " becamea factor in thecommunity
and incumbered Manhattan Island with
his fragile structures. He is peculiarly a
product of the New York speculative
mania. He is, if it may so be called, a
necessaryevil that is always sure to be.
coincident with the rapid development of

personor personswhomay be in direction
of the operations. The conditions that
permit him to exist in New York, and just
now to flourish generally, can have no
place in the"municipal economy of any
other cities of the United States, with the
possible exception of Philadelphia and
Chicago, and evenin thesetwo cities they
can only exist to a limited extent, and but
temporarily atthat, for though the "jerry
builder" maydevelop in a crude sort of a
way during periods of unwonted activity
in building enterprise, he does not have a
fair chance to arrive at that perfection of
his art that his New York compeer often
attains. Brooklyn is not mentioned in
this connection, for the reason that the
conditions which exist in New York are
the samethere, as for all practical pur
posesthe two cities are about asone.
The causes that permit him to pursue
his way and prosper in New York may be
summedup in a general way under four
headings: 1. The unsatisfied demandsof
an enormous, restless and ever-increasing
population for homesof all classes suited
to their individual needs and wants. 2.
The greed of capital that is seeking a
channel for remunerative investment; the
competition that this greed enforcesplaces
the necessarymeans within reach of the
unscrupulous and irresponsible builder for
carrying to the end his nefarious enter
prises. 3. The political and private cor
ruption that exists in the various depart
ments of the city Governmentwith which
this class of law-breaker is likely to come
into conflict, and if he has a political
" pull," enabling him to violate the laws
with impunity, or if not that way, by
smoothing his way with bribery, which
guaranteeshim equal immunity from pos
sible consequences. 4. The red tape of
the law, which when honest enforcement
of regulations is attemptedby the officials
of the department involved practically
forbids prompt and decisive action on the
part of the authorities when flagrant vio
lations of the building or sanitary laws are
discovered and the offender brought to
answer.
An interesting case of evasion of the
sanitary regulations was brought to light

Side {Left)Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

a city's population andmaterial resources.
He is a factor that may be largely pro
ductive of good or evil, the tendency de
pending greatly upon the moral integrity,
as well as the business necessities,of the

but a short time since in connection with
a row of so-called first-class dwelling-
houseson a streetup-town, westof Central
Park. The cellars for these houses had
beenblasted out of solid rock, involving
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an enormous expense to the builder. To
make the connections for the street sewer
called for a further expenditure of $300
for eachhouse. This also involved blast

A Cheap Frame House.—Elevation and Sec
tion of Porch.—Scale, Inch to theFoot.

ing in each case; but instead of so doing,
the contractor ran the waste-pipe from
each house down under the cellar floor,
and thenceback under the yard to a point

Detail of Bear Cornice.—Scale, % lyich to
the Foot.

beyond the fence line, where the mouth
of the "private sewer" was hidden
under a pile of broken rock that ostensibly
was there to make a foundation for
the rear fences. This one item saved the
builder nearly $2000, and when the

roguery was discovered, somesix months
after, and then only after an investigation
by the Board.of Health into the causeof so
much sickness in the row, it was found
that the houses had been built by a well-
known " jerry builder," but in the name
of a "dummy," who was legally the re
sponsible party and who could not be
found when searchedfor. This could not
possibly have beendone without thecon-
nivance of thesanitary inspector, but there
is no record of any one ever having been
brought to account for it. It was just
such an arrangement as this, the employ
ment of a "dummy " by Buddensiek in all
his operations,that enabledhim for so long
to evade the legal consequencesof his vio
lations of the law.

A Small China Cabinet.

In our double plate this month we pre
sent the elevation and details of a small
cabinet designedby Mr. Alexander Martin.
It is intended for displaying china or other
ornaments or curiosities while protecting

may be of pine or deal, with a front of 1
inch or so wide, of walnut, as the inner
surface is intended to be covered with
velvet; but the lower shelf must, of
course, be all walnut. Beth should have
their front edges molded, as in Fig.
13. The drawer runners and guides,
grooved for dust-boards, are screwed
to the gables, and the centei ones
are mortised between front fore edge and
back rail. The drawers are made to suit
the spacesfor them; the fronts arechecked

Part Elevation of Front Gable
Yi Inch to theFoot.

them from the constant dangers to which
they are exposed by the frequent handling
necessaryin keeping them free from dust.
The cabinet is a small one, measuring 3
feet acrossand 5 feet 9 inches high alto
gether, and is shown in Pigs. 1 and 2,
which are front and side views respect
ively* The accommodation consists of a
cupboard with two glass doors in the
upper part, the top being available as a
i.helf, while two small shelvesare placed
at the sides of cupboard. In the lower
part there are two little drawers under the
top, with a cupboard inclosed again with
two glass doors, and near the floor there
is a shelf for larger ornaments.
The gables of the under part are \ inch
thick and are shaped as shown at a,
Fig. 2. This shaping is simple, and the
half of it is shown in Fig. 3, two-thirds
full size. The dotted lines shown on the
gable in Fig. 2 indicate wherethe shelves,
&c, are raggled in. The top and bottom
fore-edges to the drawers are mortised
into the gables; the lower fore-edge is
molded, as in Fig. 13, and the division
between the drawers should be molded in
the sameway. A pine rail at the back is
dovetailed from behind into the two
gables. This rail should be j inch thick
and extend down to the lowest edge of
bottom fore-edge, so that the center
drawer runner may be supported by it.
The bottom edge of this rail should be
grooved to receive the back, as shown in
Fig. 17; the fielding of the back being to
the outside. The bottom of the cupboard
and the bottom shelf should be raggled
into the gables—one side of the raggle
being dovetailed-—see Fig. 14, where the
upright is the gable and the horizontal
piece is the shelf. This cupboard bottom

SectionThrough Wall of Left Side—Scale,}4
Inch to the Foot. •

barely | inch down and %inch on, to form
a raised panel. Then there is a thin plate
glued in the center of the drawer-front on

Detail of Finish in Kitchen, Pantry and
SecondFloor.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

which the brasshandle is fixed This plate
is -fa inch in thickness and is shaped at
each end as shown in Fig. 4, which also
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show s a section of the drawer-front with
the c heck and also with this plate glued
on. There should just be a little margin
of the plain surface of the plate seenwhen
the handle is on, so that the smaller the
handle is the smaller will be the plate re
quired.
The doors are framed up with stiles and
rails 1^inches by J inch, finished with a

inch thick. In the corners there is a £-
inch hole bored just to give variety, and
in the center there are three £-inch holes
bored for the samepurpose. This shap
ing being fitted and blocked in at the
front, the lower shaping is prepared and
fastened in at the back, resting on the
shelf. This shaping is 3i inches broad by
1£ inches thick, but has no holes bored in
it. The carcase-backis fielded at the top
to enter into the groove already made in
the rails under the top (seeFig. 17) ; the
back, when slid up, being screwed to the
bottom of the cupboard. The top projects
} inch over the front and ends and 1J
inches over the back, and is molded, as
shown in Fig. 16. This is fastened by

the gables, C the top to be put on above
all, screwed from behind B before the
back is put in the cupboard, and D the
door-framing. The gables before being
fastened together, however, should be
checked at back to receivethe back of the
cupboard, J inch thick, of pine, in exactly
the sameway that the lower cupboard had
its back fixed to the gables (seeFig. 10).
The side rails above shelf are mortised
into the posts and cupboard gables and
rest on the top of the rail in a line with
the shelf. These side rails are 5J inches-
broad and $ inch thick and are shaped on
their top edges, as shown in Fig. 6. Be
low the shaping is shown a molding
exactly the same as is used on other

A Cheap Frame House.—Elevation of Stairs, Showing First
Landing.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Parlor Mantel.—Scale,% Inch to the FooU

small sash-molding run off the edge. The
astragalsare shown in section in Fig. 11
and in elevation in Fig. 12, both drawn
two-thirds full size. The relation of the
door to the gable is shown in Fig. 10,
where also the gable is seenchecked to re
ceive the carcase-back. The door-framing
and astragals are shown with a check for
the glass of only ^ inch. This is quite
enough for beveled glass as proposed to
beused, for if madedeeperthere is a need
less covering up of the bevel of the glass.

Elevation of Stairs.—Scale, % ^n(,'<to Foot.

If it were decided, however, to use plain
glass instead of beveled, the glass-check
should be the size of the sash-molding—
t. «., J inch. The division betweendoors
is molded and set in, as shown in Fig. 15,
this division forming at the sametime the
shutting-check of the door.
The shaping under cupboard doors is 3
inches wide at the broadest parts and J

screws through from[underneath the front
core-edgeand from the back rail, which is
pocket-holed for that purpose.
The upper part rests on the top, the lat
ter being cut to let the back posts down
and bored to let the front pillars into it.
These back posts are 1^inches squareand
are shaped at the top, as shown in Fig. 5.
This is the side view of the top of post
and not the front view. Into these two
postsare mortised two ri-ils, each1}inches
by | inch thick, and with a sash molding
run on the edge, as shown in Fig 18.
The shelf, which also forms the bottomof
cupboard, runs all the length of the back
and has the corner taken off at each end,
as shown in Fig. 19, which is a plan of
end of shelf drawn to samescale as Figs. 1
and 2. This shelf is molded on front and
shaped ends, as section given at top of
pillar in Fig. 8, and it is fixed against the
topmost of the two rails already in the
back, with the top surfaceof the shelf and
the top edgeof the rail in a line with each
other. This makes the lower rail appear
broader than the top one, but it is done
purposely, as the rail at the bottom ought
always to be so when there is not a base
molding carried right along. Fig. 9
shows an alternative pillar.
The gables to the cupboard are $ inch
thich and molded on the edge, as the
drawer fore-edge and shelves in the lower
part were done (seeFig. 13). The gables
should have a couple of mortises through
the shelf, running up to the under side of
the top member of the cornice, and have
two pine rails, l^x} inch, mortised into
them, one at the front and oneat theback.
The front one should be slipped on its
bottom edge with walnut, as shown, al
though the cornice-molding covers it on
the face. Fig. 7 is a section of the cor
nice-molding and door-framing, B being
the pine rail with its under edge slipped
with walnut, A the cornice-molding
planted on front of B and carried round

parts of the work. The shaping of these
rails should be carefully done, so that] the
lines are flowing and graceful.
Coming back, then, to the cornice of the
cupboard, the top C, Fig. 7, is molded, as
shown, on front and ends and is screwed
down from below through the front and
back rails. The back is then fitted in very
loosely and fastened temporarily. The
ledge at the back of the top is simply to

Detail of Finish in Parlor and Hall. —Scale,

)4 Inch to theFoot.

add a finish to the whole and is $ inch
thick, with moldings planted on it to form
the pediment. A section of the molding
used is given in Fig. 20. This ledge is
fixed on the top with a couple of dowels.
It would be as well to put a thin shelf £
inch thick inside the cupboard and sup
ported on two fillets screwedto the gables.
Brass drop-handles go on the drawers,
and as they are the only handles required
they should be neat and good ones. One
thing should have been mentioned with
regard to the locks—they should be of
such a size that the key-hole will come
exactly in the center of the plain surface
of the stile. The cupboards require to be
lined to complete their appearance.
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ORRESPONDENCE.

Saw-Kerfs for Bonding; an Elliptical
Head Jamb.

From "H. J. B., Louisville, Ky. — I no
tice in the issueof Carpentry and Building
for August a request from "J. C. Y." for
a method of obtaining the saw-kerfs for
bending an elliptic-head jamb. In reply I
take the liberty of offering the following
method: Referring to the sketch inclosed,

out on a horizontal plane, using the same
angle and points for radiating lines as in
the elliptic. By setting a bevel to the
lines on Fig. 2 he can mark them on the
edgeof jamb-head and square across. As
I have left all the points of construction
on the sketch I do not think it necessary
to give further explanation. As the
methods of constructing theelliptic by the
trammel and intersecting lines or the three
points and a piece of cord are more uni
versally used than any other method, I
will not occupy space by explaining in

Method of Obtaining the'Saw-Kerfs for an Elliptical Head Jamb Suggestedby H. J. B.

let A C be the major axis and B F the
minor axis of ellipses. Connect B C
and set off one-third of the same at D ;
drop a line square to B C through the point
D indefinitely and continue the minor
axis B F until both intersect at E. Now,
from the center thus obtained the part of
the ellipses from G to H can be struck.
Then complete from centers I J. The
solid wood between cuts is obtained as
follows : Take a piece of stuff the same
thickness as that out of which the head is
bent, mark the thickness of veneerwith
the gauge, make one kerf with the same
saw that is to be usedon the head, lay a
strip on the plan, keeping the kerf op
posite the center E or I, fastendown and
with a s'raight strip slowly closethe kerf.
It will then be at E L and gives K L, the
amount of solid wood between the kerfs.
I offer this method in the hope that my
experiencein this direction maybe of ben
efit to other readersof the paper.

From S. A., Paterson, N. ./.—In reply
to "J. C. Y.," Springfield, D. T., how-
to form the saw-kerfs for an elliptic-head
jamb I send the following: He can please
himself as to the manner of striking the
elliptical curve. I know of no other
method of marking the saw-kerfs than by
assumingthem on the outside of the ellip
tical curve, as they can be used for devel
oping the length required to go around
the sweep. Having assumed the number
suitable for bending the piece around the
curve (Fig. 1), strike lines across topoints
of construction in the elliptical curve. I
think this method to be best for a sketch,
as by lengthening the conjugate diameter
the lines do not lie so close together. Fig.
2 of the sketches shows the development
of jamb-head, giving the full length from
spring to crown. This is merely the cir
cumferenceof half the elliptic stretched

detail the construction of the elliptical
curve. As the correspondent will lay out
his sweep full size he will be able to lay
down more lines, for the more saw-kerfs
at the spring of the curve the better the
result. After passing that point kerfs
from 1J to 2 inches will be sufficient if the

Saw-Kerfs for Bending an Elliptical Head
Jamb.—Fi<j.1.—MethodSuggestedbyS. A.

span is 4 feet or over. A far bettermethod
is to cut out sweeps from 1£ to 3 inches
wide glued and veneered outside with
canvason the back

The Standard Perch.

From H. F. W., Medford, Ore.—Will
some of the readers of Carpentry and
Building kindly tell me the measurement
of the standard perch as usedgenerally by
stone-masons? In all theengineering books
and others of reference that I have ex
amined the dimensions are given thus:
18 inches wide or thick, 12 inches high,

16 feet 6 inches long, equal 24.75 cubic
feet. The masonsin this vicinity measure
the perch thus : 1 foot by 1 foot by 16
feet 6 inches, equal 16| cubic feet. Some
of them claim that this is the measurement
used in portions of the Eastern States. It
may be so, but I claim that it is not cor
rect. If it is correct why not make it
universal.

Rake Molding; Intersecting a Level
molding;.

From J. N. B., Jr., Burlington, Pa. — I
would like to have someof the readers of
Carpentry and Building tell me if it is
possible for a rake molding to be cut or
mitered so as to intersect or memberwith
a level molding of the same size and pro
file. If this can be done I should like to
have them explain the method in the
paper. It appears possihle to me, but I
am not certain how to accomplish it.

Splicing Studding;.

From W. L. R., Mt. Carmel, /«.— In
reply to " S. B. B.," of Appleton, Wis.,
who asks concerning the best place to
splice studding in a three-story hotel, per
mit me to say that I would not splice
them at all. I would build each story
separately,one on top of the other. It
makesa stiffer and stronger building than

Fig. 2.—Developmentof Head Jamb.

when long studs are employed. He might
travel for a month in this part of the
country and never find a two-story house
cn a single length of studding. If he de
sires I will give to the readersof Carpentry
and Building a sketch of how such work
is done here.
Note.—The subject is of general interest
to Eastern readersof the paper, and we
shall be glad to receive a sketch of the
kind referred to by the correspondent
above.

chimney n Above Roof*.

From P. F. I)., Fairport, N T.— The
condition of dwelling-house chimneys
above the roof a few years after construc
tion, especially in caseswhere coal has
beenemployedas a fuel, leadsme to con
clude that the averagemasondoesnot pos
sessthe knowledge necessaryto cause an
arrest of the destructive jiower of coal gas.
Permit me to ask would the use of Port
land cementmortar obviate the difficulty?
I would like to submit to the practical
readers of Carpentry and Building the
query, Is it possible to construct a chim
ney in such a way as to endure as well
above the roof asbelow it ? If it is possible
I should be much pleased to know the
method of procedure.

Eollan Harp.
From W. H. P., Lowell, Mass.—l pre
sumethat among your many readersthere
are somewho have made seolianharps. I
have often wished to make one for myself,
and now having to make one for a friend
I desire to know the best method of con-
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Fig. 18.— Section of
Rail Carrying Glass
in Back of Cabinet
between Top and
Bottom Portions.

Fig. 4.—Section of Drawer-Front with Shape
of Handle-Plate.

Fig. 3.— Fret-Work at
o, Fig. 2.

Fig. 20.—Section of
Molding on Pedi
ment.

For Descriptionsee reading -mal

Designed by I

Figs. 1and 2.— Front and Side View of Cabinet. Scale 1 Inch to the Foot.
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ig. 8.—Turned Pillars
Supporting Shelf.

Fig. 10.—Showing Relation of Door
to Gable ; also Gable Checked
to Receive Carcase Back.

Fig. 5.—Side View of Top
of Back Posts.

Fig. 13.— Molding
on Front Edge of
Shelf.

Fig. 14.—Shelves Dove
tail Raggled into
Gables.

Fig. 15.—Section of Di
vision between Doors.
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LEXANDER MARTIN.

Fig. 11.—Section of
Door-Rail.

12.—Elevation of
Fig. 11.

Fig. 16.— Molding on
Edges of Top of Low
er Part of Cabinet.

Fig. 7.—Sectionof Cornice-
Molding and Door-
Frame.

Fig. 17.— Carcase
Back fitted into
Top Rail.
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Fig. 9.—Alterna
tive Design for
Pillars.

Fig. 6.—Side Rails b b of Fig. 1.
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structing them. Encyclopedias give in
definite information. What I would like
to know is the proper thickness of wood
for the sides, top, ends and bottom; also

benefit to him, as well as others, I offer
the following particulars :
We first make our foundation 9 inches
larger than the frame. We then put up

the manner of nailing on top of brick for
the purpose of anchoring the brick to the
frame. We then lay our brick | inch
from the studding, nailing every five
acrosswith a 20 finishing nail. I do not
think it necessaryto build brick between
studs, as the nails will hold the brick
firmly. We do not, as a rule, put paper
outside, although it is done here some
times. Brick- veneeredhousesareno more
rat harbors than a frame house, as the
spacebetweenstuds is thesame. " R. M.
C." asked if they are the kind of a house
to build in the country. In reply I would
say that about nine-tenths of the best
houses built in town or country here are
veneered.

Sectional PerspectiveView of Brick-VeneeredHouse.

the best kind to use? What is the correct
proportion of depth and width and what
length gives the most harmonious sounds ?
Should the openings be made similar to
those in a guitar or violin ?

Brick Veneering.
From G. W. A., Three Oaks, Mich.— In
answer to " R. M. C," who wrritesin a
recent issue of Carpentry and Building

Diagram Accompanying Letter From
J. V. H. Secor.

with regard to brick veneering, I would
say that having put up a great inauy ve
neered buildings in Southern Michigan
and Northern Indiana, and thinking that
our method of construction may be of

the frame in the samemanner as for sid
ing, .sheeting on the inside, becausewe
think it best to nail to studding. By ref
erence to the sketch which I send here
with the reader will readily understand

IProblem In Hand-Ratlins.
From J. V. H. Secoh, Nerr York.— I de
sire to submit the following problem to
the readers of Carpentry and Building :
The conditions include a plan of stairs
starting with a curve over five swelLsteps,
the rail to have tangents of two pitches
and an easingon each end, requiring but
one spring bevel to square the wreath,
and will be applied at the bottom end.
Referring to the plan, Fig. 1, from Q as
the (tenter draw Q A extended some
length; describe the curve from A to C
as the center line of the rail ; draw the in
side and the outside line of the rail as

shown at C C The five
lower steps are spaced
equal in the curve from X
to A, then one of 8 inches
and then the regular
straight treads of 9 inches.
Make the upper joint of
the wreath at some point
over the 8-inch tread, as
shown in the elevation.
Draw the mold for the rail
to hang 8 feet 9£ inches
from the floor to the under
side of the rail; draw A B
F for the floor line and
one tangent; A B is one
tangent and B C will be
the other. The point C
will be the face of the
newel. At right angles to
A F draw the dotted line
E C, thus establishing the
plane that will work the
wreathby onebevel. Draw
A D equal to B C and 0 D
equal to A B, giving the
point D ; from D draw DJ at right angles to the
tangent B C.

Elevation of the risers and the tan
gents: From B E F, in Fig. 2, erect
perpendiculars. On the line Q A set up
the risers contained in the curve. Let S F
equal C X of the plan ; divide X A in five
equalparts, thus locating the risers in the
elevation. Draw the two treads outside
of the curve and locate the position of the
shoit balusters a a; describe the arcs
equal to half the thickness of the rail.
Draw a line touching these points termi
nating at 0. At right anglesto the perpen
diculars draw K L. At E L will be the
face of the newel. Now draw the dotted
perpendicularsC E M ; connectO M for the
pitch of the long tangent. This method
makes the top end at O to be flat, so that
it does not require any spring bevel. For
the lower tangent P L : To find the major
length of the mold, let K N equal the
diagonal line A C of theplan ; connectON,
giving the required length. Now draw
the top and the bottom line of the rail and
form the casings; keep the bottom line of
the rail as near the center of the short
balustersas is consistent with a graceful
easing. Having determinedthis, we must
next find how thick a plank we will re
quire from which to work the rail; b h in
dicates this, as it will admit of the casings
beingmadewithin the limits of the plank.
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The lower end is shown in like mannerby
the dotted lines. At R is the bevel to
apply from the top face of the plank to
make the joint to connectwith the straight
rail. At L is the bevel which is to be ap
plied from the butt after the inside is
shaped out and will then be ready to have
the easing-linesmarked on the inside face
of the wreath. Having the joints made
this is easily accomplished by squaring
from the joints and forming the easings
within the limits of the plank, as shown
in the elevation.
To draw the face-mold for the wreath :
Referring to Fig. 3, let 1 8 equal N O,
Fig. 2, as the major length ; let 1 5 and
3 4 equal O M ; let 1 4 and 3 5 equal L P.
Connect thesepoints and we have the par
allelogram. To find the bevel for squar
ing the lower end of the wreath : At right
angles to the tangent 2 3 draw 4 5 ; with
the compassestake the length of the dot
ted line J D of the plan Fig. 1; set one
foot in 4 and describe the curve at 6 ex
tended. From 5 draw a line touching the
curve; then the angle at 5 is the bevel
sought. For the width of the mold at the
end 3: Let O 11be the width of the rail
as taken at d c' on the plan, Fig. 1, then
511 will be the width for the mold at the
end 3. The top end will be the same
width as the rail. To establish a central
point through which to draw che curves:
Let 2 7 equal P T. At right angles to the
tangent 1 2 draw 7 8 9 equal to G II I.
Having the points, finish the mold by
drawing the curves, using a flexible strip
for the purpose. Section A A shows how
the overwood is taken off by the shading
along the top face of the wreath. At B B
is the application of the bevel for squaring
the wreath at the lower end. The heavy
lines at the top end of the mold are the
extra length required to make the bevel
joint, as shown at R in the elevation. This
wreath is what is known as a forced ease
ment, becauseof its bevel joints, and is a
very practical way of accomplishing re
sults which in other methods would re
quire more piecesand is a savirg of bolts,
and the time is also quite an item. We
can establish iu this or in any mold that
is drawn asmany points as are required,
and can also show the section as it is in the
plank, or in other words give the bevel
all along the wreath in as many places as
might be desirable to prove any certain
point.

From Jas. H. Monckton, Brooklyn,
N. T.—The February number of Carpen
try and Building favors its readerswith
several diagrams accompanied with ex
planations from "J. B.,"of Omaha, Neb.,
in answer to drawings and questions that
appeared in the August number from
"J. H.," of London, England. "J. B."
writes: "I have endeavored to show how
to find the mold independent of unfolding
the tangent. I have never seenany other
than the tangent method presented in
Carpentryand Building. . . . The plan
referred to may require a few minutes
more time to find the molds than by the
tangent method, but is, I think, prefer
able." As unfolding tangents is simply
to extend two tangents in one straight
line, to be independent of that is not
much as I see it, and as he still makes
use of plan tangents and the usual tan
gents with three face-molds he does not
himself present any other method but
that of the tangent method in Carpentry
and Building. "J. B." tells us: "In the
method employed I have unfolded the
circle." What circle we are not told, but
on examination we find that he has set up
in the elevation, Fig. 1
, the eight treads

contained in the large quarter-circle of
the plan submitted by ''J. II.," of Lon
don. Along the angle of those treads
and rises a straight line is drawn to the
center of ramp; then at the chord-line
two other lines are drawn, one from the/

top and the other from the bottom of
the ramp. Both of these last-mentioned
lines are drawn converging to the single
line at the center of the elevation. What
these two lines are for we are not told,
but between them a ramp is formed and
shaded from the chord-line down. Below
the chord-line a line is drawn acrossthe
curve of the ramp and marked "joint."
The only clew as to the position and direc
tion of this joint, as given at this par
ticular point, is to direct the curve and
mark the joint, which directions are as
good as a guess. This intended joint still
leavessomeramp-curve below it

,

so that it

can hardly be claimed that the intention

is to form the whole ramp in the lower
end of the wreath-piece. Besides, there

is not enough length of wood left on
either of the face-molds given to include
even this upper portion of the ramp and
force its joint. The smaller quarter-circle
of which the cylinder is composed is not
unfolded, unless using its level tangent
(in addition to the larger quarter as set
up for the elevation) is considered that
unfoldment. The face-mold for the land
ing quarter is given as if by guess, with

a shaded bevel just above it and no
explanations whatever. For face-mold,
Fig. 2

,

with not a single reference-letter
on it

,

the direction given is: "Make the
under side of the rail in the center of bal
ustrade the mold, Fig. 2." This direction
may be simple to "J. B.," but to one
studying his method it is most difficult.
In my dictionary (Worcester's) the defini
tion of balustrade is given as " a range of
balusters joined by a rail on the top."
But this does not help me, for nothing of
the kind is presented in the diagrams of
"J. B.," and if there were how I or any
other person could " make the under side
of the rail in the center of balustrade the
face-mold, Fig. 2," I give up. Further
on "J. B." writes: "The hight is a b of
Fig. 1." Possibly he means the hight
used for face-mold, Fig. 2

,

but does not
tell us if it is that hight. Then it is

taken from the center of the wreath-
piece at the upper end, b

. Fig. 1
,

to the
bottom of the ramp a at the chord-line.
But why it is taken this way instead of
the usual way, from centers, nothing is

said, and we are not informed as to the
value or special use of such a singular
departure. Again, "J. B." says: "But
suppose we would like to lift the rail a

little higher, as c ; then b c is the hight,
Fig. 3

;

but d is a fixed point. This
makes unequal tangents on the mold and
two bevels are required." I look in vain
for the fixed point mentioned and an ex
planation of how it is made use of in
drawing the face-mold. Nor is there
any explanation in this connection of
how the angles are found to set the bevels
for squaring this wreath-piece. I find, too,
that when the hight b c is taken, that
from c up the elevation, the line drawn
touching the angle of four treads and
rises is straight, and therefore see no rea
son why the face-mold, Fig. 3

,

should not
be of a common pitch. " J. B." also in
forms us that "the joint is not made
square with the plank." What joint ?

No particular joint is designated and we
are left to guess. If we should decide
what joint we are not told what governs

it if not madesquare from face of plank,
all of which could have been easily and
intelligibly stated. Then, again, we are
told by "J. B." to "take a thick piece
of paper and cut it out as shown."
Where is this shown ? He might have
marked by reference-letters the proposed
shapeto cut out this thick piece of paper
and in what figure to find it. And what

is this thick piece of paper—cut out in
any shape—for ? No mention is made
either cf its purpose or its application.
Following this direction to " take a thick
piece of paper and cut it out as shown,"
we are told by "J. B." to "make

a line on the inside of rail for
the spring by drawing a line on the
mold parallel to the major axis." Isn't
that a very peculiar and impossible order ?

Think of it! We are tola to "make a

line on the inside of rail for the spring by
drawing a line on the mold parallel to the
major axis." Why, it seemsto me that if

we wereto covertheface-moldall overwith
lines parallel to the major axis neither one
nor all of those lines would make a single
line on the inside of rail for the spring or
for anything else. Then, again, "J. B."
tells us : " Sliding the mold up anddown
we get the spring-line correct." Indeed!
Why, how is that ? What governs it in
this sliding up and down ? Where must
we slide it ? No instruction is given
where to slide this face-mold or how to
slide it; but just to "slide it up and
down." Surely we would never get any
"spring-line correct" by simply sliding
the face-mold up and down. And what
do we want of this " spring-'ine ? " No
mention is made of its useor application
to any practical purposewhatever. Now,
"J. B " informs us that "by making a

joint on the minor axis of themold we can
use a thicker piece to form the easing.
What easing he does not tell us ; but, ex
ercising a little of our native guess, it

would appear that "J. B " in choosing
the words "we can use." &c, actually
means to direct that the wreath-piece—

either using face-mold Fig. 2 or Fig. 3—
be got out in two pieces, to be jointed at
the minor axis, and using the lower piece
with increased thickness work a portion
of the ramp as well as that portion of the
wreath out of it. In these days we have
" crazy-quilt architecture," and I suppose
that we—or at least someof us—ought to
accept crazy-quilt hand-railing. By his
diagrams and such explanations as he has
vouchsafed "J. B." startsout to help " J.

H.," of London, and claims' not only to
introduce to the readersof Carpentry and
Building something superior to the tan
gent method, but also to determine, as he
puts it
, " the lengthsof all the balustrades
with the greatest nicety." He adds: "It

is so simple one cannot forget it, even
though he may be out of practice for sev
eral years." And then exultingly he asks :

"Can this be said of any of the beststand
ard works at present treating on hand-
railing ? " As " J. B." asks this question,

I would suggest that hestudy—just a little
—these best standard works referred to
and learn the exact extent of that branch
of knowledge to-day.

Removlne Stains from Brick-Work.

From S. P. L., San Antonio, Texas.— I

desire to ask through the columns of Car
pentry and Building what will remove
from pressedbrick-work the stains caused
by using black mortar. A heavy rain
storm which occurred before the mortar
was dry caused it to run, and the wall has
the appearanceof blue mud or stains from
stone copings or tin.

Building Contractu.

From W. K. H., Chate City, Va.—The
books and periodicals on architecture give
tortus for building contracts, but I have
tried to find one without objectionable
features and failed. The principal ob
jection to all forms that I haveseen is that
those who formulated them seem to take

it for granted that all contractors are
rascals and need special binding. The
effort appears to be to prevent the con
tractor from swindling the proprietor,
while very little attention is paid to pro
tecting the contractor against the rascality
of the proprietor. Another objection is

that these forms place both parties to the
contract too much within thepower of the
architect. The architect is made arbitra
tor and can do great harm to both the
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proprietor and contractor. In practice I
find that contractswritten in as few words
aspossible, without ambiguous terms and
without any "whereases" and "where
tores," or repeating in every second line" parties of the first part "or " parties of
the second part," &c, are best. Away
with all forms which imply that the pro
prietor is a monument of virtue to be pro
tected against the scoundrelism of the
contractor, and that the architect is the
only sensibleman concerned.

Shingle Clapboards.

From J. Y. F., Fulton, N. T.— In reply
to " W. H. K.," of Alton, 111.,I desire to
say that I always makemy own clapboard
shingles, as it is much cheaper. I take as
wide a clapboard as I canget and sawthe
face of it enough to mark it. I then
notch the boards, or one can bore them if
he so desires. The shingles can only be
used on the side of a house or on a very
steep roof. If the groove is made more
than £ inch deep the boards are likely to
break in handling.

Green Lumber tor Roof-Sheathing.

From Buckeye, Sheffield,Ala. — If green
sheathing 6 inches wide be used under a
tin roof, when the sheathing dries out will
it not cause the tin to buckle or slip the
seams? A contractor informed me he
used the sheathing direct from the mill,
and green at that, and never knew a bad
job resulting from the green lumber—not
evena buckle in the tin after the shrink
age had taken place. I contend that in
order to do good work dry lumber,
dressedand matched, is essential.
Answer.—We have always been in favor
of a good foundation upon which to lay a
tin roof, and as many roofs are injured by
the condensationof moisture on the under
side, it would appear that dry lumber,
matched and dressed,would be less liable
to shrink and thus allow the vapor from
below an opportunity of condensingon the
under side of the tin than would the
green lumber our correspondent men
tions. Annother correspondent whose
communication is now before us states
his case as follows: "About two years
ago I put on a tin roof, and it seemsto be
rusting on the under side wherever a wide
crack or knot-hole in the roof-boards al
lows the air or moisture in the air to get
at the tin." From our correspondent'sex
perience it would appeardesirable to have
the sheathing under a tin roof that was
liable to be injured by condensation as
tight as possible. Thus much said, we
should be pleasedto have our readersgive
their ideas on the subject or relate what
their experiencehas been with green lum
ber for roof-sheathing.

Roving and Raising Brick Rulldlnss.
From C. H. F.. Sehwenksville,Pa. —
Will some of the practical readersof Car
pentry and Building give me a method
for moving and raising brick buildings ?
As I have somework of this kind to do I
desire to have a plan which will accom
plish it successfully. I have heard of
a man who moves and raises buildings
of every kind, who lives in Chester, but I
do not know his correct address. What
I desire is some practical information on
the general subject of moving and raising
brick buildings.

Slaters' Tools.

From C. M., Sheldon, La.— I desire to
inquire where slaters' tools can be pur
chased. Also how to repair a slate roof
where one individual slate has been
broken. How do slaters go to work to
make a good job of putting in place a new
slate for one that is old broken? How or
is the new slate fastened?
Note.— Slaters' tools, while formerly a
scarcearticle, can at presentbe purchased

through many if not all the roofing-supply
houses Many dealers in tinners' stock
and tinners' machinesand tools now carry
them, and they are also supplied by slate
dealers and agents for slaters' supplies.
This general answer, we think, will give
our correspondent all the information he
requires.
With referenceto repairing a slate roof,
the method of proceeding depends some
what upon circumstances. One of the
tools which forms a part of a slate-roofer's
equipment is flat and thin and has a

to suggest a method that might be em
"

ployed under the circumstanceswhich he
describes.

Galvanized-Iron Front.

There is a new fashion coming into
vogue at the present time, or perhaps it
is a revival of an old fashion—namely,
that of constructing entire fronts out of
galvanized sheet-iron. The structures that
are being put at the present time in this

Galvanized-Iron Front, 06Newark Ave., Jersey City.—Scale, 1-10Inch to the Foot.

hooked or barbed end. It is adapted for
reaching up under a slate and hooking the
barb around the nail in a way to cut the
nail oil when it is pulled vigorously. So
much for taking the slate out. With the
old slate removed it is a simple matter to
devise some means for fastening the new
in place. This may bea wire or a strip of
metal to be fastened above and the ends
turned up over the bottom of the new
slate. Still other methods arc employed.
We take it that our correspondent does
not expect us to explain the entire art of
slate-roofing in this connection, but only

form are models of elegance and beauty
comparedwith similar work done only a
few yearsago. Accounts of work of this
kind reach us from various parts of the
country, but perhapsas handsomework*as
is donein this line anywhereis tobefound in
the immediate vicinity of New York. The
engraving presentedherewithshowstheele
vation and sectional view of the front of a
building located at No. 06Newark avenue,
Jersey City, the entire exterior of which is
of galvanized iron, erected a short time
since by Jacob Riugle & Son, of Jersey
City. Our engraving, which is a reduced
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facsimile of a larger drawing, is a faithful
representationof the work, and shows at
once the neatness and elegancewhich can
be secured in work of this kind. A happy
display of architectural foliage in the form
of zinc-work is employed in combination
with plain moldings. The construction in
the matter of fastening and joints is as
good as the design is satisfactory.

OVELTIES.
Ha will df -Hon ml malletn.

C. E. Jennings & Co., 79 and 81 Reade
street, New York, are putting on the mar
ket, as sole agents for the manufacturers,

tion of the mallets from the spring of the
hide is referred to as cushioning the blow
and preventing jarring, thus greatly re
lieving the arm of the user, and this is
referred to as especially the case when
used in connection with a rawhide-bound
chisel-handle. The smoothness of the
mallet face and durability of the rawhide
are other points that are made in connec
tion with it. The mallet is made with a
2^-inch face and the chisel-handles are
made of assorted sizes, both for tanged
tinners and for socket firmer and framing
chisels.

Good Luck Hand Planer and Jointer.
The Bentel & Margedant Company, of
Hamilton. Ohio, are introducing to the

provided with gibs to adjust and take up
the wear. The hand-wheel and screw
shown on each end of the machine in Fit;.
3 of the accompanying illustrations adjusts
the tables horizontally and in relative posi
tion to eachother and to the cutter-head.
The movementis oblique, thus keeping out
side of the radius of the cutting-line of the
knives. The table is 3 feet in length,
giving a table surface of 6 feet 2 inches,
including the opening between the two
tables. The tables are cast in one piece,
rendering them strong and durable. In
Fig. 4 is presented a view of the
fence employed in connection with this
machine. It is adjustable over the
whole surface of the table, and can be
quickly set at an angle while the machine

Novelties.—Fig. 1.—Rawhide- Fig. 2.—Chisel Handles.

Bound Mallet.

a line of rawhide-bound mallets, shown in trade ahand planer and jointer which they I is in motion. In Fig. 5 is shown the pat-

Fig. 1, and chisel-handles,which are repre- are pleased to designate as the G >od ent triangular shear-knife cutter-head

sented in Fig. 2 of the cuts. It will be Luck. The frame of this machine is cast I which the company employ in con-

Fig. 'A.—Good Luck Hand Planer and Jointer, Made try the Bentelit Margedant Company.

perceived that the rawhide entirely covers
the faces of the mallet, and that in the
chisel handles it is similarly applied to
the ends of the handle, and also, as in
Fig. 2, forms a ferrule. This construe-

in one piece and is of such a form as to uection with this planer. The statement
insure substantial support on the floor and is made that w-hile the knives are
carry the tables in the best way for resist
ing vibration and jar. The table slides
are of the well-known class of V-slides,

perfectly straight they produce a shearing
or draw cut by reason of their position at
an augle. It is said that very knotty and
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cross-grained material can be planed with
out splintering or tearing and that the
knives require less sharpening than the

fast. These segments with notches are
adjusted to an absolutely true gauge, to
hold the saw-guides at the angle indicated

Novelties.—Fig. i.—Oood Luck Hand Planer.—View of Fence Employed.

common two-knife heads. This machine
is built in four sizes, 12, 16, 20 and 24
inches wide. It is also constructed with
an addition of an adjustable vertical side

by figures and marks on the frame over
each notch, which are right angle,
one-eighth, one-sixth, one-fourth, and
are easily readjusted if desired by loosen-

Fig. 5.—Triangular Shear-Knife Cutter-Head.

cutter-head. The tight pulley is 10inches
diameter and has a 5^-inch face. The
weight of the 24-inch machine is about
1400pounds.

Olmsted's Improved Filler-Box No. 6.
L. H. Olmsted, Corona, N. J., has re
cently added to his assortment ol miter-
boxes the onewhich is representedin Fig.
6 of the accompanyingcuts, which, it will
beobserved, possessesnew features. It is
constructed entirely of iron and steel, and
a board is secured to the bottom of the
inside to place the work upon. To the
frame A is attached a swinging-bar, B,
which swings on a pivot at the back of
the frame. This swinging-bar is con
structed with four uprights; to the top of
theseuprights is attachedfour irons, C C,
which serveasguides for thesaw. The two
right-hand irons are fastenedpermanently;
the two other irons are slotted where
the screws passthrough them and can be
moved up to and from the fixed irons,
thereby adjusting the spacebetween the
irons to fit any thickness of saw-blade.
These saw-guides are made sufficiently
high and broad to make a good bearing
upon the saw-blade,and the spacebetween
them being open only sufficient to allow
the saw to move freely, it is assured that
perfect work can be done with this box,
for the saw will be held in a perfectly up
right position and an ordinary cross-cut
saw can be used aswell as a back saw, for
the blade cannot spring in this box. The
saw-guides are for the purposeof prevent
ing the saw from coming in contact with
the slotsin theswinging-bar. Underneath
the frameand in front aresevensegmentsof
a circle, marked D in the illustration.
Each one of thesesegmentsis notched and
made fast to the frame by screws. The
holes through which thesescrewspass are
elongated to allow the segments to be
moved latterly. Attached to the swing
ing-bar B is a lever, E, which movesfreely
in two slots, one end being secured by a
pivot, and is actuatedby a steel spring ;
this lever is htted to the notches in the
segments,and by moving the swinging-
bar the lever will be sprung into either of
the notches desired and thereby hold it

ing the screws. To saw at other angles
than those indicated by the notches,
the saw-guides are placed at the angle de
sired and the screw P at front end of
swinging- bar tightened. The pointed
springs Q on the back are used to press
into thework to hold it fastwhile sawing.
These boxesare described as made in the
best workmanship, and are well finished,
painted and varnished. They will work
4 inches wide at the miter and 6 inches
wide at right angles. Each box is packed
in a strong wooden case. Among the ad
vantagesclaimed for this miter-box is the

from which a very good idea of its feat
ures may be gathered. It consists essen
tially of a cast-iron top and baseconnected
by wrought-iron pipes, the entire inner
space above the fire being'filled with the
pendant tubes. These pipes are arranged

Fig 7.—The Bolton Hot Water Heater.—
Enlarged View of Drop-Tube, Showing
Circulating-Pipe.

similar to those in certain fire-engines, and
asevidenceof their durability the Detroit
Heating and Lighting Company publish a
letter from the Silsby Mfg. Company, in
which they state that the drop-tube boiler
gives general satisfaction, and that a set

Fig. 6.—OlmstecTsImprovedMiter-Box No. 6.

fact that any saw can be used in it
,

as the
adjustable saw-guides fit any saw. The
adjustable notches for the various angles
are also referredto, aswell as the accuracy
of the box.

The Bolton Hoi-Water Heater.
For sometime past the Detroit Heating
and Lighting Company, of Detroit, Mich.,
have beenat work incorporating improve
ments in the Bolton Hot-Water Heater,
designed for use in warming buildings,
and now offer the trade a construction
which they claim effects very satisfactory
results in operation. Fig. 8 of the cuts
represents a broken view of this heater,

of water-fluesthey have found usually last
12to 15 years. The cast-iron chamber
forming the top of the boiler is pierced
with flue-holes for the escapeof smokeand
gas, while the lower chamber surrounds
the grate. All the pipes are vertical ex
cept one row, which passes almost hori
zontally from back to front and forms the
top of the fire-pot. Above these hori
zontal pipes the vertical drop-tubes are ar
ranged as shown in Fig. 8

.

By referring
to Fig. 7 the construction of these tubes
will be seen. They consist of wrought-
lron pipes closed at the bottom, with a

secondsmaller pipe within. As the illus
tration shows, the lower end of this circu
lating pipe is cut diagonally across one
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side, while opposite is a hole permitting;
circulation into the outer tube. The pipes
which connect the lower and upper cham
bers are screwed into each and securedat
the top with lock-nuts, while the drop-
tubes are simply screwed into the under
side of the cast-iron top. The manufact
urers claim that owing to the free circu
lation of the water and the fact that the
samevolume of water is maintained in the
system during the entire seasonthere is no
danger of sediment collecting in the
tubes. In caseit should be found neces
sary to make repairs to the heater every

heater is supplied and the arms which
project in front, as shown in Fig. 8, per
mit the fire to be thoroughly shaken. The
same manufacturers also make a boiler
with three fire-pots. The single Bolton
heaters are made in five sizes, capable of
supplying from 450 to 960 square feet of
radiating-surface; the double heaters in
three sizes supply from 1260 to 2240
square feet, while the three-fire-pot heaters
in two sizes will supply from 2730 to 3450
square feet of radiating-surface. The
New York ageuts for the Bolton Hot-
Water Heater are Bramhall, Deane & Co ,

shown in the illustration, and up and
down by the movable gables shown by the
dotted lines. The door contains five

Novelties.—Fig. 8.—Broken View of The Bolton Hot-Water Heater.

pipe and tube can be removed and re
placed through the large door in the front
of the heater or by removing the entire
front of the heater. To do this it is only
necessaryto screw down the lock-nuts at
the top of the perpendicular pipes in front
and then unscrew the pipe from the el
bow. When thesepipes are removed ac
cessis obtained to the tubes, which can
be removedvery readily with a small pair
of tongs and replaced by the samemeans.
When the pipes are heated the water in
the outside pendant tubes rises and its
place is filled with cooler water fiowiug
down in the inside or circulating tubes
An improved feature in the present form
of the heater is the cast-iron support (P),
Fig. 8, instead of the plates set in the
brick-work on which the boiler formerly
rested. The grate with which the Bolton

264Water street, and Gilbert & Barker
Mfg. Company, 10 Dey street. The De
troit Heating and Lighting Company also
have a branch house at 88 Lake street,
Chicago.

Leonard's Patent Portable Ktorm-
House.

The Grand Rapids Refrigerator Com
pany, Grand Rapids, Mich., are manu
facturing the storm-house represented in
the illustrations herewith given, Fig. 9
showing the house in position and Fig. 10
giving a view of its appearance when
folded. The sides and roof of the house
are made of corrugated iron, thus giving
strength, durability and at the same time
lightness to the construction. It is ad
justable sidewise by a double hinge not

Fig. ft
.—Leonard's Patent Portable Storm-

House.

panels, the upper being of glass. The
frame-work is of white pine, mortised to
gether, and is painted two coats and two
colors. The storm-house is hooked to the
door-frame, and a screw through the
threshold fastens it securely. For ship
ment or storage the house is folded as
shown in Fig. 10. The sidesarehinged to

Fig. 10.—Leonard's Patent J 'artable Storm-
House, Folded.

the front and fold inward. The gablesare
hinged to the roof and also fold inward.
It is obvious, therefore, that the storm-
house is of small compass when folded,
being only 6 inches through. Two sizesof
thesestorm-housesaremade—Nos. 401and
402. The former is 7 feet in hight, 39
inches wide and 32 inches deep, and the
latter 96 inches high, 63 inches wide and
32 inches deep. The roof of No. 401 is ad
justable from 7 feet to 8 feet in hight. that
of No. 402 being adjustable from 8 feet 3
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to
=:
5

inches to 9 feet 8 inches in hight. The
manufacturersof thesestorm-housesallude
to the easewith which they maybeplaced
in position and their inexpensiveness.
Their durability is alsoemphasized. These
storm-housesare sold in this market by C.
F. Guyon & Co., agents for the manu
facturers, 99 Reade street, New York.

Extra-Heavy Planer and Malcuer.
Goodell & Waters, of 3101 Chestnut
street, Philadelphia, have just brought out
and are offering the trade a planer and
matcher which they claim is the largest
planing-machine ever constructed. It has
been designed to meet the requirements
for a variety of work and is substantial in
all its parts. It has two pairs of side-
heads, two sets of sectional rolls and sec
tional pressure-bars. The statement is
made that the machine has a capacity for
working two piecesat one time, ranging
from $ inch to 6 inches thick by 8 inches
in width. Long guides extend the entire
length on both sides of the machine and
are adjusted for different widths by hand
cranks conveniently placed at the infeed-
ing end of the machine. This enablesthe
operator to readily change the guides for
various sizeswithout loosening the bolts
or occupying much time. When not re
quired the extra pair of side-guides may
bemoved to one side, and the machine is
then ready to work its full capacity—
namely, 30 x 8 inches. The machine is
run with one pair of side-heads if desired,
and can work 8, 10 or 12 inches thick.
Material 14 inches or 24inches wide of the
same thickness can be worked with 6 or
8 inch feed-rolls. The under cylinder
may be placed next to the matcher-
heads or outside of the feed-rolls,
as may be preferred. The facilities
for oiling and protecting the gearing from
dirt and chips are very complete and con
stitute a feature to which the manufact
urers direct attention. The feed-rolls are
raised together at one time by power.
For the purpose of adjusting to thick
material the first two rolls may be raised
by meansof an ingenious device incorpo
rated in the machine. The matcher-heads
and top and under cylinders are so ar
ranged that they may be adjusted at either
side. The largest machine of this class,
working 30 x 12 inches, the manufacturers
state is especially adapted for use in car-
shops and establishments where heavy
timber is used. The weight of the ma
chine is given as 23,000pounds.

Double-Geared Belt Elevator.

The A. B. See Mfg. Company, of 116
120 Front street, Brooklyn, N. Y., are
introducing to the trade an iron-frame
double-gearedbelt elevator, a general view
of which is afforded by Fig. 12 of the ac
companying illustrations. The statement
ismade that this machinehas beenrecently
designed and reconstructed throughout
and that all the mechanical arrangements
have been greatly simplified. The side
frames are made of iron, with long and
wide foot-pieces for the purpose of giving
rigidity to the machinewhen bolted to the
floor-timbers. The bearings for the shaft
ing, brake-bar and fhipper rods are con
nected together and also to the foot-pieces
in such a manner asto render it impossible
for any of the working parts to become
loose. Steel shafting is employed, which
runs in extra long babbitted boxes, which
are self-oiling and provided with large oil-
reservoirs. The brake-bar is of wrought-
iron, provided with iron brake-shoe, and is
connected to the operating-camand to the
safety-governor in a very strong manner.
The skipper-cam is inclosed by the operat
ing-drum and is so constructed that each
belt is shipped separately. The cam op
erating the brake is provided with a cen
tral stop, which prevents the belts from
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running on loose pulleys while hoisting.
The object of the speed-governor is to
prevent the elevator-car from running at a
speed too great for safety, as would likely

poses, and the manufacturers state are
cheap, durable and effective. The chain
is guaranteed to stand a strain of from 70
to 250pounds, according to the style and

Sanli and Door Kellsher.
The improved Sash and Door Relish?r
which we show in Fig. 14 of the accom
panying illustrations has recently beeu

Novelties.—Fig. 12.—Double-Geared Belt Elevator, Made by A. B. SeeMfg. Company.

oe the caseshould a belt break. When the
governor acts a heavy coil spring is used
to throw on the brake, instantly stopping
themachinery. A device is alsoemployed
which stops the machine and puts on the
brake wheneverthe platform is obstructed
in such a manner as to causethe cable to
unwind. The automatic-stopmotion which
is employed is an attachment that stops
the car at the upper and lower landings in
addition to the arrangement provided for
that purpose on the car itself. This ma
chine, the manufacturers state, canbe used
either as a floor or ceiling machine, but is
usually fastened to the ceiling, as it is less
in the way. Six sizes of the elevator are
made, having a maximum load ranging
from 1000to 8000pounds.

Fig. 13.—Samplesof Knitted Chain, Made by
W. C. Edge Company.

Edge Company, 46 Greene street, New
ark, N. J. These goods are designed for
use as sash-chains, saddlery-hardware
trimmings, draperies and ornamental pur-

purpose for which it is to be employed.
The company make a great variety of
styles, the illustrations indicating in
a very general way only what they are
able to accomplish. To those desiring
them the company will furnish upon ap-

introduced to the trade by the Egan Com
pany, of Cincinnati, Ohio, who claim that
it is constructed upon entirely new princi
ples. The main saw-mandrel is madeof
the best quality steel, is of large diameter
and runs in self-oiling boxes lined with

Improved Sash-Chalit.

In the accompanying illustration we
show four varieties of knitted brass and
steel chain which has recently been
placed upon the market by the W. C. 1

Fig. 14.—Sash and Door Relisher, Made by the Egan Company.

plication cards to which are attached four
samples of the chain which they are
manufacturing. Upon the card will be
found the tensile strength of the samples
and other information of general interest
concerning them.

babbitt-metal. There are three saws on
the mandrel for cutting into the tenon,
which can be easily and rapidly adjusted
to suit the desired distance. The sawsfor
cutting the wedges are also placed on the
main mandrel and operate in connection
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with the adjustable table. The arrange
ment is such that this table cau be raised
or lowered, and when desired to take olT
the saws can be swung out of the way.
A patent wedge-cutting device is also fur
nished to cut any taper desired. The two
mandrels with small relishiug-saws at
tached are madeso that the changing of
saws from one size to another can be rap
idly performed. Each mandrel is run
with a separatebelt, and both are madeto
swing out of the way when a change of
relishing-saws is desired. AH the man
drels and saws are driven from one coun
ter-shaft, which is placed on tin1 :i • ii 10

can be made to deliver several thousand
strokesperminute. To oneendof the cylin
der is connected a flexible tube, through
which the compressedair is applied. At
the other end is the tool-holder, which is
normally pressed upward or within the
tool by a spring. Into this holder is in
serted the bit, chisel or hammer, the selec
tion of which is

,

of coutse, governed by
the kind of work to be performed. Fig.
15 of the engravings shows the tool as em
ployed in cutting stone or marble. Inside
of the cylindrical case is a working cylin
der, formed with grooves on its outer sur-

f ice and passagesleading from the tube to

holder has an enlarged head, which fits
loosely in the head of the working cylin
der and receives the blows of the piston.
As the latter rises and falls in the cylinder

it closes the ports and thereby incloses a
portion of the air. which forms an elastic
cushion, which relieves the tool of the
shock which would otherwise result at the
end of each stroke. The hammer has a

very short stroke, and as there is an ap
preciable difference in the diameters of
the hammer and its metallic cylinder, an
air-chamber is formed around thehammer,
which reducesthe friction to such a point
that it is almost entirely absent, and a? a

,Vunil it .—hi 15.—Thf ifac Coi; Pneumatic Tool.

below, a separate pulley being provided
for each belt. The table is raised and
lowered by meansof a treadle and works
in planed ways.

Mm CojT'a PlU'llllltttlf* Tool.

The American Pneumatic Tool Com
pany, of 481 Eleventh avenue, Xew York
City, have lately placed upon the market

a pneumatic tool designed for a variety of
uses, including cutting marble, granite
and other stone, swashing for rejx>ut»e
chasing, planishing sheet metal, dressing
mill-stones, die-sinking and the like. The
tool consists of a cylinder within which

is a reciprocating pi-ton. This acts as a

hammer,delivering its blows on a detached
tool-holder which projects through the
lower cud of the cylinder. The device is

operatedby either compressedair or steam
under a pressureof about 40 pounds and

one slotted chamber on the outside of the
working cylinder and terminating in inlet-
ports leading to the interior of the work
ing cylinder A second slotted chamber
in the ou*er surface of the working cylin
der extends from eduction-ports through
the cylinder and ends in a passageway
leading to the atmosphere through the

[ upper end of the cylinder.
In the piston and arrangedto work across

it is a piston-valve operated by the press
ure of air admitted through a port in the
side of the cylinder. The valve is formed
of a cylindrical plug having two annular
grooves separatedby a collar, and is fitted
in a transverse seat in the piston; in its
travel it covers ana uncovers the admis
sion and exhaust ports leading to the ends
of the working cylinder. As above stated,
the piston is not connected to the tool-
holder, but strikes it as would a hammer.
The upper or inner end of the tool-

consequence no power is here lost, the
wear is exceedingly small and the re
markable rapidity above mentioned is

made possible. The action of the tool is

plainly described in the following para
graph, which we take from the letters
patent covering the invention:
" No one has ever before planed marble
or metal with a stroke machine, so far as I

can learn. The successive strokes of the
bit or tool are so very rapid that there is

not time between them for the tool to re
bound or quit contpct with the material ;

and, furthermore, when each stroke does
work, and thereby imparts mechanical
energy, the tendency or ability to rebound
has departed from the tool with that
energy, and the tool thus makes a practi
cally continuous progressive movement
and planes the material, a result not ac
complished by any machine heretofore
patented or coastructed."
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Hall Decoration.

At the present day it appears to be
much the fashion to remodel old dwellings
and bring them up so far as possible to the
modern idea of interior and exterior con
struction and decoration. Considerable
attention on the part of architects and
builders has been given to this particu-

of the cuts, No. 1 is the plan of the orig
inal hall-way, No. 2 shows the manner in
■whichit was rebuilt, while No. 3 gives an
indication of how it would havebeendone
had the bottom of the stairs been too near
the front door. It will be observed that
in Fig. 1 the seat is shown in front of the
stairs, while in No. 3 of Fig. 3 the seat
is placed at the side of the stairs. The

Hall Decoration.—Fig. I.—Hall Before and After Treatment.

lar branch, the field offered being one in
which a great deal of artistic taste can be
displayed. One of the means employed
for decorating the interior of such dwell
ings is what may be called Moorish or
Japanese lattice or fret work, which is
used with very pleasing effect. As an ex
ample of what may be accomplished in
this direction we present herewith several
engravings taken from an exceedingly
interesting little work issued by Messrs.
Cutting & De Laney, of 1M-198 Wash
ington street, Buffalo, N. Y., showing the |
manner in wbich a hall may be treated.
The order for the work called for the re
modeling of the hall-way in a dwelling-
house in Buffalo, and in the lower right-
hand corner of Fig. 1 is shown the ap
pearanceof the okl hall and stair-way be
fore treatment. The larger portion of the
figure shows the hall after it was treated
by the firm above mentioned. We learn
that the stair-way was so arranged that
there was considerable room between the
bottom stair and the front door, which
permitted amuchmorepleasing effect than
would otherwise have been the case. In
Fig. 2 of the illustrations is shown
another way of treating the hill, the space
between front door and stairs not allow
ing room for a seat. Heft/ring to Fig. 3

elevation shown in Fig. 2 is of No. 3 of
Fig. 3. Another illustration of the man-

ing at the left gives an appearance of the
hall before treatment, while the larger
view shows the stair-way after the decora
tive lattice-work has been added. The
membersof the firm referred to are pro
fessional artists and designers and give
their attention wholly to work of the class
indicated. The work is made in sections
finished to match the wood-work and can
be readily put in place by any one who
thoroughly understandstheuseof a screw
driver. It will be rememberedthat some
years ago we called the attention of our
readers to some of the various styles of

Ml:
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Fig. 3.—Different Plans of the Hall Treated.

Japanese lattice-work which this firm were
producing, and presented numerous illus
trations clearly indicating what they were
able to do in this direction. The engrav
ings given herewith are supplementary
thereto, and will, we have no doubt, be
found of general interest to a large class
engaged in the building trade.

Ventilation.

We take the following essayon ventila
tion from a little pamphlet recently issued
by the George II. II'. ss Company, of Chi
cago:
The science of ventilating in connection
with heating lias been sadly neglected
until late years, when several methods
have come into use, all of them open,
more or less, to very serious objections.
The idea that ventilation may be secured
by opening doors or windows is a thing
of the past. Such procedure createsdrafts
of cold air without displacing the foul air.
besidesbeing a constant source of danger
to the occupants of the room. One
method, popular with some, is so devised
that the foul and cold air taken from the
different rooms to be ventilated must be
collected and carried down from all rooms,

Fig. 2.—Alternatire Treatmentof Hall Shown in Fig. 1.

ner in which an old hall maybe treated by to one central or gathering room, usually
the use of decorative lattice-work is shown in the basementof the building. An up-
in Fig. 4 of the cuts. The small engrav- right flue heated by a smoke-pipe, or other
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method, connectswith this gathering-room,
and into this fluemustall the foul air find its
way, thenceup and out of the building.
To obtain results the advocates of such a
systemoften find it necessaryto raise all
floors 2 inches or more off the joists by
meansof furring strips placed across the
joists, also that the walls of all rooms be
furred out back of the plaster. In such
manner must the furring be done that
there will exist a free circulation of air be
tween walls and between floors and ceil
ings, literally honey-combing the entire
building with concealed air passages, all
■connectedand extending continuously

I over so many circuitous routes, and the'
friction caused by the roughnesi of the
ducts over which it passesis so great, that
much power is required, and must even
frequently fail to reihove the proper quan
tity of foul air from the rooms. We find,
then, not only the additional expense of
heat, and often of engines and fans, but
we can cite caseswhere even these appli
anceshave failed to do the work. Such a
method is unnatural, and cannot be more
than partially successful.
Another not uncommon method is to
conduct foul air from all rooms to one
central flue without passing it first to a

Fig. 4.—Another Example,of Hall Treatment.

from foundation to roof, converting the
building into a veritable fire-trap. A fire
once started, finding no obstruction, would
quickly reach every part of the building,
inevitably resulting in its entire destruc
tion. The danger of this feature in a
building crowded with human beings can
be more readily imagined than described.
Even as a means of ventilating this sys
tem cannot be reliable. As the rooms arc
all connected each to the others by these
concealed air passages,so must the cause
of disturbance in one room affect all. The
pressure of the wind on any side of the
house must necessarilybe felt in rooms on
that side, retarding the inflow of flesh
air through its proper sources, and check
ing the exit of foul air from the rooms on
the other side. Under the most favorable
circumstances this systemcannot ventilate
the roomsequally. Those neaiest the cen
tral flue are over-ventilated, while those
further from it are not ventilated suffi
ciently, owing to the difficulty of carrying
the air so far. In no casecan this system
ventilate without the assistanceof power
to increase the flow of air in the large or
central flue, either by placing a heater in
the flue or by the aid of fans. The foul
air from the room is carried so far.

gathering-room. The same condition of
honey-combedwalls and floors may exist,
but is not found so often in connection
with this method. This method is used
by other firms, and often by ourselves,
usually in old buildings, and, while often
successful, frequently requires additional
power in the flue, and is open to some ex
tent to the sameobjections regarding wind
pressureas the first systemdescribed. Up
to a recent date these systemswere better
and more nearly correct than those
preceding them, tho gh imperfect and
their application full of difficulties.
To overcome these difficulties, and to
effect ventilation by a system which
will be absolutely reliable at all times,
under all conditions of wind and weather,
and inexpensive in its application has
been our privilege. To properly ventilate
apartmentsthe inlets for fresh air andout
lets for foul and vitiated air must be large,
but distributed in such a manner that no
draft can be created, although the move
ment in the atmospheremust be rapid and
continual. The principle involved is sim
ple—viz. : Pure warm air is light and
will remain at the ceiling; foul and cold
air, being heavy, remains at the floor.
They will not mingle.

RADE NOTES.

The Barstow Stove Company, Provi
dence,R, I., aredistributingto their friendsin
thetradeacircular consistingof a singlesheet
foldedthreetimes,the front pageof which is
prettily printedwith theannouncementof the
company,while the back pagecontainsa fac
simileor an order receivedfrom Japan The
middlepagecontainsa likenessof an Oriental
rejoicingin thenameof HI-HI. Within thecir
cular thethreepagesreadin one,andthe text
ischieflyconcernedwith relatingthehistoryof
theaforesaidHi-Hi, whois reputedto beoneof
the wlsomenof archaicJapan. The picture
andbiographyof thisJapaneseof ancientrep
utationwill be of little account,exceptin its
tearinguponasquare-holeKasterncoin,oneof
whichis tiedwith coloredsilk to every oneof
thecirculars. Thesecoinsare fabled to have
beenleft by the necromancerHi-Hi, andare
warrantedto bring a variety of blessingsto
thehappypossessor—or in otherwords to each
lucky recipientof oneof the BarstowStove
Company'scirculars.

In their advertisement this month
theBridgeportGun ImplementCompany,of 17
and 1(1Maiden lane,New York, direct the at
tentionof the tradeto theForstnerBit, which
theyclaim can be guidedin any directionre
gardlessof grain or knots. Illustrated price-
listsof thisbit will beforwardeduponapplica
tion to thecompany.

Cross & Speirs, of Waterbury, Conn.,"
aremeetingwith gratifying successin the de
mand for Wright's PatentNon-Friction Band
Saw-Guidewhichtheymanufacture. In their
advertisementthismonththeypresenta letter
from the superintendentof the casedepart
mentof thewaterburyClock Company,snow
ing theesteemin which this deviceis heldby
thosewhohaveusedit.

Edwin W. Abbe, of New Britain,
Conn.,directsattentionelsewherein this issue
to Abbe's Patent Sash-CordFastener,which
hasrecentlybeenintroducedto thetrade.This
is a device for fastening braided and other
cords to the sash and weights without the
necesltyof tying knots. It is made in two
sizes, No. 1 taking Nos.7 and 8cord andNo.
i taking Nos. I) and 1»cord.
The Persian Glass Enamel Com
pany, of 44UCanal street,New York, are di
recting the attentionof thebuilding trade to
their Persian EnameledArt Glass, which is
designedto be used in placeswherestained
glass is ordinarily employed. The statement
is made that largo plates of glass can be
treatedwithout the useof lead,andelaborate
designsworkeduponthesurfacein translucent
or opake enamels,producinga very artistic
effect. It is statedthat ceilingsandsidewalls
can be madeby the useof enameledglass,as
wellaswainscoting,tilingandborderwork. The
company have issued an interesting little
pamphleton the subject,which theyaredis
tributing uponapplication.

The J. L. Mott Iron Works, of 86-90
Beekmanstreet, New York, havejust issued
from the press an exceedinglywell-printed
pamphlet,whichthecompanydesiretobecon
sideredasasupplementto CatalogueG of 1888,
andthat it beplacedwithin the cover of said
catalogue. The pamphletshowsa variety of
the company'9specialties,including bathsOf
various descriptions,and presentsa ground-
plun of the Hussionand Turkish bath apart
mentsin theAlcazar, St. Augustine, Fin., and
also of a Russianand Turkish bathingestab
lishmentin New York City. Attention is also
givento agreat variety of wash-bowls,which
will befoundof morethanordinaryinterest

J. E. Kline, Jr., formerly secretary
nnd treasurerof the E. D. Albro Company,
Cincinnati.Ohio,and presidentof the Cincin
nati Furniture:Exchange,haspurchnsedanex
tensiveplant in Louisville,Kv., which hewill
operateunder the nameof Louisville Veneer
Mills. The productwill beall kinds of veneer
for furniture andinteriordecoration.

Chas. A. Strelinoer & Co 's exhibit
wasamongthemestprominentandadistinct
ive feature amongtheexhibitsat the Detroit
International Fair. Inclosedin aspaceof 25x
20 feet, arrangedwith good taste, were ex
amplesof anextensivelineof woodandmetal
workers' andmachinists'tools. In the center
of the door-spacewere specimensof lathes,
hand-sawsand the larger kinds of machine
tools,and upon a basearound the inclosure
wereshow-casescontainingan infinite variety
of tools and goodspertainini to the display.
An admiredfeatureof thisexhibit wasacloth-
coveredbase12x 18feet, upon which were
displayedin excellent tastea greatnumberof
thesmaller articlesof machinists'and wood
working tools. This was inclosedin a beauti
ful frame,in thecenterof whichwereseveral
electriclightsarrangedwith goodeffect.

We are indebted to the Ran tan Hol
lowandPorousBrick Company.115Broadway,
NewYork, for a copy of the third edition of
theirillustratedcatalogueentitled " Fire-Proof
Building Materials." In the preface to the
pamphletIt is stated that all the facts and
figurescontainedarebasedonactualexperience
andean readily besubstantiated. The 11ret 15
pagesof thebookcontaina list of buildings in
New York City, Governmentbuddings and
miscellaneousstructuresin variouspartsof the
country, the fire-prootlngmaterialfor which
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wasfurnishedby theBarltanHollownndPorous
Brick Company. In theremainderof the iiam-
phlet, sometopages,the generalusesand ap
plications of the productsof the abovecom
panyaretreatedof very thoroughly. The de
scriptive text is full, and a number of very
neat illustrationsaddto theattractivenessand
usefulnessof thecircular. All who arc inter
estedin the subject of lire-proofconstruction
will dowell to obtaina copy of this valuable
pamphlet.
I. P. Frink, 551 Pearl sireet, issuesa
type-writtencircular extolling the merits of
Frink's ImprovedReflectors. The circular in
timatesthat a well-lighted sanctuaryis very
importantto thesuccessof church-work,and
concludesthe argumentwith the following
pithy line: " Thosewhoreflectbeforetheybuy
will buy theFrink Reflector."

That St. Louis is making a strong bid
for theWorld'sFair of 1892is evidentfrom the
literature which is being distributed by the
variouscommitteesin charge of the matter.
Wo have Just receiveda numberof circularssetting forth someof the reasonsin favor of
theselectionof St. Louisfor thisgroatfair,and
a mapshowingtheadvantagesfor thepurpose
possessedby that city over any other in the
country.
The Buckeye Portland Cement Com
pany, of Bellefontaine,Ohio,favor uswith a
copyof an interestinglittle pamphletwhich
theyare distributing among their friends In
the trade. It isof asizeconvenientforexaml-
Jiation and i9 printed in an attractive style
upon a good quality of paper. The contents
relateto the liucaoyePortlandCement,manu
factured by thecompnny,anda greatdeal of
usefulinformationon the subjectof cementis
presented. The frontispiece consists of a
bird's-eyeview of the company'sworks at
Harper.LoganCounty,Ohio. A featureof the
pamphletis a numberof tests of the cement
by expertsin varioussectionsof thecountry.
Tiie New England Autistic Carving
Company,of Boston,Mass., have recentlydis
tributed among their friends in the tradea
numberof sheetsshowingengravingsof some
of their fancy turned balusterswhich they
carry in stock. Thevarietypresentedisan in
terestingone,andIn additionto theengravings
of thebalustersdimensionsand brief dcsciip-
tive text arepresented.
John Zettel, secretaryof the Cincin
nati ArchitecturalClub,sendsusacircularan
nouncing an additional medalofferedby theWayneHardwareCompanyfor thebestdesign
and drawings of the hardwarenecessaryto
completea door. This competition,as pre
viously announcedin thesecolumns,will lie
open to both membersand non-membersof
sketchclubs.

We have received froni Berry Broth
ers, manufacturersof varnish, at" Detroit,Mich., a neat little pamphletentitled "OurStory." The text is set in theform of verses
and is illustrated in acomicalvein. The lastpagepresentsan explanationof thecontent*
of the pamphlet, and says that the GumCottage,about which the verseshave beenwritten andwhich is exhibitedat theDetroitExposition,is16x IBfeet in plan and 18feetinhignt, •.'U.OOupouudsof gum beingusedin its
construction. The outerwalls of the cottagearecomposedof thevariousgumsusedin the
manufactureof the Arm's varnishes,and are
collectedfromalmostevery known portionoftheglobe.

Messrs. J. A. Fay & Co., of Cincinnati,
Ohio,arein receiptof advicesfromParisto the
effectthat they navebeenawardedthcOrand
Prize for wood-working machinery at the
Paris Exposition. This award is very gratifying to thecompanyreferredto,asit wasmade
in thefaceofstrongcompetitionfromEnglish,
FrenchandGermanmanufacturers.
The Stanley Rule and Level Com
pany, New Britain, Conn., announce thatthey have added three substantial improve
ments to their No. 45 Beading, ltabbet andSlitting Plane, and that theseImprovements
areincorporatedin the tools which thoy are
now sendingout. The improvementsconsist
of an extra pair of short arms whicluenabletheplaneto beworkedto better advantage,it
isclaimed,than with thelargerarms,anextragauge, which in beading matched stuff
furnishes a bearing against the edgeof the
boardabovethetongue insteadof againstthe
tongueitself,whilethethird improvementcon
sists of the outer sideof the fence havinga
smoothsurface so that in centerbeadingthe
cuttermaybe used to makea bead8 Inches
from theedgeof the board insteadof 5 inches
as heretofore. The companystatethat they
will send to any carpenterwho desiresthem,
by mail, on receipt of 10 cents In postage-
stamps,anextra pair of short arms and the
extragauge.

C Powell Karr, of 23 Warren
street. New York, sendsus a prospectusof a
courseof studiesin architecturalengineering
anddecorativeart for studentswho desireto
preparethemselvesfor this particularbranch
of work. Instructionswill be given bymail,a
seriesof studiesbeingassignedonce a week
from the following subjects: Draftsmanship,
mathematicsandmiscellaneouswork, technol
ogy, designand architectural and decorative
art. A list of the text-b:>"ksstudied or re
ferred to Is presented,togetherwith particu
larsasto terms,assignmentof study.Jtc. Full
particularscan be obtainedonapplicationby
letter to Mr. Karr.

The Bridgeport Wood Finishing
Company,NewMilford,Conn.,with NewYork
officesat 240Pearlstreet,inform usthat in the
suit in the EasternDistrict of the Bridgeport
Wood Finishing Companyrs. NowYork Wood
Finishing Companyand others for infringe
ment of theWheelerpatent,coveringtheuse
of groundsilex,quartz,feldspar.&c, in wood
filler, subpoenashavebeenservedonall thede
fendants,citing them to answeron the first
Mondayof November,1880.Wearefurther in
formed that an applicationfor an injunction
during the pendencyof the suit will bemade
to thecourt.

The Gurney Hot-Water Heating
Company, of Boston, Mass.. announce that
owingto therapidgrowthof theirbusinessand
the necessityfor morecommodiousaccommo
dations they will removeon November15to
1811Franklin street,corner of Congressstreet,
wherethoywill have their officeson the first
floor. Thesewill beheatedby hotwatcr.show-
ing the practical O]>erationof the Gurm-y
Heaterand the newGurneyRadiator,while a
full lineof sampleswill beon exhibition.

Illustrations and descriptive particu
larsof Olmsted'sMiter-Boxesare presentedin
the card of themanufacturer,L.H.Olmsted,
Corona.N. J. The statementis madethat the
articleissoldby all hardwaredealersand that
circularsaresenton application.

Joshua Britton & Sons, Stoughton,
Mass.,in their space in another part of this
issuepresentan engraving of their specialty,
Henry's Patent CombinationHaft, with an
enumerationof thecontentsof thesame. The
priceof thearticle isalsogiven.

Tim Star Steam Heater Company,
Harrisburg. Pa., present in their card this
month a cut of their Star lots-BurnerSteam
andHot-WaterHeater,with brief description.
Correspondenceof architects, builders and
heatingengineersissolicited.

E. L. Deane, of Holyoke, Mass., is
introducingwhat he i<pleasedto call Keane's
Patent Adjustable T-Square. It is so con
structed that it maybeinstantlymadeto con
form to any drawing and securely locked In
position

The trade will regret to learn of
thedeathof Mr. IsaacK. Justin, vice-president
of the S. A. Woods MachineCompany,of 91
Liberty street,which occurredat hishome,in
New York City, on the tflth of October. Mr.
Joslin was born in Stoddard,N. H., 57years
ago,andstarted in life at a machine-shopin
Keeue at the age of 17. In lt69 he cameto
New York andestablishedtheheadquartersfor
the S.A. WoodsMachineCompany,whosefac
tory was,asat present,in Boston,devotedto
the manufactureof wood-workingmachinery.
Through the enterprise and ability of Mr.
Joslin a large businesswas budt up, and the
homefactory nowgivesemploymentto several
hundred hands,while the linn hasbranchesin
ChicagoandMichigan.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Com
pany, of Jersey City, N. J., are offeringthe
building trade anarchitect'sand draftsman's
pencilfor which they makemany claims. In
their announcementelsewherein this Issue
theypointout someof the featurespossessed
bythispencil.

Warren Webster & Co., of Phila
delphia,Pa.,aredirecting the attentionof the
tradeto two important featuresincorporated
in theWebsterVacuumExhaustSteamEcono
mizer, which they manufacture. These are
simplicity of construction and entire de
parture iu principle when comparedwith
pressure,coil or tubular-feedwater-heatersas
applied for obtaining hot and purified feed-
water for steam-boilersor manufacturing
purposes. In operationthiseconomizerissaid
to givevery satisfactoryresults,andthenum
berof testimonialswhich the manufacturers
havereceivedshowin somedegreetheestima
tion in whichIt isheldbythosewhohaveusedIt.

The many friends of Mr. C. Powell
Karr will beinterested'n learningthat,begin
ning with November1,hewill taketheposition
of associateand art editor of Biilldwj, the
officeof which is at 23Warren street. New
York. Mr. Karr iswell known to our readers
fromhis numerouscontributionson different
topics,andin hisnewsphereall will wish him
everysuccess.
The American Institute Fair was
duly openedon the 2dof Octoberwith inter
estingceremonies.The exhibition this yearis
fully up to the standardof yearspast,thedis
playcoveringa wide rangeof industries. H.
A. Berry, 39Dey street, the generalEastern
agent of the Preseott HardwareMfg. Com
pany,makesan attractiveexhibitof thePres
eott Door-Hangers,which were recentlyillus
trated in these columns. The Gurney Hot-
WaterHeater Company,of 237Franklin street,
Boston, Mass.,show the Gurney Hot-Water
Heater,whichembodiesmanyInterestingfeat
ures Theexhibitof the National SheetMetal
RoofingCompany,of 510to 020East Twentieth
street, New York, occupiesan advantageous
siteandismadeupof their leadingspecialties.
Theyshowsamplesof Walters'Patent Metallic
Shingles.Cooper'sPatentQueenAnneShingles
andCooper'sPatentBroad-RibbedRooting.Mr.
J. H. Havens,with officeat Fifty-sixth street
and Eleventh avenue, New York, exhibits
his CombinationBand-Saw Filer and Setter,
madeunder patentsgrantedto W. II. Parry.
Themachineis in daily operationanddemon

strates in a very comprehensivemanner its
utility for the purposenamed. Among the
other attractive exhibits muy be mentioned
that of the E.C.Stearns & Co.,Syracuse,N.Y^:Backus Portable Steam Heater Company,22
Park place.NewYork; Stewart CeramicCom
pany,of 312Pearl street,NewYork ; theAmer
icanPatent Portable HouseMfg. Company,of
48Wall street. New York; GeorgeHayes,71
Eighth avenue, New York, and the Vassar
Burglar Alarm Mfg. Company,of 58Warren
street.NewYork.

J. & T. Kydd, of 83 Walker street,
New York, areagentsfor New York City and
Brooklyn for what is known as the Nassau
Plastering Fiber, a materialdesignedasasub
stitute for hair in making mortar. From an
announcementwhich the firm have madeto
thetradewelearnthat thisfiberis claimedto
bestrongerthauhair,makingamoreenduring
plastering;that it is clean and economical;
floatsreadily,givingabettersurfacefor finish
ing; that it can be bankedfor any lengthof
time without injury, and that it is cheaper
thanhair. It. is alsostatedthat hot lime can
not injure it. This fiberisofferedto the trade
in balesweighingfromW)to 100poundseach.
The agentaabovereferred to announcethat
theywill senduponapplicationasampleof the
NassauPlasteringFiber to all who maydesire
it.
The Canton Steel Roofing Company,
of Canton,Ohio,statethat their trade for the
firsthalf of Octoberwas the bestin their his
tory. Includedamongthe largecontractsex
ecuted during the month was one for 730
squaresof pressedbeadedceiling for aLincoln,
Neb., apartmentstore,said to be one of the
largestin theWest.Thevstatethattheyarenot
affectedby theactiveconditionof the ironand
sheet-steelmarkets,as their large future con
tractsenablethemto obtainpromptshipments
andtill ordersonshortnotice.

James E. Nicholson, of 145 West
Forty-third street.New York City, invites the
attentionof the building tradesto a sectional ,
or extensionladder possessingmanyfeatures
of interest. Themainsidepiecesof theladder
arefurnishedwith splicepieces,whicharepiv
otedlooselyto theroundwhichcomesnext the
top of the section. Each of the splice pieces
is providedwith a reccsssdc:i*ned to receive
a pin in themainsidesof the ladder,and also
with a slot through which works a locking
round during the o|ierationof detachingthe
sectionsfromouchother. When it is desired
to place the ladder In position for use the
splice piecesare pressedagainst the main
sectionsuntil the pins engagefirmlywith the
recessesalreadyreferred to, the locking-key
is turned and the ladder is ready for use.
Theobjectof the inventorhasbeento provide
asectionalladderwhich may readily and rap
idly be put together and whichmaybe em
ployedfor a varietyof purposes.

We have received from W. R. Os-
tranderJc Co , 21-25Ann street.New York, a
copy of the seventhedition of their revised
catalogueof Speaklng-TubeHardware,Gongs.
Bell-Hingers' Hardware, Electric Bells and
Supplies,PneumaticCall-Bells.Oral, Electric,
Mechankiil|andPneumaticAnnunciators. The
eatilogueconsistsofover100pagesofprofusely-
illustrated letterpress,bound in papercovers
of typographicaldesign. The firm announce
thatsincethe sixth edition of their catalogue
wasissuedtheyhaveaddeda large numberof
goodsto their assortment,andwith thei' en
largedfactoryandamplefacilities are enabled
to nil orders promptly. Thework is issuedin
a very attractive form andwill no doubtbe
foundof interestandvalueto thoseengagedin
thebuildingtrade.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Perspective. A seriesof elementarylectures
byAdaCone Size,7Hx 5inches; 62pages.
PublishedbyW. T. Comstock. Price|1.
In the book before us we have a very
simple and easily-comprehended account
of the principles of perspective. The
author has brought to her task a long,
critical study of art, years of experience
in instructing adults and children, besides
the gift of a born teacher, which enables
her to present a difficult subject clearly to
untrained minds. An especially attractive
feature about the book is the simplicity
and the freedom from superfluouswords
and ambiguous explanations. While it is
not a lengthy treatise, the book is quite
sufficient to meet the wants of all ordi
nary inquirers, and will be exceedingly
useful as a hand-book to teachers or as a
preliminary manual to the student. Even
apart from those who needa knowledge
of the perspective in the pursuit of their
calling, whatever it may be, the majority
of intelligent people will find a compre
hension of the principles of perspectiveof
great value and assistance to them. In
fact, the rudimentary part of perspective
should be a portion of every one's educa
tion.
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OTES AND COMMENTS.

IT
IS ONE of the paradoxes of human
naturethat the poorest-paidworkersdo
not strike and do notagitatefor shorter

hours of labor. Those who are well paid
for their work and are employed the few
est number of hours manifest by strikes
and agitation the strongest desire to fur
ther improve their condition. Those who
make cheap clothing, the poor sewing
women, whose earnings are worse than
beggarly, because a beggar would scorn
his business if it yielded such returns,
would create the greatest sensation that
has taken place in the working world if
they were to strike. Sometimes, though
not often, workingmen are £foaded to
strike through desperation becausetheir
wages are too meager to live on, but the
greatmajority of strikes and labor troubles
occur among those who have been able to
lay by a little fund, and in many cases a
pretty handsome fund. It is this last
class of workingmen who are chiefly in
strumental for the agitation now being
carried on in favor of an eight-hour day.
The last convention of the Ameri
can Federation of Labor, which was
held at St. Louis, pronounced in favor of
the establishment of an eight-hour work
day on May 1, 1890, and it is expected
that the next couvention, which will meet
at Boston on the 10th of December, will
take decisive steps to secure its realiza
tion. The American Federation of Labor
is now the most powerful labor organiza
tion in existence since the decadence of
the Knights of Labor, and it is to be
hoped that its leaderswill not beso short
sighted as to seriously attempt to force a
general settlementof this question at the
time mentioned. The eight-hour move
ment has been making progress, advanc
ing along lines of least resistance,and will
probably continue to gain in occupations
in which its introduction will not work
hardships to employersor injuries to busi
ness. The genius of the age is in favor of
alleviating the condition of those who are
obliged to support themselves by labor.
But an attempt to crowd the settlementof
this stupendousquestion into a fewmonths
and to take effecton a fixed day will beps

futile as all such efforts have been in the
past.

ON
EVERY HAND there are indica
tions that the public are beginning
to have more and more regard for

the science of sanitary engineering. Not
the least valuable testimony to this con
viction is the increasing disregard which
is shown for those who, without pos
sessing the necessaryqualifications, would
yet try to pass for sanitary engineers. As
the people appreciate the dangers aris
ing from the ignorance of those who

ought to know about such matters,
they will encourage and support every
meansfor properly educating sanitary en
gineers. Some of the technical schools
have already seenthe need of instruction
in this branch of engineering, and we are
very glad to notice that the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass.,
have also madearrangements for this de
partment. The coursewill be open to the
students of the present first-yearclass, and
while the line of study is essentially the
same as in civil engineering, it differs
from the regular course in this subject in
someparticulars. There is, for instance,
reduced time devoted to railroads and
bridges and an entire omission of the me
chanical engineering subjects of mechan
isms, machinery and motors; also of as
tronomy, &c. The time gained by the
omission of these subjects is principally
devoted to courses in chemistry and biol
ogy. It is the intention to give the
students such training in these sciencesas
shall fit them to interpret the results of
sanitary chemistry and sanitary biology
and to co-operatewith chemists and biol
ogists in professional work. In the fourth
year instruction is given in heating and
ventilation. The course in sanitary and
hydraulic engineering, which is now
partly optional, is required in full for
those students who would graduate as
sanitary engineers. The Institute of Tech
nology distributes circulars giving the
course in this department in detail, and
any one who takes interest in the matter
will do well to write for a copy of the cir
cular to H. W. Tyler, secretaryof the in
stitute.

THE
DANGER from overhead wires
carrying currents of electricity for
lighting and for purposesof power

is very generally recognized by our read
ers. In The Metal Worker a short time
since there appeared the following bear
ing upon this point : " Cleveland does
not expect to haveanymorecircuses— that

is
,

shows of the itinerant variety. The city
may get up a circus of its own eometime
in the future—in fact, there have beenone
or two partial rehearsalsalready. But out
side shows are not to be allowed the useof
the streetsof the city. To keep theshows
out and reserve all the grand and
lofty tumbling and the performances of
electrified horses to the city itself, the
streets have been carefully overspread
with an ingenious net-work of wires some
20 feet above the ground. Looking up,
one is leminded of the ropes and nets that
are stretched on the occasion of a trapeze
performance. The wires arc so low down
that the Goddess of Liberty in her chariot
could never go under, and to guard further
against invasion the wires are all charged
with deadly currents of electricity. Better
protection against the inroads of traveling

shows like circuses could hardly be de
sired, and the city fathers are to be con
gratulated upon their happy forethought.
Meanwhile the street-car companies are
putting motors into their cars, intending
to utilize a part of the electric current
these wires carry for driving their cars,
thus dispensing with horses. Occasion
ally a portion of the wires falls to the
ground, resulting in the death of a horse
or two. This, of course, helps the car
companiesto get rid of their surplus ani
mals. No men, I believe,havebeenkilled
yet, but as they follow New York fashions
out there I suppose that will come along
in due time. Iron posts set in the edgeof
the sidewalks serve to support the net
work of wires already mentioned, and the
local newspapersare pathetic in their ap
peals to the public not to touch the posts
for fear of disaster."

ACCORDING

TO the statistics which
have recently been made public
the building operations in the city

of Philadelphia for the first ten months
of 1889surpassany corresponding period
of previous years. During the time named
there were 9201new buildings erectedat
an estimated cost of $28,127,000, while
for the year 1888 there were 8261 new
buildings erectedin the city named. Of
the new structures erectedduring the first
ten months of the present year 6630were
two-story houses, 1884three-story houses,
08 were factories, 67 store buildings and
18 churches. The number of four-story
buildings erected is 35, as comparedwith
13 during 1888. From an inspection of
the statistics available it is found that
there has also been a falling off in the
erection of large office buildings.

THE
READERS of the technical press
are pretty generally familiar with
the systemof heating by waterunder

pressure that was inaugurated at Boston
sometwo yearsor soago. Our recollection
of the systemwas that it distributed water
by pumps through street-mains at a press
ure of 300 pounds or more to the square
inch and at a temperature of 400° or 500°
F. To securesteamfor heating or power
purposes there was a special device by
which the superheated water taken from
the main by a small pipe into the house
was permitted to expand into steam. The
pressurewas brought down to the desired
amount by suitable valve arrangements.
When the schemewas first broached and
discussion on its probable efficiency arose
someof the papers intimated that it was
not likely to be a success,and pointed out
in support of this view the experience of
the steamcompaniesin New York and the
extreme difficulty they had in keeping
tight their return mains which held water.
The Boston system,however, wasfavorably
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commented upon by engineersof consider
able eminence, and was leported as

progressing prosperouslyfrom time to time
after the plant began running. Little
more was said about it until recently,
when the Boston Heating Company issued
a circular to their customersstating that it
had beendecided by the Board of Direct
ors to temporarily suspend operations on
account of the necessity of making an ex
amination of the under-ground systemand
especially of the return-main. We arenot
given full particulars of the condition of
the company, but the daily papers in com
menting upon them intimate that they
will never resume operations. In fact,
current rumor says that the obligations of
the company are far greater than their
ability to pay, and that the plant is prac
tically useless, the conduits being rusted
out and in a dangerouscondition. There
fore, if rumor be true, this is the ending
of an enterprise that in the opinion of
many promised great success and was to
revolutionize the systems of power and
heat distiibution in cities. There seems
to be no real reason why a system of
power and heat distribution by hot water
or steam is not feasible, but yet experi
ence would seem to teach the contrary,
and it is possible that the next company
to start operations in this direction will
follow one of the foreign systems and use
either compressed air or vacuum for
power. The problem of heating a large
area from a central plant, however, is still
to be solved.

ONE

OF THE MOST important indus
tries in and around the city of
Pittsburgh, where clay of good

quality is abundant and fuel is cheap, is
that of brick-making. At the present
time it is stated that about 50 firms are
engaged in the business, manufacturing
large quantities of both fire and building
brick. For a year or two past someof
the manufacturers have been making use
of natural gas and are said to find it pref
erable to any other fuel, being more eco
nomical, baking the brick more evenly
and giving them a better color. The old
est works in that vicinity engagedin mak
ing brick were established in 1836. At
the present time three or four establish
ments are in course of construction, one of
which is intended to be the largest plant
in the city with a capacity of 00,000brick
per day. The firms engaged in the pro
duction of tire-brick and tile exclusively
number about a dozen, the oldest of
which was establishedin 1849. The brick
manufactured in Pittsburgh and vicinity
is said to have a good reputation for color,
shape and durability and finds a ready
market.

A
POLYTECHNIC school, to be known
as the Lewis Institute, is to be es
tablished in Chicago. The fund

for its establishmentwas devised someten
years since by Allen Lewis, of that city,
who left his property at his death in the
hands of trustees to be devoted to the
erection and sustenance of a polytechnic
school and its necessary appurtenances
when the estate should amount to $800,-
000. The fund now amounts to over
$1,000,000, and it is the intention of the
trustees to erect a building next year
and open the school as early as practi

cable. Girls are to be instructed in cer
tain branches of art and young men are to

receive instruction which will be useful to

them in earning a living. According to the

terms of the bequest, the trustees are to

provide a large lecture room or hall and

fine reading room or rooms and all neces

sary study-rooms to carry out the plan;
the building, when completed, together
with the premises, to be forever devoted
to the purposes specified and thereafter to

be known asthe Lewis Institute; and upon
its completion the trustees are to invest
not over $50,000in the procuring of books,

papers and pamphlets for the library and
the necessaryfixtures, designs and appara
tus for the studies and other rooms. The
trustees are also to procure all necessary
librarians and teachers. The design of the

founder of this institute was most com
mendable, and if the trustees carry out his
wishes in a wise and judicious manner,

Chicago will in coming years have in it an

educational institution of verygreatvalue.

THE
ANNOUNCEMENT is made that
early in December a department of
architecturewill beorganized in con

nection with the Pratt Institute, located
in Brooklyn, N. Y. It appears that a
number of the leading architects in New
York and Brooklyn are interested in

founding the department and will be in
fluential in shaping its policy. The pro
motersof the enterprise expect that it will

be the means of bringing together into
relations of social and mutual helpfulness
a large number of architects and students
of architecture. From particulars which
have come to our knowledge we learn that

it
,
is the purpose to have a course of lect

ures on architecture and to provide sys
tematic instruction in elementary and ad
vanced architectural drawing, as well as
direct the work of making a museum of
architectural design in connection with
the museums of art and science to be
erected in that city.

FROM

REPORTS regularly sent out it

is apparent that building operations
are not by any means dull in the

larger cities of the Northwest. The num
ber of building permits recently granted
in Minneapolis and St. Paul are con
clusive evidence of the activity of build
ing operations in that section of the
country, and show that considerable work
will be in progress long after cold
weather sets in. While the permits
granted cover, for the most part, build
ings designed for dwelling purposes, there
are several business blocks projected in
volving a large expenditure. The present
tendency, however, seems to be in the
direction of small structures, costing all
the way from $3000 to $10,000, rather
than in the direction of large apartment
and tenement houses, involving the ex
penditure of more liberal sums. Experi
enceseemsto show that not only is the
cheaper class of buildings most in demand,
but that thesemake greater returns on the
capital invested than structures involving
larger amounts.

The Sheffield Scientific School, at
New Haven, has come into complete
possession of the Sheffield mansion, for
merly occupied by the founder of that
institution, and the structure forms a com
plete laboratory.

THE PLATES.

In Plate XLV we show a chimney-piece
in the Museum de Cluny, Paris, and de
signedbyHugues Lallemand. It formsapart
of a collection of someexamplesof Renais
sancework, and was taken from a houseat
Chalons-sur-Marne. where the great fire of
40 years ago brought about so much dem
olition and led to such frightful restora
tion of the old architecture of the town.
The example which we give shows a curi
ous and singularly elaborated detail of
execution, the work dating back to about
1562. The central cartouche is said to con
tain for its subject " Christ at the Fount
ain," the Virgin and Child being repre
sented in themiddle of the sculpture, with
children grouped curiously in front of
buildings to the back of the representa
tion. The hight of the chimney-piece is

about 10 feet 6 inches and nearly 10 feet
wide.
A triumphal arch, which will take a

high place among similar monuments of
the world, is that now in processof con
struction on the Prospect Park Plaza,
Brooklyn, N. Y. The corner-stoneof this
arch, which is to be erected in honor and
in memory of the defenders of the Union,
was laid with imposing ceremonies on
October 30. The idea of erecting a me
morial arch wasconceivedsometimeago by
public-spirited men in Brooklyn, and two
years since the Legislature passedanact to
authorize the erection of the monument.
Amendments to the law made the Mayor,
the chairman of the G. A. R. Memorial
Committee and the president of the Board
of Aldermen, Brooklyn, a commission to
build the monument at a cost not to ex
ceed $250,000. In plates XLVI and
XLVII we show a perspective view of the
arch as it will appear when completed.
The total hight will be 71feet, total width
80 leet and the total depth 45 feet. The
hight of the arch will be 48 feet 6 inches,
while the width of the arch will be 37
feet. The entire structure of the aich
rests upon a course of polished Quincy
granite 3 feet high. The main angle of
this course forms the corner-stone. The
material above this coursewill probably be
of a lighter- colored stone of the same
quality. There are four pedestals, two of
which face the entranceto Prospect Park,
while the other two facethe fountain on the
plaza. These will support groups of statu
ary colossal in size. On the ends of the
arch abutments are recesses for figures
in bass-relief. Directly opposite these
on the inside under the arch will be
equestrian figures in nearly full relief,
which will be in bronze. The under side
of the arch will be finished with coffered
bevels. The keystone will be carvedwith
the seal of the United States.

"
In the span

drels over the arch, on the fountain side,
will be the sealsof the city of Brooklyn
and State of New York, and on the two
spandrels on the opposite face will be fe
malefigures of Victory carved in the stone.
In thepanelsabovethe cornicewill bedisks
encircled with wreaths and inscribed with
the namesof battles. The parapet line will
be formed with eagles resting on globes.
In each of the flanking abutmentswill be
stairways extending from the drive-level
to the top of the arch, one flight being for
ascentand one for descent. This work is

being done under the superintendence of
Architect John H. Duncan, while Robert
Van Buren, of the Department of City
Works, is engineer in charge.
In Plate XLVIII we present a carved
chimney-piece designed by Mr. G. Faulk
ner Armitage, and located in the council-
room of the British section of the Paris
Exposition, constituting one of the prin
cipal features of that apartment. The
illustration shows the grate, fender and
various ornaments exactly as they appear
in the council-room.
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Measurement of Roofs.

BT TRIANGLE.

It is often necessaryfor the mechanic to
estimate from the architects' plans and
specifications the amount of material re
quired to cover the various shaped roofs
that are used on modern buildings. In
order to do this the mechanic should pos
sessa knowledge of drawing and of the
principles of construction, beside being
acquainted with the properties of geo
metrical figures. The rules applicable in
this caseare for the mensuration of sur-

PLAN

Measurementof Roofs.—Fig. 1.—Elevation
and Plan of Shed Roof.

faces, and while almost everyonehas some
general knowledge on the subject, me
chanics are often bewildered when called
upon to estimatethe areaof irregular sur
faces, especially those of a roof, as the
plans may not show theexactshape,which
is to be determined by measuring a num
ber of drawings, as the plans and eleva
tions. There are generally some allow
ancesto be made that are peculiar to the

FED
PLAN

Fig. 2.—Elevation and Plan of GabledRoof.

roofing business. If the roof surfaces
as shown by the various drawings are
estimated correctly the estimate might
not indicate the amount of roofing re
quired, as some parts of a roof
may be so situated that the material is to
be bent up at right angles against an up
right part of the building or extend un
der the slate or shingles of a connecting
roof. The roof of a building may be
largely broken by hips and valleys, caus
ing the parts to be of various shapes;

there may be towers, dormer windows
and other eccentricities of architecture
that are to be covered or worked about
in some way. The mechanic should
familiarize himself with architects' draw
ings so as to be able to understand what
is required to bedone ; this is something
of great importance when the work is to

A' ~B'

Fig. 3.—Roof Formed of Four Oahles.

be done by contract, for any part of the
work that has been omitted from the esti
matewill probably have to be done with
out recompense.
In Fig. 1 is shown one of the most
simple forms of roof met with in ordinary
construction, being a pent or shed root.
The dimensions of the building are shown
in plan and the pitch of the roof in
elevation. While this is one of the most
simple forms of roof used, it shows one of
the principles of measurement—that the
size of the roof cannot be obtained from
the plans alone. B D on the plan gives
the length of the building and a ft on
elevation the width of the roof. It is
hardly necessaryto state that the surface
of the roof is obtained by multiplying the
length of the building B D by the rafter
a ft

.

With assimple a roof asthis it would
be necessaryto know how the edgeof the

Fig. 4.—SecondMethodof Obtaining Length
of Valleys.

roof were to be finished in order to de
termine the size of covering. In Fig. 2

is shown another form of roof, the surface
being almost as simple to calculate as the
one previously shown. This is called a
gable roof, the line of junction of the
rafters at ft being called the comb. In
this as in the previous example the
length of the building is obtained
from the plan and the length of the
rafters from the elevation. To obtain the
surface of the roof the length of the
building C D is multiplied by the length
of the rafter a 6

,

which gives the surfaceof
one-half of the roof, and twice this amount
gives the surface of the whole roof. If
desired, the length of the rafters a ft and

ft e can be added together and multiplied
by the length C D, which will give the
sameresult.
Another form of roof is shown in
Fig. 3. It is erected on a rectangular

plan, the four sides of which are equal,
and the roof having two slopes, producing
four valleys. This form of construction
presents a gable to each of the four fronts.
An inspection of the plan shows that there
are eight parts of the roof similar to g h e

,

and if we were to get the areaof the figure
showd by g h e and multiply it by e;ght it

would not give the surface of the
roof; yet the mistake has been made
by some, when figuring from draw
ings, of taking the dimensions entirely

ELEVATION.

PLAN

Fig. H.—Another Form oj Roof for Build
ing Shown in Fig. 3
.

from the plan, instead of compar
ing the plan with the elevation.
For example, to obtain the shape of g h e

of plan one dimension, ft e
,
is taken from
the plan, as it is the length of the ridge,

Fig. 6
.—End and Side Elevations of Build

ing with Hipped Roof.

but h g does not give the length of gable;
that is obtained from the elevation. To
obtain the surface of the part of roof
shown on plan by g h e we take the length
A B in elevation, which is the length of
gable, and at right angles to it at B' draw
the line h e of plan, which is the length of
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ridge; then by connecting A' e' we have
the surface of one-eighth of the roof, or
the part shown on plan by g h e. If the
roof was to be covered with slate and it
was necessaryto determine the length of
the valleys we could proceed in the same
manner; the distance from A' to e' would
be the length of valley, and, as the draw
ing is supposedto havebeenmadeto scale,
the distance from A to e could be easily
determined. Another method of deter-

by c k e in plan. If we wish to determine
the length of the hip we proceed in the
samemanner as in Fig. 4 for obtaining the
length of valleys. As g' c' is the distance
from onecorner of the roof to another, and
A' D' the hight of roof, g' D' or D' c' must
give the length of hip, so the lengths of
hips and valleys are the same. In Fig. 6
we show the plan and front and side eleva
tions of a building which in its general
characteristics corresponds with Fig. 5,

timating work to be enabled to get the
area of these triangular figures and of
such others as may occur. This leads us
at once into a consideration of triangles
and their properties and the correct way
to proceed to obtain their areas. This
will be the subject of a succeeding chap
ter. To obtain the area of a triangle, as
shown in Fig. 5 by B' c' V multiply the
baseby the altitude and take one-half of
the product, or, what is the samething,

Designfor a CheapHovse.—PerspectiveView.—F. O. Cloyes,Architect, Chicago, III.

mining the length of the valleys is shown
in Fig. 4. Draw the line g' c', in length
equal to g c in plan, and from the middle
point A' draw E' D' equal in length to A
D in elevation: theng'D' andD' c'represent
the length of valleys. In Fig. 6 is shown
the plan and elevation of a hip roof, A B

First Floor.

C being the elevation and a b c d the plan,
which is the samein size as the one shown
in Fig. 3. To get the surface of one of
the sides of this roof draw the line c k',
equal in length toe k, and from the middle
point of k draw C B', the length of rafter;
then C" K' B' is the surface of roof shown

being of the same width, but of greater
length. To obtain the surface of the end
of roof we proceed in ihe same manner
as in Fig. 5, but as the rafters are longer
the shape will be different. Draw the
line a' V equal in length to a ft of plan
and D' E' equal to D E in elevation,
so a' E' V is equal in surface to one of the
ends of the roof. The side surface is ob-

multiply the baseby one-half the altitude.
For figuring the roof shown in Fig. 3 we
multiply the length A B by the length he.
Take one-half of the product and multiply
it by the number of triangles in the entire
roof, of which there are eight.
As the roof shown in Fig. 5 has four
sides, to get the surface we multiply the
baseof triangle c' V by the altitude B' C,

[
CL.

m I

I

SecondFloor.

Floor Plans.—Scale, 1-ltj Inch to the Foot.

turned in a similar manner, a' d' being
equal to a d of plan, and A' B' to A B of
elevationof end, so a' d' B' representsone
of the sidesof the roof. In Figs. 3, 5 and
6 it has beenshown how to draw figures
having the samesurface as corresponding
parts of the roofs, but it is necessaryin es-

Foundation.

one-half the product being the areaof the
triangle B' c k', or one side of the roof,
and four times this amount will be the
surface of the entire roof. The roof shown
in Fig 6 has two sides and two ends, the
areasof which are obtained as are thosein
Fig. 5. From what has been shown re -
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yarding the estimating of roofs from draw
ings it will be seen that both plans and
elevations are required, and as we proceed
with the subject we will endeavor to show
how theseare to be used together in the
best manner, and also to show how lack
ing dimensions may be obtained from
them by comparing one with the other.

ITo becontinued.)

Design for a Cheap House.

This month we lay before our readers
the plans, elevations and details of a low-

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Hints on House-Building. By Robert
Grimshaw; 77 pages; size, 6x4. Revised
edition. Published by Practical Publishing
Company. Price 50cents.

The name of the author of this little
book, or as he terms it "booklet," is quite
well knuwn in this country, for he writes
often and his works or " worklets " cover
a variety of topics. It is not an easymat
ter to review the diminutive specimenbe
fore us, for the simple reason that it con
tains very little to talk about. According
to the author's confession, there is in it

neither science nor fine writing, but it is
simply a desultory sort of discourse to the
intending house-owner on the general
points to bear in mind in planning. There
is really nothing objectionable in the
book, however much it may lack in prac
tical utility, and in fact many of the hints
are of a kind to prove exceedingly accept
able to the impracticable man who forgets
the arrangementof conveniencesin a house
until after the structure is completed and
it is too late to supply the omissions.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms
and Phrases. By Edwin J. Houston.
Publishedby theW. J. JohnstonCompany,
Limited. Illustrated. Price $2.50.
The compiler of this dictionary in his
preface statesthat he was led to engagein
Ihe work by reasonof the fact that there
are so many terms now employed, espe
cially in electricity, which cannot be found
in any of the dictionaries as to make ne
cessary a technical dictionary. He was
also influenced by the fact that the same
terms are used frequently by different
writers in conflicting senses and with en
tirely different meanings. In carrying out
his work he adopted the following plan :
1, a concise definition of the word, term
or phrase; 2, abrief statementof the prin
ciples of the sciences involved in the
definition, and, 3, where possible and
advisable a cut of the apparatus described
or employed in connection with a word or
phrase. The carrying out of this plan has
resulted in a book which is in a certain
sensea combination of the technical dic
tionary and a treatise, of course as ele
mentaryas possible, upon the principles of
the science defined by the words. In order
to insure as far as possible, where the
meaning is at best conflicting, theaccurate
and precisedefinition of the words given,
the standard works and periodicals have
been carefully consulted and some of the
leading exponentshave been kindly asked
to assist. Looking through the work, we
find that it is principally devoted to those
terms and phrases which have come up
with the scienceof electricity. In addi
tion to this, we find out that the branch of

Design for a Cheap House.—Front Elevation and Section.—Scale, Y»
Inch to the Foot.

cost house, designed by F. O. Cloyes, of
Chicago, 111. The plans, it will be no
ticed, provide for a kitchen and living-
room upon the first floor, three chambers,
one of which is provided with an alcove
of good size, upon the secondfloor, and a
store-room in the attic. The design of
the author of the plans hasbeen to use the
kitchen as a dining-room and to perform
the rougher part of the housework in the
large pantry in which is located the sink.
In this way someof the undesirable feat
ures of a combination kitchen and din
ing-room will beavoided. The kitchen is
shut oil from direct communication with
the living-room, yet the arrangement of
doors is such as to make it convenient to
it. The front entrance to the house, as
well as to the secondstory, may bereached
from either the kitchen or living-room
without being obliged to pass from
one to the other. The pantry is provided
with convenient shelves,there being acup
board above and drawers and a flour-bin
below. Provision is made for ample
closctToom in connection with all the
chambers and the available space is well
utilized. The cellar is excavated under
only a portion of the house. The cistern,
which is conveniently located, is specified
to have a capacity of 40 barrels. Side {Left) Elevation.—Scale, }i Inch to the Foul.
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mechanicsuponwhich theexecutionof elec
trical machinery depends is freely brought
in and described wherever it has been
found necessary. The book certainly fills
a gap which has existed for a long time,

No. 2. New soft piece fine-grain yellow
fir, similar to the best flooring timber,
3062pounds.
No. 3. Old piece yellow fir, coarse
grain and hard, broke short at 4320
pounds.
No. 4. New piece from the butt of tree,
coarsegrain, broke with a stringy fracture
at 3635pounds.
No. 5. New piece Michigan white pine,
soft and clear, broke short at a weight of
1610pounds.
No. 6. New piece Michigan oak, broke
nearly short off at a weight of 2458
pounds.
All of the piecesof wood weresubjected

Design for a Cheap House.—Details.—Section
Through Main Cornice.—Scale, 1 Inch to
the Foot.

Section Through Window-Frame.
—Scale, 1 Inch to the Foot.

and ought to serveas an aid to doing away
with the presentpromiscuous use of elec
trical terms.

Strength of Fir.

A late issue of theTacoma Daily Ledger
is authority for the following record of
tests of various woods, recently made at
the car-shops of the Northern Pacific
Railway :
The timber tested was subjected to an
actual breaking on sticks 2x4 inches and
4 feet long to centers, being one-fourth as

K FLOOR

SectionThroughBase.—Scale,1Inch to Foot.

long, thick and wide as an actual stringer
as used by the railroad company in its
trestle-bridges. The test is important, as
there seemsto have been but little infor
mation on that subject, and the impression
has been that ordinary oak was stronger
than fir. The tests show, however, that
yellow fir is actually one-third stronger
than Eastern oak and more than one-half
stronger than Eastern white pine. The

Section Through Sill.—Scale,1 Inch to Foot.

breaking weight, placed squarely in the
middle of each stick, was as follows :
No. 1. Old pieceof yellow fir from yard,
having decayed ends, six years in the
weather, 3063pounds.

to the sameclear span of 3 feet 9 inches
and the weight applied exactly in the
middle.
As to the deflections, the following
noteswere made: Nos. 1 and 2, J inch ;
No. 3, 4 inch; No. 4, £ inch; No. 5,

i inch ; No. 6, 1J inches.

Admission of Air to Rooms.

BY D. GAATON.

Air should be introduced and removed
at those parts of the room where it would
not cause a sensible draft. Air flowing
against the body at or even somewhat
abovethe temperatureof the air of a room

WATERTABLE

Section Through Belt Course.—Scale, 1 Inch
to the Foot.

will causean inconvenient draft, from the
fact that as it removes the moisture of
the body it causesevaporation or a sensa
tion of cold. Air should never as a rule
be introduced at or close to the floor-level.
The openings would be liable to be fouled
with sweepings and dirt. The air, unless
very much above the temperature of the

air of the room, would produce a sensation
of cold to the feet, ft may be regarded as
an axiom in ventilating and warming that
the feet should be kept warmand the head
be kept cool. The orifices at which air is
admitted should be above the level of the
heads of personsoccupying the room; the
current of inflowing air should be directed

SectionThroughBay Window.—Scale.1Inch
to the Foot.

toward the ceiling, and should either be
asmuch subdivided as possible by means
of numerous orifices or be admitted
through conical openings, with the smaller
openings toward the outer air and the
larger openings toward the room, by which
means the air of the entering current is
very rapidly dispersed. Air admitted near
the ceiling very soon ceases to exist as a
distinct current, and will be found at a
very short distance from the inlet to have
mingled with the general mass of the air
and to have attained the temperature of"
the room, partly owing to the larger mass
of air in the room with which the inflow
ing current mingles, partly to the action
of gravity in caseswhere the inflowing air
is colder than the air in the room.

The Cincinnati Corrugating Com
pany, of Piqua, Ohio, have just issued an
interesting catalogue of their specialties.
It is a neat work of 40 pages of lettei-
press, carefully printed in two colors and
bound in colored paper covers of typo
graphical design. It is profusely illus-

Detail of Front GableCornice.—Scale,1 Inch
to the Foot.

trated with engravings showing numerous
styles of corrugated work, and indicates in
a veryclear mannerwhat this company are
able to accomplish in the direction re
ferred to. The frontispiece of the pam
phlet consists of a bird's-eye view of the
company's corrugating-works and 'rolling-
mills at Piqua. In their announcement to
the trade they review the causes which
led them to remove their plant from Cin
cinnati to Piqua and enumerate some of
the facilities which they at present enjoy.
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fli>RsenRy.
IlMonry and Stone-Cutttnjc.
(Continuedfrom page 203,October.)

In Fig. 70 we have the plan of the
dome; its springing-line is an ellipse with
major axis O A and minor axis O B. The
cross-section (Fig. 71) is an ellipse with
O IJ for major axis and O' C as minor
axis. These two sections completely de
termine the surfaceof the dome; the third
section is simply taken from the other

drawing the co-ordinates M' m' and M' Q'
of the auxiliary hyperbola a' j-

'

we have
the axes of the ellipse M' Q' formed by the
elevation of the joint line M Q on plan.
By a similar operation we can draw the
projection of the lines of curvature on the
longitudinal section (Fig. 72) ; but this is

not required for settinp out the work.
The auxiliary hyperbolas and ellipses
for drawing the jointing on the sections
are obtained by the same operations we
have used on plan. In Fig. 71 take O'/i =:
O" F3 of Fig. 72, then join f, C and draw
parallel F9 a, which gives the axis O' a'.
For the other axis take O'/j = O' F, and
O' / = O F on plan ; then join J B' and
draw parallel fi\ which gives the axis

systemsof joints are here ellipses tangent
to line X" Z", which touches the um
bilicus a" of the ellipsoid.
Surface of the Joints. —Consider the
stone the soffit of which is projected on
plan in \ /i v tr. As the surface of the
joints are formed of normals to the soffit,
we must determinethe projections of these
normals. Find, therefore, the plane tan
gent to the soffit in the point (/ '/.') ; it is

the plane which contains the tangent to
curves / /; and \ ir. We can easily draw
these tangents on elevation and plan, as
their projections are tangents to conic
curves of which we have the axes. Then

I the normal has to be drawn perpendicular
to the tangent plane ; its intersection p

two. The extrados of the dome is formed
of an ellipsoid similar to the first, but the
springing-line of which, if completed,
would be at a lower level.
To get the lines of curvaturewe first mark
the foci F,, F,, Fi of the three sections.
Then we draw as auxiliary constructional
figures the ellipse a ,1 and the hyperbola
a y (Fig. 70). To do this we produce O /

= O F
,

O ft = O" F,, then draw A ft

and a parallel / a, which gives the point
a. To get ji we produce O ft = O' Fa,
then draw B Jt and a parallel F ,J ; O a
and O ,i are the axis of the auxiliary e

l

lipse and hyperbola, by meansof which
we draw these curves. Now take any

riint

A of the hyperbola « > and drop-lines
H and h 2; these will be the lengths ot
the axes of an ellipse which is the projec
tion of a line of curvature of the ellip
soid. Again, <lr<>])from any point q of
the ellipse a ;i the lines Q q and Q»;
these will be the axes of a hyperbola,

Q M, which is the projection of a line of
curvature at right angles with the former
line. The point a is called " umbilicus "

(Latin for navel), becausethere the curva
ture of the surface is the samein all di
rections, just as at the crown o' a spheri
cal cupola.
To get a proper division in the coursing
of the stones, we begin the operations by
dividing the cross-section in voussoirs,
then drop thesepoints on plan and deduce
therefrom the ellipses of the bed-joints.
To get its elevation, find the level of its
extreme points, such as II, by means of
section (Fig. 72), then place at that level
H' (Fig. 71). By drawing II f and <'u'to
the auxiliary ellipse on that section we get
the axes of the hyperbola H' 2
'

projection
of the joint line. To get a proper division
for the vertical joints, we divide the
springing-line in equal lengths B L M N

. . then mark M' elevation of M and

O' fi'. In Fig. 72 O" /, = O' F„ Fa Z" is
parallel to/, C", and gives the axis O" Z"
of the auxiliary ellipse. Again, O" / =

O F on plan, O" /, = O" F, ; /, X" parallel
to / A" gives the axis O" X" of the aux
iliary ellipse. The projections of both

with the extrados is found as in the third
method of the former elliptical vault. The
same operations are repeated for other
normals starting from points p

,
ft . .

which give the joint line of the bed on th«
extrados. In the sameway are found the
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limits of the other bed, those also of the
cross joints; and all these surfaces meet
perfectly along every edge of the stone.
The working of the stone is begun by a
prism, the baseof which is taken from the
plan, and the hight of which is equal to
the difference of levels of the highest and

Masonry and Stone- Cutting.—Fig. 78.—
Curve Representedby Equation x —y'.

lowest points of the voussoir. By pro
longing the generators of the surfaces of
the joints we find their intersections with
the /aces of the operation prism, guided
by which the workman can easily work
the surfaces of the joints with the help of
a straight-edge. As these surfacesarede
velopable, a joint mold can be placed on
them by which their outlines are marked ;
the latter are the guiding lines for work
ing the soffit and the extrados of the stone.

Fig. 79A —Plan of Fig. 79B.—Plan of In-
TicoElliptical tersection of Ellipti-
Domes Rising to ealDomeand Barrel-
SameLevel at the Vault.
Crown.

Notwithstanding the perfection of con
struction obtained by this arrangement of
the jointing, it is seldom used on account
of the difficult geometrical operations en
tailed. Masons usually work the joints of
this vault conical and with horizontal joint
lines, asshown in former problem. Never
thelessit is a problem well worth the con
sideration of architects, as it may be the
key to novel systemsof decoration and de
signs for vaulting oblong rooms either,
with stone,wood or metal cofferings. Asa

Fig. 79 C.—Plan of Intersection of Cupola
by Barrel-Vault of Elliptical Section.

question of artistic importance, I beg to
]X)int out that when the vertical axis of
the dome is either greater or smaller than
either of the two axes of the springina-
line, then there are two umbilici, a and o>
(Fig. 70), which are vantaee-points for
suspending chandeliers; but when the

length of the vertical axis is comprised
between the lengths of the two other axes,
then there are four umbilici placed on the
springing-line. In the last case, the cross-
section is like the left-hand side of Fig.
71, taking the center line O'J as horizontal
springing-hne. Under the umbilici would
be the proper places for columns or sup
ports to the vault. I beg also to observe
that in barrel vaults, spherical and other
domes on circular plan, the joint lines fol
low the lines of curvature, aud that artists
usually instinctively follow the direction
of the lines of curvature in etching and in
decoration, for these lines give the true
character of the surface to which they
belong.

GROINS.

The essential difference between the
classic and Gothic architectures lies in the
construction of the groins of intersecting
vaults. In the Roman and Italian styles
the form of the vaulting surface is first set
tled, and the profile of the groin follows
from it as a matter of necessity. In Gothic
architecture, on the contrary, groins with
transverse and longitudinal ribs are first
built upas a kind of skeleton vaulting;
then afterward the intervening spaces are
filled up by a vaulting which has to adapt
itself to the ribs. Wherever this system
of construction is employed the vaulting
is really in Gothic style, even when the

Fig. 80.—Shoiving Vaults Meeting at an
ObliqueAngle.

arches are semicircular. We shall at
first study only the classic style of vault
ing, as it gives rise to interesting geomet
rical operations, and we shall reserve
Gothic vaults to a special chapter at the
end of the course, where they will appear
more as questions of construction and ar
chitecture than exactly ot stone-cutting.
The Roman vaulting, which Italian
vaulting imitates, is properly not vaulting
at all. The Romans erected centerings
giving the form of the soffit of their so-
called vaults, and (Fig. 73) simply filled
the spaceabove thesecenteringswith hori
zontal courses of small rubble masonry.
The Roman vault consisted, therefore, of
one homogeneous mass of masonry or a
block of concrete. To produce intersect
ing vaults, as in the halls of their bathing
establishments, the Romans made a com
plete centering to the main vaults and on
it placed the centers of the cross vaults;
then they tilled the spaceabovethe center
ing as described above. The groins were
consequently simply the intersections of
the surfaces of the two vaults. When
both vaults were of equal diameter the
groins were (Fig. 74) contained in vertical
planes. But when the vaults were of
unequal span the Romansmadeboth vaults
circular and stilted the narrower one so
as to bring its crown on the same level as
that of the wider vault; then the groin
formed waving lines (Fig. 75).

{Tobecontinued.)

CORRESPONDENCE.

Shingle Clapboards.

From J. W. K., Cleveland, Ohio.— In
reply to " W. H. K.," whose communica
tion regarding clapboards made to repre
sent shingles appearedin a recent number
of Carpentry and Building, I send a few

Sketchesof Shingle Clapboarding Submitted
by J. W. K.

sketches of the styles prevailing in this
section of the country. They can be
madewith a saw and chisel, or with a
draw-knife, the dividing lines being cut
with a saw about -fa inch deep. They are
put on so as to have about 4-inch faceand
are notched out about 1 inch.

Boring; Holes lu a Hand-Hall.
From B. & Co., Mount Vernon, Ohio.—

We desire to learn what is the bestway to
bore the holes in a hand-rail. Is thereany
better method than the following ? Lay off
the rail so as to get the center of eachhole
for a baluster. Take a piece of pine board
and slightly bevel the edge, and then with
a clamp firmly secureit to the rail, so that
the edge will come to the point made for
the center of the hole. When this is ac
complished bore the holes. By placing
the board on the rail a resistanceis offered
so that the point of the bit will not slip
and mar the rail. The object in beveling
the board is to permit the point of the bit
to enter before the jaws commencecut
ting. We heard of this plan a few days
ago and thought it might be of service to
readersof Carpentry and Building.

Ualvanlzed-Iron Smoke-Flues.

From S. S. B., Anpleton, Wis.—I would
like to ask the readers of Carpentry and
Building for their opinion regarding the
useof galvanized-iron pipes as a lining for
chimney-flues—that is, building in gal
vanized-iron pipes in chimneys to be used
for smoke-flues. I claim that in most
casesthe pipes rust out in from three to
five years, and as the brick around said
pipes are apt to be laid without the joints
being close or well tilled with mortar, and
are not plastered on the inside, the
origin of many tires laid to "defective
flues" is the result of using galvanized-
iron pipes for smoke-flues.

Building; a Greenhouse.

From E. P. H., Woodville, Pa.— I have
beena reader of Carpentry and Building
for several years, and have found many
valuable suggestions in its columnr; in
fact, I would not like to do without it
now. I have a greenhouse to build this
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summer, and as that is something new in
my line I desireto ask my brother " chips "
for information as to thebest and cheapest
style of building for that purpose. Any
suggestions from thosewho have had ex
perience in this particular line of business
will be duly appreciated.

Framing a Barn.
From 3. R. T., Lake Benton, Minn. — I
read Carpentry and Building and like it
very much. I am greatly interested in
some of the questions asked and also in
the answers given thereto. Now, I want

Framing a Bam.—Fig. l.—End View.

to submit the plan of a barn-framewhich I
am building and would like to ask some
of the Eastern farmers what they think of
it. It is 36 x 72 feet in size on an 8-foot
basement. It is 16 feet high, studded
with 2x6 inch stuff, 2 feet from centtr.
The joists are 2 x 10 inches in the base-

assistanceof a spring which, however, it
will not be necessaryto wind up. Would
that be considered perpetual motion ? I
have another idea of a machine working
with hidden power. Which of these
would be perpetual motion, if either ?
Note.— It is a very simpl? matter to tell
our correspondentwhat perpetual motion

is
,

or rather what the conception of it

involves. We do hope, however, that he
will not go the way of so many bright
people in the past and uselessly waste his
time endeavoring to obtain the unobtain
able. If the machine using the spring

works we think he could claim
perpetual motion, while on the
other hand the invisible-power
one would have no just title to
the claim. The search, how
ever, for perpetual motion has
long since been given up, and it

has beenproved beyond all ques
tion that the thing is impossible.
People imbued with the idea that
they can accomplish it

,

however,
are not inclined to take advice,
so we do not know whether this
bit of wisdom from us will be of
any service. The only machine
that ever approached the ideal
one for perpetual motion was in
vented some years ago, and its
simple construction will com
mend it to all who are interested
in the subject. We hardly think
an illustration of it is necessary.
The principle was as follows:
hub fastened on a well-greased

a number of arms like the
To the ends of these

From a

axle radiated
spokes of a wheel,
spokes were attachedweights labeled with
the figure 9

.

On starting the wheel re
volving it was quickly discovered that on
one side there was a successionof 9-pound

PURLINPUTE6X6
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Fig. 2.—Side Elevation.

ment, the rafters 2x6 and the barn is

sheeted with drop-siding. The center is

left clear for hay-carriers ; the roof is one-
third pitch and shingled.

Slater*' Tools.

From Charles E. Little, No. 59 Ful
ton street,New Tort. — I notice in the No
vember issue of Carpentry and Building
the request of a correspondent who asks
where he can buy slaters' tools. In reply,

I would say that I keep a full line of these
goods in stock and can furnish them on
short notice.

Perpetual motion.

From J. A. A., Cleveland, Ohio.— I

have a question to ask you which I wish
you would answer if in your power. I

would like to work out and perfect per
petual motion. I have several ideas but

I do not know which to carry out. If I

was better situated I would work at all
of them ; but there are somedoubts which

I cannot clear away as to what perpet
ual motion is. I have, for instance, a

plan to make a machine working with *he

weights descending, which being turned
upside down were transmuted into 6-
pound weights on the other side of the
wheel where they rose. Equilibrium was
thus never established, and so far as we
haveany personal knowledge to the con
trary the samewheel may still be revolv
ing. We think our correspondent will
comprehend our idea, and we advise him
to put it into practice before he launches
forth into any extravagant notions of his

Hanslng Slidlng-Doors.

From H. W. 8., Eluabethrille, Pa.—

I would like to learn from the readers of
Carpentry and Building the right way to
hang sliding-doors on rollers above. I do
not like to hang them before the partition

is plastered. It seems to me that carpen
ters and builders need information in this
direction, and I think that those who have
good ideas on the subject will confer a

favor on the trade by making them known.

Note.—We shall be glad to allow our
columns to be used in a discussion of the
subject to which our correspondent refers.

In passing, however, we would remind
him and others that the sliding-door man
ufacturers have gathered an immensefund
of information upon this subject and are
ready to draw upon it for the benefit of
any who apply. It may not be opposed
to the interest of those who are hanging
sliding-doors to correspond with all the
sliding-door manufacturers who areadver
tised in our columns and obtain their cir
culars. It would be strange, indeed, if

someinformation could not be picked up
that is worth while.

Question In Hand-Railing.
From J. C, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.— I

venture to propose a question which I

trust "J. H.," of London, England, will
kindly answer. Referring to the accom
panying sketch, which is the best possible
way according to my idea of constructing

a rail from the quarter circle and to make
the wreath in one piece to connect the
straight rail at both ends, I desire to ask

if he will furnish complete drawings for

SketchSubmittedby J. C.

face-mold, falling - mold, spring-bevels,
bevels for joint and in fact every line
necessary to complete the work. The
risers are 7 inches. I would also be glad
to have any of the readersof Carpentry
and Building reply to .this question.

Schools or Architecture.

From E. S., New York.— I would be
very much indebted to you if you would
inform me through Carpentry andBuilding
what trade schools in this city teach archi
tectural drawing. The class at Cooper
Union is full and I do not know of any
other place of instruction.

Anmeer.—We do not know of any trade
schools that teach architectural drawing
in this city. The colleges have archi
tectural courses, but this, we presume, is

not what our correspondent desires. The
only answer that will be at all satisfactory
which we can offer is to refer our corres
pondent to the Metropolitan Art Schools,
Central Park, oppositeEast Eighty -second
street, New York. At this school there
are classes in architectural drawing, and
we believe that only a moderate charge is

madefor instruction. Architectural classes
evenings are conducted by different
branches of the Y. M. C. A. in this vicin
ity, also by different mechanics' organiza
tions.

Putting In Shutter-Eyes.

From Siiuttrr-Maker. — Iron shutters
are sometimes required to be placed on
buildings when theie ha? been no pro
vision made for them—that is, the eyes
have not been put in the walls. Regard
ing the method to pursue for putting in
the eyes,much will depend upon circum
stances. If said walls are of stone the eyes
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should be put in before the shutters are
made, or at least the hinges put on, as it
sometimes happens that when the mortar
is cut out of a joint the stonesare found to
be so near together that there is not room
for the eye; in such a caseanother joint
must be selected. In Fig. 1 is shown a
form of eye that is adapted to driving. It
is madefrom 1i x ±inch iron, and should
be about 7 inches long for ordinary open-

7
Patting in Shutter-Eyes.—Fig. 1.-

Drivinq.
-Eyefor

ings, with a $-inch hole in one end, the
other being drawn out like a wedge, as
shown. In Fig. 2 is shown three forms
of chisels that are adapted to cutting out
the mortar-joint for driving the eye. In
order todo a good jobthe mortise shouldbe
cut in the mortar-joint as true as possible,
and only a trifle wider than the eye, but

^7

r

L
Fig. 2.—Chiselsfor Cutting Out Mortar-

Joint.

without the mortar is very hard it should
be cut out between the brick and piecesof
thin board put in aboveand below the eye
so it will hold when driven. For this
purpose pieces of cigar-boxes are very
convenient. The chisels should be made
out of x 1 inch steel and be about 8
inches long. A and B are used for top and

Fig. 3.—Position of Driven Eye.

bottom of mortise and C for side. When
driving the eyesa round punch should be
put in the hole to prevent its being close I
by the forceof the hammer-blows. In Fi .
3 is shown the position of eye after being
driven. The edgeof the eyeshould beabout
2 inches from the edgeof brick for ordinary
shutters. When large doors are to be
hung the driven eye may not be con
sidered sufficiently strong; then the bolt-
eye, as shown in Fig. 4, can be used to ad
vantage. This is really the best form of
eye that can be put in, as it passesthrough
the wall and is securedby a nut ; thewasher
D should be slipped on before placing
the bolt in the wall. In order to make
the holes in the brick for these bolts,
something similar to a twist-drill is used,
which can be made by flattening the end
of a steel rod for about 2 inches and then
twisting it like an auger when it is to be
tempered. This kind of drill can be used

in the commonbrace, and will drill a hole
in mortar and brick very rapidly. If it is
necessaryfor the bolt to pass through the

Fig. 4.—Holt-Eye for Wall.

wood-work of the window-frame, the hole
can be bored by meansof a common bit
lengthened by having a piece of iron
welded to it

,

so as to be long enough to
reach through the brick.

Fig. 5.—Twist-Drill.

When the eyesareto beput in a veneered
wall they can be made from skein-bolts,
the squarehead being cutoff or drawn out
and the end of bolt turned as shown in
Fig. 6

. A suitable hole is drilled in the
mortar-joint and the bolt screwed into the

Fig. 6.—Screw-Eyefor VeneeredWall.

sheathing-board as shown. A washer can
be used for the outside, as with the bolt
shown in Fig. 4. Another form of eye for
veneeredbuildings is shown in Fig. 7

. It

is fastened to the door or window-frame

Fig. 7
.—Eye Fastened to Door-Frame.

by meansof screws, and may do for light
shutters or could be used in connection
with the eye in Fig. 6 in case a heavydoor
was to be hung on a veneeredbuilding.

Another way of making the shutter-eyes
more firm is shown in Fig. 8

.

The strip
of metal shown is a piece of band iron
spiked to the brick, through which the
eye passes. This makes a good support

Fig. 8.—Strap for Holding Holt-Eye.

for the eye when the door is open or
closed.

Geometrical Problem.

From W. H. C, OriUia, Ont.— I send
an answer to " W. E. R.'s" problem in the
August issue, which I trust will be of in
terest. Referring to the sketch, draw the
diagonals of the square and bisect it

twice, as shown by the lines A F and A D.

Shitch of Geometrical Problem Submitted
by W. H. C.

On center A draw a circle within the
square tangential to the sides of the
square, and where the circle intersects the
diagonals, as at E, will be the centers of
the circles on the corners. Bisect the
angle A B C by A D, and at the intersec
tion in D is the center for one of the
larger circles. From this locate the other
centers. On D as a center, with D O

radius, strike the circle as shown, and the
three others in similar position. On E

strike the smaller circles tangential to the
sides and adjacent circles.

From S. A., Paterson, N. J.—In reply to
" W. E. R.," of Newark, N. J., who re
questsinformation as to the propermethod
of constructing eight circles in a square
having 2-inch sides, each circle to be
tangential to adjacent circles and ad
jacent sides of the square, I would
offer the following : Construct the
square and bisect each side of it

,

mak-
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ing four squares. Draw diagonals through
the given square,which forms thp square
into eight triangles. Bisect one of the
triangles, as at E E E E, by setting one
point of the compass in the extremity of
the triangle at A. Then with any radius
describe the arc B C. Bisect B C by setting
one point of the compass at B, and with
any radius greater than one-half describe
intersecting arcs O O. Then the line E E
passes through the arc O O to the extrem
ity of the triangle at A. Another line
cutting E E at I will be the center of a
circle tangential to one side of the square

F

E
/v;y

f \ \ /
<9k

MethodSuggestedby S. A.

and each side of the triangle. Then take
the compassand set one leg at A with
radius A I and describe a circle contain
ing the centers of required circles in its
circumferencewhere the diagonals J J J J
cut the circumferenceascenterwith radius
P I. Describe the semicircles, and where
they intersect the circle of circumference
will be the centersof required circles with
the sameradius D I, which is tangential to
the sides of the square.

From E. L., Omaha, Neb.—In reply to
" W. E. R.," who in the August number
of Carpentry and Building asks "how to
strike eight circles in square so that each
circle shall be tangential to adjacent
circles and adjacent sides of the square,"
I submit the following: Referring to the

Diagram Accompanying Letter from E. L.

sketch, draw in the square A B C D the
diagonals A D andB C; alsothe lines E F
andG II, thereby dividing the square into
eight equal parts. Bisect the angles A O
G, G O B, B O F, &c. Next bisect the
angle O A G. intersecting the line O S in
the point X. From O as center with
radius O X describe the circle X m P.

The intersections of these circles with
their alternatelines, starting from the point
X, gives the centers for the eight required
circles. To And the radius for these
circles erect a perpendicular from X to
the line A B, giving the point W. The
radius is X W. This is applicable to all
sizes of squares.

Shingle Clap-Board I lis.
From J. H. M., Winchester, Ind. — In
reply to " W. H. K.," Alton, 111.,whose
inquiry appeared in the Septembernum
ber of Carpentry and Building, I would
say that I have useda great deal of the
kind of clap-boarding referred to. The
correspondent " W. H. K." can have it
made at almost any planing-mill. The
notchesare first cut out with a jig or band
saw, and the groove acrossis formed by
running the board over a cut-off saw,
having the table raised until the saw will
cut only about \ inch deep to represent
the joint. If a reasonableamount of care
is used in handling it one need not be
troubled by the joints breaking oil. We
usewhat we call ^-inchsiding. Poplar is
the best. I like cut siding better than
shingles, as it makes a more even appear
ance. We use it principally in forming
belts and in the gable finish of houses. Of
course it can be made in different styles,
the points being round, octagon, square,
&c, asmay be preferred.

Treatment or a Sagging Floor.
From Artus, Philadelphia, Pa. —The
problem of raising a floor and ceiling to a
level surface and to prevent their sagging
is of frequent occurrence, and a few par
ticulars of the successful method adopted
in a caseof this kind may not be without
interest to the readers of Carpentry and
Building. The Utopian Club, of this city,
some time since rented premises located
on Locust street,below Fifteenth, and had
them remodeled for the purpose of meet
ing their requirements. Among the alter
ations made to the old building was that
of pulling away several partitions in the
third story for the purpose of forming a
billiard-room. Soon after this had been
done it was found that the floor, de
prived of its customary supi>ort, sagged
to the extent of nearly 2$ inches,
rendering the apartment unfit for a
billiard-room and considerably disfigur
ing the ceiling below. The problem
which presenteditself was how to get the
floor back to a level surface. A number
of local builders were consulted and vari
ous schemes proposed, such as putting in
iron girders, trussing the joists, &c. These
were all objectionable, for the reason that
they necessitatedthe hacking away of the
ceiling. This was particularly undesir
able, for the reason that it was very hand
somely frescoed. No one seemed to be
able to suggest an adequate plan which
would straighten the floor without dis
turbing the ceiling, until a local architect
(who, by the way, was a memberof the
club) undertook to accomplish the task.
This gentleman proceeded to straighten
the floor by the use of a number of jack-
screws, placing thick layers of old carpet,
sacking, &c, beneath the ends of the up
rights. The object of this was to prevent
the ceiling from being injured. When it
was quite level he proceeded to nail
1-inch floor-boards diagonally across the
old floor-covering, carefully nailing them
at every joist. When this was accom
plished a second layer of floor-boards was
nailed at right angles to the first, while a
third layer was placed in the reverseorder
on top. This gave four layers of flooring-
boards nil strongly nailed to the joists
and to one another, with the result that
they kept the whole floor perfectly level
ns was desired. It may be added that
quite recently a memberof the Engineers'
Club of this city, at a meeting of that

body, referring to the case,desired to know
whether any member could suggest a
formula by which the strength of such a
system of construction could be arrived
at or even approximated. There was no
one who could throw any light on the
subject. Perhaps someof the readers of
Carj>entry and Building can suggest
means of arriving at the strength of the
systemdescribed above. If so I should be
glad to seetheir views in print.

Japanese Puzzle.

From E. P. H., Woodville,Pa.— In the
February number of Carpentry and Build
ing I notice a Japanese puzzle. As the
subject is one in which I am more or less

Japanese Puzzle.—Fig. 1.—Showing How to
Cut the S<juare.

interested, I take the liberty of sending
one somewhat similar. First cut five
squaresof any convenient size ; then cut
from the center of one side to an opposite

Fig. 2.—PiecesArranged in a Square.

corner, as shown in Fig. 1of the sketches.
After this has been done arrange the
piecesso asto form onecompletesquare, as
shown in Fig. 2.

marks on a Steel Square.

From J. L. F., Norwalk, Conn.—Will
the editor of Carpentry and Building
kindly give me an explanation of the
marks on a steel square? The subject is
one which "is of great interest to me, and I
have no doubt would proveentertaining to
other readersof the paper.
Answer.—The question of our corres
pondent brings up a subject which has
received extended consideration in these
columns in years past, but as the list of
readersof Carpentry and Building at the
present time includes many who were not
subscribers at the time the topic was dis
cussed,we take -pleasure in repeating in
substancewhat we have formerly said in
relation to the marks and scalesupon the
steel square: A matter demanding prior
attention i3 the namesof the parts of the
squareitself. The long arm of the square
is called the blade. The short arm is
called the tongue. The junction between
the blade and tongue is called the heel.
The blade of the square is 24 inches long
and the tongue from 14 to 18 inches. The
blade in good squaresis 2 inches, while
the tongue is 1J inches wide. With in
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ferior tools the tongue is sometimes nar
rower.
In the accompanying engravings Figs.
1 and 2 show a steel squareof the best
grade, being known in the hardware trade
as No. 100. The cut showsthe tool and all
its divisions at one-fourth full size. The
first marks which attract attention, and
which are also the best known, are the
divisions into inches and fractions of
inches. The heel of the square is the
point from which it is most convenient to
measure,both along the blade and also on
the tongue, and hence in numbering the
inches the figures commence at the heel,
running toward the end of the blade and
tongue respectively. The inch marks
along the inside edgesof the square com
mence numbering likewise with the in
terior angle. Since thewidth of the blade |
is in even inches, the inch marks upon the
two edges of the tongue correspond, but
because the width of the tongue is in
other than even inches, the inch marks
along the two edges of the blade do not
correspond. Commencing at the end of
the blade upon the face (Fig. 1) and cor
responding to the inch divisions marked
along the outer edge is a set of figures by
which the distance from the end of the
blade may be read, which adapts this part
of the tool for use in measuring the depth
of mortises, &c. The different edges of
the square are variously divided into frac-

The fine lines upon the tongue ruled
longitudinally between the inch marks 2
and 4 divide an inch into tenths. The
diagonal lines which cross them be
tween 2 and 3 are also -j>ffinch apart,
thus enabling the operator to obtain di
visions of hundredths of an inch. The use
of this scale is precisely similar to that of

long and 10 inches wide. Find 14 under
12 of the inch marks along the edge.
Follow the space in which it is placed
back to the figures under 10 of the inch
marks, where will be seen11.8, which is
read 11 feet and 8 inches. In like manner
if the board is 16 inches wide the result
(under 16 of the inch marks) is found to

!;Hll|^H'i;]:'l1'i:|7TT;piT''i;piTT;iTTixr| |:irin|n,rr|,TI|TI|lTrrHll.lr^-.THTT-q
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Fig. 2,—Reverseof Square Known to the Trade as No. 100.

the diagonal scales frequently found with
sets of drawing instruments. The num
bers occupying the middle of the tongue
in Fig. 2 from the diagonal scale to the
end constitute what is known as the
" brace rule." The numbers on the left,
placed one over the other, represent the
run, or in other words the two sides of a
right-angled triangle, while the numbers
to the left represent, in inches and (deci
mal) fractions of an inch, the length of
the third side, or hypothenuse. Or to ex
plain it in another way, the equal numbers
placed one above the other may be con-

j.p|iriii|i|i|i|iqii|i|ip^
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Marks on theSteelSqare.—Fig. \.—Face of Square Known to
the Trade as No. 100.

sidered as representing the sides of a
square, and the third number to the right
the length of the diagonal of that square.
Thus the exact length of a brace between
shoulders having a run of 57 inches on a
post and a run of the same on a beam is
80.61 inches. The brace rule varies some
what in the matter of the runs expressed
in different squares. Some squaresgive a

tions of inches. The outside edges, as
shown in Fig. 1, are divided into six
teenths,while the inside edgesare divided
into eighths. The outside edges, as shown
in Fig. 2, are divided into twelfths, while
the inside edgesare divided into eighths.

Fig. 3.—Face of Square, Showing Old Style

of Board Measure.

few brace lengths of which the runs upon
the post and beam are not equal. For

18
example, 30 will be found, among

others.
The parallel rows of figures along the
blade in Fig. 2 constitute what is called
board measure. The manner of using it is
as follows: Under 12 of the inch marks
along the outer edge of the blade will be
found the figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14
and 15, which represent the length of the
board or plank to be measured. The con
tents in feet and inches will be found
under the several inch marks along the
outer edge of the blade, corresponding to
the width of the piece being measured.
We can make this plainer by a simple
illustration. Suppose we desire to ascer
tain the contents of a board 14 feet

be 18.8, or 18 feet and 8 inches. In the
same way the measure of boards of any
width from 2 inches up to 24 inches and
of either of the lengths above enumer
ated may be quickly and accurately
determined. By combining figures
lengths may be calculated which are
in excess of those above given. For
example, if we have a board 20 feet
long we double the answer in the 10 feet
row, and for a piece of timber 25feet long
we add the figures in the 12 and 13 feet
rows together. This rule is calculated, as
its name indicates, for board measure or
for surfaces 1 inch in thickness. It may
be advantageously used, however, upon
timber by multiplying the result of the
face-measureof one side of a piece by its
depth in inches. To illustrate, suppose it
be required to measurea piece of timber
25 feet long, 10 x 14 inches in size. For
the length we will take 12 and 13 feet.
For the width we will take 10 inches and
multiply the result by 14. By the rule a
board 12 feet long and 10 inches wide
contains 10 feet, and one 13 feet long and
10 inches wide, 10 feet 10 inches. There
fore a board 25 feet long and 10 inches
wide must contain 20 feet and 10 inches.
In the timber above described, however,
we have what is equivalent to 14 such
boards, and therefore we multiply this re
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suit by 14, which gives 291 feet and 8
inches, the board measure.
On some squares the board rule is ar
ranged in the shape indicated by Fig. 3
of the accompanying engravings—that is

,

the'numbers representing contents instead
of being feet and inches areeven feet, and
instead of being placed in regular rows
under the several inch marks are arranged
diagonally, as in the cut. The use of this
form of the rule is the sameas that of the
one above described save that all the an
swers give the nearest approximate even
number of feet, instead of expressing the
actual contents in feet and inches. How
ever, by the position of the numbers
either a little to the left or right of the
line under the inch mark indicating the
width, the operator is supposed to deter
mine in his mind the fractional part of a

foot contained. From all the information
we have been able to obtain concerning
the origin and use of this rule, which at
present is almost entirely superseded by
the later and better form abovedescribed,

it seemsthat it came into existence at a

time when fractional parts of a foot in
measuring lumber were disregarded and
when things generally were conducted
upon a broader and moreliberal basis than
at present. It does not answer at the
present day to calculate a board at 18 feet
when in reality it contains 18 feet 8

inches.
Along the center of the tongue upon the
face, as shown in Fig. 1

,

will be noticed a

number of dots and a row of figures num
bering them by tens. This is known as
the " octagonal scale," the use of which is

as follows : Suppose it is required to re
duce a square timber, say, for example,
12 x 12 inches, to octagon shape. First
draw a center line along each face,
which, of course, will be 6 inches from the
several edges. With the compassestake
twelve of the divisions in the octagon
scale and set off this space on the faces
of the timber, measuringeachway from the
center lines. The points thus obtained
will be correct for the gauge lines. The
rule always to be observed is as follows :

Set off from each side of the center line
upon each face as many spaces by the
octagon scale as the timber is inches
square. For timbers larger in size than
the number of divisions in the scale the
measurements by it may be doubled or
trebled, as the casemaybe.
We have here described the marks and
scalesupon one of the best grades of steel
squares in use, but we have not described
all that is to be found upon the many dif
ferent makes of squares which, in the
hands of our readers, are being daily em
ployed in workshops and upon buildings.
Our correspondent does not indicate
what square he is using, and therefore
we have no meansof determining whether
we have answeredhis query satisfactorily
or otherwise. We hope he and all others
of our readerswho are at all interested in
this subject will, as they read this article,
examine their own squares,and at con
venience send us specific questions con
cerning anything they find thereon not
here anticipated.

Specification for Copper-Work.
From,3. F. W., Cincinnati. —All gutters
in the main cornice, valleys, saddles, be
hind flues and all flashings are to be of 16-
ounce copper. Counter flashings to be of
sheet-leadbuilt into the wall by the brick
layer, and to extend at least 2 inches into
the brick-work. The gutters in the main
cornice are to be constructed as shown in
Fig. 1
.

The strip A is to hook on to the
metal cornice with a standing edge. The
gutter proper is to be formed circular in
section and is to lock on to the strip A
as on a standing-seam roof. The roof-
strip C is to run up under the slate and is

to be separatefrom the gutter and to lock

on to the gutter B with a |-inch single
lock. Copper cleats are to be used for
holding the gutter in position. No nails
are to be driven through the copper-work
under any circumstances, and cleats must
be used wherever a fastening is necessary.

load in pounds, including one-half the
weight of the beam itself, for a beam 1

inch square, 1 foot clear length between
the supports. To find the breadth of a

horizontal rectangular beam supported at
both ends, to break under a given quies-

Specificationfor Copper-Work.—Fig. 1.—Cross-SectionThrough Gutter, ShotvingCornice-
Strip, Roof-Strip and Connectionswith Gutter-Lining.

Cross-seamsare to be heavily soldered, and
to this end the copper is to be tinned on
both sides before the lock edgesare made.
The roof-strip C is to be locked on to the
gutter as above specified and is not to be
soldered, but the joint is to be left open so
as to allow for expansion. The contractor
for copper-work will see to it that no
green sheathing is used by the carpenters
in providing the gutter-bed. Valley cross-
seams are to be made in the samemanner
as above specified, and valleys are to be
fastened as indicated in Fig. 2

,
using

Fig. 2
.—Cross-SectionThrough Valley,Show-

ing Cleats.

cleats. In no caseare nails to be driven
through the metal of the valley proper.
The cross-seamson steep valleys do not
need to be soldered, but wherever any
seamsaremade on any flat parts the cop
per must be tinned before being locked
and then well soldered, using heavy irons.
Acid may be used in tinning the copper,
but in case it is employed it must be
thoroughly washed off. Rosin alone is to
be used in soldering the seams.

Strength of Timber.
From J. 8. H., Albany, N. 7.— Will you
please oblige a reader of Carpentry and
Building by stating through the columns
of the paper the proper method of finding
the size of timber to carry a given weight
in a certain distance? This is a thing con
cerning which I think every carpenter
should be informed.
Answer.—The inquiry of our corres
pondent was submitted to Mr. C. Powell
Karr, C.E., of this city, who furnishes the
following answer :

The center breaking load ot any rect
angular beam is equal to its depth squared,
multiplied by its breadth, by its co-effi
cient of rupture, the product to be divided
by the clear span of the beam. Precau
tion.—One-half the weight of the clear
length of the beam. The co-efficient of
rupture is the averagequiescent breaking

cent center load, multiply the center load
in pounds by the span in feet. Multiply
the squareof the depth in inches by the
co-efficient of rupture of the material. Di
vide the first product by the last. The
quotient will be the breadth approxi
mately. Calculate the weight of a beam
having this breadth, then as the center
load is to one half this weight, so is the
breadth found to a new breadth to be
added to it It will still be somewhat too
small owing to the omitted weight of the
breadth added. This can be found and
added. If the load is to be borne safely,
first multiply it by the factor of safety de
sired. By the New York Building laws
this factor is 3 for transverse strength of
beams. Tf in either case equally distrib
uted, take one-half the distributed load
as a center load and proceed as before. If
one end of the beam is fixed and the load

is at the other end, multiply the load by 4

and consider it as applied at the center of
the beam, and proceed as before. To find
the depth when the breadth is given, mul
tiply the load in pounds by the span in
feet. Multiply the breadth in inches by
the co-efficient of rupture of the material.
Divide the first product by the last; take
the square root of the quotient for an ap
proximate depth. Calculate the weight
of a beam having t̂he depth just found;
add one-half of it to the given center
load, and with this new load repeat the
calculation. This will give a depth suf
ficiently accurate for practical purposes.
If the load is to be borne safely or to be
equally distributed or loaded at one end,
do as before suggested. According to
Trautwine, the co-efficients of rupture are
as follows :

Oak, English 550
Oak, Amer.white. 600
Oak, Amer. red.. 850
Oak, live 600
Pine, white 450
Pine, yellow 500
Pine, pitch 550
Pine, Georgia 850
Poplar 550
Spruce 450
Spruce,black 550
Sycamore 500
Tamarack 400
Walnut 550
Willow 350

Amer. white ash.. 650
Swampash 400
Black ash 600
Beech 850
Birch,Amer. black 550
Birch, Am. yellow. 850
Chestnut 450
Elm, Amer. white. 650
Elm, Cana'nrock.. 800
Hemlock 500
Hickory 800
Iron wood 600
Locust 700
Larch 400
Maple,black 750
Maple, soft 750
One-third part of these constants should
be taken in practice.

For Architects and Builders.
From Jack Plane.— It is not every day
one encounters a story that will please the
architect or builder, for most anecdotes
relating to the building profession are at
the expense of the "profesh," but the
following account of a mishap that mis-
happened to one of the "know-alls," of
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which there are many, is too good to be
lost. The builders tell a rather interest
ing story of a Buffalo capitalist, says a
writer in the Chicago Herald, who was
pretty summarily taken down for trying to
set himself up as the end of all things in
whatever he undertook. No matter what
was on foot, if he went into it he must
have all the say and nobody elsewas al
lowed evena side remark. Not long ago
he built a fine brick house. In this un
dertaking, as in all others, he was boss
and all hands, dictating to builders, ar
chitects and all without the slightest hesi
tation. At last ihey grew very tired of
the browbeating they had to stand, and
let him have his way whether it was right
or wrong. The house was finished, and
shortly afterward the owner set about
building furnace fires to test his heating
apparatus, when behold, there wasn't a
chimney in the house !

Construction of Panel-Work.

bevel can be set by which to lay out all
the shoulders.
The shoulders being on an angle, the
tenons will differ somewhat in form from
those in square framing. The proper
shape for the bottom rail-tenon at the
lower acute angle of the rail is shown in
the lower part of Fig. 1 of the sketches.
An inspection of the cut will readily show
that the shoulders arecut on the beveland
the tenon sawn squarewith it. This al -

BY OWEN B. MAOINNIS.

The increasing use of hard-wood-work
decoratively in interior finish, aswell asits
employment for wainscoting, has induced
the writer to submit a few remarks which
may be of possible service to builders in
constructing this kind of work. As all
competent carpentersand builders under
stand the proper method of laying out
and constructing square frame-work, little
need be said on this point. It is well to
ascertain, however, beforehand that all the
parts correspond, and the work will be
still further facilitated by obtaining a de
tail in elevation and section from the ar
chitect ; neglect to do this often causes
serious trouble. A casehas lately cometo
my notice where a piece of pitched panel
ing, similar to that shown in Fig. 1 of the
illustrations, made to tit on top of a stair-
string, did not comeon the same line as
the piece on the floor below. The proper

Fig. 2.—Circular Piece of Hail Cut from
Solid Block.

lows the tenon to enter the mortise in the
stile at right angles, which I consider
gives the greateststrength. For the rea-

| son just stated a similar framing must be
cut at the upper and opposite angle. The
tenons required for the obtuse angles can
be cheaply made in the manner shown in
the upper part of Fig. 1, and if not suffi
ciently strong the bottom edgeof the tenon
may bemade square to the shoulder with
the mortise the same size. Fig. 1 illus
trates a veryconvenient way of joining the
piece on the string to that on the floor be
low and landing above by the useof only
one stile for each. The vertical piecesare
of uniform width, but the tenon on the
mullions must also be treated for the pitch
by cutting one side to the shoulder, so
that they will enter the mortises in the
rails, as shown by the dotted lines.
When stair-strings aremadewith a ramp
at the foot and top easementat landing,
for the purpose of giving a more graceful
appearanceto the stairs, the wainscoting

joints with the rail. The dotted line
shown in Fig. 2 indicate the lines of the
joints on the radius, which will connect
with the top rail at A, Fig. 3, when put
together. The halved joints require to be
well glued and screwed from the back.
The ends of the panels require to be on

Fig. 3.—Position of Curved Piece in Rail.

thesweep, likewise top and bottom mold
ings, al) of which can be executed with
facility on a variety machine. Fig. 4
shows the skeleton framing of the top
easementon the reverse curve, indicating
the manner in which the joints may be
made vertical if desired.
It is possible that some readersmay not
be entirely familiar with the method at

present in vogue of putting in panels and
moldings in work which shows upon one
side only. The old method of accomplish-

Construction of Panel-Work.—Fig. 1.—Specimenof Pitched Paneling,
Showing Method of Joining thePieceon theString to that on theFloor
Below and Landing Above.

Fig. 4.—Skeleton Framing of Top Easement,
ShoxoingHow Joints may beMadeVertieal.

manner in which to lay out paneled fram
ing on the pitch is to set out the whole
piece full size on a bench or board floor.
If desired, however, one rail and one stile
may be laid out, with the shoulders of the
rail on the bevel necessary to place the
stiles, mullions, &c, plumb, when the en
tire framed piece is pitched in position, as
represented in the sketch. From this a

should follow the curvature of the string.
This will necessitate the rail being
curved. In addition to the pitched fram
ing alreadymentioned a circular piece of
rail is cut out of a solid board on the de
sired sweep, as shown in Fig. 2 of the
illustrations. In executing this work suf
ficient over-length on each end should be
I allowed for the purpose of making halved

ing this was to cut out the stuff thick
enough to allow the edges to be plowed
for the panels. This plan, however, has
beensuperseded by the system indicated
in Fig. 5 of the cuts. The framing is
glued together with the edgessquare, and
when the face has beencleaned off it is
turned over on the bench and the back
joints neatly leveled across. After this has
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been done rabbeted pine fillete are glued l A peculiar geometrical variation, and
and nailed around each panel, and when one that should be remembered in con-
the glue is set the piece is turned over •structing paneled stair-strings or plating

Fig. 5.—Methodof Putting in Panels and Moldings.

again and the moldings miteredand nailed
into the framing and down on the fillets.
Before trimming off and sand-papering the
framing is turned oncemore and the pan
els fitted to their proper places. A slight

them on, is representedin Figs. 6 and 7 of
the engravings. Fig. 6 shows a sketch of
a string whose grade is equal to an angle
of 45°or a miter with a small squarepanel
placed in the center of its length and fit
ting the corresponding ends of the main
panels, following theoutline of the square
for the purpose of increasing its decorative
effect. It should be so arranged that the
ends of the main panel are on the angle of
45°, each having one horizontal and one
vertical sideon top andbottom and of equal
length. If, however, the pitch of the
stairs be less than 45°, then the horizontal
and vertical sideswill beof unequal length.
The horizontal side will be longer than
the vertical andwill grow longer in propor-

Fig. 6.—Sketchof String with Grade
Equal to 45°.

pressure is put upon them for the purpose
of pressingtheir faces close to the mold
ing. It can either be applied by an elas
tic shore from the ceiling, made out of a

tion as the pitch becomes less than 45°.
The central panel must be of rectangular
form, as shown in Fig. 7, and the angle or
miter which the horizontal side makes
with the pitch will be less than that which
the vertical side makes in the samepropor
tion. Similarly if the pitch be on an
angle greater than 45°, of course the ver-

Fig. 1.—String of Less than 45°Pitch.

strip of ash or oak, or by meansof hand-
screws, the work being laid on horses for
the purpose. Points or small triangles,
made of pieces of iron inch thick and
about £ inch long on the side, are driven
into the soft pine in such a way as to re
tain the panels in position. If the panels
be thick they can be beveled to suit the
fillets. The wall furring for this kind of
wainscoting should be put on so that it
will clear the fillets and allow the back to
come close against it.

tical sides will be longer than the hori
zontal and the centralpanel will be oblong
in form. The miter made by the hori
zontal line with the pitch line will then be

less than that madeby the vertical. This
rule should be adheredto in making frame
strings or plating moldings or panels for
the purpose of insuring their geometrical
and mechanical correctness.
Fig. 8 will explain to the reader how a
piece of paneling, the plan of which is a

Fig. 8.—Method of Constructing Paneling
the Plan of which is a Segment of a
Circle.

segment of a circle, can be constructed.
After bending and building up the rails
in a number of thicknesses, as described
in the June number of Carpentry and

Fig. 9.—Method of Making Circular Panel
ing.

Building, they are mortised and tenoned,
and the stiles and mullions areeither built
up or run in the machine in long lengths
to the sweepof the sectional arc and then
framed to suit. Panels can best be glued
as well as bent on the drum, but the
fillets can be cut from the solid plank
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with a band-saw and rabbetedon a variety
machine. Moldings can be made in the
same manner. When it is required to
make circular or quarter-circular panel
work on the pitch the safestand cheapest
method, according to my mind, is to set
out the plan and pitch either full size or
half size as indicated in Fig. 9 of the en-

Fig. 10.—Combined Door and Frame and
Longitudinal Section Through Panel.

gravings. From this it is comparatively
easy to develop the stretchout of the rail
as in the case of stair-building and then
to build up in glued veneers to the req
uisite thickness by bending them on the
pitch on an elongated drum in the man
ner shown in Figs. 4 and 5 of the article
in the June issue of the paper. The
method employed in developing the
stretchout of the rail is one which I have
deduced from " Newland's Carpenters'and
Joiners' Assistant." The projected eleva
tion in Fig. 9 shows the completed piece
with the rails tenoned for the upper stile.
The mullions can be obtained as indicated
in Fig. 8, but the shoulders demand very
careful fitting, as they too are on the pitch
and twist as they rise.

Fig. 11.—Stile Shoivn in Perspective.

A short time ago the writer was called
upon to construct a piece of square fram
ing similar to that shown in Fig. 10 and
representing a combined door and frame.
It formed part of the front of a kitchen
dresser, and was made in the manner in
dicated so that it would correspond with
the rest of the front, which was the ordi
nary closet frameand doors of this design.
This false piecewasusedto conceal a flour
barrel and was fastened with hooks and
eyes, so that the empty barrel might be
removed and replaced by another. Its

construction is peculiar and worthy of
more than passing attention. Two stiles,
similar to that shown in Fig. 11, were
made equal in width to that of the door

Fig. 12.—Section Through Stile and Rail.

and frame stiles combined. These were
laid out for mortising and plowing for the
rails, which were also equal to the width
of the door and frame rails. After this a
scratch-headwas run in the center tobreak
the open joint, as it were. The pieces
were then mortised, tenoned and plowed
for the panels and were additionally
framed as follows : The stiles wpre sawn
into square and chiseled out in a sort of
half, as far as the inside quirk-line of the
bead. The bead was mitered from the in
tersection of the cut or kerf, from which,
on the outside vertical quirk, an upright
shoulder was formed to the end of the
stile. The tenons on the rail were cut in

Fig. 13.—Method of Cutting Tenons on the
Rails.

like manner, except that the shoulders
were cut acrossthe grain in order to abut
against the edges of the stiles, as shown
in Fig. 13. The pieceswere put together
in the usual way, well glued and wedged.
Referring to Fig. 13, the letters X Y Z
denote how and where each fitted end
goeswhen ready to put together. From
this description I have no doubt that the
readersof Carpentry and Building will be
able to construct a similar piece of panel.
In order to develop the rail the simple
plan followed by Newland, on page 73 of
his " Carpenters' and Joiners' Assistant,''
will be found applicable, where he says:

bend around the sweep E F, at the same
time rise on the pitch or the parallel planes
A B and C D proceedas follows : Produce
A E infinitely and divide the quarter-circle
on plan into nine equal parts. From this
division, at right angles to A E, draw
lines until they cut A B and C D. Next

Fig. 14.—Top Edge of Rail Before Cham
fering.

lay off on E G the divided spaceson E F.
Drop from E G perpendicular lines and
from the point of intersection on A B
draw lines parallel to A G until they cut
those from E G. A line traced through
the points of intersection will be the
upper line of the required shape. The
bottom line may be obtained in the same
manner.

Carving in Stone.

The following interesting paragraph
relative to the subject indicated by the
above title we take from a recent issue of
Stone:
In the olden times, during the years
when the better classof the old cathedrals
were built, the workmen were responsible
for many of the beautiful details of carv
ing, molding and otherwise. During later
years this thing has been controlled more
largely by the architect, until it has come
to pass that his duties have expanded to
such an extent as to lead to disastrous re
sults. There is thus a tendency to return
to first principles. Architects are taking
into their offices specialists in iron-work,
in stone, carvers in the ornamental details
of design. This first made its appearance
in stone-carving and work of that kind,
and suggested a higher field of useful
ness, and it is altogether satisfactory to
the workmen who have to do with
these things. There is less that is me
chanical in such an occupation; it offers
more for mind, and altogether makes his
work pleasanter. There is certainly mere
satisfaction in originating a piece of
carved work than in carrying out some
one else's designs, and in the mutiplicity
of things which belongs to an architect
this has beenmade necessary,and in time
it will secure enlarged development. It
is true that these old cathedrals were un
der the administration of onegeneralhead,
one architect, during his life-time, or it is
possible that the buildings were erected
from the plans originally prepared, and

Fig. 1.?.—SketchShoving Method of Development.

"To find the covering of a semi-cylindric
surface contained between two parallel
planes perpendicular to the generating
section." Now, in this case, referring to
Fig. 15, A B and C D are the parallel
planes or the top and bottom edges of the
rail. E F is the generating section, or in
common language the plan. In order to
find the covering or stretchout, which will

that the whole work was carried out ac
cording to the original idea, but the mul
tiplicity of detail, the amount of work to
be done and the particular skill required
in its execution suggested as a proper
course the leaving of a great many details
in the hands of the workman, whose only
object and only inducement was to do the
right and proper thing.
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OVELTIES.

Jointing and Hand-Planing
Machine.

The Defiance Machine Works, of De
fiance, Ohio, are introducing to the trade
the jointing and hand-planing machine
shown in general view in Fig. 1 of the

when the machine is set for ordinary
planing, at all positions keeping outside
the radius of the cutting line of the knives.
The cylinder is of forged steel' and is
balanced by the Seymore patent centrif
ugal system. It is tested to 7000revolu
tions per minute. The journal-boxes are
lined with babbitt-metal, supplied with
cups and self-oiling chambers. Both
boxes are cast together, being connected

Distance Bell.
The latest addition to the line of bells
manufactured by the New Departure Bell
Company, Bristol, Conn., for whom John
H. Graham& Co. , 113Chambersstreet,New
York, aregeneral agents, is representedin
Fig. 2 of the cuts. The sound pro
duced by this bell is similar to that of
an electric bell. This bell can be placed
over the door or in any part of the house

Novelties.—Fig. I.—Jointing and Hand-Planing Machine, Made by the DefianceMachine Works.

illustratioLs. The frame of this machine
is cast in one piece and is very rigid and
substantial. The tables measure7 feet,
and arefitted to the frame in such a way
as to slide in planed and scraped angular
ways at an angle of 30°. They are pro-

by a heavyplate. The bottom of the plate
is planed true, while the sides are at an
angle of 45°. The machine is built in
four sizes— namely, 8, 12, 16and 24 inches
wide. It is adapted to a wide range of
purposes and is calculated to satisfactorily

Fig. 2.—Distance Hell.

vided with gibs to take rp the wear. The
hand-wheel and screw shown in the end
of the machine is for adjusting the table
horizontally in order to regulate the
depth of cut. The end of the tables at
the throat form an opening 1}inches wide

perform straight planing, squaring up.
taking out of wind, cornering, chamfer
ing, beveling and making glued joints.
It is well adapted to meet the general re
quirements of sash,*-door, furniture, car
and agricultural implementmanufacturers.

where it can be connected with wires
leading from asmany doors as may be de
sired, and is operatedby a bell-pull. The
manufacturers call particular attention to
the fact that it is self-winding, this being
accomplished by ingenious mechanism.
The company also manufacture two styles
of corner-cranks for usewith these bells.
In these cranks one arm is a little longer
then the other, so that when the longer
arm, to which the wire is attached, is
placed toward the bell enough motion is
gained to take up all the slack in the pull
wire. The bell is made in one size,
4-inch, either bronze or nickel.

DobHon'g A us<r-Guldc.

Figs. 3 and 4 of the accompanying
illustrations represent Dobson's Auger-

Fig. 3.—Dobson's Av.gei-Guide.—Manner of
Use.

Guide and its use. It is put on the
market by C. E. Jennings & Co., 79
and 81 Keade street, New York. This
simple contrivance is used in caseswhere
it is necessaryto reboreor counterbore to
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a larger size anybole which has previously
been made. In order to accomplish this
a guide of proper size to fit the hole to be
enlarged is placed upon the screw-point of
the auger. For this purpose a set of
guides, shown in Fig. 4, is furnished, in
which there are 12sizes, from i to }| inch.
They are made of solid brass, with a soft
metal center, so that they may aecom-

arranged in such a way as to work to the
circle of the head, insuring smooth work
even in cross-grained and knotty material.

Crown Picture-Fixture*.
The Brinkerhoff Company, Auburn,
N. Y., are manufacturing the picture-nail
shown in Fig. 6, which gives a clear idea

wire is placed between the coils near the
inner end of the head the picture is pre
vented from getting crooked on the wail.
The heads are finished in brass and nickel
to match wall decorations. The design
and attractive appearance of the spirally-
coiled head of the nail are referred to by
the makers. It is made in two sizes and
finished in brassand nickel. The samecom-

Novelties.—Fig. 4.—Dobson'sAuger-Guide.—Sizes Furnished. Fig. 6.—The Crown Piciure-Nail.

modate themselves to the screw-point of
the auger without injury to the screw.
The manner of their use is indicated in
Fig. 3. The simplicity and efficiency of
the device are alluded to by the manufact
urers. It is also pointed out that when
applied to lathe-augers the guide permits
the auger to be used at a greater speed.

Planer and Smoother.
The Egan Company, of Cincinnati,
Ohio, are introducing to the trade an im
proved planer and smoother, a generalview
of which is afforded by means of Fig. 5
of the accompanying illustrations. In
this machine the frame is cored out and
braced in such a way as to make it very
strong and rigid. The table raises and
lowers on long inclines and is gibbed Qn
the frame. Within convenient reach of
the operator is ahand-wheel operating two
screws, one on each side, by means of
which the table is adjusted. The bed
being raised and lowered in this manner is
furnished with greater support beneath it
than could be obtained by any other
means and is claimed to be free from
vibration. The feed-rolls, of which there
are four, are large in diameter and power
fully geared. The pressureon the rolls is
regulated by meansof adjustable weights.

of its appearanceand construction. It is
made under a patent granted July 2 of
this year. It will be observed that the
head is permanently attached to the nail

Fig. 7.—The Crown Picture-Hanger.

and thus cannotbe injured by driving, and
it is also pointed out that the difficulty
heretofore experienced from mutilating
the screw-threads or the head-engaging

pany are also making the Crowu Picture-
Hanger, shown in Fig. 7, the manner
of securing the cord to the device being
clearly indicated. The hanger is made
of wire and will fit almost any molding.
Attention is called by the manufacturers
to the beauty, finish, efficiency and
strength of this hanger, as well as the low
price at which it is sold. It is made in
one size, 1J -inch, and is finished in brass
or copper.

The Foratner Anger-Bit.

In our issue for December, 1885, we
called attention to this bit, which ismanu
factured bv the Bridgeport Gun Imple
ment Company, with works at Bridgeport,
Conn., and salesroom at No. 17 Maiden
lane, New York City, and pointed out
someof the various usesto which it could
be devoted. Since that time the compsny
havemadeother changes in thedevice, and
in addition to round, oval or square
boring are now able to employ it in con
nection with a turning-lathe for producing
spiral and ribbon molding of any shape or
form. In the manufacture of this mold
ing, four samples of which are shown in
Fig. 8 of the cuts, the bit is held
in a chuck in an ordinary turning lathe,
while the stock to be operated upon is

Fig. 5.—Planer and Stnoother,Made by the Egan Company.

The cylinder is four-sided, so that two or
lour knives maybeusedaspreferred. It is
belted from both sides ana the feed con
trolled by the speed of the cylinder. On
each side of the cylinder are pressure-bars

portions of the nail by driving is avoided.
The wire coils are referred to as serving
two important functions : One is to keep
the picture-wire from lying against the
wall- paper; the other is tha* when the

placed in a special socket having bushings
to accommodatedifferent diameter of ma
terial. This special socket is used in the
placeof what is ordinarily known asa tool-
holder and is provided with adjustments
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which enable the wood to be held at dif
ferent pitches to secure varying designs.
When the proper pitch for any particular
design is obtained the pieceof stock can be
firmly secured at that pitch by meansof a
thumb-screw. As the pieceof wood is fed
through the socket it is turned with the

Novelties.—Fig. S.—Work Done with Forst-
ner Bit.

hand, producing spirals similar to those
shown in the engravings. The work
turned out by this means is adapted for a
variety of purposes and is meeting with a
gratifying demand. As produced the
strips are round in cross-section, but they
may be cut in half lengthwise or in quar
ters, according to the purpose to which the
molding is to be applied.

ing the back guide, and which is seton an
angle, preventing cramping or twisting of
the blade. The manufacturers state that
the wheel, running on a ball bearing, re

in the facesof the doors at their lower
ends. The bolts are set by the machine-
screw in the face so that they will project
below the lower edge of the door just far

Improved Band-Saw Uulde.
In Fig. 9 of the accompanying illustra
tions we present a general view of an im
proved band-saw guide invented by R.
McChesney, and which is being placed
upon the market by Goodell & Waters,

Fig. 10.—Martiii's Guides and Foot-Lock for Sliding-Doors.

quires no oil, does not heat and is always
in proper adjustment. With each guide
is provided wood and metal side-pieces,
which are readily set for different-gauged
saws. The statement is made that the re
volving wheel referred to keeps the saw
firmly up to its work and has a tendency
to straighten the blade at the back. The
thumb-screw clearly shown in the illustra
tion adjusts the jaws for saws of different
widths. The device is made as upper and
lower guides, and is applicable to any
make of machine and also to large band-

ITIartln'n Guides and Foot-Lock for
Slldlng-Doora.

The Empire Portable Forge Company,
Lansingburg, N.Y., aremanufacturing this
article, which is represented in Fig. 10
of the accompanyingengravings, an inspec
tion of which will indicate its purpose and
the mannerof its use. It will be perceived
that the object of the contrivance is to
provide a mean§ by which overhead slid-

enough to catch in the guiding-grocve of
the floor-plate, but not long enough to
dracj on the floor, the door in closing be
ing thus guided to the center of the floor-
plate. These guides may bj usedfor lock
ing one door when desired by dropping
the bolt into the slot provided for it in the
floor-plate. They are also referred to by
the manufacturers as forming a perfect
lock for a pair of doors when used in con
nection with a hook, as the floor-plate

Fig. 9.—Improved Band-Saw Guide, Made by Goodell <£Waters.

3101 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.
The construction of this device is such
that friction is greatly reduced, and the
adjustment for saws of different widths a
very simple operation. In its downward
motion the saw revolves the wheel form

ing-doors can be made to shut closely and
the warp and spring of their lower ends
overcome. The floor-plate is referred to
as only ^ inch thick, beveled each way,
and is screwedto thefloor midway between
the doors, the bolts being mortised flush

New Snatch-Block.—Fig. 11—Open.—Fig.
12.—Closed.

holds them in the center of the opening
and will not allow them to move on their
hangers. The point is also made that
theseguides may be used to prevent doors
from sliding back into the pocket by plac
ing the guide which comes with the
hanger so that the bolt will strike against
it when the door is pushed back to its
proper position. The goods are made
nickel-plated and bronzed.

A New Snatch-Block.
Shubert & Cottingham, Philadelphia,
Pa., have patented and are putting on the
market a new snatch-block, which is rep
resentedherewith, Fig. 11snowing it open
and Fig. 12 closed, thus indicating ifs
construction and use. The point is
emphasized that it has but two work
ing parts to the snatch device and will
not unclasp of itself in any position
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when the slightest strain is on the fail.
The rope may be thrown out of the
block instantly by depressing the hook
and cross-head. It will thus be seenthat
this block is very simple in its construc
tion and of great strength and durability.

foundries for clamping molding-flasks to
gether.

A New Combination Wrench.

Capitol Mfg. Company, Chicago, 111.,
are putting on the market Holland's Im
proved Acme SteelCombination Pipe, Bolt
and Nut Wrench, which is representedin
the illustration Fig. 14. It will be
observed that this wrench contains all the
well-known features of the Acme Sceel
Wrench. The Holland improvementscon
sist in the peculiarly-shaped head, which
permits a very tight grip on the pipe with
out slipping or crushing it

,

but principally
in the reversible double-face grip-jaw,

wrenches is large and the strength great.
They are manufactured in four sizes— 5

,

10, 12 and 15 inch. The 5-inch combi-

1 nation wrench is especially adapted for a

bicycle-spoke wrench and for work on
small pipe, wire or gas-burners.

Ratchet Anger-Handle.

Fig. 15of the accompanying cuts repre
sents a new auger-handle embodying
several new features, which is put on the
market by the Millers Falls Company,
Millers Falls; Mass., and 93 Reade street,
New York. The illustration indicates the
manner in which the handles are attached,
and shows the general construction of the

Novelties.—Fig. 18.—Rapid-Adjusting Hand-Screw. Fig. 15.—Ratchet Auger-Handle.

It is referred to as having met with a very
satisfactory reception, indicating that it

meets a want of the trade. It is made in
either wood or iron.

Rapid-Adjusting Hand-Screw.

The Capitol Mtg. Company, of Chicago,
111.,the makers of the hand-screw which
we illustrate in Fig. 13,aimedto produce a

hand-screw that would meet all the re
quirements as to strength, durability and
economyof labor. The upper jaw is made
of iron faced with wood where it comesin
contact with the material to be clamped ,

to prevent its being marred. This jaw is

very strong and is madepartly hollow, and
contains the mechanism for adjusting in
stantaneouslythe upper to the lower jaw
without turning the screws, which are
only used for tightening the clamps after
they are adjusted. The mechanism is plain
and effective and there is nothing to get
out of order. The screws are made of
wrought-iron and are fastened to the jaws
in such a way as to prevent their cominu
apart, which is a frequentand annoying oc
currence with the common hand-screw.
The lower jaw is made of hard wood thor
oughly seasonedand dry, and there is only
one smooth hole penetrating the wood,
which in no way impairs the strength of
the jaw. The construction of the screw

is such that a parallel movement of the
jaws is assured. These hand-screws are
made in all sizes from 0 to 20 inches in
clusive. The samefirm also manufacture
clamps on the same principle, made en
tirely of iron, for use in machineshopsand

which is madeof the best quality of tool
steel and has two faceswith teeth. After
the teeth on one side have been worn
away the other side can be used, thus
making the one grip-jaw equivalent to
two. The pin which holds the grip-jaw
in place to prevent it from falling out can
easily be removed and the jaw reversed in

a moment's time. The construction of the
lower side is such that the pin Ifclding the
grip-jaw receives absolutely none of the

tool, the operation of which can thus be
readily inferred. If desired the action of
the ratchet can be prevented and the
handles held rigid. The cut also indi
catesthe manner in which the handle can
be used in a place in which there is not
room for turning it

,

one of the handles
being taken out and inserted in the top, as
shown. The chuck is adapted for use
with an auger with nut, or it can be used
with an auger-bit. The tool is well made,

Holland's Acme Steel Combination Wrench.

strain, the entire strain coming on the
shoulders of the grip-jaw carriers, which
are shaped in such a manner as to give the
greateststrength. The teeth on the grip-
jaw as they are worn dull can easily be re-
sharpened and tempered a number of
times, thus giving the tool an exceptional
durability. Separate grip-jaws are also
furnished at a small cost to take the place
of worn ones. The capacity of these

and is regarded as meeting the want of
the trade for such an article.

Anti-Rattler and Window-Holder.
The Terre Haute Improvement Com
pany, Terre Haute, Ind., are manufact
uring this article, which is represented iu
the accompanying illustrations, Fig. 16
showing the holder attached to a window-
sashand Fig. 17showing it attached to the
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window-frame. It can thus, it will be
observed, be employed in either casewith
equal facility. The construction of the
holder will be apprehended from the illus
trations. The pressurerequired to sustain

Xovelties.—Fig. 16.—Anti-Rattler and Win
dow-Holder.—Attached to Sash.

the window in any position is obtained by
the movementof the lever, and the manu
facturers make the point that the rubber
will not deface the sash. The utility and
efficiency of this device in holding a win-

Vulcan. The handle of the screw-driver
is madeof sheet-steelwelded to the blade,
so that it cannot by any possibility become
detached. The screw-driver is made in
eight sizes, ranging from 2£ inches to 12
inches in length.

The I'nlvernal Padlock.
The illustrations Figs. 19 and 20 repre
senta newline of padlocks which areput on
the market by the Universal Lock Com
pany, New York, for whom John II.
Graham & Co., 113Chambers street, New
York, are agents. Fig. 20 representsone
of the locks and Fig. 19 someof the keys
which may be used with it. The special
feature of these locks is that more than
4000different keyswill operate the locks.
When the tumblers are in an unlocked
position they are ready to be acted upon
by the combination on any key that may
be selected and the lock will set itself to
the key used, which will then be the only
key that will unlock it. The advantage
to the user is that when it is desirable to
change the meansof securing the premises
it is only necessaryto buy a new key and
not a new lock, Keys are numbered from
1 to 4013 inclusive. The manufacturers
advise us that they have used every pre
caution in the inspection of these locks to
insure their being in perfect working
order. They emphasize the point that
these locks from their construction areab
solutely unpickable and allude to the ad-

Renaissance. The base course is of gran
ite, above which, to the four-story cornice,
is red sandstone, and from there to the

Fig. 10.—Keys for Universal Padlock.

roof buff terra-cotta and sandstone, with
polished granite columns and tablets. On
the top story front will be four supporting
Persians 14 feet high that will support a
cornice and apediment56 feet long and 18
feet high. Rising from the roof will be a

Fig. 17.—Attached to Frame. Fig. 20.—the Universal Padlock.

dow in any desired position and its excel
lence as an anti-rattler are also referred to.

Vulcan Hollow-Handle Screw-Driver.
In Fig. 18 of the accompanying illustra-
trations we show a sectional view of a
screw-driver which is being placed upon
the market by the Clement Mfg. Company,

vantagesin the range of combination. The
locks are made in three sizes, No. 1 also
being furnished with chain.

A.MONOTHE IMPOSING STRUCTURESHOW
in processof erection in New York City
is that designed for occupancyby the New
York World. The building is located on

ddme 86 feet in hight and 52 feet in
diameter and a cupola 20 feet in hight.
The distance from the sidewalk to the toj>
of the cupola will be 300 feet. The main
entranceto the building on the Park row
side is arched, the span being 26 feet 6
inches and the hight 39 feet above the
sidewalk. This arch is supported by four
polished granite columns. The main

Vulcan Holloxc-HandleScrew-Driver.

of Northampton, Mass. This screw-driver
is provided, aswill beseenfrom an inspec
tion of the cut, with a hollow handle, and
is offered to the trade under the name

Park row and Frankfort street, having a
frontage on the former of 115 feet 4
inches and on the latter 136 feet 8
inches. The style of architecture is the

entrace leads to three elevators and the
stair-ways. Above the ground-floor rise-
11 stories, which will be given up entirely
to offices, of which there will be 150.
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RADE NOTES.

One of the attractive exhibits at
theAmerican Institute Fair was that of the
Vassiir Burglar Alarm Mfg. Company,whose
officeis locatedat66Warrenstreet,NewYork
City. Thecompanydisplayedavarietyof their
mechanicalalarmlocks,andbymeansof doors
and windowsshowedtheir practical applica
tion. These locks arc simple In construction
andembodyall the featuresof a lock or bolt
for doors,windows,scuttlesandtransoms The
alarmbolt differsfrom the locksin that it can
not beopenedfrom the outside. The window
alarm is of such a characterthat it may beplaceduponawindowpartiallyopon.whileany
further movementof thesashsetsthealarmin
motion. Thecompany'sportablealarm is de
signedfor theuseof travelersand can readily
beattachedto anvdooror transom.

C. E. Jennings & Co., of 97 Chambers
street, NewYork, direct the attentionof the
building-trade to Thompson'sPerfect Plumb-Bobs,themeritsof whicharesetforth in their
advertisementelsewherein this issue. These
bobsare made of bronze,carefully finished
with finesteelpointsandare offeredthe trade
in a varietyof sizes.
The Stewart Ceramic Company, of
312Pearl street.New York City,madea very
interestingdisplay of their sinks and tuls at
the American Institute Fair. The space oc
cupiedby theexhibit wasneatlycoveredwith
tile, while around three sides were marble
slabsextendingtoa hight just abovethetopof
thetubs. Theexhibitconsistedof livevarieties
of the company'ssolid white crockery sinks
and tubs arranged in position. Above the
marbleslabs the walls were finishedin hard
wood. On theroarwall,directly in thecenter,
wasasignin a gilt frame and containingthe
businesscard of the company, the letters
appearinguponasolidblackground.

TnE D. Frirbie Company, of 117
Liberty street,New York, call attentionelse
where in this issueto their line of elevatorsadaptedto meetvaryingrequirements.

The Prescott Hardware Mfg. Com
pany, through their New York agent,H. A.
Berry,whoseofficeis at 39Dey street,madea
very interestingexhibit of their door-hangers
attheAmericanInstitute Fair heldin thiscity.
The companyhadasmallhouseprovidedwith
two varietiesof their tracklessdoor-hangers,
onedoorshowingthehangeradaptedfor barndoors,while the other showedthe application
of theparlor-doorhanger.

George Hayes, of No. 71 Eighth
avenue. New York, had an exhibit at the
AmericanInstitute Fair, heldin thiscityduring
OctoberandNovember,whichwasof greatin
terestto builders. He madeuseof asmalltwo-
roomhousecoveredinsideandoutwithhispat
entmetalliclathing,while hereandtherewere
placesto whichplasterhadbeenapplied. Thelathing is puton in stripsor sheetsandtendsto
addmateriallyto theAre-proofqualitiesof the
structurein whichit isemployed.

The motion for an injunction in the
caseof the BridgeportWood Finishing Companyvs.The New York Wood Finishing Com
pany was heard before his Honor Judge
wheeler,in theCircuit Court for theSouthern
District of New York, Friday, November15.
TheJudge reservedhis opinion,but handedit
downthenextday,sustainingtheWheelerpat
entandorderingtheinjunction to issue.

The E. D. Albro Company, of Cin
cinnati,Ohio, are at presentbusy on orders,
andreport that up to the presenttime they
haveenjoyedavery goodbusiness. Their de
partmentfor veneeredpanelstock and tt roe-
plybuilt-upwork is crowdedwith ordersand
the outlook is very encouraging. TWeystate
thatin fancycabinetwoodsfor furniture and
interior work PrimaVera,or whitemahogany,
is muchin demand,this woodbeing very sim
ilar to satin-wood,but possessingthe advan
tageof beingmoreeconomical.

We have received from the Bentel
& MargedantCompany,of Hamilton, Ohio, a
very interestingcatalogueof wood-working
machinery manufactured by them. The
volume consistsof 96 pagesof letterpresss,
carefully printedupona goodquality of paper
and bound in flexible covers of neat design.
In their introduction to the trade the com
panystatethat It is notadescriptivecatalogue
nor a miscellaneouscollection of cuts illus
trating theproductsof variousmanufacturers,
but on the contrary a distinctive feature is
thateachand everymachineillustrated is a
representationof a portion of their product.
The goods shown consist of representative
machinesselectedfrom the company'sline of
manufactures and are adapted for use in
planing-mills,sash,door and blind factories,
railroad and car-shops,furniture establish
mentsandwagon,carriageandwheelfactories.
Theassortmentpresentedis a variedandinter
estingone.andthe volumeas a whole cannot
fail to possessboth interestandvalueto those
engagedin theindustriesmentioned.
The Bridgeport Gun Implement Com
pany, of 17Maiden lane.New York, haverecently issueda circular to the tradein which
they announcea reductionin thepriceof the

Forstner New and Improved Auger-Bit,
adaptedfor smooth,round,ovalor squarebor
ing,scrollandtwist work.

One of the features of the American
Institute Fair, held in this city, of specialin
terest to builders, was the exhibit of the
DuckerPortableHouseCompany,of 735Broad
way,PewYork. The companyhad on exhibi
tiononeof their portable nouses,showingthe
generalmethodof constructionandotherfeat
uresof interesttn thoseengagedin the build
ing trades. Thesehousesarc built tn sections
andareput upwithout theuseof screws,nails
or any exterior epplianceswhatever. It is
statedthat twomencan put up a buildingon
ordinary ground in the spaceof two hours
without theaidof skilled labor.

The Venetian Blind Company, Bur
lington,Vt., with NewYork officeat 18Cort-
landtstreet,exhibitedattheAmericanInstitute
Fair, heldIn thiscity, the practicalapplication
of theirinsidesliding-blindsandscreensandalso
of theirimprovedVenetianblinds.Thecompany
hadasmallhouseerectedat the fair, thewin
dows of which were provided with various
stylesof blindswhichtheymanufacture.

John T. Pugh, of Philadelphia, Pa.,
statesthat he is meetingwith a gooddemand
for his specialtiesand that he has addedthe
PughExtensionLip-Bit tohisline of manufact
ures.

TnE Star Steam Heater Company, of
Harrisburg,Pa.,havebeenmeetingwith a good
demandfbr their apparatusand report recent
salesof water-tube boilers,which they make
under Lindemuth'spatent, to the following:
AlabamaInstitutefor theDeaf,Talladega,Ala.:
Gettysburg court-house, Gettysburg, Pa.;
Bedford court-houseand jail, Bedford,Pa.;
Carlisle Mfg. Company,Carlisle, Pa.; IrvingCollege,Mechanicsburg,Pa.; Mount Pleasant
Printing House and hotel for Fleming &
McCarrol,Harrisburg,Pn.

We have received from Goodell &
Waters. Philadelphia,Pa., two pictureshandsomelyframedin oak, one showinga general
view of oneof theirmolding-machines,weigh
ing 4500pounds,and the other the company's
extra heavy planer and matcher, weighing
23,000pounds,a descriptionof which recently
appearedin Carpentryand Buildina. At the
topof theframeisanoxidizedplatecontaining
thenameof thefirm,while at thebottomis a
similarplatebearingthe word" Philadelphia."
Thesepicturesaregottenup in veryattractive
styleandwill proveanornamentfor the office
of anywhomaybeinterestedin wood-working
maohinery.

The Jos. Dixon Crucible Company,
Jersey City, N. J., aredistributingcircularsre
lating to Dixon'sGraphiteGrease,whichthey
manufacture.This lubricantis usefulfor wood
or metalsurfaceandisespeciallyrecommended
for loose-fittingbearings,wire-rope,&c.

Our readers will remember that last
monthwereferredin our editorialcolumnsto
theformalopeningof thenewMasterBuilders'
Exchangein Philadelphiaand to the fact that
aportionof thebuildingwould be"devotedto
businesspurposes.Among the concernsmak
ing that structure their headquartersmaybe
mentionedthe PeerlessBrick Company,here
toforelocatedat 1003Walnutstreet. Thiscom-
Cany
occupytwo spaciousoffices,Just at the

eadof the stairs,on the secondfloor of the
exchange. As alreadynoted,the first floor of
thebuildingIsdevotedentirelyto a permanent
exhibitionof materialsand manufacturesen
teringinte theconstructionof modernbuild
ings,andamongthe more important displays
is thatof thecompanyreferredto. Theexhibit
consistsof artistically-arrangedsamplesof the
manyshapesanddesignsof plainandornamen
tal bricksmadeby them,and alsobeautifully-
constructedfire-placesandmantel-piecesmade
entirely of bricks manufacturedby the com
pany.

The W. C. Edge Company, 46 Green
street,Newark,N. J., are offeringthetradean
interestingassortmentof theirnewStarChains,
adaptedfor a varietyof purposes.This chain
ismadein brassandsteelanddesignedtowork
oneitherflat or roundpulleys. It is especially
adaptedfor sashchain,wire belt, or for use
wheregreatstrengthandevennessis required.
Cardscontaining samplesof chainwith interestinginformationwill besentonapplication.

The Ellrich Hardware Mfg. Com
pany, of Plantsvillc, Conn., direct the atten
tion of the buildingtrade to theEllrich Saw-
Set, referenceto which is madein their ad
vertisementcontainedelsewherein thisissue.

The Prescott Hardware Mfg. Com
pany, Chicago,111.,announcethe removalof
their Bostonagencyfrom169Devonshirestreet
to thestore of Chandler& Barber,Nos.15and
17Eliot street.

Among the new advertisements
found in this issuemay be mentionedthat of
Charles P. Willard & Co., Chicago, Til., who
solicitapplicationsfor illustrated catalogueof
their steam-launches,steam-yachts,marine
engines,boilers,&c.

The Clement Mfg. Company, of
Northampton,Mass.,haverecentlyplacedupon

themarketwhat Isknown as the Vulcan Hol
low-Handle Screw-Driver, which is madein
eightsizes. RobertMurray,of 24Duanestreet,
is theNewYork agentfor thesegoods.

Edwin W. Abbe, of New Britain, Conn.,
is offeringthe building trade a new and im
provedfastenerfor cotton sash-cord,someof
themeritsof whicharesetforth in his adver
tisementelsewhereIn this issue.

In their advertisement this month
the Montague- Woodrough Saw Company,
Chicago, 1)1..call attention to the B. M. T.
PatentToothSaw,whichisclaimedto bethree
sawsin one. Itmaybeemployedasarip. cross
cutor mitersaw,asmaybe desired.

Francis B. Marks, of Ashland, Ohio,
hasrecentlypatentedaslate-dressingmachine
possessingnumerousfeaturesof interest. The
mainpointof distinctionin this inventioncon
sistsin arranging the cutting and punching
devices on two independentsupports, the
Punchingmechanism

beingofsuchconstruction
hatit maybeusedIndependentof thecutting
mechanism. An automatic locking device
securelyholdsthetwo supportsof the cutting
andpunchingmechanismtogetherastheyper
form theirwork and releasesthem fromeach
other as soonas theyreachtheir normalposi
tions. Thisallowsthe punchingmechanismto
be operatedseparatelyin casesuchaction is
desired. Thearrangementof thetreadleis also
suchthat while the punchingmechanismmay
be operatedseparatelyfromthatof thecutting
it mayalsobe operatedin unisonwith it.

In their advertisement this month
Merchant& Co.presentsomeremarkson the
questionof Kooflng-Platewhichwill be found
of morethanusualinterestto thetrade. What
they have to saytoucheson thevalueof this
materialandembodiesanexplanationof their
positionin regardtoguaranteedbrandsofPlates
for roofingpurposes.Theyalsosolicitapplica
tionsfor acopyof their book entitled1<ATin
Roof."

Gravel Roofs.

In speaking of themerits of gravel roofs
as a protection against fire the Central-
Matt der Baunerwaltung says: ''On re
quest of the Prussian Minister of Public
Works, notice has been posted in all the
governmentand railroad districts respect
ing the making and maintenanceof wood-
cement roofs. . . . Such roofs were
declared fire-proof by the Prussian police
in 1861, and in Breslau since that date
two-thirds of the new private buildings
have adopted it. The formation is as fol
lows: The rafters are covered with good,
dry boards, and on the latter is placed
roof paste-board and a thin stratum of
fine, dry sand. Upon this are placed three
with 'wood-cement,' and this material
or four layers of thick paper fastened on
is liberally put over the whole. On the
cementis sifted first finesand, thengravel ;
finally 'a topping of gravel and lime,
mixed so as to harden like mortar. The
roof is maintained in placeby useof strips
of strong tin-plate. The wood-cement
makes a mass resembling asphalt, being
composed mostly of tar, pitch and sul
phur. The mixture is about the consist
enceand color of inferior molasses, is ex
ceedingly viscous, hardens gradually and
thereafter retains elasticity."
Commenting on the abovea Vienna pa
per remarks: ' ' The journal mentioned
continues in considerable space to praise
the tightness, fire-proof quality and cheap
nessof the so-called cement roofs. In a
following number of its issue, however,
appears a communication from Fire Di
rector Stude, of Berlin, who calls attention
to the fact that the ' fire-proof ' quality of
cementroofs is only as to resisting flying
cinders from near burning buildings. On
the contrary, much can be said against
the rapid and successfulextinguishment of
fires in buildings having such roofs. The
exact interior locality of the fire is long in
being discovered, owing to the smoke
having impededexit through theslowburn
ing of the roof. As one result (?) the fire
spreads much more through the building
than it otherwise might, and the losses
will in manycasesbegreater than in build
ings having combustible roofs."
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Stanley's Universal Hani Beaier.
Amateur Wood-worker's Delight!
20,000 Already Sold !

ForBeading,Seeding,Fluting,orforlightRoutering.

No.eS. IronStock,withsevenSteelCutters,S1.00
Sold by all Hardware Dealers.

Specimen Copies of Carpentry and Building sent free on application.

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
Such aa Woodworth Planing, Tonguelngand
GroovingMachines,EndlessBedPlaners(orSingle
orDoubleSurfacing,Daniel'sPlaners,Richardson's
PateDtImprovedTenonMachines,Mortising,Mold
ing,Re-sawandBandSawMachines,PictureFrame
andMiterCuttingMachines,BoxMachinery,Pat
entDoubleSawBenchesandSawTables.

Manufacturedby

WITHERBY, RUGG & RICHARDSON,
WWKK8TKR, HAM.

88Salitbur Bt.,ahopformerlyoccupiedbyR.BcUldfCo

OK IHE ROAD TO RICHES

Br WH, H. MAHIK.

Practical Hints for Clerks and

Young Business Men

On Buying and Selling Goods, Sell
ing Goods on the Road, Business

Correspondence, Drumming,

and all Matters Pertain

ing to Business.

Sent, Postpaid, on receipt of the

Price, $1.50, by

DAVID "WI LLIAMS,
BOOKBKLLIRANDPUBLISHES,

66 and 68 Duane St., New York.

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
FOR

PLANING

RAILROAD

CAR

MILLS,
I

SHOPS,

BUILDERS, Jointing Machine:
CARRIAGE, SASH, DOOR, BLIND and CABI

NET MAKERS.

No.aft Fast FeedFlooringl&Iachine.

S. A. WOODS MACHINE.^ 91 Liberty S
t,

New York. £°:;!LHu^8^
W« receivedEight first-classGold Medalsat theWorld'sExposition,at NewOrleans,La., on ourMachinery,awardedby an Experiencedfja#

PracticalCommittee.NewIllustratedCatalogue,recentlyIssued,furnishedfreeonapplication.

Glen Cove Machine Co., Ltd.
Heavy Fast-Feed Planing and Matching Machines, Double
Surfacersand Inside Moulding Machines a Specialty.

JAMKH F. WKLCII, Manager.

No.4. 14-InchFart-FeedFlooringaudCeilingMachine.
11feet 6 Incheslong.Weighing6000pounds.

GLEN COVE MACHINE CO., Limited.
Office andWorks : Nos. 30 and 3li Clay Street, Brooklyn, Jr. T.

ESTABLISHED 1860.Doflanoo Maoliino Worlts, Defiance, Ohio, U. S. A.,
WOOD WORKING MACHINE BUILDERS.

PATENT PROPORTIONALKNIFE BALANCINGMACHINE.

BELL'S
CARPENTRY

FOR

Carpenters, Builders and
Mechanics,

CARPENTRY MADE EASY,

By a Practical Mechanic, who fully appreci
ates,frompersonalexperience,that there are
many things perplexing to understandand
difficult to do until theyare fully explained
and tested. It is designed to make the
scienceand art of Carpentryclear and com
parativelyeasyto all who require information
on the subject.
While it will be found indispensableto the
learner,thereare itemsof information worth
morethan its price to anywell-informedCar
penter.

It treatsof thescienceand art of Framing,
on an improvedsystem,with specific instruc
tions for building

PRICE, $5.00 PER COPY.

Any boohpublished sent,post-paid, on re*
eeiptof price, by

DAVID WILLIAMS,
PUBLISHER and BOOKSELLER,

6
6

and 6
8

Duane St., - • Hew York,



BOOK? FOR ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.

Monckton's Stair-Building and One-
Plane Method of Hand-Railing.

James H. Monckton.

THIS
WORK IS IN SOME RESPECTS THE

most comprehensiveof anything that hasbeen
presentedon the subject of stair construction. It
discusses the subject broadly, refers to the use
of stairs in the past and presents illustrated dia
grams. Definitions are also introduced, together
with a list of books relative to stair-building, with
dates; also suggestions to teachersengagedin giv
ing instructions in architectural drawing in tech
nical schools Stairs of various kinds and sizes
are carefully illustrated and described. The
subject of hand-railing is discussed and the appli
cation of the one-plane method, which it is the
special object of this work to explain. The work
has been arranged by the author in such a manner
as to specially adapt it for use as a text-book, and
for this purpose the text and plates are printed
only on one side of the page. The right-hand
pages are devoted to the plates, while the left-
hand pages present the text. The work is care
fully printed throughout, handsomely bound and
constitutes a very valuable treatiseon the subject
of stair-building.

Large quarto ; 78 full-page plates, with accompany
ing text and 7wood-cuts ; bound in cloth, with
gilt side-title, $6

Practical Blacksmithing.

THIS
WORK CONSISTS OF A COLLECTION
of articles contributed at different times by

skilled workmen to the columns of the Blacksmith
and Wheelwrightand covers nearly thewhole range
of blacksmith work, from the simplest jobs to the
most complex forgings.

Vols. I and II ; x j}i ; cloth ; pervol., - §1

Plaster and Plastering,
Mortars and Cements.

Fred. T. Hodgsox.

THIS
BOOK IS A COMPLETE GUIDE FOR
the plasterer in the preparation and applica

tion of all kinds of plaster, stucco, Portland, hy
draulic, Rosendale and other cements. The
chemistry, qualities and uses of the various kinds
of cement and limes are practically set forth, and
rules are given for measuring, computing and
valuing plaster and stucco work. The author has
drawn freely from the best works on the subject
and has embodied in the book a large amount of
information valuable to the trade. Under the
head of " Miscellaneous Memoranda" a number
of practical recipesare given.

102 pages ; i2mo ; cloth, $1

FF YOUR SUBSCRIPTION EXPIRES
■

Iwith
this (December) number please re-

new promptly. If your own subscription
does not now expire, can you not send us in
some new subscribers ?

Practical Estimator.
J. D. Sibley and A. O. Kittredge.

'PHIS IS A COMPANION AND KEY TO THE
1 " Handy Estimate Blanks," and contains full
descriptions for their use,as well as a list of all the
items ordinarily entering into a building, so ar
ranged as to be a convenient and systematic re
minder of what is to be listed in making an esti
mate The list of items is provided with ample
blank spacesin which still further items may be
entered in order to make the list complete for any
given neighborhood or to agree with any special
plan of construction. It also contains a chapter
on Preparing Builders' Estimates which is of value
to the trade at large, whether they employ these
particular blanks or not. A considerable portion
of the book is devoted to a Selection of Tables,
Rules and Formula; Useful in Preparing Building
Estimates, with a number of other valuable tables.

100 pages; i6mo; cloth, - »

Handy Estimate Blanks.

J. D. Sibley and A. O. Kittredge.

'pHE " HANDY ESTIMATE BLANKS" HAVE
1 been prepared with an idea of furnishing to
contractors «nd builders a convenient form upon
which to make estimatesand record the costof the
work which they execute. Two general divisions
of work are-recognized—namely, " Masonry " and

$1

"Carpentry." Under each of these heads subdi
visions are indicated which includeall the parts of
thework required to completeany ordinary struct
ure. In the column rulings there is a space for" Estimated Quantities," one for " Prices," and
then a space for extensions, entitled " Estimated
Cost." Outside of theserulings thereis anotherset
of columns, entitled "Actual Quantities," "Actual
Price" and "Actual Cost." This arrangement
affordsa convenient systemof comparisonbetween
estimated cost and actual cost, not only upon an
entire job, but also uponany particular proportion
of a contract.

28 pages; g)4 x 12 inches; paper ; single copies 15
cents; per dozen, .... $l.<SO

Art and Science of
Carpentry Made Easy.

William T. Bell.

THIS
IS A VERY USEFUL WORK, CONTAIN-
ing specificinstructions for building balloon

frames, barn frames, mill frames, warehouses,
church spires, &c; also comprising a system of
bridge-building, with bills, estimates of cost and
valuable tables.

152 pages, 7 x io}( inches ; illustrated with nearly
200 figures and 44 full-page plates ; cloth, $5



BOOKS FOR ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.

Monckton's Practical Geometry.

James H. Monckton.

THIS
IS -A WELL-ARRANGED SERIES OF
geometrical problems for mechanics and stu

dents. Each problem is accompanied by its ex
planation upon the opposite page. The neces
sary instruments, tools and materials for drawing
are described and their uses explained. The
problems include all likely to be required by any
class of mechanics.

Illustrated by 42 full-page plates ; 97 pages ; i2mo ;
cloth, $1

Stair-Building Made Easy.
F. T. Hodgson.

PROBLEMS
IN HAND-RAILING ARE NOT

considered to any extent in this book. The
author presumesthat the reader is a beginner in the
art of stair-building, and has treated the subject
in the most practical manner by first explaining
how to build a stair of the humblest sort and then
leading the workman step by step to the consider
ation of more complex construction. The book
contains descriptions of the art of building the
bodies, carriages and cases for all kinds of stairs
and steps, together with illustrations showing the
manner of laying out stairs, forming treads and

risers, building cylinders, preparing strings and
instructions for making carriages for common,
platform, dog-legged and winding stairs. An il
lustrated glossary of terms is added, with designs
for newels, balusters, brackets, stair-moldings and
sections of hand-rails.

123 illustrations ; 123 pages; i2mo; cloth, - $1

Manual of Industrial Drawing for Car
penters and Other Wood-Workers.

W. F. Decker.

ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS ON MECHANICAL
drawing for the use of apprentices and work

men that has appeared. Thorough -instruction is
given in theart of making working drawings, and
the advantages of such drawings to the workmen
are explained. The author's methodis simple and
direct. The book is arranged in nine chapters,
treating of rough sketches, drawing instruments
and materials, with many practical suggestions as
to their selection and use ; lettering and titles ;
definitions and geometrical problems ; elementary
projection ; applications of projections ; isometri-
cal and cabinet projections ; house plans and
methods of laying out rafters. An appendix con
tains the specifications for a frame building.

29 plates and many illustrations ; 176 pages ; 8vo ;
cloth, ------ $a

E carry a full line of BOOKS for Architects, Build
ers and Mechanics, of which a few are advertised

in these pages. '/IV- Send for our cata

logue or write for information, and we will give any

help in our power. # $ $ $ Any book published

sent post-paid, and carefully packed, on receipt of price.

Hand Saws ; Their Use,
Care and Abuse. —How to
Select and How to File Them.
F. T. Hodgson.

THIS
BOOK IS A COMPILATION OF AR-

ticles selectedwith care and good judgment
by the author, and in a cheap, convenient lorm
contains much valuable information and useful
suggestions for the carpenter and builder. The
contents include the history of the saw, philosophy
of the cutting qualities of saw-teeth, how to use
hand-sawsrfiling and setting hand-saws, the useof
miscellaneoussaws, remarks on files, setsand other
appliances, and memoranda on saw gauges,miter-
boxes, &c.

75 illustrations; 96 pages ; i2ino ; cloth, SI

Mathematical Drawing Instruments
and How to Use Them.
F. E. Hulme.

THIS
IS ONE OF THE BEST WORKS UPON
drawing instruments now in the market.

Although originally intended for the English
reader, it is no less valuable to those who live in

America. This work is not only a thorough
treatise on the various instruments used in draw
ing, but includes instructions in regard to draw
ing and tracing papers, how to trace and how to
copy drawings two or more at one time, and the
use and application of colors to represent different
materials, making in all a valuable work for the
experienced draftsman as well as for the student.

152 pages ; 8vo ; 61 illustrations ; cloth,

A New System of Hand-Railing,
Cut Square to the Plank

Without Aid of Falling Molds.
By an Old Stair-Builder.

T"
HE BOOK IS DIVIDED INTO TWO PARTS,
the first relating to geometry and the second

to themethodsof getting out work. All wreaths are
cut out square from the plank, with square joints.
Seven complete examples are given, with illustra
tions and descriptive text. It is claimed that by
this method much time and material are saved
and the wreaths formed with more accuracy than
by the older methods.

3 folding plates and 23 illustrations ; 65 pages ;.
i2mo; cloth, - - - - - • $1



BOOKS FOR ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS. AND CARPENTERS.

Lessons on Hand-Railing for Learners.
Robert Riddell.

THIS
WORK INTRODUCES THE STUDENT

atonce to the practical operationsof hand-rail-
ing.and commencingwith easyproblems,advances
by regular steps until themostdifficult are reached
and mastered. The explanations throughout are
suited to the comprehensionof the beginner in
hand-railing, but who is a competentjoiner and
capable of executing work properly. The meth
ods explained in this work differ in some respects
from those employed by the sameauthor in other
books upon this subjeot.

33 plates, 9 x n inches, and descriptive text;
cloth, - $5

Draftsman's Manual ; or, How
Can I Learn Architecture ?
F. T. Camp.

THIS
LITTLE PAMPHLET ANSWERS A

great many questions asked by beginners in
the study of architecture and drafting. It con
tains many valuable hints concerning the drafts
man's outfit, the technics of planning, &c.

Bouna m el )th. $0.50

Barn Plans and Outbuildings.

THIS
BOOK CONTAINS A LARGE AMOUNT
of information on general farm-barns, cattle-

barns and stables, sbeep-barns, poultry-houses,
carriage-houses, ice-houses, dairy-houses, smoke
houses,granaries, bird-houses, &c, and should be
in the hands of every carpenter who is ever called
• upon to plan or executebuildings of this character.

235 Pages> 5 x 7'A ! 257 illustrations ; cloth, $l.SO

American Domestic Architecture.

John Calvin Stevens and Albert W. Cobb.

THIS
WORK IS JUST PUBLISHED AND CON-
tains a number of examples of domestic

architecture, most of them from work already
done in various parts of the country, but chiefly
in the State of Maine, where the architects reside.
A great variety of styles are shown, many of them
tasteful and elegant, while others are of the most
simple character. The examplesgiven are princi
pally of dwelling-houses, but there is a chapter at
the end devoted to churches, in which hints are
given that will be found serviceable to both archi
tect and builder.

60 full-page plates, with descriptive and critical
letterpress, illustrated with a number of ad
ditional cuts ; large quarto oblong ; cloth, $10

F YOUR SUBSCRIPTION EXPIRES
with this (December) number please re
new promptly. If your own subscription

does not now expire, can you not send us in

some new subscribers?

Town and Country School Buildings.
E. C. Gardner. Architect.

THE
WORK CONSISTS OF A COLLECTION
of plans and designs for schools of various

sizes, both graded and ungraded, together with
descriptions of construction of sanitary arrange
ment, light, heat and ventilation.

141 pages ; illustrated ; cloth, - - $2.50

Architectural Drawing.
R. Phene Spiers, F.S.A., Architect.

THIS
IS ONE OF THE MOST VALUABLE

works on architectural drawing that hasbeen
published. It is divided into three leading parts,
in addition to the introduction. The latter deals
with drawing materials. The three parts are stu
dents' work, subdivided into draftsmanship' and
design; officework, subdivided into contract and
working drawings and competition drawings, and
the third part out-door work. Prominent in the
classes of paragraphs are materials, elementary
training, free-hand drawing from the round, geo
metrical drawing in outline and geometrical draw
ing tinted and shaded. Then follows a chapteron
perspective drawing. Design is next considered,
the first division being copying of the orders, after
which is study of design; then follow working
drawings, competition drawings, out-door work,
measureddrawings, perspective drawings, water-

color drawings, color decoration, &c. The work
contains 25 full-page plates, several of which are
in colors; also wood-cuts in the text, serving to il
lustrate it.

9 x 11'A inches ; cloth, *---.-
Nonpareil System of Hand-Railing.

5'_-

John V. H. Secor.

MR.
SECOR IS A PRACTICAL STAIR-
builder of many years' experience, and has

put into the little book on hand-railing which he
has just issued an exposition of those principles
which he has long employed in his own work.
The learner is led step by step from the simplest
problems encountered in stair-buirding to those of
_themost complex character. The work is pre
ceded"bya glossary and is supplementedby a very
complete inctex A leading feature of the book is
the method of ascertaining the length of the mold.
The system of bevels presented is also simple and
of universal application. The book is adapted to
the needsof any one in the line of joinery who de
sires molds for any kind of stairs that may have
been constructed. The cuts and text are placed
side by side, and in all respects the book is ar
ranged in* way to be attractive to the reader and
useful to the student.

x Syi inches ; 78
bound in cloth,

pages ; 157 line engravings ;

$2



BOOKS FOR ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.

Construction of Trussed Roofs.

Prof. N. Clifford Ricker.

THIS
IS ONE OF THE RECENT ADDITIONS
to the books on the theory and practice of

roof construction. The nine chapterswhich make
up the book comprise the subject of elementary
graphic statics, general construction of roofs, loads .
and pressures on roofs, Ritter's method of mo
ments, the graphical method, lengths of truss
members, formulaeand tables, sectional dimensions
of truss members, and details of truss joints. The
author has a thorough understanding of his sub
ject, and the work is worthy of careful study.

115 illustrations; 158 pages; size 6x9 inches;
cloth, - - - - - - $2

Modern House Carpenters'
Companion and Builders' Guide.

''PHIS IS
1 for cs

W. A. Sylvester.

IS A WELL-ARRANGED HAND-BOOK
'carpenters and builders. It contains rules

for getting the lengths and finding the bevels
for rafters for pitch, hip and valley roofs ; the con
struction of French and mansard roofs ; several
forms of trusses and stairs, splayed and circular
work, &c; a table of braces, sizes and weights
of window-sash and frames for the same ; a table

of board, plank and scantling measure ; rules
for estimating the sizes and capacity of bins for
grain, potatoes, coal, &c, also rules for tanks to
hold from 5 to 100gallons ; weights and strength
of various materials. There is a brief treatise on
the use of the slide rule, and there are tables of
the diameters, circumferences and areas of circles,
rules and examples in simple and compound
proportion, square and cube root, mensuration and
the metric system of weights and measures.

Third edition, enlarged ; 45 full-page plates con
taining 100 illustrations; 210 pages; nmo;
cloth, $3

Detail Cottage and
Constructive Architecture.

T'
A. J. BlCKNELL.

'HIS WORK CONTAINS 45 PERSPECTIVES,
elevations and plans for cottages, together

with details ; elevations of summer-house, designs
for villas, seaside cottages and country houses ; 14
designs for street and store fronts, with a great
variety of designs for cornices, brackets, windows
and window-caps, doors, piazzas, porches, &c. It
also has a number of plates illustrating the fram
ing for dwellings, barns, &c. It is in all respects
a practical book for carpenters and builders.

75 large lithographed plates ; cloth, $5

E carry a full line of BOOKS for Architects, Build
ers and Mechanics, of which a few are advertised

in these pages." # • • • Send for our cata
logue or write for information, and we will give any
help in our power. # # $ Any book published
sent post-paid, and carefully packed, on receipt of price.

Builder's Guide
'
and
Estimator's Price Book.
Fred. T. Hodgson.

\ COMPILATION OF CURRENT PRICES OFf\ lumber, hardware, glass, plumbers' supplies,
paints, slates, stones, limes, cements, bricks, tin
and other building materials; also prices of labor
and cost of performing the several kinds of work
required in building, together with prices of doors,
frames, sash, stairs, moldings, newels and other
machine work, to which is appended a large num
ber of building rules, data, tables and useful
memoranda, with a glossary of architectuai and
building terms. No builder should be without
this book. It contains everything necessary for
the proper estimating of work.

33 1 pages ; 5 x ■}%inches ; cloth,

Practical Lessons in
Architectural Drawing,

W.m, B. Tut hill.

THIS
WORK EMBRACES SCALE-DRAWINGS
of plans, elevations, sections and details of

frame, brick and stone buildings, with full descrip
tions and a form of specifications adapted to the
same. The drawings are clear and thorough and
so detailed as to show the whole construction.

The book contains a greater fund of knowledge
than many of the practicing architects of the day
possessedwhen they first entered the profession.
It is purely practical and will be useful to the car
penter, joiner or student.

33 full-page plates and 33 wood-cuts ; 44 pages de
scriptive letterpress ; 8 x 12'A inches ; oblong;
cloth, $3.50

Practical Carpentry.
F. T. Hodgson

THE
FIRST PART OF THIS BOOK IS DE-
voted to such problems in geometry as are

of special importance to carpenters and builders.
Following this the subjects of arches, centers,
windows, doors and roofs are considered. Nu
merous rules are introduced for the calculation ne
cessary to be made in roof-framing, and the ac
companying diagrams show how the cuts in the
timbers employed are obtained. Mitering, joints
and jointing, dovetailing, sash and sky-lights, rak
ing, molding and circular work are all thoroughly
discussed and explained. Useful rules and tables
for estimating are included. " Practical Carpen-
trv " is, as its name implies, a book for practical
men, and, like the other works of this author, is a
favorite with the trade. No carpenter or builder
should be without it.

Nearly 300 illustrations ; 144 pages ; nmo; cloth, $1
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-MANUFACTURERSOF ANDAGENTSFOR-

^Mechanics' Tools and Hardware Specialties,^
79 and 81 READE and 97 CHAMBERS STREETS, NEW YORK.

Factories: Yalesville and Chester, Conn., and Hinsdale, N. H.
All Tools on this page are of our own manufacture and fully warranted.

These Tools are tempered by an Improved process
Insuring a Perfect Cutting: Edge.

OWESETOFMERRILLSNDWILDEP.'S
SOCKET FIRMER CHISELS.

No. 10Set. C. E. Jennings 4 Co.'?ExtensionLip Auger Bits: 13Bits,
, oneeachasfollows: 4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11.12,L13,14,15,

lfr-Iethsof anInch $5.00perset.
No.30Set, with improved Lips and Spurs. 13Bits, one each,4to
16-Wths $3-50perset.
In orderingAugerBits besureandspecifyby numberthe pattern

Our No. 10isdesignedfor cabinet-makers'usej No.30for

THIS COTILLUSTRATESA NO.10SETIN FANCVBOX.

Price,No. 10Set: 12Chisels,from % to 2 inches(sharpenedjandset
readyfor use),in FancyWoodenBox $6.00rperset.
Price, No. 11Set
edges

H to S inches,sameas No

Price, No. 12,with PateDtHandles,bevelededges $8.00per set

10,with beveled
$7.00perset.

C. E. JENNINGS & CO.'S PERFECTED EXPANSIVE BITS.
(Steers' Patent.) Patented April 1st, 1884.

BIT WITH CUTTERS OFF—MADE IN TWO SIZES.

It overcomes the greatest objection in Expansive Bits. The Cutter will not slip or creep. It is being adopted by all
the best mechanics.

No. 1, with two cutters, cutting from J to 3 inches, |2.00 each. | No. 2, with two cutters, cutting from $ to If inches, $1.50 each.

C. E. JENNINGS & CO.'S PERFECT IRON PLANE.

CUT SHOWING THE COMPOSITE BOTTOM, NOS.303TO 307.

Our New Patented Iron Plane is offered to the trade and to the public as the only plane ever yet made that has successfully
met the great objection to iron planes, viz., the clinging of the plane when in use to the work.
The bottom of the plane is inlaid with rosewood strips firmly and immovably dovetailed into the iron, and so combined as to

prevent the wood from wearing away, giving the easein working of a wood plane, while rctainiLgall the advantagesof the iron plane.
No. 303, Smooth Plane, 8 in. long, 1} in. Cutter. . .Each, $3.00 I No. 305, Jack Plane, 14 in. long, 2J in. Cutter Each, $3.75
No. 304, Smooth Plane, 9 in. long, 2 in. Cutter

" 3.25 | No. 300, Fore Plane, 18 in. long, 2J in. Cutter " 4.7'i
No. 307, Jointer, 22 in. long, 2$ in. Cutter Each, $5.50

L'HOMMEDIEU'S SHIP AUGERS, With or Without Screws.

WITHOUT SCREW.

L'HOMMEDIEU SHIP AUGER BITS.

WITH OR WITHOUT SCREWS.

We are the Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of Goods underthe following Trade-Marks: " L'Hommedieu " "Merrill &
Wilder," "E. H. Tracy," "C. E. Jennings & Co.," "Jennings & Griffin Mfg. Co.," "Watrous & Co." We do not aim to com-
pete with cheap tools, and warrant all goods bearing our trade-marks to be perfect when they leave the shop. Should thev prove
defective by any fair usages, and be returned to the person from whom they arc bought within thirty davs from date of purchase
a n«w Tool will be given in exchange. ^ee other of tMt

-T J
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WHEELER'S PAT. WOOD FILLER,
THE ONLYARTICLE TOGIVE A

Durable, Economical, Natural and Perfect Finish to Hard- Wood.
IV Sendfor Pamphlet Giving Information on Finishing Hard- Wood. -Ml

THE BRIDGEPORT WOOD-FINISHING CO., NEW MILFORD. CONN.
NEWYORKOFFICE:240PEARL ST.,cor.BURLIXGSLIP.

CHICAGOOFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: 211EAST RANDOLPHSTREET.

DECORATIYE

GLASS AND

SANDBLAST

WORK.

THE MATTHEWS DECORATIVE GLASS CO,
328 & 330 East 26th St., New York. —

Decorative Glass from Late Designs Executed by Sand
Blast or Embossing Processes in a Superior Manner.
OrnamentalGlassIn StockSheets,White andColoredChlpprdGlass,and othe

Specialtiesfor Architectss>ndJobbing:Trade.
SENDTORILLUSTRATEDCATALOGUEORESTIMATES.

Patentee and
Manufacturer,Gh "WILSON

907 Broadway (near 20th Street), New York.

1

VenetianBlinds. RollingPartitions. RollingVenetianBlinds.
^
RollinsSteelShutte-

The " Home" Door ChockandSpriugwill closethedoor noiselessly. It is in successfuluseon a large number of dwellings,public buildings,stores,offices,railway stationsand railwaycars. It issimplein construction,easilyappliedand moderatein price. Carpenterswill find ftprofitableto canvassfor it during thedull season. For saleby all hardwaredealers.
Manufactured by

RUSSELL & ERWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Aetc Britain, Conn., Xnr Fork, Philadelphia and Baltimore.

GEM SPRING HINGES
Prices Seduced.

SINGLE

AND

DOUBLE

ACTING,

FOB
8CREEN,

MEDIUM
AND

HEAVY
DOORS.

The i and4Inchare.thebestIn themarketfor
ScreenDoors.

FORDOOKS.

Feet.
6x1
7I J

lli
8X3
9*3

Inch.
Htoii,
l to1*
1 to1
I toI
■Mtoit,

■•JtosS

non
S -

3* in.
4 in.
5 In.6 in.
7 In.
ft in.
10 in.

Japanned. CopperBronzed,

If ,0aan s4 Do
u
b

A
ct
ln

m< S3
Som'i

Per Per Per Per
Pair. Pair. Pair. Pair.
to.70 f1.40 92.00%%7(
0.90 '■7* 3.CO 4-7*1.10 3.30 * OO 5 n1 .40 3.SO 3-7< 5-75•■753.50 4.50 8.3?
1.50 *.oo 10.10
3.5° 7.00 7-'0

W Sendfor full Catalogueof Bronzed, Brass
andBronzeMetalSpringHinges.

SUKDrACTURKDBY

VAN WAGONER & WILLIAMS CO.,
tty Heekman Street, Acic York,

it PATENT5TAR HACKS .*
3.

BoththeFramesandBladesof ourStarHackSaws
arenowas perfectashumanskill canmakethem.
TheFrame fs steel,polishedandnickel-plated,and
will holdallBladesfrom 3 to12Inches,andfacethem
In fourdirections.With theextraClamp,asseenin
thecut,all brokenBladescanbeused. TheseSaws
havea file temper,andoneflve-centBladewill cut
Ironor softsteelsteadilyfor severalhours,doing
moreworkthanadollar'sworthof flies.
Priceof No. 6 Frame $1.00" *' Clamp 0.10" " Bladeperdoz.66c60c66c70c85c96c91.06
Incheslong 0 7 8 9 10 11 12
Frame,Bladesor Clampsentbymailprepaidonrecelptofprice. Alsoforsalebyall HardwareDeal
ers. All goodsbearingournamearefullywarranted.

MILLERS FALLS CO.,

9
3

Reade Street, New York.

The GREAT
CHURCH LIGHT
FK INK'S PatentReflector*tot
GasorOil,givethemostpowerful,
aofteatcheapr"*4cBestlightknown
forChurches,Scores,Showwindows.
Banks.Theatres,Depots,etc.Newandelegantdesigu.Sendsizeofroom.
GetcsVuriarandestimate.A Liberal
Jiscounttochurchesandthetrade*
Ut/n'tt>€dernvedbychratifnttatto***

I •*<tttUtJi, 551Few.SU,W.V-

BUILDING
BOOKS.

DRAWING

INSTRUMENTS.

1889 Catalogue
of Books on Building,
PaintingandDecorating,
also Catalogueof Draw
ingInstrumentsandMa
terials,sent̂ reeonappli
cationto
Wm.T.Comstock,
23Warren.Ne<*York.

BnekeyeWroughtIron PoachedBall FenceAlso,manufacturersof IronCresting,Iron Turb
ine Wind Kngincs,BuckeyeForcePumps,Buck
eyeLawnMowcrs^etc.SendforIllustratedCatalogueandpricestoMast,Foos A Co.Springfield.O-

J. STEVENS & CO., ChcopeeFalls,Mass
P.O. Box.300,

Xanuiactureraof theBeatCountersinkIntheWorld,havingdoubleUp*for WoodWork. Prloeof each»■*. H InchandH Inch,bymad,*>cents
Sendfor lllnatrmeri < mnlosue.

Fine Wrought Iron Work
FORBUILDINGS.

FOLDING GATES,
in Iron,BrassandBronze.

WILLIAM R. PITT,
83 ReadeSt., N. Y.

THOMPSON'S PERFECT PLUMB BOBS.

Mechanics and sur

veyors h ave always
been troubled to find

i positively accurate
Plumb Bob. By an im

proved method which

has required much

study, we are enabled

to place before you

what we confidently

feel is the only com

plete line of positively
accurate and artistic

Plumb Bobs ever of
fered to the trade. They
are made of bronze,

beautifully finished,
with fine steel points.

3-5sizeNo. 6
,

Mechanics.

C. E. JENNINGS & CO.,
SOLEAGENTS,

79-81 Reade & 97 Chambers Stst., N. Y.
(Seeothersideof 1hi»page.)

TrJE NJETAL WORKER.

A WEEKLY JOURNALOF THF.STOVE.TIN '

ROOFING,PLUMBINGANDHOUSE-
FURNISHINGTRADES.

The contentsof its ReadingandAdvertising
Columns are varied and interesting,andwill
be found of valuenot only to the Worker in
SheetMetal, butalsoto the Dealerand Manu
facturer.
All kinds of Sheet Metal Work, together
with New Machineryand Tools usedby the
Tinner, Roofer. Cornice Worker, Plumber,
Steam and Gas Fitter, and kindred trades,
illustratedand described.

Price, $2.00 a year.
DAVID WILLIAMS,

PUBLISHER,
66 and 68 Puane street, New York.

q *
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